


Who is this guy? 

• MSU Certified Zoning Administrator 

and Citizen Planner 

• Former Vice-chairman Riga 

Township PC-6 years 

• Worked for 2 years drafting ag 

preservation plan for county 

• Helped draft wind energy ordinance 

that became a State model ordinance 



Disclaimer: 
 

• I am not a lawyer but I do watch Law 

and Order. 

• Nothing I say today should be 

construed as offering legal counsel. 



Map generated from FAA data submitted by 

applicant on 4-4-2020. The application has not been 

reviewed by FAA at this point in time. 



Current Knox County regulations: 
• Noise limit: IL Pollution Control 

Board by default 

• 1,000’ to occupied structure 

• ~100’ plus blade length to any 

property line 

• 500’ height limit 

• Decommissioning protection-to be 

established by county 



BTW: 
Our understanding of how to safely site utility scale 

wind turbines has improved substantially since the 

first roll out of wind development in 2007-2008. 

The Knox County Wind Energy needs a substantial 

rewrite to bring it into line with the latest science 

regarding noise, flicker mitigation, FAA lighting 

attenuation, component liberation, 

decommissioning, application fees, etc. 

Addressing all these issues is beyond our scope but 

Knox County should be aware of these issues in 

order to better serve their constituents. 



First: 

 

The wind industry and their 

advocates like to make these 

zoning deliberations a 

discussion about how noble, 

green and economically 

beneficial wind energy 

development is. 

 



First cont’d: 
But the ONLY issue before us is how 

to safely place 50,60 or 70 story tall 

noisy structures into a rural/residential 

environment. Whether these 

structures produce “green” electricity, 

extract oil or coal, or turn sow’s ears 

into silk purses is absolutely 

irrelevant. 

This is about separating conflicting 

uses of land and protecting H,S&W. 

Nothing more, nothing less. 

 



Second: 
 

As a former planning commissioner I 

fully understand the pressure of being 

asked to say “Yes” or “No” to a wind 

development. It is a thankless task 

that no one anticipates when 

volunteering to serve one’s neighbors 

on a zoning or planning board 

 



Good news: 
I believe that reasonable wind energy 

zoning regulations driven by the 

principles of consent and 

compensation can place the burden of 

deciding whether a given community 

hosts utility scale wind development 

upon the wind developer rather  than 

the zoning authority. 

 

Knox County should consider these 

things as they go into the future. 

 



Part One: 
Economic Considerations 



Economic and enviro issues: 

As noted already, wind developers like 

to sell communities and lease holders 

on the economic advantages of wind 

development as  a tool to gain 

approval for their projects. 

 

Let’s briefly analyze wind economics 

from the macro level. 



 IL wind is pricey relative to peers: 

IA has large regions of 8.5m/s wind 

potential. IL has none, even @ 

100m. 

IA will produce ~1.5 t0 2x the energy 

from each turbine as IL, a 

permanent price disadvantage for IL 

8.5 m/s 

7.0 m/s 



What about CO2? 

People concerned with CO2 emissions 

talk about the “social cost of carbon”. 

The Obama administration calculated 

that the economic harm of CO2 

emissions is $40/ton* of CO2 emitted. 

 
*http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/08/trump-s-attack-social-cost-carbon-could-end-hurting-his-fossil-fuel-

push 



MISO on CPP and wind mitigation: 

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2014/09/18/document_ew_01.pdf 



Knox County wind is marginal: 



$$$ vs. Land Use 

Wind developers often speak of 

promises of great financial 

benefit to landowners and 

township or county coffers as an 

inducement for permissive wind 

energy zoning. 

This is in conflict with the well 

established LaSalle Standards 

under Illinois case law. 

 

 



Farm revenue: 

We often see wind companies 

boast about how wind 

development supports farms 

financially. 

 

 



However: 

Of course wind lease payments 

benefit leaseholders. 

But assuming most farmers who 

host wind turbines host 2-4 

turbines, there may be only 800-

1000 IL farmers receiving the big 

wind checks. 

 

 

 



Moreover: 
There are 72,000 farms in IL. 

 Assuming 1,000 of them get the big 

checks, that is just over 1% of all IL 

farms. 

Wind energy is never going to keep 

more than a tiny fraction of farmers in 

the black. 

 

 



Wind is land use intensive: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Fermi II Reactor- ~1100 Mw 



1100 MW from wind at 3.6 MW/sq mile w/30%CF 

Detroit 
Ann Arbor 

Toledo 

Adrian 

2 Vestas V-100 turbines per square mile 



….and a couple of these for July, August, etc. 



Or, 36 Square miles of this… 



…could be equaled by one or two of these: 

 

TM2500 Mobile Gas Turbine 

Generator 

• Output: 21.8 MW @ 50 Hz; 22.8 MW @ 

60 Hz (ISO) 

• Dual Frequency – 50/60 Hz quick 

conversion (no reduction gear) 

• Heat Rate: 9800 Btu/kW-hr @ 50 Hz; 

9500 Btu/kW-hr @ 60 Hz (ISO) 

• Voltage: 11.0kV (50Hz); 13.8 kV 

(60Hz) 

• Liquid or natural gas fuel capability 

• Brush Air-cooled 2-pole generator with 

brushless excitation 

• Multiple units started/controlled through 

a single desktop PC 

• Low emissions with demineralized water 

injection 25 ppm (gas); 

42 ppm (liquid) 

• Woodward Micronet® control system 

• Inlet air heating/cooling provisions 

• Electro-hydraulic starting system 

• Single unit footprint ~110' x 70' 

• Sound level at 3 ft. 90 dBA 



Part Two: 
Relevant Regulatory 

and  
Policy Considerations 



IL counties may regulate wind plants: 
 

 “A county may establish standards 

for wind farms and electric-generating 

wind devices. The standards may 

include, without limitation, the height 

of the devices and the number of 

devices that may be located within a 

geographic area.” 
 (55 ILCS 5/5-12020) Sec. 5-12020.  



Further: 

IL zoning law gives counties the right 

to regulate any land use “For the 

purpose of promoting the public 

health, safety, morals, comfort and 

general welfare, conserving the values 

of property throughout the county…”. 
 



Or: 
Put another way: if the proposed 

activity cannot be performed in our 

communities in keeping with Health 

Safety and Welfare, it must not be 

permitted. 
 

REMEMBER: A developer’s primary commitment is 

to bottom line and their “recommendations” are 

designed to maximize ROI 

 

But a planning official’s single 

commitment must be to H, S and W 



Limits to zoning: 
• Zoning regulations must have a 

rational relationship to protecting H, 

S and W.  

• They must not be arbitrary or 

capricious. 

• If a zoning regulation meets those 

criteria it is almost unassailable in 

court 

Remember: Reasonable 

zoning is strong! 



H, S & W 

Protecting Health Safety and 

Welfare is a sworn duty. 

 Developers (of any type) are 

crafty and present many 

superficially enticing arguments 

and promises. 

 

But protecting H, S and W comes 

first. 

 

 



H, S & W Questions 

• Are (any) developer’s profits more 

important than H, S and W? 

• Are promised increases in tax revenue 

more important than H, S &W? 

• Are claims of “private property rights” 

more important than H,S &W? 

• Are claims of green jobs or emissions 

reductions more important than H, S & 

W? 

 



The quick answer:  

No. 



Remember:  
It is the Health Safety AND Welfare 

 not Health Safety OR Welfare 

that zoning commissioners are duty 

bound to protect. 

Too often Health and Safety are 

diminished in exchange for 

developers’ promises of jobs or tax 

revenue Welfare. 

 

But those promises are not contracts. 



Regulating wind installations:  
There are many impacts associated 

with placing utility scale wind turbines 

in proximity to human habitation. 

The most common are height, physical 

setbacks and noise limits. 

Others may include aviation impacts, 

RF interference or environmental 

impacts like birds and bats. 

I will mainly focus on height, setbacks, 

noise and decommissioning. 



The applicant has requested height variance:

  

In the matter before us, the applicant 

has requested a height variance from 

500’ to 600’. 

 

Let’s review the standard for issuing 

variance. 

 



Understanding variances:  

Variances are often misunderstood and 

often handed out far too freely. 

Remember: 

1. A variance is a permanent license to 

break the zoning law. 

2. It runs with the property and can never 

be amended by the County in the future. 

3. Variances can only be issued when the 

applicant has demonstrated a unique 

hardship on a given parcel.  

4. That hardship cannot be self-inflicted. 

 

 



Knox County on Variance:  



Applicant:  

• Applicant’s counsel last night stated 

that their application meets all the 

standards for the issuance of the 

variances requested 

• Yet nowhere in their application do 

they even attempt to show what the 

unique hardships are that warrant 

the issuance of these variances 

• Simply wanting to build something 

prohibited by the current regulations 

is not a hardship. 



Furthermore:  

The Knox County Zoning Ordinance 

requires the  county to read the 

ordinance in all its parts “literally”. 

There is no latitude to interpret the 

ordinance in a broad fashion. 



Part Three: 
Understanding Height 

and  
Size Regulations 



Height Limits  
• In general communities are free to 

regulate the height of structures 

simply on the basis of appearance. 

• Many zoning ordinances restrict 

homes to only 2 or 3 stories even 

though 4 or 5 story homes can be 

built safely. 

• Wind turbines are no different than 

any other lawful use. You may 

restrict their size for the sake of 

appearance. 



We regulate size/height on appearance:  
DTE Echo Wind Plant 

Huron County 

“The purpose of regulating signs in the county is to provide 

for a visually pleasant environment and minimize potentially 

unsafe conditions while also offering opportunities 

for public and private information and advertising.” SCZO 



And turbines have visual impacts too:  

• “Certainly there are some 

pristine places in Michigan 

where you don’t want to 

impact the viewshed…. 

You take a situation like 

Leelanau County or the 

Old Mission peninsula 

here in our region.  

Certainly there are areas 

where it just-while it would 

be perfect economic sense 

and perfect placement for 

utility turbines- we 

probably don’t want [them] 

as a region there.” 

    -Steve Rawlings, DTE 

DTE Echo Wind Plant 

Huron County 



So how tall is too tall?  



It depends upon what you want to see.  



Knox County Height Regs excluding wind:  

We should make one point now: the 

existing height limit for wind turbines 

is FAR more generous than for any 

other land use. 

 



Knox County Height Regs excluding wind:  

Even though most homes in Knox 

County inside the proposed project 

footprint are typically ½ to 1 mile apart, 

they are restricted to only 35’ in height. 

And even commercial structures are 

capped at 120’ but only with a 2:1 

setback penalty for every foot above 

35’.  

 



Knox County Height Regs excluding wind:  

Even though applicant already has a 

500’ height limit-quadruple that 

permitted for commercial buildings- 

and already has very generous setback 

standards relative to other tall 

structures in the ordinance, they are 

now asking for even more liberal 

regulations. 

 



The issue: 

This 477’ V-100 is setback 

1,139’ from the former 

Shineldecker home in Mason 

County Michigan. 

 

Knox County’s current 

ordinance permits turbines of 

up to 500’ be placed only 

1,000’ from homes. 

And the applicant is asking 

for a variance for 600’ class 

turbines. 

Approx. 493’ 

6’ tall cars 



DeKalb Illinois- Turbines are `390’ tall. 

 390’ turbines. Number indicate distance from home. 

BTW: the rotor diameter for the proposed turbines in KC 

is nearly 460’ 



Part Three: 
Setback Issues 



Setbacks:  

 

 

 

What’s safe and who says? 



Knox County Setbacks:  

Knox County’s ordinance only 

requires a setback of 1,000’ 

irrespective of turbine height. 

 



Worldwide setbacks & “industry standard”:  

Source: Analysis of throw distances of detached objects from horizontal-axis wind turbines, Sarlak and Sorenson, Wind Energy 2016 



Minimum Setbacks-who to trust? 
• From Vestas “Health & Safety 

Instruction”:  
“If a runaway operation should occur, the plant 

must be evacuated immediately by running 

upwind, and access to the surrounding area in a 

radius of at least 500 metres must be restricted”-

1640’ 

• Nordex:  
“In case of a fire in the nacelle or on the rotor, 

parts may fall off the wind turbine. In case of a 

fire, nobody is permitted within a radius of 500 m 

from the turbine.”-1640’ 



Nordex Thunderstorm Update: 

Nordex 

instructs 

employees to 

remain 1km 

(3,280’) from 

turbines and 

inside vehicle 

during storm 

event and to 

remain there 

for one hour. 

 



In real life? ~1500’ Debris Field 



Safety manuals: 
• My earlier slide quoted safety and 

operations manuals from Nordex and 

Vestas. 

• Wind developers now claim that the basic 

safety information in those manuals is 

proprietary and they will not release them 

to planning commissioners. 

• We feel that responsible wind ordinances 

should require the submission of those 

documents in un-redacted form. 



Wind Energy  paper on throw events: 



Wind Energy  paper on throw events: 
“It is found that, while at tip speeds of about 70 m/s (normal 

operating conditions), pieces of blade (with weights in the 

range of approximately 7-16 ton) would be thrown out less 

than 700m [2,300’] for the entire range of wind turbines, and 

turbines operating at the extreme tip speed of 150 m/s may be 

subject to blade throw of up to 2 km [1.2 miles] from the 

turbine. For the ice throw cases, maximum distances of 

approximately 100 [328’] and 600 m [2,000’] are obtained for 

standstill and normal operating conditions of the wind 

turbine, respectively, with the ice pieces weighting from 0.4 to 

6.5 kg. The simulations can be useful for revision of wind 

turbine setback standards, especially when combined with 

risk assessment studies” 

 

This peer reviewed paper published in a wind industry journal 

demonstrates that ice throw and component liberation are 

real risks inside a range of 328’ for a standing-still turbine up 

to 1.2 miles for blade throw during an overspeed event. 



Low risk? 

Despite the clearly stated intend of the 

documents, developers often claim 

these documents are being used to 

scare people and that the risk is so 

low as to be negligible. 

 

Yet if the risk was negligible, why 

would major turbine manufacturers 

indemnify themselves from these risks 

by including these safety rules for 

O&M personnel? 

  



Study of Texas Wind plants: 

“For the [operation and maintenance personnel] 

respondents who observed an ice throw incident, 

the average number of incidents witnessed was 

15…with a range of 1 to 101 incidents. The most 

frequent number was five…with the highest (50+) 

emanating from the West Texas region…” 



Study of Texas Wind plants cont’d: 
“Operations and maintenance personnel who 

witnessed an ice throw event from a wind turbine 

were asked to describe the damage caused by the 

event. The most common answer was damage to 

vehicles…followed by damage to electrical 

equipment or transformers…and damage to heavy 

or construction equipment…. Some respondents 

reported no damage or near-miss experiences…. 

Others indicated damage to land or the ground … 

Finally, two participants saw lights being knocked 

off of wind turbines…” 



Ice Throw Jan 23rd, 2018: 



Ice Throw Feb 24th, 2018: 

https://www.americanexperiment.org/2018/02/mn-wind-turbines-shut-safety-concerns-ice/ 



Knox County: 

Developers wish to trivialize these 

reports. But currently no property 

owner in Knox County has any risk of 

turbine ice throw or blade failure. 

And despite published safety data  like 

that in the earlier slides, developers 

often demand far shorter setback 

distances to homes and ignore interior 

property lines completely. 

And that is a major defect. 

  



A concern: Trespass Zoning 
By placing unleased property inside 

the manufacturer’s published 

evacuation zone, the wind developer is 

in essence requesting an easement or 

trespass privileges on unleased 

property. 

We call this Trespass Zoning.* 
https://limaohio.com/opinion/columns/167093/william-j-seitz-and-kevon-martis-trespass-zoning-is-wind-energys-secret-subsidy 



Wind lobby disputes “easement”: 
Wind developers object to the phrase 

easement in the zoning context. 

But their own leases make it clear:  



(Not to scale) 

Trespass Zoning: 

No 

contract 

farmer 

Contract 

farmer 



Setback to structure: 
(Not to scale) 

Manufacturer’s 

evacuation zone 

Green “no contract” 

farmer gives future 

development rights 

to developer for free 

No 

contract 

farmer 

Contract 

farmer 



Setback to property line: 
(Not to scale) 

Manufacturer’s 

evacuation zone 

Green “no contract” 

farmer can safely 

build on his/her 

entire property 

No 

contract 

farmer 

Contract 

farmer 

1,640’ 



Actual examples of Trespass Zoning: 

"The right to swing my fist ends 

where the other man's nose 

begins."  

 



Green is leased, gray is not: 



Nearly 50% of unleased land impacted: 



Trespassed neighbor loses development rights: 

Neighbors can no 

longer safely build: 

1. Residence 

2. Wind turbine 

3. Utility solar array 

4. Airstrip 

5. Heliport 

 

And likely many 

other uses. 



Oliver Wendell Holmes/Prop. Rights 

"The right to swing my fist ends 

where the other man's nose 

begins."  

 



My corollary: 
 

 

“If my development project requires 

me to repeatedly punch you in the 

nose, I should first get your consent 

and then compensate you for your 

broken nose.” 



Trespass Zoning:  
 

The expressed goal of zoning regulations 

is to separate conflicting land uses from 

each other. 

By establishing regulations from 

neighboring homes rather than property 

lines, the conflicting use is actually granted 

legal access to the neighboring property 

without consent or compensation. 

This is fundamentally unjust. 



But what is the right setback distance?  

If you are regulating setbacks 

to protect families from fire or 

rotor failure, 1,640’ or a 

multiple of turbine height 

equal to 1,640’ as measured to 

property lines would be 

reasonable minimum for 500’ 

class turbines. 

 



But what is the right setback distance?  

 

And in view of the recent peer 

reviewed research on blade 

and ice throw, far bigger 

property line setbacks are now 

reasonable as well. 

 



Applicant’s request:  

The applicant has chosen to use 

somewhat larger setbacks than the 

statutory minimum of 1,000’. 

But by using ~1,600’ distance to 

homes and by ignoring property lines, 

they still place large swaths of 

unleased ground squarely inside 

known safety perimeters. 

 



Part Three: 
Noise Issues 



Noise: 

 

How loud is too loud and who do 

you believe? 

 



Noise: 

Wind developers ask for noise limits of 45-

55dB (leq) at your home. 

 



However: 

What they don’t tell you is 50dBa is a much higher noise 

level than you currently experience in the quiet parts of 

your community. 

 



Knox County Noise: 

The only reference to noise in the KC 

ZO is this standard. It does not apply to 

wind energy but it does make some 

important distinctions.  

 



Knox County Noise: 

It recognizes that noise that is 

intermittent or has a “beat” or 

repetitive thumping noise is 

problematic. 

It also honors ALL property lines.  

 



Applicant recommends IPCB standard: 



IPCB and Leq: 

The IPCB standards reference 

various limits using octave bands. 

Most other resources use a much 

more common A-weighted Leq 

standard. 

Depending upon audio spectrum 

from any give turbine, the IPCB 

standards roughly translate to 

51dBa Leq. 

 

 



Problem-IPCB inadequate standard: 
“Schomer testified he’s spent over 50 years working as an acoustician, 

dedicating the last decade to researching wind turbine noise. He currently 

serves as the Emeritus Chairman of the Acoustical Society of America. 

 

Schomer said when he helped write the Illinois Pollution Control Board’s 

(IPCB) noise standards over 60 years ago, “Wind farms were never 

contemplated.” 

 

Project opponent Ted Hartke asked Schomer whether the current noise 

standards would fully protect residents near the proposed wind farm. 

 

“I don’t feel [the standards] are adequate for that purpose,” said Schomer. 

 

Schomer said the general consensus among his colleagues is the limit 

should be set around 40 decibels. 

 

The ZBA’s zoning ordinance also requires wind turbines be set back 1,500 

feet or three times the tower’s height from any occupied residence. 

 

Schomer said he recommended increasing that setback to 3,300 feet.” 

 

 
https://www.adaptbn.com/home/2018/1/25/expert-says-noise-standards-may-not-protect-residents-near-proposed-wind-farm 

 



Applicant IPCB property line requirement: 

Applicant correctly quotes the IL Code 

which clearly states it is intended to 

protect property lines. 

And it also makes clear that noise is 

“pollution”.  

 



Applicant IPCB property line requirement: 

Applicant then simply states without any 

justification or code reference: 

 

“…results were calculated at a 33-meter (100 

foot) radius from the center of each receiver 

[house] to approximate the yard boundary of 

each receiver.” 

 

This ignores the IPCB property line 

protections and also ignores the same 

precedent in Knox County’s only noise 

regulations. 

 

 



Schomer: 

So then, is Doctor Schomer correct when he 

says the consensus among his colleagues is 

40dBa Leq for wind turbine noise? 

 

 



Ask WHO? (WHO, 2009) Nighttime Noise Guidelines 

• Lnight,outside up to 30 dBA: No 
substantial biological effects observed. 

• Lnight,outside of 30-40 dBA: Body 
movements, awakening, sleep 
disturbance, arousal.  
While average effects may be modest, 
young, chronically ill, and elderly 
populations are affected to a greater 
degree. 

10 

Courtesy E-CS 



World Health Organization (WHO, 2009) Nighttime 

Noise Guidelines (Continued) 

• Lnight,outside of 40-55 dBA: Sharp increase in 
adverse health effects, exposed 
populations have to adapt coping 
mechanisms, and vulnerable groups are 
severely affected. 

• Lnight,outside above 55 dBA: Adverse health 
effects occur frequently, high percentage 
of population is highly annoyed, and 
limited evidence suggests that human 
cardiovascular system is stressed. 

Courtesy E-CS 



Dave Hessler in MN, Oct. 2011 
 

• “Based on the observed reaction to typical 

projects in United States, it would be advisable 

for any new project to attempt to maintain a 

mean sound level of 40 dBA or less outside all 

residences as an ideal design goal.” 

• “It is important to note that a project sound level 

of 40 dBA does not mean that the project would 

be inaudible or completely insignificant, only that 

its noise would generally be  low enough that it 

would probably not be considered objectionable 

by the vast majority of neighbors.”* 
*https://www.michigan.gov/documents/energy/MLUI9_NARUC_420200_7.pdf 



NextEra concurs with 40dBa:  

 “The Ontario Ministry of 

Environment’s Sound Guidelines for 

rural areas establish maximum 

permissible sound levels at 

residences of 40 decibels, which is 

consistent with the standards set by 

the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency.”* 
 
*http://www.nexteraenergycanada.com/faq.shtml 



Major 2018 WHO update: 

45dBa Lden converts to approximately 38dBa Leq. Again, less than 40dBa. 
 

http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/383921/noise-guidelines-eng.pdf 



Noise Limit Recommendation  
 

Based upon sound science from 

renewable energy friendly sources, it 

is clear that the correct noise limit for 

utility scale wind turbines is 40dBa or 

less. 

And it is crystal clear that those noise 

limits should be measured at the 

property line. 



Part Four: 
Decommissioning 



DTE on Expected GE Turbine Life: 

“I would expect nearly all of the towers in 

the Gratiot Wind Park to be in service for 

at least 20 years.”  (emphasis added) 

     –Thomas Komjathy, DTE Energy 

          MPSC Case No. U-16991 



Decommissioning:  
As a part of any approval, I recommend 

language like this: 

“Applicant will furnish to the township cash 

escrow equal to the value of the cost of 

removal for the turbines at the end of their 

useful life. The value of this escrowed 

amount will be determined by an 

independent third party engineer selected 

by the township and paid for by the 

applicant. This valuation shall be updated 

every 5 years at applicant’s expense and 

the value of the escrowed amount shall be 

adjusted accordingly.” 



Part Five: 
Community Acceptance 



LBL Report: 

“In 2015, the U.S. Department of Energy funded Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to lead a 4-year 

project collecting data from a broad-based and representative 

sample of individuals living near U.S. wind power 

projects. The aim was to broaden the understanding of how 

U.S. communities are reacting to the deployment of 

wind turbines, and to provide insights to those communities 

considering wind projects.” 
https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/paw_summary_results_for_web_page_v6.pdf 



LBL Report Concern: 

While the data appears sound, the impacts are severely 

diluted by including people up to 5 miles away from wind 

turbines. That is nearly an entire township away. 

Note: We have never claimed that people that far away have 

any profound impact from wind turbine development. 

 

Fortunately LBL broke most of the data down into various 

distances which restores its’ utility. 



What did LBL discover? 

Wind companies only quote this part. 

It includes people up to 5 miles away 

from the project. It misleadingly 

suggests that almost no one objects. 



What did LBL discover? 

But as you can see, the closer you are, 

the more negatively you view it. 

1 of 4 within a half mile have a 

negative attitude.  



What did LBL discover? 

Note: Virtually everyone inside a 

project footprint will be within a half 

mile of a turbine.  

This means 25% of the people living 

near turbines will not like it. That could 

be many hundreds of people. 

Currently, of course, 0% of the people 

in your community are annoyed by 

wind turbines sited in Knox County. 



What did LBL discover? 

Wind turbines are not silent. 



What did LBL discover? 

Nearby turbine neighbors can hear turbines 

inside their homes with windows open and 

closed. 

So if you stood under one and “didn’t hear 

anything” it was not at full power. 



What did LBL discover? 

 Of the 81% of people living within ½ 

mile who report being able to hear 

turbine sounds, 57% percent report 

annoyance and 31% are moderately to 

very annoyed. 



What did LBL discover? 

Again: currently 0% of your residents 

are annoyed by wind turbine sounds 

from turbines sited inside the county. 



What did LBL discover? 

And a large percentage of people do 

not like the visual impacts of wind 

turbines, 42% within one half mile. 



What did LBL discover? 

But even 3-5 miles away 30% of people 

are annoyed by the site of wind 

turbines. 



What did LBL discover? 

Again: currently no one in your 

community is annoyed by wind turbine 

landscape impacts from the proposed 

turbines. 



My point:  
LBL’s study has validated everything I 

have been saying for years: 

1. Wind turbine noise is loud enough 

to be heard inside homes. 

2. A large, non-trivial percentage of 

people living within a mile of wind 

turbines are annoyed by both the 

sight and sound of turbines 

3. Even at a great distance, wind 

turbines are a visual stigma to 

many turbine neighbors 

 



Source is credible:  

Mr. Kaliski of RSG, Inc. is one of the 

authors. 

 



Part Six: 
My Recommendations 



Recommendations:  
1. Reject variance application. There is no attempt 

by applicant to establish a hardship on any of 

the host parcels. 

2. Reject the sound study. Applicant has not 

modeled noise at the property line per IPCB and 

has failed to model the actual turbine they 

intend to use. 

3. Require a cash decommissioning bond with a 

value to be determined by 3rd party engineer 

selected by County and paid for by applicant. 

4. Require radar activated FAA lighting. 

 

 



Recommendations cont’d:  
5. Require flicker mitigation software to reduce 

flicker to zero hours at each receptor-(only a 

trivial impact upon turbine production) 

6. Require a property value guarantee 

7. Retain an independent acoustic consultant with 

no ties to wind industry to review application.  

8. Upon rejection of application, adopt a 

moratorium and then update wind zoning 

regulations to modern standards reflecting the 

latest science, including the latest mitigation 

technologies and accounting for ever larger 

turbine sizes. 

 



Q’s? Email me at kevon@kevonmartis.com 

 390’ turbines setback from house shown in feet from structure 
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corrections to make to that document? 

A.  No. 

Q.  If I were to ask you the questions 

in that document, would your answers be as set forth 

therein? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Are you also sponsoring exhibits to 

your direct testimony? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  And is one exhibit your resume? 

A.  Sorry the direct testimony is marked 

as KK 1 along with the resumes.  It seems like it’s 

all part of the same thing. 

Q.  Okay.  And was -- was that pre-filed 

testimony or the exhibit prepared by you or under 

your supervision? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Do you also have in front of you a 

108 page document, entitled rebuttal testimony of Ken 

Kaliski? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Do you have any changes or 

corrections to make to that document? 

A.  I just have some minor changes to 

1827
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the --. 

Q.  You mean by way of like typos, 

corrections? 

A.  Yeah, minor typos. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I’m fine with him 

going in without the typos corrected if it’s not 

substantive.  So I don’t think we need to read 

those things. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Okay.  Thank you Your 

Honor. 

BY MR. MUSCATO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  If I were to ask you the questions 

in that document, would your answers be as set forth 

therein? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Are you also sponsoring exhibits to 

your rebuttal testimony? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  And are those exhibits KK 1 through 

KK 9?  And for the record, I think those are Hearing 

Exhibits 17 through 25. 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  And were they prepared by you or 

1828
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under your supervision and direction including those 

that you took from other sources? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Are there any corrections to those 

exhibits? 

A.  There’s just one typo that -- that I 

-should correct.  It’s not -- it’s not major but 

it’s, you know, it’s a greater-than sign instead of a 

less-than sign. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah, no that’s 

fine.  We can correct that.  Can you let me know 

which exhibit it is on first, I mean by the KK 

reference number? 

THE WITNESS:  This is a --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Oh, okay. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, I’ll -- I 

can give you exhibit and page number just so it’s 

clear for the record. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah, okay. 

BY MR. MUSCATO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, which exhibit are 

you referring to in your rebuttal testimony? 

1829

A.  Well it’s Project Noise Impact 

Assessment, which is -- it’s Appendix ZZ to -- 
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Q.  Which exhibit was it to the 

rebuttal testimony? 

A.  Oh, it’s not the rebuttal.  

It’s the direct. 

Q.  Oh, okay. 

A.  Sorry.  See that there. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Okay.  I understand.  

Your Honor, I believe the witness is talking 

about exhibits that he sponsored in the 

application. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  That’s what I 

understand.  It’s part of the application.  So it 

would be in both the series of exhibits that 

we’ve marked as the application that was 

initially filed as 99 and then including any 

supplements and updates that affected that 

application through exhibit 106. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Correct.  So the 

correction that the witness is referencing was to 

Appendix ZZ of the application. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

BY MR. MUSCATO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And -- and what was the page number 

in Appendix ZZ? 

1830
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A.  127. 

Q.  And the correction was changing 

what? 

A.  On the second -- second line from 

the top, there’s a less than 75.  It should be 

greater than 75. 

Q.  So in addition to that appendix, 

you’re also sponsoring Exhibits 15 and 19 to the 

application, correct? 

A.  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, is there 

any further clarifications for the record with 

respect to what the witness is introducing? 

1831

A.L.J. LECAKES:  No.  I believe 

that that is sufficient.  At this point, we’re 

going to treat the direct testimony, which are the 
credentials and no other substantive matters as an 

exhibit as we’ve done consistent with the other 

witnesses.  That was submitted with the application 

and has been pre-marked as Exhibit 17.  As far as 

the rebuttal testimony, we will bring applicant’s 

motion to put that in the record as if it was orally

 given.  So at this point in the evidentiary 
hearing transcript, the 
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file that was emailed to the court reporters 

titled Applicant - Rebuttal Testimony of Kenneth 

Kaliski - Case 14-F-0490, should be entered into 

the transcript as it was orally given and other 

exhibits have been sponsored and will be moved 

into evidence when we move all other exhibits 

into evidence at the end.
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2

Q: Please state your name, employer, and business address.1

A: My name is Kenneth Kaliski. I am employed by RSG in White River Junction,2

Vermont.3

Q: Did you submit Direct Testimony in this proceeding?4

A: Yes. In my Direct Testimony, I sponsored Exhibit 19: Noise and Vibration. RSG5

prepared a Project Noise Impact Assessment (PNIA) for the construction and6

operation of the Cassadaga Wind (Appendix Z.1), and Post-Construction7

Monitoring Protocol (Appendix Z.2) (See Exhibit KK-1).8

Q: In addition to Exhibit 19, what other information have you sponsored and9

submitted to the Siting Board in this proceeding?10

A:  I have sponsored certain IR Responses relating to Exhibit 19 and RSG’s reports.11

Q: What is the purpose and scope of this Rebuttal Testimony?12

A: I am responding to the testimonies of Miguel Moreno-Caballero of the13

Department of Public Service (DPS), Richard James of Concerned Citizens of the14

Cassadaga Wind Project (CCCWP), Jerry Punch of CCCWP. In addition, I am15

submitting this testimony to respond to the recommendations by the Henry16

Spliethoff of the Department of Health (DOH) and to confirm that the Facility17

meets the regulatory standards he recommends.18

Q: How is your testimony organized?19
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A: I respond to each witness, and then present rebuttal by topic. The topics will1

generally proceed as follows:2

1. Background Sound Monitoring3

2. Sound Propagation Modeling4

3. Adequacy of the Noise Design Goal5

4. Post-Construction Sound Monitoring6

5. Other Issues7

At the end of my testimony, I will present comments on the DPS Proposed8

Certificate Conditions.9

I. RESPONSE TO MIGUEL MORENO-CABALLERO (DPS)10

Q: Can you briefly summarize your response to Mr. Moreno-Caballero’s11

testimony?12

A: We agree with portions of his testimony relating to revised design goals and13

additional details on the sound monitoring protocols. However, we believe that14

his interpretation of the modeling and monitoring recommendations of NARUC15

and others are inconsistent with the regulatory short- and long-term design goals16

he has for the project. For example, he incorrectly uses RSG’s short-term17

modeling results to compare to NARUC’s long-term design goals. I will review18

these and other inconsistencies in my testimony.19
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Q: Does Miguel Moreno-Caballero testify as to the adequacy of the background1

sound monitoring?2

A: No, there is no testimony about the sound monitoring RSG conducted of existing3

background sound levels.4

Q: Does Miguel Moreno-Caballero testify as to the adequacy of the modeling?5

A: Yes. He comments on the adequacy of the model used to estimate short-term6

maximum and long-term average sound levels.7

Q: How do you respond to these issues?8

A: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony appears to show a lack of understanding of9

the modeling parameters RSG used and how they compare to validation studies10

for sound propagation modeling. RSG’s modeling for the PNIA of the11

Application represents the best professional practice and is based on RSG’s12

experience and knowledge gained in over 20 years of modeling wind turbine13

sound. We have conducted two published validation studies on wind turbine14

sound propagation modeling Kaliski and Duncan (2008) and RSG et al (2016)15

(one of which is cited in his testimony), and are pioneers in the development of16

long-term monitoring and modeling of wind projects in the Northeast.17

Q: Can you provide an explanation of sound propagation modeling and how it18

effects the results with respect to the regulatory design goals and standards19

(i.e. WHO, NARUC, etc.)?20
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A: It is important to understand some basic concepts and components of sound1

propagation modeling that can have a substantial effect on the results.2

1) Model type – RSG uses the International Standard Organization ISO 96133

methodology, “Acoustics – Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors.”4

The ISO standard has two parts. Part 1 is used to estimate the sound attenuation in5

air as a function of temperature, humidity, and distance. Part 2 is the general6

method used to calculate the sound level at a given receiver from one or more7

sources of sound. From our perspective, this methodology is the standard for8

preconstruction modeling of wind projects in the U.S. With different adjustments,9

the method can be used to estimate short-term maximum sound levels and long-10

term mean sound levels. This method is not limited to wind projects but has many11

applications in the energy generation and transmission industry and is widely12

accepted, including in New York.13

2) Long-term vs short-term modeling – The choice of models and modeling14

parameters depends on the averaging time of the metric one is trying to model.15

For example, when conducting short-term modeling, on the order of a few16

minutes to a few hours, we are primarily concerned with a single condition17

leading to the worst-case sound level, like the maximum one-hour equivalent18

sound level. Long-term modeling is used to predict sound levels over a few weeks19

to a year. This modeling must therefore take into account temporal variations in20
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both the sound emissions from Facility wind turbines and variations in1

meteorological conditions that affect sound propagation. For example, wind speed2

will affect the amount of sound generated by the wind turbines. If there is no3

wind, no sound will be generated by the turbines. Similarly, factors such as wind4

speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability will affect how well sound5

propagates from the wind turbines. For example, sound propagates best under a6

stable atmosphere where temperature inversions can form and under downwind7

conditions. Long-term models must use site-specific conditions (turbine layout8

and meteorology) in order to accurately estimate long-term sound metrics. In the9

PNIA, we use the ISO 9613 methodology for short-term modeling, and add10

meteorological adjustments from CONCAWE for long-term modeling. We note11

that the modeling procedures of Hessler/NARUC (2011) uses the ISO 961312

methodology for long-term modeling (averages over several weeks) by using only13

the ISO 9613 methodology, but using less conservative parameters to account for14

long-term conditions.15

3)  Source sound power – Each source has a “sound power” associated with it. This16

represents the sound emissions of the source. For wind turbines, the sound power17

levels are tested using a standard methodology, International Electrotechnical18

Commission standard IEC 61400-11. The sound power from a wind turbine19

provided to a project developer is usually part of its warranty. The sound power20
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warranty may or may not be based on an IEC 61400-11 test. The sound power1

will increase with wind speed up to a certain point, usually around 8 to 10 m/s, at2

which time the sound power does not increase. For use in short-term modeling,3

RSG uses the highest rated apparent sound power at any wind speed. For long-4

term modeling, RSG uses the sound power at the appropriate hourly wind speed.5

For NARUC, the wind speed is not specified, but David Hessler, the author of6

Hessler/NARUC (2011) has used the “critical wind speed”, which is the wind7

speed for which the greatest difference between the wind turbine and background8

sound is expected. This can be lower than the maximum sound power.9

4) Meteorological assumptions – The ISO 9613-2 methodology assumes a10

downwind condition or alternatively under a well-developed moderate nighttime11

temperature inversion for estimating short-term equivalent average sound levels.12

In other words, these are conservative assumptions and would represent the13

“worst-case” potential conditions for wind turbines. According to ISO 9613-2, the14

model can also be used to predict long-term average sound levels by adding in a15

“Cmet” adjustment. The ISO standard does not dictate how sound levels will16

change with varying wind speed, wind direction, and temperature gradients. It17

leaves this up to the user. In the PNIA, RSG used meteorological adjustments18

developed by CONCAWE which was discussed with Mr. Moreno- Caballero and19

DPS Staff prior to submission of the Application and specified in the Stipulation.20
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Note that the CONCAWE methodology is an independent model for sound1

propagation and was originally developed for applications in the petroleum2

industry. We do not use the other modeling procedures of CONCAWE, only the3

meteorological adjustments. The meteorological adjustments are used to increase4

or decrease the sound levels calculated by ISO 9613’s standard methodology and5

assumptions to account for wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability.6

These meteorological adjustments are built into Datakustik’s Cadna/A software,7

which RSG uses, in part, to model long-term average sound levels. We agreed to8

use the CONCAWE adjustments because they are generally conservative and we9

have validated them in practice (see PNIA Section 11.4).10

5) Ground factor (G) – The ground factor represents how porous the ground surface11

is. Porous ground is represented by G=1. According to ISO 9613-2, this includes12

“ground covered by grass, trees, or other vegetation, and all other ground surfaces13

suitable for the growth of vegetation, such as farming land.” In this case, almost14

all of the surface around the Cassadaga project, except for harder surfaces such as15

roads, would be considered porous. Hard ground, according to ISO 9613-216

“includes paving, water, ice, concrete, and all other ground surfaces having a low17

porosity.” For surfaces that contain both hard and porous ground, the value of G is18

the fraction of porous ground. In the Cadna /A software, specific regions can be19

specified with different ground factors as appropriate. In general, with no other20
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adjustments, increasing the ground factor lowers the modeled sound levels at a1

particular location. Increasing the ground factor can therefore be used as a way to2

account for uncertainty in the model or to make the model more conservative. For3

example, in the Cassadaga Project area, the ground is completely porous, which4

would normally call for a ground factor of G=1.0. However, we use a ground5

factor of 0.5, which represent half porous, half hard ground for modeling 1-hour6

Leq sound levels. We use a ground factor of G=1.0 for modeling long-term7

averages (i.e., the CONCAWE adjustments).8

6) Ground attenuation – Sound interacting with the ground can either increase or9

decrease the sound level at the receptor. The attenuation of sound due to10

interactions with the ground is a function of source height, receiver height,11

frequency of the sound, terrain, and ground factor. The ISO 9613-2 standard12

provides two methods for estimating ground attenuation a “General Method” and13

an “Alternative Method”. The alternative method is used only where the resulting14

A-weighted sound pressure level is of interest (that is, it should not be used to15

model individual octave bands), the ground is mostly porous, and the sound is not16

a pure tone. This method does not take into account the spectral content of the17

sound whereas, the General Method does. We use the General Method for Ground18

Attenuation.19
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7) Receiver height – The receiver height is the height of the modeled location (i.e.,1

the receiver) relative to the ground. In general, for mid- and high-frequency sound2

over porous ground, the greater the receiver height, the higher the modeled sound3

level. This is due to the higher grazing angle of reflections off the ground. For4

hard ground and low frequencies, the receiver height does not affect modeled5

sound levels, as the maximum enhancement of the sound is already assumed. We6

used a 4-meter receptor height for modeling discrete locations (individual7

receptors) and 1.5 meters for modeling the sound isolines.8

8) Terrain – The terrain can serve as a barrier to sound. Under some circumstances,9

the terrain can enhance sound from reflections. We modeled terrain based on10

USGS Digital Elevation Models of the region.11

9) Adders for uncertainty – While not part of the ISO 9613 methodology, from our12

experience and knowledge of validation studies, we have found that it tends to13

under-predict short-term wind turbine sound levels when used over porous14

ground, such as found around the Cassadaga project. As a result, we increased the15

resulting sound levels by decreasing the ground factor from 1.0 to 0.5, and adding16

a factor of 2.0 dB to the results. For long-term modeling, we add or subtract sound17

hourly using a normalized random distribution with a 95% confidence interval of18

±2 dB. This reflects the fact that the sound power of the turbines and propagation19

conditions will vary over time within a certain range, and this uncertainty is20
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accounted for on an hourly basis. Uncertainty can also be accommodated by using1

higher receptor heights. Higher receptors increase the modeled results and make2

the model more conservative. As an example, the receiver height used by Hessler3

and Associates to apply the NARUC method in the nearby Arkwright wind4

project is 1.5 meters (see Exhibit KK-3).5

10) Calibration – The CONCAWE meteorological adjustments have been found to6

over-predict long-term average sound levels, particularly for highly stable7

atmospheres. This overprediction is compounded by our use of a 4-meter discrete8

receptor height in our modeling (as opposed to 1.2 or 1.5 meters). For the9

purposes of our study, “long-term” means over several weeks to a year. As a10

result, the CONCAWE modeling results are calibrated such that the highest one-11

hour sound levels under highly stable conditions equals the results of the short-12

term modeling. If this is not done, modeled results would be expected to13

overpredict actual built sound levels by several decibels.14

Q: Taking these in order, what does Miguel Moreno-Caballero state about the15

type of model used in Exhibit 19?16

A: His testimony does not criticize the use of the ISO 9613 methodology nor the17

CONCAWE adjustments. However, he expresses concerns with our use of18

specific parameters in the models. As described above, we use these parameters to19

adjust the models for their intended use, including the resulting averaging time,20
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and to calibrate them given what we know from validation studies of their1

tendencies to over- or under-predict sound levels. For example, shorter-term2

models are generally made more conservative to account for the potential for3

higher levels during worst-case conditions, while longer-term models made are4

adjusted to account for variations in conditions that result in lower sound levels5

than the short-term maximum.6

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony states that there is no indication that7

an IEC 61400-11 test for a single turbine or IEC TS 61400-14 test for a batch8

of turbines was undertaken. Do you know whether this is the case or what9

impact that has on the Facility?10

A: We base our sound model on the overall sound power level the manufacturer will11

provide in a warranty. Whether or not a test was conducted has no bearing on the12

modeling or predictions of the sound level. A manufacturer may use aeroacoustic13

modeling and/or field tests to inform what sound power warranty it will give. If14

the warrantied level is exceeded, the manufacturer will need to remedy the15

situation to meet the stated sound power in accordance with its warranty16

agreement with the Applicant. In any event, the Applicant has agreed to a17

Certificate Condition to provide manufacturer confirmation testing of the sound18

power level, to the extent it is available, for the turbine ultimately selected for the19

Facility. The selected wind turbine will have an overall A-weighted sound power20
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level equal to or less than the turbine modeled in the Application. (See Proposed1

Certificate Condition 79(c)(2)).2

Q: Is there any disagreement about using the CONCAWE meteorological3

adjustments for estimating long-term sound levels?4

A: No. The Applicant and DPS Staff agreed to a Stipulation on the scope and5

methodology for the sound study included in Exhibit 19. The Stipulation states6

that “Noise modeling and calculation of the CONCAWE meteorological7

adjustments will include 64 different meteorological conditions and one year of8

turbine sound levels at each receiver by the use of computer noise model with9

estimates of hourly turbine power and one year of met tower data.” (See Exhibit10

KK-2). This is what was provided in Exhibit 19 and the Application was deemed11

complete by the Siting Board on November 28, 2016.12

Q. Is there any disagreement about ground factors used for modeling?13

A: Yes, Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony asserts that our use of G=0.5 for14

sound propagation modeling (using ISO 9613-2) is inadequately conservative and15

that the G=0.5 ground factor is only useful for predicting long term mean sound16

levels from a project (p 18 at 2). He testifies that use of 9613-2 with G=0.5 will17

result in under-estimation of project sound levels, leading to exceedence of the18

Facility design goal of 45 dBA L(8 hr) and local town code limits of 50 dBA L10(119

hr).(p19 at 6)  This assertion is supported by his quoting of Hessler/NARUC20
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(2011) (Exhibit MMC-2), Kaliski and Duncan (2008) (Exhibit MMC-4), and1

Evans and Cooper (2012) (Exhibit MMC-3). By comparing the sound modeling2

parameters referenced in these studies he concludes that that for ISO 9613-2, G=03

ground attenuation is more appropriate.4

Q: Do you agree with this assessment?5

No, there are important differences between these studies and the sound modeling6

for the Facility that are significant in comparing the accuracy of the results. Evans7

and Cooper (2012) uses a 1.5-meter receptor height for modeling compared to8

RSG’s use of a 4-meter receptor height. In a paper published the next year by the9

same author’s (Cooper and Evans (2013)), a notable omission from Miguel10

Moreno-Caballero’s testimony, Cooper and Evans compare modeled sound levels11

using a 4-meter receptor height with G=0.5. These results showed predicted sound12

levels 1 to 2 dB higher than those modeled with a 1.5-meter receptor height. In13

other words, Cooper and Evans (2013) confirms the use of G=0.5 with a 4-meter14

receptor height as done in the Preconstruction Noise Impact Assessment (PNIA)15

for the Application is a more conservative assumption than the 1.5-meter height16

used in Evans and Cooper (2012). The modeled sound levels using a 4-meter17

receptor height with G=0.5, combined with the addition in our modeling of 2 dB18

to the sound power (for the reasons noted above) would result in a 3 to 4 dB19

sound level difference between the parameters used by Evans and Cooper in 201220
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(and the comparison of the sound modeling results in Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s1

testimony) and RSG for the Facility.2

To understand the significance of this, where the PNIA states that the modeled3

results are 45 dBA, this is the same as 41 or 42 dBA when using the parameters4

specified by Hessler/NARUC (2011).5

Cooper and Evans (2013) state that using G=0.5 (with no added uncertainty) “the6

predicted noise levels at a height of 4 m were 1 to 2 dB(A) higher than those at7

1.5 m. This can therefore be considered a method of increasing the conservatism8

of the predicted noise levels using this specific methodology.” In our case, we not9

only modeled at 4 m receiver heights, but added 2 dB to the results, as well. In10

this case, our sound modeling is consistent with the Cooper and Evans and more11

conservative than simply using G=0.12

With the exception of one site located approximately 3,000 meters from the wind13

farm, Evans and Cooper 2012’s results, show that modeling using G=0.5 with a14

1.5-meter receiver height ranges from a 2.2 dB over-prediction on steady15

downward slopes to a 3.8 dB under-predictions downward concave terrain (the16

worst case topographical condition). However, when adding in 1 to 2 dB17

adjustments for a 4-meter receiver height and 2 dB, as we did in the PNIA, our18

results are conservative even in the rare case of a highly concave terrain.19
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However, for the most part, the terrain around Cassadaga is not concave. Figure 11

shows the terrain cross-section of non-participating receivers with the 10 highest2

sound levels. As shown, 9 of 10 have relatively constant slopes and one is3

partially concave.4

It is also worthwhile noting that Evans and Cooper’s results are shown as 10-5

minute L90 sound levels. The L90 metric is used to remove short-duration6

contaminating noise sources, since Evans and Cooper do not attempt to remove7

background sound through any other method. Even though the L90 metric is used,8

some contribution from background sound is still expected. The 10-minute9

periods used by Evans and Cooper will result in measurement periods with10

transient weather conditions that would not be present over the eight-hour period11

of Cassadaga Wind’s 45 dBA L(8 hr) design goal, resulting in higher measured12

sound levels for Evans and Cooper. The fact that Evans and Cooper measured 10-13

minute sound levels is later acknowledged on Page 23 of the Moreno-Caballero14

testimony, but the significance of the difference in measurement time to levels is15

not explored or mentioned. In practice, these 10-minute periods will capture16

transient conditions more than the long-term averages will. As a result, the17

maximum 10-minute period of wind turbine sound will always exceed a 1-hour or18

8-hour average. Miguel Moreno-Caballero compares Evans and Cooper 2012’s19
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10-minute measurement results to one-hour sound level limits (the Towns) and an1

eight-hour long design goal.2

Figure 1: Terrain Cross-Sections for Participating Receivers with 10 Highest3

Sound4
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Q: Please continue.1

By comparison, Kaliski and Duncan (2008), referenced by Miguel Moreno-2

Caballero, used a receptor height of 1 meter for all sound propagation modeling3

algorithms and parameters. Note that I am the first author on this paper. ISO4

9613-2 with hard ground (G=0) will predict the same levels with both 1-meter and5

4-meter receptor heights, but for other ground factors, as used in the PNIA and6

NARUC, receptor height differences will result in different modeled sound levels.7

To test this, we ran the ISO 9613 model under different receiver heights. We8

found that for ISO 9613-2 with G=0.5, results with a 4-meter receptor height will9

be 1 to 2 dB over results with a 1 meter receptor height. When setting G=1, as10

used in our long-term modeling, results with a 4-meter receptor height will11

typically be 3 dB higher than results with a 1.5-meter receptor height. The former12

results are consistent with that found by Cooper and Evans (2013).13

Q: How does Miguel Moreno-Caballero adjust your results to estimate the L1014

used by the Towns in their ordinances?15

A: Miguel Moreno-Caballero recommends the use of 5 dB to add to the hourly Leq to16

calculate an hourly L10 which is the metric to Towns use in their wind turbine17

noise ordinances. The L10 is the sound level exceeded 10 percent of an hour. This18

is 3 dB higher than that used in the PNIA. Based on DPS Staff’s response to19

Applicant-2, this appears to be derived from Hessler/NARUC (2011). (See20
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Exhibit KK-3). But NARUC does not explicitly state a difference between the Leq1

and L10. From page 12 of Hessler/NARUC (2011), “Extensive field experience2

measuring operational projects indicates that sound levels commonly fluctuate by3

roughly +/- 5 dBA about the mean trend line….” We would note that this is a4

fluctuation about the mean and not the equivalent average, which is higher than5

the mean. In addition, the NARUC methodology would typically have greater6

fluctuations because background sound levels are accounted for by using a proxy7

sound monitor outside of the Facility Area. Our experience shows that this results8

in greater inaccuracy in calculating turbine-only sound levels, and thus would9

show a greater fluctuation in turbine-only sound levels than is actually the case.10

By contrast, RSG’s 2 dB difference between the L10 and Leq was obtained from11

monitoring results around 167 wind turbine shutdowns from the Massachusetts12

Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics (RSG et al 2016) and specifically concerns the13

difference between Leq and L10 turbine-only sound levels.14

Q: Can you explain why Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony is incorrect15

regarding the CONCAWE adjustments?16

A: Yes. Miguel Moreno-Caballero misrepresents the results of Kaliski and Duncan17

(2008) and uses this to assert that modeling performed by RSG using CONCAWE18

adjustments is inadequately conservative. In fact, the modeling performed for the19

PNIA is indeed adequately conservative. First, he makes comparison between20
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Kaliski and Duncan (2008) to the PNIA, without noting that the PNIA modeling1

adds 2 dB to their results. For modeling with CONCAWE, Kaliski and Duncan2

(2008) used only stability class D, which is a neutral atmosphere, not the worst-3

case Class F which reflects a stable atmosphere. If 2 dB were added to the4

CONCAWE model from Kaliski and Duncan (2008), the model would have5

overpredicted the actual results and if Class F were used, a substantial6

overprediction would have occurred.7

The adjustments made to the long-term model of the PNIA therefore are8

appropriate and there is nothing from Kaliski and Duncan (2008) that would9

suggest otherwise. Finally, as noted in Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony,10

Kaliski and Duncan (2008) did not test the ground at G=0.5, which is what was11

used in the RSG modeling for Cassadaga. Therefore, what they conclude as “the12

best model fit” did not include a test of G=0.5 plus 2 dB, which was used in the13

PNIA. Therefore, the use of Kaliski and Duncan (2008) to critique the use of14

those modeling parameters are invalid.15

We note that Kaliski and Duncan (2008) did conclude that “the ISO meteorology16

with spectral ground attenuation and G=0 yields moderately accurate results but17

overestimates by approximately 3%.” This is the approach recommended by18

Miguel Moreno-Caballero in his testimony. In a paper on recommended wind19
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turbine sound modeling parameters, Bowdler et al (2009), a working group of1

British engineers concluded:2

“On the evidence available, we consider that ISO 9613-2 calculations using either3

G=0 or G=0.5 (Gs=Gm=Gr) will lead to appropriate predication of noise4

immission levels at typical receptor locations, depending on the input values of5

other parameters. The use of either (a) G=0 together with measured (IEC 61400-6

11 test) sound power levels or (b) G=0.5 (with a 4 metres receptor height)7

together with the vendor’s warranted sound power levels (or measure turbine8

sound power levels plus an allowance for measurement uncertainty), will9

generally result in realistic estimates of noise immission levels at receptor10

locations downwind of wind turbines. Noise immission levels calculated using11

these combinations of parameters can generally be relied on for the purpose of12

noise assessment.”13

As noted by Bowdler et al (2009), the use of G=0 with the mean sound power14

level of a wind turbine is an equivalent recommendation to the use of G=0.5 with15

a receiver height of 4 meters so long as an allowance for measurement uncertainty16

is made in the latter. Again this is what was done in the modeling for the PNIA.17

Note that the British Standard ETSU-97, is based on a 10-minute measurement18

duration. So, the use of these methods for longer term averages, like one hour or19

eight hours will more conservative. Taking the maximum of short measurement20
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durations, such as 10-minutes, will account for transient weather conditions that1

will result in higher wind turbine sound levels. Longer-term measurement periods2

will average in less transient conditions and so resulting levels will be lower. If3

the same modeling parameters are used to estimate a short-duration metric and a4

longer-duration metric, those parameters are more conservative for the longer5

duration.6

To demonstrate the equivalency of G=0.5 plus 2 dB with a 4-meter receptor7

height, and G=0, we remodeled the Facility using G=0. The results show that8

worst-case modeled sound levels are slightly lower using G=0 than G=0.5 + 2 dB.9

As shown in Figure 2 the yellow 45 dBA sound contours, representing G=0.5 + 210

dB are just outside the blue 45 dBA sound contours, representing G=0. In total,11

99.3% of receivers have a lower sound level modeling with G=0, and the average12

difference is -0.4 dB. Thus, contrary to Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s contentions,13

this shows that his suggested approach is less conservative than the PNIA. That is,14

the PNIA overestimates modeled sound levels relative to his recommendations.15
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Figure 2: Comparison of ISO 9613 modeling using G=0 and G=0.5 + 2 2B for1

one quadrant2

3

Q: Can you explain the methodology used for NARUC as compared to the4

PNIA?5
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Miguel Moreno-Caballero also cites the work of Hessler/NARUC (2011), which1

was prepared by David Hessler of Hessler Associates, Inc. Hessler’s2

recommendations in NARUC specifies mixed ground (G=0.5) for use with ISO3

9613-2 to predict “long-term mean” sound levels from wind farms with no4

adjustment for uncertainty. Hessler does not specify the receptor height, but at the5

Arkwright Project in New York in 2009 and 2015 Hessler, uses a 1.5-meter6

receptor height and at the Jericho Rise Project uses a 1.2-meter receptor height.7

(See Exhibit KK-4 and Exhibit KK-5). In comparison, the Cassadaga PNIA8

model uses a 4-meter receiver height and adds a 2 dB confidence interval to the9

modeled sound power, which results in higher sound levels than that10

recommended in Hessler/NARUC (2011). This means that one cannot simply11

compare the modeled sound level results in the PNIA to the NARUC guidelines12

without accounting for their recommended less-conservative modeling13

procedures.14

As a result of the differences in parameters (addition of 2 dB to the modeled15

sound power and use of a 4 meter instead of a 1 or 1.5 meter receptor height)16

between the studies cited by Miguel Moreno-Caballero and those used by RSG,17

ISO 9613-2 will predict sound levels 3 to 4 dB higher than the results in Evans18

and Cooper (2012) and what is recommended in Hessler/NARUC (2011) (with a19

receiver height of 1.5 m which has been typically used by Hessler Associates). As20
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we demonstrated with the supplemental modeling we conducted (Exhibit KK-6),1

the PNIA for the Facility results in predictions at least equal, if not exceeding2

predictions that would be made using ISO 9613-2 with G=0 ground attenuation3

for concave topographies and exceed predictions with G=0 for all other4

topographies as recommended by Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony.5

Although it is not mentioned as a recommendation in Hessler/NARUC (2011),6

Hessler Associates often uses a “critical wind speed” sound power. This technique7

was used in both the Arkwright and Jericho projects. The critical wind speed, is8

the wind speed where the difference between turbine-only sound levels and the9

background sound level will be greatest. As a result, the modeled turbine sound10

power, would be the sound power at this wind speed and not necessarily the11

maximum possible emitted by the turbine. The critical wind speed sound power12

can often be 1 to 2 dB below the maximum, so if the critical wind speed sound13

power were used, modeled sound levels would be a further 1 to 2 dB lower than14

what was modeled in the project PNIA.15

In conclusion, the modeling parameters used in RSG’s PNIA correctly result in16

predictions that represent worst case Facility sound levels over short (1-hour) to17

intermediate (8-hour) time periods.18

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero testifies that he supports the NARUC guidelines of19

long-term mean sound levels ranging from 40 to 45 dBA. He then states that20
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RSG’s sound modeling was consistent with the recommendations of1

Hessler/NARUC (2011), with the result shown in Table 28 of the PNIA. Is2

this the case?3

A: No. As shown above, RSG used sound propagation modeling parameters that4

result in sound level predictions that would be higher than those recommended by5

NARUC. As an example, if NARUC is predicting a mean 40 dBA sound pressure6

level, RSG’s modeling results would be 43 to 45 dBA, depending on whether we7

assume a “critical wind speed” sound power instead of a maximum sound power.8

NARUC’s “long-term mean” sound level parameters are also for periods of9

several weeks, longer term than the 45 dBA L(8 hr) design goal for the Facility. If10

these differences are taken into account, then the estimates of residences in11

different sound level categories and the levels of acceptability estimated by12

Miguel Moreno-Caballero are invalid. His suggested limit of 42 dBA, as a long-13

term mean, is equal to or greater than the Facility sound levels modeled when we14

use NARUC’s suggested sound propagation modeling parameters.15

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero also recommends that only 13 percent or fewer of16

the non-participating receptors with sound levels greater than 35 dBA,17

should be greater than 40 dBA. (p61 at 20). If NARUC-recommended18
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parameters are used for the PNIA, what percentage of non-participating1

residences would meet this criterion?2

A: To test this, we ran the ISO 9613 model by changing the receiver height to 1.53

meters and removed the 2 dB adder for uncertainty, which is consistent with4

Hessler/NARUC (2011). As shown in Table 1, below, when using the5

Hessler/NARUC (2011) procedure, none of the non-participating receptors are6

modeled to be greater than 42 dBA. Furthermore, 9.6 percent of residences are7

modeled over 40 dBA relative to those over 35 dBA, even including seasonal8

residences. This is within Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s recommendation.9

Table 1: Sound Modeling Results using Hessler/NARUC (2011) Parameters10

Sound Level

Range

Non-
participating
Permanent

Non-
participating
Seasonal

Participating

< 35 dBA 319 24 7

35 to 40 dBA 230 24 24

40 to 42 dBA 22 5 13

> 42 dBA 0 0 9

11

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero testifies that in spite of Noise Reduction12

Operations (NROs), sound levels will be greater than 45 dBA at three13

receivers, reaching as high as 47 dBA. Is that the case?14
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A: This requires a clarification. According to Table 28 of the PNIA, showing the1

maximum one-hour Leq, there are two receivers at 46 dBA and one receiver at 482

dBA in the mitigated scenario. These are seasonal residences for which we3

originally proposed a design goal of 48 dBA L(1 hr). No permanent full-time non-4

participating residence showed modeled sound levels in Table 28 of the PNIA that5

exceed 45 dBA. Note that upon further field review, one of these was determined6

to be participating. With the most recent turbine array proposed for the project, all7

non-participating receptors, including seasonal receptors will be at or below 458

dBA L(8 hr) (See Exhibit KK-6).9

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero testifies that “one turbine that the Applicant is10

considering, is higher in the overall broadband dBA noise level and also11

produces higher sound levels in two lower full octave frequency bands, than12

the one Applicant modeled [sic].” Do you know what turbine he is referring13

to and what implications this would have on the Facility?14

A: I believe that he is referring to turbine specifications from Appendix R of the15

Application. However, within a specific turbine model, manufacturer sound levels16

can be different with specific gearboxes and/or blades. In this case, fitting a17

turbine with low-noise trailing edges will lower the sound output to below 106.618

dBA. If this particular turbine were used, low-noise trailing edges would be used.19
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Thus, the statement in the PNIA saying the turbine with the highest overall sound1

power under consideration was modeled is still valid.2

In any event, the Applicant has committed to remodel the sound levels from the3

Facility with respect to the design goals for whatever wind turbine model is4

selected for construction. If the impacts exceed the design goals, then mitigation5

will be provided to reduce the impacts such that the design goal is met.6

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero is concerned that the relatively high wind shear7

found on the site can lead to amplitude modulation. How do you respond?8

A: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony states that “I believe that high levels of9

wind shear reported in Figures 104, 105, and 106 on pages 130 and 131 of the10

PNIA create a high potential for amplitude modulation to occur.” (p.76 at 7) and11

then quotes the Renewables UK (2016) report to say “No, one of the main finding12

of the UK document 2016 is that amplitude modulation cannot be predicted at this13

time.” This latter statement contradicts his conclusion that he believes there is a14

high potential for amplitude modulation to occur. That is, his conclusion is not15

backed by any quantitative analysis.16

Part of our disagreement is based on our statement in the PNIA that for excessive17

amplitude modulation (EAM) to occur, there must be a combination of wind shear18

and turbulence. He believes that only wind shear needs to be present during EAM19
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events, however, this is not supported by the UK report which he cites. The1

Renewables UK (2013) report (p. 3), explains the phenomenon in this way,2

“The simulation results show that, as long as the flow over the blades is attached,3

wind shear has practically no effect on the amplitude modulation. However, if4

local stall occurs, the resulting noise characteristics can be very similar to those of5

EAM. Thus, it can be concluded that local stall is a plausible explanation for6

EAM. A sensitivity study showed that the characteristics of wind shear induced7

amplitude modulation mainly depend on the size of the stall region (which in turn8

depends on blade design, turbine control system, operation conditions and wind9

shear) and on the stall noise behaviour of the airfoils used on the blade. Only for10

certain combinations of these parameters EAM will occur. The most obvious11

measure to prevent EAM is to prevent local stall on the blades, which can be12

achieved in several ways. Apart from wind shear, non-uniform inflow conditions13

may also be caused by e.g. yaw (wind veer), topography, large-scale turbulence,14

or the wake of other turbines. These effects may lead to local stall and as a15

consequence to EAM.”16

In short, wind shear alone, will not result in Enhanced Amplitude Modulation17

(EAM).18

Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony then states that RSG’s finding from the19

PNIA (quoted above) that wind shear must be accompanied by turbulence is not20
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found in the Renewables UK (2016) document. Miguel Moreno-Caballero1

selectively quotes the text and leaves out portions which support the PNIA’s2

conclusions. The entire section is reproduced below. The part RSG quoted is in3

bold. The part Miguel Moreno-Caballero quotes is italicized and the combined4

sections are underlined.5

“Modern large wind turbines normally produce a swishing noise with a6

sound level variation of a few decibels. However, in some cases periods of7

increased swish or thumping are reported, denoted as Enhanced8

Amplitude Modulation (EAM). In order to identify potential causes for9

EAM, a simulation study was performed into the effects of wind shear on10

the sound characteristics of a representative modern large wind turbine.11

First, the effect of wind shear on the local blade flow conditions was12

determined. It was found that, for certain turbine operation conditions,13

strong wind shear can lead to local stall during the upper part of the14

revolution. In order to determine the corresponding sound characteristics,15

an existing turbine noise prediction model was extended to include an16

azimuth-dependent blade source distribution. Furthermore, a stall noise17

module was implemented. The simulation results show that, as long as18

the flow over the blades is attached, wind shear has practically no19

effect on the amplitude modulation. However, if local stall occurs, the20
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resulting noise characteristics can be very similar to those of EAM.1

Thus, it can be concluded that local stall is a plausible explanation for2

EAM. A sensitivity study showed that the characteristics of wind3

shear induced amplitude modulation mainly depend on the size of the4

stall region (which in turn depends on blade design, turbine control5

system, operation conditions and wind shear) and on the stall noise6

behaviour of the airfoils used on the blade. Only for certain7

combinations of these parameters EAM will occur. The most obvious8

measure to prevent EAM is to prevent local stall on the blades, which can9

be achieved in several ways. Apart from wind shear, non-uniform inflow10

conditions may also be caused by e.g. yaw (wind veer), topography, large-11

scale turbulence, or the wake of other turbines. These effects may lead to12

local stall and as a consequence to EAM.”13

In the Massachusetts Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics, RSG et al (2016),14

simultaneous meteorological parameters were collected close to wind turbines at15

six sites in the northeastern U.S. Amplitude modulation depth was measured and16

recorded at various locations around the wind turbines. In their model to predict17

the level of amplitude modulation, wind shear is not included, and only turbulence18

intensity along with various other wind and operational parameters were included.19

They found that the largest drivers of amplitude modulation were measured sound20
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level, wind speed, and distance, followed by wind turbulence, wind shear, and1

yaw error. They conclude that “while amplitude modulation is correlated with2

various meteorological parameters, prediction of the level of amplitude3

modulation at typical residential distances would not be reliable or practical. At4

these distances, local and regional background sounds have a significant impact5

on modulation depth. The analysis shows that larger modulation events (over 4.56

dB) can and do occur at the flat sites, but these events were observed less than7

0.13% of the time. They were less common at the mountainous site (0.004%),8

likely because the multiple turbines at this site turn asynchronously, which tends9

to blur out modulation events.”10

In sum, Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony and the proposed certificate11

conditions recommend the Applicant be penalized by a condition which it has12

been shown cannot be accurately predicted. However, based on the existing13

scientific literature, while amplitude modulation will occur in varying degrees,14

our conclusion stands that this site is not conducive to excessive amplitude15

modulation and the noise design goals are sufficient to accommodate a normal16

range of amplitude modulation. Therefore, there is no basis for the certificate17

conditions proposed by Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony on amplitude18

modulation.19
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Q: For modeling of long-term sound levels using CONCAWE adjustments,1

Miguel Moreno-Caballero appears to object to adjusting results to reflect the2

maximum modeled sound level using ISO 9613-2. Do you agree?3

A: No. He is correct in pointing out that we, as noise control engineers, have a great4

deal more experience using the ISO 9613 methodology than CONCAWE5

meteorological adjustments. This is because most regulations are based on6

averaging times of one hour or less. There is no need to model anything other than7

worst-case meteorology, which we do well with ISO 9613 plus adjustments to8

make it more conservative (as RSG did in the PNIA). A regulatory requirement of9

analyzing a full year of meteorological and operational data to obtain annual and10

seasonal averages and statistical levels is very uncommon in the U.S. Therefore, it11

is entirely appropriate to apply calibration adjustments to the CONCAWE model12

based on the results of another model for which we have a greater degree of13

experience.14

In fact, as Evans and Cooper (2012) point out, “the commonly used ISO 9613-215

(with completely reflective ground) and CONCAWE (with completely absorptive16

grounds) generally over-predict noise levels from the wind farms…. At sites with17

a relatively flat topography or a steady slope from the turbines to the18

measurements sites, the over-predication can be in the order of 3 to 6 dB(A).” In19

fact, the Evans and Cooper (2012) results show that the CONCAWE model (G=1)20
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overpredicted sound levels by an average of 0.5 dB more than the ISO 96131

(G=0) model. If Evans and Cooper (2012) had used a 4-meter receiver height and2

applied uncertainty to the modeled results, the overprediction would be even3

greater.4

Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony also cites Kaliski and Duncan (2008) in his5

discussions of the CONCAWE model. However, Kaliski and Duncan (2008) use6

only Stability Class D, which is not the worst-case for which we calibrated to.7

Rather, the modeling in the PNIA calibrates to the impacts at Class F which8

Kaliski and Duncan (2008) did not evaluate. Kaliski and Duncan (2008) also used9

a receiver height of 1-meter for all sound propagation modeling algorithms and10

parameters. As discussed before, a 4-meter receptor height will result in higher11

modeled sound levels, except when the ground is non-porous (G=0).12

In conclusion, our use of the CONCAWE meteorological adjustments, along with13

appropriate calibration adjustments to counter known overpredictions in order to14

match the worst-case hourly sound levels modeled by ISO 9613, is appropriate.15

As noted in the PNIA, the methodology was validated at a monitoring site at the16

Kingdom Community Wind project in Lowell Vermont which was in concave17

terrain.18

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero asserts that with the current turbine model and19

array, there is minimal room for addition of mitigation options if limits or20
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design goals are exceeded. While doing no modeling of his own, he1

recommends 20 turbines to be eliminated. He asks that these calculations2

should be performed by Cassadaga Wind and “multiple criteria” should be3

assessed. How do you respond?4

A: To be clear, the Facility will be designed to meet the following design goals:5

 45 dBA L(8 hr) at all non-participating receptors. (Seasonal residences will6

meet the same design goals as permanent residences, as per DOH7

recommendations, as discussed later)8

 40 dBA Lnight,outside limit at all non-participating receptors9

 55 dBA L(8 hr) at participating receptors (a new design goal based on DOH10

recommendations)11

 50 dBA Lnight,outside at participating receptors (a new design goal based on12

DOH recommendations)13

 65 dBZ at the 16 Hz, 31.5 Hz, and 63 Hz full octave bands (modified14

design goal based on DPS recommendations).15

The Facility will be designed to meet the design goals, and current modeling16

shows that this is feasible. The recommendation that 20 turbines be deleted is17

unnecessary and without basis in the record. The turbine that was modeled should18
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be considered as a worst-case scenario, given that we use the turbine model with1

the highest overall sound power level of those presented in the Application. As a2

result, selection of a different turbine model with a lower sound power level or3

changes in the turbine array will result in a project with more room for mitigation4

measures. However, the risk of a turbine requiring more NRO to meet a standard5

is borne by the Applicant, if NRO is necessary and the Facility’s design goal6

cannot be economically met at a particular location with the use of NRO, then7

either other mitigation will be considered (i.e. landowner agreements) or the8

turbine will be moved or eliminated.9

However, his suggestion that 20 turbines be eliminated without conducting any10

analysis is baseless. His recommendation should be ignored as without merit.11

Many projects around the U.S. have been constructed while proposing to use12

NRO to mitigate noise impacts. We know of no pitch regulated turbines that have13

run out of NRO settings and have had to shut down to meet a standard.14

Q: Did you conduct any modeling with fewer turbines than what is assumed in15

the PNIA?16

A: Yes. We modeled at 48-turbine array, which is 10 fewer than originally proposed17

and analyzed in the PNIA, I have attached revised modeling as a separate report18

in Exhibit KK-6. The modeling reflects the changes in the design goals described19
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above. In addition, we increased the sound power of the subject turbine by adding1

in the highest 31.5 Hz and 63 Hz octave band levels from all the turbines2

considered in the project. The result is a turbine that is an amalgamation of the3

worst-case characteristics of more than one turbine. In addition, the receptor list4

was refined based on the new turbine array, field verification of structures, and5

the addition of participating residences.6

The results show that the new array reduces the overall impacts of the project.7

While NRO’s are still required to meet the design goal with this worst-case8

turbine, all seasonal residences are now at or below 45 dBA L(8h) and 17 fewer9

residences have a modeled L(1h) above 40 dBA. All participating properties have10

sound levels below 55 dBA L(1h) and 50 dBA Lnight,outside. While not a design goal,11

the vacant portions of all non-participating properties within 150 feet of any12

roadway are below 55 dBA L(1h).13

The modeling for low-frequency octave bands shows that the relevant ANSI14

criteria are met at the 31.5 Hz and 63 Hz octave bands. However, about 1% of15

non-participating residences have exterior sound levels as much as 1 dB over the16

65 dBZ criteria at 16 Hz using a conservative extrapolation. While the interior17

sound levels are likely to be under the ANSI criteria, we recommend that the18

design of the final turbine array apply mitigation as needed to reduce exterior19
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sound levels at 16 Hz to 65 dBZ or below based on the sound power of the1

selected turbine.2

Q: The next topic is Adequacy of the Design Goal. First, Miguel Moreno-3

Caballero says that “the WHO 2009 updated guidelines specifically note4

that: “New information has made more precise assessment of exposure-effect5

relationship. The thresholds are now known to be lower than LAmax of 45 dB6

for a number of effects.” (WHO-2009 p. XVIII 2 Executive Summary). I note7

that 45 dB is the same goal adopted for the Facility for an 8-hour nighttime8

period.” (p38 at 19) Is his interpretation of the WHO guidelines correct?9

A: No. His interpretation is incorrect. First, he confounds the averaging periods and10

measurement location. The 45 dB LAmax referred to by WHO Europe (2009) in11

their Executive Summary is an instantaneous fast response maximum sound level12

measured inside the bedroom. (See Figure 2 below from WHO 1999 guidelines).13

Our design goal of 45 dBA L(8 hr) is an equivalent average nighttime sound level14

measured outside. There is no comparison of the two metrics. Furthermore, his15

quote from WHO Europe (2009) stops just short of the following, “the night noise16

guidelines for Europe are complementary to the 1999 guidelines. This means that17

the recommendations on government policy framework on noise management18

elaborated in the 1999 guidelines should be considered valid and relevant for the19

Member States to achieve the guideline values of this document” In effect, WHO20
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Europe (2009) added an annual equivalent average nighttime noise goal of 401

dBA. It did not replace the 45 dBA L(8 hr) guideline from WHO (1999).2

Figure 2: Excerpt from WHO (1999) showing sleep disturbance guideline of 45 dB3

LAmax inside bedrooms and 45 dBA Leq(8 hr) outside bedrooms.4

As we make it clear in the PNIA, a 45 dBA L(8 hr) short-duration design goal is5

chosen instead of the 40 dBA Lnight, outside design goal in order to establish post-6

construction standards of compliance. However, the modeling for the Facility7

shows that it has been designed to comply with both the 45 dBA short term goal8

as well as the long term 40 dBA design goal. Since wind turbines are not9

operational at all times, operate at lower sound output during lower wind speeds,10

and have lower sound levels during certain meteorological conditions, the11

equivalent continuous sound level averaged over every nighttime period during a12

year will be approximately 5 dB below the maximum L(8 hr). Due to the realities of13
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compliance measurement, assessing conformance to an annual average standard is1

not possible, so it was not chosen as a project regulatory design goal. However,2

we did model and apply mitigation for any non-participating residence to keep the3

annual average sound levels at or below 40 dBA.4

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony assumes that the 3 dB difference5

between the design goal for seasonal homes of 48 dBA L(8 hr) and that of6

permanent homes of 45 dBA L(8 hr) is based on an estimated occupancy of7

half the year. Is that correct?8

A: No. First, the design goal for non-participating seasonal homes was the Towns’9

standard of 50 dBA L10. In order to meet that goal, we were modeling to meet a 1-10

hour Leq of 48 dBA (not 8-hour as he testifies). The 2 dB difference between the11

L10 and the Leq is based on research results from MassCEC (2016) They show12

that at the closest receivers (330 m), the difference between the L10 and Leq for13

wind turbines is, on average, between 0.9 and 1.3 dBA. We use 2 dB to add to the14

modeled 1-hour Leq, which is higher than the results found in the MassCEC15

(2016) study.16

In any event, the Applicant has agreed to lower the design goal for non-17

participating legal seasonal residences (i.e., those with septic systems) to the same18

as permanent non-participating residences. As discussed above, the most recent19

modeling performed for the Facility, with 48 turbine locations, shows that all non-20
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participating receptors, including seasonal receptors have been mitigated down to1

45 dBA Leq 1hr, so this issue should no longer be a concern.2

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero states two design goals for seasonal homes 47 dBA3

and 48 dBA. What is the difference?4

A: The 47 dBA comes from Section 4.6 of the PNIA. It is a typo and should have5

read 48 dBA. The correct values of 48 dBA is given elsewhere in the report,6

including the Executive Summary and Conclusions. As noted above, this design7

goal for non-participating seasonal homes is now the same as permanent seasonal8

homes.9

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero testifies that several of the largest dose-response10

studies conducted by Pedersen were left out of our analyses of the potential11

for annoyance. He states that “The Applicant provides a noise-response12

curve developed by Janssen, et al (2011)”, but that “no findings from13

Pederson are reported.” Is that the case?14

A: No. The “et. al.” in the “Janssen et. al. (2001)” citation includes Pedersen as a co-15

author. Janssen et. al. (2011) takes the Pedersen data from her two studies in16

Sweden and combines them with annoyance data from a separate research project17

in the Netherlands (which Pedersen was also involved in). Then, using a18

consistent methodology among all of the data sets, including a consistent noise19

metric, creates a more robust dose-response curve. So, the Jansen results includes20
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all of Pederson’s three studies in a single combined analysis. We therefore1

included all of Pedersen’s studies in our annoyance calculations.2

It is important to note that the dose-response curves cited from Janssen et al3

(2011), Health Canada (2015), and Yano (2013) use different parameters and4

sound propagation modeling algorithms. The sound levels they report are not5

directly comparable to the metrics used in the PNIA without adjustment, as was6

done by Old et al (2017). Health Canada used ISO 9613-2 with a 4-meter receiver7

height and G=0.7 for ground attenuation. Pedersen used either the Swedish EPA8

method or ISO 9613-2 with G=1 and a 5-meter receiver height. The Japanese9

working group derived their own sound propagation modeling algorithm that is10

only dependent on the distance of a receptor from the closest turbine and not all11

turbines in the area. None of the studies added a confidence interval to the turbine12

sound power. These results are then summarized into different metrics, LDEN for13

one of Pedersen’s studies (and the summary published by Janssen et al), the sound14

level with turbines emitting the sound power that corresponds to an 8 m/s wind15

speed at 10 meters for Pedersen and Health Canada, and LAeq,n (the average16

sound level over a night at a rated condition) for the Japanese working group. As17

a result, there are inherent differences in the results that will be obtained due to18

differing results modeled by different parameter sets.19
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Q: Does Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony recommend an alternative1

design goal?2

A: Yes, he recommends 42 dBA based on Hessler/NARUC (2011) and3

Stanton/NARUC (2011) (p 62 at 10). Note that the metric under NARUC is a4

long-term mean sound level, over the course of several weeks. He recommends5

this design goal as a replacement for the 45 dBA L(8 hr) design goal and proposed6

regulatory limit proposed for Cassadaga Wind. For a given multi-week sample of7

wind turbine noise, the maximum 8-hour nighttime period will always be higher8

than the multi-week mean, so a multi-week 42 dBA may not be more conservative9

than a single-night 45 dBA.10

Miguel Moreno-Caballero testimony’s choice of a noise standard of 42 dBA with11

no averaging time is somewhat arbitrary. As Stanton/NARUC (2011) states,12

“However, observations of neighbors’ reactions to newly operational wind farms13

suggest that it is not necessary to rigidly impose a maximum noise level of 4014

dBA in order to avoid complaints. Hessler (2011, p 12) recommends 40 dBA as15

an ideal design goal, if it can reasonably be achieved, but 45 dBA as an16

appropriate regulatory limit. Adverse reactions to wind turbine noise between 4017

and 45 dBA are still quite low, at roughly 2 percent of wind-park neighbors, even18

in rural environments with low background levels.” So, NARUC is affirming that19

45 dBA as a long-term mean sound level will result in few adverse reactions.20
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As noted before, RSG conducted sound modeling that was more conservative than1

NARUC recommends given that the PNIA aimed to estimate an hourly or 8-hour2

maximum Leq rather than NARUC’s long-term mean. Our modeling of short-term3

impacts uses the ISO 9613-2 methodology with the apparent turbine sound power,4

similar to the procedures of NARUC and Hessler and Associate’s recent New5

York wind projects. However, we then model a greater receiver height and add an6

additional 2 dB to the results, which make our predictions 3 to 4 dB higher that7

the long-term mean projections of NARUC. So, if we used the modeling8

parameters recommended by NARUC for modeling Cassadaga Wind, the highest9

sound level at a non-participating receptor would be just under 42 dBA. Thus, the10

project currently meets Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s NARUC-based design goal.11

However, as noted above, using the NARUC-recommended parameters, would be12

inappropriate for modeling short term sound levels to meet the design goals13

established for the project in the PNIA.14

Q: Do you have an opinion regarding Miguel Moreno-Caballero testimony’s15

estimate of the number of complaints calculated using the method suggested16

by NARUC?17

A: Yes, this portion of the Moreno-Caballero testimony should be completely18

discounted as it attempts to use the calculated short-term averages provided in the19

PNIA for compliance with the long-term means design goals provided in20
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NARUC. His testimony counts the number of homes between 35 and 45 dBA1

based on Table 28 of the PNIA. The PNIA clearly states these values are2

calculated as short-term maximum sound levels. He uses short term maximum3

values to estimate a percentage of homes over 40 dBA (the long-term design goal4

from NARUC) to determine whether this is an acceptable number under NARUC.5

However, his estimates of this number are invalid, as he does not count the6

number of homes with long-term means over 40 dBA, as required to compare7

compliance with the percentages suggested by the NARUC guideline. Instead, the8

Miguel Moreno-Caballero testimony applies the one-hour maximum Leq over 409

dBA from Table 28 of the PNIA. In fact, if we define NARUC’s “long-term10

mean” as the annual Leq, as suggested by the Miguel Moreno-Caballero testimony11

then there are no homes that exceed 40 dBA.12

I note that his testimony lays out inconsistent recommendations. For example,13

later in his testimony (p 94 at 1), Miguel Moreno-Caballero recommends a 4514

dBA regulatory limit based on Hessler/NARUC (2011) and Stanton/NARUC15

(2011), unless the Siting Board does not adopt his recommended amplitude16

modulation penalty, in which case the noise standard would be 42 dBA (unknown17

metric). However, the recommendation does not conform with either NARUC18

document, in that neither Hessler /NARUC (2011) or Stanton/NARUC (2012)19

recommends any amplitude modulation penalty.20
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In summary, the Facility is consistent with the Hessler /NARUC (2011) and1

Stanton/NARUC (2012) guidelines and the Applicant has proposed Certificate2

Conditions to establish regulatory standards which would meet these guidelines3

(and those of the WHO).4

Q: For the collection substation transformer, Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s5

testimony recommends a design goal of 40 dBA, with a 5 dB penalty for pure6

tones. How would the modeled sound levels from the substation compare to7

this proposed design goal?8

A: A 5 dB tonal penalty is a common regulatory adjustment and appears to be9

reasonable. However, this should be applied to the measured sound as background10

sounds will often mask the tonal components of substation transformers. In11

general, transformers are tonal when no fans are operating and not tonal when12

their cooling fans are on. In this case, the transformer is modeled at 35.2 dBA at13

the closest residences with the cooling fans on. Fans-off sound levels would be14

lower by two to three dB. As a result, the substation transformer is modeled to15

meet his proposed design goal.16

Q: The next topic is Post-Construction Sound Monitoring. Miguel Moreno-17

Caballero’s testimony asserts that the post-construction monitoring protocol18

is inadequate to evaluate compliance with certificate conditions. He proposes19

that the monitoring should be performed within the first six months of20
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operation and a second time after the first year of operation. He recommends1

both tests to capture leaf-on and leaf-off conditions. He recommends2

monitoring locations to be at the worst-case locations and/or those that have3

experienced complaints. The duration, assumed to be a 12-hour night is4

considered to be too short. He advocates use of NARUC’s long-term period5

description, which is at least two weeks. How do you respond?6

A: The post-construction protocol proposed by RSG does not state that the7

monitoring period should only be 12 hours long. Instead, it states that compliance8

monitoring periods should occur during the nighttime period (periods with9

minimal background sound) from 7 pm to 7 am, one day of which is 12 hours10

long. Our experience is that to obtain all the necessary meteorological conditions,11

a monitoring period of at least two weeks is necessary. Thus, we agree on this12

point. This was contemplated in the proposed post-construction sound monitoring13

protocol contained in Appendix Z.2 of the Application, but not specified. The14

compliance monitoring procedures proposed in the Application are appropriate15

for determining compliance with an 8-hour-long sound level limit (the regulatory16

standard and proposed Certificate Condition for the Facility).17

However, Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony is based on the post-construction18

protocol recommended by NARUC. Since NARUC is assuming a multi-week-19

long sound level guideline, post-construction monitoring methods proposed in20
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NARUC are only appropriate for limits that span that length of time (longer1

limits), not the design goal of 45 dBA L(8 hr) (short term limit). Mixing the2

maximum 8-hour limit with monitoring procedures intended for compliance3

assessment with a multi-week limit will lead to methodological problems and4

potentially inaccurate results.5

Monitoring in different seasons can be accommodated in this Protocol by6

monitoring in “leaf-off” and “leaf-on” conditions, as suggested by Miguel7

Moreno-Caballero.8

The monitoring locations given in RSG’s monitoring protocol are those that are9

monitored pre-construction. Some of the provisions in the stipulations and Article10

10 attempt to determine not just sound levels, but the overall impact (by requiring11

long-term background sound level monitoring, addition of modeled sound levels12

to background sound levels, and infrasound monitoring). As such, determining the13

sound levels post construction should be taken in view of preconstruction14

conditions. This will only be possible if monitoring is performed at the same15

locations as was performed preconstruction. This is the recommended approach in16

the post-construction protocol proposed by the Applicant in Exhibit 19.17

Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony also does not recognize that RSG proposed18

that up to three additional locations will be chosen for post-construction19

monitoring based on the location of any sound complaints that may be received20
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prior to the post-construction testing period. Thus, this is already proposed in1

RSG’s post-construction Protocol.2

Q: Have you revised the proposed sound monitoring protocol to incorporate3

these changes?4

A: Yes. This is included as Exhibit KK-7. We also incorporated other changes to5

reflect DPS Staff’s proposed Certificate Conditions, including more details on6

complaint response and vibration monitoring.7

Q: The next topic is the proposed Certificate Conditions. Miguel Moreno-8

Caballero’s testimony proposes changing the goal for low-frequency sound at9

63 Hz from 70 dB to 65 dB to make it consistent with ANSI S12.9-2005 Part10

4. Is this reasonable?11

A: It is reasonable to make this a design goal, but not a regulatory limit. That is,12

Cassadaga Wind has and will continue to model manufacturer octave band sound13

levels to estimate sound levels at specific receivers and will provide mitigation to14

meet 65 dB, unweighted, at the 16 Hz, 32.5 Hz, and 63 Hz octave bands.15

However, Cassadaga Wind has not accepted this as a regulatory limit. While the16

manufacturer provides sound levels by octave band, it only warrantees the overall17

A-weighted sound level. Therefore, the Facility has indicated they cannot accept a18

regulatory noise limit that cannot be backed by a manufacturer warrantee.19
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However, because these low-frequency sounds are associated with building-1

induced vibration, the Applicant will accept a certificate condition with a2

vibration standard such as ANSI S2.71-1983. That is, if a complaint arises related3

to vibration impacts, then vibration will be monitored and mitigation will be4

provided to meet that ANSI standard. A certificate condition has been proposed5

consistent with the above. Vibration is not proposed as part of routine compliance6

monitoring where vibration complaints have not been made.7

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony proposes a 50 dBA annual average8

property line standard for all non-participants and participants without a9

turbine, and outside all participating residences. Is his reasoning valid?10

A: In general, I agree with the reasoning provided in the Testimony by the11

Department of Health (DOH) that existing homes, whether participating or non-12

participating, should have an applicable standard. Therefore, for future modeling,13

including that in Exhibit KK-6, we will include a design goal that all participant14

residences will be modeled to be at or below 50 dBA Lnight, outside (annual average15

nighttime Leq) consistent with the recommendations by the DOH testimony. I16

likewise recommend 55 dBA L(8) (maximum nighttime Leq) at participating17

residences. This is consistent with the DOH Testimony.18

A design goal of 50 dBA annual average at all property lines, except those which19

have turbines, is not reasonable. First, there is no possibility that a home would be20
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developed on the property line, as there are zoning setback requirements that must1

be met. There are other requirements and practical considerations that should also2

be considered. For example, homes are unlikely to be built far from roads, in3

wetlands, on steep grades, in conservation areas, on restricted prime agricultural4

land, etc. Applying a design goal to protect effects from long-term exposure to5

noise on a vacant piece of land that could never have a home is not practical.6

In reviewing our modeling results, 55 dBA as a one-hour Leq is not exceeded at7

any non-participating property within 150 feet from a public roadway. I suggest8

that this is consistent with the outcome suggested by the Miguel Moreno-9

Caballero testimony as it applies to areas of vacant land which are most likely to10

have a home and would roughly be equivalent to 50 dBA Lnight, outside.11

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero proposes an amplitude modulation penalty be12

applied to the Facility based on UK (2016). Do you recommend this?13

A: No. Any metric used in a standard should be able to be predicted prior to14

construction with a high level of reliability. As Miguel Moreno-Caballero admits,15

the level and duration of amplitude modulation for a specific project cannot be16

predicted. This is confirmed by such studies such as MassCEC (2016) and UK17

(2016). From these studies, we also know that excess amplitude modulation can18

occur at any wind project, but it is rare. Given the previous testimony on this topic19

and the statements in the PNIA that do not anticipate a high likelihood of20
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amplitude modulation at this Facility, I do not recommend including any1

amplitude modulation standard as a condition of approval. Note that, as of June2

2017, the UK has not adopted the recommendations made in UK (2016), and no3

amplitude modulation penalties apply to wind turbines in Britain.4

The absence of an amplitude modulation penalty is consistent with Hessler5

/NARUC (2011) and Stanton/NARUC (2012) which informs many of the6

recommendations from the Miguel Moreno-Caballero testimony. Specifically,7

NARUC does not propose amplitude modulation penalties.8

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony recommends a 5 dB penalty for9

prominent tones from the wind turbines. Is this appropriate?10

A: Yes, these tonal penalties are already included in the Towns’ wind turbine11

ordinances and similar language is proposed be included in a proposed Certificate12

Condition.13

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony recommends requiring the submission14

of IEC 61400-14 or IEC 61400-11 test results on the selected turbine prior to15

construction. Is this data typically available to a project developer?16

A: No. While it is reasonable to require the Applicant to submit the manufacturer’s17

warrantied overall A-weighted sound level and their estimates of octave band18

components, manufacturers rarely release actual test data from which their19

warranties are based. In fact, as noted above, these tests are irrelevant for the20
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purposes of the Facility, as the manufacturer must meet their warrantied level,1

regardless of prior test results. Therefore, I propose this Certificate Condition be2

deleted or modified such that the data will be provided only if available.3

Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony recommends that “the Siting Board4

require the Applicant to redesign the Facility, present revised sound contours5

as recommended by NARUC-2011 to demonstrate that all receptors will be6

outside the 40 dBA noise contour (ideal design goal) or, alternatively, that no7

more than 13% of the receptors inside the 35 dBA noise contour are located8

inside the 40 dBA noise contour and that no non-participant receptor is9

located within the 42 dBA noise contour.” Is the approach to calculating10

potential complaint levels taken by the DPS Staff testimony consistent with11

NARUC as you understand it?12

A: No. This recommendation appears to me to be arbitrary. NARUC recommends a13

45 dBA regulatory limit. Furthermore, no averaging time or metric is noted. No14

mention in NARUC is given recommending “no more than 13% of the receptors15

inside the 35 dBA noise contour are located inside the 40 dBA noise contour and16

that no non-participant receptor is located within the 42 dBA noise contour.” This17

number is based on a case-study found in Hessler/NARUC (2011) and is not a18

recommendation. Even within the case study, NARUC does not calculate a19

percentage, nor mention a divisor of homes inside the 35 dBA contour. It is not20
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part of any scientific study or peer-reviewed literature of which I am familiar. As1

noted above, however, modeling using NARUC’s procedures show that his2

criteria are met under the current array.3

Q: Can you summarize how Hessler/NARUC guidelines for modeling and4

monitoring wind turbine sound are different from the approaches you have5

proposed?6

A: Yes. In the three tables (Tables 2 through 4) below, I discuss modeling methods,7

regulatory criteria, and monitoring protocols, respectively:8
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Table 2: Comparison of NARUC/Hessler and RSG’s PNIA Proposed Modeling1

Procedures2

Parameter
NARUC/Hessler
Associates

PNIA Comparison

Ground Factor G=0.5 G=0.5 Same

Receptor Height 1.2 or 1.5 meters 4 meters
RSG method will result
in 1.5 to 2 dB higher
predictions

Modeled Sound
Power

Maximum warranted or
critical wind speed
sound power to assess
relative impact

Maximum warranted

Same unless critical
wind speed is used.
Critical wind speed
could result in 1 to 2 dB
lower predictions

Adder for
uncertainty

0 dB +2 dB
RSG method will result
in 2 dB higher
predictions
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Table 3: Comparison of Hessler/NARUC and RSG’s PNIA Proposed Criteria1

Parameter Hessler/NARUC PNIA or Proposed Comparison

Non-Participating
Receptor Design
Goal

40 dBA long term mean
(period of two weeks or
more)

 40 dBA Lnight - The
equivalent average
sound level
measured over
every night

 45 dBA L(8h) - The
equivalent average
sound level
measured over a
single night

 65 dBZ low
frequency octave
bands

The PNIA may be more
conservative if you
consider that the
Hessler/NARUC long
term mean is an
arithmetic average and
the PNIA Lnight is a long-
term equivalent
continuous average
which weights the
higher sound levels.

Participating
Receptor Design
Goal

None

 55 dBA L(8h) - The
equivalent average
sound level
measured over a
single night at non-
participating
receptors

 50 dBA Lnight - The
equivalent average
sound level
measured over
every night of a
year at non-
participating
receptors

Hessler/NARUC does
not recommend any
design goal for
participating receptors
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Non-participating
Receptor Regulatory
Limit

45 dBA long term mean
(period of two weeks or
more)

 45 dBA L(8h) - The
equivalent average
sound level
measured over the
night

 ANSI S2.71-1983
vibration criteria

Hessler/NARUC 45 dBA
long term mean will be
less conservative than
RSG's 45 dBA L(8h)

No vibration criteria in
Hessler/NARUC

Amplitude
Modulation Penalty

None None
Neither include a
penalty

Tonal Penalty None 5 dB for pure tones
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Table 4: Comparison of NARUC/Hessler and RSG’s PNIA Proposed1

Monitoring Protocol2

Parameter
NARUC/Hessler
Associates

PNIA Comparison

Monitoring Duration Two weeks or more
Two weeks or more in
two separate seasons

Similar Length

Background sound
level determination

Remote monitor(s) as a
proxy for the
background sound level

Turbine curtailment to
measure background at
the measurement
location when the
turbines are off

RSG's method provides
less ambiguity and
greater accuracy

Compliance period
duration

Two weeks or more
8-hours during
nighttime periods

Different methods for
compliance
determination relative
to different limits

Compliance
Determination

Trendline of 10-minute
sound levels

Average of eight highest
consecutive L(1h) periods

Different methods for
compliance
determination relative
to different limits

Sampling Interval 10-minutes 1-second
RSG method offers
opportunity to remove
extraneous sounds

3
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Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero recommends that “the Applicant to resubmit noise1

model results with the ISO 9613-2 or the CONCAWE noise models with2

proper assumptions for ground absorption and topography considerations to3

demonstrate that all certificate conditions on noise will be met, that the4

sound levels from the Facility will not exceed the local laws on noise, and the5

goals recommended in my testimony.” Do you have any comments on this?6

A: The Applicant will provide updated sound propagation modeling to estimate7

short- and long-term sound levels at each receiver using the same assumptions8

used in the PNIA and Exhibit KK-6 and using the updated design goals:9

 All seasonal non-participating residences (with septic systems) will be treated10

similar to permanent non-participating residences for the purposes of meeting the11

listed design goals,12

 The design goal for 63 Hz will be lowered from 70 dB to 65 dB (unweighted),13

 All participating residences will meet an annual nighttime average design goal of14

50 dBA and a maximum 8-hour nighttime design goal of 55 dBA L(8 hr).15

 The collector substation will have a design goal of 40 dBA fans-on and 35 dBA16

fans-off at non-participating residences.17
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Q: Miguel Moreno-Caballero recommends “the Applicant demonstrate1

compliance with Certificate Condition 79 by following a protocol following2

the NARUC guidelines and relevant ANSI, ISO and IEC standard3

provisions, which shall be presented to the Secretary for the Siting Board for4

review and incorporate any modifications that are necessary before5

approval.” (p 97 at 11). Are the requirements here clear to you?6

A: No. The particular standards are not specified and some of them offer different7

recommendations. For example, there are different microphone height8

recommendations in IEC 61400-11 and ANSI 12.9. Part of this is due to the9

different intent of the standards. Unfortunately, this means that the Condition is10

ambiguous. Miguel Moreno-Caballero’s testimony does not assess how the11

methods of the current protocol align with those standards. However, we will12

resubmit the proposed post-construction monitoring protocol, adding in:13

 A measurement duration of two-weeks per season14

 Monitoring during two seasons – leaf-off and leaf-on, and15

 Other changes to address the proposed Certificate Conditions.16

A revised post-construction sound monitoring and compliance protocol is attached as17

Exhibit KK-7.18

Q: Do you have any other comments on other proposed conditions?19
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A: No. The other conditions are mostly procedural and not related to acoustics. I do1

not wish to comment on them at this time.2

II. RESPONSE TO RICHARD JAMES (CCCWP)3

Q: What does it mean to be INCE Board Certified and is Richard James INCE4

Board Certified?5

A: The Institute of Noise Control Engineering (INCE) has several member6

designations. Richard James is a Member Emeritus. To qualify for this, a member7

must be either retired or over 65 years of age. Based on my review of the8

membership directory, he is not, nor has he ever been Board Certified by INCE.9

To become Board Certified, you must have a specified minimum educational and10

work experience in applicable fields, obtain recommendations from colleagues,11

and pass a rigorous eight-hour exam. According to the INCE website12

(https://www.inceusa.org/membership/become-board-certified-in-noise-control/),13

the benefits of Board Certification include, “Assurance to your clients and to the14

general public, and recognition by your peers, that you have achieved the highest15

professional competency, analogous to a Professional Engineering (P.E.)16

registration, for Noise Control Engineering; A high level of qualification for17

acceptance as an expert witness in the courts on matters involving noise control;18

The ability to work on projects requiring Board Certification in Noise Control,19

including many municipal and government projects.” Board Certified members20
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must recertify every five years by showing continuing education and participation1

in the profession by, for example, attending relevant conferences and publishing.2

Q: Richard James states that, “RSG presents only the viewpoint of the wind3

energy industry and its trade associations without any counterpoint from4

those with opposing views.” Is RSG a member of any wind energy or trade5

associations and did the study in the PNIA cite opposing views?6

A: RSG is not a member of any wind energy trade association. RSG is not a member7

of any wind energy industry group. Our viewpoints are our own based on our8

experience and review of the scientific literature.9

We presented opposing views of Schomer, Pierpont, and Salt on Page 30 of the10

PNIA with regard to wind turbine health effects, but also noted that findings of11

McCunney et al (2014) and Leventhall (2013) that review those opinions and take12

a differing view.13

Q: With regard to the monitoring of background sound levels, Richard James14

criticizes your study because he says RSG did not follow the Stipulation in15

that you used “selected parts of ANSI S12.9 Part 2.” Did RSG follow the16

Stipulation as it relates to ANSI S12.9 Part 2?17

A: Yes. The Stipulation states that “Temporal accuracy (for the number of days18

tested) will be calculated and reported based on a 95% confidence interval19

following the procedures included in ANSI Standard S12.9-1992 (R2013)/ Part20
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2.” That is, the Stipulation states that the ANSI standard is only used to calculate1

temporal accuracy of the measurements. Other portions of the standard are not2

incorporated into the stipulation. The PNIA includes a calculation of temporal3

accuracy according the ANSI S12.9 Part 2, and is fully consistent with the4

requirements of the Stipulation.5

Q: Richard James believes that the L90 is the only relevant noise metric for6

determining the background sound level. He states on Page 27, “Only the7

L90 background sound levels can be relied upon when considering the8

impact of the new operation on the host community.” Do you agree?9

A: No. The background sound level in an area is informed by all of the metrics we10

include in our study. The L90 is useful for assessing the quietest times, the L10 is11

the highest 10 percent of our measurements, the Leq is the equivalent continuous12

average, and the L50 is the median. In fact, Article 10, 1001.19 Exhibit 1913

requires the reporting of both the background ambient L90 [(f)(1 through 6)] and14

Leq [(f)(7) and (f)(9)].15

Q: Richard James also states that he “focused on the L90 data collected in the16

study for comparison to the NYSDEC 6 dB guideline because this metric is17

least sensitive to issues of test site location.” (p 53 at 1). Is this the case?18
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A: No. This is inconsistent with the NYSDEC noise policy which states,1

““Expression of Overall Sound - Part of the overall assessment of sound is the2

Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) which assigns a single value of sound level for a3

period of time in which varying levels of sound are experienced over that time4

period. The Leq value provides an indication of the effects of sound on people. It5

is also useful in establishing the ambient sound levels at a potential noise source."6

(emphasis added)7

Q: Richard James states that “I have found that at night, after community8

activities die down the difference between the L90 and Leq sound levels is9

generally only a couple of dBA at most. That is the Leq is slightly higher than10

the L90 because during the measurement period there are few transient11

sound events during the night which are included in the Leq measurement12

but excluded by the L90 measurement. Thus, for nighttime periods the13

background and ambient sound levels are similar.” Does this conclusion14

apply to the data you collected around the Facility area?15

A: No. The difference between nighttime Leq and L90 at each monitoring location,16

as shown below, ranges from 9 to 17 dB.17

Site Overall nighttime Leq minus L9018

Agricultural 17 dB19
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Boutwell Hill 19 dB1

Cemetery 9 dB2

Nelson Rd 13 dB3

Pickup Hill 11 dB4

Wooded 14 dB5

Q: With regard to sound propagation modeling, Richard James states that6

“There is no foundation in acoustics for making this type of annual7

estimate,” (p 12 at 1) and “What this shows is that the idea of creating an8

annualized model is specious,” (p 57 at 4) in relation to your estimation of9

annualized sound impact. Is this the case?10

A: No, Richard James is making an overly broad claim that has no foundation. First,11

Article 10 requires an estimation of annual impacts. Exhibit 19 (f) requires the12

estimation of Facility annual and seasonal metrics, including L10, L50, and Leq.13

The only way to do this is with some type of annualized modeling.14

Second, the ISO 9613-2 methodology has a parameter, Cmet, that is intended to15

reflect the impact of meteorology to estimate long-term average sound levels.16

Other standardized methodologies, recommend adjustments to the maximum17

sound level to estimate long-term sound levels. For example, ESRI’s Composite18
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Noise Rating, which was used in the PNIA, requires meteorological adjustments1

to estimate long-term sound levels. Other models, like Harmonoise and2

NORD2000 incorporate methods for adjusting meteorological conditions.3

Third, the CONCAWE adjustments we used are a feature of Cadna /A software.4

According to Hessler /NARUC (2011), “In terms of specific programs, Cadna/A®5

developed by Datakustik GmbH (Munich, Germany), appears to be used most6

often by engineers and consultants….”7

Forth, we have used this methodology in the past cases. For example, we used this8

in two Vermont Public Service Board dockets, Deerfield Wind and Kingdom9

Community Wind. (In the latter docket, Richard James reviewed the model and10

submitted rebuttal testimony). In the Kingdom Community Wind docket, not only11

was this analysis used and the project approved, but monitoring was required over12

eight seasons over a two-year period. Thus, we were able to directly compare the13

modeled results to actual monitoring results, which were found to be conservative14

(as presented in the PNIA).15

Fifth, we presented the methodology at an Acoustical Society of America (ASA)16

meeting in 2010 and published a paper on the methodology in ASA’s Proceedings17

of Meetings on Acoustics the same year.18

Sixth, Richard James makes no suggestion of any other method for meeting19

Article 10’s requirements for annualized sound levels from the Facility.20
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Finally, RSG is not alone in deriving long-term sound propagation models. Van1

den Berg (2008) proposes two models. The first model takes into account stability2

class and wind speed. The second model considers the variation in sound power3

over time. Bliss (2013) proposes a method for assessing the annual average day-4

night sound level (Ldn). The average sound power was estimated based on annual5

wind data and then one year of weather statistics were grouped into 286

meteorological classes (compared to our 64 classes).7

In conclusion, there is a substantial basis in acoustics for the estimation of long-8

term statistical sound levels as was conducted by RSG for the Application and it9

is a requirement of Article 10.10

Q: Richard James further criticizes the annualized sound modeling as “home11

brewed” (p55 at 16). Please respond.12

A: If Richard James believes that developing new approaches to solving complex13

problems is “home brewed”, then RSG strives to be a “Master Barista”. RSG’s14

mission is to be “the best at delivering work that is innovative and actionable for15

our clients.” We have published more than a dozen papers on wind turbine16

acoustics, regularly attend and participate in scientific meetings on the subject,17

and admittedly innovate to develop new methods and procedures. For example,18

we were the first to integrate travel demand models into community noise19

mapping. We are leading a team to develop methodologies for assessing the20
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effects of meteorology on highway noise for the National Academy of Science.1

We developed methods to isolate amplitude modulated wind turbines sound from2

background noise for the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and Department of3

Environmental Protection. And, yes, we developed a way to combine existing4

methodologies and models to estimate annualized sound level from wind project5

to meet Article 10’s unique requirements to estimate long-term statistical sound6

levels for wind projects.7

Q: Richard James says that the “grouping of the year’s weather into stability8

classes is filled with arbitrary decisions.” (p 57 at 1). Is this the case?9

A: No, this is not the case. The grouping of weather data into stability classes uses10

the methodology published by the U.S. EPA, "On-site meteorological program11

guidance for Regulatory Modeling Applications" EPA-450/4-87-013. There are12

no “arbitrary decisions” in this methodology.13

Q: Mr. James says that, “experience has shown that sound levels associated with14

complaints will likely exceed the predicted values in Table 28 of the PNIA by15

5 dBA.” How do you respond?16

A:  Table 28 of the PNIA shows the maximum one hour sound levels at each17

receiver. If Richard James experience is that complaints start at sound levels 5 dB18

above those shown in the table, then I believe he would expect few noise19

complaints from the Facility.20
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Q: With respect to the use of the ISO 9613-2 model, Richard James quotes Paul1

Schomer, that “certainly below 10 to 15 Hz, the physics are entirely different2

and things people aren’t expecting to happen will happen…” (p54 at 19). Did3

you use the ISO 9613-2 methodology to estimate sound levels at or below 154

Hz?5

A: No. RSG does not use ISO 9613-2 to model sound levels below the 31.5 Hz 1/16

octave band. Instead we used data from the literature regarding infrasonic sound7

levels measured at typical receiver distances from existing wind power projects8

and applied to the modeled sound level spectra in the audible range to extrapolate9

infrasonic sound levels. Results showed that infrasound due to the Facility will be10

below known perception thresholds.11

Q: Similarly, Richard James quotes Paul Schomer to say that modeling “close”12

to a turbine is inaccurate. (p55 at 2). Is that the case?13

A: Yes, we agree that within about two blade lengths (about 125 meters), the sound14

propagates more like an area source. However, beyond this, the sound propagates15

like a point source. This conclusion is supported by a study done by Makarewicz16

(2011), where he modeled a wind turbine rotor as an area source. Since there are17

no sensitive receivers within 125 meters, this factor is irrelevant to our analyses.18

Q: Richard James claims that CONCAWE “requires a ground factor of 0.019

when the noise source is elevated above the receiving location such that the20
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grazing angle is over 5 degrees.” (p 57 at 18). Would this apply to your1

model?2

A: No, the method we use for ground attenuation is based on ISO 9613, not3

CONCAWE. We only use CONCAWE’s methodology for meteorological4

adjustments. ISO 9613 is based on more refined methods for assessing ground5

attenuation. In fact, this method takes the grazing angle of the source/receiver into6

account when estimating the ground effect.7

Q: With respect to the Adequacy of the Design Goal, Richard James states that8

““The NYSDEC and EPA references to 55 dBA Ldn as an acceptable9

threshold for excessive noise are presented as though they apply to rural10

communities,” and says that Mr. Discoll “presents” Table D7 from EPA11

(1974) as “adjustments needed to normalize the 55 Ldn for different host12

communities.” (p16 at 17) Does the EPA guideline apply to rural13

communities?14

A: Yes, the EPA guidelines are yearly average equivalent sound levels that are15

intended to “protect the public health and welfare with an adequate margin of16

safety.” (EPA (1974). In fact, the guideline of 55 dBA Ldn applies specifically to17

“Residential with Outside Space and Farm Residences.” Adjustments found in18

Appendix D of EPA (1974) are informative only and used to show how the EPA19
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guideline was developed. EPA makes no recommendation to apply these1

adjustments their guidelines to develop regulatory standard for host communities.2

Nevertheless, the proposed Facility design goals are below EPA guidelines.3

Q: Richard James further states that “55 dB Ldn was chosen by the EPA4

because it is assumed that at that sound level two people standing about 105

feet apart can hear each other’s voices without voices being raised.” (p14 at6

11) Is that all the EPA guideline was based on?7

A: No, the EPA guidelines for residential with outside space and farm residences are8

intended to protect against activity interference and hearing loss. Activity9

interference includes speech disturbance indoors and outdoors, as mentioned, but10

also protection against sleep disturbance with windows open. Again, the modeling11

for the Facility shows that sound levels from the Facility during operation will be12

below those discussed by EPA in its guidelines.13

Q: Richard James claims that Mr. Driscoll “goes on to state that this threshold14

applies to an urban environment where people are accustomed to living with15

high noise levels.” Did you find that Mr. Driscoll says this in Exhibit RJ-2?16

A: No, Mr. Driscoll does not mention anything about being accustomed to high noise17

levels in urban area. Instead he says, “Based on extensive research, the EPA chose18

a day/night sound level (Ldn) of 55 dBA to protect people from “outdoor activity19

interference and annoyance.” The limit applies to “residential areas and farms and20
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other outdoor areas where people spend widely varying amounts of time and other1

places in which quiet is a basis for use.” (Exhibit RJ-2)2

Q: Regarding the Towns’ standards, Richard James says, “This is not a limit to3

protect health and prevent annoyance. It is a limit that will protect the4

operator of the project from legal action in the event of complaints.” Did you5

find anything in the Towns’ standards to support this assertion?6

A: No. This is rhetoric and not supported by any evidence.7

Q: Relating to a different standard, Richard James says, “ANSI S12.9 Part 48

includes specific language about the need to adjust thresholds designed for9

urban communities when addressing new noise sources in rural10

communities.” Is this your interpretation of that ANSI standard?11

A: No. The ANSI S12.9 Part 4 Annex F standard is used for predicting the12

percentage of highly annoyed based on long-term highway noise exposure. It says13

nothing about adjusting “design thresholds in urban communities.” He also leaves14

out two important statements in the standard, “F.3.1 Equation (F.1) is applicable15

only to long-term environmental sounds such as the yearly average.” And “F.3.416

Equation (F.1) is only applicable to existing situations.”17

Q: Richard James discusses the WHO guidelines and states that “sleep18

disturbance results from sudden, startling noises exceeding 40 dBA.” (p 22 at19
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16). How does that compare with the 40 dBA annual average nighttime1

design goal and 45 dBA L(8 hr) design goal for the Facility?2

A: First, I reviewed WHO Europe (2009) and could not find a reference to a3

guideline for sudden, startling noises at 40 dBA. Therefore, I could not determine4

whether this level was meant to be an indoor or outdoor sound level. As an5

example, the WHO (1999) guideline is 45 dBA LFmax for sounds levels inside the6

bedroom. It is important to mention the metric, averaging time, and location of7

measurement in an otherwise ambiguous context. For example, the WHO-based8

design goals from the PNIA are 45 dBA L(8 hr) and 40 dBA Lnight, outside, averaged9

over a year. The Facility’s design goals are consistent with the annual average10

nighttime design goals of the WHO Europe (2009) guidelines.11

Q: Similarly, Richard James states that, “RSG’s Design Goal of 45 dBA Leq(8)12

is arbitrary and contrary to the guidelines identified to support it.” Is this the13

case?14

A: No, the design goal of 45 dBA L(8 hr) is identical to the WHO 1999 guideline15

which we identified to support it.16

Q: Richard James cites several papers and articles on infrasound from the early17

1980s. Are these applicable to today’s modern turbines?18

A: Most of what Richard James cites to support his conclusion that wind turbine19

infrasound has high crest factors and generates highly impulsive low frequency20
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sound and infrasound is based on obsolete downwind-design wind turbines and1

older inapplicable and irrelevant studies. In the downwind design, the rotor plane2

is downwind of the tower. As air moves past the tower, it forms a low-pressure3

region immediately behind the tower. When the blade passes through this region,4

the result is a substantial impulsive sound, many describe as “thumping”. This5

sound has a high crest factor and strong low-frequency and infrasonic6

components. One of the earliest of these turbines was the “MOD-1”. This became7

the subject of much of NASA’s early research on wind turbines some of which is8

cited to by James. The low-frequency impulsive noise was such that it created9

noise-induced vibrations in buildings and related neighbor complaints.10

Modern turbines, such as all turbines proposed for use in Cassadaga, are upwind11

designs. That is, the rotor plane is upwind of the tower. The blade-tower12

interactions are minimized and most of the amplitude modulated sound is in the13

mid-frequencies. The signal has lower crest factors than the MOD-1 and similar14

downwind designs.15

For example, Exhibit RJ-5, Hubbard (1982) is based on research on downwind16

turbine noise. It states, “Tests were conducted to determine the threshold of17

detectability for impulsive “thumping” sounds which result from blade/tower-18

wake interactions.” The sound metric used in the graphs are “peak” levels. By19

contrast, the sound levels generally used by the profession for environmental20
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noise are “root-mean-square” or RMS levels. The “peak” is used to measure to1

highest pressure amplitude of a sound. The RMS is the root-mean-squared sound2

level and represents the total pressure over time. These give very different levels,3

especially for sounds with high crest factors, as from downwind wind turbines4

Richard James confounds these two in his Figure 8 chart (p 48 at 14), where he5

plots the ANSI S12.9 Part 4 Annex D RMS metric on top of Hubbard’s (1982)6

graph of sound levels using the peak metric. This is an invalid “apples to oranges”7

comparison.8

In 1990, after more experience with both upwind and downwind turbine, NASA9

researchers Hubbard and Shepherd wrote a technical paper, Wind Turbine10

Acoustics (Hubbard et al 1990). In it, they clearly show the difference between11

the impulsive, high crest factor downwind rotor design, and the smoother upwind12

design. James does not cite to the later Hubbard paper in his testimony. In Figure13

3, below, we see a time series of the pressure fluctuations from the two turbines.14

The downwind turbine is characterized by an impulsive pattern at the blade-pass15

frequency, while the upwind turbine time signal is relatively smooth.16
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Figure 3. Comparison of spectrum and time signal of downwind and upwind rotors1

from Hubbard et al (1990)2

3

Hubbard et al (1990) states, “Note that the upwind-rotor spectrum shows an4

amplitude-modulated time history, but without the sharp pressure peaks that are5

evident for the downwind rotor.” In addition, Hubbard et al (1990) looked at6

narrowband low frequency spectra and found the substantial harmonics at the7

blade passage frequency in the downwind turbine which were largely absent in8
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the upwind turbine (Figure 3). Tonal harmonics are generally more annoying than1

non-tonal sound.2

Figure 3: Comparison of upwind and downwind turbine low frequency and3

infrasound harmonics from Hubbard et al (1990)4

5

Q: Richard James uses the term “jerk” in the context of infrasound to describe6

the impulsive infrasound expected from the turbines. Is this the correct7

definition of “jerk” from an acoustical standpoint?8
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A: Mr. James says that “Jerk is the rate of change or the rate of change of sound1

pressure as the pulse passes through walls or our bodies.” (p 24 at 16) If fact, the2

term “jerk” in acoustical terminology means the time rate of change of3

acceleration, not sound pressure (ANSI S1.1). It certainly has nothing to do with4

sound pressure, walls, or “our bodies”.5

Q: Does Figure 3 (p30 at 1) from Richard James’ testimony show “that adverse6

reactions from industrial noise sources in the frequency range of about 4 Hz7

to 10 Hz SPLs of approximately 50 to 90 dB correlated with human8

response,” as he claims?9

A: According to Hubbard (1982) (Exhibit RJ-5), the “human response” was from10

“noise-induced vibrations, or that there are localized areas in the houses where the11

inside noise levels are considerably higher than the limited measurements, and12

may actually exceed the hearing threshold.” Our study addressed noise-induced13

vibrations from low-frequency sound by comparing the sound levels at homes to14

the ANSI S12.2 standards for moderately perceptible noise-induced vibrations.15

I also note that James Figure 3, which purports to show a lower hearing threshold16

for wind turbine sound, is from a study which simulated the thumping sounds17

from an older downwind-style turbine and is not relevant to modern upwind18

turbines. His attempt to show noise annoyance from other sources from19
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imperceptible infrasound in that figure is also misleading, as the sources of noise1

annoyance in that graph all have audible low-frequency components.2

In fact, almost all of Richard James testimony between pages 31 to 33 are3

irrelevant to this Facility, as the research discussed relates to downwind-style4

wind turbines and is not relevant to the Facility.5

Q: Relative to your annoyance analysis, Richard James states that the wind6

projects that were analyzed as part of the Janssen (2011) dose-response7

curves “were using wind turbines of less than 1.5 MW.” (p33 at 17). Is this8

the case?9

A: No. The turbines’ power output ranged up to 3 MW (Van den Berg et al (2008))10

Q: Richard James claims that, “Structural vibrations cannot be predicted using11

averaged sound pressure levels. Structural vibrations are produced by12

transient acoustic energy, pulsations, at sound pressure levels below what is13

required for a steady sound to induce vibration.” Is infrasound at low14

frequencies amplitude modulated?15

A: Amplitude modulation typically occurs in the mid frequencies. For example, RSG16

et al (2016) specifically looked at amplitude modulation at 16 Hz and found none.17

Hessler /NARUC (2011) writes, “When the swishing, thumping or beating noise18

alluded to above does occurs [sic] it is usually at a rate of about once per second,19

or 1 Hz, which is the blade passing frequency of a typical three-bladed rotor20
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turning at 20 rpm. Although the “frequency” of its occurrence at 1 Hz obviously1

falls at the very low end of the frequency spectrum, this noise is not “low2

frequency” or infrasonic noise, per se. It is simply a periodic noise where the3

actual frequency spectrum may contain some slightly elevated levels in the lower4

frequencies, but where the prominent noise is roughly centered around 500 Hz5

near the middle of the audible frequency spectrum. In general, the widespread6

belief that wind turbines produce elevated or even harmful levels of low7

frequency and infrasonic sound is utterly untrue as proven repeatedly and8

independently by numerous investigators. And probably arose from a confusion9

between this periodic amplitude modulation noise and actual low frequency noise.10

Problematic levels of low frequency noise (i.e. those resulting in perceptible11

vibration and complaints) are most commonly associated with simple cycle gas12

turbines, which produce tremendous energy in the 20 to 50 Hz region the13

spectrum – vastly more than could ever be produced by a wind turbine.”14

[footnotes removed]15

RSG’s use of averaged low-frequency sound to estimate the potential for16

vibration and rattle in homes is entirely appropriate in this context.17

III. RESPONSE TO JERRY PUNCH (CCCWP)18
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Q: To your knowledge, is Jerry Punch a member of the Institute of Noise1

Control Engineering?2

A: I reviewed the membership list of INCE and found that Jerry Punch is not a3

member of INCE.4

Q: Jerry Punch testifies that “Most modern wind turbines are upwind models,5

and although the wind industry touts them as quieter than older, downwind6

models, they produce substantial acoustic pulsations that are dynamically7

amplitude-modulated and that regularly contain pure-tone energy at the8

blade-pass frequency and its harmonics.” (p7 and 19) Are modern upwind9

turbines similar in characteristic to older, downwind models?10

A: No, they are quite dissimilar. As quoted from Kelley, Hemphill and McKenna11

(1982), who did much of the research on the problematic downwind-style MOD-112

wind turbine, “To date, acoustically-related annoyance from large wind turbines13

has been confined to a dozen families living within 3 km of the MOD-1. There14

have been no documented complaints of noise the author is aware of with any of15

the four MOD-OA turbines currently operating, and two surveys of the MOD-216

turbine have failed to find a tendency for impulsive noise generation similar to the17

MOD-1 in the measurements taken so far.” Of these turbines, the MOD-OA and18

MOD-1 were both downwind designs and the MOD-2 was an upwind design.19
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Q: Jerry Punch, citing George Kamperman, claims that low-frequency noise1

generated by “industrial-scale” wind turbines increases by 3 to 4 dB per MW2

generated. (p11 at 9) He claims that given this, the Cassadaga wind turbines,3

“which have much longer blades at much higher elevations than most4

operating, modern wind turbines with capacities under 2 MW, making it5

likely that the blade pulsations will also be more intense.” (p11 at 12). Is this6

the case?7

Q: No. He first makes a supposed connection between turbine size and low-8

frequency sound, then makes a leap to conclude that blade length and hub height9

not only change the low-frequency sound, but infrasound and crest factor. With10

regard to his citation of George Kamperman, no reference to any paper is given in11

his response nor in the references at the end of his testimony, so we cannot track12

down the source to verify it. Finally, Kamperman’s claimed assertions do not13

apply to modern wind turbines. In his review of wind turbine sound emissions,14

Sondergaard (2013) studied 410 spectra from wind turbines ranging from below15

200 kW to over 2,000 kW in power output. Of these, 71 spectra were measured16

down to 10 Hz. He concluded that “The spectra representing the different classes17

does not deviate much in the low frequency region from 10 Hz to 160 Hz, except18

for the class of wind turbines below 200 kW…. It is clear that the class of turbines19
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above 2000 kW deviates very little from the small wind turbine spectrum and1

positive deviations are less than 1 dB.” In fact, when comparing turbines older2

than 2010 to turbines to modern turbines, he concludes that, “There is a clear3

difference in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 500 Hz where the relative4

amount of noise is lower for the new wind turbines than for the old wind turbines.5

This suggests that there is a development towards less low frequency noise,6

possibly because tonality in this frequency range is an area of focus for the7

developers.”8

Q: Jerry Punch states that, “The use of the A-weighted decibel scale is a9

systemic problem in that it has been used historically to express10

environmental sound levels, even though the scale is known to have the11

shortcomings that I mentioned earlier. Clearly, its continued use by the wind12

industry, and by Cassadaga Wind in its current application, is purposefully13

aimed at avoiding the negative consequences that would be drawn from14

providing unweighted measurements of ILFN.” Is this the reason you use the15

A-weighted sound level in your analysis of the impacts of Cassadaga Wind?16

A: First, Jerry Punch’s response is wrong, as he ignores the fact that the PNIA17

provides unweighted octave band sound levels at all receivers down to 31.5 Hz in18

Table 29. Estimates of sound levels down to the 16 Hz octave are given in Table19
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22 of the PNIA for the worst case non-participating receptor and are extrapolated1

based on observed differences in octave band sound measurements at typical2

receptor distances.3

Second, he uses Cummings (2011) (that quotes an A-weighted sound levels) and4

WHO (2009) to assert that A-weighted sound levels do not correlate well with5

AHEs. The Cummings 2011 paper is a blog post that is published on the Acoustic6

Ecology Institute website. It does not represent research or a study of any kind.7

Furthermore no, context is given in the sound levels mentioned (metric or8

averaging time).9

Q: Does Jerry Punch make it clear what metric and averaging time he uses10

when he quotes sound levels?11

A: Jerry Punch does not consistently report metrics and averaging times. For12

example, he quotes a level of “40 dBA” in Cummings (2011) (p 16 at 18) as a13

level that will result in adverse response. Most often Cummings compares14

resident response to “40-50 dB” without any metric, averaging time, or weighting.15

For example, “Wind turbines making 40-50 dB of noise will often be 10 dB16

louder than background ambient, and sometimes as much as 20 dB or more”17

(Cummings 2011). From this, it is unclear whether or not this is A-weighted and18

the duration of these levels could be anywhere from a fractional second to a year.19
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Where Cummings states a range, Punch appears to pick the low end of the range1

to report in his testimony.2

Either way, he uses Cummings’ “40 dB” and the WHO’s (2009) 40 dBA3

Lnight,outside to conclude that high levels of low frequency noise disturb sleep and4

lead to “AHEs.” The 40 dBA Lnight,outside is the exterior sound level, averaged over5

all nighttime periods in a year. Cummings’ and the WHO’s metrics should not be6

compared due to Cummings’ ambiguity.7

Neither number can be assumed to address low frequency noise. For example,8

WHO Europe (2009) does not provide a specific guideline for low frequency9

noise. To the contrary, all of their guidelines use A-weighting.10

Another example is his confusion about averaging times. On page 24 at 14, he11

reports that, “Assuming the wind turbines are operating in mitigated mode at12

night, more than 200 receptors will be exposed to 40-45 dBA. The WHO13

guideline states that the health of vulnerable populations is impacted adversely at14

levels of 40 dBA and above.” What he does not report is that his “200 receptors”15

at 40 to 45 dBA are counted from Table 28 of the PNIA, which are the maximum16

hourly Leq sound levels, and that the WHO Europe (2009) guideline is a measured17

nighttime averaged over a year. A similar mistake is made in the previous18

paragraph where he counts the number of receivers at or greater than 45 dBA19
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from Table 28 of the PNIA (a one-hour Leq) to a WHO Europe (2009) 45 dBA1

level expressed as an annual average nighttime sound level.2

Q: Is the use of A-weighting appropriate to regulate wind turbine noise?3

Yes. A recent study looked at perception of wind turbine sound, finding that A-4

weighted sound levels were a more consistent measure of wind turbine noise5

loudness (Yokoyama et al (2014)).6

An alternative approach to A-weighting is C-weighting. C-weighting is a flatter7

response than A-weighting, meaning that it does not discount lower frequencies to8

the extent that A-weighting does. The Health Canada study (Michaud, et al9

(2016)) compared A- and C-weighted sound levels from wind turbines and10

concluded that the correlation between these levels was so high that use of C-11

weighted sound levels was not needed to regulate wind turbines.12

 Hessler /NARUC (2011) discounts the notion that low-frequency noise is an13

issue at all. They write, “The mistaken belief that wind turbines produce high14

levels of low frequency noise can also be attributed, perhaps even more15

definitively, to wind-induced microphone error where wind blowing through16

virtually any windscreen will cause the low end, and only the low end, of the17

frequency spectrum to substantially increase due to self-generated distortion.”18

Hessler /NARUC (2011) only recommends reporting A-weighted sound levels.19
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RSG et al (2016), in their recommendations to MassCEC and MassDEP wrote1

that, “Requiring the measurement of infrasound is not recommended, as doing so2

requires specialized equipment and expertise, and it is unlikely to result in levels3

above ISO perception limits.4

Q: Jerry Punch suggests “Where Ldn levels have been used, Dan Driscoll … has5

suggested a 10-dB reduction in allowable limits in rural communities,” etc.6

(p17 at 11). Did Dan Driscoll recommend an Ldn metric to be used a7

regulatory standard?8

A: Jerry Punch does not provide any reference here, but we assume it is to Exhibit9

RJ-2. If so, Dan Driscoll specifically says that he does not recommend the use of10

the Ldn metric, “This discussion is intended to illustrate the expected community11

response to noise; it is not a recommendation that Ldn or Normalized Ldn be used12

to regulate wind turbine noise.”13

Q: Jerry Punch testifies, “In fact, the RSG report seems to ignore much of the14

information in the WHO 2009 guidelines, which were revised downward15

from the 1999 guidelines as a result of new medical research into AHEs from16

noise.” How do you account for the WHO (1999) and WHO Europe (2009)17

guidelines in your noise study in the Application?18
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A: First, as noted earlier in my testimony, the WHO Europe (2009) guidelines1

supplement, and do not replace the WHO (1999) guidelines. That said, we use2

noise design goals from both guidelines – the short-term 45 dBA L(8 hr) nighttime3

guideline from WHO (1999), and the 40 dBA Lnight, outside annual average4

guideline from WHO Europe (2009).5

Q: In response to the question whether there is, “any information omitted from6

or neglected by the RSG report,” Jerry Punch testifies “Yes. First, the report7

misrepresents or mischaracterizes information regarding ILFN by focusing8

primarily on A-weighted measurements, and, second, it fails to address9

health aspects of exposure to wind turbine noise that have been well10

documented by other experts.” How do you respond?11

A: The RSG report addressed research on infrasound, wind turbine noise annoyance,12

and noise perception. While Jerry Punch may disagree with RSG’s conclusions,13

these topics were addressed in the PNIA.14

Q: Jerry Punch testifies, “This means that one cannot rely upon information in15

the RSG report about the unweighted spectral levels of background ILFN or16

operating wind turbines in the low frequency and infrasonic regions. It is in17

these regions where wind turbines are known to emit amplitude-modulated18

pressure pulsations whose peak energy is detectable by humans and19
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experienced as negative sensations due to an environmental change.” (p19 at1

14) How do you respond?2

A: Nothing in our unweighted background infrasound monitoring has anything to do3

with modeling. We report background infrasound via direct measurements using4

equipment specifically designed for this purpose. Our measurement results are5

reported on 69 and 70 of the PNIA, and show existing infrasound levels well6

below the human perception thresholds.7

Jerry Punch cites no evidence that “amplitude modulated pressure pulsations”8

exist or are even detectable in modern wind turbines. In fact, RSG, et al, (2016)9

using a refined technique for detecting amplitude modulated signals, found very10

little amplitude modulated infrasound. That is, the infrasound could be detected11

and measured, but it was not amplitude modulated. Most of the amplitude12

modulated sound was in the mid-frequencies, between 250 and 2,000 Hz.13

Q: Citing Table 2C of his testimony, Jerry Punch testifies “new sounds that14

exceed background levels by 5 dB or more will be objectionable to members15

of a community.” (p20 at 18) Is that correct?16

A: No. Table 2C of his testimony says that increases in sound levels between 15 dB17

and 20 dB could be described as “Objectionable”.18
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Q: Jerry Punch testifies that RSG should have compared the Facility sound1

levels to the background L90 when applying the NYSDEC Policy. (p21 at 1)2

How do you respond?3

A: The NYSDEC guidelines state that, “Expression of Overall Sound - Part of the4

overall assessment of sound is the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) which assigns a5

single value of sound level for a period of time in which varying levels of sound6

are experienced over that time period. The Leq value provides an indication of the7

effects of sound on people. It is also useful in establishing the ambient sound8

levels at a potential noise source.” Therefore, we believe the Leq is the correct9

metric used for establishing ambient background sound levels under NYSDEC10

(2000). His comparison use the L90 is without foundation.11

Q: Exhibit C to Jerry Punch’s testimony is a letter to the editor of the Journal of12

the Acoustical Society of America (JASA). Was this letter ever published by13

JASA?14

A: I could not find the letter in my search of JASA. It appears as if it was not15

published.16

Q: Jerry Punch clams that there is a 1.0 to 1.5 dB difference between Table 28 of17

the PNIA and the October 7, 2016 supplemental sound propagation maps.18

What explains the difference?19
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A: The October 7, 2016 sound map is an enlarged version of the sound maps from1

the PNIA, Figures 119 through 122. The sound maps are produced using a 1.5-2

meter receiver height in (see Table 26 of the PNIA for specifications), while3

Table 28 of the PNIA, which are discrete receptors is modeled at a 4-meter height.4

The two should give slightly different results.5

Q: Jerry Punch testifies that “Where there is infrasound, closing windows,6

insulating residences, and sleeping in basements are not normally helpful in7

attenuating the noise, and it is unlikely that the emissions will be masked by8

wind at ground level because wind speeds at ground level are typically not9

nearly as high as those at the elevation of the turbine blades. The RSG10

report’s statement that wind and other environmental sounds are able to11

mask wind turbine noise is blatantly false, under typical circumstances.”12

(p28 at 2) Based on this, do you stand by your conclusions?13

A: Yes. Jerry Punch mischaracterizes our report. In the PNIA, we state, “As a result,14

the masking of turbine noise occurs at higher wind speeds for some15

meteorological conditions. Masking will occur most, when ground wind speeds16

are relatively high, creating wind-caused noise such as wind blowing through the17

trees and interaction of wind with structures.” (emphasis added). Jerry Punch cites18

no references to his claim that wind turbine noise is not typically masked. His19
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assertion that wind speed at hub height must be the same as the wind speed on the1

ground for masking to take place makes no sense. The two have different2

mechanisms. Wind speed at hub height will affect the amount of sound generated3

by wind turbines and wind speed near ground level will affect the amount of4

infrasound generated near the ground. The rate of sound generation will be5

different for wind turbines and for background sound. In fact, the sound generated6

by a wind turbine will level off at about 9 m/s wind speed, while background7

sound continues to rise as wind speed increases. In addition, as one moves further8

from a wind turbine, the sound levels from wind turbine will decrease and will9

eventually fade into the background (i.e., be masked) to the extent it will no10

longer be perceived. This occurs at every wind project.11

In the Massachusetts Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics (RSG et al (2016)),12

coefficients were developed correlating wind speed and ambient infrasound13

levels. The coefficients were higher with the wind turbines turned off compared to14

when they were turned on. This means that background infrasound levels are15

affected more by increasing wind speed than are wind turbines. It is only logical16

then to deduce that at some point, background infrasound will mask wind turbine17

infrasound at high enough winds speed at sensitive receptor locations.18
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The Minnesota DOH report (2009), one of Jerry Punch’s references (p28 at 1),1

support the fact that wind turbine sound can be masked. They state, “Shadow2

flicker is a potential issue in the mornings and evenings, when turbine noise may3

be masked by ambient sounds.”4

Q: Jerry Punch cites studies that use distance as criteria for siting wind turbines5

to avoid impacts from wind turbine noise. (p27 at 22) Is this reasonable?6

A: No, distance is a poor substitute for sound levels. It is true that the further one7

goes from a project, the lower the sound generally is. However, two projects can8

have two completely different sound impacts at the same distance. Cummings9

(2012) states that, “However, actual sound contour maps generated by consultants10

hired by wind energy developers paint a much less sanguine picture [of the11

correlation between sound level and distance]. Below are four such maps, all of12

which show sound dropping to 45 dB, and to 40 dB, at a surprisingly large range13

of distances on the ground in each particular project site. These projects were14

picked at random from sound studies I collect in my files. I’m highlighting the15

distance to 45 dB because that is a fairly common noise threshold in state and16

county noise standards sometimes for daytime, and often for night).” For17

example, he shows that within the Hardscrabble Project in New York, the distance18

from turbines to the 45 dBA contour range from 1,200 to 2,000 feet – within the19
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same project. That setback distance in the Canton project in Maine ranges from1

1,300 to 2,640 feet, a difference of 100 percent within the same project.2

The sound level at a certain distance is based on a number of factors, including3

the turbine sound power, turbine height, ground cover, number of turbines,4

arrangement of turbines, and intervening terrain. As a result, distance should5

never be used as a proxy for sound levels or for noise-impact related setbacks. For6

example, from the June 23, 2015 meeting of the Boone County Illinois Zoning7

Board of Appeals, “Laura Kiedasch asked if it is possible to determine a setback8

for wind turbines if you cannot measure at what distance they might be safe.9

Zoning Board of Appeals Minutes June 23, 2015 Page 19 of 26. Paul Schomer10

said that without further research he cannot say what a safe distance would be.”11

(See Exhibit KK-8)12

This appears to be supported by Dr. Schomer later in the Boone County, IL13

hearing. The minutes of the hearing state when Dr. Schomer was asked about14

setbacks, “Dr. Schomer stated the noise at a residence near a wind farm would be15

the sum of the acoustic energies from each wind turbines that are near that16

residence; as a result, the decibel level experienced at that site would be higher17

than if there was only one turbine present. Dr. Schomer said due to this fact,18

basing a criterion for siting turbines on distance alone can “underpredict” the true19
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sound level measurable.” This seems to directly contradict Punch’s quote of1

Schomer, “Paul Schomer said he would prefer setbacks of one or two miles; many2

of the people reporting problems lived further that one-half mile from a turbine”3

(from p. 28 at 17).4

Q: Jerry Punch testifies, “Leventhall (2003) and Kasprzak (2014) reported that5

vibrations are common when individuals are exposed to infrasound inside6

their homes. Cooper reported “vibration impacts” among the sensations7

experienced by residents in the proximity of the Cape Bridgewater wind8

project in Australia.” (p31 at 14) We you able to confirm these statements?9

A: No. Kasprzak (2014) does not study vibration, rather airborne-sound. Vibration is10

only mentioned in the literature review.11

Leventhall (2003) is also misinterpreted by Jerry Punch. Leventhall makes no12

reference of wind turbine noise in this review, and the sound levels that excite13

chest resonances were found at 107 dB, well above what would be found with14

wind turbine sound. To quote directly from Leventhall:15

“The work on body vibrations has a limited significance for people in their daily16

life. Vibrations are sometimes experienced when, as a pedestrian, a bus or lorry17

passes by, since these vehicles often emit noise at around 60Hz. Body vibrations18

are a pleasurable effect at discos and rock concerts, as shown by the attendees19
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who cluster near the bass loudspeakers. Typical levels of infrasound and low1

frequency noise, as experienced in homes, are not high enough to cause2

significant body vibrations, since, as shown in Figure 12, the resonant gain for the3

chest vibrations was about 25 dB and inherent body vibrations will mask4

excitations resulting from levels of noise below 70 to 80 dB.5

Note that in a recent paper on wind turbine sound (Hessler et al (2017),6

Leventhall states, “Over the past 45 years, popular culture has attributed a number7

of unpleasant, even fatal, effects to infrasound, but none has been sustained by8

evidence. Concerns on inaudible infrasound from current designs of wind turbines9

commenced 10 – 15 years ago, linked to objections to the growth of wind farms,10

and have accelerated over the past 5-10 years.”11

Cooper (2014) reported low vibration levels from the wind project he measured.12

To quote from the study,13

 “The vibration levels recorded at Cape Bridgewater are relatively low in14

amplitude.”15

 “Pressure pulses were observed in the vibration traces but were significantly16

lower than that generated by walking around the room.”17
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 “Overall the vibration recorded in and around the dwelling is considered to be1

insignificant with respect to the measured levels and perception of vibration.”2

 “For one resident sensation, noise and vibration were observed with the wind3

farm shutdown.”4

In summary, none of the authors cited by Jerry Punch indicated “common”5

incidences of vibration correlated with wind turbine infrasound.6

IV. RESPONSE TO HENRY SPLIETHOFF (DOH)7

Q: Does Henry Spliethoff describe the WHO Europe (2009) noise guidelines as8

replacing or supplementing the WHO (1999) noise guidelines?9

A: He testifies that the WHO Europe (2009) guidelines extend and update the WHO10

(1999) guidelines. This is consistent with our testimony that WHO Europe (2009)11

is not a replacement of WHO (1999) with respect to nighttime noise (p7 at 9). He12

also uses the correct averaging times for the metrics in both guidelines – “An13

annual average of 40 dBA and a one night maximum of 45 dBA.” (p7 at 15)14

Q: Does Henry Spliethoff agree with your recommendations to use these WHO15

guidelines as design goals for the Facility?16
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A: Yes, he testifies that the DOH concludes that these are “currently the most1

appropriate guidelines for evaluation of risks due to environmental wind turbine2

noise for the protection of public health in New York State.” (p13 at 6)3

Q: Does Henry Spliethoff suggest any additional noise design goals for the4

project?5

A: Yes, he suggests using the same design goal for seasonal non-participating6

residences as permanent non-participating residences. (p19 at 3)7

Q: Have you included this design goal in your updated modeling of the project?8

A: Yes, we have incorporated DOH’s recommendation and established a design goal9

of 45 dBA L(8h) for seasonal non-participating residences.10

Q: Did Henry Spliethoff recommend any other additional design goals?11

A: Yes. For participating residences, he suggests a design goal of 50 dBA Lnight,outside,12

or equivalently 55 dBA L(8h).13

Q: Have you included this design goal in your updated modeling of the project?14

A: Yes. As he testifies, the Facility already meets this goal, but we have incorporated15

it into the list of design goals to assure that any future changes to the Facility will16

continue to meet it.17
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V. RESPONSE TO DPS SUGGESTED NOISE AND VIBRATION1

CONDITIONS2

Q: Have you reviewed DPS’s suggested noise conditions?3

A: Yes.4

Q: Do you have any suggested modifications?5

A: Yes. I have put together the proposed revisions with my suggested modifications6

separately as Exhibit KK-9.7

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?8

A: Yes.9
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MR. MUSCATO:  Thank you Your Honor.  

Mr. Kaliski is available for cross examination. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let’s go 

off the record.   

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  While we were off 

the record, we had some discussion as to 

procedure and the handling of a potential 

exhibit.  I will let DPS Staff counsel begin its 

cross examination of the witness to establish a 

foundation of the exhibit -- for the exhibit, at 

which point we’ll mark it.  Mr. Belsito. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. BELSITO: 

Q.  We’re going to be set to get our 

foundation all taken care of at once.  You have the 

copy of the question, correct? 

A.  Yes, I do. 

Q.  Okay.  And do you have a copy of the 

answer that the applicant provided with -- to that 

question? 

MR. MUSCATO:  He can have this one. 

MR. BELSITO:  Okay. 
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MR. MUSCATO:  Is this -- was this 

the original question -- 

MR. BELSITO:  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  This would be the 

answer. 

MR. BELSITO:  Thanks. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And upon reviewing of those two 

documents, Mr. Kaliski, were you -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  We’re on the 

record? 

THE REPORTER:  Yes. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  -- were you involved in preparing 

the answer – Applicant’s answer to that IR? 

A.  Yes, I was. 

Q.  Okay.  And is -- is the document in 

front of you an accurate presentation of what the 

answer that you provided? 

A.  I believe it is. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Then we’ll mark 

that as Exhibit 128 and this is a 9 page 

document.  The front page is -- the date of the 

request 5/26/2017, request number DPS 55, 
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directed to Cassadaga Wind, LLC from DPS Staff, 

Miguel Marino Cabiaro.  And again, it’s 128 for 

identification. 

MR. BELSITO:  And there are 

redacted and un-redacted versions of that answer, 

to be clear. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And my 

understanding is that the cross examination right 

now is just as to the public version of that? 

MR. BELSITO:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. BELSITO:  We -- we -- our -- 

our real issue is to -- to point out the 

discrepancy in the question answered and asked.  

So we just want to lay a foundation that the 

question -- that the document presenting to be 

the question is the one the applicant received 

and the answer they provided is the answered that 

they provided. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q. Is that -- are my statements true, 

Mr. Kaliski, about receiving that -- those questions 

and answering as provided in those questions? 
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A.  I don’t understand.  I mean, I -- 

these are questions and answers that I provided. 

Q.  Okay.  And are you familiar with the 

actual original questions that were asked? 

A.  Yes.  It looks like -- 

Q.  Those – which are contained in -- in 

the actual IR that I handed to you? 

A.  Okay. 

Q.  If -- if you look at question 2A, on 

the question and then towards the answer, it appears 

to be different -- the language is different, is that 

correct? 

A.  I’m looking at 2 -- I’m looking -- 

these are the answers on the right side.  I’m looking 

at Section 2 and then it -- provide the following 

until -- you want me to compare the question A on 

each? 

Q.  Correct; please. 

A.  Okay.  The question looks like it 

says provide the following, the sound power levels 

assumed in the modeling as seen in Section 11.4.6 

before application of any randomized corrections.  

Okay.  And then the question on the response is 

provide the following, the apparent sound power 
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levels assumed in the model as specified in Section 

11.4.6 before -- oh, I see then, it’s -- there’s -- 

it looks like are based on the manufacturer’s 

specifications and are applied in methodology before 

the application of any randomized corrections.  So it 

looks like part of the response might have gotten 

into part of the question I guess. 

Q.  Yeah. 

A.  Or maybe that’s part of the answer. 

Q.  There’s one other -- it’s the 

apparent sound levels and the question answered.  The 

question asked was simply the sound power level.  Is 

that -- did I describe the two sentences accurately? 

A.  To the question asked, is about the 

apparent sound power level assumed in the model. 

Q.  I’m sorry, this is the original 

question. 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Which simply says the sound power 

level -- 

A.  Oh, I see. 

Q.  -- and it indicates that you 

provided the apparent sound power -- power level. 

A.  That’s right. 
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Q.  Okay. 

A.  That’s right.  The -- the -- 

Q.  Okay.  Thank you. 

A.  That’s correct.  Thank you. 

Q.  The -- the next document that I’m 

passing around and handing to Mr. Kaliski is an email 

from Kaleigh Robinson.  Did I say that correctly? 

A.  Kaleigh.  No Kaleigh. 

Q.  Kaleigh, excuse me; to in -- to 

Andrea Servant in response to an email from Andrea 

Servant.  The email is dated Monday, July 10th and 

the subject matter is listed as Cassadaga Contours 

Noise Information Need.  It was an email sent 

requesting information from the Applicant.  Mr. 

Kaliski, were you part of preparing the response for 

that question? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Mr. Belsito, do you 

have a copy of that document? 

MR. BELSITO:  Yup.  I’m sorry.  I 

do have copies for anyone who is interested. 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

MR. BELSITO:  Yes.  Okay.  Again, 

we just wanted to make sure that that response 

made it into the record as well as the – excuse 
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me, the formal IR?   

MR. BAKER:  Your Honor, just for 

clarification.  Actually I think the second page 

of this was an attachment to the email.  It 

wasn’t the body of the email.  The body of the 

email is the front that you have there.  The 

second page is the -- was an attachment to that 

email. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you for that 

clarification Mr. Baker.  I do see that now.  

That they are not -- the -- the second page is 

not a continuation of the email but is a separate 

document. 

MR. BELSITO:  Yes, the attachment -

1948

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  So we’ve 

got a two page document; writing on the front of 

each page only and it’s an email at the top is 

printed from Mr. Marino Caballero.  I think he 

printed it.  The email itself is from Kaleigh 

Robinson sent Monday, July 10th, 2017; 3:53 p.m. 

to Andrea Servant and it’s the body of a -- of a 

forwarded email and then an email response 

afterwards.  That will be marked as Exhibit 129 

for identification. 
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- we – DPS agrees. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  Email 

and attachment then in Exhibit 129. 

MR. BELSITO:  May I continue? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes you may. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  I’m handing the -- the witness a 

document entitled -- sorry, I actually have to read 

the title to make sure I get it right; Massachusetts 

Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics, a report from 

February 18th, 2016.  If you’ve had a chance to look 

at it, if you could just let me know if you were -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  Mr. Belsito, do you 

have a copy of the document?  I apologize. 

MR. BELSITO:  Unfortunately, I only 

-- I have a few hard copies.  This was one of the 

documents that was emailed around yesterday.  You 

guys need a hard copy? 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  We’ll need one for 

the record, yes. 

MR. BELSITO:  Okay. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, if that’s 

the only one you have, I mean, I don’t need any.  

Okay. 
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MR. BELSITO:  And if -- did you 

have trouble opening that Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I did. 

MR. BELSITO:  Okay.  I’ll try to 

send those to you separately.  If anyone else 

needs a resend on the electronic version of that, 

please let me know. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, were you involved in 

developing that report and putting -- otherwise 

putting it together? 

A.  Yes.  This was a study that I was 

the principal investigator for, sponsored by the 

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and the Department 

of Environmental Protection.  It’s complete.  It just 

doesn’t have the appendices. 

Q.  Okay.  I’m sorry, the document I 

presented to you is complete without appendices? 

A.  Yes.  There’s a -- there’s one -- 

there’s -- the cover page but it doesn’t have 

appendices. 

Q.  Okay. 

MR. BELSITO:  Can we go off the 

record for a second? 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, before we 

-- with respect to this document, I’m not certain 

-- I understand that DPS Staff counsel’s laying 

foundation with respect to these documents but we 

would object to the inclusion of -- of new 

documents into the record at this point.  I say 

we should reserve an objection.  We don’t know 

how DPS Staff’s counsel is planning on using this 

document and we’re not -- we don’t understand why 

this document wasn’t presented in the direct 

case. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  I don’t 

have a problem with the two that were given to me 

prior to this one but I do have a concern about 

this document.  I don’t think that -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  And I just want -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- counsel’s done 

with this. 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- and that’s fine.  

I just have one thing to add.  I think we had 

said earlier in this proceeding, that if there -- 

a reference was made to -- in the testimony to a 

report, that that report could -- would be 
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introduced to -- to the record.  We’re not 

objecting to that.  We just do not know whether 

or not this document was referenced in the 

testimony and so we would like to confirm that 

before --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  However, even if 

it’s not used in the testimony, if it’s used 

during the cross examination because it’s 

pointing out an inconsistency between, for 

example, the application something that was said 

may be required elsewhere. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Right. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Sure. 

MR. BELSITO:  Can I change this 

discussion with a question to the witness? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g). 

Q.  Me. Kaliski, did you reference -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Wait, wait, we’re 

still off the record are we? 

THE REPORTER:  No, we were on the 

record. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 
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Q.  -- Mr. Kaliski, did you reference 

this document in your rebuttal testimony?  If you 

need to take a look. 

A.  I believe I did.  Just let me just 

double check.  Yes.  It’s on page 84, line 10. 

MR. BELSITO:  Does that resolve the 

concerns Mr. Muscato? 

MR. MUSCATO:  In that case Your 

Honor, per the discussion we had earlier, yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  Let’s 

mark this as Exhibit 130 and I’m looking at a 

large page exhibit.  It has a cover page, a 

number of pages with Roman numerals for a table 

of contents exhibits 1 through 10 and then it has 

an additional 182 pages.  These are all printed 

front and back and the title on this document is 

Massachusetts Study on Wind Turbines Acoustics 

and Report of RSG, February 18th, 2016 and it 

looks like it was submitted or prepared for the 

Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and Department 

of Environmental Protection.  And again, that’s 

130 for identification.  And Mr. Belsito, did you 

still want to go off the record now? 

MR. BELSITO:  No. 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  You -- you 

may continue. 

MR. BELSITO:  Thank you. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And now I’m handing Mr. Kaliski a 

A.  Yes.  It’s just that there were some 

supplemental modeling done after this.  So this -- 

this -- I believe this was the original report but -- 

but it does look like the work that I was the project 

manager for. 

Q.  Okay.  Thank you very much. 

MR. BELSITO:  Okay.  A copy of this 

document was sent to the parties electronically.  

Again, I’m happy to recirculate it if necessary. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And now I’m 

looking at a document that has a cover page, 3 

pages of Roman numerals for a table of contents 

and figures and then consecutively paginated 

pages that go up to page 41 and then several – or 

an appendix which has several charts attached to 

1954

document entitled Noise Impact Study for Kingdom 

Community Wind, Lowell Vermont, May of 2010.  Mr. 
Kaliski, were you involved in the development and 

preparation of that document? 
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MR. BELSITO:  Thank you Your Honor. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And the last document; I do have 

extra hard copies of these.  It’s only a couple of 

pages long.  It’s a series of correspondence -- the 

first one is a memorandum, Representative Tony Cline, 

from Katherine -- Katherine Craig, a Law Clerk, 

working for the Vermont Legislative Council, which is 

essentially a cover page indicating the statistics 

and information contained in the next two documents -

- or the next two pages.  The first one is an email 

from John Copans, who is employed by the Vermont 

government to Katherine Craig regarding a response 

regarding wind complaints and it contains some 

information about complaints on various projects in 

Vermont; logged -- according to the document, logged 

by the Public Service Department, between October 

1st, 2012 through November 30th, 2015.  And then the 

final page of that document is a memorandum from John 

Copans -- to John Copans, excuse me, from Aaron 

1955
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it and that’s just charts and figures.  It’s 

titled Noise Impact Study for Kingdom Community 

Wind, Lowell Vermont, dated May 2010 and that is 

Exhibit 131 it appears to be. 
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Kisicki on December 4th, 2015 describing the wind 

project noise complaint resolution protocols.  Mr. 

Kaliski, have you ever seen this document before? 

A.  The first time I saw it was when you 

-- I guess it was sent last night. 

Q.  Okay. 

A.  I’ve never seen it before then. 

Q.  Okay.  Are you familiar with the 

complaint resolution protocols described therein in 

Vermont? 

A.  On -- on the third page? 

Q.  Correct. 

A.  I -- I’d have to read it. 

Q.  Okay. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Can we go off the 

record?   

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  On the record.  

And counsel may proceed about the document that 

was handed, although I’ll note that as we were 

off the record, I expressed some concerns about 

the foundation that’s been laid and planned to be 

laid for this document but go ahead Mr. Belsito. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 
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Q.  On the second page of that document, 

A.  This is the first -- this is the 

first -- this is the first time I’ve seen those 

numbers.  I did a separate study of complaints from 

Kingdom Community Wind and I know that a lot of those 

occurred before the project started commercial 

operations due to a -- a problem during a test, which 

created a -- a high noise level.  So it’s -- it’s -- 

you sort of have to caveat those numbers though 

between post construction and pre-construction -- or 

not post construction, pre-construction but post 

operation and pre-operation when some of the 

protocols -- operational protocols were -- were put 

into place. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So Mr. Kaliski, if 

1957

it’s an email from John Copans to Catherine Craig, 

there lists -- there’s a table that included one, two,

 three, four wind projects and then has a listing of 

number of individuals or families filing a complaint 

and the number of complaints -- total number of 

complaints with some asterisks explaining those 

numbers.  Mr. Kaliski, are you familiar with 

the -- the number of complaints recorded there for 

Kingdom Community Wind? 
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I understand it, you did an investigation into 

the number of complaints from Kingdom Community 

Wind? 

THE WITNESS:  I did an 

investigation of the number of complaints around 

all of the wind projects in Northern New England, 

including Kingdom Community Wind and -- and wrote 

a paper about it.  And so I’m familiar -- and -- 

and the numbers I received were from the 

Department of Public Service or the Public 

Service Board.  I’m not sure which one but -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Of -- of what 

state? 

THE WITNESS:  Of Vermont. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  And the 

numbers that you found are -- in your research 

and study are different than the numbers that 

appear on the -- the document that you have in 

front of you? 

THE WITNESS:  Right because I 

believe these actually included some pre-

operational problems that were since resolved. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

THE WITNESS:  Pre-commercial 
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operations. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Belsito, you -

- you may continue. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, can you provide a 

citation to the study that you just described that 

you did regarding complaints and was it New England 

or Northern New England? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well let me -- let 

me try it this way.  Was that a single study -- 

did it -- that resulted in a single report? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And counsel, would 

you like to make a record request to the 

applicant for a copy of Mr. Kaliski’s final 

report results and reserve an exhibit number for 

1959

A.  It was Northern New England.  It 

included Vermont, New Hampshire -- excuse me, 

Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine.  I’m just trying to 

think where it was presented.  It was -- it was an 

Acoustical Society of America Proceedings and 

Meetings on Acoustics and I don’t have the date in 
front of me.  If you -- if you want, I can take a 

short break and find it. 
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that? 

MR. BELSITO:  We would like to so 

request and so reserve. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  We’ll 

reserve Exhibit Number 132 for the -- how would 

you characterize that Mr. Kaliski, the final 

study report? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So, Exhibit 132 is 

reserved and if you could provide that to the 

applicant’s attorneys and the applicant’s 

attorneys can provide that both to the Judges and 

a copy to all -- to all parties.   

Mr. Belsito, you may continue. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, in addition to the -- 

the report that you just described, are you aware of 

any other studies or monitoring of complaints or any 

other reports or lists of complaints related to the 

Kingdom Community Wind Project? 

A.  A list of complaints, I -- I -- not 

-- not first hand, no. 

Q.  Okay.  Any other reports on -- on 

1960

THE WITNESS:  Report on Prevalence 

of Noise Complaints in Northern New England. 
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complaints for noise issues related to the project, 

that you’re aware of? 

A.  I’m aware of specific complaints 

about noise for Kingdom Community.  Yes, we were 

involved in post construction monitoring for the 

project. 

MR. BELISTO:  Okay.  Could we go 

off the record please? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Absolutely, off 

the record.   

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let’s go back on 

the record.  While we were off the record, there 

was a question regarding the use of an order 

regarding noise monitoring reports dated July 

15th, 2013, issued in docket number 7628 from the 

State of Vermont Public Service Board and I’ve 

informed counsel that they are perfectly free to 

use that as a publicly available administrative 

body issued order in briefing without having to 

put it into the evidentiary hearing record.  Mr. 

Belsito, do you have anything further? 

MR. BELSITO:  We have a couple of 

questions we’d like to ask. 

1961
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah, you may 

proceed. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, do you have the -- the 

Project Noise Impact Assessment for this project in 

front of you? 

A.  Would this be the revised one on the 

rebuttal testimony or the original? 

Q.  Original.  I -- I believe it’s been 

marked for Exhibit 17. 

A.  Yes, I -- I have it in front of me. 

Q.  Okay. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Exhibit 17, I have 

listed as the pre-filed testimony.  So Mr. 

Kaliski’s credentials? 

MR. MUSCATO:  No. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So -- 

MR. BELISTO:  This is the -- the -- 

the Project Noise Impact Statement. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So this is the 

Exhibit 17 to the application. 

MR. MUSCATO:  This is Exhibit ZZ to 

the application. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Exhibit ZZ, okay.  

1962
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That’s what I’m just trying to clarify.  So when 

we look at the hearing transcript, we should know 

that we are referring to what has been pre-marked 

-- or not pre-marked but marked during this 

hearing as the application of Cassadaga Wind, LLC 

Exhibit 99 and the subsequent update and this is 

Appendix ZZ in that document. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  If you could turn to page 176 of 

that document please, Mr. Kaliski? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  On table 29 on page 176 is entitled 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  -- is that correct?  The table 

contains data related to octave band levels from 31.5 

hertz up to 8 kilohertz, is that correct? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, were those whole octave 

1963

band levels obtained with the ISO 9613-2 model without

 meteorological correction or with the ISO 9613-2 with

 the CONCAWE meteorological corrections?  

Discrete Receptor Results -- 1/1 Octave Band 

Results Mitigated -- 
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And for the record, CONCAWE stands -- stands for 

Conservation of Clean Air and Water in Europe.  I 

believe that phrase has been used on the record 

before. 

A.  So this table was done using the ISO 

9613-2 methodology without any CONCAWE adjustments.  

And I should just note that these numbers have been 

revised in the rebuttal testimony. 

Q.  Do you have the Cassadaga Wind 

supplemental sound modeling report dated 6/9/2017 in 

front of you? 

A.  Yes, I do. 

Q.  Okay.  And that’s the revised 

information you just referred to, is that correct? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Okay.  And table 5 on page 22, if 

you could turn there please. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, for 

clarification was DPS Staff counsel talking about 

the page number from the exhibit or the page 

number for the report?  I’m just confused. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I took it as the 

page number from the report but Mr. Belsito, is 

that correct? 

1964
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MR. BELSITO:  Correct. 

MR. MUSCATO:  So it’s -- it’s page 

22, which would be Exhibit Page 34 of 73? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Thank you. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

A.  Yes -- yes, it’s in front of me. 

Q.  Okay.  Now that table is -- is 

A.  That’s correct.  There is no CONCAWE 

meteorological correction that’s part of this table. 

Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Okay.  This 

question refers to the response to DPS 55.  Do you 

have that in front of you, the applicant’s response? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And this is 

Exhibit 128 that we marked earlier?  Is that 

correct? 

MR. BELSITO:  Yes. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

1965

labeled Discrete Receptor Results Full Octave Band 

Results Mitigated and then in parenthesis equivalent 

to table 29 in the PNIA or the project noise impact 
assessment.  Now, just the same question for this 

table, were those results full octave band levels 

obtained with the ISO 9613-2 without meteorological 

correction? 
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A.  I -- I have it in front of me. 

Q.  Okay.  The -- the response to 4D, is 

it correct that it indicates that the NRO or Noise 

Reduction Operation was included in the model as an 

adjustment to the sound power and CADNA, C-A -- 

capital C-A-D-N-A, which is the applicant’s sound 

propagation modeling software? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Okay.  When you put -- when you 

input the sound power level data into the CADNA 

software at each full octave band from 31.5 hertz up 

to 8 kilohertz, did you apply the reduction in 

decibels assumed from the noise reduction operation 

to each full band’s octave? 

A.  Yes.  I believe for this turbine 

that was the case, yes. 

Q.  Do you apply the same decibel 

reduction to all frequency bands of the spectrum when 

modeling mitigated sound levels? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Okay.  And did you use the same 

procedure that I just asked about for the revised -- 

the supplement -- the Cassadaga Wind supplemental 

sound report from June 9th? 

1966
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A.  Yes. 

Q.  Thank you.  Could you tell us what 

the cut out wind speed for the turbine used in the 

computer model -- used by the applicant in their 

computer model? 

A.  I don’t know what the cut out speed 

is.  It’s usually around 25 meters per second but I 

don’t know what it is specifically for this turbine. 

Q.  Okay.  I appreciate your venturing 

an answer of around 25 meters per second.  Do you 

know if that wind speed corresponds to a standardized 

ten meter height or to a hub height? 

A.  No, I don’t. 

Q.  Okay.  Are you familiar with the cut 

in speed for the turbine use in the computer model? 

A.  I don’t -- I don’t have them 

memorized.  Again, generally cut in speeds are, you 

know, three or four meters per second. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Could you state 

that number again? 

THE WITNESS:  I’m sorry, 3 to -- 3 

to 4, not yeah, 324 meters per second. 

A.L.J.:  Okay.  I just didn’t hear 

it. 

1967
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THE WITNESS:  Three or four. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And -- and again, do you know 

whether or not the wind sped you mentioned 

corresponds to the standardized ten meter height or 

to a hub height? 

A.  Again, I don’t have that specific 

detail. 

Q.  Do you know as a general matter if 

the wind speed for these -- this type of modeling is 

determined at a standardized ten meter height or the 

hub height? 

A.  When you say for this type of 

modeling, are you talking -- 

Q.  Sound propagation modeling for wind 

farms? 

A.  I just want to be clear that we did 

modeling using the ISO 9613-2 and then we did a 

CONCAWE adjustment for meteorology.  So the -- the -- 

the methodology used for the ISO model just looks at 

the maximum sound power at any wind speed.  So we 

don’t -- it doesn’t really matter to us what the -- 

the wind speed is.  It’s for modeling the maximum 

sound power level.  For the CONCAWE model, it does 

1968
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matter.  So we look at the -- the sound emissions of 

the turbine at each wind speed at hub height and then 

we took -- take a look at the meteorological data 

that we obtained from the applicant, which has wind 

speeds at different heights.  So we can use that to 

estimate the -- essentially the wind speed that would 

be at the hub height and then we base our adjustments 

to sound power based on that actual hub height wind 

speed and the specifications from the manufacturer at 

-- at that height -- I’m sorry, at that wind speed. 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, do you know if in the 

modeling if you excluded any data points because they 

were associated with a wind speed less than the cut 

in speed? 

A.  Yes -- yes, we would have done that. 

Q.  And did you exclude any data points 

associated with wind speeds greater than the cut out 

speed? 

A.  I believe we do that as well.  We 

have a table that shows the sound power levels by 

wind speed and I believe it goes to zero after, you 

know, the cut out wind speed. 

Q.  Okay.  Can you tell us an estimate 

for the percentage of time that the turbines will not 

1969
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be rotating over the course of a year? 

A.  I -- I didn’t calculate that. 

Q.  Okay.  And I apologize, can we go 

off the record for one second? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah, go off the 

record.` 

(Off the record)   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let’s go 

back on the record. 

BY MR. BELISTO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Mr. Kaliski, could you please turn 

to page nine of your rebuttal testimony? 

A.  Yes, I’m there. 

Q.  Thank you.  And if I can turn your 

attention to lines 2 and 3, if you could read the 

sentence that starts, increasing the ground factor? 

A.  I might have a different page 

numbering than you because there’s nothing -- that’s 

not on my page nine. 

MR. BELISTO:  That might be my 

fault.  I’m not very good -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  No, I think that’s 

right. 

MR. GARLICK:  Are you reading your 

1970
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rebuttal testimony? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I might have a 

-- my own copy. 

MR. MUSCATO:  He might have a 

different copy.  The sentence starting increasing 

-- 

MR. BELSITO:  Here -- here you can 

use this version. 

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Sorry, can you 

repeat the question? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Are we on the 

record?  Yes?  Okay.  Go ahead Mr. Belsito. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  On page 9, lines 2 to 3 could you 

read the sentence beginning increasing the ground 

factor? 

A.  Increasing the ground factor could 

therefore be used as a way to account for uncertainty 

in the model or to make the model more conservative. 

Q.  Do you agree with that statement? 

A.  I guess it would be decreasing the 

1971

ground factor since harder ground makes the model 

more conservative.  So thanks for pointing that out.  

That would -- should -- that should be "decreasing". 
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Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  We’re going back 

MR. MUSCATO:  Mr. Belsito, I 

apologize for interrupting.  Are you talking 

about the original or the updated? 

MR. BELSITO:  This is the original. 

THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat that one 

more time?   

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And again this is 

Appendix ZZ. 

THE WITNESS:  It’s page 121? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And it’s Exhibit 

99. 

MR. BELSITO:  Page 116, table 21? 

THE WITNESS:  Oh, 116.  Okay.  Yes. 

MR. BELSITO:  Okay. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  And that table contains information 

for full octave bands from 31.5 hertz up to 8 

kilohertz -- excuse me, which corresponds to the 

1972

to the -- the PNIA again, table 21, which I believe 
is located on page 116. 

Q.  In the original PNIA, page 116, 
table 21. 
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model sound power and spectrum, is that correct? 

A.  That’s correct. 

Q.  Were those figures models or were 

they estimated based on assumptions? 

A.  I don’t understand the question.  

The values -- models? 

Q.  Were the values that are contained 

in this table derived from the modeling process or 

were they estimated based on specific assumptions? 

A.  These -- these were provided by the 

manufacturer.  I -- I don’t recall how they were 

estimated or whether they were -- I don’t know how -- 

how they came up with the numbers.  Sorry, that’s for 

the wind turbine.  Were you asking about the 

transformers as well? 

Q.  Just the turbines.  Thanks. 

A.  Okay. 

Q.  You indicated those numbers came 

from the manufacturer.  Do you have any idea whether 

the -- what the margin of error would be for those 

figures? 

1973

A.  Unfortunately, I don’t have the -- 

the document in front of me but generally speaking, 

these are what you would call apparent sound power 
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levels.  They’re -- they’re means and then there’s 

also an uncertainty factor around those means and it 

could be -- they’re usually 1 to 2 decibels.  I don’t 

have the spec sheet in front of me but that’s -- 

that’s the general range. 

Q.  Means of what?  Means of estimates?  

Means of measurements?  It can’t be measurements.  

It’s means of modeling results? 

A.  So it’s a -- it’s a measurement of 

the sound power or -- or the warrantied sound power 

of the wind turbine. 

Q.  Okay. 

A.  And so you’re -- you’re given a -- a 

warrantied level but there’s an uncertainty around 

the warranty of usually 1 to 2 decibels. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  But to development 

of a mean you would have to have several 

different numbers that you’re averaging in some 

way or developing your mean from.  So I’m kind of 

confused as to how you get a mean from -- from a 

warranty spec. 

THE WITNESS:  Right.  So the 

turbine manufacturer in setting their sound power 

per turbine, they could do aeroacoustics modeling 

1974
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but ideally what they did is once the turbine is 

in development, they can test it.  So there’s a 

standard called IEC 61400-11, which is the test 

standard for the wind turbines.  And so you 

essentially go out and you do a series of 

measurements at different wind speeds, you come 

up with a series of LEQ’s, you take mean standard 

deviations and then you apply the, it’s called a 

K Factor, which is the 95th percentile 

uncertainty value for those measurements and that 

uncertainty is usually about 1 to 2 decibels. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And then based on 

all of that collection and -- and modeling, the 

manufacturer then warranties a single figure? 

1975

THE WITNESS:  A single figure but 

they may have also included an uncertainty value  

or they would give you what’s called a declared 

sound power -- a declared apparent sound power, 

which includes the uncertainty -- adds the 

uncertainty to it but often times the -- the 

warranty will say yes, go out and measure.  We’re 

going to meet this warranty within plus or minus X

 decibels using this IEC 61400-11 standard as the

 -- the measurement method. 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Belsito, I 

apologize.  You may continue. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

analysis for tonality on the turbine selected for 

computer noise modeling is shown in Figure 94 but -- 

but no data is depicted, is that correct? 

Q.  Okay.  And the data that you just 

described, how did you obtain that for the turbine 

1976

Q.  Back to the PNIA, on page 116. 
A.  Yes. 

Q.  Figure 94 states that -- that an 

A.  There is actually data there.  It’s 

a little hard to see.  The -- the X axis is the tonal 

prominence.  So a tonal prominence is how much an 

octave band -- or a third octave band exceeds the 

adjacent octave bands.  So if the -- if the sound 

power level for the turbine essentially is a constant 

slope down, it doesn’t -- none of the octave -- none 
of the third octave bands exceeds their neighbors -- 

both of their neighbors.  So there’s no prominence.  

So this actually shows zero prominence at -- at all of

 the third octave bands.  And there -- there are 

little red lines on the bottom.  It might be a little 

hard to see but they’re there. 
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use for the noise modeling? 

A.  That -- that would have been 

obtained from the manufacturer. 

Q.  Okay.  And the -- the model that -- 

strike that.  Can I go off the record for one second? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.  Off the 

record. 

(Off the record) 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  At this point, if I could call your 

attention to what was part of Mr. Moreno’s direct 

testimony, as his testimony was labeled Exhibit MM 

1C? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Is this the -- I’m 

sorry, is this the corrected testimony for page 

numbers? 

MR. BELSITO:  This is an exhibit 

that’s his testimony, so page numbers were not --

. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Here’s -- I got it 

here. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You may approach. 

MR. BELSITO:  This is part of 

Exhibit 62, on the evidentiary record. 

1977
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A.L.J. GARLICK:  What number is 

that and is it written on it? 

MR. BELSITO:  And then C1 and I’m 

on page 1 of 27. 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Were you involved in the responses 

to those questions and in the preparation of the 

responses to those questions? 

A.  Yes, I -- I was involved.  I’m just 

checking to see if I was involved in all of them but 

I was certainly involved in -- in -- yes, it looks 

like all of them. 

Q.  Fair enough.  The only question I 

have is related to your response to Number 2 on the 

front page there.  It’s actually the second 

paragraph.  It states, we note the octave -- octave 

band sound levels are not guaranteed by the 

manufacturers.  Does this statement apply to all wind 

turbine manufacturers or the one manufacturing model 

turbine? 

A.  Sir can you just -- I -- I don’t see 

-- is it Number 2 or -- 

1978

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, which one 
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are we in, just for my -- 

MR. BELSITO:  I -- I believe this 

was a formal -- formal -- an informal inquiry 

that was submitted as -- as an exhibit to Mr. 

Moreno’s direct testimony. 

MR. BAKER:  What was his exhibit 

number again? 

MR. BELSITO:  MM C-1. 

MR. BAKER:  All right. 

THE WITNESS:  And now what page did 

you say? 

MR. BELSITO:  Page 1 of 127.  May I 

approach? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may. 

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  That’s -- 

that’s a general statement of my experience that 

wind turbine manufacturers when asked do not 

guarantee their full octave band sound levels -- 

or sound powers. 

BY MR. BELSITO:  (Cont’g.) 

Q.  Are you aware of any manufacturers 

that provide guarantees for the octave set band sound 

levels? 

A.  I’ve never seen it.  It doesn’t mean 
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it doesn’t exist but I’ve never seen it happen. 

MR. BELSITO:  Off the record 

please. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Off the record.   

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let’s go back on 

the record.  Back on the record.  Mr. Belsito. 

MR. BELSITO:  I got a little 

excited there for a minute.  DPS has no further 

questions Your Honors. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham, if 

you’ll indulge me for one moment.   

Mr. Kaliski, it came up in your 

testimony as I was reading it and it came up 

today in the cross examination, what is the -- 

the sound power is the term that’s a term in your 

field, how does sound power translate or relate 

to the concept of volume or loudness or something 

as a layperson would understand it?  I -- I am 

still unclear on that. 

THE WITNESS:  That’s a good -- good 

question and it’s confusing because sound power 

is expressed in decibels and so is sound pressure 

level; sound power level and sound pressure level 
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 wattage on your lightbulb, isn’t dependent on the 

environment.  It’s the -- you know the sound power 

is the same whether it’s a sunny day or a cloudy 

day or dark room or a light room but the 

and they’re actually two different units underlying

 them.  The sound power is essentially underlying a

 unit of watts or power and the sound pressure -- 

pressure level, and underlying that

is a unit of pascals of pressure.  So if you think 
of it this way, you have a lightbulb and a 

lightbulb has a wattage rating, which indicates 

roughly speaking, you know, how much energy or -- 

or in this case -- in the case of the lightbulb, 

how much energy is used by the light bulb.  If 

you go into the room, however, if you go into a 

black room, that amount of light is going to be a 

lot less than when you go into a white room.  So 

the amount of light or the lumens is more like 

pressure.  So the sound power is essentially the 

amount of energy -- acoustic energy emitted by 

the source and the sound pressure level is what you

 actually can measure away from the source.  What 

we always do is we start with the sound 

power level because the sound power level, like the
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sound pressure level changes based on how it 

propagates from the source to the receiver.  So 

that’s -- that’s basically what we do in our 

models.  We specify the sound power level and 

then we specify other parameters of the 

environment to estimate the sound pressure level 

at some -- at some distant receiver. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you.  

That -- that is very helpful, especially 

with the analogy of the light bulb.  I -- I 

have a much clearer understanding now.  

Let’s go off the record.   

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let’s go back on 

the record.  Off the record we had a process 

discussion about whether we would continue.  We 

are between 4:30 and 5:00 o’clock right now.  

Based on the amount of cross anticipated by 

Concerned Citizens for the Cassadaga Wind Project 

and the amount of the cross that they have, we 

are going to break for the evening.  Pursuant to 

the discussion we had earlier off the record, we 

are going to resume tomorrow morning at 

approximately 8:45 to 9:00 a.m. and we are done 
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for today.  We’re off the record. 

(Off the record) 
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STATE OF NEW YORK  

I, HANNAH ALLEN, do hereby certify that the foregoing was 

reported by me, in the cause, at the time and place, as 

stated in the caption hereto, at Page 1 hereof; that the 

foregoing typewritten transcription consisting of pages 1 

through 1983, is a true record of all proceedings had at 

the hearing.  

              IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 

subscribed my name, this the 27th day of July, 2017.  

  

                     

HANNAH ALLEN, Reporter  
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Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-two 1473
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Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-three 1494
An article is Effects of Wind Turbine Noise  

on Self-Reported and Objective Measures  
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Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-four 1495
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EXHIBITS 

DESCRIPTION      PAGE 

 

Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-five 1593
A document titled Exhibit 6, Table 1,  

prevalence rates of key health symptoms  

in people living within 1,000 feet to  

3 miles of wind turbine utilities as  

reported in Health Canada study 

 

Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-six 1707
Marked as reserved stipulated exhibit  

and then described it as professional  

industry standards and then bracketed  
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Exhibit One Hundred Twenty-seven 1714
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Department of Environmental Protection. 

1992

Document titled Noise Impact Study for  

Kingdom Community Wind, Lowell Vermont,  
dated May 2010 

          Page
Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-one 1955

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-two 1960
Report on Prevalance of Noise complaints in Northern 
New England 
 

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-three 1994
Several discovery interrogatory questions 

 and responses that were provided back and  forth 

between the parties during the  discovery phase of 

this proceeding 

 

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-four 2068
Concawe and it's Report Number 4-811  

Propagation of Noise from Petroleum  

and Petrochemical Complexes,   
its Neighboring Communities. 

 

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-five 2169
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Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-six 2147
Pre-application stipulations filed  

April 4th by the party 

 

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-seven 2148
Separate stipulation nineteen filed 

July 9th

Exhibit One Hundred Thirty-eight 2155
Letters to the Editor and Is a Wind Turbine 
a Point Source and the author is Rufin Makarewicz,
and the page starts on page seven five seventy-
nine, then it’s five eighty and five eighty-one.  
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1993

 

KENNETH KALISKI;  Cont’g. 

 

Examination by A.L.J. 1995 
Cross by Mr. Abraham 1999
Examination by A.L.J. 2036
Recross by Mr. Abraham 2039
Examination by A.L.J.  2062
Recross by Mr. Abraham 2074
Redirect by Mr. Baker 2135
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Direct by Mr. Belsito 2174
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   (On the record 9:11 a.m.) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Good morning.   

We are here on Friday, July 21st.  It is 

yesterday.  Before we get to the continuation of the 

cross-examination of Mr. Kaliski, I am going to 

reserve on our hearing exhibit list, Exhibit Number 

One Thirty-three, as a stipulated exhibit and Exhibit 

One Thirty-three will, as I understand it, consist of 

several discovery interrogatory questions and 

responses that were provided back and forth between 

the parties during the discovery phase of this 

proceeding. 

To the extent that the parties agree 

that an IR should be included, the stipulation is not 

just that this exhibit should be entered into the 

evidentiary hearing record, but it all -- is also 

consists of the standard stipulations, regarding the 

fact that the IR was prepared -- or the response to 

the IR was prepared in the regular course of 

business, by the witness who is identified on that 

IR, either by that person or under their direction.  

And that the response to the IR is the same as it 

1994

approximately nine ten a.m.   

We are resuming where we left off 
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would have been, as if asked on the day that the 

exhibit is put into the evidentiary hearing record. 

Do the attorneys have anything further 

to add to that? 

MR. MUSCATO:  No, your Honor. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  No, your Honor. 

EXAMINATION 

BY A.L.J. LECAKES:   

Q.   Okay.  Mr. Kaliski, I remind you 

that you are still under oath from yesterday.   

Before we turn over to Mr. Abraham for 

his cross-examination just before we broke yesterday, 

I had asked a question and -- I asked about the 

definition, or -- or a better understanding of the 

concept of sound -- sound power as its presented in 

your testimony.  And I also did ask in the question, 

about the relation of the concept of sound power to a 

layman's understanding of the concepts of volume, or 

-- or perhaps loudness.   

I -- I did very much appreciate the 

response that you gave and the analogy you had given 

to the lightbulb.  But your attorneys approached me 

after the hearing and told me that you did want to 

also address that one other point, specifically about 

1995
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how sound power might relate to volume, or loudness.   

Could you please provide that 

information now? 

A.   Yes.   

So, again, any time we talk in the 

But just like, you know, we don't know 

if a doubling of -- of lumens is really a doubling of 

how we perceive brightness, doubling of the sound 

pressure level is not a doubling of the perceived 

loudness.  It's a -- it's a different -- different 

ratio.   

So, you know, if you go from sixty to a 

hundred and twenty decibels, it's not a doubling of 

loudness.  It's actually a -- quite a substantial 

increase in sound because the -- we're taking a 

logarithm of the -- of the actual pressure. 

In fact, perceptually, about a ten-

1996

report about the sound emissions from a wind turbine, 

these are generally as sound power, if we're talking 
about sound-contour maps, looking at sound ISO lines, 

or sound levels at a receiver, or at a location, 
those are sound-pressure levels.  So, those are -- 

those are the -- what we can measure on a sound-level 

meter. 
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decibel doubling of sound level -- or sorry, a ten-

decibel increase in a sound level, is at -- at, you 

know, normal -- normal sounds we hear, mid-frequency 

sounds, is about a doubling of loudness, or perceived 

loudness.  So an increase of ten decibels is about a 

doubling of loudness.   

A decrease of ten decibels is about a 

halving of loudness.  So, if you went up to, you 

know, twenty decibels, that might be four times as 

loud.  It's a doubling of each ten decibels. 

Q.   So, does that translate then to 

some of the standards that have been discussed, if 

you're talking about the difference between a -- a 

thirty-DBA standard, or -- or limit, versus a forty-

DBA?  Is that a ten -- a difference of ten -- a 

magnitude of ten, difference between thirty DBA and 

forty DBA? 

A.   Right.  Right. 

Q.   And -- and so that would be kind of 

expected to double the volume of perceived loudness, 

at whatever distance you're measuring, away from the 

source? 

A.   That's right. 

Q.   Okay.   

1997
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A.   That's right.   

If we turn the fans up another ten 

decibels, yeah.  We -- we say that was about a 

doubling of the sound in this room. 

Q.   Okay.   

A.   Yeah. 

Q.   Thank you.   

A.   And -- and it -- appendix A of the 

PNIA does have an explanation that -- it's short, but 

it -- it's a noise primer and it -- and it does talk 

about perception and -- and weighting of sound. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Great.   

Thank you. 

Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I have just one 

minute, your Honor? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.   

Do you need it off the record, or --? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let's go off the 

record. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes, your Honor.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  

(Off-the-record discussion)  

1998
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let's go back on the 

record.  

And Mr. Abraham, whenever you want, you 

may begin your cross. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:   

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, I'd like to go back to 

figure ninety-four, in the PNI -- PNIA, which you 

were asked about yesterday.   

A.   Where is figure ninety-four -- what 

page is that on? 

Q.   It's at PDF eighty-seven on my --  

A.   Oh, actually, I think it's this 

one.  No? 

Eighty-seven? 

Q.   Well, it's the -- it's -- no.  On 

the hard copy it's one -- it's one sixteen.  

A.   One sixteen.  

Okay.  

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.   I'm there.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Okay.  So, that's a chart showing 

tonality, correct? 

1999
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A.   Yes. 

Q.   And does that chart actually sum 

across a lot of frequency ranges, that really aren't 

depicted on the straight lines? 

A.   Sorry.  

I don't -- I don't see a straight line 

there.  It --.  

Q.   No.  

The -- the lines are -- are flat.  

They're, you know, they're different levels, but 

they're all flat lines.  There's no --. 

A.   Oh, the small lines on the bottom? 

Q.   No, no, no.   

The dark lines in the figure, the ANSI 

twelve point nine, part four, tonality-criteria line. 

A.   Okay.  Yeah.   

It -- yeah.  It's not -- yeah.  It's -- 

page. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Right.  

So, within each of the one -- each of 

2000

it's a steeped line.  Yeah.   
I was looking for a flat line across the 
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the octave bands that are depicted there, could there 

exist multiple tones that are summed by those flat 

lines, that would -- otherwise it would be a line 

that goes up and down.  A narrow-band analysis, for 

example. 

A.   Oh, okay.  I -- I think I 

understand your question.   

So you can see at a hundred-and-twenty-

five-hertz octave band, which contains the hundred-

and-twenty-hertz tone, there's a -- there's a big 

jump in -- in that -- that third-octave band.  So, 

that third octave band exceeds the adjoining third-

octave bands, in this case, by about nineteen 

2001

So, the black line that's going on a -- 

on page ninety-four -- sorry.  Figure ninety-four, 

it's the criteria for tonality.  So, if -- for third-

octave bands.  So, if a -- actually it maybe -- be 

easier to see on figure ninety-five where there are -

- are some tones from transformers -- transformers 

that, you know, without fans operating, is tonal and 

you can hear very distinctly, individual tones from 

the -- to the magneto restriction frequency, based on 

the -- the line volt -- the line voltage, of a hundred

 and twenty hertz.   
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decibels on figure ninety-five.  For the -- the 

turbine, that -- that doesn't exist because the -- 

the spectrum is relatively flat.   

In this case, it's -- it's pretty flat.  

I -- I wouldn't expect there to be a spike, but there 

are other methods for determining tonality that look 

at the narrow bands.  This is the -- the method that 

we use, based on -- because we're provided with a 

third-octave bands and this is the ANSI methodology, 

for determining tonality under ANSI S12.9 Part 4. 

Q.   But going back to figure ninety-

four, wouldn't a narrow-band analysis provide more 

detail on the spikes you talked about for the wind 

turbine? 

2002

I think what the attorney is referring 

to, is that this is a method based on third-octave 

bands.  So, the third-octave band combines the energy,

 in a -- in a band of frequencies.  So, it's -- so, 

it's possible for there to be a very small 

spike at one -- one very-narrow band, which is -- but 

it doesn't show up so much as a spike because 

it's a -- because there are other frequencies in that 

band that might -- that might contribute to the level 

and so it doesn't look as much of a spike.  
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A.   Yeah.   

So, the narrow band provides more 

detail.  Yes. 

Q.   And would -- would -- if you did a 

narrow-band analysis, would the spikes you talked 

about show up, on a -- on a graph of the results? 

A.   If there were -- well, what's 

provided under the IEC 61400-11 Guideline, is not the 

-- we won't -- we wouldn't see the spikes.  We would 

just get what's called a tonal audibility.  So, it's 

a different method.  Gives us a different number and 

it's -- and it shows us what the audibility of the 

worst-case spike would be a narrow-band spike. 

Q.   Doesn't the ANSI 12.9 Part 4 

Standard, that's referenced at the bottom of that 

table, provide that a narrow-band analysis would have 

more detail? 

A.   Yeah.  

I'd have to look at the standard to tell 

you what it --  

Q.   Sure.  

A.   -- says. 

Q.   Uh-huh.  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Do -- do we have a -- a 

2003
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reference that's saying -- can we go off -- go off 

the record, for just a moment? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  

Let's go off the record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  We're ready.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let's go back on 

the record.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   I'd like to show you a copy of the 

ANSI S12.9 Standard that has been provided by us, to 

the party's e-mail.  It's file name ANSI dash ASA 

underscore S12.9 underscore Part underscore 4 

underscore par underscore 2005. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Do you have a hardcopy 

for the witness? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I do. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You may approach.   

(Off-the-record discussion)  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   So, can you -- can you identify 

that -- that document as the S12 Part 4, we're 

talking about? 

A.   Yes.  

2004
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So, this is ANSI S12.9-2005 Part 4.  

There have been reaffirmations.  I don't know if 

those reaffirmations changed anything since 2005 and 

this looks like it's been published.   

But -- but this is -- that's what the 

document says and this is a partial copy.  It looks 

like it just includes Appendix D and Appendix F. 

Q.   Now, is -- is page twenty on the 

copy you have? 

A.   No.   

It just starts at twenty-one.   

Q.   Okay.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let's go off the 

record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  While we were off the 

record, there was a discussion about how to handle 

the ANSI Standard that the witness has been presented 

with.  During the proceedings yesterday, we reserved 

Exhibit Number One Twenty-six, as a stipulated 

exhibit for professional-industry standards.   

We are going to put this standard into 

that omnibus exhibit and so therefore it will be 

found there.  And to the extent that other industry 

2005
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standards are added to that exhibit, they will be 

forwarded to the judges, pursuant to the procedures 

that we have discussed. 

If there is any dispute as to the 

completeness of any particular standard in that 

omnibus exhibit, the judges will be -- remain 

available for a teleconference to resolve the 

dispute.  And to the extent that that resolution is 

coming after the hearing transcript is closed today, 

it will be a written ruling that will be published on 

the DMM website.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, my -- my apologies.   

This question arises from your 

questioning from DPS yesterday and you don't have 

page twenty, which is Annex C of the standard.  If I 

may I would just read note two from page twenty, 

which is Annex C and ask you if you're familiar with 

it.   

Note two reads in one sentence, quote, 

ANSI S1.13 Annex A presents more accurate methods for 

determining the presence of prominent discreet tones, 

using narrow-band analysis.   

Are you familiar with that note? 
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A.   I don't remember it word for word, 

but I don't doubt the veracity of -- of what you 

said. 

Q.   Okay.  So, would you agree that if 

you had done a narrow-band analysis, you would have 

shown the presence of prominent, or you may have 

shown the presence of prominent discreet tones in 

wind-turbine noise? 

A.   I -- I think in this case, it would 

be highly unlikely that because there were no 

prominences at all, that more -- a narrow-band 

analysis would have shown any -- it might have shown 

smaller spikes in the narrow bands.  But -- but given 

that there are absolutely no prominences in any one-

third-octave band, I -- I just don't see how those -- 

those spikes would have been essentially hidden from 

-- or those tones would have been hidden in this 

analysis.   

But certainly narrow-band analysis does 

provide more information.  I -- I agree with that.  

And -- and there are methods to -- to do narrow-band 

analysis, under the IEC 61400-11 Standard. 

Q.   Thank you, Mr. Kaliski.   

One more question about this table.  Is 
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the data on this table derived from test results 

under IEC 614-00? 

A.   I'm -- I'm not familiar with the -- 

I'm not familiar with the dash zero zero standard. 

Q.   And you testified yesterday, at 

some length, about the manufacturer's testing 

protocol for wind turbines.   

Isn't that done under IEC 614-00? 

A.   No, it's not. 

Q.   Is it Part 11 of 614-00? 

A.   It's 6 -- 61400-11.  Yes. 

Q.   Thank you.   

Are you familiar with ISO 9613-2, titled 

this project. 

Q.   In your prefiled rebuttal 

To explore your criticism, let's first 

establish the ground attenuation is mainly the result 

2008

Attenuation of Sound During Propagation Outdoors? 
A.   Yes.  

That's the standard we used for modeling 

testimony, you criticized Mr. Moreno-Caballero's 

recommendation on behalf of DPS, to use a ground-

attenuation factor of zero, rather than zero point 

five, as you did in the PNIA.   
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of sound, reflected by the ground surface, 

interfering with the sound, propagating directly from 

the source to the receiver, is that correct? 

A.   It's a combination of reflection 

and interference.  So, for the ground -- sound 

essentially bounces off the ground, so it can either 

add to the sound at the receiver, or by interaction 

with the -- direct ray of sound could actually 

interfere with it.   

So, you can get a decrease, due to the 

ground, or an increase due to the ground, depending 

on the frequency and it's usually a combination of 

effects at different frequencies.  So you might get 

an increase of low frequencies and a decrease at -- 

at mid frequencies.   

Q.   Do -- do you also agree that the 

value inputs to the models for ground attenuation are 

generally a choice among zero point zero, zero point 

five, zero point seven, or one point zero, with the 

higher values resulting in greater reductions to the 

sound pressure received at some distance? 

A.   Yeah.   

So -- so, those -- those numbers you 

were referring to, is the proportion of soft or -- I 

2009
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-- excuse me.  The proportion of porous ground in the 

area that you're -- that you're modeling.   

Q.   Okay.  

A.   So, a zero would be a non -- fully-

nonporous ground.  One would be fully-porous ground.  

Point five would be half-hard or half -- and half-

porous ground and then point seven would be seventy-

percent-porous ground.   

Those are the most common modeling 

parameters for -- you know, that I've seen in 

standards for use in wind turbine -- wind-turbine 

modeling.  But you can use other, you know, you can 

use any percentage of course, if you can justify it.   

Q.   Well, just to be clear, ground 

attenuation means, in this context, the reduction of 

the sound over distance, caused by the reflection of 

the sound on the ground, is that right? 

A.   Well, it, you know, without the 

over distance -- ground attenuation is just the -- 

the reduction of sound at the receiver for the, you 

know, it's a -- the reduction of sound at the receive 

-- it's the reduction of sound at the receiver, due 

to the effect of the ground.  And so a negative-

ground attenuation would be an increase in -- in 
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sound.  Positive would be a -- a decrease in sound. 

Q.   So, the -- the meaning of these 

numbers and I think you testified in this and 

actually corrected your testimony yesterday, that the 

-- decreasing the number, decreases the ground 

attenuation, is that right? 

A.   In general, yes, for overall.   

But it can have an -- a different effect 

on different frequencies.  So, different frequencies 

might go up or down because you're changing the -- 

the characteristic of the ground.  But generally 

speaking, overall, when you decrease the ground 

factors, you make it more hard, the levels at a 

receiver go up.  The overall A-weighted level. 

Q.   Or another way to put that, is the 

zero-ground attenuation factor reflects no 

attenuation by the ground of the sound, is that 

correct? 

A.   Well, it would be a negative 

attenuation.  So, the ground would actually increase 

the effect.  The --. 

Q.   Thank you. 

A.   Sorry.  

Did -- did you hear that? 
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Q.   Yes. 

A.   Okay.   

Q.   I'd like to explore the question of 

whether the ground factor -- I'd like to explore the 

-- am I -- am I getting through -- whether the ground 

factor is appropriate and if so, what it should be.  

Referring back to ISO 9613-2 Section 7.3 ground 

effect -- is that on the exhibit I gave you, or -- or 

the document I gave you before?   

A.   You didn't give me ISO 9613-2.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  So --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.  

You may approach. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   I just -- I just handed you a copy 

of the 9613-2 Standard with the Section 7.3.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I approach the 

witness?  I think I gave him all my copies. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may.   

And, again, I anticipate that this 

standard that's being reviewed by the witness and 

gone over through cross now, will be part of Exhibit 

One Twenty-six, the stipulated exhibit on 

professional-industry standards. 

2012
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MR. MUSCATO:  In -- in full and -- if 

it's the updated, most recent. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  In -- in full and 

complete, right.  

Because as counsel for the Applicant is 

pointing out, we've just been handed just an excerpt 

of a single page, seven point two, page five.  I do 

have, from an e-mail that was circulated by Mr. 

Abraham the other day, an entire on file of 9613 ISO. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Lot of balls in the air 

here.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   So, I'd like to see what this says 

about ground effects.  In the paragraph at the top of 

the second column there, it says -- first full 

sentence -- the second sentence down in the second 

column toward the top, this method of calculating 

that ground effect is applicable only to ground which 

is approximately flat, either horizontally, or with a 

constant slope.   

Do you agree with that statement? 

A.   Do I agree with the statement?   

I agree that's what the statement says, 

yes. 
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Q.   But do you agree with it? 

A.   I -- I -- I -- I believe that this 

can be used with other types of ground and has been 

used with other types of ground.   

Q.   Isn't this a prescription in the 

standard -- or -- let me rephrase that.   

Is this a limitation of the method 

prescribed in the standard? 

A.   I believe that you can make 

adjustments if you understand why they're saying this 

and in fact, we do make adjustments.   

As an example, we modeled both with 

mixed ground and added an additional two decibels to 

the -- to the model, to account for different types 

of uncertainties and different types of -- of 

terrain.  But we also modeled with a ground factor of 

zero and it turned out that the modeling that we -- 

the -- the mixed-ground model with the two-decibel 

addition, was actually more conservative and so we 

continued with that in the -- in the rebuttal 

testimony.   

So, we did model with hard ground and we 

did model with mixed ground, with a two-decibel 

addition to account for some of these uncertainties, 
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with constant-slope ground, or non-constant slope 

ground and tried to account for that.  And that's 

been done elsewhere in the literature.  It's been a 

very common method. 

Q.   Doesn't the sentence I read though, 

indicate that the method is only applicable to 

ground, which is approximately flat, or a constant 

slope? 

A.   That -- that -- that's what it 

says.  Yes.   

Q.   Below that paragraph are three 

subsections.  These sections describe the three 

regions of ground effect, which are at the source 

region, the middle region and the receiver region, is 

that correct? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   The first section states that the 

source region stretches out from the source, toward 

the receiver, a distance of thirty times the height 

of the noise source, is that correct? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   If a wind turbine is on flat ground 

and the nacelle is one hundred meters above the 

ground, what is the source region? 
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A.   Sorry? 

The mic cut out.  Can you say it again? 

Q.   If -- if a wind turbine is on flat 

ground and the nacelle is one hundred meters above 

the ground, what is the source region? 

A.   So, it would be thirty -- it would 

be thirty times a hundred, so --. 

Q.   Which is how many meters? 

A.   Three thousand meters.   

Q.   Three thousand meters.   

What about the receiver region?  How 

long is it if the receiver is one point five meters 

above the ground? 

A.   Three thousand -- oh, sorry.  One 

point five meters -- it's be forty-five meters.   

Q.   It's the case at this point in this 

application, that we don't have turbine models and 

some of the turbine sites may be moved.  

Is that your understanding? 

A.   It -- it is my understanding that 

the turbine model has not yet been specified.  I 

don't know about turbines moving.  I -- I assume it 

could -- it could occur, but like I said, that would 

be a question -- better question for the Applicant, 
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but -- which it may have been asked during the -- the 

--. 

Q.   I -- I ask because the unsettled 

nature of those questions means that we really -- I -

- I would like to use some hypotheticals because we 

don't have actual turbine sizes to work with.  That's 

why I used the one hundred meters. 

A.   Okay.  I understand. 

Q.   And it also is make -- it makes the 

calculation a lot easier. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Can we go off the 

record for a second? 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   I'd like you to look at a -- this 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I approach the 

witness? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may.   

So, this is part of the -- this is just 

an excerpt from the application? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Correct.  

This is taken out of the application. 

2017

is figure one from page nineteen.  I believe this is 

from PNIA.   
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you.   

So, Counsel for the Applicant, do you 

have clarification on what we're looking at? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, I believe 

figure one, which Mr. Abraham just handed out, is 

from the Kaliski rebuttal testimony. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  So, that's a 

different exhibit than what we have as the 

application.   

So, is that one of Mr. Kaliski's --? 

MR. BAKER:  It's on page nineteen of his 

direct testimony, your Honor. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Rebuttal testimony. 

MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  Rebuttal.  Sorry. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Rebuttal testimony.   

Okay.  Thank you.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Am I correct, in that the 

illustrations here depict some of the terrain in the 

Cassadaga project footprint? 

A.   More specifically, it represents 

the terrain between the source on the left and the 

receiver on the right, for the -- think they're the 

ten highest -- ten highest-sound levels that we 
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modeled in nonparticipating receivers. 

Q.   Is -- is the -- is the depict -- 

are the depictions there, the ground or the -- the 

height of the turbine?   

And look -- look at the left side of 

each of those depictions of slope.  I know it's 

labeled turbine height, but I’m a little unclear 

whether that's the height of the ground on which the 

turbine's installed, or is that the height of the 

turbine itself? 

A.   It's the height of the ground. 

Q.   Thank you.   

So, the -- the turbine could be one 

hundred meters above that, is that correct? 

A.   Well, the turbine is immediately 

above the ground.  The -- the nacelle would be -- I 

mean, you're talking about the -- the hub height 

would be about a hundred meters above that. 

Q.   The -- the -- okay.  Let's use the 

nacelle.   

The -- the nacelle is the center of the 

turbine blades, correct? 

A.   That's right. 

Q.   And that's -- that could be one 
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hundred meters higher than the ground level, on the 

left side of each of these depictions. 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Okay.  Are these flat or constant 

slope? 

A.   Yeah.  

I would say for the purposes of -- of 

modeling, probably all except the fourth one would be 

considered, you know, relatively constant slope. 

Q.   What about the concave areas on 

some of those?  Like the third, fourth, fifth and the 

seventh figure? 

A.   I don't see -- in my opinion, I 

don't see those as substantially concave.   

I think the one that -- that stands out 

to me is with a, you know, the distance of concavity, 

is the -- the fourth one.  The -- the other ones 

don't stand out to me as particularly concave for the 

purposes of modeling.  

Q.   Are these illustrative figures?   

In other words, do they -- they don't 

show all the different topographies that are involved 

in the project, do they? 

A.   No. 
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Q.   Thank you.   

A.   These are -- these are just the 

worst-case ones, or the worst-case sound levels.   

Q.   How could a noise that's sourced 

one hundred meters higher than the heights on the 

left of those figures, interact with the ground, to 

reach a receiver at the right-hand side?   

A.   So, the -- the most important -- 

the most important part for a wind turbine, when 

you're modeling, is the -- is the ground near the 

receiver because that's where most of those 

reflections are going to be taking place.  It's that 

immediate reflection of the ground in front of the 

receiver and so the ground for the most part, you 

know, unless it's blocking the source and the 

receiver in the middle area, is not as important. 

Q.   What about the ground out to the 

more-distant wind turbines?   

You've got horizontal distances from 

roughly -- well, the largest is eight hundred and 

fourteen meters.  What happens to the interaction 

with the ground for receivers that are farther out 

than eight hundred and fourteen meters? 

A.   The same would apply. 
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Q.   And would any of these receivers 

have a line of sight to the wind turbine? 

A.   Some would, certainly.   

Q.   Would the topography over which the 

sound propagates from those, be even more complex 

than what we see in these examples? 

A.   It could be.  Yes.   

But, again, it's really the -- the 

important -- the important specification of ground 

veracity, is really towards the receiver.   

Q.   Let's go back for a minute to the 

ISO Standard I gave you previously, just before this 

one, for calculating the source region.  Can you -- 

can you get that in front of you, please? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Are we talking about 

the 9613-2? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes, we are. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Thank you. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That's got seven point two 

atmospheric absorption as a heading on the top-left 

column. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

I -- I had page five -- or number five, 

at the bottom of the page that I am looking at. 
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BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   And going back to the calculations 

we were doing, based on the standard, what would 

happen to the calculations for source region, if the 

wind turbine was at the top of a hill that added 

fifty meters, to the elevation of the wind-turbine 

nacelle, for that source region?  In other -- in 

other words, we had one -- we started with a one 

hundred meter height and we calculated it out to four 

thousand meters.  What would happen -- 

A.   Three thousand.  Three thousand. 

Q.   -- if the -- or was it three 

thousand?  It was three thousand meters. I’m sorry.   

It was thirty times one hundred, right?  

Thirty -- the -- the standard says multiply thirty 

times the height.   

If we assume the height is one hundred 

meters, the source region extended out to three 

thousand meters.  That's what we established earlier.  

Do you recall that? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   So, what would happen if the wind 

turbine was at the top of a hill, that added another 

fifty meters to the elevation for the source region? 
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A.   Five zero?  Did you say fifteen or 

fifty? 

Q.   Fifty.   

So, now we've got a one hundred and 

fifty meter height because of the standards.  They 

multiple by thirty. 

A.   No.  No.   

This is the -- the source height, above 

ground.  So -- so the ground increases by fifty 

meters.  The source height doesn't change.  It's -- 

it's the height above ground.   

Q.   If you look at figure one of the 

ISO standard, page five, isn't the height 

specification, the height above the receiver? 

A.   Sorry.  I -- I don't believe so.   

I'm just trying to see where they define 

HR and HS and it doesn't make a difference -- let me 

take -- a good example of constantly sloped ground, 

is a -- is -- is the --. 

Q.   Maybe -- maybe you could explain to 

us what HS means for the -- the thirty meter -- or 

the multiplier of thirty.   

Thirty HS, what does that exactly mean? 

A.   So, from the figure one, HS is the 
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height above ground.  HR is the height above ground -

- sorry.  HS is the height above ground for the 

source.  HR is the height of the ground for the 

receiver.   

D.P. is the distance between the source 

and the receiver and thirty HS is thirty times the 

source height.  Thirty HR is thirty times the 

receiver height and both of those are measured above 

the ground. 

Q.   Well, let's look a little more 

closely at figure one on the left, where it says 

thirty HS  There's a horizontal line with arrows on 

each end and then there's a vertical line, indicating 

the length of the source region, is that fair? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   On -- on that diagram, where would 

that line be for a source -- a noise source, that's 

one hundred meters above the receiver, but 

particularly with respect to the receiver in that 

figure, the receiver region? 

A.   So -- so, the --. 

Q.   I think honestly that this -- this 

is just another way of asking the question about the 

calculation we did with the one hundred meters and 
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the thirty multiplier. 

A.   Okay.  So, if it was a hundred 

meters high, it would be three thousand meters long.  

Q.   Okay.  So, let's assume that D.P. 

on this figure, which is the total length -- or the 

total distance -- 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   -- is one thousand meters. 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Where would the line that comes -- 

that -- that is shown to the right of the thirty HS, 

fall in that figure, calculating it out to three 

thousand meters? 

A.   Oh.  It would extend beyond the 

receiver. 

Q.   Thank you.   

A.   In -- in our -- in our modeling, we 

assume that the ground factor is consistent around 

the entire area.  So -- so, the source region and the 

receiver region, all have the same ground factor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  What do you mean 

by consistency of ground factor?   

We're away from, now, the concept of 

ground attenuation, right? 
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THE WITNESS:  Right.   

So -- so, we -- no.  It's the same -- 

It's the same for the source region and 

the receiver region.  So there's no -- even though 

they overlap, it doesn't matter because they -- they 

use the same factor.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham? 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Okay.  Let's extend our 

hypothetical and let's assume we've got a one hundred 

and fifty meter height noise source and we want to 

calculate out the source region, using the thirty 

multiplier.   

What's the source region in that case? 

A.   So, if your height is one hundred 

and fifty meters, your source region would be four 

thousand five hundred meters.   

Q.   And that would be about three miles 

from the wind turbine, isn't that correct? 

A.   Well, I can calculate it out.   

About two point seven miles. 
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Q.   Thanks.   

What is the middle region for the 

example we're discussing? 

A.   The middle region is the -- between 

the source region and the receiver region. 

Q.   Is -- is it fair to say that that's 

the distance that remains, after the source and the 

receiver region are calculated? 

A.   That's right. 

Q.   What is the middle region for a 

house located at -- a kilometer away from the wind 

turbine, in our example? 

A.   There would be no middle region. 

Q.   Does the standard account for noise 

sources so high above the receiver, that there is no 

middle region? 

A.   Yes.  

It's actually mentioned here in second -

- in column C, it says the middle region, stretching 

with -- stretching over the distance between the 

source and receiver regions is the middle region.  If 

D.P. is less than thirty times HS, plus thirty plus 

HR, the source and receiver regions will overlap and 

there's no middle region. 
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Q.   So, there's no middle region in 

that example, correct? 

A.   That's right.   

And that's -- and that's accounted for 

in the standard. 

Q.   Would it be accurate to conclude 

that the ground effects part of the ISO standard is 

very sensitive to the difference in elevation, 

between the source and the receiver? 

A.   I -- I wouldn't say very sensitive, 

but it certainly takes into account the difference in 

height between the source and the receiver.  So, the 

ground attenuation is a function of the difference in 

that height. 

Q.   It doesn't appear that the 

procedures in the ISO Standard are meant to be 

applied and there is such a great difference, is that 

correct? 

A.   No.   

Q.   Can you explain?   

You -- you don't agree with that? 

A.   You said that there -- there's 
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Q.   I'd like you to look at another 

part of the ISO Standard for this question.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I approach the 

witness? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may.   

May I have a copy, please?   

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  Again, this 

is going to go into the omnibus Exhibit on Industry 

Standards.  However, the excerpt that we're looking 

at here, is still 9613-2.  At the bottom of the page 

that I have is number fourteen and there is a table 

five, which is titled Estimated Accuracy for 

Broadband Noise, at the rough -- first third of the 

page.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, isn't this guidance on 

the accuracy and limitations of the ISO Standard, or 

the ISO method that's prescribed in the standard? 

A.   Yes.  

This is a table-estimated accuracy for 

broadband noise of LA -- L underscore AT parentheses 
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 different. 
don't know what your words were, but where it's extremely
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Q.   And under the height column, does 

it say that the accuracy is limited to sources that 

are between five meters in height and thirty meters 

in height? 

A.   Question is a little off.  

The -- the values given for accuracy 

that -- don't exceed an -- a mean propagation height 

of thirty meters, not a source height of thirty 

meters.  So I would disagree with what you had said. 

Q.   What is the limitations, or the -- 

or the tolerance if you will?  Isn't that what the 

plus or minus three decibels in the right-hand column 

indicate, the standard assigns to source heights that 

are approximately between five meters and thirty 

meters in height? 
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DW end parentheses is calculated using equations one 

through ten. 

A.   I don't see it as a limitation.   

This is -- that's what the table says,  
that the estimated accuracy for broadband noise, for 
mean propagation heights of five meters and thirty 

meters is plus or minus three decibels and -- at 

distances between a hundred meters and a thousand 

meters from the source. 
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Q.   So, let me -- let me rephrase the 

last question then.  Doesn't the table say that the 

accuracy for sources within that specification is 

plus or minus three DB? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Are the proposed turbines higher 

than thirty meters? 

A.   Again, it -- it's misleading to 

state that -- that thirty meters is the source 

height.  It's the mean propagation height.   

But, yes.  The turbines are -- that the 

nacelle's are higher than thirty meters to answer 

your question.  And, in fact, you know, we've added, 

or accounted for uncertainty in our model.   

The -- the ground, if you look -- you 

have your site visit is fully porous.  It would be a 

ground factor of one.  And if we had modeled with a 

ground factor of one, we would certainly 

underestimate the modeled sound levels at the 

receivers.   

But -- but we didn't do that.  We 

modeled with a -- a harder ground and assuming half 

of it was essentially like concrete and half of it 

was porous and then we also added another factor of 
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two decibels, to make it more conservative.  We also 

modeled it assuming the entire area was paved from 

the source to the receiver and that was actually less 

conservative than -- than our original model.   

And I -- I should say, that this ISO 

9613-2 Standard is the standard for -- in most places 

for modeling wind turbines.  Certainly in -- in the 

United States, I don't know of any other model that's 

being used and it's very common in Europe, as well.  

But we -- we apply adjustments to -- based on our 

validation studies of                              

four wind turbines, which are certainly outside of 

the accuracy that was calculated in this table.   

But the -- this table doesn't say that 

you shouldn't use it for very high sources.  It's 

just -- it's just the -- the limitations that they 

2033

So, we -- we do account for these 

uncertainties in the model.  It doesn't -- it's not 

obvious, you know, we don't -- we don't -- I don't say

 that in the -- in the PNIA, that the ground is -- is 
soft.  I just put in the -- the harder ground.  But we

 do account for these uncertainties and make 

the model more conservative than what it otherwise 

would be. 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  When you say now very-

high sources, are you referring to the -- the 

elevation differences between the sound propagation 

and the receiver, or the height of -- I mean, the 

elevation differences of the ground, or the 

elevation, or -- or the fact that the sound 

propagator is -- is itself higher, for example, one 

hundred meters up in the air?   

I'm getting a little confused as to the 

differences because I think counsel pointed out an 

important difference with the last page that we were 

looking at, as to flat grounds -- flat terrain versus 

up and down ground and -- and the effects that may 

occur on a flat ground, where the -- the receiver is 

assumed to be close to the ground, versus one hundred 

meters higher from the sound-propagation source, 

versus a hill, or -- or a -- a slope where the sound, 

again, is a hundred meters above the elevation and 

the receiver is still only one point meters above the 

elevation, but the elevations are completely 

different.   
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calculated for the -- the -- sorry -- the accuracy 

that they calculated for those distances and -- and 

heights. 
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So, I'm -- I’m -- if you could, when -- 

when you're responding to the answers, it would be 

very helpful to the record, if we try to be as 

precise as we can about terms of height, elevation, 

things like that.   

And I don't know if there's a question 

you need to answer for me right now, but just please 

keep that in mind because I’m getting a little 

confused on the -- on the concepts.  There's a -- 

there is a lot of dense material here.  

So Mr. Abraham, you can continue and --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- I was just going to 

say, your Honor, would it -- would it be helpful for 

the witness to at least respond to that to clarify? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.   

I mean, you can if you feel the need to.  

I just -- I'm not sure what exactly I'm trying to 

ask, but I do know that I -- I see where this is all 

going and I am recognizing right now, that I am 

getting a little confused as to which answer, or -- 

or what the answer is indicating.   

So, if -- if you have a little bit of 
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clarification as to any of the answer you just gave, 

I'd appreciate it.  But --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- I might be able to 

clarify it -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. 

Abraham. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- by -- by stipulating 

that we're talking about the height of the source 

above the ground. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Regardless of whether 

it's on a slope, or flat ground, or does it matter in 

-- in terms of your questions? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your -- your Honor, I 

think he's talking about both. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  It's -- it's -- it's the 

relative difference of the source, if the source is 

on the hill and it's one hundred meters high and the 

slope is flat and the receiver is at the other end, 

then the height above the receiver is one hundred 

meters.   

EXAMINATION 

BY A.L.J. LECAKES:   

Q.   Okay.  Do you agree with that 

representation, Mr. Kaliski, or is this an area of 
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difference of opinion? 

A.   It is the height above the ground.  

All of what we're talking about is the height above 

the ground.   

The only time where we would be talking 

about height of the elevation, was when we were 

discussing the -- the -- figure one from the rebuttal 

testimony.  So, if you have a -- just to clarify, if 

this is the ground, it doesn't matter if that's -- 

that's the source and this is the receiver. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  This isn't going to 

come out on the transcript. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Yeah.   

Okay.  So, I'm -- I'm holding the 

microphone above the piece of paper that's relatively 

flat, with my pen on the ground as the -- 

representing the receiver and the -- 

MR. ABRAHAM:  And the paper -- the paper 

is at an angle. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  -- microphone on the 

top, which is a little exaggeration, but -- 

representing the wind turbine.  And it doesn't matter 

if the paper is angled this way, or angled this way, 

the -- the propagation would be roughly the same, or 
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the attenuation from the ground is roughly the same, 

if the -- the paper is angled, or it's flat on the 

table. 

BY A.L.J. LECAKES:  (Cont'g.)   

Q.   All right.  If I just may, Mr. 

Abraham, my understanding is that sound travels in 

waves.  So, if a source is emitting sound across flat 

ground, the wave signs will differ between the source 

and the receiver then the amplitude and -- and the 

modulation will differ across flat ground, than it 

would from a -- a -- a source and a -- a receiver on 

a slope, is that accurate?   

I mean, wouldn't -- wouldn't the waves 

get larger as they travel down a slope because the -- 

or -- or would it stay approximately the same? 

A.   It -- it would be the same.   

The -- the -- the wave essentially 

doesn't have any place to go down and it doesn't -- 

but it can go up.  And it doesn't matter if the -- it 

doesn't really see a difference, if the ground is 

sloped at a constant level here, or it's sloped this 

way.  It's -- it would be the same. 

Q.   So, the witness indicated a steep 

slope versus a -- an almost level slope with the 
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piece of paper.   

Continue.   

A.   That's right.   

The -- the ground effects would be the 

same.  The reflection off the ground would be the -- 

the same, if it's angled or if it's -- or if it's 

flat. 

Q.   Okay.   

A.   There might be differences in 

meteorology, you know, subtleties like that, but 

under the ISO Standard, this is the -- it -- the -- 

it doesn't matter if the -- it's a constant slope, or 

flat ground.  It's -- the ground effects are the same 

because the -- what you're really interested in is 

the angles that the wave hits the ground and bounces 

off and that doesn't matter, whether it's tilted this 

way, or this way. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Go ahead, Mr. 

Abraham. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  Thank you. 

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:   

Q.   Let me go back then to table five.  

Let's establish what the height is -- how the height 
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is defined here, for purposes of determining the 

accuracy of the method.   

Did you read the asterisk at the bottom 

that defines height? 

A.   Yeah.  

The mean height of the source and the 

receiver. 

Q.   So, go back to our example.  

We've got a one hundred meter high 

source.  We've got a one point five meter high 

receiver.   

What's the mean height of the source and 

the receiver? 

A.   So, the mean -- the mean in that 

case, would be -- let's see, fifty point seven five 

meters.   

Q.   How does that compare to the range 

of height for which the table says the method is 

accurate? 

A.   The table doesn't -- isn't -- the 

table -- table doesn't say --? 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Which table? 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Sorry. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Just for the record. 
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A.   (Cont'g.)  It's table five in ISO 

9613-2.  

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Okay.   

A.   (Cont'g.)  Thanks.   

This -- this is a table which shows the 

accuracy for certain distances and -- and receiver 

heights and there is no entry for that receiver 

height -- or sorry.  Not receiver height, excuse me.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Mean. 

A.   Propagation height -- mean-

propagation height for that -- for sixty, or for 

fifty point seven five. 

Q.   And to use the example where we 

propagated out that -- that kind of source height, 

the number you propagated that out to, three thousand 

meters, thirty times the source height of one hundred 

meters.  Recall that? 

A.   That -- that was the -- 

Q.   That's -- that's the example we're 

using. 

A.   -- that was the source region that 

we used.  Yes. 

Q.   Right.   
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And we're still using that example 

because we've got a hundred-meter high noise source. 

A.   Okay.   

Q.   Is that within the tolerances for 

distance on the left-hand column for this table? 

A.   Table five of ISO 9613 is not a 

tolerance table.   

Q.   Well, it's an accuracy table and it 

-- is it not true that it says it's plus or minus 

three DB accurate, within the ranges that are 

provided for in this table? 

A.   Well, no.   

It -- it says plus or minus three DB for 

three of the four and plus or minus one DB for one of 

the four.   

Q.   Well, the -- the table is titled 

Estimated Accuracy and we're using a -- a source that 

propagates out to three thousand meters. 

A.   Right.   

But that -- that wasn't your question.   

Q.   So, the question is in the example 

we're using with the one -hundred meter high noise 

source and the one point five meter receiver and we 

calculated --. 
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A.   Sorry.   

Think you meant -- did you say one-

hundred meter high noise source? 

Q.   Correct. 

A.   Okay.   

Q.   And we calculated out the source 

region before, to be three thousand meters. 

A.   Yes.   

This -- this table doesn't have anything 

to do with source regions.  This is just a distance -

- 

Q.   It has to do with --. 

A.   -- from the source to the receiver. 

Q.   Right.   

Okay.  But it has to do with accuracy 

and isn't the method accurate for that uncertainty, 

plus or minus three, for noise sources that are 

modeled much closer to the noise source, than three 

thousand meters? 

A.   I -- I -- sorry.  I -- I don't 

understand your -- your question.   

I can --. 

Q.   This is about the applicability of 

the standard and I'm trying to get you to comment on 
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whether it applies, under these circumstances where 

you have an unusually large -- or high rather, noise 

source. 

A.   Well, maybe it would be simpler if 

I said that the -- the average propagation height of 

in this case fifty point seven five meters does not 

fall in this table.  It doesn't show you what the 

accuracy is for that circumstance. 

Q.   Thank you.   

Let's just move on. 

     I'd like you to look at another 

part of the same standard ISO 9613.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  May I approach?   

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Counsel handed me a 

single-page sheet, again also from ISO 9613-2, which 

I anticipate being in the omnibus industry standards 

exhibit, which will be -- which has been reserved as 

Exhibit One Twenty-six.  

At the top of this page, there's a chart 

labeled figure ten dash Meteorological Correction.  

At the bottom of the page, there is the number 

thirteen.   

You may proceed, Counsel, when you're 
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ready. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, doesn't this page -- 

this is page thirteen from the standard, Section 9, 

headed accuracy and limitations of the method.   

Let -- let me just back up and let -- 

ask you to start by reading in the second column, the 

third sentence down.  It starts with the words these 

estimates. 

A.   The second column -- how far down? 

Q.   It's about three sentences down and 

it's one long sentence, starting with the words these 

estimates. 

A.   Yes.   

Q.   Would you read that sentence? 

A.   Yes.    

It says these estimates of accuracy are 

It's the estimates of accuracy are -- 

are restricted to that range, which -- which is --  

2045

restricted to the range of conditions specified, for 

the validity of the equations in clauses three to 

eight and are independent of certainties and 
sound-power determination.   
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Q.   And --  

A.   -- what I --  

Q.   -- and just --  

A.   -- which is --  

Q.   -- to be -- 

A.   -- what I said. 

Q.   -- just to be perfectly clear that 

refers back to table five, doesn't it? 

A.   Yes, it does. 

Q.   Doesn't that mean that the method 

is restricted to the specified height and distance 

parameters in table five? 

A.   No.  

It -- it says that the -- the estimate 

of accuracies are restricted to what's in table five 

and that's what the table says.  These estimates of 

accuracy are restricted to the range of conditions. 

Q.   Okay.   

A.   Yeah. 

Q.   Thank --  

A.   Yeah.  

Q.   -- you. 

Would you read for us note twenty-four, 

which appears next in that column?  It's two sentence 
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-- it's three-sentences long. 

Q.   Did you apply -- did you apply an 

uncertainty factor in the sound-power levels you 

predicted would result from the project? 

A.   Well, we -- we took into account 

uncertainty and it's -- it -- the way we account for 

uncertainty is a combination of methods.  We -- 

again, we use a harder ground than is actually out 

there and we add values to the modeled -- 

Q.   I'm -- I'm sorry.   

Mr. Kaliski -- 

A.   -- sound levels --  

Q.   -- that's not the question. 

A.   -- in the -- in the program. 

2047

A.   Yeah.   

Note twenty-four, this is on ISO 9613-2,
 page thirteen.   

The estimates of accuracy, in table five, 
are for down-wind conditions averaged over independent 

situations, as specified in clause five, they should not 
necessarily be expected to agree with the variation and 

measurements made at a given site, on a given day.  The 

latter can be expected to be considerably larger than 

the values in table five.   
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  I'm -- I'm going to let 

the -- 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That's not --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- witness continue his 

answer though because he's actually answering a 

question that I was going to ask him later anyway and 

-- and that had to do with exactly what control 

mechanisms were being used to account for 

uncertainty.  So, Mr. Kaliski, you -- you could just 

continue your answer.  

And I'll let you re-ask your question. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

THE WITNESS:  Right.   

So, uncertainty -- to account for 

uncertainty, you want a -- essentially a larger, more 

-- or a larger value, or more-conservative model.  

So, the way we account for that is in part by using a 

harder ground.   

And as -- as we mentioned -- mentioned 

earlier in testimony, that increases the sound level 

and then we also add in -- in two decibels.   

Now, the two decibels, whether it's 

added to the sound power before, or the results 

afterwards, is the same.  We're -- we're essentially 
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adding two decibels to the -- the modeled levels.   

In the CADNA A Program, you can do that 

either by adding a negative attenuation, or you can 

add a value to the sound-power levels in -- in -- in 

that two decibels.  So -- so the CADNA -- in the -- 

in the CADNA A program, we -- we did add it to the -- 

the sound-power levels.  But it's the same whether 

you're adding into the results at the end, or adding 

it to the sound power in the beginning.   

So, those are the ways we increase the 

conservatism of the model, to account for its 

certainty. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham, you may 

reask that -- that same question again, if you'd like 

or move on. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can we go off the record 

for just a moment? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.  We're off. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Can I ask you, the two decibels 

that you added and you just talked about, does that 

come from the ISO Standard? 

A.   No.   
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It -- it's not in the ISO Standard. 

Q.   Where does it come from? 

A.   Again, it's a value we use to 

increase the -- the -- the level, to where we're 

essentially comfortable that we're trying to account 

for the maximum-sound level.  So, we base it on 

validation studies of the model, validation studies 

we've done, including Exhibit One Thirty, where we 

did comparison between model and monitored-sound 

levels.   

And I could probably rattle off a whole 

bunch of other validation studies and that -- that's 

-- that's why we're comfortable with using the -- the 

parameters that we use for ground hardness, the 

additional factor for uncertainty and -- and also, I 

2050

There's a -- an exhibit in the Moreno, 
wherein the couple -- there's testimony of another 

validation study we did, a few years earlier in 

Kansas and there have been other studies that also 

are mentioned in this testimony -- in our testimony, 

Evans and Cooper -- Cooper and Evans, looking at 

different terrain conditions, looking at other -- 

other situations around wind-turbine noise and 

accounting for those factors.   
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should say that the use of the four-meter receiver 

height is also -- adds to the sound level, as well.  

So using a high-receiver height, where the typical 

receiver height is at one and a half meters, we used 

four meters.  And, again, those -- those factors are 

essentially more conservative, than assuming that the 

whole area around there was -- was paved. 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, where does the two-

decibel uncertainty factor come from that you added? 

A.   It's based on those validation 

studies.   

Q.   Wasn't it from the manufacturer's 

guaranteed-sound level? 

A.   The -- the manufacturer also 

provides an uncertainty factor around their sound 

power.  So, we're trying to account, in total, for 

the uncertainty around the propagation modeling and 

the uncertainty for the sound power.   

It just so happens that there's -- the 

two decibels is the same uncertainty that the 

manufacturer provides as -- as what we provide for 

the additional value that we use for modeling 

uncertainty, so, yeah.   

Yeah.  Yes.  We -- we included two 
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decibels, the two decibels from the manufacturer in 

that -- that overall calculation. 

Q.   But did you add any uncertainty 

factor for the model? 

Now, the -- the -- the sound power of 

the turbines, let's say it's the ninety-fifth -- the 

sound power uncertainty for the turbines let's say 

it's two decibels.  That's not the uncertainty at the 

receiver.  The uncertainty at the receiver is 

actually lower.  It's because the receiver -- try to 

get the right angle here.   

The receiver receives sound from several 

different turbines and the uncertainty at any one 

particular time, for any one turbine, is not going to 

be -- let's say it's not going to -- it's going to be 

random.  Like one turbine might be a little bit 

lower, one turbine might be a little bit higher and 

so the combined uncertainty of the sound -- of the 

2052

A.   Yes.   

The -- that entire four-meter 
receiver height ground factor, point five, and the 

two decibels, is the combined -- takes into account 
the combined uncertainty for the model and the -- and 

the -- the turbines.   
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sound levels, when you have now multiple turbines, is 

actually lower and this -- you can include that 

calculation in the -- in the CADNA model.   

We didn't calculate the combined 

uncertainty of the receiver, but the -- the sound-

power uncertainty does not translate into an 

uncertainty directly at the receiver.  You have to 

account for the fact that there are multiple turbines 

operating, which reduces the -- the uncertainty from 

the -- the turbine itself. 

Q.   So, are you testifying that because 

you raised the receiver height to four meters, then 

that provides some conservatism and you didn't need 

to apply an uncertainty factor to the model? 

A.   No.  That -- that's not what I 

testified to.   

We did provide uncertainty factors to 

the model. 

Q.   What is it?  What is the 

uncertainty factor for the model? 

A.   Well, I -- I -- 

Q.   Is it plus or minus three? 

A.   -- I -- I just described how we 

accounted for uncertainty.  So, what we're trying to 
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So, it wouldn't be plus or minus.  We're 

trying to say any of -- any of the uncertainty that 

comes out of this, is going to be below what we 

modeled.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So, as I understand the 

question that's coming from counsel right now, it's 

once you get the model results, you apply a post -- a 

post-results uncertainty factor of a plus or minus.   

And the response that I’m hearing is 

that no, we don't do that at the end of the results, 

but in making the model, the variables -- the -- the 

-- that we use within the model, account for the 

uncertainty from the values that are used there.   

Is that accurate, both as to the 

question and as to the response? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That's accurate as to the 

question. 

THE WITNESS:  Right.   

Yes.  I believe that's -- that's right.  

We're trying to account for that uncertainty, so that 

we don't exceed the level.  So whereas --. 

2054
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do is to essentially bias, on our -- our 

uncertainty, so we're -- we're not exceeding the 

maximum level.   
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  And you're doing it 

within the model itself and the values that are 

contained within that -- the inputs to the model, but 

not at the end, at -- by having a plus or minus 

value, saying that we understand that this model 

produces a single number, but that number should be 

read as a plus or minus X amount? 

THE WITNESS:  Right. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.   

THE WITNESS:  We're -- we're trying to 

make the -- make it so that it overestimates the 

condition.   

I mean, certainly there -- there's 

always uncertainty in any -- any activity, but we're 

trying to account for -- we're -- we're trying to 

model it, so that it doesn't exceed those levels. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Is that procedure that you 

described, provided for in ISO 9613-2, for modeling? 

uncertainty that we use, is not accounted for in the 

-- in -- specifically in the model -- sorry.  It's 

2055

A.   No.  No, it's not.   

The -- the -- the adder -- adders for 
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accounted for in the model.   

It's not accounted -- it -- it doesn't 

say that you should do this in that standard, but 

there are other publications that recommend the 

factors that we used for modeling wind turbines, 

including a wind -- a wind-working group in England, 

which recommends the use of a ground factor of zero -

- or a ground factor of point five plus two decibels, 

with a four-meter receiver height.   

A.L.J. GARLICK:  And you're -- you're 

pointing to what exhibit? 

THE WITNESS:  Thank you.   

This is Exhibit One hundred and Thirty, 

the Massachusetts' study on wind-turbine acoustics, 

also recommends -- this is -- this study was done to 

help the State of Massachusetts develop regulations 

on wind-turbine noise, to help understand the 

acoustics of wind turbines, with respect to how to 

regulate wind turbines.  And so recommend -- analyses 

2056

And, again, we used both of those.  We 

found that the -- the G of point five plus two 
decibels was the more conservative and that's what we 

went with in the application and in that rebuttal.  

This study here, that looked at validation of --. 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   I'd like you to look at a page from 

that study, the Massachusetts study on wind-turbine 

acoustics. 

A.   Yes. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  May I approach? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may.   
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of five wind projects in northern New England, were 
done over a several-week period with monitored sound 

levels, at essentially one-second increments at five 

locations around each of the wind turbines -- or each 

of the wind projects and the recommendation in this 

study was also the same.  You use, for modeling 

purposes, a ground factor of zero or G equals point 

five plus two decibels, with a four-meter receiver 

height.   

So, those are consistent and could 

probably -- if I thought about it some more -- a few 
other examples of where this is.  Also the -- those 

parameters that we use, are also recommended for use 
with wind turbines.  How to -- how to adjust the ISO 

9613-2 model for wind turbines. 
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Now, counsel has handed just a -- a 

single page from what's been marked as Exhibit One 

Thirty.  This is page four and it matches up with the 

page four of the full exhibit, that I received 

yesterday.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   This is the study you were just 

talking about, is that correct? 

A.   Yes, it is. 

Q.   Would you look at the sentence 

about halfway down, it starts with the words over all 

flat locations?   

Can you read that sentence? 

A.   Yes.   

Over all flat locations ISO 9613, 

modeling the hard ground was the most precise. 

Q.   Do you agree with that? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Why didn't you use ground -- a 

factor of zero in this case? 

A.   We did.   

As I mentioned, we -- we did model with 

a ground factor of zero.  We did model with a ground 

factor of zero and we modeled with a ground factor of 
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point five plus two decibels and the -- the latter 

was more conservative. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I know we got into it 

before, but can you define more conservative again, 

in -- in that context? 

THE WITNESS:  Yeah.   

The results were higher.  Modeling with 

G equals point five plus with a four-meter receiver 

height, than modeling with G equals zero.  Slightly 

higher.  They're pretty close, you know, within a few 

tenths of decibels, but -- but the approach using 

mixed ground was -- yielded higher results.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you.  

Mr. Abraham, whenever you're ready.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Did you report the model, based on 

the ground factor of zero, in the PNI -- PNIA? 

A.   No.  

It was reported in our rebuttal 

testimony. 

Q.   Okay.  Like to move on to a 

different topic now.  Like to --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Actually, do we want to 

take a -- a short five to ten-minute restroom, 
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stretch your legs break before we do that?   

Okay.  Let's go off the record.   

Thank you. 

(Off the record) 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham, I believe 

when we broke, you were about to proceed to a new 

line of questioning.   

You may proceed. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, you have talked about 

the Concawe model, with the Concawe protocol.   

Can -- can -- can I get you to just 

describe, isn't this a modeling protocol for petro-

chemical plants? 

A.   They -- it was originally -- it was 

originally developed for petro chemical plants.  It's 

a -- it's a modeling methodology similar to ISO 9613-

2 -- actually, similar to ISO 9613, where it tries to 

develop a -- an algorithm, for estimating the 

attenuations of sound from the source to the 

receiver.   

It's -- it's different from ISO 9613, in 

several respects.  What we use it for, is to look at 
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meteorological effects.  So, specific meteorological 

conditions at a specific hour and how that affects 

the sound levels at a distant receiver. 

Q.   Okay.  

A.   And -- and -- and we use that for 

estimating long-term -- or long-term sound --. 

Q.   I'll be referring to some pages 

from the Concawe report, that I provided to the 

parties on a thumb drive earlier this week.  But 

first, I would like to have you look at a graphic we 

prepared.  What we're -- what I'm -- what I -- this 

line of questioning, relates to uncertainties that 

are related to the modeling protocol. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, I -- I object. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  I object.   

The -- he does -- that's not a question.  

He's just identifying it on the record, a statement. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right. 

MR. MUSCATO:  So, if he has a question 

for the witness, we can go through questioning, but -

-. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I think he was 

just about to get to the question.  I think. 
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MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, I can -- before I -- 

I talk about -- or ask the witness to talk about the 

Concawe protocol, I'd like him to look at a graphic. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Yes.  

You may approach and -- and --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- pass it on. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  And -- and this graphic, 

just to be clear, is -- was provided on the file that 

-- it was among the file -- list of files we provided 

earlier this week.  The file name is Exhibit on 

Ground Factor and Grazing Angle.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Now, is this part of 

the Concawe report --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  That --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- that I have in full 

in front of me right now? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  This is not. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  I will just 

mention that we have not yet marked the Concawe 

report as an exhibit.  

EXAMINATION 

BY A.L.J. LECAKES:   

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, have you had a chance 
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to review the document that was handed out to your 

attorneys, Report Number four dash eight one, at the 

top of the cover page, Propagation of Noise from 

Petroleum and Petro Complexes -- Petro Chemical 

Complexes, to Neighboring Communities? 

A.   I haven't looked at it in a long 

time, but again, I'm familiar with it. 

Q.   All right. 

A.   It looks like it's actually -- 

looks like it's actually marked up with comments that 

weren't part of the original.   

Q.   Okay.  Did -- did you rely on this 

report, in -- in -- or -- or parts of this report in 

your modeling, or in the application, in any way, in 

your testimony? 

A.   Yes.   

So, we relied on the methodology that's 

used here and on how it's implemented in the CADNA A 

acoustical sound-propagation model that -- that we 

used. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  I'd -- I'd 

be inclined to mark it, but I -- I have a little 

concern about the comment that was just made about 

handwritten notes.  So, let's go off the record and 
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discuss that. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes? 

We can stay on the record.   

MR. MUSCATO:  So, with respect to this, 

I just wanted to add that Mr. Kaliski's reference was 

the stipulations document between some of the parties 

in this case and the Applicant, prior to the 

application being filed, did include a reference to 

noise modeling and calculation of the Concawe 

meteorological adjustments.  And that's the reference 

that Mr. Kaliski gave, as to how this was included in 

our report for our application. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  That's helpful.   

Does this lay the foundation for that 

Concawe model, this report?   

MR. MUSCATO:  Well --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  That's what I'm -- I'm 

unclear about. 

MR. MUSCATO:  That -- that would -- with 

respect to the comments, I'm not certain about this 

particular version of the document -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right. 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- that was provided to us 
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today.   

But I can say that the Applicant has 

used the Concawe meteorological adjustments in the 

modeling, that is -- was suggested and agreed to by 

DPS staff for the application. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

I -- I appreciate that -- the use that 

Concawe was stipulated to and -- and understand what 

that means for -- for those purposes.  But let's 

address -- so, the witness has identified that there 

might be handwritten margin notes in the copy that he 

has.   

The copy that you handed me, do you know 

if those handwritten notes would be in these as well? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes.  

They would be, but we -- we'll provide a 

clean copy.  We don't want those considered. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

And then the PDF that was provided to me 

and the parties via a thumb drive, do you know if 

those handwritten notes would be in that? 

MR. BAKER:  What page are those on -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah. 

 What page are --  
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MR. BAKER:  -- Mr. Kaliski? 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- you seeing -- seeing 

the comments? 

THE WITNESS:  Well, I --.  

MR. MUSCATO:  You don’t have to --.  

THE WITNESS:  The -- the -- the one I 

see is on page forty-five.  I haven't looked at the 

others. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can you give us --  

MR. MUSCATO:  There's --.  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- a moment? 

THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry forty-three.  

Did I say -- forty-three.   

It's a -- typed in red on the -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.   

THE WITNESS:  -- on the bottom. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  On page forty-three of 

my -- yeah.  And -- and this is -- is a real concern 

because on page forty-three of mine it's not a 

handwritten note, so much as it -- as -- as the 

witness identified, it's a -- a typewritten note, in 

a -- a actual -- by closer inspection, you can tell 

that the font is different, but other than the fact 

that one is red and -- and one is black, for -- for 
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anyone coming to this document for the first time, 

you would not be able to tell that that red sentence, 

or the sentence in red type, was necessarily not part 

of this document, as it was published, which --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  That's on the -- that's on 

the PDF, too, your Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  And -- and 

that's a real concern. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  No.  

I appreciate that, your Honor.  We 

apologize.   

That was -- those notes were provided by 

our consultant.  It's his working copy and as I said, 

we would be happy to provide a clean copy for the 

record. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.   

I -- I will reserve on exhibit number -- 

understanding that this was the source of the 

modeling that was used per stipulation, but I -- I 

would need to have a clean copy to mark as an 

exhibit.  And to the extent that a clean copy cannot 

be provided within ten days of the close of these 

hearings, I think we'll just eliminate that exhibit.   

So, we'll reserve --. 
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MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- I appreciate your -- 

that, your Honor.  Could you give me the exhibit 

number that's proposed? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.   

We're going to reserve Exhibit One 

MR. ABRAHAM:  And I want to show you, 

your Honor, that the individual pages that we'll be 

using, don't have any marginal comments.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And -- and that's fine.   

And, as I said, so right now, we're 

going to use One Thirty-four, unless counsel would 

rather -- for the Applicant -- would rather just have 

the excerpts.  

And I mean usually, I -- I want 

completeness --  

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- but I -- I -- if it 

-- it's a matter of just having the record closed --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, we don't have 
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any objection to the complete and full document being 

put into the record.  It -- we -- if it's helpful, we 

could even assist trying to provide it. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Ms. Cerbin? 

MS. CERBIN:  Couldn't we just review a 

copy real fast?   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  

MS. CERBIN:  Mr. Moreno --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Absolutely.  

MS. CERBIN:  -- has not --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  We can get it 

electronically.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  We'll review the copy 

that was handed to me. 

MS. CERBIN:  Yeah.  

That's fine.  We --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So, again, Exhibit 

Number One Thirty-four is reserved and I would just 

ask that a -- a clean version of that, be provided to 

me through e-mail, within ten days after the close of 

these hearings.   

And -- and with that being marked as a 

hearing exhibit, you are absolutely free, Mr. 

Abraham, to use excerpts from that report to guide 
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the cross-examination, but they do not need to be 

marked, as separate hearing exhibits.  But please 

identify the pages that they came from, from Exhibit 

One Thirty-four.   

Thank you. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you.   

But before I go there I have a graphic 

I'd like the witness to look at. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

And now we can deal with that.  You may 

approach.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  This is a graphic 

that we prepared for purposes of this proceeding and 

it's being offered for illustrative-purposes only.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And Mr. Abraham, when 

you say we prepared, do you mean Mr. James prepared 

it? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes.  

Mr. James prepared it. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Based on -- on 

what? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  It's -- it's based on the 

example we've been using of the calculation-source 

height, source region, receiver height, receiver 
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region. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  Why don't 

we see where it goes with a question for foundation 

from this witness before we mark it? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, let me -- let me 

explain what it is.  On the left side, we see two 

wind turbines, drawn roughly to scale.  The blue one, 

is shown as being just about at the thirty-meter 

elevation we've been discussing, in regard to the ISO 

standard.  The grey one is more like the example 

we've been discussing, where the nacelle as a point 

source, is about one hundred meters above the ground.   

On the right we have a receptor of about 

five blade diameters.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I apologize in -- 

for interrupting, but the -- the question I have 

because the -- the taller windmill on the left-hand 

side obviously has the nacelle at one point and the 

tip of the -- the blade that's in the most upright 

position at a -fifty meter difference.  So, I can 

understand saying the nacelle is at a hundred meters.   

What's not clear to me about the smaller 

windmill, is whether that thirty meters is the 

nacelle of the smaller windmill, or to the tip of the 
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blade that's in the most upright position because the 

arrow seems to match up with the tip of the blade. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- that's correct, your 

Honor.   

And let's assume for the sake of this 

discussion, that the nacelle for the smaller-blue 

turbine is -- is at thirty meters. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  We can 

assume that.  Then I'll just understand that this 

diagram, to the extent that it does get into the 

hearing exhibit, it may not necessarily be to scale.  

It's just for illustrative-purposes only. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Well, your Honor, we -- we 

would object.  There -- there's no foundation for 

this. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

MR. MUSCATO:  I -- I --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I -- I'll hear 

your objections, but counsel's allowed to ask 

questions.  Right now he's just trying to describe 

the -- the exhibit.   

I'm --  

MR. MUSCATO:  Sure.  

I mean, even -- 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- I'm still waiting 

for a foundation question from the witness. 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- even the description 

for the record, your Honor, I -- I don't know that 

the transcript is going to accurately reflect what 

we're looking at here, in terms of a piece of paper 

with lines drawn and some pictures.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, that --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, I --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  So, I mean, with respect 

to the witness, if the witness is -- he's -- he's 

going to be asked questions on a document that he 

didn't -- wasn't involved with, didn't prepare, can't 

verify any of the information on here.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

MR. MUSCATO:  So --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I'm fully 

appreciative of all of that and I'm prepared to -- to 

rule right now, if this doesn't get admitted, that 

all of the discussion -- that all of the discussion, 

we've had, as to describing this document, or this 

picture is stricken from the -- the transcript.  And 

-- and although it will still probably appear on the 

transcript, it should not be relied on, in briefing, 
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if that's what I rule. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Okay.  Thank you, your 

Honor. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  And to clarify, this is 

part of the hypothetical we've been exploring in the 

previous testimony.   

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:   

Q.   So, with those clarifications in 

mind, Mr. Kaliski, I'd like you to consider the 

thirty-meter height to be the nacelle of the smaller-

blue turbine, not the arrow on the blue line.   

Is that clear? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Okay.  And I would like you to 

consider the nacelle on the larger-grey turbine, 

opposite the first red arrowhead -- the first red 

arrowhead, to be at a height of one hundred meters.  

A.   Yeah.  

Q.   Is that --  

A.   By --  

Q.   -- clear? 

A.   -- by first, you mean the -- the 

middle of the three arrows? 
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Q.   That's right. 

A.   Yeah.   

What did you say, a hundred meters? 

Q.   One hundred meters, correct? 

A.   Yeah.   

Q.   So, are you clear about that? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Thank you.   

So now, where I left off is on the right 

side of the graphic, we have a receptor at about 

five-blade diameters, or what we could hypothetically 

call five hundred meters, or one thousand six hundred 

and forty feet off the ground.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And I -- I'm looking 

for a foundation question, that's not --  

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- a substantive 

question.   

So, a question, for example, to the -- 

to -- stipulation to the accuracy of -- of the 

representations, or something like that. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, these are 

approximations and -- let me -- let me ask Mr. 

Kaliski. 
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BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Relating back to our discussion of 

the ground-attenuation factor, can you explain or 

comment on the concept of grazing angle and how that 

relates to ground attenuation? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I don't have a problem 

with that question.  And I also note, that we don't -

- all -- although it's helpful to have the picture 

here, I don't think that it needs to go into evidence 

to -- for that question to be asked.   

MR. MUSCATO:  It -- yeah.  No.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I would think that 

question could be asked, without reference to the 

document. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah.  

Just -- I was just going to make the 

record clear, that the -- the question shouldn't be 

answered with respect to the document. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

It -- it -- yeah.  I -- I -- I tend to 

agree with counsel on that, that the --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That's -- that was my 

intent. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.   
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MR. MUSCATO:  Okay.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right. 

A.   The grazing angle is the angle at 

which the sound essentially bounces off the ground. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Thank you.   

I -- I may have misspoke about the 

receptor depicted in this graphic.  I meant to point 

to the horizontal distance from the turbines, which 

would be considered the noise sources.  And those 

distances I mentioned before, five hundred meters or 

one thousand six hundred and forty feet is the 

horizontal distance of the home, from the base of the 

turbine, on the left. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Oh.  

MR. MUSCATO:  Your --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  I'm -- I'm 

getting a little concerned because now we're -- we're 

further describing this, but we're adding details, 

that are not included.  There's no line of scale 

rule, at the -- at the bottom.  So, we're -- we're 

assuming things about this.   

And again, I -- I still have severe 

concerns about foundation and -- and there hasn't 
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been a foundation question yet.  And based on the -- 

the last question I think there's a way to discuss 

grazing angle and -- and concepts like that, without 

getting into a -- a document that I -- I have severe 

doubts, as to whether the witness can -- can 

establish a -- a -- a -- a foundation for.   

So, I'm --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I -- can I clarify a 

little -- a little better?   

The -- the --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Please, through 

questions and not through narration though.   

I -- I might suggest --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- I -- I -- I --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- that --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- I -- I heard you, your 

Honor, ask a question about the scale of the drawing 

and I would refer your Honor to the scale at the top 

of the graphic, which references the blade diameter, 

that I talked about. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Where?  I don’t see -- see 

-- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  But the --  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- that.  
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- blades aren't -- 

first of all, I don't know --  

MR. MUSCATO:  I don’t see a scale.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- that -- that --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  We -- we can -- we can --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  We -- we have a 

representation of a single line.   

In my mind, a scale is one inch is equal 

to such and such meters.  Instead of having anything 

like that, I have a diagram and I'm supposed to 

assume that this is a -- a -- a -- a -- one hundred 

and fifty meters versus a blue windmill at thirty 

meters.  The problem I have, is I cannot tell just 

from my eye, without ruler or anything, if that -- 

that nacelle on the blue windmill, is just over one-

third lower than the nacelle on the other.  So, I 

don't know if it's in scale together, or not.  I 

don't know -- I can't tell.   

I -- I -- I'm -- I'm just making an 

assumption, that this is a three-times the blade 

diameter, but I don't have a -- a -- a measurement 

that tells me what the blade diameter is, or what 

that three times of.  I don't have a number for blade 

diameter and -- and what that's five times of.   
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MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, can I --? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Can -- can we go off 

record? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah.  

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  While we were off the 

record, there was a discussion held as to the diagram 

that was being potentially offered by CCCWP and I 

explained my concerns regarding its admissibility.   

Counsel has withdrawn the document for 

the time being and is prepared to explore the 

concepts, which he's absolutely free to do, that may 

have been represented by that diagram through cross-

examination and hypothetical.   

Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you, your Honor. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Well, let's just go right to the 

Concawe documents.   

I'd like to show you page twenty-one, I 

had separately for you, Mr. Kaliski.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  May I approach? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  
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Q.   On that page, I'd like you to look 

at the sentence -- in fact, I'd like you to read the 

sentence in the middle of the page, that starts with 

the word acoustic, on the right margin. 

A.   Acoustic technology, that one? 

Q.   Correct. 

A.   Yeah.   

Acoustic -- 

Q.   Go ahead. 

A.   -- acoustic technology, therefore 

undertook a series of tests investigating at 

distances -- oh, sorry.  

Investigating the propagation of octave-

filtered white noise, over flat grassland, at 

distances of from one hundred meters to one thousand 

meters and -- at source-heights of three meters, six 

meters and nine meters.   

Keep going, or -- should -- should I 

keep going? 

Q.   Yeah.  

The -- the next sentence, as well.  

Thank you. 

A.   This provided theoretical grazing 

angles with the range, zero to six degrees, typical 
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of those encountered at the petro-chemical plant.   

Keep going? 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, doesn't the excerpt 

say the Concawe protocol was based on source heights, 

only up to nine meters? 

A.   Can you -- will you rephrase that 

question?   

I'm sorry.  I -- or repeat the question. 

Q.   Sure.   

Doesn't the excerpt say the Concawe 

protocol was based on source heights, only up to nine 

meters? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Does the excerpt also say it is 

accurate for grazing angles of zero to six degrees, 

quote, typical of those encountered at petro-chemical 

plant, on which the model was based? 

A.   It doesn't say that.   

It says at the petro-chemical plant.   

Q.   Well, is it based on the petro-

chemical plant? 

A.   That -- that's what it says. 

Q.   And sources typical of those 

encountered at the petro-chemical plant, correct? 
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A.   That's what it says.  Yes. 

Q.   Is the grazing angle for a noise 

source that's one hundred meters high, within that 

tolerance of zero to six degrees? 

A.   I don't know .  

But I -- I should say that this -- this 

provides a separate --. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  This being the -- the -

- the --.  

A.   (Cont'g.)  I'm sorry.  

This Concawe methodology provides a 

So, we -- we take the ISO model ground 

factors and so forth.  We just use the meteorological 

adjustments in Concawe, to adjust the -- the -- the 

modeled levels, for -- for each hour. 

Q.   Don't both models, Mr. Kaliski, the 

ISO 9613-2 model and the Concawe model, have limits 

on their applicability -- 

A.   No. 

Q.   -- particularly with regard to how 

tall the source can be? 

2083

separate methodology for ground attenuation and the 

ground attenuation -- we don't use that method for 

ground attenuation in -- in the -- in the ISO model. 
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A.   No. 

Q.   I'd like you to look at page 

twenty-eight of the Concawe report and I have that 

page for you.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I approach? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   On that page, there is a table 

When I look at that table, I -- have -- 

have you -- do you need a minute to look at that and 

review it? 

A.   No. 

Q.   Okay.  When I look at that table, 

Is that fair? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Would you read the sentences below 

2084

titled Ninety-five Percent Confidence Limits for 
Final Model.   

it seems to me that it's saying that the confidence 
limits for the range of five meteorological 

categories, is from plus or minus four point five to 

six point nine DBA   

the table, beginning with the words, the confidence 
limits in this table? 
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should be interpreted as follows.   

The true sound level in quotes -- well, 

Keep going? 

Q.   Yeah.  

The next sentence, please.   

A.   Okay.  

Q.   Could you read just the next 

sentence? 

A.   The quote, true, unquote, sound 

level at the location in this respect is to be 

regarded as the mean of a large number of measured 

levels, within the meteorological category 

considered.  A full explanation of the statistical 

methods used, is given in Appendix I. 

Q.   It's within that range?  Is that 

2085
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A.   The confidence limits in this table 

true is in quotes -- again, the true sound level, at 

a certain location for a specified meteorological 

category, will be with ninety-five percent certainty 

between the values of predicted level minus 

confidence limits and predicted levels -- or 

predicted level plus confidence limits.   

Q.   So does the -- the true level 

include the confidence level?  A.   It --.  
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the way to read that? 

Q.   Thank you.   

Could you do that for your annual-

competence limits? 

A.   No.  We didn't.   

This is the -- again, this is the 

competence limit for the entire model.  I would 

presume the -- they would be different for just the 

meteorological adjustments.   

Q.   And if --? 

A.   -- while there may be inaccuracy in 

any single-hour predicted, those -- the -- the -- the 

2086

A.   Well, with ninety-five percent 

certainty, the true level is within the -- the range 

of plus or minus the values of the confidence 
intervals. 

average model? 

A.   Could I do what? 

Q.   Include those confidence levels or 

But in any event, we did look at not 

just a single -- and it's important to note, that we 

didn't just look at a single hour.  We did follow 

this, as looking at a -- at a large number of hours. 
 So -- 
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inaccuracy decreases, since we're looking at a large 

number, over a long period of time. 

Q.   Is this your standard practice when 

using models, not to include tolerances and 

competence limits in your work -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  Objection, your Honor. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   -- even when -- even when the --  

MR. MUSCATO:  I take it not.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   -- standards and protocols have 

clear statements saying they should be included? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Objection on what 

grounds? 

MR. MUSCATO:  The -- The -- that was not 

what the witness just said.  His last answer -- he 

was characterizing the answer and that was not his 

answer. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  

I -- I -- I do agree.  The -- the 

question did tend to indicate that it was a follow up 

on -- on the response that was just given in 

characterizing it.   

Mr. Abraham, I think you can ask a 
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similar question, by rephrasing.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Could I get the answer to 

the last -- the previous question read back?   

(Audio was played back.) 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can we go off the record 

for just a moment? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let’s go back on 

the record.   

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   This is a -- quite a technical 

question and I just want to be clear about what you 

said in your answer.   

I heard you say and I'm -- I’m sorry if 

I’m just paraphrasing, that those confidence limits 

in the table we’re talking about, are for the whole 

model and you assume it would be different for the 

part that you used.   

Is that -- is that what you said? 

A.   Yes. 

I assume it would be lower, because it -

- especially for how we’ve used it. 

Q.   What’s the basis for your 
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assumption? 

So, are we to assume that the average 

sound level from the wind project could be at, or 

more than the maximum one-hour sound level?  That's -

- it's -- just doesn’t make any sense.  

So, over a long period of time, when 

doing these measurements, yeah, one -- one particular 

hour might be higher or lower, but when you look at 

the aggregate of eight thousand seven hundred and 

sixty hours, over the course of the year, you’re much 

closer to the mean, which is I guess what they’re 

getting at in that last sentence, which says the true 

sound level at a location in this respect is to be 

acquired as the mean of a large number of measured 

levels within the meteorological category considered.  

2089

A.   Well, for example, if you measure a 

-- the difference between the maximum sound level and 

the average annual sound level is about -- is about 

five decibels.  If you -- if you look at this table 

and say any meteorological category, the -- the -- the
 -- the average is probably about five decibels.   

So -- so, I would say that the 

confidence interval here don’t -- might apply to a 
very narrow range of conditions, but not to the way 
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we applied it in our model. 

Q.   I would like you to just answer yes 

or no.   

Did you not include any tolerances for 

your meteorologic -- meteorological condition from 

this data? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Objection, your Honor.  

Asked and answered. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- I'm really --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I'll -- I’ll let --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- didn't get --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- the --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- an answer. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- witness answer it, 

but I’m not going to restrict his response to a yes 

or no, if -- if the witness feels there needs to be 

an -- a -- a explanation to that. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Well, we did our 

modeling in these -- we added an uncertainty and we 

added it in the following way, that there is 

essentially a two-decibel uncertainty around any 

hour.  So for hour one, you take a randomized normal 

distribution, assuming a plus or minus two-decibel 

confidence -- confidence interval and so we’re adding 
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or subtracting a sound level within that confidence 

level.  

So randomly, at -- at any hour, we’re 

adding or subtracting a sound level, within the 

ninety-fifth percentile, or confidence interval of 

two decibels -- plus or minus two decibels because, 

you know, realistically there is some randomness 

around -- uncertainty around the -- the model and so 

that’s how we tried to include it and I think that 

was appropriate and it -- and it makes the model 

actually a little bit more conservative. 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, is your method that 

you just described, in any standard that we could 

review? 

A.   No. 

Q.   Can you -- can I ask you when was 

CONCAWE issued, do you know? 

A.   It was 1981. 

Q.   When did the first ANSI Standards 

appear, do you know? 

A.   No. 

Q.   What’s the date of the ISO 9613-2 

Standard, we were talking about earlier? 

A.   Well -- well, I think the original 
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version -- version may have been 1996, or somewhere 

around that date. 

Q.   And did the ISO 9613-2 standard 

adopt CONCOWE? 

A.   No.  

It didn’t because the ISO 9613-2 -- 2 

Q.   I’d like to move on to another 

subject. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Go ahead. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   We’ve talked about, yesterday and 

today, the manufacturer’s sound-power data and 

regarding that, isn’t it true that the manufacturer 

only warrants the overall A-weighted sound level and 

2092

Standard is for a single-meteorological condition, 

which is downwind propagation or equivalently 

moderate nighttime version, so it doesn’t look at all 

of these different meteorological categories, which 

is why we had to essentially -- be -- because Article 

10 requires us to analyze an annual metric, we have 
to use something else, other than ISO 9613.  ISO 9613 

does say that you can use the meteorological 

adjustment, CMET, but it doesn’t specify how you get 

at that adjustment factor. 
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not the octave-band sound levels? 

A.   That’s -- that's usually the case, 

in my experience. 

Q.   Is it true that the warranty 

specifies that any test will be conducted according 

to the IEC 61400-11 measurement protocol? 

A.   Well -- well, there’s currently no 

warranty because there’s no -- there is no turbine 

specified, or -- or purchased. 

Q.   Well, for turbines generally and 

regardless of the fact that we don’t have one 

selected, isn’t it true that the manufacturer’s 

warranties specify generally, for most turbine models 

if not all, that any tests will be conducted 

according to the IEC 61400-11 measurement protocol? 

A.   Yeah.  

And any test to establish what the sound 

power is from the turbines would be -- that’s usually 

a standard that’s specified.  ISO -- I’m sorry.  

That's IEC 61400-11. 

Q.   Are there issues with measurements 

taken in the near field of a source used for 

estimating, or predicting the sound at greater 

distances, in the far field? 
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A.   I'm Sorry.  I couldn't quite 

understand your question.   

Can -- can you please --? 

Q.   Well, let’s -- let's --let's back 

up then and let me ask if you’re familiar with these 

concepts.  The near field of the noise source and the 

far field? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   And are there issues with the 

accuracy of measurements taken in the near field, 

that are then used as inputs in a model to estimate 

and -- or predict the sound at greater distances, in 

the far field? 

A.   I -- I think if you take 

measurements in -- well, I -- there are different -- 

I think the definition of near field that you’re 

using, is -- is different from my definition, but the 

near field is generally the area where a certain 

acoustic energy does not propagate.  And so, if you 

take a measurement in the near field say, you know, 

very close to -- I'm just trying to give a -- an 

example.  Very close to a -- a -- a -- an engine 

exhaust, you know, within an inch or so.  

Some of that energy -- or acoustical 
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energy you’re picking up, doesn’t actually propagate.  

So if you -- you wouldn’t want to use that 

measurement to -- for sound power, but if you’re far 

-- far enough away, you can, you know, then -- then 

you’re picking up all the far-field energy and that’s 

the propagating energy from a source. 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, didn’t you rely on the 

Alberta Utilities Commission, Rule 012?   

A.   No.  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Let me -- let me -- 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor --? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- strike that. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I -- I’ll note, I 

don’t know if it got on the record.   

THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  The -- the witness did 

answer that last question and answered no.   

So, we’re not going to strike the 

question or the answer because --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Right.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- it -- it -- it 

stands, but Mr. Abraham, you may follow up. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Are you familiar with the Alberta 
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Utilities Commission Rule 012, particularly for its 

definitions, near -- simple definitions of near field 

and far field? 

A.   The first time I saw it, was when 

the email with the supplemental exhibits was sent 

around. 

Q.   Well, I’d like to show it to you 

and ask you if you agree with the way it defines near 

field and far field. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  May I --? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You may approach. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  This is an excerpt from 

the Commission’s Rule 012. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  What I have before me 

is a three-page document.  It looks like it’s issued 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission, Rule 012.   

I would analogize this as being 

something similar to a rule that’s contained in the 

New York Code of Rules and Regulations, the NYCRR.  

Is that correct, Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That’s correct. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Then there’s no need to 

mark this as an exhibit, but it is definitely 

available to be cited as a -- a legal rule, although 
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I will note that it is an international authority. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   As I said, we’re -- we're only 

going to look at this for some definitions.  

And so would you turn to the third page, 

where you’ll find the definition of far field in a 

red box?  And could you just read that definition? 

A.   Okay.  It’s page thirty-five of the 

Alberta Utilities Commission Rule 12, under Noise 

Control.   

Far field.  The far field is that area 

far enough away from the noise source, that the noise 

emissions can be treated as if they come from a 

single point or line source and the individual 

components of the noise source, are not apparent as 

separate sources.  This is typically at a distance of 

at least three to five times the major dimensions of 

the noise source, such as length, width, height or 

diameter. 

Q.   Am I correct that it says the far 

field begins at a distance from the noise source that 

is three to five times the major dimension? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, object, to -- 
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to the extent that the document speaks for itself. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

Although, I -- I -- I think that counsel 

is asking about an understanding of it because I 

don’t see that exact language unless I’ve missed it.   

Which -- which definition are we looking 

at, counsel? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Far field, particularly 

the last sentence in that two -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  I see it now. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- two-sentence 

definition.  

And the question is simply whether it 

says that typically far field begins at a distance 

from the noise source that is three to five times the 

major dimension. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

I -- I -- I do agree that the -- the 

document speaks for itself and -- and looking at the 

language, that is what it says there.   

So, is -- is --? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Okay.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Go ahead. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 
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Q.   So, this -- then the next question 

is would it be reasonable to consider the blade 

diameter of the wind turbine, as the major dimension? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor -- yeah.  I 

thought it was --. 

MR. BAKER:  Your -- your -- your Honor, 

I object to this.   

This is a regulation governing wind 

turbines, apparently in the province of Alberta. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

I appreciate --. 

MR. BAKER:  I notice that this is an 

incomplete document.  There are -- this is a series 

of definitions and we do not know how these other 

terms are defined in the document and what they’re 

referring to. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right. 

MR. BAKER:  So, I think you’re asking 

for inferences, as to what the intent of this is, 

without having the full document available. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  No, I 

appreciate that.  

And again this is a -- a regulatory body 

in the province of Alberta, Canada, that I understand 
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is similar to the New York State Public Service 

Commission, in what it regulates.  And I -- I do 

understand that this is an incomplete document.  It 

is not an exhibit and counsel is free to make his 

point and -- on the record and any deficiencies that 

the Applicant sees with the point that’s being made, 

can be either briefed in the initial brief, or in 

reply if counsel makes that argument. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you, Your Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham? 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Just then for further 

clarification, we know earlier you said you were 

familiar with the concepts of near field and far 

field, isn’t that correct? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Does -- does this -- is -- is this 

a standard definition, would you say, of the concept 

of far field? 

A.   No. 

Q.   How does it deviate from what you 

consider to be a -- a standard definition of far 

field? 

A.   Out of my testimony, citing to 
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And their conclusion was that it would 

be considered a point source within two-blade lengths 

from the base of the tower.  So, that would be 

considerably less than what this is mentioning in the 

-- in the Alberta Utilities Commission definition. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  So, I -- as far as I 

heard, the witness has a different source and -- and 

--. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Correct.   

I understand. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Let’s turn to the near-field 

definition, which is on the next page and I’d like 

you to read that and then comment on the same 

question, whether you think that’s a standard 

2101
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Makarewicz (phonetic spelling) Is a Wind Turbine a  Point
 Source, from the Journal of Acoustical Society of 
America, in February 2011 and they did an analysis of 

where the wind turbine would be considered a point 

source for the purposes of modeling wind turbines.  And 

there, they essentially took -- calculated where it 

would be, based on essentially the physics of the -- the

acoustics of -- of the source, the various angles and so

 forth.    
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definition, or if not, how would you explain your 

understanding what the standard definition is.  

But first, would you just read into the 

record, the definition there? 

A.   All right.  So, that -- that’s on 

page thirty-six of the AUC Rule 12 Noise Control.   

Near field, the region close to the 

source where the inverse-square law, six decibels 

loss per doubling of distance for a point source, 

does not apply.  Usually this region is closer to 

three to five times the major dimensions of the noise 

source, such as length, width, height, or diameter.  

And did -- did you want me to ask that 

first -- answer that first question? 

Q.   Sure. 

A.   Yeah.  

So -- so, the first part, there’s some 

people that define near field for the purpose of 

defining this characteristic that, you know, close to 

a large source, the sound doesn’t act as a point 

source.  It diminishes less than six decibels for a 

doubling of distance.  

So, if you take a section of roadway, 

for example, or a busy highway, you might get a 
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three-decibel per doubling of distance loss because 

the -- the source is actually -- it’s large, or you 

know, if you’re next to a -- a big transformer, if 

you’re right at the wall of the transformer and you -

- you move away from one foot to two feet, you won’t 

get a six-decibel per doubling of distance loss.  But 

if you’re far enough away, then it starts to act as a 

point source where you get to six decibels per 

doubling a distance, just because of the -- the 

spreading of the energy of the sound wave.   

We typically use a -- a lower region, 

but we’re looking at large sources or -- that where 

the -- we can consider as a point source, but there 

are ways to calculate the sound power of the source, 

even if you’re close to -- even with -- even if 

you're within the near field -- according to this 

definition, not my original definition.   
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For example, a transformer’s sound power, 

under the standard, with the fans not operating, is 
measured, at a -- one foot away from the -- the tank of 

the transformer, but you can still calculate its sound 

power even though that, you know, once you get, you know,

 ten, twenty, thirty meters away, it starts acting as the

 point source.  So -- so,  it isn’t true 
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that if you’re in the near field of a source, you 

can’t calculate its sound power.   

Q.   Does the IEC 61400-11 Protocol, 

that the manufacturers use to warranty the sound 

power for a wind turbine, occur in the near field or 

the far field, regardless of how you calculate it? 

A.   I’m just trying to think what the 

distance is under the standard. 

Q.   Isn’t it one point five times the 

height of the noise source? 

A.   No.  

I believe it’s the hub height plus a 

half of the rotor diameter, from memory.  

Q.   So, what would that be for our 

example, where you have a one hundred-meter high 

turbine with a fifty-meter blade? 

A.   So, it would be a hundred and 

twenty-five meters. 
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The sound power, as I mentioned 

yesterday, is -- is what we use to estimate the -- 

the sound levels.  The sound power is the source of 

the sound emissions -- the source of sound emissions 

and what we start with when we’re estimating the -- 

the sound levels for receivers. 
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Q.   And a fifty-meter radius blade? 

A.   A fifty-meter radius, then it would 

be a hundred and fifty meters. 

Q.   What -- what -- so, what’s the near 

field, for that, using your example? 

A.   Sorry.   

What example are you referring to? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

I -- I -- I believe it was actually --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Oh, it’s my example. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  Your example. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   A one-hundred meter blade, what’s 

the near field for that? 

MR. BAKER:  Your Honor, I’d like him to 

restate the whole -- I don’t -- I’m trying to follow 

what his example is.  Is it a hundred-meter blade, at 

what height of a -- for the hub and, you know --? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

Mr. Kaliski, do you understand what’s 

being asked of you? 

THE WITNESS:  I -- I -- I -- I think I 

do. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  So, assuming -- assuming 
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you have a one-hundred meter hub height and a fifty-

meter blade length and you’re measuring at -- under 

the IEC Standard -- IEC 61400-11, you’re measuring 

sound power at a hundred and fifty meters away, are 

you measuring within the -- the near field, which 

again that -- the definition of near field is -- 

hasn’t been established here, but assuming you’re 

taking the Makarewicz definition, the Makarewicz 

definition is two times the blade length and so that 

would be roughly a hundred meters.  And so in that 

case, you would be in the far field.   

If you use the A.U.C., Alberta Utilities 

Commission definition, a hundred -- let’s see.  You 

assume, if you -- the diameter -- again, it’s an 

assumption.  I haven’t read the -- the rest of the 

rule to see what they have -- they use for it, but 

assuming it’s a diameter of a hundred meter rotor 

diameter, that would be three hundred to five-hundred 

meters away.  

But let me say that the IEC 16400-11 

Standard is a standard and has undergone considerable 

review, by a panel of expert -- experts to -- to 

generate that standard.  And it’s the standard in the 

industry and the foundation for, you know, what -- 
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all the -- the modeling that we do and, you know, 

it’s been around for a number of years. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I’d like to move to a 

different subject, your Honor.   

It might be a good --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  

You don’t need --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- time to break for 

lunch.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Oh, okay.  Well, let’s 

go off the record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Back on the record.   

After a short discussion off the record 

for a process, we’re going to break for lunch, for 

approximately twenty minutes and we’ll be back then.  

We’re off the record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Let’s go on the 

record.   

While we were off the record for lunch, I 

was approached by DPS staff counsel, Ms. Cerbin, with a 

proposal for procedure, which I’m willing to hear the 

other parties’ positions on.   
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Ms. Cerbin, could you tell us what your 

proposal is? 

MS. CERBIN:  Yes, your Honor.   

Not to preclude the Citizens in any way, 

shape, or form from their current line of testimony, but 

we believe Mr. Moreno is going to be testifying to several 

of the issues that in -- just in following his line of 

questioning, seems very familiar to us.  We believe in the 

interest of expediency, that having Mr. Moreno testify -- 

or -- or under cross-examination, several of these 

questions will be answered.   

According to Mr. Moreno, I -- I think the 

Applicant has some objection to this proposal, but 

basically put Mr. Moreno up, after Mr. Abraham does a 

couple of additional brief cross-examination questions, 

which don’t have an overlay with the Mr. -- the 

anticipated answers of Mr. Moreno and then to have maybe 

Mr. Abraham reserve his right to -- to continue with Mr. 

Kaliski, but I think that Mr. Moreno is going to answer a 

lot of the questions that Mr. Abraham is trying to get to. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Now, I just note 

that that’s complete supposition on your part because you 

have not consulted with the Applicant’s attorneys, to find 

out what their lines --  
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We believe in the interest of expediency, that having Mr. Moreno testify -- or -- or under cross-examination, several of these questions will be answered.
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MS. CERBIN:  No.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- of cross-examination 

are? 

MS. CERBIN:  No, your Honor.  That’s 

correct.   

It’s just basically the line of questioning 

that has occurred so far, seems awfully familiar. 

MR. BAKER:  I don’t really think we’re going 

into the same areas. 

MR. MUSCATO:  But -- and not only that, your 

Honor, in it -- we -- we still have redirect for this 

witness.  There’s going to be additional -- there could be 

potential redirect from an exhibit yesterday, which I -- I 

don’t believe there’s going to be, that was still left 

outstanding. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right. 

MR. MUSCATO:  And so I think the order of 

this gets a little confusing, if we take this witness down 

and have somebody else come up and we have redirects or 

further cross for this witness, pending. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  The big concern I have is -

- is redirect and if we were to adopt the procedure that’s 

been offered, then I would probably want redirect on 

what’s occurred so far.  It’s already been almost twenty-
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four hours since the first questioning and there hasn’t 

been any redirect on what happened yesterday and I expect 

that -- as you just mentioned, to be part of that.   

The -- the thing that concerns me is it -- 

it -- is it relies a lot on an assumption that --  

MS. CERBIN:  Uh-huh.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- there’s going to be 

cross-examination questions that deal with this.  If I was 

told that much of the information that -- and criticism 

that’s being dealt with, is in Mr. Moreno’s direct 

testimony that’s being put into the record, you know, that 

-- that’s one thing because then that would reduce the -- 

the time that -- 

MR. BAKER:  But -- yeah. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- Mr. Kaliski, but that’s 

not what I’m hearing. 

MR. BAKER:  Well, and on my concern, even in 

theory if Mr. Abraham’s questions were the exact same as 

mine, the witnesses are not the same person. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

I -- I don’t think that that’s necessarily 

the point staff counsel was making, but -- 

MR. BAKER:  Well --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- I think there’s still 
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enough of a distinction because I’m concerned about -- 

even though I know that Mr. Abraham was willing to try the 

procedure, I’m concerned about the potential harm, or -- 

or prejudice to CCCWP  So, I think we’ll continue with the 

cross-examination by Mr. Abraham and see how it goes. 

MS. CERBIN:  That’s fine, your Honor.   

Thank you. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And you may proceed, 

whenever you’re ready.  We’re on the record, so --. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, you’re familiar with the -

- the IEC 61400-11 Standard, isn’t that correct? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   I’d like to show you an excerpt on just 

the introduction to the standard and have you read a 

couple of portions of it. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Can I approach? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, you may. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Now, this is a file we provided, with 

the file name Exhibit IEC 61400-11 Excerpted Introduction 

and I have just one hard copy.   

(Off-the-record discussion)  
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BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Can you read the four bullet points 

into the record, please? 

A.   Okay.  This is IEC 61400-11, two pages.  

The second page is -- the first page is the title.  The 

second page is page seven, the introduction. 

Q.   You -- you could start, if I may, with 

the beginning of that, starting with the words the 

purpose. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Can I -- can just I 

interrupt you?  

You’re -- you're having him read how much?   

I don’t have a problem with having a witness 

read like one or two lines, if it -- if it helps the 

cross-examination, but if we’re reading the whole thing, I 

mean the -- the document, I expect to go into evidence as 

the stipulated omnibus exhibit, for industry standards.  

I’m looking at it right now and this is about half a page 

2112

A.   Okay.  Yeah.  I'm probably now going to 
read fast, since it's written -- the purpose of this part 

of IEC 61400 is to provide a uniform methodology that will 

ensure consistency and accuracy in the measurement and 

analysis of -- of acoustical emissions by wind-turbine 

generator systems.  
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worth of material -- 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, let's --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- that -- that’s going to 

be in the record to quote from.   

If you want the witness to read it silently 

and to comment on it, that -- that would actually be a 

more helpful process. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, I -- I propose that he 

read simply the first sentence and we'll have -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- we’ll limit it to that. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Could you just read the first sentence, 

starting with the words the purpose? 

A.   Yeah.  I’ll start over.   

The purpose of the IEC 61400 -- sorry.  The 

purpose of this part of IEC 61400, is to provide a uniform 

methodology that will ensure consistency and accuracy in 

the measurement and analysis of acoustical emissions by 

wind-turbine generator systems.  This International 

Standard has been prepared with the anticipation that it 

will be applied by colon. 

Q.   I want to focus your attention on the 

words acoustical emissions.  Is it the purpose of this 
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standard, according to what you just read, to produce 

reliable measurements of acoustic emissions? 

A.   Well, it's to ensure consistency and 

accuracy in the measurement and analysis of acoustical 

emissions, from wind-turbine generator systems, 

specifically.  

Q.   Is that the same thing as sound-power 

level? 

A.   It’s included.  Sound-power level is 

included in -- in that, but it’s not the only thing that 

the -- this standard covers. 

Q.   Do I recall correctly that earlier, in 

an exchange with the Hearing Examiner, you said that sound 

power level was the same as emissions? 

A.   Yeah.  

In -- in my -- essentially in my allegory, 

yes.  It was the emissions and the sound from the wind 

turbine. 

Q.   Acousticians differentiate between 

sound energy, using the term emissions or what is emitted 

and immissions with an I for what is measured, isn’t that 

correct? 

A.   Well, I would say that Europeans use 

the word immissions to represent the sound that’s received 
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and emissions as the sound that is emitted.  That’s I-M-M-

I-S-S-I-O-N-S. 

Q.   Okay.  Then immissions -- is it 

accurate to say immissions can be measured with a sound 

meter and heard by people, but emissions can only be 

estimated by taking measurements of the type done in the 

IEC standard? 

A.   Yes.  

With the exception that I won’t say 

immissions necessarily have to be heard by people.  I 

think you can take a measurement of inaudible sound, which 

would be considered immission. 

Q.   I don’t see anywhere in that sentence 

that you read, the phrase sound-pressure level, or 

predicting sound-pressure levels.   

Is -- do you agree that this is all about 

emissions and not immissions? 

A.   I would agree that IEC 61400-11 does 

not deal with modeling the sound from a -- a -- a wind 

turbine, out to some distance receiver.  Of course, with 

the sound pressure -- measuring sound-pressure levels is 

part of the procedure, but at the specified distances in 

the standard, in order to calculate sound power and other 

things.  
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Q.   Okay.  I’d like to move on.   

Have you ever, Mr. Kaliski, created a model 

using the ISO Standard, or the ISO procedure, that 

reflects the maximum-sound levels that would be expected 

for a wind turbine project and not just the one-hour LEQ 

or different period of LEQ? 

A.   We’ve done that just to make a point, 

but not for -- I don’t believe it was done because we had 

too much confidence in the results, but yeah, certainly we 

-- we’ve -- I think we did it once, to show how unreliable 

modeling an instantaneous maximum is, but --. 

Q.   Okay.  Was that in the Next Era matter 

in Almer Township in Michigan? 

A.   You said Almer, right? 

Q.   Almer, yes. 

A.   Yeah.  

I believe that was, yes. 

Q.   I have a contour map, showing the LF 

max levels for a project in that community that was 

prepared by RSG.   

If I -- can I show you that and ask you if 

you’re familiar with that? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes.  

You may approach the witness. 
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Thank you.  

A.   Oh, yes.  I’m familiar it. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   So, you are familiar with this? 

A.   Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Kaliski, were you 

involved in the preparation of this? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  Let’s mark this 

as our next exhibit, One Thirty-five and it’s a single-

page document of a map that’s a -- or -- or a -- a figure 

that is described on the page as figure one forty-five DBA 

ISO lines for maximum one hour, LEQ -- ten-minute LEQ and 

LF max. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   And is this the sound-level contour map 

produced by you, or your company? 

A.   Did -- well, this -- this is -- this 

sound -- this sound-contour map was produced by -- yes.  

RSG. 

Q.   I see there are small-over -- oval 

shapes around what appear to be icons representing wind-

turbine locations.  Is that -- is that fair -- is that 

accurate? 
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A.   Yeah.  

The one little three -- three-bladed symbol 

is the wind turbines and then there are -- there are ISO 

DB lines that go around those, that are ovular shapes.  

One's green, one's purple, one's blue.  Yeah.  

Q.   And do those represent forty-five DBA 

LEQ sound contours? 

A.   Just one of those, it does.  

Q.   So, each of the small circles around 

the locations marked with T numbers, those are forty-five 

DBA LEQ sound contours? 

A.   No, no.   

What -- there’s a one-hour LEQ, then a ten-

minute LEQ and then there’s an LF max.  An LF max is not 

an LEQ, but they -- they’re all forty-five DBA, but just 

in different metrics. 

Q.   And that’s reflected in -- in that -- 

there -- there are two-different colored lines, but those 

are the small circles around those locations, isn’t that 

right? 

A.   Yes.  Yeah.  

They're -- they're -- as I mentioned the -- 

there’s a green one, a purple one, and a blue one.  The 

blue one is not a small circle, but it’s more of a larger 
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blob. 

Q.   Do -- do you recall in -- how much 

difference there is between LEQ and LAF max on this -- on 

this graphic? 

A.   I -- I don’t -- I’d have to look at -- 

well, we had a -- I’d have to look at the rest of the 

document. 

Q.   If I could refresh your memory, do -- 

was it eleven DBA? 

A.   I -- I don’t remember.  I’d have to 

look at it. 

Q.   And the large blue line that 

encompasses the larger area, embracing many of these 

smaller sound-contour circles, is that the LAF max-contour 

line? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   And does it encompass almost all of the 

property within the upper-portion of this township? 

MR. BAKER:  Objection to the 

characterization as to the upper-portion of the -- of the 

entire township. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well, he was involved in the 

study.  I assume he knows at -- at least that level of 

information. 
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MR. BAKER:  It -- this map --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  He can answer --  

MR. BAKER:  -- doesn’t show --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- if he does.  

MR. BAKER:  -- the map doesn’t show the 

entire township. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I think that the 

objection's noted on the record and -- and -- but the 

question -- Mr. Abraham, can you either repeat, or 

rephrase? 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   The upper-half of the map, is that -- 

does that represent the upper-half of the -- the northern 

portion of the township? 

A.   It appears that way.  I don’t -- yeah.   

It appears to be the northern portion.  I 

don’t know how far east and west the township goes -- 

Q.   Fair enough. 

A.   -- but it’s part of the -- the northern 

portion. 

Q.   Just to be precise, the township of 

Columbia is labelled at the top and the township of Indian 

Fields is labelled at the bottom.   

In between those two townships, is that 
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Almer township? 

A.   Yeah.  

In between north -- north and south -- 

Q.   Yes.  

A.   -- between Columbia -- 

Q.   Just -- just -- 

A.   --  and Indian Fields. 

Q.   -- north and south.   

A.   Yeah.  

Q.   Correct. 

A.   Yeah.  That -- that’s right.  That's -- 

that’s Almer. 

Q.   Okay.  Thank you.   

Would you agree that if one goal of a wind-

turbine project, is to reduce sounds that might awaken, or 

annoy people in their homes, that the homes inside the LAF 

max-contour lines will experience sounds outside their 

homes of over fifty-five DBA, LA max? 

A.   In Almer township? 

Q.   Yes. 

A.   If this is forty-five -- I don’t know.  

It’s possible.   

Again, this wasn’t -- this was just to make 

a certain point.  We weren’t --. 
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Q.   Of course.   

It’s really the same point I’m trying to 

make. 

A.   Yeah. 

So, the point was that LF max is -- is 

I think it’s something that’s ridiculous to 

try to model because, you know, again it’s a fraction of a 

second over a year, or a lifetime of a project.  So that’s 

what it was trying to show.  

But in answer to your question, assuming it 

was eleven DB and the maximum-sound level at a home, you 

have to assume the maximum LEQ was forty-five, then it 

would be -- the maximum would be sixty-six in that case.  
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really hard to pin down and so if you’re trying to look at 

the possibility of -- of an -- of a certain instantaneous 

maximum -- LF max is an instantaneous maximum-sound level, 

a very fast response and if you’re trying to estimate 

something like that, over an entire year, you’d have to be 

extremely conservative because, you know, one event, you 

know, might -- you're trying to predict one fraction of a 

second over the entire year.  So, you’d have to be very 

conservative and so that’s what this represents, you know.  

What if we were very conservative and tried to model  

LF max, what might it look like?   
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But we weren’t necessarily saying it would be.  

Sorry.  Fifty-six.  Did I say -- forty-six, 

it would be fifty-six.   

I -- I should just mentioned, the WHO 1999 

guidelines for sleep disturbance is sixty decibels outside 

the home.  So, it would be below that. 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, could you have prepared a 

similar contour map for the Cassadaga Wind Project? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Did you? 

A.   No. 

Q.   I would like to turn to another 

subject.  

Exhibit R.J. Twelve, put in with Mr. James’s 

pre-filed testimony.  That is the article by Cooper. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  That's -- I have that as 

Exhibit Ninety-two on our hearing-exhibit list. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Were you able to review that exhibit, 

Mr. Kaliski? 

A.   I just need to see what it is. 

Q.   Sure.  Of course. 

A.   I think it's a --.  
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Kaliski, you can stay -

- oh.  Okay. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Are we on the record? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   The title, just for -- to help you out 

is Reproducing Wind Farm Infrasound for Subjective 

Testing, colon, Can It Be Done?   

A.   I'm sorry.  

Can --? 

MR. BAKER:  I object, your Honor.   

That is not the title of the exhibit.  The 

exhibit -- the title -- the title of the exhibit is 

Reproducing Wind Farm Infrasound for Subjective Testing 

dash Just How Accurate Is the Reproduced Signal. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

And that’s what I have on the hearing-

exhibit list, that was distributed prior to the hearings. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you.   

I stand corrected.  That was the file name 

of the digital file -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- we -- we produced. 
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A.   (Cont'g.)  Can you repeat the exhibit 

number? 

MR. BAKER:  It's Twelve.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   It’s R.J. dash Twelve.  

MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  

A.   Okay.  I see it now. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Let me ask you if you agree with -- 

with Cooper, who asserts in the paper, that studies 

concluding that no unique infrasound signature, 

characterizes wind-farm infrasound have all been based on 

synthesized, or modeled sounds that fail to reflect sounds 

recorded in the field? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Are -- are you reading from 

the exhibit document? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I am not.   

I am reading from my own notes and I'm -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- asking him if he agrees 

with that characterization of --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, we don’t know that 

that’s what the -- the -- I -- we don’t know if that’s a 

correct characterization of what’s in -- in the exhibit.  
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That's the difference of --.  

MR. ABRAHAM:  I’m asking him if he agrees. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  It -- it --. 

MR. MUSCATO:  But your Honor --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  If he agrees that that’s a 

proper characterization of how Cooper portrays the 

information?   

I mean do you have a -- a citation, or a 

direction to a page in the exhibit that -- that Mr. 

Kaliski can look at, to see if that’s -- if -- if you’re 

paraphrasing, quoting or -- or --? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yeah. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your -- your Honor, I’d just 

like to clarify for the witness’s purposes, I -- I’m not 

certain if the question -- question was do you agree with 

the characterization that’s in the report, or -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah. 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- do you agree with --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  My interpretation.  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- a mischaracterization. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That’s right.  I was asking if 

he agreed with my characterization. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

But I -- he’s -- it’s -- it's a lengthy 
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report, in the sense that it’s more than one or two pages 

and so, for everyone’s benefit, if we could have a 

direction -- is -- is -- is this a conclusion, or is this 

a -- a -- a nutshell summary of the entire multi-page 

report -- 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- your characterization? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I -- I appreciate that and I -

- I would like to direct the witness to a portion of it, 

if you’ll give me a moment. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Are -- are we still on the 

record? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, I’m not certain if 

Mr. Abraham has asked Mr. Kaliski if he’s read the report, 

before today. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Let me -- let me ask that 

question. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Go ahead. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, did -- were you able to 

review that article before today? 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Exhibit Ninety-two. 
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BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Exhibit Ninety-two, or R.J. dash 

Twelve, either -- either way. 

A.   I don’t remember reviewing this before. 

Q.   Okay.  Let’s move on to one more topic 

and then I’ll be done.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   I’d like you to comment a bit, on the 

outside to inside-noise reduction that would occur for 

receptors of wind-farm, or wind-turbine noise.  Is it your 

position that the reduction in noise, from outside to 

inside a home, of -- of wind-turbine noise, is about 

fifteen DBA? 

Q.   Did you use that number before, Mr. 

Kaliski? 
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A.   Well, it would -- it would all depend 

on a large number of factors.  So, it -- it depends on 

whether the windows are open, windows were -- were closed, 

windows are partially open, how big the windows are, what 

the furnishings of the room are and the angle the wind 

turbine is at, with respect to the -- or the grazing angle 
as we’ve heard, but in a vertical direction.  So, it’s -- 

it depends on a number of things. 
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sound study for this project? 

A.   I -- I would have to take a look at 

that . 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Take your time. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  I believe we've mentioned 

the -- that specifically.  

If -- if -- if you know where it is --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

A.   (Cont'g.)  -- that would help. 

MR. MUSCATO:  I think it’s on page twenty-

one of the PNIA 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Okay.  Yes.  

So, we -- well, we discussed the WHO 

Guidelines, which say that these guidelines are based on 

the assumptions -- the assumption that sound level 

indoors, would be reduced by fifteen decibels, with 

windows partially opened. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 
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A.   Yes.  

We have used fifteen decibels, you know, 

I thought we've specified -- 

Q.   Did you use it in the PNIA -- 
A.   -- at least for -- 

Q.   -- did you use it in the PNIA, the 
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Q.   Does that assumption apply to wind 

turbines? 

A.   This is an assumption of the WHO, in 

their -- in their -- in their guidelines --  

Q.   I understand.  

A.   -- and they don’t -- 

Q.   I understand that. 

A.   -- mention wind turbines specifically. 

Q.   Okay.  Thank you.   

What would be the reduction from outside to 

inside, in the frequency range from zero to fifty hertz, 

or so? 

Q.   Please. 

A.   -- I -- if you don’t mind, I could 

refer to that. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  What exhibit number, 

please? 

MR. MUSCATO:  This was Hearing Exhibit --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  You -- to help you out, I 
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A.   I’d have to say that the -- first of 

all, the sound level below fifty hertz is generally 

inaudible from wind-turbine sound, but I do have -- we did 

do some work the CEC study.  I just happen to have it in 
front of me, so I could -- 
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think you can turn to page one thirty-eight and figure 

eighty, which is -- 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Of exhibit? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- headed Noise Reduction by 

One Third Octave Band for the House at Site 8B, parens, 

mountainous, close parens. 

THE WITNESS:  Right   

This is Exhibit One thirty. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Okay.  Thank you. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  And do you -- I’m sorry.  

What -- what page did you say? 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   One thirty-eight. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, just to confirm 

the hearing exhibit number for the record, I believe this 

is a report that was put into the record yesterday, by DPS 

staff. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

I have it listed on my hearing-exhibit 

report as Massachusetts' Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics 

dated February 18th, 2016, is that correct? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Then it is Exhibit One 

Thirty, yes. 
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MR. MUSCATO:  Thank you, your Honor. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I have a page excerpt from 

that, I can share with everybody. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Absolutely.   

Please approach. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Can you repeat the range you 

wanted me to --  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   Well, let me -- I --  

A.   -- respond to? 

Q.   -- I -- I’d like to modify this 

question.   

What would be the reduction from outside to 

inside in frequency, from zero to ten hertz? 

A.   So, zero to ten hertz is very-little 

reduction.  It’s plus, or minus three decibels -- 

Q.   Thank you. 

A.   -- or two decibels. 

Q.   Could it possibly be louder inside the 

house than outside --  

A.   Well, that's where --.  

Q.   -- at that frequency? 

A.   Right.  

So, at -- between let’s say two and a half 
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and six point three decibels, it might be a -- we showed a 

slight increase, a two-decibel increase inside than 

outside. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Kaliski, do you mean 

two and a half to six point three hertz, or decibels? 

THE WITNESS:  From two and a half hertz to 

six point three hertz. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you. 

THE WITNESS:  There is a -- that lot -- the 

-- those points go below the zero line, so it would just 

mean that the sound levels inside -- 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

THE WITNESS:  -- are higher than --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:   Right.  

THE WITNESS:  -- outside.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And -- and the measurement 

is in decibels on the Y-axis and hertz on the X-axis --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  Uh-huh.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- of this graph? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes.  

The noise reduction in decibels is on the -- 

is on the Y-axis and the third-octave band, center 

frequencies going from point five to a thousand hertz, are 

on the Y -- 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

THE WITNESS:  -- X-axis.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I -- I was just asking 

a clarification because I think you inadvertently misspoke 

in your answer. 

THE WITNESS:  Oh, okay.  Thank you. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Abraham? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  No further questions, your 

Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  We’re just under a half an 

hour. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Why don’t we give the 

Applicant as much time as he needs to go over redirect and 

we’ll be off the record until then. 

(Off-the-record discussion)   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Let’s go back on the 

record.   

Mr. Baker, you may proceed with your 

redirect, assuming you had questions? 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I do note that while we 

were off the record, I realized I hadn’t asked Mr. 

Thomas if he had any cross for this witness.  He 
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indicated that the Department of Health did not have 

any, so I just wanted to make sure that that was 

clear in the record.   

Now, you may proceed. 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor.  

And if you recall, your Honor, with your 

indulgence, we were given an opportunity to provide 

additional redirect on Mr. James’ figure -- I think 

it’s now actually identified as figure seven, that he 

added to the record. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yes, I do recall that. 

MR. BAKER:  So, the -- my first 

questions will go to that if I may approach the 

witness. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You certainly may. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. BAKER: 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, showing you what has 

been marked as Exhibit One Twenty-seven, which Dr. 

Punch yesterday, offered to insert in his pre-filed 

testimony.   

Can you explain what you believe that 

figure is intended to represent and your reaction to 

it? 
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MR. ABRAHAM:  Objection, your Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  On what grounds? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I believe that it was Mr. 

James' exhibit. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

But the -- the -- the Applicant had 

requested an opportunity, for what I think I 

characterized as -- as potentially supplemental 

rebuttal, on -- on the assumption that the exhibit 

was going to be let into the hearing record.  

To the extent that I sustain the 

objection right now to that, it would probably go a 

long way toward influencing me as to letting the 

exhibit remain in the hearing record or not, so -- I 

don’t -- I’m inclined to allow the question to stand, 

based on what I said yesterday. 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor.   

THE WITNESS:  Okay.   

MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  Your Honor, let me 

withdraw that for a moment, or take a pause.   

I guess I was under the impression that 

you hadn’t ruled as to whether it was excluded or 

not. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I have not ruled as to 
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whether it was excluded or not.   

What I’m saying, is if we’re not going 

to allow Mr. Kaliski to comment on -- on the graph, 

then I -- I would be even more -- well --. 

MR. BAKER:  Well, I -- I understand.  

Okay. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. BAKER:  I’m sorry for my confusion. 

that figure, as to what it purports to represent and 

your thought about that? 

The red-shaded vertical region is point 
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BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   So Mr. Kaliski, can you comment on

A.   Actually, it’s a little difficult 

to understand.  There’s no definition of the A-

axis, H-three, A, Z, SH-three and so forth.  I believe
 the fifty-three decibels from point five to point 

seven hertz, was supposed to represent an estimate of 

infrasound that a common blade pass frequency of half 

a hertz to a point seven hertz, in the red-shaded 

vertical, which I had -- I don’t think that’s the 

red-shaded vertical.  I think that’s the red line 

that’s going across the top, but maybe not the 

red-shaded vertical region.   
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five to point seven hertz.  The line going across the 

top is supposed to represent fifty-three decibels 

although the X -- excuse me, the scales on the 

vertical axis are -- are actually acceleration and 

not pressure.  

Q.   So, according to that figure, if 

the, you know, represented health effects are 

actually occurring at that decibel level, at that 

frequency, what would be the effect of people -- on 

people in Boutwell Hill? 

A.   It  -- if that’s the -- well, the 

intent of the graph was to show --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  I object, your Honor.   

The witness is not a health expert. 

MR. BAKER:  Neither is Mr. James. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  The -- the -- the graphic 

we’re talking about comes out of an article that’s 
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But I -- I guess I just wanted to point 

out that fifty-three decibels at a half to seven 

hertz is -- is lower than what we measured the 

background at -- at Boutwell Hill.  So we measured -- 

an LEQ at around point seven hertz -- at about 
sixty-five decibels just from background sources, on 

average. 
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already in the record.  It's --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I thought the graphic 

we were talking about was one of the ones that was 

portrayed as being inadvertently omitted from 

testimony.   

Am I mistaken? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Both are true.  Both are 

(phonetic spelling), from which the graphic comes, is 

in the record as an exhibit to Mr. James' pre-filed 

testimony.   

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  It’s Exhibit 

Number R.J. Nine.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  R.J. Nine, which I'm -- I 

could -- give me a moment, I could find it on the 

exhibit list.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, but on -- on -- 

on -- on that basis alone, it’s something that Mr. 

James relied on, so I don’t see why Mr. Kaliski can’t 

comment on it.  He was rebutting Mr. James' 

testimony. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  That’s Exhibit Eighty-

nine. 
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true.   

The -- the article by Dr. Shomer 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  So, you -- you -- you 

may continue.  You may answer the question. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Well, let me -- let me 

occurs at fifty-three decibels, at point seven hertz, 

that would occur quite often, just from background 

sound levels, at -- that we measured at Boutwell 

Hill. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

And I -- I actually don’t even take that 

answer to be a -- a medical judgement.  It’s just an 

observation that -- an -- and -- and if-then 

observation, if what the graph purports to -- to say 

is accurate in this witness' opinion, then you would 

have an expectation that it would follow through 

otherwise.  So I don’t even think that there was a 

medical judgement involved in that answer.   

MR. BAKER:  I --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You may proceed, Mr. 

Baker. 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor. 

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, these next group of 
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questions are a redirect in relation to the cross-

examination yesterday from the Department of Public 

Service.   

The -- Mr. Belsito, DPS counsel, 

introduced Applicant’s response to IR fifty-five, 

which pointed out that there had been a change in the 

wording of the question that had come from changing 

the -- the -- the question that the DPS had served on 

the Applicant and it was re-worded in -- in the 

question, instead of in the response.  Can you 

address why that question was re-worded with the 

addition of the words apparent, before sound-power 

levels and the reference to manufacturer’s 

specifications? 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  And you’re talking 

about Exhibit One Twenty-eight? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes, your Honor. 

A.L.J. GARLICK:  Thank you. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes, your Honor.   

MR. BAKER:  Thank you. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  Yeah.  

In -- in looking that over again, it 

wasn’t that I re-worded the question incorrectly.  

It’s that we didn’t actually repeat the question.  I 
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just went right into the answer.  

So, and the answer did insert the word 

apparent -- for apparent -- well, it didn't in -- 

insert the word.  It used the word apparent sound 

power, rather than sound power because it’s -- it's -

- I wasn’t using apparent colloquially.  There’s a -- 

a specific definition of apparent sound power in IEC 

61400-11.  So, it’s a very specific thing.   

Sound power is ambiguous when you’re 

talking about wind turbine sound emissions, so I -- I 

used the -- I was just trying to be very precise to 

explain which sound-power level that I was providing.  

There’s apparent and there’s declared apparent and 

they're two different things.  Or apparent to --. 

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   And what -- excuse me.  

And --  

A.   And --  

Q.   -- why -- 

A.   -- and --.  

Q.   -- why did you change -- add the 

language about the manufacturer’s specifications? 

A.   I just wanted to make it clear that 

these were the -- not only was it the precise 
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definition of apparent sound power, under IEC, but 

that we obtained those from the manufacturers and 

they’re not -- not something we made up, or -- or 

wasn't based on any other --. 

Q.   Mr. Belsito also introduced Exhibit 

One Twenty-nine, which was additional information on 

the elevation-contour data that was used in your 

modeling, in the PNIA   

Can you explain, please, what difference 

in the contour heights would have on the modeling 

results? 

A.   Yeah.  

So, in that -- in that response we had 

mentioned that we -- we used topography from the 

USGS, which is generally measured every ten meters, 

but there’s some interpolation that goes on between 

contour intervals, so we're, you know, we have to 

estimate a -- a height, if -- if your point falls 

between the contours and so -- and we use 

triangulation.  So, there’s going to be some error in 

both the USGS data and there might be a little bit of 

error in the estimate of where you are in between the 

contours.   

So, we looked at what an error, plus or 
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minus point five meters might have on -- on the -- on 

the output and, you know, for a receptor that’s quite 

a bit of distance away.  I'd say a thousand meters 

away, wouldn’t make any difference because the -- 

essentially the elevation is -- or the grazing angle, 

if you will, doesn’t really change at all when the -- 

the turbine is so far away.   

Q.   And if I -- my notes are a little 

messed up from yesterday’s testimony, but if I 

recall, Mr. Belsito asked you questions about in your 

use -- in the PNIA, in the modeling, asked you why, I 

-- I’m sorry.  Rephrase that.  

Asked if you excluded data points below 
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At four hundred and fifty meters, where 

-- which is the closest non-participating receiver 

is, it -- it would be plus or minus, you know, point 

zero five decibels.  So, between the extremes, you 
might see a tenth of a decibel difference.  It doesn’t 

make much of a difference at all, if the -- if the 

error is within that range and that would be a pretty 

big difference, you know, a ten-meter difference would 

be a thirty-foot difference.  You usually don’t see 

that kind of elevation change in -- in a short -- in a 

short distance.  
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the cut-in speed and below the cut -- the cut-out 

speed and you explained that you did.  Can you 

explain that fuller, as to why you did and any -- the 

further -- any further analysis that was in the PNIA? 

A.   Yeah.  

I -- I had -- actually it was a -- a 

partially -- partially-incomplete response because 

yes, we did exclude those data, but the -- in the 

stipulation, we also said we would do a run, where we 

-- well while we didn't calculate a sound level, we 

wouldn’t exclude that data for the purposes of 

calculating an annual average.  So, we did it two 

ways.   

One way is we said okay, if the turbines 

are operating below cut-in speed, we'd say that’s 

zero decibels and we take that zero decibels, we'd 

average it in to the annual average.  And then we do 

it another way, which we didn’t believe was proper, 

but we did agree to in the stipulation, where we 

would essentially take out all of those zeros and 

then recalculate the average.  So we would get a 

separate annual -- a separate annual average, which 

assumed the turbines were always spinning.   

It was my feeling that it’s a little bit 
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disingenuous, since the turbines do -- they're -- 

while they operate all year, they might not be 

spinning and generating any noise for some of the 

year, when the winds are too low.  So, I -- a better 

way to do the annual average would be to include all 

of the times when the turbines weren’t spinning.  

But in any event, I -- I just want to 

make sure it was clear that we did it both ways, 

where we excluded the wind speeds above cut-out and 

below cut-in and the opposite, where we included 

them. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Baker, one moment 

please. 

MR. BAKER:  Sure. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Muscato, our -- 

when the application was filed, was it -- were the 

stipulations included as part of the application?   

The -- the question I just asked my co-

judge is should we put the stipulations into the 

evidentiary-hearing record, as an exhibit?  Are -- 

are they included in it, in -- in some form right 

now? 

MR. MUSCATO:  I believe they’re 
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referenced in the -- I believe they’re referenced in 

the -- in the exhibit to the PNIA -- or I think 

they’re included in the exhibit to the PNIA --  

A.L.J. GARLICK:  All of them? 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- but not the full 

stipulations document, no.   

Yes, your Honor, we should --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Would -- would --  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- in -- in --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- we like to mark --  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- include that. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- the stipulations 

document? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  That’s 

already on DMM, correct? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Correct. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  

So, why don’t we file -- or why don’t we 

reference that as Exhibit One Thirty-six and that 

will be the pre-application stipulations filed by the 

party. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, I would note 

that on DMM, that’s two documents.  There’s an April 
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4th, 2016 document, entitled Stipulations. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  So, we'll -- 

we’ll mark the April 4th document as Exhibit One 

Thirty-six. 

MR. MUSCATO:  And then there’s a 

separate stipulation nineteen, that was filed later. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And we’ll mark that 

separate stipulation nineteen, as Exhibit One Thirty-

seven. 

MS. CERBIN:  When was that filed, Jim? 

MR. MUSCATO:  I believe it was June -- 

MS. CERBIN:  June, yeah.  

9th? 

MR. MUSCATO:  -- or -- June 9th. 

MS. CERBIN:  Okay.  

MR. MUSCATO:  And that's --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I’ll -- I'll just put 

that down as the judge’s offering that exhibit, as 

representing all the parties.  

So again pre-action -- pre-application 

stipulations of April 4, 2016 as Exhibit One Thirty-

six.  Stipulation nineteen of June -- what was the 

date?  June --? 

MR. MUSCATO:  I -- I believe it was the 
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9th, your Honor, but that would -- I would have to 

check it. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  That’s 

fine.   

I’ll just put a 9 with a question mark 

on the sheet and when -- I'll -- I’ll find the -- the 

exact date for the hearing-exhibit list, which will 

be placed on DMM 

MR. MUSCATO:  Okay.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  But I think stipulation 

nineteen, of -- of June 2016 is enough 

identification.   

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- I have the right 

year, correct? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Yes.  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  All right.  So 

that’s the One Thirty-seven.   

I -- I -- I apologize for interrupting, 

but it really became --  

MR. MUSCATO:  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- apparent that we 

needed to put those in. 

MR. MUSCATO:  That’s correct, your 
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Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  You may continue, Mr. 

Baker. 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor.   

That is important to include. 

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, there was some 

discussion yesterday on cross-examination from Mr. 

Belsito, regarding the Kingdom Community Wind Project 

in Maine -- in Vermont.   

Can you explain the situation that led 

to the violations at Kingdom Community and explain 

your role there and how those -- that situation was 

resolved? 

A.   It -- there -- there was some 

operational issues that led to violations, that we 

actually monitored.  We were required -- not we.  

Green Mountain Power was required to monitor for 

post-construction compliance measurements.  And 

during the -- the first two seasons, there were -- I 

forget if it was two or three exceedances of the -- 

the violation and we were found to -- due to an 

operational condition, which they were required to 

address, which they did and after those first two 
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monitoring seasons, there were no more violations 

found.  They had addressed them.  They put into place 

specific measures to prevent those from happening 

again and that was successful. 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, the rest of my 

questions are going to be regarding the cross-

examination today by Mr. Abraham.   

There was much discussion today by Mr. 

Abraham about the issues of grazing angle, the height 

of the source, the height of the receptor, the 

distance between the two and he seemed to be implying 

that there may have been an error in your modeling 

because you didn’t also account for the height of the 

turbine.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  I --  

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   -- all of these --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- I'm going to--  

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.)  

Q.   -- factors come into --  

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- your --  

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.)  
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Could you try to explain to us a little 

more the concept of the grazing angle and how --  
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Q.   -- effect? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  -- Honor.  

That’s a -- that’s not a fair 

characterization.  We didn’t question the correctness 

of the -- rather the -- we did not insert, or imply 

that he made any errors in his model. 

MR. BAKER:  I believe --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay. 

MR. BAKER:  -- there was a lot of 

discussion about whether it included the height of 

the turbine or not, in figuring out all of that 

analysis.  That’s what I took it and I think your 

Honor was asking questions and we went through a lot 

of discussion with an exhibit of a piece of paper, as 

to whether it was the -- the height or the slope in -

-.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

And I think the objection is directed at 

the characterization.  So, if you could re-ask the 

question without characterizing the point that was 

trying to be made by counsel and just reference in 

the fact that the topic was delved into on cross-

examination. 

MR. BAKER:  Certainly.   
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I’ll -- I’ll rephrase it. 

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   There was much questions this 

morning regarding the issue of grazing angle and an 

explanation of where you measure the height and 

location of the source, in relation to the receptor 

and its distance and whether the height of the 

turbine is included in -- in the sound propagation 

modeling that this is all a factor of.   

Can you explain that a little better to 

us? 

A.   Yeah.  

And I appreciate you bringing up grazing 

angle after it because that's -- that’s especially 

what the important factor is, what the grazing angle 

is.  

And so whether the ground is tilted or 

not, the grazing angle essentially would remain the 

same, as long as the source height and the receiver 

height remain the same.  And I think that's -- I 

think that brings it back to -- so it's more 

understandable.   

So, if you increase the source height, 

you'll increase the -- the grazing angle, and -- but 
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the change in the -- the slope, so long as it's 

constant, it doesn't change the grazing angle. 

Q.   And is grazing angle taken into 

account in the sound-propagation model? 

A.   Yes. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

MR. BAKER:  Your Honor, if I may 

approach, I’d like to introduce as an exhibit --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, you -- you may 

approach and provide us with copies of --  

MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- what is intended to 

be introduced. 

MR. BAKER:  Well, I only have two copies 

right now. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your Honor, this -- your 

Honor, the document that Mr. Baker just handed to you 

and Mr. Abraham was --is a report that was referenced 

in the Kaliski rebuttal testimony, so this is 

consistent with what we've discussed earlier.  As a 

result of the cross examination yesterday and today, 

this now is being introduced, so -- for the record, 

so that it's included --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  
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MR. MUSCATO:  -- in the response. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  No.  Absolutely.   

If it -- with that representation, I’m 

prepared to mark it, unless there’s evidence that 

this document was not referenced by Mr. Kaliski.  

So, we’ll mark that as Exhibit One 

Thirty-eight. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Your -- your Honor, I note 

for the record that it’s referenced on page seventy-

one of the Kaliski testimony --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you very --  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- rebuttal --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- much.  

MR. MUSCATO:  -- testimony. 

MR. BAKER:  And we will provide email 
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But I’ve been handed a three-page 

document with writing only on the front pages of each 

of the three.  At the top of the page, it’s -- state 

-- of the first page, it states Letters to the Editor 

and Is a Wind Turbine a Point Source and it’s -- the 

-- the author is Rufin, R-U-F-I-N, Makarewicz, M-A-K-

A-R-E-W-I-C-Z and the page pagination starts on page 

seven -- five seventy-nine, then it’s five eighty and 

five eighty-one.  
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copies to all parties, your Honor. 

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, Mr. Abraham asked you 

questions from the Alberta Noise Code, regarding 

issues on near field and far field.  You've seen what 

has been marked as Exhibit One Thirty-eight, which is 

the article by Mr. Makarewicz.  Can you explain this 

article and how it was related to your testimony, in 

the concept of near field measurements? 

A.   Yes.  

Base -- basically, the article is about 
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what the -- the title says.  It's coming -- where is 

the turbine acting like a point source.  In this -- 

in this peer-review letter, they go through a 
calculation method to determine that.   

A wind turbine is a complicated source, 

so determining where it acts as a point source, is -- 

is not easy.  It’s not like a big -- just a box, or 

a, you know, it's a -- essentially, the sound 

emanating from a big disc in -- in the sky.  So, it’s 

-- it’s a -- it’s not just simply a function of 

length and diameter measurement and -- and a -- and a 
-- for, you know, three to five times, whatever.  It -

- it’s a fairly complicated analysis and procedure.  
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So, this person, Mr. -- Dr. Makarewicz, 

essentially went through the calculation, to actually 

calculate where it would be considered a point 

source, or where the -- the error in modeling would 

be small enough, so that you can consider it a point 

source, when you did your modeling and determine that 

it would be two blade lengths from the -- from the 

turbine.   

At the end -- at the end of it -- and at 

the end, you'll see, he simplifies it to the distance 

is equal to I think it’s a -- two-L. 

Q.   In your -- in your professional 

experience, the A.U.C. -- have you ever seen a near-

field definition, similar to the one adopted in 

A.U.C. Rule 012, which has been previously marked as 

Exhibit --. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Actually, we didn’t 

mark it -- 

MR. BAKER:  Oh, we didn’t.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- as -- as -- 

MR. BAKER:  Right. 

That --.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- as a regulatory --  

MR. BAKER:  I'm sorry.  
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- body rule we didn’t 

mark it. 

MR. BAKER:  Thank you, your Honor.   

Sorry. 

A.   (Cont'g.)  I haven’t -- I haven't 

seen that particular definition, but certainly you 

have definitions that are relative to the -- the 

critical dimensions of the source and that’s a -- a 

common approach.  The three to five, again, I -- I 

think is a little large, but it’s a common approach 

to do that with the dimensions.  And again I think 

the dimension is probably fine.  

BY MR. BAKER:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   And there was discussion earlier 

today, in some detail, of the use of the ISO 9613-2 

model and the input of the CONCAWE meteorological 

data, for the annualized-sound level, as required by 

Article 10.   

Can you just explain to -- again, for 

everyone’s benefit, why the CONCAWE meteorological 

data is used? 

A.   Again, the ISO 9613-2 methodology 

allows you to account for meteorology, for the 

calculation of long-term equivalent-sound levels, but 
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it doesn’t give you an actual method to do so.  So -- 

and there are no standards for calculating the 

annual-average sound level.  

The -- that acoustic CADNA A model that 

we used does have methodologies to help you do that.  

One of them is the -- the CONCAWE model.  The CONCAWE 

adjustments for meteorology and that’s -- so we found 

it appropriate to do that and -- and again, we 

modeled using CONCAWE in -- in the Kingdom Project 

and the -- the -- in Vermont and the Deerfield 

Project in Vermont.  Both went through regulatory 

review. 

And -- and I -- I do know that Mr. James 

was provided that media, with a big excel spreadsheet 

with the -- the macros source code.  Whether -- 

whether he looked at it or not, I don’t know, but it 

was provided under discovery to the -- to the 

intervenors in that case -- the Kingdom case.  And it 

was essentially approved -- that project -- both 

projects were approved by the Public Service Board.  

So, we had experience with it.  We did 

do post-construction monitoring for Kingdom Community 

Wind and found that at least -- that that one site we 

looked at for more than eight weeks of monitoring, 
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over four seasons, two years, collected at a large 

amount of data and found that indeed it was a -- a 

very good model.  It turned out to be a conservative 

model annualizing data.  

Q.   And to the best of your knowledge, 

is New York State the only state in the country that 

requires an annualized-noise level? 

A.   Yes.   

That’s my understanding. 

Q.   And you -- are you aware of any 

other modeling protocol, other than using ISO with 

the CONCAWE meteorological data, to create an 

annualized model? 

A.   There -- are there any protocols 

where? 

Q.   Any other protocols available, in 

order to come up with the annualized-sound levels? 

A.   Oh.  Yeah.  

They're discussed, I think, in the 

2160

rebuttal testimony.  There are two other papers I -- 

I mentioned that -- that give two other ideas, or two 

other methods.  The Concawe method was the only 
one that we validated, using actual measurements.  

So, there was -- but the other two are other -- other 
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methods that have been proposed. 

Q.   And Mr. Abraham asked you questions 

about the LF max and showed you a map, showing 

contours regarding that.   

Can you please explain whether the 

Massachusetts' study on wind turbine acoustics, which 

has been identified as Exhibit One Thirty, discussed 

the use of the LF max? 

A.   Yes, it did.   

This report, Exhibit One Thirty, one of 

2161

the things they wanted us to look at -- the state 

wanted us to look at, was what metric to use for 

evaluating wind-turbine sound.  An LEQ, and L -- LF 

max, and LS max, which is slow-response maximum, 
what average in time, etcetera.  And we found that 

an LF max was the least appropriate metric to use 

because we had three criteria of what would make a 

good metric.  Was it relevant?  Was it repeatable --

 actually, it was four.  Relevance, re -- relevance,

 repeatability, predictability and ease of 

implementation.   

The relevance does a -- an instantaneous 

maximum over the year have any relevance to its impact.  
So, we didn’t -- we didn’t believe it did because 
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it’s just a fraction of a second over a year.  We 

felt that the -- a more relevant impact would be a 

longer -- longer averaging time.  

 Repeatability is a metric.  The LF max 

had the highest-standard deviation of any measuring 

metrics, so it was the -- the hardest to predict 

which was the third metric, since it wasn’t a 

repeatable measurement.  You couldn’t go out one day 

and measure an LF max and then measure the same one, 

on the next day.   

It wasn’t predictable.  The I -- the IEC 

61400-11 values that we did, the metric they used is 

an LEQ.  So, we’re trying to measure, or predict an 

LF max where we we're given from the manufacturers, 

an L. -- LEQ  So, it wasn’t a very predictable 

methodology, as well.   

And Ease of implementation, well it’s 

actually easy to implement because you just 

essentially go out for a long period, you get the 

maximum sound levels.  But removing background-sound 

levels from an LF max is very difficult because 

you’re -- you're -- again, you’re dealing with an 

instantaneous measurement and so it’s very difficult 

to determine whether your maximum at that one second, 
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for a very small period of time, was actually due to 

the wind-turbine noise, or -- or -- or something else 

in the background.  It’s much easier to remove 

background sounds from a -- an average or an LEQ over 

time.  So, for those reasons, we determined that the 

LF max is not an appropriate metric to use for 

regulating wind-turbine sound. 

MR. BAKER:  No further questions, your 

Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you.   

Mr. Belsito, do you have any recross?   

Why don’t we do this.  We’ll go off the 

record for about two to five minutes and then come 

back and check.  

So, we’re off the record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Back on the record.   

Mr. Belsito, I understand you may have 

some re-cross questions.  So, please proceed. 

MR. BELSITO:  Thank you, your Honor. 

RECROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR BELSITO:  

Q.   During re-direct, in -- without 

trying to characterize your actual response, I 
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believe there was a question and the response related 

whether or not data below cut-out and above -- excuse 

me.  Above cut-out and below cut-in speeds were 

excluded and I believe you answered you did -- 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   -- is that correct? 

A.   Yes.   

Q.   We -- 

A.   Yeah. 

Q.   -- we just wanted to clarify, in -- 

in reviewing for that answer and preparing for that 

answer, if you were able to -- or if you did, if you 

now know the cut-in and the cut-out speeds that were 

used in the modeling.   

I believe your answer yesterday, was you 

do not know. 

A.   Okay.  Yeah.   

I did look it up.  I have to remember 

what I looked up.   

Yeah. I'm pretty sure twenty-five meters 

per second was the cut-out and I think it was four 

point three meters per second at hub height, I 

believe, was the cut-in speed and -- 

Q.   four point three, is that --? 
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A.   I believe that was the cut-in 

speed. 

Q.   Okay.  Yeah.  

So, was the twenty-five meters per 

second also at hub height? 

A.   Yes, sir.  Yes.  Yes. 

MR. BELSITO:  That's all we had, your 

Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Thank you.   

Ms. -- Mr. Abraham, any re-cross? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Just -- just one question. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Go ahead. 

RECROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:   

Q.   Mr. Kaliski, is it -- you talked 

about L max and you were trying to clarify your 

testimony about Exhibit One Thirty, I believe.   

So, my question is -- and -- and -- and 

you -- your answer involved the World Health 

Organization Standards, I believe.  Doesn't the World 

Health Organization use L max as a health criteria? 

MR. MUSCATO:  Objection, your Honor.   

The witness did not mention the World 

Health Organization in the recross -- the redirect. 
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.   

But the -- the witness did talk about 

his comfort level or lack of comfort level with using 

L max levels, so I -- I think this is probing that. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Well, with respect to the 

question that Mr. Abraham asked, if he has a 

clarification, but he -- he indicated of that -- the 

reference was to the World Health Organization 

document.  I just want to make it clear that that was 

not what Mr. Kaliski was referring to. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Then I -- I 

misheard the question.   

Can you rephrase the question, please? 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Yes.  

Thank you, your Honor. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Your testimony was regarding the 

comfort level you have with modeler using the L max, 

is that correct?  Is that fair to say? 

A.   Can -- I'm sorry.  Can -- can you 

repeat that? 

Q.   Your testimony involved your 

comfort level in using the L max as a modeler, is 

that fair? 
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A.   The -- the testimony on re-direct 

was that the -- the recommendation of the CEC with 

respect to whether the LF max could make an 

appropriate standard given the criteria that was set 

-- set forth in the study. 

Q.   Well, maybe you can then revisit 

this question of your comfort level and why you 

didn't use it, or why you didn't -- why don't you use 

it or you don't rely on it? 

MR. BAKER:  Renew the objection, your 

Honor.   

We didn't testify on that. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Yeah.  I -- I -- I'm a 

little confused.   

So, the testimony went to LF max and the 

question is regarding L max.  I mean, is it -- where -

- where is the distinction?  I -- I'm --.  

THE WITNESS:  Well, and I think the 

question actually was how did the Massachusetts' study 

consider and use the LF max. 

MR. BAKER:  No.   

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Right.  

The LF max in the --  

MR. BAKER:  You're right.  
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A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- in the study, but 

I'm -- I am not sure that's what --  

MR. BAKER:  It's not.  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- Mr. Abraham's 

getting at now. 

MR. BAKER:  No, he isn't.   

MR. ABRAHAM:  Well -- well, let's say --

.  

MR. BAKER:  That's the point.  

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Let's clarify for purposes of a 

foundational question, whether there's any difference 

between L max and LF max. 

A.   Yeah.  

So, L max is a maximum-instantaneous 

level and LF max is a qualifier, saying it's using a 

fast-response setting on the sound-level meter.  So, 

it's just a little bit more information. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  And the blue line in 

the Massachusetts' document, that circled the township 

on exhibit -- oh.  It's -- it's part of the -- the 

exhibit from the Massachusetts' report.   

That blue line related to the L max or 

L.F. max? 
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MR. BAKER:  That wasn't from the 

Massachusetts' report, was it? 

THE WITNESS:  Let me -- let me clarify 

that it is not from the Massachusetts' study. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Oh, okay. 

THE WITNESS:  It's a --. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Almer Township? 

THE WITNESS:  Almer Township in -- is it 

a --  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Well, let me --  

THE WITNESS:  -- it's in the Midwest. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  -- let me get my 

exhibit out again then. 

THE WITNESS:  And that is an L.A.F. max.  

So again, there's a little more detail on that.  The L 

is for level, A is A-weighted, F is fast response, max 

the maximum, so essentially, it's the same L.F. max 

we've been talking about. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  All right.  And this is 

Exhibit One Thirty-five for the record purposes.   

Okay.  Now Mr. Abraham, can you ask your 

question with regard to the testimony that was 

received, either on the L.F. max, as it was used on 

Exhibit One Thirty-five, or the discussion that took 
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place regarding the Massachusetts' report, where Mr. 

Kaliski identified that he did not -- for -- he -- he 

read the bullet points and then expressed why the L 

max was not -- I -- I -- this again, is paraphrasing 

or characterizing, was not a -- a reliable -- the term 

that's coming to my head is metric, but that -- that's 

not exactly what he used, but it's good enough for our 

purposes.  So, if you could proceed with the cross. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Well, let's go to that -- that 

question.   

Is that your testimony that the -- well, 

let -- let's -- let's back up a little bit.   

The -- so, would you say that the LAF 

max or the LF max are just ways to do an L max 

evaluation? 

Q.   And just for further clarification, 

that means we're talking about audible sound, isn't 

2170

A.   They're -- they're not methods, but 

they're -- they're metrics so they -- they describe 

sound metrics.  So, LAF max, just in case it's not 

entirely clear is -- is the A-weighted sound level, 

but if you have LF max usually it's implied that it's 

A-weighted, unless it's specified elsewhere. 
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that right? 

A.   If it's A-weighted, it -- I mean, 

there could be inaudible sound in there, but it 

probably will be picked up in the A-weighting. 

Q.   But it reports the audible sound -- 

the audible frequencies, isn't that correct? 

A.   Well, It's -- it's weighted towards 

the audibility spectrum of the human ear.  So, it -- 

it's -- it's not necessarily, doesn't necessarily 

cut-off, it's just -- sorry.  Cut-off at the 

infrasonic or ultrasonic frequencies, but the -- it 

weights higher, the -- the midlevel frequencies which 

our human ear happens to be most responsive to. 

Q.   And wasn't the Mass -- the 

Massachusetts' study conclusion that the ease of 

measurement -- the ease of measurement in a model, 

dictates the types of thresholds to be used, for 

example, LAQ, or L max, or LAF max, but -- but was it 

the point, that the discussion about whether you use 

some type of L max, related to the ease of 

measurement? 

A.   Yeah.  

As I mentioned, there -- there are four 

criteria.  Relevance, repeatability, predictability 

2171
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and ease of implementation.  And so there was a 

discussion about all four of those.  Ease of 

implementation was definitely one of those.  Yes. 

Q.   And are any of those health 

criteria? 

A.   Well, relevance -- relevance -- and 

I'll -- I could quote from the Exhibit Thirty, page 

one seventy-seven, the sound metrics should have some 

relevance to the sound influence on humans or 

wildlife.  It should not be set arbitrary. 

MR. MUSCATO:  Just for clarification 

it's Exhibit One Thirty. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Thank you. 

THE WITNESS:  Oh.  I thought I said 

that. 

MR. MUSCATO:  I'm sorry.  

THE WITNESS:  Okay.  

MR. MUSCATO:  I didn't know if you had 

said that. 

BY MR. ABRAHAM:  (Cont'g.) 

Q.   Does the World Health Organization 

recommend using an L max as a health criteria? 

A.   Well, I -- I just want to be 

specific.   
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WHO 1999, or 2009, or both? 

Q.   2009. 

A.   Okay.  So -- so no.  

The only health criterion established in 

WHO Europe 2009, is a L-night outside which is an 

annual-average, nighttime-sound level. 

MR. ABRAHAM:  Thank you.   

I don't have any other questions, your 

Honor. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Okay.  Thank you very 

much.   

Mr. Kaliski, at this point you are 

dismissed.   

Thank you so much for spending a day-

and-a-half with us.  

THE WITNESS:  Thank you. 

A.L.J. LECAKES:  I -- it's been 

wonderful.   

Why don't we go off the record. 

(Off-the-record discussion)  

A.L.J. LECAKES:  Mr. Belsito, could you 

call your witness, please, formally? 

MR. BELSITO:  Staff counsel calls Mr. 

Miguel Moreno-Caballero. 
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A. Okay. So -- so no.
The only health criterion established in WHO Europe 2009, is a L-night outside which is an annual-average, nighttime-sound level.
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· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right, ladies and·1·
·· ·
· · ··     gentlemen, we'll bring session number eight of·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Walnut Ridge Wind, LLC's application for a wind·3·
·· ·
· · ··     energy conversion system to order.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Please note for the record that all·5·
·· ·
· · ··     members of the Bureau County ZBA are present and·6·
·· ·
· · ··     accounted for.··All other parties are here.·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Petitioner is here represented by Mr. Griffin.·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Zoning Officer Donarski is here.··A·9·
·· ·
· · ··     representative of the State's Attorney's Office10·
·· ·
· · ··     is here.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          When we left off last we'd finished with12·
·· ·
· · ··     Petitioner's -- a witness of the Petitioner.13·
·· ·
· · ··     And we're still in your case, Mr. Griffin, so14·
·· ·
· · ··     you may proceed.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Thanks.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Want to stand up and raise17·
·· ·
· · ··     your right hand, sir, please.18·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (Kenneth Kaliski was duly sworn.)19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Start by passing out20·
·· ·
· · ··     Applicant's Exhibit No. 10.··This is21·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Kaliski's PowerPoint.22·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (Applicant's Exhibit No. 1023·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    marked for identification.)24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ·              In Totidem Verbis, LLC (ITV)· ·

In Totidem Verbis, LLC (ITV)
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· · · · · · · · · ·                  KENNETH KALISKI,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     being previously duly sworn, was examined and·2·
·· ·
· · ··     testified as follows:·3·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · ··                 DIRECT EXAMINATION·4·
·· ·
·BY MR. GRIFFIN:·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Mr. Kaliski, please state your name and spell·6·
·· ·
· · ··     your last name for the record.·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·My name is Kenneth Kaliski.··It's·8·
·· ·
· · ··     K-A-L-I-S-K-I.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And what's your address?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·RSG, 55 Railroad Row in White River Junction,11·
·· ·
· · ··     Vermont.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And what's your occupation?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Noise control engineer analyst at RSG.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And can you briefly describe your education and15·
·· ·
· · ··     experience relating to your occupation?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··I have a bachelor of arts in -- excuse17·
·· ·
· · ··     me -- I have a bachelor of arts in18·
·· ·
· · ··     biology/environmental studies from Dartmouth19·
·· ·
· · ··     College; I have a bachelor of engineering from20·
·· ·
· · ··     the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth21·
·· ·
· · ··     College; and I have been working at RSG for22·
·· ·
· · ··     roughly 30 years, and at RSG I direct the23·
·· ·
· · ··     acoustics and systemic dynamics practice.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·And were you retained by Walnut Ridge Wind to·1·
·· ·
· · ··     conduct a noise model study in this matter?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, we were.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And briefly describe what you did in order to·4·
·· ·
· · ··     conduct that study.·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Basically a noise modeling study takes·6·
·· ·
· · ··     information about the turbines, information·7·
·· ·
· · ··     about the project, including turbine locations·8·
·· ·
· · ··     and terrain and so forth, and then predicts the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level that would be at any location that10·
·· ·
· · ··     you specify in the model, and then we compare11·
·· ·
· · ··     those sound levels to the standards that are in12·
·· ·
· · ··     the IPCB and the Bureau County standards.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And did you prepare a written report for Walnut14·
·· ·
· · ··     Ridge Wind?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, we did.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that report was provided as part of the17·
·· ·
· · ··     application in this matter?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, it is.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You have a PowerPoint presentation that you're20·
·· ·
· · ··     ready to give?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, I have one.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Please go ahead.23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.··First I'll start out with a little bit24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     more detail on my qualifications.··As I·1·
·· ·
· · ··     mentioned, I have been at RSG for almost 30·2·
·· ·
· · ··     years.··During that time I have spent about 15·3·
·· ·
· · ··     years on its board of directors, and I played·4·
·· ·
· · ··     various roles.··Currently I'm directing the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     acoustics systematics group, doing noise control·6·
·· ·
· · ··     engineering and other analytical work there.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I'm also a member of the Institute of·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Noise Control Engineering, abbreviated INCE.·9·
·· ·
· · ··     And at INCE I was also formerly on their board10·
·· ·
· · ··     of directors, formerly served as their vice11·
·· ·
· · ··     president for board certification, and board12·
·· ·
· · ··     certified through the Institute of Noise Control13·
·· ·
· · ··     Engineering.··Board certification is meant to be14·
·· ·
· · ··     a similar process as getting your professional15·
·· ·
· · ··     engineering license, but in noise control16·
·· ·
· · ··     engineering it's a national certification, so it17·
·· ·
· · ··     involves an eight-hour exam, a requirement of18·
·· ·
· · ··     minimum qualifications, references and so forth.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Also at the Institute of Noise Control20·
·· ·
· · ··     Engineering I'm a co-chair of the wind turbine21·
·· ·
· · ··     technical activity group and also a member of22·
·· ·
· · ··     the -- a member of the noise -- of the noise23·
·· ·
· · ··     technical committee.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          I'm a member of the Acoustical Society of·1·
·· ·
· · ··     America.··And within the Acoustical Society and·2·
·· ·
· · ··     INCE, I chair sessions related to wind turbine·3·
·· ·
· · ··     noise.··At INCE I have chaired the sessions on·4·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbine noise at their national conferences·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the last four or five years, and at ASA on and·6·
·· ·
· · ··     off for the last few years as well.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I have a qualified environmental·8·
·· ·
· · ··     professional certification through the Institute·9·
·· ·
· · ··     of Professional Environmental Practice.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And we do a lot of work at RSG publishing11·
·· ·
· · ··     our work.··We have done a lot of publications12·
·· ·
· · ··     and presentations.··I have been invited to speak13·
·· ·
· · ··     at conferences given by the American Wind Energy14·
·· ·
· · ··     Association on the subject of noise, the Society15·
·· ·
· · ··     of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, the16·
·· ·
· · ··     National Wind Coordinating Committee and, of17·
·· ·
· · ··     course, at INCE and ASA conferences.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          We have done quite a few studies on wind19·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines, wind turbine noise.··We're involved20·
·· ·
· · ··     in, for example, a research study right now for21·
·· ·
· · ··     the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and22·
·· ·
· · ··     Department of Environmental Protection looking23·
·· ·
· · ··     at wind turbine acoustics.··We do work -- I have24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     probably worked on somewhere around 50 to 60·1·
·· ·
· · ··     wind projects.··We work both on doing peer·2·
·· ·
· · ··     reviews and doing studies for wind farms to look·3·
·· ·
· · ··     at wind farm modeling, impacts and so forth.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Ken, can you explain a little further what a·5·
·· ·
· · ··     peer review is?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·So a peer review would be where somebody else·7·
·· ·
· · ··     did a study on, say, a wind farm.··A·8·
·· ·
· · ··     municipality or a board might ask us to --·9·
·· ·
· · ··     because they don't have the expertise to know10·
·· ·
· · ··     what's going on, they might ask us to review it11·
·· ·
· · ··     for them, point out the discrepancies, either12·
·· ·
· · ··     work with the town or the developer on resolving13·
·· ·
· · ··     those or testify at hearings related to those14·
·· ·
· · ··     projects.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Thank you.··Keep going, please.16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.··So the next slide talks about the noise17·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, but it's a big slide to start on18·
·· ·
· · ··     because it covers a lot of the basics relating19·
·· ·
· · ··     to acoustics.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The noise standards from the -- well, the21·
·· ·
· · ··     County standard is referred to as the IPCB22·
·· ·
· · ··     standards, and those are defined in Title 3523·
·· ·
· · ··     Subtitle H of the Illinois Administrative Code.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          The most relevant standards are right here·1·
·· ·
· · ··     in this table, so let me take some time going·2·
·· ·
· · ··     through it.··I have a laser pointer but·3·
·· ·
· · ··     unfortunately it looks like it's not quite·4·
·· ·
· · ··     powerful enough -- oh, there it is.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So you can see on the left side of the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     graph here there's a reference to land use·7·
·· ·
· · ··     classes, Class C to Class A.··So this is the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     land use classification of the land on which·9·
·· ·
· · ··     you're trying to evaluate the noise standards.10·
·· ·
· · ··     So Class C would be, for example, an electrical11·
·· ·
· · ··     utility or agricultural land.··Class A would12·
·· ·
· · ··     be -- include residential land.··So Class C to13·
·· ·
· · ··     Class A would be from electrical utilities to14·
·· ·
· · ··     the wind turbine to the residential land.··There15·
·· ·
· · ··     are two lines for that, one's a daytime16·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, one's a nighttime standard.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Across the top you'll see what's called18·
·· ·
· · ··     octave bands.··An octave band is the frequency19·
·· ·
· · ··     of the sound.··It's basically the pitch.··So the20·
·· ·
· · ··     31-1/2 hertz is a very low pitch sound.··8,00021·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz is a very high pitch sound.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So in the Illinois IPCB standards there's23·
·· ·
· · ··     a standard for each different pitch of the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     sound.··You'll see that those standards start up·1·
·· ·
· · ··     high and they go low.··That's because our human·2·
·· ·
· · ··     hearing is very sensitive to low frequency sound·3·
·· ·
· · ··     and it's much more sensitive to high frequency·4·
·· ·
· · ··     sound.··So a sound of 69 decibels at 31-1/2·5·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz may be barely audible but at a thousand·6·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz it would be perceived as, you know, much,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     much louder.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So there's a daytime standard and a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime standard.··The nighttime standard is10·
·· ·
· · ··     somewhere -- you know, some 7 to 10 dB lower11·
·· ·
· · ··     than the daytime standard.··In our modeling that12·
·· ·
· · ··     we did, we looked at conformance with the13·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime standard.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          In addition to having to meet those15·
·· ·
· · ··     standards, there is a tonal standard as well.16·
·· ·
· · ··     So pure tone is something that has a very17·
·· ·
· · ··     identifiable pitch.··So, for example, a single18·
·· ·
· · ··     note on a piano would be a pure tone.··So pure19·
·· ·
· · ··     tones aren't allowed unless they're relatively20·
·· ·
· · ··     quiet.··And by definition, there would be 1021·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels lower -- anything that's 10 decibels22·
·· ·
· · ··     lower than the -- than what's on this table at23·
·· ·
· · ··     the frequency of interest would essentially meet24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the standard.··So if you're above -- if you're a·1·
·· ·
· · ··     pure tone and you're above 10 decibels below·2·
·· ·
· · ··     these numbers it would meet the pure tone·3·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So as I mentioned in --·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Can you wait just a moment.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Excuse me just a minute.··I had a request from a·7·
·· ·
· · ··     member of the public last time to attempt to --·8·
·· ·
· · ··     well, in an effort to see maps with a darker·9·
·· ·
· · ··     background, to turn down the lights and see if10·
·· ·
· · ··     that helps.··I doubt it's going to help.··The11·
·· ·
· · ··     light switch is over there.··I don't think it's12·
·· ·
· · ··     going to help but -- does that help anybody?13·
·· ·
· · ··     Does it really?··Okay.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Callie, can you still see?15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          COURT REPORTER:··Yes.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Can you gentlemen take17·
·· ·
· · ··     notes if you want to?18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. WELBERS:··I can see.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Okay.20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.··I'll continue.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So as is mentioned in the introductory22·
·· ·
· · ··     remarks, there's really three components to the23·
·· ·
· · ··     noise study.··The first is identifying the sound24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     emissions from, actually, both the wind turbines·1·
·· ·
· · ··     and the substation, doing sound propagation·2·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling to see what the levels would be at the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     receivers, and then comparing the results to·4·
·· ·
· · ··     standards.··So we'll go through each of those·5·
·· ·
· · ··     with a different set of slides.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Sound from wind turbines is generated from·7·
·· ·
· · ··     several mechanisms.··The -- most of the sound is·8·
·· ·
· · ··     generated from some type of aerodynamic·9·
·· ·
· · ··     interaction with the blades.··So it's the air10·
·· ·
· · ··     going over the blades.··And there's different11·
·· ·
· · ··     types of mechanisms:··trailing edge, leading12·
·· ·
· · ··     edge and so forth.13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The important thing about aerodynamic14·
·· ·
· · ··     sound is that it's broadband.··When I say15·
·· ·
· · ··     "broadband," it's as opposed to the tonal which16·
·· ·
· · ··     I described before.··So with the broadband sound17·
·· ·
· · ··     there's no identifiable pitch.··The only time18·
·· ·
· · ··     you tend to get identifiable tonal sound is from19·
·· ·
· · ··     mechanical noise in the nacelle.··Most modern20·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbines have pretty good insulation that21·
·· ·
· · ··     isolates the mechanical noise, the gearbox noise22·
·· ·
· · ··     that can generate tonal sound.··So most of the23·
·· ·
· · ··     times you don't get that.··When the manufacturer24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     sends us information on their wind turbines,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     they send us their tonality levels so we can see·2·
·· ·
· · ··     beforehand whether the turbines are tonal.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So once we have these sound powers from·4·
·· ·
· · ··     the wind turbines, we can conduct sound·5·
·· ·
· · ··     propagation modeling.··We use what's called the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     ISO 9613-2 Standard for outdoor sound·7·
·· ·
· · ··     propagation modeling.··It's an international·8·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.··It's used just about everywhere for·9·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling wind turbine sound.··Certainly in the10·
·· ·
· · ··     United States it would be considered best11·
·· ·
· · ··     practice to use the ISO 9613-2 model.··We use an12·
·· ·
· · ··     inclination of it in the Cadna-A computer model.13·
·· ·
· · ··     Cadna-A makes it easiest to put in the sound14·
·· ·
· · ··     powers, put in topography, put in other15·
·· ·
· · ··     assumptions and then do your modeling.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          As part of the modeling we try to be17·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative.··In this case we have to look at18·
·· ·
· · ··     how reflective the ground is.··Generally the19·
·· ·
· · ··     more reflective the ground is, the higher the20·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level.··The ground reflectivity ranges21·
·· ·
· · ··     from soft ground to hard ground.··Soft ground is22·
·· ·
· · ··     ground that is suitable for the growth of23·
·· ·
· · ··     vegetation.··So if you look at an aerial24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     photograph of the area that the wind farm is in,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     it's almost all agricultural land, so it would·2·
·· ·
· · ··     all be considered soft ground.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          But as a conservative assumption, for·4·
·· ·
· · ··     several reasons, we assume a mix of hard ground,·5·
·· ·
· · ··     nonporous ground, like asphalt, and soft ground.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     So when you hear "G equals 0.5," the ground·7·
·· ·
· · ··     factor is half hard/half soft.··In addition to·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that, we then add in another 2 decibels for·9·
·· ·
· · ··     another factor for -- to make the model more10·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative, to account for some uncertainty.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The meteorology in the model is what we12·
·· ·
· · ··     call omnidirectional wind.··So it's the -- the13·
·· ·
· · ··     wind is always blowing from the source to the14·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver.··So if you have a source that's15·
·· ·
· · ··     surrounded by, say, wind turbines, the model16·
·· ·
· · ··     assumes that the wind is blowing from each17·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine to each -- to that receiver18·
·· ·
· · ··     simultaneously.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Equivalently it assumes a moderate20·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime inversion.··So this would be -- this21·
·· ·
· · ··     is a moderate nighttime temperature inversion.22·
·· ·
· · ··     So at night when you have a temperature23·
·· ·
· · ··     inversion, the sound tends to bend down towards24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the ground; whereas, on a sunny day the sound·1·
·· ·
· · ··     tends to bend up and go away from the ground.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So you might notice if you live by a·3·
·· ·
· · ··     railroad, for example, you may hear the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     railroad go by -- the train go by at night;·5·
·· ·
· · ··     whereas, you might not hear it during the day·6·
·· ·
· · ··     because of these temperature inversions.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So the modeling during these nighttime·8·
·· ·
· · ··     conditions are equivalent with this·9·
·· ·
· · ··     omnidirectional wind.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          In addition, the nighttime standard11·
·· ·
· · ··     essentially aims to protect sleep.··So the --12·
·· ·
· · ··     the receiver -- the proper receiver location13·
·· ·
· · ··     where we would model would be outside a -- say,14·
·· ·
· · ··     a bedroom window or outside a second floor15·
·· ·
· · ··     window.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          We did model that, but we also aimed to be17·
·· ·
· · ··     more conservative and we took a hundred foot18·
·· ·
· · ··     radius around each of the homes in the model and19·
·· ·
· · ··     then we put a receiver -- an additional receiver20·
·· ·
· · ··     at that hundred foot radius closest to the21·
·· ·
· · ··     closest wind turbine.··So each home has two22·
·· ·
· · ··     receivers, one at the house at the second floor23·
·· ·
· · ··     window and one more towards the ground, at the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     feet, closer to the turbines.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So the results -- some of the results I'm·2·
·· ·
· · ··     going to go through now.··The first graph we see·3·
·· ·
· · ··     up here shows the octave band center frequencies·4·
·· ·
· · ··     on the bottom, again going from 31-1/2 hertz to·5·
·· ·
· · ··     8 kilohertz -- 8 kilohertz is 8,000 hertz -- and·6·
·· ·
· · ··     the sound pressure level going -- it's actually·7·
·· ·
· · ··     not dBA, it's dB -- going from 10 decibels to 80·8·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The top line here across our blue line is10·
·· ·
· · ··     the Class C to A daytime standard.··The next11·
·· ·
· · ··     blue line is the Class C to A nighttime12·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          For this project we modeled three14·
·· ·
· · ··     different turbines -- turbine layouts:··the GE15·
·· ·
· · ··     1.6-100, the Vestas V100 [sic] and the Gamesa16·
·· ·
· · ··     G114.··So for each of these, these are the17·
·· ·
· · ··     highest sound levels in each of these18·
·· ·
· · ··     categories.··So you see at the 31-1/2 hertz the19·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level -- in the worst case receiver the20·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level is, say, 3 to 5 decibels below the21·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.··At a thousand hertz the worst case22·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver we're right at the standard, and at the23·
·· ·
· · ··     higher frequencies we're very far below the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     standard.··In fact, at 8 kilohertz it shows it's·1·
·· ·
· · ··     below 10 decibels at the worst case receiver.·2·
·· ·
· · ··     It's actually below zero.··So that's at the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     worst case.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I want to give you a sense with all the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     receivers in the area what the sound levels are·6·
·· ·
· · ··     -- what the distribution of sound levels are,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     not just the worst case.··So this graph here·8·
·· ·
· · ··     shows for the GE 1.6, the Vestas V100 and the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Gamesa 114.··All of the receiver sound levels10·
·· ·
· · ··     are plotted here.··So you can sort of see the11·
·· ·
· · ··     distribution you have, again, at 31-1/2 hertz.12·
·· ·
· · ··     They're all below the standard.··Most of them13·
·· ·
· · ··     are well below the standard, but some of them14·
·· ·
· · ··     are, say, 3 to 5 dB below at the highest.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Again, looking at 31-1/2 hertz, this is16·
·· ·
· · ··     another way of looking at it.··This is a map of17·
·· ·
· · ··     the southwest quadrant.··In order to see this a18·
·· ·
· · ··     little bit better -- if I showed you a sound19·
·· ·
· · ··     level map of the entire area in one slide, it20·
·· ·
· · ··     would be very difficult to see any home or21·
·· ·
· · ··     whether the standards are met or not.··So this22·
·· ·
· · ··     sort of zooms in to a quadrant to make it easier23·
·· ·
· · ··     to see.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          So these little blue symbols or houses --·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the symbols are much larger than an actual house·2·
·· ·
· · ··     just so you can see them.··Then these colored·3·
·· ·
· · ··     lines are sound ISO lines, so each colored line·4·
·· ·
· · ··     represents a different sound level.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          This is in your report -- in the report in·6·
·· ·
· · ··     the binder.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The dotted line here represents the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.··So this is 31-1/2 hertz.··So the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     standard is 69 decibels.··So this dotted line10·
·· ·
· · ··     here and here is the 69 decibel ISO line.··You11·
·· ·
· · ··     can see in this chart that the 69 decibel ISO12·
·· ·
· · ··     line, where the standard is, is well away from13·
·· ·
· · ··     all of the homes.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I'll just run through all the quadrants.15·
·· ·
· · ··     This is the southeast quadrant, and, again, that16·
·· ·
· · ··     dotted line is the 69 decibel ISO line and it's17·
·· ·
· · ··     well away from the homes.··This is, again, at18·
·· ·
· · ··     31-1/2 hertz, the lowest of the low frequencies.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          This is the northeast -- northwest20·
·· ·
· · ··     quadrant.··Same thing.··And the northeast21·
·· ·
· · ··     quadrant.··Then we get to 1 kilohertz.22·
·· ·
· · ··     Remember, 1 kilohertz is where we're closest to23·
·· ·
· · ··     the standard.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          So, again, the sound level standard is met·1·
·· ·
· · ··     everywhere.··This, again, is the GE 1.6, the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Vestas and the Gamesa.··There are some receivers·3·
·· ·
· · ··     that are close to the standard and then there·4·
·· ·
· · ··     are many that are very well distributed between,·5·
·· ·
· · ··     say, roughly 35 and 41 decibels, and there are·6·
·· ·
· · ··     quite a few that are lower than that as well.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Again, this is using the assumptions of an·8·
·· ·
· · ··     additional uncertainty, plus the mixed ground·9·
·· ·
· · ··     and the receivers that are closer to the wind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So now you see here this, again, is the12·
·· ·
· · ··     same thing.··In this case though the dotted13·
·· ·
· · ··     white line is 41 decibels, not 69, but it14·
·· ·
· · ··     represents the standard at 1 kilohertz.··So this15·
·· ·
· · ··     is a modeling of the 1 kilohertz sound levels.16·
·· ·
· · ··     You can see here now the lines go much closer to17·
·· ·
· · ··     the homes.··So, again, 1 kilohertz is the worst18·
·· ·
· · ··     case.··It's outside of all the homes.··Sometimes19·
·· ·
· · ··     it looks like it goes over, but it's just20·
·· ·
· · ··     because of the size of the icons.··I have21·
·· ·
· · ··     actually gone in and double-checked to make sure22·
·· ·
· · ··     that those lines don't go through any of those23·
·· ·
· · ··     houses or the 100-foot buffer, so I can assure24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     you that they don't.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          This is for the next quadrant.··Similar·2·
·· ·
· · ··     results.··The standard line is closer to the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     homes but doesn't exceed.··Next quadrant, and·4·
·· ·
· · ··     the next quadrant.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And, again, all these graphs are in the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     report.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And then at 8,000 hertz, at the extreme·8·
·· ·
· · ··     high frequency, this is a graph of the sound·9·
·· ·
· · ··     levels, distribution, and you don't see any dots10·
·· ·
· · ··     on it because all the dots are below zero11·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          High frequency sound doesn't propagate13·
·· ·
· · ··     very well into the atmosphere.··So even though14·
·· ·
· · ··     the turbine may generate high frequency sound,15·
·· ·
· · ··     you know, beyond a certain distance, it all goes16·
·· ·
· · ··     away.··It's all inaudible.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And I can run through these since there's18·
·· ·
· · ··     no ISO lines, there's no -- I won't say sound,19·
·· ·
· · ··     but it's below zero, or at least the ISO lines20·
·· ·
· · ··     are down to 20 decibels so it's below 20.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So the standard is met through modeling,22·
·· ·
· · ··     but I guess that's not the end of the story.23·
·· ·
· · ··     There's a requirement in the Bureau County24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     standards for post-construction monitoring to·1·
·· ·
· · ··     validate the prediction, and I don't need to·2·
·· ·
· · ··     read it, it's in the standard, but it does·3·
·· ·
· · ··     require you to provide evidence that the IPCB·4·
·· ·
· · ··     standards are met.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I'll run through my conclusions.··The·6·
·· ·
· · ··     computer modeling we did was conservative.··We·7·
·· ·
· · ··     used assumptions that are favorable to·8·
·· ·
· · ··     propagation with mixed ground and a 2 dB of·9·
·· ·
· · ··     uncertainty, and under those conditions the10·
·· ·
· · ··     octave band standard -- so the standard that11·
·· ·
· · ··     each frequency is modeled to be met at all12·
·· ·
· · ··     residences -- and that includes low frequency13·
·· ·
· · ··     sound, which, of course, there's a sound level14·
·· ·
· · ··     standard for each frequency, low frequency sound15·
·· ·
· · ··     is included.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          We did do modeling of both the turbines17·
·· ·
· · ··     and the substation.··The transformer, by its18·
·· ·
· · ··     very nature, when the fans are off generates19·
·· ·
· · ··     sounds close to it which are of pure tones, but20·
·· ·
· · ··     as you move away when it combines with other21·
·· ·
· · ··     background sounds and wind turbine sounds, the22·
·· ·
· · ··     sound is no longer tonal.··It's low enough that23·
·· ·
· · ··     it meets the tonal standard from the IPCB24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     regulations.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And so under the conservative modeling·2·
·· ·
· · ··     assumptions, the project complies with the IPCB·3·
·· ·
· · ··     and County noise standards under the modeling·4·
·· ·
· · ··     that we did.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          That concludes my presentation.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Griffin:)··Ken, a few follow-up·7·
·· ·
· · ··     questions.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The ISO standard that you've testified to,·9·
·· ·
· · ··     can you further explain who developed that10·
·· ·
· · ··     standard?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·So ISO stands for the International Standards12·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization, and standards are developed by13·
·· ·
· · ··     experts in the field and so this would be an14·
·· ·
· · ··     international standard.··ISO 9613-2 is the15·
·· ·
· · ··     standard for outdoor sound propagation.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And is that standard specific to wind turbines17·
·· ·
· · ··     or for all noise that's emitted outside?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·It's a standard for -- it's not specific to any19·
·· ·
· · ··     one source.··I guess the only thing it might --20·
·· ·
· · ··     it excludes is the roadway noise, traffic noise.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you would use that same standard even if22·
·· ·
· · ··     another noise source other than a wind turbine23·
·· ·
· · ··     was involved?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yeah.··We use the ISO 9613-2 methodology for·1·
·· ·
· · ··     all of the modeling we do.··We use it for mining·2·
·· ·
· · ··     sources, for community noise issues, rooftop·3·
·· ·
· · ··     HVAC systems, transformers, substations,·4·
·· ·
· · ··     industrial sources.··All of those sources can be·5·
·· ·
· · ··     modeled with the ISO standard.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the software -- the program, the Cadna-A·7·
·· ·
· · ··     program that you used, can you also describe who·8·
·· ·
· · ··     developed that software?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Cadna-A is developed by a company called10·
·· ·
· · ··     DataKustik.··It's a German company.··It's a11·
·· ·
· · ··     computer implementation of the ISO standard.12·
·· ·
· · ··     It's called Cadna because it's partly CAD based.13·
·· ·
· · ··     So you can easily import elevations and site14·
·· ·
· · ··     plans and so forth to make modeling easier.··You15·
·· ·
· · ··     don't have to do any hand calculations using the16·
·· ·
· · ··     ISO standard.··You can -- you can fairly simply17·
·· ·
· · ··     model a project and do various runs with18·
·· ·
· · ··     different assumptions in a very short amount of19·
·· ·
· · ··     time.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And is that software used for modeling noise21·
·· ·
· · ··     sources other than wind turbines?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··We use Cadna for modeling the same23·
·· ·
· · ··     sources that I mentioned before:··substations,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     mining, community noise and so forth.··It's used·1·
·· ·
· · ··     to implement the ISO standard.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let me ask you, you mentioned you used·3·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative assumptions, one of those relating·4·
·· ·
· · ··     to wind direction.··How does wind direction·5·
·· ·
· · ··     affect how noise travels?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·So wind direction is important because wind --·7·
·· ·
· · ··     wind affects how sound refracts; that is, if the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     wind is blowing towards you the sound will tend·9·
·· ·
· · ··     to bend down towards the ground, just like an10·
·· ·
· · ··     inversion, and if the wind is blowing away from11·
·· ·
· · ··     you, the sound will tend to bend up.··So I'm12·
·· ·
· · ··     sure you all have experienced that if you're13·
·· ·
· · ··     upwind of a source it's going to sound less loud14·
·· ·
· · ··     than if you're downwind.··The same is true of15·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbines as well.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, for the model that you utilized, as far as17·
·· ·
· · ··     the assumptions on wind direction, if there was18·
·· ·
· · ··     a home that had a turbine to the north and to19·
·· ·
· · ··     the west of it, what assumptions would the model20·
·· ·
· · ··     make about the wind direction?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·So the model assumes then that the wind is22·
·· ·
· · ··     blowing from the north and from the south at the23·
·· ·
· · ··     same time so that the -- it's assuming downwind24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     propagation and -- for both turbines.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So it's assuming that the wind is blowing at·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the same time from different directions?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··That's all the questions I·5·
·· ·
· · ··     have for Mr. Kaliski.··Thank you.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Thank you.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Mr. Porter?·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Thank you.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··Can you turn on the lights?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Would it help you?··I don't11·
·· ·
· · ··     know if you're going to use the --12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I will be using it now and13·
·· ·
· · ··     then.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well, let's turn up the15·
·· ·
· · ··     lights.··He's having a hard time seeing.··Thank16·
·· ·
· · ··     you.17·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ·                  CROSS-EXAMINATION18·
·· ·
·BY MR. PORTER:19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Mr. Kaliski, let me direct your attention to20·
·· ·
· · ··     the Bureau County Zoning Ordinance concerning21·
·· ·
· · ··     noise standards for wind turbines at 3.41-4-3,22·
·· ·
· · ··     which requires:··The applicant shall have a23·
·· ·
· · ··     third-party qualified professional, after24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     submission of resumé and relevant work·1·
·· ·
· · ··     experience, approved by the Bureau County Zoning·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Enforcement Officer conduct an appropriate·3·
·· ·
· · ··     analysis of the noise impact of nearby·4·
·· ·
· · ··     properties.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you know if your resumé and relevant·6·
·· ·
· · ··     work experience was submitted to the Bureau·7·
·· ·
· · ··     County Zoning Enforcement Officer before you·8·
·· ·
· · ··     commenced your work?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know.··I don't know that.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, if I understand correctly -- if you can go11·
·· ·
· · ··     to the first slide there, the qualifications.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          You have got here licensed Illinois13·
·· ·
· · ··     professional engineer.··When you did your work14·
·· ·
· · ··     on this case and drafted your report you were15·
·· ·
· · ··     not a licensed Illinois professional engineer,16·
·· ·
· · ··     were you?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Boy, I don't know when the engineering license18·
·· ·
· · ··     came through, whether it was before or after the19·
·· ·
· · ··     form was submitted.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·To be a member of INCE one does not have to be21·
·· ·
· · ··     a professional engineer; is that correct?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·The -- that is correct.··Yeah, to be a member23·
·· ·
· · ··     you don't have to be a professional engineer.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     To be board certified you have to have·1·
·· ·
· · ··     engineering -- you need to be a professional·2·
·· ·
· · ··     engineer, unless you have other equivalent·3·
·· ·
· · ··     experience.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know if you informed Bureau County that·5·
·· ·
· · ··     you were not a licensed professional engineer·6·
·· ·
· · ··     before you commenced your work?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I had no communication with Bureau·8·
·· ·
· · ··     County.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know if the Applicant informed Bureau10·
·· ·
· · ··     County that you were not licensed in Illinois11·
·· ·
· · ··     before you commenced your work?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have any information about13·
·· ·
· · ··     communication with Bureau County.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you became licensed in15·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois after October 21 of 2014?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember the date.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It was within the last 12 months you became18·
·· ·
· · ··     licensed; isn't that correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct, yes.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, are you aware that the application at21·
·· ·
· · ··     issue does not select a specific turbine?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And if I understand correctly though, you ran24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     your model using a site plan that only utilized·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the Gamesa turbine; is that correct?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, it modeled all of the turbines.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you had to use a site plan in order to·4·
·· ·
· · ··     model the turbines, did you not?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You had to know where they were located -- let·7·
·· ·
· · ··     me withdraw the question and ask it this way:·8·
·· ·
· · ··     You had to have a map that identified where the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines were located, correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, we had a map or were given coordinates.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··As a matter of fact, I think you even12·
·· ·
· · ··     had a diagram of turbines and then receivers.13·
·· ·
· · ··     Could you put that back up there for me?··The14·
·· ·
· · ··     receivers were blue dots.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well, can you help him out?16·
·· ·
· · ··     There were a number of maps.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··That's the one.··Perhaps we18·
·· ·
· · ··     can just for a moment put the lights down again.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Will you be able to see?20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··(Nods had.)21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Now, I realize it's difficult22·
·· ·
· · ··     to see, but the ZBA all has a hard copy as well.23·
·· ·
· · ··     Isn't it true that each of those blue dots is a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     home?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And each of those white items with -- that look·3·
·· ·
· · ··     like a turbine are the turbines; is that·4·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, these white crosses are turbines.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that map right there assumes 123 turbines;·7·
·· ·
· · ··     is that right?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Actually, I'm not sure which layout that·9·
·· ·
· · ··     assumes.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··The application does not contain any11·
·· ·
· · ··     site plan other than one that depicts 12312·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines.··Are you aware of that?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Were you in possession of a site plan that had15·
·· ·
· · ··     a different depiction of turbines?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, we have our model that has a different17·
·· ·
· · ··     number of turbines.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, let's talk about that.··Did you run the19·
·· ·
· · ··     model -- well, strike that.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          You're testifying -- and we'll get into21·
·· ·
· · ··     that deeper -- that somehow this model passed22·
·· ·
· · ··     the PCB regulations for the Gamesa G144 [sic]23·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine such that there would be 123 turbines.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     Am I -- is that correct?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·G114, but --·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I'm sorry.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, it would be.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let me re-ask the question, if you don't mind.·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you are indicating that when·7·
·· ·
· · ··     you ran the model it passed for the G114 with·8·
·· ·
· · ··     123 turbines in the layout that's depicted in·9·
·· ·
· · ··     this PowerPoint slide right here?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I'm not sure which layout this is, but,11·
·· ·
· · ··     yeah, we had 123 turbines for the Gamesa G114.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And did you run the model with 123 turbines for13·
·· ·
· · ··     the GE 100?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·We started that way and we ended up with fewer15·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So the answer to my question is, yes, you did17·
·· ·
· · ··     run the model with 123 turbines for the GE 100?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Where's that in the application?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's not in the application.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that when you ran the model22·
·· ·
· · ··     it failed?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, to be specific, when we ran the model we24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     had exceedances of the standard.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Likewise, did you run the model for the Vestas·2·
·· ·
· · ··     110 at 123 locations?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's what we started with.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And it failed?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, it had locations that exceeded the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     standards.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, if you would, flip to the slide -- I'll·8·
·· ·
· · ··     just give you the number here, it's easier --·9·
·· ·
· · ··     No. 6.··And you quickly said this, but on the10·
·· ·
· · ··     left-hand corner there your slide says, "Sound11·
·· ·
· · ··     Pressure Level (dBA)," and you said, Oh, that's12·
·· ·
· · ··     wrong, it's actually dB?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Explain the difference between dBA and dB.15·
·· ·
·A.· ·So dBA refers to an A-weighted sound level, and16·
·· ·
· · ··     A-weighted is used to weight the sound to get17·
·· ·
· · ··     one number for the entire spectrum of sound18·
·· ·
· · ··     weighted for the human response to the different19·
·· ·
· · ··     frequencies at relatively low to moderate levels20·
·· ·
· · ··     of sound.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And are you familiar with the World22·
·· ·
· · ··     Health Organization standards concerning noise?23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm familiar with the guidelines.··I don't·2·
·· ·
· · ··     believe they have standards.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Okay.··Let me show you a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     document that contains those guidelines.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 29 marked for·6·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Marked by Mr. Porter as·8·
·· ·
· · ··     IP No. 29.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··That is correct, Judge.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Thank you.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··That is correct.··I already12·
·· ·
· · ··     marked them.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··If you would, isn't it true14·
·· ·
· · ··     that the World Health Organization has indicated15·
·· ·
· · ··     that over 30 dBA there will be effects on sleep?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance.17·
·· ·
· · ··     It's not the standard at issue in this case.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.··The Ordinance19·
·· ·
· · ··     talks about general welfare, and I understand20·
·· ·
· · ··     what the standard is but there's more than that21·
·· ·
· · ··     -- there could be more than that.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I want to object to the23·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation of the use of this document unless24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the witness is able to identify his familiarity·1·
·· ·
· · ··     with it.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That is a different one.··I·3·
·· ·
· · ··     think you need to lay a little better·4·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation, Mr. Porter.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Well, right now I'm not·6·
·· ·
· · ··     actually asking about the document.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··I'm just asking, isn't it·8·
·· ·
· · ··     true that the World Health Organization has·9·
·· ·
· · ··     indicated that over 30 dBA there will be effects10·
·· ·
· · ··     on sleep observed?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I think it's a little more complicated than12·
·· ·
· · ··     that.··First of all --13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·In general do you agree that that's what they14·
·· ·
· · ··     have found?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·That they --16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·That using a nighttime standard in dBA, they17·
·· ·
· · ··     have indicated that over 30 dBA there are18·
·· ·
· · ··     impacts to sleep; is that correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, again, it's more complicated than that.20·
·· ·
· · ··     It's an annual average that they're discussing,21·
·· ·
· · ··     at least in this document.··There are several22·
·· ·
· · ··     World Health Organization documents that refer23·
·· ·
· · ··     to sleep guidelines.··The one recommends 3024·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     decibels inside the bedroom.··This one that you·1·
·· ·
· · ··     have given me recommends -- sorry -- the 30·2·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels inside the bedroom is an eight-hour·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Leq.··This one is not a recommendation, but it·4·
·· ·
· · ··     shows effects but not adverse effects above 30·5·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true it shows there are effects·7·
·· ·
· · ··     on slope above 30 decibels and there are effects·8·
·· ·
· · ··     on health above 40 decibels; isn't that correct?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·40 decibels annual average, yes.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that's 40 dBA, correct?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry.··It didn't say anything about health.12·
·· ·
· · ··     It wold be adverse effects on sleep above 4013·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels on an annual average.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, if you take a look at the exhibit on15·
·· ·
· · ··     executive summary, Page 16, perhaps this will16·
·· ·
· · ··     refresh your recollection.··Isn't it true that17·
·· ·
· · ··     under the recommendations for health, the World18·
·· ·
· · ··     Health Organization has stated:··However,19·
·· ·
· · ··     adverse health effects are observed at the level20·
·· ·
· · ··     above 40 dB for the nighttime average?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·You said 16?22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Yes.··XVI, actually.23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, adverse --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·And it's in the second to last paragraph of the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     document on that page, XVI.·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·It says:··There's no sufficient evidence that·3·
·· ·
· · ··     biological events observed at the level below 40·4·
·· ·
· · ··     dB L night outside are harmful to health --·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·However --·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- however, adverse effects are observed at the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     level above 40 dB L night outside, such as·8·
·· ·
· · ··     self-reported sleep disturbance, environmental·9·
·· ·
· · ··     insomnia, increased use of somni -- I can't10·
·· ·
· · ··     pronounce that word -- drugs and sedatives.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So are you aware that the World Health12·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization has indicated that over 40 dBA at13·
·· ·
· · ··     night poses a risk to human health?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··Again, L night outside, which is an15·
·· ·
· · ··     annual average outside.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So in this slide you put up here though, that17·
·· ·
· · ··     is actually not a dBA, rather that is a dB18·
·· ·
· · ··     standard at the various hertz levels; isn't that19·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··Those are unweighted sound levels at21·
·· ·
· · ··     specific frequencies.··The dBA would be a single22·
·· ·
· · ··     number that represents all of the frequencies23·
·· ·
· · ··     weighted by this A -- these A weights.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 30 marked for·1·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·If you would, put up the slide that showed the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board standard for me, please.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (Witness complies.)·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, the standards that we're most concerned·6·
·· ·
· · ··     about is the one on the bottom there, Class C to·7·
·· ·
· · ··     A nighttime, because that is the most·8·
·· ·
· · ··     restrictive standard.··So that's the one that·9·
·· ·
· · ··     you, as a modeler, need to determine if there's10·
·· ·
· · ··     compliance with, correct?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is the standard we use to determine12·
·· ·
· · ··     compliance.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you know, it doesn't matter, honestly, if14·
·· ·
· · ··     there's compliance with C to A daytime.··If you15·
·· ·
· · ··     have failures at nighttime then the application16·
·· ·
· · ··     fails, right?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·At least for the nighttime, yes.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And you also later on got into the 31.519·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz level and then jumped to the thousand20·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz level.··Now, I have heard over the years21·
·· ·
· · ··     that human hearing is pretty much centered22·
·· ·
· · ··     around the thousand hertz level.··That's where23·
·· ·
· · ··     we pick up the most sound.··Is that accurate?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·It's a range.··Typically a range between, say,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     500 to 2,000 hertz.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, actually, even at the thousand hertz,·3·
·· ·
· · ··     that's technically a range, isn't it?··I mean,·4·
·· ·
· · ··     they use a thousand hertz as a shorthand way to·5·
·· ·
· · ··     talk about the number; isn't that correct?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, I guess that's the way you're using it.·7·
·· ·
· · ··     When we say the thousand hertz octave band, an·8·
·· ·
· · ··     octave band is a band of frequencies that range·9·
·· ·
· · ··     from -- I don't have the exact numbers, but10·
·· ·
· · ··     somewhere around 700 to 1500 hertz or so.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that 1,000 hertz octave band is the band12·
·· ·
· · ··     that most acousticians would agree is where we13·
·· ·
· · ··     pick up the most sound as humans; is that14·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily, but it's close.··You get a16·
·· ·
· · ··     little bit more sensitivity at a little bit17·
·· ·
· · ··     higher frequencies but it's within a decibel or18·
·· ·
· · ··     so.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So now if you go back to the slide we20·
·· ·
· · ··     had up there before, which was your chart on21·
·· ·
· · ··     Slide 6 -- oh, wait.··Before you do that.··At22·
·· ·
· · ··     the thousand kilohertz level the dB number is23·
·· ·
· · ··     actually 41; isn't that right?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But that is not a dBA.··You can calculate using·2·
·· ·
· · ··     this chart the dBA for the Illinois Pollution·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board regulations, can you not?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance.·5·
·· ·
· · ··     There's no dBA standard.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Your Honor, the dBA relates·7·
·· ·
· · ··     to World Health Organization standards for·8·
·· ·
· · ··     impacts on health and so it's --·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Thank you.11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily.··I mean, the Illinois12·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board standard is an octave13·
·· ·
· · ··     band standard.··You would have to make the14·
·· ·
· · ··     assumption that in order to have a dB level for15·
·· ·
· · ··     the Illinois Pollution Control Board standard16·
·· ·
· · ··     you'd have to make the assumption that all of17·
·· ·
· · ··     the sound at each frequency is at the IPCB18·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, and, you know, it's clearly shown from19·
·· ·
· · ··     the chart a few slides from here that that's not20·
·· ·
· · ··     the case for wind turbine noise.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, right now I'm not22·
·· ·
· · ··     talking about wind turbine noise.··If you were23·
·· ·
· · ··     to look at this chart and -- take a look, if you24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     would, at IP No. 30.··Isn't it true that an·1·
·· ·
· · ··     acoustician can calculate what the dBA is·2·
·· ·
· · ··     overall for the Class C to A nighttime·3·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations in Illinois, and that calculation·4·
·· ·
· · ··     comes out to 51.19 dBA?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, there is no IPCB A-weighted standard.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Right.·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·This makes assumptions that there is and that·8·
·· ·
· · ··     all of the sound at each frequency is at the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, which isn't the case.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Right now all I'm asking is, isn't it true that11·
·· ·
· · ··     a reasonably well-qualified acoustician can12·
·· ·
· · ··     calculate using that chart what the dBA13·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations are in Illinois, and that14·
·· ·
· · ··     calculation comes out to be 51.19 dBA?15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and16·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.··He hasn't18·
·· ·
· · ··     answered yet.19·
·· ·
·A.· ·So I didn't calculate the overall A-weighted20·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level for the -- if you had assumed that21·
·· ·
· · ··     there is an A-weighted sound level that the IPCB22·
·· ·
· · ··     standard represents, which there isn't, I did23·
·· ·
· · ··     not calculate that to be 51 decibels.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, isn't it true that the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     INCE standards require an acoustician or a sound·2·
·· ·
· · ··     engineer to only recommend approved projects·3·
·· ·
· · ··     that are protective of public health?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't believe that's a requirement for --·5·
·· ·
· · ··     in those words.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the INCE rules of practice·7·
·· ·
· · ··     require that one approved only noise control·8·
·· ·
· · ··     engineering studies, reports, or work which to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     the best of your knowledge and belief are safe10·
·· ·
· · ··     for the public health, property and welfare in11·
·· ·
· · ··     conformance with an acceptable practice?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·It may.··I don't have the -- I don't have it13·
·· ·
· · ··     memorized.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, isn't it also true that the IPCB15·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations that are up here on Slide 6 are not16·
·· ·
· · ··     the only standards of the Illinois Pollution17·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's correct.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And I'm going to cover this in further detail20·
·· ·
· · ··     in a little while here, but isn't it true that21·
·· ·
· · ··     the Illinois Pollution Control Board prohibits22·
·· ·
· · ··     noise pollution?23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Calls for a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     legal conclusion.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, all right, I guess·3·
·· ·
· · ··     we'll dive into it now.··If you would, turn to·4·
·· ·
· · ··     your report, and you have a discussion in your·5·
·· ·
· · ··     report concerning Illinois Pollution Control·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Board standards.·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Can you tell me what page?·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Page 6.·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there's a discussion there.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And as a matter of fact, you reference --11·
·· ·
· · ··     before I go there.··You have attached as Exhibit12·
·· ·
· · ··     O, I believe, an Illinois Pollution Control13·
·· ·
· · ··     Board standard; is that correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Exhibit 0?15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··He doesn't have the16·
·· ·
· · ··     application.17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, I don't know.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Okay.··So you don't -- strike19·
·· ·
· · ··     that.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it -- do you -- strike that.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Did you know that the only standard22·
·· ·
· · ··     attached to the application was the 90123·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, not the 900 standard?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·No, I don't know that.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··But there are two different standards,·2·
·· ·
· · ··     and you have referenced them in -- on Page 6 and·3·
·· ·
· · ··     you have referenced part of them on your Slide·4·
·· ·
· · ··     6.··There's a 900 standard and there's a 901·5·
·· ·
· · ··     standard in Illinois; isn't that right?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·There's a Section 900 and a Section 901 and a·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Section 910.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And you have indicated at Page 6 of your·9·
·· ·
· · ··     report State standards, and the first reference10·
·· ·
· · ··     you give is to Section 900.102.··Do you see11·
·· ·
· · ··     that?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And I happen to have that one with me.··And14·
·· ·
· · ··     while I'm marking this, isn't it true that the15·
·· ·
· · ··     box up here on Slide 6 is the 901 standard, not16·
·· ·
· · ··     the 900 standard?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·This is 901.102.18·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 32 marked for19·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, Mr. Porter is21·
·· ·
· · ··     handing out, out of order, IP No. 32.··Being out22·
·· ·
· · ··     of order is fine obviously, but just so we can23·
·· ·
· · ··     keep track.··We don't have 31, but now we have24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     32.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Now, if you would, on Page 6·2·
·· ·
· · ··     and within IP No. 32 at Section 900.102 --·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry.··Page 6 of IP 32?·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I'm sorry.··I'll slow down a little bit.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          On Page 6 of your application you have·6·
·· ·
· · ··     referenced 900.102, and it's also contained·7·
·· ·
· · ··     within the document that I have just handed you,·8·
·· ·
· · ··     which is at 900.102.··So if you turn your·9·
·· ·
· · ··     attention to either one, I'm going to refresh10·
·· ·
· · ··     your recollection on the standard.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And isn't it true in Illinois that in12·
·· ·
· · ··     addition to the maximum dB levels that can be13·
·· ·
· · ··     reached under the 901 standard there's also a14·
·· ·
· · ··     more general standard that provides at 900.102:15·
·· ·
· · ··     No person shall cause or allow the emission of16·
·· ·
· · ··     sound beyond the boundaries of his property, as17·
·· ·
· · ··     property is defined in Section 25 of the18·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois Environmental Protection Act, so as to19·
·· ·
· · ··     cause noise pollution in Illinois or so as to20·
·· ·
· · ··     violating any provision of this chapter?21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't that correct?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says.··I don't know if this is23·
·· ·
· · ··     an additional standard or one that is --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     essentially leads up to the standards at·1·
·· ·
· · ··     901.102.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, okay, let's take a look then at the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     definition of noise pollution, which is a couple·4·
·· ·
· · ··     pages before Section 900.102 in the document I·5·
·· ·
· · ··     have just handed you, IP No. 32.··You see·6·
·· ·
· · ··     there's a definition section and then on --·7·
·· ·
· · ··     within that definition section, which is·8·
·· ·
· · ··     900.101, there's a definition of noise·9·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution.··Do you see that?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, that definition provides in toto:··Noise12·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution, the emission of sound that13·
·· ·
· · ··     unreasonably interferes with the enjoyment of14·
·· ·
· · ··     life or with any lawful business or activity.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·You have quoted it correctly.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so the standard at 900.102 prohibits noise18·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution, and noise pollution is defined solely19·
·· ·
· · ··     as an unreasonable interference with the20·
·· ·
· · ··     enjoyment of life or with any lawful business or21·
·· ·
· · ··     activity.··There's no reference to the 90122·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations under the definition of noise23·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'll object to the extent·1·
·· ·
· · ··     he's asking the witness what the law states.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Well, the witness has already·4·
·· ·
· · ··     testified to the ZBA what the law states, and he·5·
·· ·
· · ··     came here -- it's on the slide right there and·6·
·· ·
· · ··     it's telling us what the noise standards are for·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois.··It's contained in his report.··He's·8·
·· ·
· · ··     clearly at least attempting to testify as an·9·
·· ·
· · ··     expert on what those noise standards are.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I understand your argument,11·
·· ·
· · ··     but that was not your question and that's not12·
·· ·
· · ··     exactly what he testified to.··He testified as13·
·· ·
· · ··     to his modeling under 901.··You can ask him14·
·· ·
· · ··     about this 900 but not the conclusions of why15·
·· ·
· · ··     you purport to ask him about it.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you aware that in17·
·· ·
· · ··     addition to the limitations that exist in18·
·· ·
· · ··     Section 901 there is also a general exclusion19·
·· ·
· · ··     under the PCB regulations for noise pollution?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I don't know if they are additional21·
·· ·
· · ··     standards or whether one refers to the other.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Was it your job, at least according to23·
·· ·
· · ··     your report, to testify and determine whether or24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     not the Illinois Pollution Control Board noise·1·
·· ·
· · ··     standards had been met?··And yet, if I·2·
·· ·
· · ··     understand correctly, you don't know --·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··One question at a time.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Okay.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that that was·6·
·· ·
· · ··     your job?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm sorry, can you repeat the question?·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you were hired in part to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     determine -- well, here, strike that.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          If you would go to your last slide now,11·
·· ·
· · ··     the bottom bullet point says, "Under12·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative modeling assumptions, the project13·
·· ·
· · ··     complies with IPCB and Bureau County noise14·
·· ·
· · ··     standards"; isn't that correct?··Isn't that what15·
·· ·
· · ··     you have testified to here today?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right, yes.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so in order to come to that conclusion,18·
·· ·
· · ··     shouldn't you know what those standards are?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Argumentative.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And if I understand23·
·· ·
· · ··     correctly, you don't know whether or not there's24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     a general prohibition against noise in addition·1·
·· ·
· · ··     to the prohibition of exceeding the dB·2·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations; is that right?·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··There's no·4·
·· ·
· · ··     general prohibition against noise.··Misstating·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the --·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I will withdraw the question·7·
·· ·
· · ··     and rephrase it.··Counsel is right.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that you don't10·
·· ·
· · ··     know whether or not there's a general11·
·· ·
· · ··     prohibition against noise pollution in addition12·
·· ·
· · ··     to the prohibition of exceeding the dB13·
·· ·
· · ··     limitations identified in Section 901?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·In my report I did include the portions from15·
·· ·
· · ··     Section 900, and my interpretation is that the16·
·· ·
· · ··     definition of sound -- that it essentially -- in17·
·· ·
· · ··     terms of IPCB's interpretation is that the18·
·· ·
· · ··     standards in 901 are protective of the enjoyment19·
·· ·
· · ··     of property and -- I can't give you the exact20·
·· ·
· · ··     quote in 90- -- in 900 -- interferes with21·
·· ·
· · ··     enjoyment of life or with any lawful business or22·
·· ·
· · ··     activity.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          The standards in 901 are specific to both24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     interference with businesses, essentially Class·1·
·· ·
· · ··     B land, interference with activity on·2·
·· ·
· · ··     residential land, Class A land.··I think it's a·3·
·· ·
· · ··     reasonable assumption that one follows the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     other.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, have you ever read any authoritative·6·
·· ·
· · ··     treatise or publication that has indicated that·7·
·· ·
· · ··     only the 901 standards apply in Illinois?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have applied both the 900 and the 901·9·
·· ·
· · ··     standards as I interpreted them.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Would you agree that under your11·
·· ·
· · ··     interpretation there cannot be any noise12·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution unless 901 is exceeded?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry, I don't understand your question.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that under the interpretation15·
·· ·
· · ··     that I think you just testified to, the only way16·
·· ·
· · ··     that there can be an exceedance in the Illinois17·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board regulations in your18·
·· ·
· · ··     opinion is if the standards that are identified19·
·· ·
· · ··     in Section 901 are exceeded?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And have you reviewed any authority from the22·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois Pollution Control Board or any other23·
·· ·
· · ··     source that has come to that conclusion?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·No, I haven't.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, did you ever tell your client, Walnut·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Ridge Wind, that the application they have·3·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed exceeds the World Health Organization·4·
·· ·
· · ··     standards?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, we didn't analyze it.··I have told them·6·
·· ·
· · ··     that it exceeded the World Health Organization's·7·
·· ·
· · ··     eight-hour -- sorry, I shouldn't say that.··We·8·
·· ·
· · ··     didn't analyze the eight-hour standard, but I·9·
·· ·
· · ··     made them aware of the World Health10·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization's 45 decibel eight-hour guideline.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that's 45 dBA eight-hour guideline,12·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is dBA average over an eight-hour period.14·
·· ·
· · ··     The standards in 901 are related to a one-hour15·
·· ·
· · ··     period.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And did you inform them that this application17·
·· ·
· · ··     exceeds the 45 dBA standard of the World Health18·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization?19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··I believe the20·
·· ·
· · ··     witness said it's a guideline, not a standard.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That part is overruled.22·
·· ·
· · ··     But this is the same question.··Let's move on.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, I think I heard you24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     say, and maybe I'm wrong, that you did have a·1·
·· ·
· · ··     conversation with Walnut Ridge Wind informing·2·
·· ·
· · ··     them that their application violated the World·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Health Organization; is that correct?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not correct.··I said that I didn't·5·
·· ·
· · ··     do an analysis of an eight-hour guideline.··I·6·
·· ·
· · ··     only did the analysis of a one-hour standard,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     which is the IPCB standard.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··Let me -- isn't it true that there·9·
·· ·
· · ··     have been studies that have shown that wind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine noise is a particularly annoying type of11·
·· ·
· · ··     noise?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I guess it's -- in very general terms, wind13·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine noise can be annoying depending on the14·
·· ·
· · ··     level.15·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 31 marked for16·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, Mr. Porter is18·
·· ·
· · ··     now handing IP No. 31, entitled "Annoyance From19·
·· ·
· · ··     Different Noise Sources."20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you familiar with the21·
·· ·
· · ··     Pedersen and Persson study of 2004?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have read it.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that Pedersen and Persson24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     determined that wind turbines are particularly·1·
·· ·
· · ··     annoying even at lower sound exposure levels·2·
·· ·
· · ··     than aircraft, road traffic or railways?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I believe this graphic that you mentioned --·4·
·· ·
· · ··     showed has an error in it and that later·5·
·· ·
· · ··     analyses show different curves that they don't·6·
·· ·
· · ··     convert this to exposure level, which the other·7·
·· ·
· · ··     ones are.··But if you could provide me with a·8·
·· ·
· · ··     document, I could be more specific as to what·9·
·· ·
· · ··     they included.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that Pedersen and Persson11·
·· ·
· · ··     concluded that the percentage of people highly12·
·· ·
· · ··     annoyed by wind turbine noise occurred at much13·
·· ·
· · ··     lower sound exposure dBA frequencies than14·
·· ·
· · ··     aircraft, road traffic or railways?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I don't know if the word "much" is used.16·
·· ·
· · ··     I'd have to see.··I know they had lower levels17·
·· ·
· · ··     for annoyance, but I don't know if they used the18·
·· ·
· · ··     words "much lower."19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that this chart shows, for20·
·· ·
· · ··     example, that 35 percent of the population21·
·· ·
· · ··     surveyed was highly annoyed by aircraft, the22·
·· ·
· · ··     sound exposure dBA was 70 compared to 35 for23·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbines?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Object to the foundation.·1·
·· ·
· · ··     He's not established the witness is familiar·2·
·· ·
· · ··     with this exhibit.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You have seen this exhibit·5·
·· ·
· · ··     before, have you not?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have seen this chart before.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And it is a well-accepted publication from·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Pedersen and How -- I'm sorry, Pedersen and·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Persson; isn't that correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, this chart is in error, so this chart is11·
·· ·
· · ··     not well accepted.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Would you agree that Pedersen and Persson have13·
·· ·
· · ··     concluded that wind turbines are more annoying14·
·· ·
· · ··     at lower sound exposure levels than aircraft,15·
·· ·
· · ··     road traffic and railways?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance and17·
·· ·
· · ··     hearsay as to what these two other gentlemen18·
·· ·
· · ··     concluded.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That's overruled.··But the20·
·· ·
· · ··     question has been asked and answered before.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Person:)··And isn't it true that wind22·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines are annoying at lower sound pressure23·
·· ·
· · ··     levels because of the nature of the noise?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·They can be, because if there are certain·1·
·· ·
· · ··     components of wind turbine noise that's dominant·2·
·· ·
· · ··     it can be more annoying than other types of·3·
·· ·
· · ··     noise.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it also true that wind turbines are·5·
·· ·
· · ··     particularly notorious for the creation of low·6·
·· ·
· · ··     frequency noise and infrasound?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what you mean by "notorious."·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true -- you don't know what the word·9·
·· ·
· · ··     "notorious" means?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·In this context, no.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that wind turbines are known to12·
·· ·
· · ··     have a high component of low frequency noise and13·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound when compared to other noise sources?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Compared to certain noise sources they would15·
·· ·
· · ··     have a higher low frequency and infrasound16·
·· ·
· · ··     component and compared to others it wouldn't.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that throughout most of your18·
·· ·
· · ··     career concerning wind turbines you have been19·
·· ·
· · ··     hired by the wind turbine industry?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Throughout most of my career there have been --21·
·· ·
· · ··     sorry, can you repeat that?··I don't quite22·
·· ·
· · ··     understand.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·How many times have you testified concerning24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     wind turbine projects?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know, a dozen, two dozen times.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And of those dozen, two dozen times, what·3·
·· ·
· · ··     percentage have been on behalf of industry?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, by "industry" do you mean the developer?·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I mean the developer, the wind turbine company,·6·
·· ·
· · ··     someone making money off the production of wind·7·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines or their operation.·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Probably 80 percent for -- this is a rough·9·
·· ·
· · ··     number.··More for applicants than for peer10·
·· ·
· · ··     reviews.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And have you ever provided a report to a12·
·· ·
· · ··     developer or wind turbine company when hired by13·
·· ·
· · ··     the developer of a wind turbine company that a14·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed project would pose a danger as to15·
·· ·
· · ··     noise?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·In the report, I mean, generally speaking, our17·
·· ·
· · ··     job is to recommend mitigation measures so it's18·
·· ·
· · ··     not a danger, but we don't use the term -- what19·
·· ·
· · ··     is a danger and what is not a danger.··It's not20·
·· ·
· · ··     a -- you know, we're looking to meet standards21·
·· ·
· · ··     or commonly-accepted standards, and so that's22·
·· ·
· · ··     the role of what we do.··And if we find that23·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines or multiple turbines cause problems24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     related to the standards, we'll recommend·1·
·· ·
· · ··     mitigation and that mitigation will be part of·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the application.··So when we're working for a·3·
·· ·
· · ··     developer we would never put in an application·4·
·· ·
· · ··     that showed exceedances unless -- well, I guess·5·
·· ·
· · ··     there is no "unless."··We wouldn't do that.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, you are a member of INCE, which is the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Institute of Noise Control Engineering, correct?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·A board certified member.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So your emphasis is noise monitoring and10·
·· ·
· · ··     acoustics; is that right?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·My emphasis?··I have a lot of emphases.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Would you -- are you an acoustician?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm a noise control engineer.··That's a more14·
·· ·
· · ··     apt title.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you are not an audiologist; is that16·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's correct, I'm not an audiologist.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And an audiologist is one who has expertise in19·
·· ·
· · ··     the physical components of hearing; is that20·
·· ·
· · ··     right?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·I mean, in terms of my own personal opinion,22·
·· ·
· · ··     that's probably accurate, that they look at23·
·· ·
· · ··     hearing, diseases of the ear, diseases related24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     to hearing loss.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you familiar with studies that have·2·
·· ·
· · ··     indicated that wind turbines, and particularly·3·
·· ·
· · ··     the low frequency noise and infrasound·4·
·· ·
· · ··     associated with wind turbines, have resulted in·5·
·· ·
· · ··     complaints by many people of sleep deprivation,·6·
·· ·
· · ··     headache, vertigo, tinnitus, exhaustion, stress·7·
·· ·
· · ··     and anxiety?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have seen claims of that but I haven't seen·9·
·· ·
· · ··     any studies that link the two in any definitive10·
·· ·
· · ··     terms.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You have seen no peer-reviewed studies on those12·
·· ·
· · ··     topics?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, you have named quite a few topics.··There14·
·· ·
· · ··     are peer-reviewed studies that claim that, and15·
·· ·
· · ··     if there's one that you want to discuss, I'd be16·
·· ·
· · ··     happy to discuss it, what the merits are.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Earlier you testified that you did --18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Are you going on to just a19·
·· ·
· · ··     little different subject?··Because if you are,20·
·· ·
· · ··     let's take a break.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Two more and then I am on a22·
·· ·
· · ··     totally different subject.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Okay.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Earlier you testified that --·1·
·· ·
· · ··     I'm sorry, I lost my train of thought.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I did that.··I apologize.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'll have to circle back.·4·
·· ·
· · ··     It's a good time for a break.··Thanks, Judge.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··8:30.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (A recess was taken at 8:24 p.m.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    and proceedings resumed at·8·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    8:36 p.m.)·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Mr. Porter, you10·
·· ·
· · ··     may continue.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the model12·
·· ·
· · ··     that you ran only addresses the Section 90113·
·· ·
· · ··     noise limitation regulations and does not14·
·· ·
· · ··     address whether the noise that will be created15·
·· ·
· · ··     will unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment16·
·· ·
· · ··     of life or any other law?17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and18·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Judge Slavin, I never asked21·
·· ·
· · ··     him --22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Yeah, you did.··You did,23·
·· ·
· · ··     you really did.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board regulations that you·2·
·· ·
· · ··     employed do not discuss the particularly·3·
·· ·
· · ··     annoying nature of wind turbine noise, correct?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, to be specific, they don't address wind·5·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine noise specifically.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the Pollution Control Board regulations you·7·
·· ·
· · ··     applied do not at all consider low frequency·8·
·· ·
· · ··     noise or infrasound; is that correct?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, that's only partially correct.··The wind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines -- sorry.··The IPCB standards address11·
·· ·
· · ··     low frequency sound.··So the 31-1/2 hertz, the12·
·· ·
· · ··     63 hertz, 125, those are all low frequency13·
·· ·
· · ··     sounds.··There's no standard that goes down into14·
·· ·
· · ··     the infrasonic range.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, if you'd put up Slide 3 again, please.16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Is this the one?17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, isn't it true that most acousticians or18·
·· ·
· · ··     noise engineers would define low frequency noise19·
·· ·
· · ··     as noise less than 20 dBA?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that the PCB regulations --22·
·· ·
· · ··     well, what's wrong with that statement?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·That would be the definition of infrasound.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     Low frequency sound is generally between the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     frequency of 20 and 200 hertz.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And where is the audible range at?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·The entire range from, say, 1 hertz to 20,000·4·
·· ·
· · ··     hertz is audible depending on the level, but·5·
·· ·
· · ··     generally speaking the audible range is·6·
·· ·
· · ··     considered to be between 20 and 20,000 hertz,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     because the sound below 20 hertz that you need·8·
·· ·
· · ··     to have to be audible is extremely loud and is·9·
·· ·
· · ··     very infrequent.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And from 1 to 35 hertz the Pollution11·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board regulation limitations are silent;12·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Did you say 1 to 35?14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·The Pollution Control Board regulations don't15·
·· ·
· · ··     address the 1 to 35 hertz range; isn't that16·
·· ·
· · ··     right?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··The 31-1/2 hertz octave band goes down to18·
·· ·
· · ··     just roughly about 22 hertz.··So that would be19·
·· ·
· · ··     the -- to correct your question, it doesn't20·
·· ·
· · ··     address the 1 to roughly 22 hertz frequency21·
·· ·
· · ··     range.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it -- well, strike that.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you agree that when it comes to wind24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     turbine noise a C-weighting analysis should be·1·
·· ·
· · ··     performed?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that a C-weighting analysis gives·4·
·· ·
· · ··     a better indication of low frequency noise and·5·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound.·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not quite sure what you mean by·7·
·· ·
· · ··     "C-weighting analysis," but if you mean should·8·
·· ·
· · ··     the results be reported in C-weighted sound·9·
·· ·
· · ··     levels, is it better than the IPCB standard, I'd10·
·· ·
· · ··     say no.··The IPCB standards you're getting very11·
·· ·
· · ··     specific levels of the different frequencies.12·
·· ·
· · ··     You can do a very specific frequency analysis.13·
·· ·
· · ··     The C-weighted level is one number and it14·
·· ·
· · ··     represents all the frequencies, so it's hard to15·
·· ·
· · ··     know what's low frequency infrasound and what's16·
·· ·
· · ··     not.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that Dr. Pedersen has indicated18·
·· ·
· · ··     that a significant portion of the population is19·
·· ·
· · ··     annoyed at wind turbine sound and sound levels20·
·· ·
· · ··     at night above 35 dBA or greater?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You have never read that study?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have no idea what study you're talking about.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     Could have said that, but if you want to show it·1·
·· ·
· · ··     to me I can confirm it.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·If you don't know, that's fine.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true that there are hundreds of·4·
·· ·
· · ··     sites at this proposed project that will be·5·
·· ·
· · ··     subjected to noise levels in excess of 30 dBA?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there are sites in this project that would·7·
·· ·
· · ··     be in excess of 30.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you would agree that there are hundreds of·9·
·· ·
· · ··     sites that are in excess of the dBA level that10·
·· ·
· · ··     the World Health Organization has indicated will11·
·· ·
· · ··     affect sleep in some people?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not what the World Health13·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization said.··Again, our analysis is14·
·· ·
· · ··     not -- to not look at the annual average15·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime sound level.··For wind turbines, you16·
·· ·
· · ··     know, I don't know what the capacity factor is,17·
·· ·
· · ··     but most wind turbines, you know, they are18·
·· ·
· · ··     somewhere around 30 percent or so, plus or minus19·
·· ·
· · ··     10 percent.··They don't operate all the time.20·
·· ·
· · ··     They don't operate at a hundred percent sound21·
·· ·
· · ··     power all the time.··You're not always downwind.22·
·· ·
· · ··     You're not always under a moderate wind time23·
·· ·
· · ··     inversion.··There's a lot of factors that24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     essentially make this annual average number much·1·
·· ·
· · ··     lower than this maximum sound -- one-hour sound·2·
·· ·
· · ··     level that we're modeling.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          There's a very -- you cannot compare our·4·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling to the WHO Europe guideline that·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Porter is mentioning.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you did not do any analysis·7·
·· ·
· · ··     to determine the background noise in the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed area?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·We did not measure background noise.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you agree that a 5 to 10 dBA11·
·· ·
· · ··     change to background noise is likely to be very12·
·· ·
· · ··     annoying?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you familiar with a project in the town of15·
·· ·
· · ··     Sutton in Vermont?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Do you know the name of the project?17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·The UPC Vermont Wind, LLC, Certificate of18·
·· ·
· · ··     Public Good.19·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not sure.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let me ask you this:··Isn't it true that you21·
·· ·
· · ··     provided testimony concerning a proposed project22·
·· ·
· · ··     by UPC Vermont Wind in the town of Sutton in23·
·· ·
· · ··     Vermont?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·I may have.··I'm not sure if it was in the town·1·
·· ·
· · ··     of Sutton or whether I testified for the town of·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Sutton.··I'm not sure.··It was a long time ago.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that in your pre-filed testimony·4·
·· ·
· · ··     you indicated, quote, With regard to increases·5·
·· ·
· · ··     in A-weighted noise levels over similar·6·
·· ·
· · ··     background noise levels, it is generally·7·
·· ·
· · ··     recognized the following relationships occur:·8·
·· ·
· · ··     One, a change of 1 dBA cannot be perceived; a 3·9·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA change is considered a just-noticeable10·
·· ·
· · ··     difference; a 5 dBA change is clearly11·
·· ·
· · ··     noticeable; a 10 dBA change is subjectively12·
·· ·
· · ··     heard as an approximate doubling in loudness?13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··I'm going to ask14·
·· ·
· · ··     that Mr. Porter place the document in front of15·
·· ·
· · ··     the witness that he's reading from.··He's trying16·
·· ·
· · ··     to impeach the witness without providing him17·
·· ·
· · ··     with the document.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.··I think it's19·
·· ·
· · ··     only fair.20·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 36 marked for21·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I got one that's not23·
·· ·
· · ··     marked.··Is it marked somewhere?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··There.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, Mr. Porter·2·
·· ·
· · ··     has now handed all concerned IP No. 36,·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Kenneth Kaliski.·4·
·· ·
· · ··     Again, it's out of order, which is fine.··Just·5·
·· ·
· · ··     so we all keep track, this is 36.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Now that you have the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     document in front of you, isn't it true that you·8·
·· ·
· · ··     were asked the following question:··"What would·9·
·· ·
· · ··     be the impact of the noise levels in the10·
·· ·
· · ··     project" --11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry, can you just tell me where it is?12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now that you have the document in front of you,13·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't it true that you were asked the following14·
·· ·
· · ··     question at Paragraph 10, which is the last page15·
·· ·
· · ··     of the document:··"What will be the impact of16·
·· ·
· · ··     the noise levels from the project on the17·
·· ·
· · ··     surrounding residences and the area based upon18·
·· ·
· · ··     the Applicant's study and data?"19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Answer:··"As my testimony states and20·
·· ·
· · ··     HMMH's data demonstrates, at many receivers,21·
·· ·
· · ··     most notable" -- probably supposed to be most22·
·· ·
· · ··     notably -- "at nearby residences" --23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          "As my testimony states and HMMH's data24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     demonstrates, at many receivers, most notable·1·
·· ·
· · ··     [sic] at nearby residences, the project will be·2·
·· ·
· · ··     clearly audible and the noise will be out of·3·
·· ·
· · ··     character with the surrounding land uses.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          With regard to increases in A-weighted·5·
·· ·
· · ··     noise levels over similar background noise·6·
·· ·
· · ··     levels, it is generally recognized that the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     following relationships occur:··A change of 1·8·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA cannot be perceived; a 3 dBA change is·9·
·· ·
· · ··     considered a just-noticeable difference; a 5 dBA10·
·· ·
· · ··     change is clearly noticeable; and a 10 dBA11·
·· ·
· · ··     change is subjectively heard as an approximate12·
·· ·
· · ··     doubling in loudness."13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true that you testified to that?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it also true that you testified that16·
·· ·
· · ··     there are numerous receptor locations at which17·
·· ·
· · ··     the UPC proposed turbines will generate sound18·
·· ·
· · ··     level changes in excess of 5 to 10 dBA and in19·
·· ·
· · ··     some cases the changes will be in the 10 to 1520·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA range; isn't that right?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's true.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So isn't it true that a 5 dBA change in23·
·· ·
· · ··     background is clearly noticeable?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that a 10 dBA change is an·2·
·· ·
· · ··     approximate doubling, as perceived by people, in·3·
·· ·
· · ··     noise?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that in order to determine if·6·
·· ·
· · ··     one is being subjected to noise pollution on the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois Pollution Control Board regulations,·8·
·· ·
· · ··     it's prudent to have a background study done to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     determine what the change would be to the10·
·· ·
· · ··     background?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, there's no requirement to look at change in12·
·· ·
· · ··     background.··The Illinois Pollution Control13·
·· ·
· · ··     Board regulations under 901 just refer to the14·
·· ·
· · ··     source of sound and the absence of background,15·
·· ·
· · ··     and the County standards specifically state zero16·
·· ·
· · ··     background be assumed.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And did you do any study as to -- okay.··Strike18·
·· ·
· · ··     that.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So you're indicating then if there's a20·
·· ·
· · ··     zero background and you're predicting a 41 dB21·
·· ·
· · ··     noise at the receivers at the 1,000 hertz that22·
·· ·
· · ··     there's going to be a 41 decibel change?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not what I said.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Okay.··So did you do any study to determine·1·
·· ·
· · ··     what the -- or predict what the change will be·2·
·· ·
· · ··     to background?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··As I mentioned, I didn't measure·4·
·· ·
· · ··     background or do any study to estimate what the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     background study was.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that in order to determine·7·
·· ·
· · ··     whether or not there will be noise pollution one·8·
·· ·
· · ··     needs to know what the difference will be to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     background?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and11·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.13·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··Under the County regulations it14·
·· ·
· · ··     specifically states that the background should15·
·· ·
· · ··     be assumed to be zero and that the IPCB16·
·· ·
· · ··     regulations under 901 are from the source -- the17·
·· ·
· · ··     source level only.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Now, you're not indicating19·
·· ·
· · ··     you complied with the Bureau County regulations,20·
·· ·
· · ··     are you?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·Our intent was to address the Bureau County22·
·· ·
· · ··     regulations as well, yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Well, let's turn to those.··And as a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     matter of fact, you quote a portion of the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Bureau County regulation in your application;·2·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that right -- I'm sorry.··I'll withdraw·3·
·· ·
· · ··     the question.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true you quote a portion of the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Bureau County noise regulation in your report?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that is true.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And if you would direct us all to where that is·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that you discuss the Bureau County regulation in·9·
·· ·
· · ··     your report?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's Page 7.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So it's Page 7 of Exhibit P to the application;12·
·· ·
· · ··     is that right?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have the exhibit number.··Page 7 to my14·
·· ·
· · ··     report.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, and specifically it's found at the bottom16·
·· ·
· · ··     of Page 7 under Local Standards; is that right?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that the language that you19·
·· ·
· · ··     provided in that report is not the actual20·
·· ·
· · ··     language of the Bureau County Zoning Ordinance?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I'm not.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let's take a look at it.··You have stated that23·
·· ·
· · ··     the Ordinance provides that, "The sound pressure24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     level generated by a WTG shall comply with all·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois Pollution Control Board noise·2·
·· ·
· · ··     regulations.··A modeling analysis of the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed site shall be included in the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     application predicting the sound pressure in·5·
·· ·
· · ··     accordance with the best available practices.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     The program generating the modeling must take·7·
·· ·
· · ··     into account not only topography, but also·8·
·· ·
· · ··     prevailing winds, temperature, air density,·9·
·· ·
· · ··     ground cover and other effects which contribute10·
·· ·
· · ··     to the distance that sound can travel."11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you see that?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And if you'll -- do you have the Bureau County14·
·· ·
· · ··     Zoning Code?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And you have that in front of you?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the Bureau County Zoning19·
·· ·
· · ··     Code has more language and specifically provides20·
·· ·
· · ··     that to demonstrate compliance with the IPCB21·
·· ·
· · ··     regulatory limits the modeling must perform an22·
·· ·
· · ··     analysis from the noise emitting property to the23·
·· ·
· · ··     property line of the neighboring property?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·That's what it says, yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, that's not contained anywhere within your·2·
·· ·
· · ··     application or your report; is that correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's not in the report, no.··That is·4·
·· ·
· · ··     contained in the -- I mean, the wording is --·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the item is contained in the application, the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     wording is not.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that you did not do any·8·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling to the property line of the neighboring·9·
·· ·
· · ··     property?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is not true, no.··We did modeling if you11·
·· ·
· · ··     look at -- starting at Figure 13, you can see12·
·· ·
· · ··     all of the property lines are in white and then13·
·· ·
· · ··     you have the noise contours.··So you can see or14·
·· ·
· · ··     estimate what the sound levels are at all the15·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines in the area that you see those16·
·· ·
· · ··     graphs.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·What figure are you looking at?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Starting on Page 22, Figure 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,19·
·· ·
· · ··     18, just keep going, through 24.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And where are you indicating the property line21·
·· ·
· · ··     is identified?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Those are the white lines.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, no, that is the IPCB C to A limit.··That24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     is not a property line --·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··You're telling --·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··-- isn't that correct?··That·3·
·· ·
· · ··     is the IPCB C to A limit, that is not a property·4·
·· ·
· · ··     line; isn't that correct?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not correct.··The dotted white line·6·
·· ·
· · ··     is the limit.··The narrow white lines that go·7·
·· ·
· · ··     around the properties are the parcel boundaries.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So you are acknowledging then that there·9·
·· ·
· · ··     are exceedances before one reaches the property10·
·· ·
· · ··     line?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I didn't mention anything about exceedances.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, okay.··Let's take a look -- as a matter13·
·· ·
· · ··     of fact, I'll jump ahead here.14·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 38 marked for15·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, Mr. Porter is17·
·· ·
· · ··     handing out to all concerned IP No. 38.··Again,18·
·· ·
· · ··     out of order, which is fine, just want to keep19·
·· ·
· · ··     track.··Appears to be two pages of maps.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And if you would, explain to21·
·· ·
· · ··     us what IP 38 is.22·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have the appendix here, but I believe23·
·· ·
· · ··     this is from our report from Appendix C.··It24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     says GE 1.6 megawatts, 100 modeling results, 1·1·
·· ·
· · ··     kilohertz, one octave band, northwest quad.··And·2·
·· ·
· · ··     then it's the -- and there are four more --·3·
·· ·
· · ··     sorry -- three more pages, which are the same·4·
·· ·
· · ··     but for the northeast, the southeast and the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     southwest quadrants.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And there are -- what do you call this·7·
·· ·
· · ··     document in general?··Is this a noise array?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Oh, I would call it a noise contour map.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And the noise contour map contains10·
·· ·
· · ··     certain lines which identify the noise at the 3011·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA level, the 35, the 40 and the IPCB C to A12·
·· ·
· · ··     limit level, is that correct, and moving on to13·
·· ·
· · ··     45, 50, et cetera?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Generally that's right.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the diagram also depicts the blue dots are16·
·· ·
· · ··     the residences; is that correct?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah.··I wouldn't describe them as dots, but,18·
·· ·
· · ··     yeah, they're little houses that are shaded in19·
·· ·
· · ··     blue.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, when one looks at this noise contour model21·
·· ·
· · ··     one cannot tell whether or not the PCB noise22·
·· ·
· · ··     limit is exceeded at a property line, can one?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·You can determine what the limit is, you can24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     determine what the level is at the property·1·
·· ·
· · ··     line, and if you knew what the land use is at·2·
·· ·
· · ··     that particular location you could determine·3·
·· ·
· · ··     whether the standard is met.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··You provided a chart that identifies the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel levels at the residence and at a hundred·6·
·· ·
· · ··     foot distance around the residence; isn't that·7·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's correct.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And I'm having one of those marked as we speak10·
·· ·
· · ··     and I'll get it out in a moment, but there is no11·
·· ·
· · ··     chart anywhere in the application materials that12·
·· ·
· · ··     identifies what the prediction is of the decibel13·
·· ·
· · ··     levels at property lines; isn't that correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·A property line is a continuous line, so you15·
·· ·
· · ··     wouldn't have one level for a property line.··So16·
·· ·
· · ··     that's why you have to essentially do an ISO17·
·· ·
· · ··     contour map like this to show what the levels18·
·· ·
· · ··     are along the property line.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that you picked a point 10020·
·· ·
· · ··     feet around a residence closest to a turbine?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, I did.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you certainly could have picked a property23·
·· ·
· · ··     line designation closest to a turbine and run24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     your modeling, correct?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's a little bit more difficult because the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines are so extensive.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It could have been done; isn't that right?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·You could have taken a single point along the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     property line that you thought might represent a·6·
·· ·
· · ··     worst case location, but the better way to do it·7·
·· ·
· · ··     is to look at the continuous levels along the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     entire property.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So take a look, if you will, at IP 3810·
·· ·
· · ··     and tell me where the nonparticipating11·
·· ·
· · ··     neighboring property line is to any turbine.12·
·· ·
· · ··     Just pick a turbine and tell me where the13·
·· ·
· · ··     nonparticipating property line neighboring it is14·
·· ·
· · ··     located.15·
·· ·
·A.· ·The property lines are in white.··You can see16·
·· ·
· · ··     them.··So I'm not quite sure which is17·
·· ·
· · ··     participating, which is nonparticipating, but18·
·· ·
· · ··     take the turbine to the top -- from the top, the19·
·· ·
· · ··     one in the middle and there is a -- surrounded20·
·· ·
· · ··     by a box, a white box, and there are sound21·
·· ·
· · ··     levels along the property line that reach22·
·· ·
· · ··     roughly the C to A limit, so 41 decibels.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, let's take a few others .··For example,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     go over to the left.·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you would agree there are property lines·3·
·· ·
· · ··     crossed over 50 decibels there, right?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·It's hard to see.··It's around 50, maybe 49.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Even the very first one that you pointed out to·6·
·· ·
· · ··     there's a property line crossed at 45 decibels;·7·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that right?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·The one I pointed out to?··No.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, it's hard for us to tell.··Is the one10·
·· ·
· · ··     you're pointing to the northernmost turbine?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Oh, I see.··Below it, yeah, that would be12·
·· ·
· · ··     around 45, that's right.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So many property lines are crossed with the dB14·
·· ·
· · ··     number exceeding 41 at the thousand hertz; isn't15·
·· ·
· · ··     that right?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, but the standard that those property lines17·
·· ·
· · ··     would not be -- there's no residence there, so18·
·· ·
· · ··     it would be a C to C, and there is no C to C19·
·· ·
· · ··     standard.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, no, the standard of Bureau County is to21·
·· ·
· · ··     demonstrate compliance with the regulatory22·
·· ·
· · ··     limits, the modeling must perform its analysis23·
·· ·
· · ··     from the noise emitting property to the property24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     line of the neighboring property.··That's the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     standard in Bureau County, correct?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Right.··And the property line in those cases is·3·
·· ·
· · ··     a C to C standard where the IPCB doesn't have a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     quantifiable standard.··So if it would be in a·5·
·· ·
· · ··     corner of an ag lot, for example, where there is·6·
·· ·
· · ··     no residence, you can analyze it but there's no·7·
·· ·
· · ··     standard there under the IPCB.··But at the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     residence, if there's a property line near the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     residence, you know, we did look at that.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, wait a minute.··You made an assumption11·
·· ·
· · ··     that every neighboring property line was ag12·
·· ·
· · ··     property; is that correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·We're making an assumption that the14·
·· ·
· · ··     residential -- the residential land use --15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·No, no, that's another question.··I want you to16·
·· ·
· · ··     answer my question.··Isn't it true that you made17·
·· ·
· · ··     an assumption that the property line was always18·
·· ·
· · ··     an ag use and, therefore, Class C to Class C19·
·· ·
· · ··     land?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, why then didn't you do your study22·
·· ·
· · ··     assuming that the property line was Class A23·
·· ·
· · ··     residential property?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Because that land where we didn't define it as·1·
·· ·
· · ··     residential property is Class C.··It's not·2·
·· ·
· · ··     residential property.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you telling me that you know --·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm sorry, it's not residential land.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you made a determination every single one,·6·
·· ·
· · ··     every one of these turbines was -- the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     neighboring property was entirely agricultural·8·
·· ·
· · ··     land at the border?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily agricultural.··I was just using10·
·· ·
· · ··     that as an example.··Class C.··We're assuming it11·
·· ·
· · ··     was all Class C at the property lines that12·
·· ·
· · ··     weren't residential.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But you understand that there are many homes14·
·· ·
· · ··     who have more than a hundred foot of property15·
·· ·
· · ··     that is only used for agricultural purposes --16·
·· ·
· · ··     strike that.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          You understand that there are many18·
·· ·
· · ··     farmettes, homes in this area that have lots19·
·· ·
· · ··     that are bigger than a hundred feet, do you not?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Did you say "farmettes"?21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know what a farmette is?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Are you aware that there are many 5-acre24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     or 3-acre cutout parcels in Bureau County where·1·
·· ·
· · ··     a home is situated and it's surrounded by land·2·
·· ·
· · ··     that is not farmed?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there might be land that's not farmed.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you would agree that land that is·5·
·· ·
· · ··     surrounding a home that is used only for·6·
·· ·
· · ··     residential purposes is residential land, would·7·
·· ·
· · ··     you not?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you would agree that -- strike that.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Have you bothered to review the Illinois11·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board decisions on that topic?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We're looking at the nighttime standard.13·
·· ·
· · ··     The nighttime standard is intended to address14·
·· ·
· · ··     sleep disturbance.··So we're looking at the15·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime standard, really focused on the home16·
·· ·
· · ··     and the area immediately around the home, and I17·
·· ·
· · ··     think that's appropriate.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Except Bureau County has dictated that you were19·
·· ·
· · ··     supposed to use the property line, not some20·
·· ·
· · ··     arbitrary 100-foot measure around the home;21·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that correct?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Calls for a23·
·· ·
· · ··     legal conclusion.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Where in the Bureau County·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Ordinance does it tell you to pick a hundred·3·
·· ·
· · ··     feet around the home and only do your study to·4·
·· ·
· · ··     that?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·It doesn't say that.··That's something we added·6·
·· ·
· · ··     to make the modeling more conservative.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And -- okay.··Wouldn't it have been more·8·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative to do what Bureau County told you·9·
·· ·
· · ··     to do, which was determine if the regulatory10·
·· ·
· · ··     limits were met at the property lines, not some11·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred-foot area around the home?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We did do what Bureau County requires us13·
·· ·
· · ··     to do and we did an analysis of the property14·
·· ·
· · ··     line.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that analysis -- I'm sorry -- that analysis16·
·· ·
· · ··     shows that there are exceedances of the 4117·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel limitation for residential land at18·
·· ·
· · ··     numerous locations around these turbines,19·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··The residential land that we defined, the21·
·· ·
· · ··     residence -- a hundred foot around the22·
·· ·
· · ··     residence, looking at the nighttime standard, is23·
·· ·
· · ··     met.··41 decibels doesn't apply to the entire24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     property line if it's not used -- if that land·1·
·· ·
· · ··     is not used for residential use.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Show me the document where you went around and·3·
·· ·
· · ··     looked at all my clients' properties and·4·
·· ·
· · ··     determined whether or not the property is used·5·
·· ·
· · ··     for residential at the property lines.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··I think many of·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Porter's clients don't live in the county.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Let's rephrase the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     question.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I don't know what you're11·
·· ·
· · ··     talking about there.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That's not an unfair13·
·· ·
· · ··     question.··He doesn't know who your clients are.14·
·· ·
· · ··     Sustained.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Did you do any analysis to16·
·· ·
· · ··     determine whether the neighboring properties17·
·· ·
· · ··     were being used for residential purposes or for18·
·· ·
· · ··     agricultural purposes at the property line?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·So we looked at each of the properties from an20·
·· ·
· · ··     aerial photograph and -- to see if there was21·
·· ·
· · ··     substantial, you know, obvious residential land22·
·· ·
· · ··     uses, like yards, areas of frequent human use,23·
·· ·
· · ··     and so I think we're comfortable that the 4124·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     decibel standard is not exceeded at any of those·1·
·· ·
· · ··     areas that are frequently going to be used, at·2·
·· ·
· · ··     least as we can identify.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And do you have these aerial photographs that·4·
·· ·
· · ··     depict, for example, Barb Anaheim's property?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know who they are.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are these aerial photographs anywhere contained·7·
·· ·
· · ··     in the application?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, they're in the figure, for example, that·9·
·· ·
· · ··     you provided, except when we do -- we have them10·
·· ·
· · ··     in a GIS system, so we can zoom in to see very11·
·· ·
· · ··     specifically the areas around the various12·
·· ·
· · ··     properties.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You are not attempting to testify that you14·
·· ·
· · ··     looked at every neighboring property and made a15·
·· ·
· · ··     determination that at the property lines there's16·
·· ·
· · ··     no yard, are you?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I never testified to that.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··You would agree if there's a yard at the19·
·· ·
· · ··     property line, that is a residential use and you20·
·· ·
· · ··     would have to have less than 41 dB at that21·
·· ·
· · ··     property line, correct?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you did not make a determination whether or24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     not there were yards at the property lines,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     right?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I said I went and I looked at the 41·3·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel contour, and in looking at the contour·4·
·· ·
· · ··     map specifically didn't appear to me, looking at·5·
·· ·
· · ··     each receiver, that the 41 decibel contour line·6·
·· ·
· · ··     was exceeded at any residence -- residential·7·
·· ·
· · ··     yards.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··Let's take a look again at IP 38.·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Even on this document wouldn't you agree that10·
·· ·
· · ··     there are numerous occasions where the IPCB11·
·· ·
· · ··     limit is reached or nearly reached, according to12·
·· ·
· · ··     your model, at the blue residence?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there are several.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so you would agree that if that individual15·
·· ·
· · ··     had a yard that's larger than a hundred feet16·
·· ·
· · ··     that there is an exceedance at that person's17·
·· ·
· · ··     yard, correct?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, what's wrong with that statement other20·
·· ·
· · ··     than the fact that you're being paid to say21·
·· ·
· · ··     something else?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Enough of that.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··What's wrong with the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     statement that if someone has a yard larger than·1·
·· ·
· · ··     a hundred feet and their home is depicted on·2·
·· ·
· · ··     here as being right at the limit that there's·3·
·· ·
· · ··     going to be an exceedance on their yard?··What's·4·
·· ·
· · ··     wrong with that statement?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, because you're assuming -- well, first of·6·
·· ·
· · ··     all, you didn't ask me which direction, whether·7·
·· ·
· · ··     it's greater -- which direction the -- you're·8·
·· ·
· · ··     going.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let's assume it's closer to the turbine, the10·
·· ·
· · ··     nearest turbine.11·
·· ·
·A.· ·There's residential land potentially.··Again, I12·
·· ·
· · ··     did review the aerial photographs and the 4113·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel contour and I didn't see that that14·
·· ·
· · ··     occurred.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you reviewed every -- strike that.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          How many receiver properties are there?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Somewhere between 3- and 400.··I don't have the18·
·· ·
· · ··     exact number here.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm going to approach one20·
·· ·
· · ··     more time here.21·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 39 marked for22·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··We're all now in receipt of24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     a multi-page document marked IP No. 39.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··If you would, tell us what IP·2·
·· ·
· · ··     39 is.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·This appears to be Table B-1 from my report·4·
·· ·
· · ··     starting on Page 49, but it has markings that I·5·
·· ·
· · ··     didn't make.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And Table B-1 of your report is for the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     GE 1.6 megawatt 100 turbine; is that correct?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·1.6 megawatt, yes.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so on the left-hand side -- strike that.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So this document, except for the11·
·· ·
· · ··     handwritten notations which I have put on the12·
·· ·
· · ··     document, is generated from the Cadna-A model13·
·· ·
· · ··     that you ran; is that correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And on the left side of it is identified as16·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver ID.··Do you see that?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It appears there are receiver IDs for one19·
·· ·
· · ··     through 790.··Do you see that?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, are there 790 homes affected by these22·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what you mean, "affected by."24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Well, are there 790 homes that you studied?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So why are they numbered 1 to 790?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And as a matter of fact, your report -- I'm·5·
·· ·
· · ··     fumbling here trying to find it, but I believe·6·
·· ·
· · ··     your report indicates that there are about 345·7·
·· ·
· · ··     homes that were studied.··Do you know if that's·8·
·· ·
· · ··     accurate?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·That sounds about right.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so my first question is simply, because I11·
·· ·
· · ··     don't know, where are the other 400 receiver12·
·· ·
· · ··     points?··Why did you use 790?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember why -- how we numbered them.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Do you know if this was in conjunction15·
·· ·
· · ··     with some other project, perhaps Lee County?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't know.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··You have also provided here18·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver ID of 1 and 1B.··Do you see that?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And then that continues throughout this model,21·
·· ·
· · ··     you have always got a number and then the same22·
·· ·
· · ··     number with a B.··And what is the B?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·B stands for buffer, so that would be the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     receiver we put at the hundred-foot buffer.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And the receiver then is what point?·2·
·· ·
· · ··     The receiver is the residence?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·So the one without the B you mean?·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Correct.·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·So the -- yeah, so that would be at the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     residence, and that would be at 4 meters high,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     so that would be representing the second floor·8·
·· ·
· · ··     window.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Where at the residence?··The center of10·
·· ·
· · ··     the residence?··The closest point to the nearest11·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine?··Where at the residence?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not quite sure where on the residence it13·
·· ·
· · ··     was.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Throughout the application it talks about a15·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred-foot buffer zone around the residence,16·
·· ·
· · ··     and nowhere in the application did it mention17·
·· ·
· · ··     how you determined at what point on the18·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred-foot buffer zone you were modeling, but19·
·· ·
· · ··     in your testimony today you said it was the20·
·· ·
· · ··     point closest to the nearest turbine.··Did I21·
·· ·
· · ··     hear that correctly?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··And do you know that to be24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     accurate?··Are you sure of that, I guess is what·1·
·· ·
· · ··     I'm asking?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'd see no reason why it wouldn't be.··That's·3·
·· ·
· · ··     what we intended to do.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··Now, are you aware that the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Applicant has indicated that the turbines have·6·
·· ·
· · ··     not been micro-sited yet?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I understand that to be the case.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so they are wanting to have the ability to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     move every turbine 100 foot in every direction.10·
·· ·
· · ··     Are you aware of that?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, I understand that to be the case.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And wouldn't it have been the most conservative13·
·· ·
· · ··     methodology to then assume that all turbines14·
·· ·
· · ··     were a hundred feet closer to the receiving15·
·· ·
· · ··     point?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't think so, because you basically17·
·· ·
· · ··     have a matrix of turbines.··So if you move a18·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine a hundred feet closer to one receiver,19·
·· ·
· · ··     you're moving it a hundred feet.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true the model can account for that,21·
·· ·
· · ··     just like it can account for two different wind22·
·· ·
· · ··     directions in the same calculations?··You could23·
·· ·
· · ··     have accounted for all turbines being a hundred24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     feet closer to a receiver point?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't think you could have.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know that to be true?··Have you ever·3·
·· ·
· · ··     determined whether or not the model will operate·4·
·· ·
· · ··     in this manner?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·The turbine locations are fixed.··So, again, if·6·
·· ·
· · ··     you move a turbine a hundred feet, you're moving·7·
·· ·
· · ··     it away from another location.··So it's hard to·8·
·· ·
· · ··     be -- it's not like wind direction where you're·9·
·· ·
· · ··     assuming it's omnidirectional.··You can't assume10·
·· ·
· · ··     that the turbines are located in some kind of11·
·· ·
· · ··     variable sphere or circle of a certain radius.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You could have looked at each and every13·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver point and then moved the turbines all14·
·· ·
· · ··     100 feet closer to that receiver point and then15·
·· ·
· · ··     run the model and done it again, correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Physically that would be possible, but17·
·· ·
· · ··     practically speaking you're dealing with, again,18·
·· ·
· · ··     350 receivers and some 123 turbines.··It's kind19·
·· ·
· · ··     of an impractical thing to do.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you certainly could have run the model with21·
·· ·
· · ··     Point B being the property line at the22·
·· ·
· · ··     interception closest to the nearest turbine,23·
·· ·
· · ··     correct, instead of the 100-foot buffer that you24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     used?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm sorry, I don't understand the question.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··You ran all of this model with the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     home as a receiver location and then you ran a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     point on a 100-foot distance from the home at·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the location closest to the nearest turbine.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     You could have instead run it at the home and at·7·
·· ·
· · ··     the point on the property line surrounding the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     home at the closest location to the nearest·9·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine, correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·That could have been done.··The way we did it11·
·· ·
· · ··     is a better way, but that could have done it.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that the Bureau County13·
·· ·
· · ··     Ordinance requires you to do it that way?14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Calls for a15·
·· ·
· · ··     legal conclusion.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Why did you leave off the18·
·· ·
· · ··     language regarding the property line requirement19·
·· ·
· · ··     in your application -- I'm sorry.··Withdraw the20·
·· ·
· · ··     question.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Why did you leave out of your report the22·
·· ·
· · ··     reference to the property line analysis in the23·
·· ·
· · ··     Bureau County Code?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·I don't remember what was written half a year·1·
·· ·
· · ··     ago.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And did someone tell you at Walnut Ridge Wind·3·
·· ·
· · ··     not to do the study at the property line?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did you run --·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I did a study at the property line.··You see·7·
·· ·
· · ··     the contours are here.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And did you report anywhere in your·9·
·· ·
· · ··     written materials that the IPCB levels had been10·
·· ·
· · ··     exceeded at the property lines as are clearly11·
·· ·
· · ··     identified in your contours?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·They're not exceeded at the property lines.13·
·· ·
· · ··     The IPCB standards are specific to land use.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But you made no determination of what the land15·
·· ·
· · ··     use was at the property lines, correct?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and17·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Did you have any discussions20·
·· ·
· · ··     with anyone at Walnut Ridge Wind about -- well,21·
·· ·
· · ··     strike that.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I want to know this.··Did you have any23·
·· ·
· · ··     discussion with anyone at Bureau County about24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the fact that you were not going to provide your·1·
·· ·
· · ··     monitoring results in the table form to the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I didn't, no.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did you have any discussion with anyone at·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Bureau County about the fact that you were not·6·
·· ·
· · ··     going to provide your modeling results to the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·I didn't have any conversations with anybody at·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Bureau County.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the Illinois Pollution11·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board regulations require the studies to12·
·· ·
· · ··     be done at the property lines?13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Calls for a14·
·· ·
· · ··     legal conclusion.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Well, again, this witness has17·
·· ·
· · ··     already testified on numerous occasions what the18·
·· ·
· · ··     Illinois Pollution Control Board regulations19·
·· ·
· · ··     require and that in his opinion they have been20·
·· ·
· · ··     met.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··No, he stated what they22·
·· ·
· · ··     require in terms of his study, not its legal23·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusion.··I -- sustained.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Let me direct your attention·1·
·· ·
· · ··     to the Illinois Pollution Control Board·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Regulations Section 901, which are contained at·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Tab O of your report -- or in the application.·4·
·· ·
· · ··     Are you there?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·If you would turn your attention to the section·7·
·· ·
· · ··     that is referenced in your chart at Slide 3, and·8·
·· ·
· · ··     give us the site for that.··Is that 901.102 B?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·So the chart in -- the chart over here, it's10·
·· ·
· · ··     10 -- sorry.··It's A and B.··A would be the11·
·· ·
· · ··     daytime.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··The most stringent one is 901.102 B; is13·
·· ·
· · ··     that correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And it provides, does it not, that, "Except as16·
·· ·
· · ··     provided elsewhere in this part, no person shall17·
·· ·
· · ··     cause or allow the emission of sound during18·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime hours from any property line noise19·
·· ·
· · ··     source located on any Class A, B or C land to20·
·· ·
· · ··     any receiving Class A land which exceeds any21·
·· ·
· · ··     allowable octave band sound pressure level22·
·· ·
· · ··     specified in the following table, when measured23·
·· ·
· · ··     at any point within such receiving Class A land,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     provided, however, that no measure of sound·1·
·· ·
· · ··     pressure levels shall be made less than 25 feet·2·
·· ·
· · ··     from such property line noise source."·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So isn't it true that the PCB regulations·4·
·· ·
· · ··     explicitly state that the studies need to be·5·
·· ·
· · ··     done at the property line?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··It says, "when measured at any point·7·
·· ·
· · ··     within such receiving Class A land."··So the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     property line source is the source, and it's·9·
·· ·
· · ··     defined as a source that emits -- I'm10·
·· ·
· · ··     paraphrasing, but any source that emits sounds11·
·· ·
· · ··     beyond its property line.··That's what the12·
·· ·
· · ··     property line refers to in that case.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And, again, that is why the PCBs are concerned14·
·· ·
· · ··     about not having noise exceeding the property15·
·· ·
· · ··     line, correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what the IPCB's intention is.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·By the way, it also states that, "except as18·
·· ·
· · ··     provided elsewhere in this part."··Do you19·
·· ·
· · ··     understand that language to refer to the general20·
·· ·
· · ··     requirement that there be no noise pollution?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. Porter?23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··At least another 30, maybe --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     maybe even an hour.··I'd say 30 minutes at·1·
·· ·
· · ··     least.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. Kaliski, are you·3·
·· ·
· · ··     available tomorrow evening?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··Yes.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Okay.··Thank you.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Ladies and gentlemen, we'll recess this·7·
·· ·
· · ··     ongoing hearing until tomorrow, June 30th, at·8·
·· ·
· · ··     7 p.m. here at the Metro Center.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (The hearing was concluded at10·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    9:32 p.m.)11·
·· ·
·12·
·· ·
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· · ··     Now on this 29th day of June, A.D. 2015, I do·1·
·· ·
·signify that the foregoing testimony was given·2·
·· ·
·before the Bureau County Zoning Board of Appeals.·3·
·· ·
··4·
·· ·
··5·
·· ·
··6·
·· ·
··7·
· · · · · · · ··               Barry Welbers, Chairman· ·
··8·
·· ·
··9·
·· ·
·10·
·· ·
·11·
·· ·
·12·
· · · · · · · ··               Kristine Donarski,· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Zoning Enforcement Officer13·
·· ·
·14·
·· ·
·15·
·· ·
·16·
·· ·
·17·
· · · · · · · ··               Callie S. Bodmer· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Certified Shorthand Reporter18·
· · · · · · · ··               Registered Professional Reporter· ·
· · · · · · · ··               IL License No. 084-00448919·
· · · · · · · ··               P.O. Box 381· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Dixon, Illinois··6102120·
·· ·
·21·
·· ·
·22·
·· ·
·23·
·· ·
·24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·APPEARANCES:·1·
·· ·
··2·
· · ··     ASSISTANT STATE'S ATTORNEY DONNA ENGELS· ·
· · ··     of the Bureau County State's Attorney's Office·3·
· · ··     700 South Main Street· ·
· · ··     Princeton, Illinois, 61356,·4·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Counsel for the Bureau County Zoning·5·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    Board of Appeals.· ·
··6·
· · ··     ATTORNEY JAMES R. GRIFFIN· ·
· · ··     of the firm of Schain Banks Kenny & Schwartz·7·
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· · ··     70 West Madison Street, Suite 5300·8·
· · ··     Chicago, Illinois, 60602,· ·
··9·
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·10·
· · ··     ATTORNEY RICHARD S. PORTER· ·
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· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Ladies and·1·
·· ·
· · ··     gentlemen, I'll call our -- call us out of·2·
·· ·
· · ··     recess, back into session.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I'll note, Ms. Reporter, that all members·4·
·· ·
· · ··     of the Bureau County Zoning Board of Appeals are·5·
·· ·
· · ··     present, save Mr. Quest.··That still constitutes·6·
·· ·
· · ··     a quorum of the Bureau County Ordinances, so·7·
·· ·
· · ··     we're all set there.··State's Attorney's office·8·
·· ·
· · ··     is present.··Zoning Officer is present.·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Griffin is present.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And when we left -- first thing, for those11·
·· ·
· · ··     of you who care, women's soccer at the half is12·
·· ·
· · ··     zero-zero.··Cubs and Mets are also scoreless and13·
·· ·
· · ··     at the end of the third.··White Sox and14·
·· ·
· · ··     Cardinals haven't started yet.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Okay.··Mr. Porter, you were inquiring, and16·
·· ·
· · ··     you may continue.17·
·· ·
· · · · · · ··             CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION18·
·· ·
·BY MR. PORTER:19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··One background question I failed to ask20·
·· ·
· · ··     you yesterday.··Are you being paid for your21·
·· ·
· · ··     testimony here tonight?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, I am.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And were you paid for your work in relation to24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the application?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And how much have you been paid?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know the sum of what we have been paid.·4·
·· ·
· · ··     My hourly rate is $253 an hour.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And how many hours have you spent on this·6·
·· ·
· · ··     project?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know.··That's not something I kept tabs·8·
·· ·
· · ··     on.··We -- I invoiced to make sure we weren't·9·
·· ·
· · ··     over budget, but I haven't kept track of the10·
·· ·
· · ··     total amount.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·What was the budget?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·It was around $30,000, but I don't know what --13·
·· ·
· · ··     what was incorporated in that.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did that budget include testimony?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·I believe it may have.··I haven't reviewed that16·
·· ·
· · ··     for about a -- almost a year now.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So the report you did was over a year ago?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··The report is dated October.··October19·
·· ·
· · ··     21st.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And so how did you look at the budget a21·
·· ·
· · ··     year ago if the report was in October?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Budget is part of our proposal.··The proposal23·
·· ·
· · ··     was about a year ago.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Now, other than the report that's contained in·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the application, did you prepare any other·2·
·· ·
· · ··     reports and provide them to the Applicant?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·We didn't prepare any other reports except for·4·
·· ·
· · ··     draft reports.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so if I understand correctly, in the report·6·
·· ·
· · ··     that's in the application you submitted a draft·7·
·· ·
· · ··     form to Walnut Ridge Wind.··How many drafts were·8·
·· ·
· · ··     there?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And in this draft form was there a reference to11·
·· ·
· · ··     the requirement in Bureau County that studies be12·
·· ·
· · ··     to the property lines?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not that I remember.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·What do you remember about the drafts?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember much at all.··I don't remember16·
·· ·
· · ··     what was in it and what we took out.··It's not17·
·· ·
· · ··     something we keep track of.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And do you remember if the drafts identified19·
·· ·
· · ··     exceedances that are not identified in the20·
·· ·
· · ··     reports that were ultimately provided with the21·
·· ·
· · ··     application?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not that I recall.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so the first time you ran the model then24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     with all three turbines it passed?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So there were reports where it failed, correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We don't write the report until we have a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     final array that works.··So we wouldn't have·5·
·· ·
· · ··     written a report -- essentially a draft noise·6·
·· ·
· · ··     report until the turbines were -- the number of·7·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines, the layout and the configuration were·8·
·· ·
· · ··     set.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I do want to direct your attention to the10·
·· ·
· · ··     report.··Do you have that in front of you?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I want you to take a look, if you will for me,13·
·· ·
· · ··     at Page 17.··First, isn't it true that the model14·
·· ·
· · ··     that you ran utilized highly stable atmospheres;15·
·· ·
· · ··     in other words, clear, good weather conditions?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·The model is downwind or equivalent moderate17·
·· ·
· · ··     nighttime inversion.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So pleasant weather conditions, correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily.··Downwind could be -- it's20·
·· ·
· · ··     downwind.··Moderate nighttime inversion has to21·
·· ·
· · ··     occur on a clear night.··So if you like clear22·
·· ·
· · ··     nights, you could say that's pleasant.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you also used pleasant conditions as24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     opposed to turbulent conditions, correct?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We used an inversion, which is not stable.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you indicate at Page 17 that you used·3·
·· ·
· · ··     "highly stable atmospheres, which tend to occur·4·
·· ·
· · ··     on clear nights with low ground-level wind·5·
·· ·
· · ··     speeds, tend to minimize atmospheric·6·
·· ·
· · ··     turbulence"; isn't that correct?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Stable would be neutral.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·To minimize atmospheric turbines, right?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's -- yes, right.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that noise conditions when it11·
·· ·
· · ··     comes to wind turbines are worse when the wind12·
·· ·
· · ··     entering the turbine is turbulent?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Generally speaking, turbulence increases noise14·
·· ·
· · ··     from the wind turbines.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let's take a look at the chart on that same16·
·· ·
· · ··     page.··It identifies that -- there's a graph17·
·· ·
· · ··     there.··Do you see that graph?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·What figure number are you looking at?19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It's the graph on Page 17 of your report, and20·
·· ·
· · ··     it's Figure 11.21·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, if I'm reading this correctly, that23·
·· ·
· · ··     identifies four different turbine models.··Is24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     there another turbine model that was studied by·1·
·· ·
· · ··     you?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··We looked at a GE low noise turbine as·3·
·· ·
· · ··     well.··So it's the same GE turbine but it has a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     low-noise trailing edge.··So it's the same·5·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine but it's modified to reduce noise.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 39 previously·7·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    marked for identification.)·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But there was no tabular output such as Exhibit·9·
·· ·
· · ··     39 for sound contour models for that turbine,10·
·· ·
· · ··     including the materials; isn't that correct?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is included.··So -- and it's mentioned in12·
·· ·
· · ··     the report that we selectively have low noise13·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines or low -- low noise modes at certain14·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines.··So in order to meet the standard,15·
·· ·
· · ··     the -- we either eliminated turbines altogether16·
·· ·
· · ··     or replaced them with a low noise turbine or a17·
·· ·
· · ··     noise -- low noise operating mode.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··That -- I must confess, I missed that.19·
·· ·
· · ··     So there are certain turbines in your models20·
·· ·
· · ··     that are some type of low noise model that is21·
·· ·
· · ··     different than the GE 1.6, the Vestas V 110 or22·
·· ·
· · ··     the Gamesa G114; is that correct?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, it's the same turbine but with some type24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     of low noise option attached to it.··So --·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Which turbines are you proposing the low·2·
·· ·
· · ··     noise option?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have the list here.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, the list isn't in the application either,·5·
·· ·
· · ··     unless I missed it.·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, there's no -- there's no list in the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     application that I'm aware of.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So how is the ZBA and the County Board to know·9·
·· ·
· · ··     which turbines in your model use a low noise10·
·· ·
· · ··     function so that it can impose a condition that11·
·· ·
· · ··     that be required in order to meet your model?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't -- that information is not in the13·
·· ·
· · ··     application.··It's something I could provide, of14·
·· ·
· · ··     course, to the County if they're interested in15·
·· ·
· · ··     it.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, if I understand correctly, there are17·
·· ·
· · ··     certain models, we don't know which ones, that18·
·· ·
· · ··     you have utilized some low noise equipment on19·
·· ·
· · ··     the turbine in order to try to come into20·
·· ·
· · ··     compliance with the PCB standards, but there's21·
·· ·
· · ··     nowhere in the application where we can see22·
·· ·
· · ··     which turbines that was required, correct?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, sir.··I have already said that.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·All right.··Also on that same page, that same·1·
·· ·
· · ··     figure, would you agree that the graph -- the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     purpose of the graph is to consider masking of·3·
·· ·
· · ··     noise by various wind speeds?··Is that the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     purpose?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, it's to demonstrate masking.··At certain·6·
·· ·
· · ··     wind speeds the wind sound masks the turbine·7·
·· ·
· · ··     sound.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Well, some of the turbine sound.··In·9·
·· ·
· · ··     particular, your chart here shows that at the10·
·· ·
· · ··     higher wind speeds the higher frequency noise11·
·· ·
· · ··     might be masked; is that accurate?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·This chart, yes, but as a --13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.14·
·· ·
·A.· ·It's an overlay but a --15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··In a wind event where the wind16·
·· ·
· · ··     speed is 17 meters per second it's that purple17·
·· ·
· · ··     line, right?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And then you're identifying the various20·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines, with an extra one apparently thrown in21·
·· ·
· · ··     here, and it -- when those lines are below the22·
·· ·
· · ··     purple line you're identifying that the wind23·
·· ·
· · ··     might be masking that noise; is that correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So on the lower frequencies isn't it true that·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the inverse is true, that the lower frequencies·3·
·· ·
· · ··     are heard even in high wind conditions and it·4·
·· ·
· · ··     gets worse the lower the frequency goes?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··This is -- maybe this isn't explained very·6·
·· ·
· · ··     well, but this is the sound power of the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine.··It's not the actual sound level.··So·8·
·· ·
· · ··     we're just showing essentially how the spectral·9·
·· ·
· · ··     shape is.··You'll see on the left side that --10·
·· ·
· · ··     there's no sound level on the left side.··It's11·
·· ·
· · ··     just a -- it's a 10 dB interval for every line12·
·· ·
· · ··     on the graph.··So we just essentially overlaid13·
·· ·
· · ··     the two, the sound power from the turbine, the14·
·· ·
· · ··     sound emissions from the turbine and the -- a 1715·
·· ·
· · ··     meter per second sound [sic] event.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··The point of the graph is to show that17·
·· ·
· · ··     when the octave band frequency is lower than a18·
·· ·
· · ··     17 meter-per-second wind event that the wind19·
·· ·
· · ··     will mask the noise, but isn't it true that on20·
·· ·
· · ··     the low frequencies the wind does not mask the21·
·· ·
· · ··     noise at the 31.5, the 63 and presumably lower22·
·· ·
· · ··     than 31.5, correct?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··Again, it's not the -- it's not showing a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     sound level.··It's just showing the spectral·1·
·· ·
· · ··     shape.··It was just trying to compare the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     spectral shape.··So if the --·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So it can't be used to show masking?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, it can be -- it can be used to show·5·
·· ·
· · ··     masking.··In other words, since the spectral·6·
·· ·
· · ··     shape is similar, that when the turbine sound is·7·
·· ·
· · ··     lower than the wind sound then you get masking·8·
·· ·
· · ··     because they sound very similar.··The wind·9·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine sound is a very similar spectral shape10·
·· ·
· · ··     to the wind sound.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And when the turbine sound is higher than the12·
·· ·
· · ··     wind sound there is no masking, correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct.··Yes, the turbine sound --14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And this chart shows that at the 31.5, the 6315·
·· ·
· · ··     and the 125 hertz levels the turbine sound is16·
·· ·
· · ··     higher than the wind sound and therefore is not17·
·· ·
· · ··     masked, correct?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··It's apples and oranges.··This does not19·
·· ·
· · ··     show the absolute level of the sound at any20·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver.··It shows the sound power to sound21·
·· ·
· · ··     emissions.··So it's trying to show the shape of22·
·· ·
· · ··     the spectrum.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          But if this was sound level, then this --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     if this were an actual sound -- sound levels·1·
·· ·
· · ··     comparing the turbine and the wind, it -- you·2·
·· ·
· · ··     know, that would be correct, but that's not what·3·
·· ·
· · ··     it's trying to show.··It's just comparing the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     spectral shape.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that low frequency sound is·6·
·· ·
· · ··     absorbed less by the atmosphere and ground than·7·
·· ·
· · ··     higher frequency sound?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that is true.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··You have concluded that indeed this10·
·· ·
· · ··     project will create noise; isn't that right?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not sure it was a conclusion, but I can say12·
·· ·
· · ··     that it will create noise.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And we talked briefly yesterday about how a14·
·· ·
· · ··     study must be done to determine whether or not15·
·· ·
· · ··     that noise will be unreasonable or an16·
·· ·
· · ··     interference with one's use or enjoyment of17·
·· ·
· · ··     their property.··Do you remember us getting into18·
·· ·
· · ··     that topic?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And as a matter of fact, isn't it true that you21·
·· ·
· · ··     have been hired on several occasions, and most22·
·· ·
· · ··     notably in Vermont, to provide testimony of your23·
·· ·
· · ··     opinion as to whether or not a particular24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     proposed project might cause noise that would be·1·
·· ·
· · ··     an intrusion upon peoples' use of their·2·
·· ·
· · ··     property?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know the exact wording, but we have·4·
·· ·
· · ··     done other noise studies.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And as a matter of fact, we talked about the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Sutton one yesterday.··You also did one·7·
·· ·
· · ··     regarding a Deerfield Wind, LLC project in 2007;·8·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that right?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true -- well, here, let me go11·
·· ·
· · ··     ahead -- I have this marked, I might as well use12·
·· ·
· · ··     it.13·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 37 marked for14·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, isn't it true that in regard to the16·
·· ·
· · ··     Deerfield Wind, LLC project --17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Excuss me for interrupting18·
·· ·
· · ··     real quick, Mr. Porter.··I just want to keep the19·
·· ·
· · ··     record -- Mr. Porter just handed out a document20·
·· ·
· · ··     marked IP No. 37, which is entitled "Direct21·
·· ·
· · ··     Testimony of Kenneth Kaliski on Behalf of22·
·· ·
· · ··     Deerfield Wind, LLC."23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Thank you.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And isn't it true that in·1·
·· ·
· · ··     regard to the Deerfield Wind Project you were·2·
·· ·
· · ··     hired by the applicant?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the purpose of your testimony was to·5·
·· ·
· · ··     describe the results of your analysis evaluating·6·
·· ·
· · ··     noise impacts of the project, right?··If you·7·
·· ·
· · ··     need to refresh your recollection to answer that·8·
·· ·
· · ··     question, I suggest you take a look at Page 2 of·9·
·· ·
· · ··     12, Question 20.··Does that refresh your10·
·· ·
· · ··     recollection you were hired in order to perform11·
·· ·
· · ··     an analysis and testify concerning the noise12·
·· ·
· · ··     impacts of the proposed Deerfield Wind Project?13·
·· ·
· · ··     Right?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says, yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You have no independent recollection of that?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·This was eight years ago, so.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that in regard to that project18·
·· ·
· · ··     and other projects the way you went about19·
·· ·
· · ··     conducting that analysis was to perform20·
·· ·
· · ··     background noise monitoring at several sites and21·
·· ·
· · ··     then modeling the proposed wind turbine22·
·· ·
· · ··     footprint and then comparing the background to23·
·· ·
· · ··     the model in order to determine the deviation24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     from the background?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't know that we did that.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, maybe I can help.··Isn't it true you were·3·
·· ·
· · ··     asked, "Please summarize the investigations you·4·
·· ·
· · ··     conducted regarding the project"?··And this·5·
·· ·
· · ··     would be at Page 3 of 12.··To which you·6·
·· ·
· · ··     responded, "We conducted background noise·7·
·· ·
· · ··     monitoring at seven sites around the area.··We·8·
·· ·
· · ··     then modeled sound levels from the proposed wind·9·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines in a 12,900-acre area around the site.10·
·· ·
· · ··     We compared these projected sound levels to the11·
·· ·
· · ··     relevant noise guidelines and standards."··Is12·
·· ·
· · ··     that correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct.··It doesn't say that I14·
·· ·
· · ··     compared the background modeling to the15·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed -- to the sound levels we modeled from16·
·· ·
· · ··     the turbines.··It says we compared the projected17·
·· ·
· · ··     sound levels from the model to the relevant18·
·· ·
· · ··     noise guidelines and standards.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that the reason you did the20·
·· ·
· · ··     background modeling was to determine what the21·
·· ·
· · ··     difference would be compared to the ISO model22·
·· ·
· · ··     prediction?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know that that's true or not.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·All right.··Let's take a look at Page 8 of 12.·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Isn't it true that you were asked, "How do these·2·
·· ·
· · ··     sound levels compare with existing background·3·
·· ·
· · ··     levels at the closest receptors?"··To which you·4·
·· ·
· · ··     responded and concluded on the last sentence·5·
·· ·
· · ··     that the sound --·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··What page are you on,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Porter?·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Page 7 to 8 of 12.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I'm sorry.··All right.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You concluded that the sound11·
·· ·
· · ··     levels from the Deerfield Project will increase12·
·· ·
· · ··     overall background noise by less than 3 dBA at13·
·· ·
· · ··     all residences; isn't that correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says.··I believe we also did a15·
·· ·
· · ··     model of roadway noise in that case.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··In this case you have not done any17·
·· ·
· · ··     background modeling, correct?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct, yes.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You have not done any prediction or comparison20·
·· ·
· · ··     of what this project will do when compared to21·
·· ·
· · ··     background, correct?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right, yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You, as a matter of fact, have not even made a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     determination as to what the dBA outputs will be·1·
·· ·
· · ··     in relation to this project; isn't that right?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what you mean by -- I don't know·3·
·· ·
· · ··     what you mean by that question.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well -- all right.··Let's back up a little bit.·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Isn't it true that in Vermont you considered the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     U.S. EPA protected noise level, the Bureau of·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Land Management noise level and the World Health·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization standards in order to determine·9·
·· ·
· · ··     whether or not the noise might pose a risk to10·
·· ·
· · ··     human health?11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object to this.12·
·· ·
· · ··     It's irrelevant because it's not the standard at13·
·· ·
· · ··     the County and State of Illinois.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.··He's already15·
·· ·
· · ··     made -- given some testimony in that regard.16·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··All right.··Let's take a look18·
·· ·
· · ··     at Page 6 of 12 -- well, actually it starts on19·
·· ·
· · ··     Page 4.··Isn't it true you were asked the20·
·· ·
· · ··     question, "In your opinion what noise standard21·
·· ·
· · ··     should be applied to the nearest residence?"··To22·
·· ·
· · ··     which you pointed out that neither Searsburg nor23·
·· ·
· · ··     Wardsboro, which I assume are communities there,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     has a quantitative community noise standard.·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Therefore, you used -- at Page 6 of 12 -- the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     U.S. EPA protected noise level, the Bureau of·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Land Management noise level and the World Health·4·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization standard; isn't that correct?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.··Those are the three I·6·
·· ·
· · ··     listed.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, I don't necessarily agree with your·8·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusions as to what those standards --·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Let's not have you testify.10·
·· ·
· · ··     You just ask a question.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··All right.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You indicated in this13·
·· ·
· · ··     document that the U.S. EPA protected noise level14·
·· ·
· · ··     standard is 45 dBA during the night, and back in15·
·· ·
· · ··     2007 you indicated the World Health Organization16·
·· ·
· · ··     standard was 45 dBA average during the night as17·
·· ·
· · ··     well; isn't that correct?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Just to be precise, the EPA protective noise19·
·· ·
· · ··     level guideline is an annual average of 5520·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels Ldn.··It's a daylight average.··It's21·
·· ·
· · ··     roughly equivalent to -- if you want to look at22·
·· ·
· · ··     it day and night -- 55 decibels averaged over23·
·· ·
· · ··     the year during the day, 45 decibels averaged24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     for the year during the night, or it's -- it·1·
·· ·
· · ··     will be continuous averages, but it's 47, 48·2·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels if you look at it on a continuous·3·
·· ·
· · ··     level.··It's because the Ldn is a -- has a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     10-decibel nighttime penalty.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And the World Health Organization·6·
·· ·
· · ··     guideline is 60 decibels on an instantaneous·7·
·· ·
· · ··     basis for nighttime sound or 45 decibels outside·8·
·· ·
· · ··     the bedroom window averaged over the night.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, actually, now isn't it true it's 40 dBA?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··No.··That's the WHO Europe guideline,11·
·· ·
· · ··     which is not -- did not supercede the WHO12·
·· ·
· · ··     guideline.··The WHO, no adverse effect level13·
·· ·
· · ··     for -- or sorry -- WHO Europe, no adverse effect14·
·· ·
· · ··     level is 40 decibels averaged over the year at15·
·· ·
· · ··     night.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And not to rehash too much yesterday, isn't it17·
·· ·
· · ··     true that the World Health Organization has18·
·· ·
· · ··     found that over 30 dBA will cause sleep19·
·· ·
· · ··     disturbances in some people?20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and21·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··It is, but I'm trying to --23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Regardless, all of those·1·
·· ·
· · ··     standards are based on a dBA analysis.··You did·2·
·· ·
· · ··     no such dBA analysis regarding this project,·3·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Are you -- you mean did we estimate the overall·5·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA level, the overall A-weighted sound levels?·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, let's start with that.··In Deerfield you·7·
·· ·
· · ··     estimated the overall dBA sound levels to be 41,·8·
·· ·
· · ··     right?··If it helps you, you may want to take a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     look at Page 7 of your testimony.10·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you did not in this case make a12·
·· ·
· · ··     determination of what the overall dBA level13·
·· ·
· · ··     would be of this project, correct?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not correct.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Where is it in the application?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·So it would be -- if you look at, for example,17·
·· ·
· · ··     Table B-1, which is Appendix B, Page 49, the18·
·· ·
· · ··     second column says "Sum dBA," so it lists the19·
·· ·
· · ··     A-weighted sound levels for each receiver, and20·
·· ·
· · ··     that goes on through Page 101.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And isn't it true that there are several22·
·· ·
· · ··     occasions where 45 dBA is reached at the various23·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver locations?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yes, that's true.··45 decibels on a one-hour·1·
·· ·
· · ··     average.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so 5 decibels over the World Health·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization guideline, correct?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not correct.··The World Health·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization guideline is an annual average.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     These are one-hour averages.··It's apples and·7·
·· ·
· · ··     oranges to compare the two.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So we're back to where we were before.·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Were you comparing apples and oranges in regard10·
·· ·
· · ··     to Deerfield when you came to that 41 dBA11·
·· ·
· · ··     number?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·The 41 dBA number is the one-hour average Leq13·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··And is that the same one-hour Leq15·
·· ·
· · ··     sound level that you have utilized under "Sum16·
·· ·
· · ··     dBA" on this chart contained at Appendix --17·
·· ·
· · ··     well, at Table B-1, starting on Page 49?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·It's a one-hour average.··It's what we used19·
·· ·
· · ··     for.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So back in Deerfield were you comparing21·
·· ·
· · ··     apples and oranges at that time?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what we were comparing.··I haven't23·
·· ·
· · ··     read this whole thing to see if we made any24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     adjustments or made any other regulations.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Let's take a look at Receiver ID 267, if you·2·
·· ·
· · ··     would.··Isn't it true that the sum dBA there is·3·
·· ·
· · ··     46?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Can you tell me what page?·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·That would be Page 55 of your Exhibit B-1 in·6·
·· ·
· · ··     the application.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··So the ZBA can follow along,·8·
·· ·
· · ··     it's the document that looks like this·9·
·· ·
· · ··     [indicating].10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Can you repeat which receiver you're asking11·
·· ·
· · ··     about?12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Take a look at Receiver 267.13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·That's a 46 dBA, correct?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So that in is excess of the World Health17·
·· ·
· · ··     Organization guideline that you used in18·
·· ·
· · ··     Deerfield of 45, right?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Let's take a look at 290.··Isn't it true21·
·· ·
· · ··     that that sum dBA is 46?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·By the way, at 290 the kilohertz prediction24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     at -- I'm sorry.··The 1,000 kilohertz prediction·1·
·· ·
· · ··     is 41 absolute maximum allowable under the PCB·2·
·· ·
· · ··     regs, correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Likewise, the prediction you come to on 267 for·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the 1,000 kilohertz level was 41.··Again, the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     absolute maximum allowable, correct?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Take a look at Receiver 331.··The sum dBA is 46·9·
·· ·
· · ··     there; is that right?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the 1,000 kilohertz is again at 41, the12·
·· ·
· · ··     absolute maximum; is that correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct, yes.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that for -- well, strike that.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you have in front of you IP 39 still?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that is a portion of the tables that --18·
·· ·
· · ··     strike that.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          That is Table B-1 you were just looking at20·
·· ·
· · ··     in the back of the application, is it not?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·This is the same as Table B-1 starting on Page22·
·· ·
· · ··     49 of my report.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Right.··You'll see that there's some24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     handwritten notations on the document that I'll·1·
·· ·
· · ··     confess I did.··Do you see those?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that there are 28 receivers for·4·
·· ·
· · ··     which your model predicts 1,000 kilohertz will·5·
·· ·
· · ··     be at the absolute maximum of 41 decibels?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·How many did you say?·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·28.·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Just looking at the ones you circled there,·9·
·· ·
· · ··     there are 28 residences that have either the10·
·· ·
· · ··     home or the buffer at 41.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, and unfortunately while you were looking12·
·· ·
· · ··     I was looking as well, and if you'll take a look13·
·· ·
· · ··     at 265, it appears I missed one because there is14·
·· ·
· · ··     one at 1,000 at 265.··So there's at least 2915·
·· ·
· · ··     then that are at the absolute maximum; isn't16·
·· ·
· · ··     that correct?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, in reality, that 41 number appears at a19·
·· ·
· · ··     thousand kilohertz level many more times than20·
·· ·
· · ··     that but sometimes it's only in relation to21·
·· ·
· · ··     either the residence or the B.··And I only22·
·· ·
· · ··     counted it once because that's really only one23·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver location in your opinion; isn't that24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     right?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, there are two receivers -- I listed them·2·
·· ·
· · ··     as two receivers there, but they represent one·3·
·· ·
· · ··     residence.··They are placed on the same land.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, on the B location you have utilized a 1.5·5·
·· ·
· · ··     meter relative height.··Isn't it -- and yet on·6·
·· ·
· · ··     the A location, or the -- you know, at the home,·7·
·· ·
· · ··     you used a 4 meter relative height.··Isn't it·8·
·· ·
· · ··     true that if you used the 4 meter relative·9·
·· ·
· · ··     height at your B location, the spot a hundred10·
·· ·
· · ··     feet away from a home, you would have had many11·
·· ·
· · ··     more exceedances?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have any exceedances.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, we'll cross that bridge.··You would have14·
·· ·
· · ··     had many more occasions where at least 4115·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels were reached if you used the 4 meter16·
·· ·
· · ··     height for your second receiver location, the B17·
·· ·
· · ··     location, correct?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know.··I did model it.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true -- I'm sorry, you did what?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·I did model it at 4 meters.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it generally true that the higher22·
·· ·
· · ··     you get, the closer you are to the noise source,23·
·· ·
· · ··     the more likely it is that there's going to be24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     an increase in the noise?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is not -- the increase is probably not·2·
·· ·
· · ··     related to the height of the source relative --·3·
·· ·
· · ··     the net height changes the distance of the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine probably due to some ground effect, so·5·
·· ·
· · ··     there may be an increase.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true -- well, strike that.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you have a reason that you used a lower·8·
·· ·
· · ··     relative height for your B receiver point?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·So at the buffer location we're modeling10·
·· ·
· · ··     somebody essentially standing or sitting around11·
·· ·
· · ··     the property and at the house we're modeling a12·
·· ·
· · ··     second story window.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But isn't it true that people can build a14·
·· ·
· · ··     structure or a home anywhere on the property?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know if that's true or not.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you would agree then, I take it from your17·
·· ·
· · ··     analysis here, that the Illinois Pollution18·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board regulations require that there be19·
·· ·
· · ··     an analysis of not only the residential20·
·· ·
· · ··     structure but the yard around the structure.··Is21·
·· ·
· · ··     that why you modeled 1A and 1B?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't think there's anything in the IPCB23·
·· ·
· · ··     that talks about yards that I can recall, but we24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     modeled it to be conservative.··I think the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     appropriate location for nighttime standard is·2·
·· ·
· · ··     at the house, but I --·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·People can be outside at night, can't they?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, again, the lower standard I -- which is·5·
·· ·
· · ··     applied to -- I believe the nighttime is defined·6·
·· ·
· · ··     as 10 p.m. to 7 a.m., is really focused on·7·
·· ·
· · ··     sleep, so that's why the appropriate place is at·8·
·· ·
· · ··     the residence.··We're, again, trying to be a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     little more conservative by accounting for10·
·· ·
· · ··     additional land beyond that.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you aware that the Pollution Control Board12·
·· ·
· · ··     authorities on the topic discuss how a property13·
·· ·
· · ··     is used to determine whether or not it is Class14·
·· ·
· · ··     A or Class B or Class C?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·I haven't read any IPCB decisions.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so you don't know how the Illinois17·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board defines residential, if18·
·· ·
· · ··     it's limited to the structure or not; is that19·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, we're basing this on my reading of the21·
·· ·
· · ··     IPCB that -- residential land around the home.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··The IPCB regulations, you have read23·
·· ·
· · ··     those, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·They don't talk about structures as to Class A·2·
·· ·
· · ··     property, do they?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Talks about land.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Right.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          And you would agree that residential land·6·
·· ·
· · ··     would include someone's yard, correct?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·It could.··I don't know --·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- I don't know what the precedences are.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you made that assumption by modeling a11·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred feet away from the home that that was12·
·· ·
· · ··     still residential land, correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, but we're trying to be a little more14·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative than what we would otherwise do.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you applied the Class A standard for Class16·
·· ·
· · ··     C land -- Class C source emitting to Class A17·
·· ·
· · ··     land at a hundred feet away from the home,18·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's what we did.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Sorry, Judge Slavin, I tend22·
·· ·
· · ··     to jump around and I got ahead of my exhibits23·
·· ·
· · ··     again.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit Nos. 42 and 43 marked·1·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    for identification.)·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, Mr. Porter is·3·
·· ·
· · ··     handing out a document, it looks like a Google·4·
·· ·
· · ··     Earth photo, marked No. 43.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··And I'm also handing out No.·6·
·· ·
· · ··     42.··42 references the Scott Attig property.··43·7·
·· ·
· · ··     references the Kurt and Julie Petersen property.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Do you have in front of you·9·
·· ·
· · ··     now Exhibits 42 and 43?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And --12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Can I -- what was that13·
·· ·
· · ··     question again?··I didn't hear it.··I'm sorry.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Do you have in front of you15·
·· ·
· · ··     Exhibits 42 and 43?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I don't need that one17·
·· ·
· · ··     repeated.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And for the record, Exhibit19·
·· ·
· · ··     43 references a Kurt and Julie Petersen property20·
·· ·
· · ··     and it's a Google Earth photo of it.··And Kurt21·
·· ·
· · ··     and Julie Petersen are a client of mine.22·
·· ·
· · ··     Exhibit 42 is a Scott Attig property, who is not23·
·· ·
· · ··     a client of mine.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          Do you see those names on those exhibits?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And for the record, it also references the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     nearest turbines to those properties, and these·4·
·· ·
· · ··     properties appear within the footprint.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you see the Attig property and how it's·6·
·· ·
· · ··     surrounded by lawn?·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object based·8·
·· ·
· · ··     upon foundation.··The witness has not testified·9·
·· ·
· · ··     that he's at all familiar with these properties10·
·· ·
· · ··     or able to verify these statements that11·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Porter just made.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.··As to13·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation, sustained.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that15·
·· ·
· · ··     you yesterday indicated that you had reviewed16·
·· ·
· · ··     some type of Google Earth or overhead photograph17·
·· ·
· · ··     of the various receiver properties to conclude18·
·· ·
· · ··     that at the property lines of those properties19·
·· ·
· · ··     they were agricultural use?··Do you recall that20·
·· ·
· · ··     testimony?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, that's not what I said.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, so let's ask that question.··You did not23·
·· ·
· · ··     review every receiver property to determine how24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     those properties were being used at the property·1·
·· ·
· · ··     lines, correct?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right.··I reviewed the -- each receiver·3·
·· ·
· · ··     to determine whether the 41 decibel line for a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     thousand hertz would go over what would appear·5·
·· ·
· · ··     to be residential use.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, but you only studied on Exhibit -- or·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Table B-1 the home and one point a hundred feet·8·
·· ·
· · ··     outside of the home, correct?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··No.··When I'm referring to my review of10·
·· ·
· · ··     the aerial photography, a hundred-foot of the11·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel line, that's in addition to what is in12·
·· ·
· · ··     Appendix B.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·There is no table that identifies what the14·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel predictions were at the property lines,15·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct, yes.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And we established yesterday that your sound18·
·· ·
· · ··     contour maps actually showed many exceedances of19·
·· ·
· · ··     the 41 decibel requirement at residential20·
·· ·
· · ··     properties at the property lines; isn't that21·
·· ·
· · ··     right?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again --23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·What --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·-- in our conversation yesterday --·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Can you answer my question first before you·2·
·· ·
· · ··     elaborate?··Isn't it true --·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Let's dig out the sound contour map·5·
·· ·
· · ··     again.··Where is that found in your application?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·The sound contour map starts --·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Actually, I believe I have one marked, which·8·
·· ·
· · ··     might be easier to do.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··38.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··IP -- thank you, Judge.11·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 38 marked for12·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··IP No. 38.14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And this is a sound contour map for the16·
·· ·
· · ··     1 kilohertz octave band, and it's for the17·
·· ·
· · ··     northwest quadrant, the northeast quadrant, the18·
·· ·
· · ··     southeast quadrant and the southwest quadrant,19·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you indicated that the property lines are22·
·· ·
· · ··     identified by the white lines on those figures;23·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that right?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·That's correct, yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you can see that those white lines are·2·
·· ·
· · ··     often traversed by the white dashed line, which·3·
·· ·
· · ··     is the IPCB C to A limit; isn't that correct?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and·5·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.··We went through this yesterday.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··He just denied it a moment·7·
·· ·
· · ··     ago.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well, I agree, but -- let·9·
·· ·
· · ··     me rule first.··I agree, but he now is saying10·
·· ·
· · ··     something different than I remember him saying11·
·· ·
· · ··     yesterday, and it's cross-examination.12·
·· ·
· · ··     Overruled.13·
·· ·
·A.· ·What you asked me was whether it crossed the14·
·· ·
· · ··     residential property line, and that's not what I15·
·· ·
· · ··     said yesterday.··I said it crossed the property16·
·· ·
· · ··     line.··We didn't determine whether these17·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines were residential use or not.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Okay.··So take a look, if you19·
·· ·
· · ··     will, at Exhibit 42 and assume for me that the20·
·· ·
· · ··     green area is the depiction of the property21·
·· ·
· · ··     line.··You would agree that is a residential use22·
·· ·
· · ··     at the border of his property; isn't that23·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object to that·1·
·· ·
· · ··     question.··Again, there's no foundation for the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     use of this IP 42.··The witness has not·3·
·· ·
· · ··     identified any familiarity with it.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.··Just saying·5·
·· ·
· · ··     something is green is -- sustained.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Let me ask you this:··Did you·7·
·· ·
· · ··     ever review -- did you ever drive to any of the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     properties that are the receiving properties of·9·
·· ·
· · ··     your noise study?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Last weekend I drove around and looked at11·
·· ·
· · ··     properties around the project.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Great.··And did you see properties13·
·· ·
· · ··     around that project that had lawns surrounding14·
·· ·
· · ··     homes?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, I did.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did you happen to go to Kurt and Julie17·
·· ·
· · ··     Petersen's home?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know where that is.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know any of the individuals who live20·
·· ·
· · ··     at -- among the footprint?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So I can name any name, you would not know23·
·· ·
· · ··     whether or not you saw that house, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·That is correct, yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So -- but you did certainly see, for example,·2·
·· ·
· · ··     homes that were in a similar configuration to·3·
·· ·
· · ··     IP 43 which would have a single-family dwelling·4·
·· ·
· · ··     and then lawn and trees; isn't that right?·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object to the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     extent he's referring to the exhibit.··The rest·7·
·· ·
· · ··     of the question I have no objection to.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm just asking if he saw a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     home similar to what's depicted in IP 43.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I already said, yes, there were houses with12·
·· ·
· · ··     lawns.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And many of those lawns14·
·· ·
· · ··     extended far beyond a hundred feet from the15·
·· ·
· · ··     home; isn't that correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, not necessarily.··I wouldn't say "many" --17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Wouldn't you --18·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- but some might have, yes.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Wouldn't you agree that most of the homes that20·
·· ·
· · ··     you saw were on 3- to 5-acre parcels?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have no idea.··I didn't estimate the acreage22·
·· ·
· · ··     of the parcels.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know how many linear feet there are in24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     an acre?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Square feet or linear feet?·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Linear feet.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·An acre is not a linear measure.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Assume that the home is in the center of·5·
·· ·
· · ··     an acre.··Do you know how many linear feet it·6·
·· ·
· · ··     would be to the border of the home?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It's well over a hundred feet, is it not, for a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     1-acre parcel?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·I haven't calculated that.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you aware that on a 4- or 5-acre parcel12·
·· ·
· · ··     that it's well over a hundred feet to the border13·
·· ·
· · ··     if the house is in the center?14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Whether or not there's an15·
·· ·
· · ··     objection, that -- this line of questioning is16·
·· ·
· · ··     objectionable.··An acre is not linear, he's17·
·· ·
· · ··     correct.··You can have an acre of ground that's18·
·· ·
· · ··     1 foot wide and X thousand feet long.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Assume a square parcel with a20·
·· ·
· · ··     home in the middle of it.··Do you know how far21·
·· ·
· · ··     it would be if it's a 1-acre parcel to the22·
·· ·
· · ··     border?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I haven't done that calculation.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Do you know it to be in excess of a hundred·1·
·· ·
· · ··     feet?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the homes you visualized,·4·
·· ·
· · ··     most of them appeared to have yards that were·5·
·· ·
· · ··     longer than a hundred feet, or 33 yards, to the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     border?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I wouldn't say that.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·What would you say?··What was the percentage of·9·
·· ·
· · ··     homes that you saw that had yards that appeared10·
·· ·
· · ··     larger than a hundred feet to the border?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm thinking about it.··I mean, I didn't -- I12·
·· ·
· · ··     didn't think of it as a percentage.··I wasn't13·
·· ·
· · ··     keeping track of it, but thinking about it, I14·
·· ·
· · ··     mean, you know, I think it would be fewer than15·
·· ·
· · ··     half.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··But you would agree that there are many17·
·· ·
· · ··     times when someone's yard is more than a hundred18·
·· ·
· · ··     feet to its border in Bureau County in the19·
·· ·
· · ··     footprint of this proposed project, correct?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·I -- I don't know if it's many, but I can say21·
·· ·
· · ··     that it does exist.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··And so you have not analyzed the23·
·· ·
· · ··     residential use of the property, up to the end24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     of the residential use of the property as to·1·
·· ·
· · ··     compliance with the PCB standards, correct?·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object to the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     extent I think that misstates the law.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ask the question again.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that you have·6·
·· ·
· · ··     not run a model that would analyze whether or·7·
·· ·
· · ··     not the Class C to Class A limits of the IPCB·8·
·· ·
· · ··     regulations have been or are predicted to be·9·
·· ·
· · ··     violated at the borders of each residential10·
·· ·
· · ··     property?11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··If you mean property lines,12·
·· ·
· · ··     overruled.··You said "borders," and there's a13·
·· ·
· · ··     difference.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··You're right.··I do mean15·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines.16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, we modeled, as you can see, the ISO17·
·· ·
· · ··     contour lines, which show the sound levels at18·
·· ·
· · ··     all of the locations.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Did you not understand my20·
·· ·
· · ··     question?··You didn't model them at the property21·
·· ·
· · ··     lines where the lawn ends at every property,22·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·We modeled --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object.··The·1·
·· ·
· · ··     question doesn't make any sense.··He's assuming·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the property line and the lawn are at the same·3·
·· ·
· · ··     location.··I don't understand how the witness·4·
·· ·
· · ··     can answer that.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You did not do any analysis·7·
·· ·
· · ··     of where the lawn ended in relation to property·8·
·· ·
· · ··     lines regarding any of these properties, right?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, we modeled all of these --10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Can you answer that question?··I don't want to11·
·· ·
· · ··     hear "again."··I want to hear if you can answer12·
·· ·
· · ··     that question.··Did you --13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, we modeled --14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·That isn't what I asked you.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Everybody,16·
·· ·
· · ··     let's calm down.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··What I asked you is, did you18·
·· ·
· · ··     determine that the lawn ends at the property19·
·· ·
· · ··     line of any of the receiver locations?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·Did I determine if the lawn ends at the21·
·· ·
· · ··     property line?22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Correct.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Just yes or no.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·I'm trying to understand the question, if I·1·
·· ·
· · ··     determined whether the lawn ends at the property·2·
·· ·
· · ··     line.··I -- I made a determination of where the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     lawn was.··I did not determine if the lawn ends·4·
·· ·
· · ··     at the property line.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··What determination did you·6·
·· ·
· · ··     make of where the lawn was on each of the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     receiver locations?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I'll repeat, after the modeling was done·9·
·· ·
· · ··     of these locations, we went in and looked at10·
·· ·
· · ··     where the 45 [sic] decibel contour line was and11·
·· ·
· · ··     whether it essentially was on the lawns or what12·
·· ·
· · ··     appeared to be areas of residential use.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But the IPCB standard for Class C to Class A at14·
·· ·
· · ··     the thousand hertz is 41 decibels, correct?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Did I say 41?··If I didn't, I meant 4116·
·· ·
· · ··     decibels.··The 41 decibel line.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··You said 45.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··I'm sorry.··I meant 41.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··So you're telling me then20·
·· ·
· · ··     that you went to and looked at Kurt and Julie21·
·· ·
· · ··     Petersen's property and determined that the lawn22·
·· ·
· · ··     was at an area where the IPCB Class C to Class A23·
·· ·
· · ··     limit was not exceeded, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection, that misstates·1·
·· ·
· · ··     his testimony.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know where Kurt and Julie Petersen's·4·
·· ·
· · ··     property is.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, you said you·6·
·· ·
· · ··     reviewed -- did you review each property?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So did you review this one marked as·9·
·· ·
· · ··     IP 43?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I don't know where this one is.··I11·
·· ·
· · ··     reviewed all of them.··If this one is in the12·
·· ·
· · ··     project area then I would have reviewed it.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And you made a determination then14·
·· ·
· · ··     that -- let's take a look at IP 42.··You have15·
·· ·
· · ··     the same recollection of having determined that16·
·· ·
· · ··     the IPCB 41 decibel limit at that property line17·
·· ·
· · ··     was not crossed; is that right?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't have a distinct recollection of this19·
·· ·
· · ··     particular property.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.··Let's take a look at Table A2, Page21·
·· ·
· · ··     41 of your application -- or, I'm sorry -- your22·
·· ·
· · ··     report.23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Just something I wanted to clarify for the ZBA.·1·
·· ·
· · ··     You'll see that there are a variety of turbines·2·
·· ·
· · ··     identified on this report that state "not·3·
·· ·
· · ··     modeled."··Do you see that?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's correct.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that's because -- well, strike that.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          That GE 1.6-100 was modeled at that·7·
·· ·
· · ··     location at some point by you; isn't that right?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But you removed it from the model in order to10·
·· ·
· · ··     try to come to some type of compliance; is that11·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that is correct.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so if it had been modeled at that location14·
·· ·
· · ··     it would have exceeded the PCB limits, in your15·
·· ·
· · ··     opinion, correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, I have looked on this chart and I don't18·
·· ·
· · ··     see any reference here to, again, a turbine that19·
·· ·
· · ··     was modeled using some type of specific20·
·· ·
· · ··     equipment for noise reduction.··So am I correct21·
·· ·
· · ··     that's not identified on this sound source22·
·· ·
· · ··     information sheet?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's correct.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·So in reality, when it says that you modeled·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the GE 1.6-100 or the Vestas V110 or the Gamesa·2·
·· ·
· · ··     G114, you actually may have modeled it with some·3·
·· ·
· · ··     type of sound reduction equipment on it?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, either a low -- right.··Yes, either a low·5·
·· ·
· · ··     noise mode or additional equipment that would·6·
·· ·
· · ··     make it quieter.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so when it says that it was modeled, it may·8·
·· ·
· · ··     not actually have been modeled as strictly a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Gamesa G114, right?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·It would be a Gamesa G114 but with a low noise11·
·· ·
· · ··     mode, if it were a low noise mode.··It would be12·
·· ·
· · ··     the same turbine but with a setting that would13·
·· ·
· · ··     lower the noise output.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··It wasn't necessarily modeled at its15·
·· ·
· · ··     standard setting, correct?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is correct, yes.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you would agree that if one were to presume18·
·· ·
· · ··     the standard setting for each of these turbines19·
·· ·
· · ··     and ran the model, you would not get the outputs20·
·· ·
· · ··     that are identified in your results starting at21·
·· ·
· · ··     Page 49, right?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And there's nowhere in the application that24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     identifies which turbines were and were not·1·
·· ·
· · ··     modeled with this noise reduction equipment,·2·
·· ·
· · ··     right?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right, yes.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·The Illinois Pollution Control Board·5·
·· ·
· · ··     regulations do not talk about a buffer area·6·
·· ·
· · ··     around a residence, do they?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·To your knowledge, do any of -- are any of the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     properties identified as receiver sources used10·
·· ·
· · ··     for any purpose at their property lines other11·
·· ·
· · ··     than residential purposes?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm sorry, I don't understand the question.13·
·· ·
· · ··     Can you repeat it?14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Sure.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          To your knowledge, are any of the16·
·· ·
· · ··     properties identified as a receiver in your17·
·· ·
· · ··     results utilized, used at the property lines for18·
·· ·
· · ··     any purpose other than residential purposes?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Which ones?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·This is an agricultural area, so all of these22·
·· ·
· · ··     properties -- not all of the properties, sorry23·
·· ·
· · ··     -- many of the properties have agricultural uses24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     on their property lines and --·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So if I understand correctly, you don't know·2·
·· ·
· · ··     which ones, right?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not from this table.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·From any source do you know which ones are used·5·
·· ·
· · ··     for some reason other than residential purposes·6·
·· ·
· · ··     at their property lines?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I couldn't tell you offhand right now with the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     information that's in front of me.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit Nos. 40 and 41 marked10·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    for identification.)11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, I have been12·
·· ·
· · ··     handed one document by Mr. Porter, IP -- it's13·
·· ·
· · ··     identified as IP 40.··It's actually a copy of an14·
·· ·
· · ··     opinion from the Illinois Pollution Control15·
·· ·
· · ··     Board, Hoffman versus City of Columbia.··I have16·
·· ·
· · ··     been handed a second document by Mr. Porter's17·
·· ·
· · ··     new paralegal, Illinois Pollution Control Board18·
·· ·
· · ··     complaint for Knox versus Turris Coal Company.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Mr. Kaliski, do you remember20·
·· ·
· · ··     yesterday we talked about the Illinois Pollution21·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board standards and whether or not there22·
·· ·
· · ··     was a general nuisance standard as well as23·
·· ·
· · ··     numerical restrictions?··Do you recall that line24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     of questioning?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And if I understood you correctly, you·3·
·· ·
· · ··     indicated that in order for there to be a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     general nuisance claim or claim of noise·5·
·· ·
· · ··     pollution you interpreted the PCB regulations to·6·
·· ·
· · ··     require that there be an exceedance of the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     numerical limitations of the PCB regulations; is·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that accurate?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't think we discussed nuisance.··I don't10·
·· ·
· · ··     believe I used those words but -- I believe my11·
·· ·
· · ··     testimony was that the standards in 901 follow12·
·· ·
· · ··     what the standard -- the State of Illinois13·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution -- 900.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that under the Illinois15·
·· ·
· · ··     Pollution Control Board precedence of Hoffman16·
·· ·
· · ··     and Knox, which I have had marked as Exhibits --17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm sorry, Judge Slavin, what18·
·· ·
· · ··     were my numbers?19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··40 and 41.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··-- 40 and 41 have explicitly21·
·· ·
· · ··     held that an action brought pursuant to 900.10222·
·· ·
· · ··     is a general nuisance prohibition and is not --23·
·· ·
· · ··     which is separate and distinct from a cause of24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     action brought for a numerical violation under·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Section 901?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No --·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Your Honor -- hold on a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     second.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          I'm going to object.··First, no·6·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation.··This witness has already said he's·7·
·· ·
· · ··     not read any Pollution Control Board decisions.·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Second, the question asks for a conclusion as to·9·
·· ·
· · ··     what the Pollution Control Board held, which10·
·· ·
· · ··     would be a legal conclusion.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Once again --12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Go ahead, Mr. Porter.13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Once again, he is the one14·
·· ·
· · ··     that has opened a door to this line of15·
·· ·
· · ··     questioning by testifying yesterday that --16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That's my gut reaction.17·
·· ·
· · ··     You're right.··Overruled.18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not aware of that.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··So if you take a look -- and20·
·· ·
· · ··     I know you have indicated you haven't had a21·
·· ·
· · ··     chance to read it, but just take a look at the22·
·· ·
· · ··     Knox case real quick at Page 10 and 11.23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have never read this document.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Just --·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not familiar with it.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Just turn your attention to Page 10 and 11.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you'll see there's a section under·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Discussion that references numeric violations·6·
·· ·
· · ··     and provides that:··To determine whether the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Respondent violated any section of 35 Illinois·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Administrative Code 901, Complainants must take·9·
·· ·
· · ··     sound measurements in strict conformance with10·
·· ·
· · ··     procedures set forth in another section.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you see that?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I'm sorry, you said no?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··Can you --15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Page 10 under the words "numerical" --16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well, I'm going to17·
·· ·
· · ··     interrupt.··Now you have gone too far.··He said18·
·· ·
· · ··     he's never seen the document.··He testified that19·
·· ·
· · ··     he was not aware that that's what the Pollution20·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board has decided.··Okay.··End of line21·
·· ·
· · ··     of questioning.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Would you agree that your23·
·· ·
· · ··     report -- well, strike that.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          You understand and agree that the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Applicant was required to provide a report·2·
·· ·
· · ··     indicating whether or not the Illinois Pollution·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board regulations would be complied with·4·
·· ·
· · ··     by this application, correct?·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··I think it's --·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··We have gone over this.·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Sustained.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You would agree, would you·9·
·· ·
· · ··     not, that if the Illinois Pollution Control10·
·· ·
· · ··     Board explicitly requires that there be a11·
·· ·
· · ··     protection from general noise pollution nuisance12·
·· ·
· · ··     that your model does not account for that?13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Again, it calls14·
·· ·
· · ··     for a legal conclusion and --15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··No, he did open the door on16·
·· ·
· · ··     this one, so overruled.17·
·· ·
·A.· ·My model provided sound values, predictions of18·
·· ·
· · ··     sounds from this project.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··It does not address whether20·
·· ·
· · ··     or not the noise that will be created by the21·
·· ·
· · ··     project would be unreasonable interference to22·
·· ·
· · ··     the neighbors, correct?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·If you believe that 901 follows 900, then that24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     would be correct.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But you have absolutely no legal authority that·2·
·· ·
· · ··     provides --·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Let's move on.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You would agree that the only·5·
·· ·
· · ··     way one can determine or predict that a proposed·6·
·· ·
· · ··     project will cause an unreasonable interference·7·
·· ·
· · ··     is to make a prediction of what the noise will·8·
·· ·
· · ··     be when compared to background, correct?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you personally have done that very study11·
·· ·
· · ··     on several occasions; isn't that right?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·We have done comparisons, yes.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But you did not do that comparison to14·
·· ·
· · ··     background in this case, correct?15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Asked and16·
·· ·
· · ··     answered.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Now, I read in your report19·
·· ·
· · ··     that you acknowledge there's a 2 decibel margin20·
·· ·
· · ··     of error concerning the noise predictions by the21·
·· ·
· · ··     manufacturers of turbines.··Did I read that22·
·· ·
· · ··     correctly?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't believe that's the wording I used.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Well, let's take a look at Page 20 of your·1·
·· ·
· · ··     report.·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·I said 2 dB uncertainty on top of the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     manufacturer specified sound power.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·That 2 dB uncertainty is the uncertainty level·5·
·· ·
· · ··     that is identified in the manufacturer's data·6·
·· ·
· · ··     for its expected output at the source, correct?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's an uncertainty of the sound power·8·
·· ·
· · ··     level, which is the sound emissions of the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     source.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So did you run your model, get an output11·
·· ·
· · ··     and then add 2 decibels at each octave band12·
·· ·
· · ··     level?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We added to the sound power 2 decibels and14·
·· ·
· · ··     then ran the model --15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·All right.16·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- at each octave band.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Finally circling back to my old exhibits here18·
·· ·
· · ··     that I haven't used yet.19·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 33 marked for20·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the ISO 9613-2 model that22·
·· ·
· · ··     you employed --23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I'm going to interrupt24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     again.··I apologize.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm sorry.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. Porter handed out IP·3·
·· ·
· · ··     No. 33.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··And, for the record, have you·5·
·· ·
· · ··     seen IP No. 33 before?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··I believe it's an excerpt from ISO·7·
·· ·
· · ··     9613-2.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·As a matter of fact, this is Table 5 from the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     ISO 9613-2 model; isn't that correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Table 5 and the rest of Page 14.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··And isn't it true that the ISO model12·
·· ·
· · ··     itself has a margin of error of 3 decibels when13·
·· ·
· · ··     the source is up to 100 meters tall?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't believe they use the term "margin of15·
·· ·
· · ··     error."··If I had the previous page, I could16·
·· ·
· · ··     tell you what that would be.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, are you aware that there is a plus 318·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel estimate -- a plus or minus 3 decibel19·
·· ·
· · ··     estimated accuracy for the model for sound20·
·· ·
· · ··     sources that are up to a hundred meters tall?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So in all your years you have never noticed23·
·· ·
· · ··     Table 5 identifies that the model itself has a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     plus or [sic] 3 decibel of margin of error?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says, but the height that you·2·
·· ·
· · ··     mentioned is not correct.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it -- do you see the column that·4·
·· ·
· · ··     says, zero distance, and then less than a·5·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred meters?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't see -- that's the -- that's the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     distance from the source, not the height.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··You're the alleged expert.··What is the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     margin of error for the model at or below the10·
·· ·
· · ··     hundred meter height?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·So it doesn't show a hundred meter height.··So12·
·· ·
· · ··     the height is in the first column, and it gives13·
·· ·
· · ··     a height range of 5 meters to 30 meters.··That's14·
·· ·
· · ··     not the height of the source, that's the height15·
·· ·
· · ··     of the average propagation data.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··What do you mean by that?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·So it's the -- if you take a -- if you look18·
·· ·
· · ··     along the path of the source to the receiver,19·
·· ·
· · ··     it's the average height of that line along that20·
·· ·
· · ··     path.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And that -- actually, I misspoke.··This margin22·
·· ·
· · ··     of error is only applicable for up to the 3023·
·· ·
· · ··     meter height; isn't that correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·That's correct, yes.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And so we don't even know what the margin of·2·
·· ·
· · ··     error is for the model when it's trying to·3·
·· ·
· · ··     predict over the 30 meter height; isn't that·4·
·· ·
· · ··     right?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, when you say "we don't know," it's not in·6·
·· ·
· · ··     this table.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··It's not ident -- well, strike that.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you know what the margin of error is·9·
·· ·
· · ··     when it's trying to predict over the 30 meter10·
·· ·
· · ··     height?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·We have done studies comparing model to monitor12·
·· ·
· · ··     for wind turbines, which would be over the 3013·
·· ·
· · ··     meter height.··I don't have the margin of error14·
·· ·
· · ··     offhand but --15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And --16·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- yeah, I have looked at it.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·-- the turbines in this case are certainly18·
·· ·
· · ··     taller than 30 meters; isn't that correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, it's the average propagation data20·
·· ·
· · ··     height, not the source height, but wind turbines21·
·· ·
· · ··     greater than 30 meters are proposed in this22·
·· ·
· · ··     application.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, and their average propagation path is24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     going to be taller than 30 meters; isn't that·1·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And margin of error plus or 3 decibels is·4·
·· ·
· · ··     also -- refers to a 1,000 meter limitation in·5·
·· ·
· · ··     distance.··Do you see that?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that many of the homes are·8·
·· ·
· · ··     further than 1,000 meters from the sound source·9·
·· ·
· · ··     to turbines?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's true.··So this table would apply11·
·· ·
· · ··     for that reason as well.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that when it comes to wind13·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines often you can actually be right under a14·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine and receive less noise than a receiving15·
·· ·
· · ··     location 1500 meters away?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that the sound propagation18·
·· ·
· · ··     travels when it comes to wind turbines?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sound travels, as with any source.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And it can be louder, can it not, away from the21·
·· ·
· · ··     source than right under the source when it comes22·
·· ·
· · ··     to wind turbines?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·If that happens it would be a very rare event.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·So you would agree though, would you not, that·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the model itself has a plus or minus 3 decibel·2·
·· ·
· · ··     margin of error even if -- well, strike that.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          You would agree that the model itself in·4·
·· ·
· · ··     this case has at least a plus or 3 decibel·5·
·· ·
· · ··     margin of error, would you not?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not in the way we modeled it, no.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, did you add plus or 3 decibels to your·8·
·· ·
· · ··     kilohertz results after you ran the model?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We made our -- we made our model more10·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative by taking the soft ground that's11·
·· ·
· · ··     out there and essentially making it harder,12·
·· ·
· · ··     making it half hard/half soft, and that's going13·
·· ·
· · ··     to increase the reflectivity of the ground, it's14·
·· ·
· · ··     going to increase the sound level.··So we did15·
·· ·
· · ··     that.··And we added another 2 dB to account for16·
·· ·
· · ··     uncertainty.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So in that case we didn't account18·
·· ·
· · ··     explicitly for either turbine uncertainty or19·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling uncertainty, we essentially combined20·
·· ·
· · ··     the two, made the model more conservative by21·
·· ·
· · ··     making the ground harder and adding another22·
·· ·
· · ··     2 decibels.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You would agree that the ISO model is not24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     designed for 500 meter [sic] tall sources that·1·
·· ·
· · ··     are distances greater than a thousand feet away·2·
·· ·
· · ··     from the receiver location, correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't see where we're dealing with 500 meter·4·
·· ·
· · ··     high sources.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did I say "meter"?··I meant feet.·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Oh, okay.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I need to re-ask the question if I said·8·
·· ·
· · ··     "meter."·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true that the ISO model is not10·
·· ·
· · ··     designed for a source whose sound propagation is11·
·· ·
· · ··     over 30 meters and whose distance is greater12·
·· ·
· · ··     than a thousand feet from the receiver?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I wouldn't necessarily say that.··It's not14·
·· ·
· · ··     included in Table 5.··I'd have to look at the15·
·· ·
· · ··     ISO standards to see what it might say.··But the16·
·· ·
· · ··     use of this model is considered best practice.17·
·· ·
· · ··     It's been used all over the world for modeling18·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbine sounds.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··44 is next, and if you're20·
·· ·
· · ··     marking, let's take a break.··Ten minutes,21·
·· ·
· · ··     folks, please.22·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (A recess was taken at 8:28 p.m.23·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    and proceedings resumed at24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · · · · · · ·                    8:38 p.m.)·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··You may inquire,·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Mr. Porter.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Mr. Kaliski, on those·4·
·· ·
· · ··     properties where you have reached the absolute·5·
·· ·
· · ··     maximum decibel levels in your predictions, if·6·
·· ·
· · ··     those predictions were all by 1 decibel there·7·
·· ·
· · ··     would be a violation of PCB regulations; is that·8·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·If they were off by 1 decibel, yes, it would --10·
·· ·
· · ··     say it was 42 instead of 41, that would exceed11·
·· ·
· · ··     the IPCB regulations.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And if there are numerous -- literally hundreds13·
·· ·
· · ··     of receivers that are in excess of the 3914·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel levels such that it's off by 3 decibels15·
·· ·
· · ··     there would be an exceedance; isn't that16·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know if there are hundreds, but the18·
·· ·
· · ··     math is correct, if you add 39 plus 3, you get19·
·· ·
· · ··     42.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And there are many that are in excess of 39 at21·
·· ·
· · ··     that 1 kilohertz level, would you agree?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·I haven't counted them, but there's23·
·· ·
· · ··     certainly -- you can certainly count them up in24·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the appendix.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··We'll do that later.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Wouldn't you agree that in those areas·3·
·· ·
· · ··     where there is -- you're near the PCB limits, if·4·
·· ·
· · ··     someone were to build a structure or expand·5·
·· ·
· · ··     their home closer to a sound source they'll be·6·
·· ·
· · ··     moving into an area that is above the absolute·7·
·· ·
· · ··     limits allowed by the PCB; isn't that right?·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·They may or may not.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that the -- well, if they10·
·· ·
· · ··     moved closer to sound sources, it's likely that11·
·· ·
· · ··     the noise level is going to increase; isn't that12·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, it would increase but it may not exceed14·
·· ·
· · ··     the IPCB limit.··It depends where it is.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But because you didn't do your study at the16·
·· ·
· · ··     property lines, the residential PCB limits may17·
·· ·
· · ··     be exceeded at various locations of receiving18·
·· ·
· · ··     properties; isn't that correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's not correct that I didn't do a study20·
·· ·
· · ··     showing the sound levels at property lines.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true --22·
·· ·
·A.· ·There are -- there are locations on the23·
·· ·
· · ··     properties that are -- that exceed the 4124·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     decibel ISO contour.··It's on the map.··You can·1·
·· ·
· · ··     see that.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So if someone decides to build on that section·3·
·· ·
· · ··     of their own land, they would be subjecting·4·
·· ·
· · ··     themselves to levels that the Illinois Pollution·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Control Board has indicated is dangerous, right?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't --·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··I don't believe·8·
·· ·
· · ··     there's any evidence that -- as to danger for·9·
·· ·
· · ··     violations.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··They would be subjecting12·
·· ·
· · ··     themselves to levels that are in excess of the13·
·· ·
· · ··     absolute maximum of noise that the PCB allows;14·
·· ·
· · ··     isn't that correct?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·So if they were to build there, it may.··It16·
·· ·
· · ··     depends, again.··The modeling assumptions are17·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative.··So it may be that they build --18·
·· ·
· · ··     they may have modeled at 41 or more, 42, and it19·
·· ·
· · ··     could be less.··It may, yeah.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Your model assumptions being conservative,21·
·· ·
· · ··     let's talk about that for a minute.··You did not22·
·· ·
· · ··     add the 3 decibel margin of error for the model23·
·· ·
· · ··     itself, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·We didn't add 3.··We added 2.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, the 2 isn't for the model.··The 2 is for·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the manufacturing source data, correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··No.··It's an uncertainty that combines the·4·
·· ·
· · ··     source uncertainty with the modeling·5·
·· ·
· · ··     uncertainty.··So the harder ground plus the 2 dB·6·
·· ·
· · ··     is a combined addition.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, the plus or 2 minus dB margin of error·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that you utilized is referenced in the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     manufacturer's data for these noise output at10·
·· ·
· · ··     the turbine, correct?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·It is the same number, but it's not used for12·
·· ·
· · ··     the same purpose.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So you then ignored the plus or 2 minus14·
·· ·
· · ··     decibel margin of error for the source?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, we didn't ignore it.··If you have multiple16·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines, the uncertainty decreases.··So if you17·
·· ·
· · ··     have one turbine, then you have an uncertainty18·
·· ·
· · ··     of 2 decibels.··If two turbines or three or four19·
·· ·
· · ··     or five -- the more turbines you have, the lower20·
·· ·
· · ··     the uncertainty there is because the probability21·
·· ·
· · ··     that any one turbine -- or all of the turbines22·
·· ·
· · ··     are going to be at plus 2 at the same time, that23·
·· ·
· · ··     probability decreases as you add more and more24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     turbines.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So, no, you would not add -- for a project·2·
·· ·
· · ··     like this you wouldn't add 2 decibels to account·3·
·· ·
· · ··     for just the turbine uncertainty.··You actually·4·
·· ·
· · ··     add something less, because there are many more·5·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines.··So that 2 decibels that we're adding·6·
·· ·
· · ··     plus the ground factor, that combined accounts·7·
·· ·
· · ··     for the multiple uncertainties in the modeling.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 44 marked for·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··We're going to get to ground factor in a11·
·· ·
· · ··     minute.··But let's take a look, if you would, at12·
·· ·
· · ··     the exhibit that I have had marked as IP No. 4113·
·· ·
· · ··     [sic] and we handed out to everybody on break.14·
·· ·
· · ··     Do you have that in front of you?15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I don't have that.··I've16·
·· ·
· · ··     got 44.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Did I say 41?··I meant 44.18·
·· ·
· · ··     Sorry.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Carry on.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··If you would take a look at21·
·· ·
· · ··     IP 44, which is a document entitled "Comparison22·
·· ·
· · ··     of Predicted and Measured Wind Farm Noise Level23·
·· ·
· · ··     and Implications For Assessments of New Wind24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     Farms" by Tom Evans and Jonathan Cooper.··Do you·1·
·· ·
· · ··     have that document in front of you?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you reviewed this document before today?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you familiar with the work of Evans and·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Cooper?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have heard their names before, but I'm not·8·
·· ·
· · ··     familiar with this work, no.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·If you would take a look at Page 32, Evans and10·
·· ·
· · ··     Cooper -- I'm sorry.··Take a look at Page 31,11·
·· ·
· · ··     and there's some underlined text, I hope, on12·
·· ·
· · ··     your document.··You'll see that Evans and Cooper13·
·· ·
· · ··     state that the "ISO 9613 states a prediction14·
·· ·
· · ··     accuracy of plus or [sic] 3 decibels for sources15·
·· ·
· · ··     of heights up to 30 meters above ground and for16·
·· ·
· · ··     distances up to 1,000 meters from the source."17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you agree with their conclusion there?18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Lack of19·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation.··The witness says he's never seen20·
·· ·
· · ··     this before.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Absolutely.··I'm going to22·
·· ·
· · ··     start enforcing that rule.··I was trying to be23·
·· ·
· · ··     liberal about it but --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··All I asked is if he agrees·1·
·· ·
· · ··     with that conclusion.··I didn't ask if he has·2·
·· ·
· · ··     read the document.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That's not the question you·4·
·· ·
· · ··     asked.··You can ask the question --·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Do you agree with the·6·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusion that the ISO 9613-2 states a·7·
·· ·
· · ··     prediction of plus or three [sic] decibels for·8·
·· ·
· · ··     sources of heights up to 30 meters above ground·9·
·· ·
· · ··     and for distances up to 1,000 meters from the10·
·· ·
· · ··     source"?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And do you agree with the conclusion that13·
·· ·
· · ··     outside of those conditions there's no14·
·· ·
· · ··     indication of accuracy provided in the ISO15·
·· ·
· · ··     model?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Well, that's not what ISO 9613 states.··So17·
·· ·
· · ··     outside of those conditions that -- the18·
·· ·
· · ··     conditions that they're stating is not correct.19·
·· ·
· · ··     I can't make any determination of that.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And their conclusion at Page 32 -- well, strike21·
·· ·
· · ··     that.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Do you agree with the conclusion that23·
·· ·
· · ··     where the ground falls away significantly24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     between the source and receiver, it is·1·
·· ·
· · ··     recommended that 3 dBA be added to the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     calculated sound pressure level?··Do you agree·3·
·· ·
· · ··     with that conclusion?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Not in the document·5·
·· ·
· · ··     generally, Mr. Kaliski.··Just do you agree·6·
·· ·
· · ··     with --·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··No.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··-- that if that was a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusion?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··No.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··All right.··Let me direct12·
·· ·
· · ··     your attention to another exhibit here then.13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··If you wouldn't mind handing14·
·· ·
· · ··     out 34.··I'll give this to the witness, if15·
·· ·
· · ··     you'll give the rest of them.16·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 34 marked for17·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··The Interested Parties'19·
·· ·
· · ··     legal team has now handed out a document20·
·· ·
· · ··     entitled IP No. 34.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Okay.··I'm assuming you're22·
·· ·
· · ··     familiar with this document, are you not?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.··I wrote it.24·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·And this is a document you wrote entitled·1·
·· ·
· · ··     "Improving Predictions of Wind Turbine Noise·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Using PE Modeling"; isn't that correct?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's correct, yes.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And what was -- am I correct that you discussed·5·
·· ·
· · ··     how the ISO 9613-2 model can be improved?··Do·6·
·· ·
· · ··     you need the question read back?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··I understand the question, I'm just trying·8·
·· ·
· · ··     to see if I used the word "improved" or not.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, let me ask it this way:··The title of the10·
·· ·
· · ··     publication is "Improving Predictions of Wind11·
·· ·
· · ··     Turbine Noise Using PE Modeling," right?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And the modeling that you were considering was14·
·· ·
· · ··     the ISO 9613-2, right?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·We discuss two modeling techniques, ISO 9613-216·
·· ·
· · ··     and Parabolic Equation Model.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So if you'll take a look at Page 2, isn't it18·
·· ·
· · ··     true that Kaliski and Duncan -- who's Duncan?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's Eddie Duncan.··He's a colleague of mine20·
·· ·
· · ··     at RSG.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Kaliski and Duncan made field calculations of22·
·· ·
· · ··     wind turbine noise over 60 10-minute periods23·
·· ·
· · ··     over flat farmland.··Is it true that you did24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     that?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that is true.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And is it true that you found that the use of a·3·
·· ·
· · ··     ground factor of 1.0, which represents porous·4·
·· ·
· · ··     ground in the ISO standard, underestimates·5·
·· ·
· · ··     monitored sound levels?··Is it true that you·6·
·· ·
· · ··     found that?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that is true.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that you found, quote, Better·9·
·· ·
· · ··     accuracy of modeling is dependent on the10·
·· ·
· · ··     assumption of a harder ground surface or11·
·· ·
· · ··     adjustments for meteorological conditions.··For12·
·· ·
· · ··     example, by using a ground factor of 0.0 or by13·
·· ·
· · ··     using non-spectral ground attenuation over flat14·
·· ·
· · ··     terrain, ISO 9613-2 was found to be more15·
·· ·
· · ··     accurate?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's correct, yes.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Now, in this case you did not use a ground18·
·· ·
· · ··     attenuation factor of 0.0?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··We used a ground factor of 0.5 and added20·
·· ·
· · ··     another 2 decibels, and that's considered the21·
·· ·
· · ··     equivalent.··And there is a British working22·
·· ·
· · ··     group that got together to determine what best23·
·· ·
· · ··     practices would be for wind turbine modeling,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     and they essentially brought both sides together·1·
·· ·
· · ··     to eliminate some of these problems we're·2·
·· ·
· · ··     getting into with -- where, you know, you have·3·
·· ·
· · ··     objectors and developers with different·4·
·· ·
· · ··     methodologies and so forth, so they got together·5·
·· ·
· · ··     to try to find what the best practices would be,·6·
·· ·
· · ··     so objectors and developers, and --·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So when you wrote --·8·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- they found that the ground factor of zero is·9·
·· ·
· · ··     equivalent to a ground factor of 0.5 plus 2 dB,10·
·· ·
· · ··     and both would be considered best practices for11·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that when you wrote this13·
·· ·
· · ··     publication you explicitly found that the most14·
·· ·
· · ··     conservative methodology was to use a zero15·
·· ·
· · ··     ground factor?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't think I said the most conservative.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that the article provides18·
·· ·
· · ··     that considering these uncertainty factors will19·
·· ·
· · ··     result in significant design conservatism?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't see where it says that.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Perhaps take a look at that same page under22·
·· ·
· · ··     Background at the last sentence of the second to23·
·· ·
· · ··     last paragraph, "and, in fact, Bullmore states24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     that considering these uncertainty factors will·1·
·· ·
· · ··     result in significant design conservatism."·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·He's referring to ground factors of zero and·3·
·· ·
· · ··     0.5, depending on the site conditions.·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, you were an author of this publication,·5·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it also true that the publication·8·
·· ·
· · ··     provides that, "Kalapinski and others have·9·
·· ·
· · ··     pointed out some of the method's limitations,10·
·· ·
· · ··     including that it does not account for11·
·· ·
· · ··     atmospheric variation over long distances and12·
·· ·
· · ··     source heights greater than 30 meters, are not13·
·· ·
· · ··     included in ISO 9613-2s stated confidence14·
·· ·
· · ··     intervals"?··Isn't it true that your own article15·
·· ·
· · ··     provides that?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·It should be --17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·It says, "source heights greater than 3018·
·· ·
· · ··     meters," correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's what it says.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So you were wrong when you wrote the article?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·About that, yes.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Now, if you had used -- strike that.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          A zero absorption rate for ground would be24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     the same as frozen ground, correct?·1·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, isn't it true that the hardest surface·3·
·· ·
· · ··     that we deal with as far as ground is concerned·4·
·· ·
· · ··     is when it's frozen?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·The ground hardness is -- doesn't necessarily·6·
·· ·
· · ··     refer to how hard it is, but it refers to how·7·
·· ·
· · ··     porous or reflective it is.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Right.··And the ground is the least porous when·9·
·· ·
· · ··     it is frozen, correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·Ground is least porous when it's pavement.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Well, these aren't paved areas that12·
·· ·
· · ··     we're talking about here.··Would you agree that13·
·· ·
· · ··     the farmland is closer to zero when frozen than14·
·· ·
· · ··     it is to 0.5?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, not necessarily.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you studied that?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Have I studied what the ground hardness is?18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, have you made any calculations concerning19·
·· ·
· · ··     ground attenuation factors -- well, strike that.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true your own publication found21·
·· ·
· · ··     that zero is for hard ground and 0.5 is for22·
·· ·
· · ··     mixed ground?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·That is true, yes.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·And are you indicating that frozen earth is not·1·
·· ·
· · ··     hard ground?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Frozen earth is not G equals zero.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Would you agree that if you used the zero·4·
·· ·
· · ··     attenuation factor like your article suggests·5·
·· ·
· · ··     you would have had many more exceedances·6·
·· ·
· · ··     identified in the model that you ran?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, because the article suggests not using the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     2 dB additional factor when you use G equals·9·
·· ·
· · ··     zero.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·But the article also references the Table 511·
·· ·
· · ··     that acknowledges that there's a 3 decibel12·
·· ·
· · ··     margin of error itself that you didn't use13·
·· ·
· · ··     either, right?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·This article of mine?15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Well, the article references, at Footnote 6,16·
·· ·
· · ··     that source heights greater than 30 meters are17·
·· ·
· · ··     not included in the ISO 9613-2s.··That source is18·
·· ·
· · ··     Table 5 of the ISO standard, right?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·That's right, that's what it's referring to.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And you did not apply the plus or 3 decibel21·
·· ·
· · ··     margin of error identified in Table 5 of the ISO22·
·· ·
· · ··     standard, did you?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I didn't.··I used something different to24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     account for uncertainty.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that your model --·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry.··Reference 6 doesn't refer to --·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Reference 6 refers to the Kalapinski article --·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- not to ISO.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Other than Table 5, are you aware of any other·7·
·· ·
· · ··     reference to the 30 meter restriction of the ISO·8·
·· ·
· · ··     model within ISO itself -- I'm going to withdraw·9·
·· ·
· · ··     it.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          You would agree that your model does not11·
·· ·
· · ··     identify the impacts it might have on wildlife12·
·· ·
· · ··     and the noise, how it will impact wildlife on13·
·· ·
· · ··     properties, does it?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·We didn't include that in the report.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And when you drove these properties did you16·
·· ·
· · ··     notice that several of them have wooded areas?17·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there were some wooded areas.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you aware that many of the people that live19·
·· ·
· · ··     in the footprint utilize their properties for20·
·· ·
· · ··     hunting purposes?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I'm not aware of it.22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you know if the noise that will be created23·
·· ·
· · ··     will affect the hunting ability of the property?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·I don't know.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 35 marked for·2·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Reporter, I have been·4·
·· ·
· · ··     handed Document No. -- IP No. 35, titled "A·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Cooperative Measurement Survey and Analysis of·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Wind Frequency and Infrasound at the Shirley·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Wind Farm in Brown County, Wisconsin."·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Have you prior to today had·9·
·· ·
· · ··     the opportunity to review the cooperative10·
·· ·
· · ··     measurement survey and analysis of low frequency11·
·· ·
· · ··     and infrasound at the Shirley Wind Farm in Brown12·
·· ·
· · ··     County, Wisconsin?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I have read this.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that the Wisconsin Public15·
·· ·
· · ··     Service Commission commissioned four different16·
·· ·
· · ··     acousticians to perform tests at homes at the17·
·· ·
· · ··     Shirley Wind Farm?··Well, start there.18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I --19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance as to20·
·· ·
· · ··     what Wisconsin commissions.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··You might be right, but22·
·· ·
· · ··     I've got to hear a little more.23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know offhand who commissioned the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     study.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you aware that the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Shirley Wind Farm involved industrial wind·3·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines similar to those that are proposed for·4·
·· ·
· · ··     this project?·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to the relevance.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.··"Similar" is·7·
·· ·
· · ··     not good enough.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you aware that the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Shirley Wind Farm involved 2 megawatt wind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Same objection.··I don't13·
·· ·
· · ··     know what the relevance of the Shirley Wind Farm14·
·· ·
· · ··     is.··It hasn't been established.15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm asking --16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I have not either, but17·
·· ·
· · ··     overruled right now.18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know what the size of the turbines are19·
·· ·
· · ··     in Shirley.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you aware that there were21·
·· ·
· · ··     tests done to determine if there was infrasound22·
·· ·
· · ··     emanating from the 2 megawatt wind turbines in23·
·· ·
· · ··     Shirley, Wisconsin?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·Again, I don't know the turbine size, but there·1·
·· ·
· · ··     were tests -- they did do infrasound tests.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that indeed it was determined·3·
·· ·
· · ··     that infrasound was invading the homes nearby·4·
·· ·
· · ··     the turbines?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't recall if they used the word·6·
·· ·
· · ··     "invading," but they did find infrasound at some·7·
·· ·
· · ··     of the homes.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that some of those homes were·9·
·· ·
· · ··     abandoned?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you familiar with the13·
·· ·
· · ··     Journal for the Acoustical Society of America?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You would agree that that is an authoritative16·
·· ·
· · ··     publication for acousticians and noise17·
·· ·
· · ··     engineers, would you not?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, it is.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you had an opportunity to review an20·
·· ·
· · ··     article entitled "Theory to Explain the21·
·· ·
· · ··     Physiological Effects of Infrasonic Emissions"22·
·· ·
· · ··     written by Paul Schomer?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't believe I have read that.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·All right.··Are you aware that in relation to·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the cooperative measurement survey which we had·2·
·· ·
· · ··     marked as IP No. 35 that there is reference to·3·
·· ·
· · ··     individuals having complaints of stress,·4·
·· ·
· · ··     fatigue, headache and sleep deprivation?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't remember specific symptoms.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You do not deny that these same problems have·7·
·· ·
· · ··     been reported as occurring around wind farms·8·
·· ·
· · ··     similar to the one proposed for this facility,·9·
·· ·
· · ··     do you?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object, Your11·
·· ·
· · ··     Honor.··Mr. Kaliski has not testified that he12·
·· ·
· · ··     has expertise in health impacts.13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that you have15·
·· ·
· · ··     heard of similar complaints of fatigue,16·
·· ·
· · ··     dizziness, difficulty in concentration,17·
·· ·
· · ··     headache, nausea and sleep deprivation arising18·
·· ·
· · ··     in or around wind farms similar to the one19·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed in this case?20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Same objection.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm not asking if he's got a23·
·· ·
· · ··     medical opinion.··I'm just asking as an expert24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     in the field who's testified for quite some time·1·
·· ·
· · ··     whether he's heard of it.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··He's not been identified as·3·
·· ·
· · ··     an expert in nausea or sleep deprivation; just·4·
·· ·
· · ··     noise.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the study·6·
·· ·
· · ··     marked as IP 35 has concluded, as well as the·7·
·· ·
· · ··     Schomer report, that there is a correlation·8·
·· ·
· · ··     between those symptoms and being bombarded by·9·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound emanating from wind farms?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Your Honor,11·
·· ·
· · ··     first of all, he said that he wasn't familiar12·
·· ·
· · ··     with the Schomer report, so there's no13·
·· ·
· · ··     foundation there.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained as to that.··He15·
·· ·
· · ··     did not say he was familiar with the Schomer16·
·· ·
· · ··     report.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Let me re-ask the question,18·
·· ·
· · ··     if I may.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sure.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the21·
·· ·
· · ··     Shirley report recognized a correlation between22·
·· ·
· · ··     the bombardment of the home by infrasound and23·
·· ·
· · ··     complaints of symptoms such as headache, nausea,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     dizziness and sleep deprivation?·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object again,·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Your Honor, on foundation.··Although the witness·3·
·· ·
· · ··     has said he's read it, there's nothing --·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··So he's -- by that part,·5·
·· ·
· · ··     the question -- I don't know what the witness is·6·
·· ·
· · ··     going to say, but the question does correlate·7·
·· ·
· · ··     part of his expertise in noise to something in·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that report.··Overruled as to the question·9·
·· ·
· · ··     itself, if you can remember the question.10·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm almost certain that they would not have11·
·· ·
· · ··     used the word "bombard."··And as to the12·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusions, I don't recall the specific13·
·· ·
· · ··     conclusions.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Do you recall that those15·
·· ·
· · ··     symptoms were identified as occurring at those16·
·· ·
· · ··     homes that were being subjected to infrasound17·
·· ·
· · ··     and low frequency noise from nearby wind18·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I don't recall the specific symptoms20·
·· ·
· · ··     that the neighbors complained of.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·You do recall that the report concluded that22·
·· ·
· · ··     certain symptoms that the neighbors were23·
·· ·
· · ··     complaining of, whatever they may be, were24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     correlated to the infrasound and low frequency·1·
·· ·
· · ··     noise emanating from wind turbines, correct?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·No, I don't remember that.·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the cooperative measurements·4·
·· ·
· · ··     survey marked as IP No. 35 referenced the Navy·5·
·· ·
· · ··     study that revealed that physical vibration of·6·
·· ·
· · ··     pilots in flight simulators, including motion·7·
·· ·
· · ··     sickness, when vibration frequency was in a·8·
·· ·
· · ··     range of 0.05 to 0.9 hertz was similar to the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     very low frequency noise emanating from wind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't recall reading that.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that Schomer, who is one of the13·
·· ·
· · ··     authors of IP No. 35, has pointed out that the14·
·· ·
· · ··     nausea that generally occurs below the 1 hertz15·
·· ·
· · ··     range and -- is similar to the nausea referenced16·
·· ·
· · ··     in the Navy study concerning vibration to17·
·· ·
· · ··     pilots?18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection, Your Honor.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.··I don't even20·
·· ·
· · ··     understand the question.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the22·
·· ·
· · ··     authors -- strike that.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Isn't it true that Schomer has come to a24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     conclusion that there's a similarity between the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     nausea caused by motion sickness and the nausea·2·
·· ·
· · ··     caused by low frequency noise from wind·3·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection, Your Honor.·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Again, this witness was not presented as a·6·
·· ·
· · ··     health expert.··The fact that he's read at one·7·
·· ·
· · ··     time this article doesn't open him up to·8·
·· ·
· · ··     questions about health impacts any more than any·9·
·· ·
· · ··     other witness.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.··Sustained.11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··You're aware that the authors12·
·· ·
· · ··     of this report found that low frequency13·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound is clearly present and caused by the14·
·· ·
· · ··     nearby wind turbines, correct?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Your Honor, I would object17·
·· ·
· · ··     again to the question.··I also want to point out18·
·· ·
· · ··     that according to the report the turbines were19·
·· ·
· · ··     Nordex 100 wind turbines in Brown County.··Those20·
·· ·
· · ··     are not the same turbines being proposed here.21·
·· ·
· · ··     So that, again, goes to relevance.22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I suppose we can get into23·
·· ·
· · ··     his knowledge of the similarities between that24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     turbine and these, but we don't have to get that·1·
·· ·
· · ··     far.··Objection is sustained.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Mr. Kaliski, you earlier·3·
·· ·
· · ··     acknowledged that you are usually hired by·4·
·· ·
· · ··     industry and testify in the favor of wind·5·
·· ·
· · ··     turbine projects.··Do you recall that?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know that I used the words "in favor·7·
·· ·
· · ··     of."··I have worked on wind turbine projects·8·
·· ·
· · ··     that are in favor of or opposed to.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't -- well, isn't it true that you normally10·
·· ·
· · ··     testify in favor of the applications of the11·
·· ·
· · ··     entities that have hired you?12·
·· ·
·A.· ·In favor of the applications?··I testify to the13·
·· ·
· · ··     reports that I have done for the applicant in14·
·· ·
· · ··     cases that I have worked for applicants.15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And at anytime have you ever testified that the16·
·· ·
· · ··     application proposed a harm or violates any17·
·· ·
· · ··     noise standard when hired by an applicant?18·
·· ·
·A.· ·I think there have been a couple of cases19·
·· ·
· · ··     where, now that I think of it, we put an20·
·· ·
· · ··     application in where there were exceedances and21·
·· ·
· · ··     that the exceedances would be dealt with during22·
·· ·
· · ··     micro-siting.··So they showed exceedances, but23·
·· ·
· · ··     there was essentially a commitment to do24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     micro-siting and eliminate those exceedances·1·
·· ·
· · ··     through either reduced noise operations or some·2·
·· ·
· · ··     other type of --·3·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Do you recall that you were the hired noise·4·
·· ·
· · ··     expert for the Green Mountain Power Wind Farm in·5·
·· ·
· · ··     Lowell, Vermont?·6·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's correct.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·I'm having marked a summary of your testimony·8·
·· ·
· · ··     regarding Green Mountain Power Wind Farm in·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Lowell, Vermont.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··No. 45; is that correct,11·
·· ·
· · ··     Judge Slavin?12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Yes.13·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 45 marked for14·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)15·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that prior to16·
·· ·
· · ··     the construction of that project you testified17·
·· ·
· · ··     in regard to the Green Mountain Power proposal18·
·· ·
· · ··     that its substation would meet the 45 dBA19·
·· ·
· · ··     standard in Vermont?20·
·· ·
·A.· ·You said a substation?··I'm not sure it said21·
·· ·
· · ··     "substation."··I'd have to --22·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true you testified -- I don't want to23·
·· ·
· · ··     get you bogged down --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·I'm sorry, it did have an associated·1·
·· ·
· · ··     substation, yeah.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··Isn't it true that you testified that·3·
·· ·
· · ··     the project is designed to meet the 45 dBA·4·
·· ·
· · ··     standard?·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that within the first two·7·
·· ·
· · ··     months of that project going online noise·8·
·· ·
· · ··     testing showed that the pre-construction·9·
·· ·
· · ··     modeling was wrong?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··It did show that there was an exceedance11·
·· ·
· · ··     of the standard.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And as a matter of fact, isn't it true that the13·
·· ·
· · ··     Vermont Public Service Board opened an14·
·· ·
· · ··     investigation of the noise standard violations15·
·· ·
· · ··     at the Green Mountain Power Wind Farm?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, they did.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that penalties were assessed18·
·· ·
· · ··     against the Green Mountain Power Corporation for19·
·· ·
· · ··     violating the noise regulations, including the20·
·· ·
· · ··     institution of a monitoring program that would21·
·· ·
· · ··     cost in excess of a hundred thousand dollars?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection as to relevance.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, isn't it true that the·1·
·· ·
· · ··     model that you ran in regard to the Green·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Mountain Power Corporation is the same model·3·
·· ·
· · ··     you're using here today?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, it is, but the exceedance was due to an·5·
·· ·
· · ··     icing condition.··It was an offset condition·6·
·· ·
· · ··     that was not normal.··The turbines should have·7·
·· ·
· · ··     shut down their noise conditions and they didn't·8·
·· ·
· · ··     and that's what caused the exceedance.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that your model did not10·
·· ·
· · ··     account for the exceedances?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·Right.··It didn't model an icy condition12·
·· ·
· · ··     because the turbines weren't supposed to be13·
·· ·
· · ··     operating under those conditions.14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that in Vermont there was15·
·· ·
· · ··     complaints of noise beyond just one occurrence?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection to relevance as to17·
·· ·
· · ··     what complaints were made in Vermont.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··We have already established20·
·· ·
· · ··     it's the same model that he ran here.21·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··We're not talking about --22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··We're talking about his23·
·· ·
· · ··     ability to predict --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··No.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··-- whether or not standards·2·
·· ·
· · ··     have been met.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··We're not going to get into·4·
·· ·
· · ··     third-hand hearsay.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I wasn't --·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ask the question about --·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Can you read that back for·8·
·· ·
· · ··     me, please?·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (The requested portion of the10·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    record was read.)11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I did not ask for hearsay.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Yeah, you did.··"Complaints13·
·· ·
· · ··     of noise."14·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that there were15·
·· ·
· · ··     findings of more than one exceedance in Vermont?16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.··Relevance.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Where in Vermont?19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Fair enough.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Okay.··In regard to the Green21·
·· ·
· · ··     Mountain Power Corporation Wind Project, isn't22·
·· ·
· · ··     it true that there were findings of more than23·
·· ·
· · ··     one specific noise violation?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·That's right, Green Mountain Power had more·1·
·· ·
· · ··     than one.··They were all related to icing.·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that icing occurs in Bureau·3·
·· ·
· · ··     County, Illinois?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not aware specifically of instances of·5·
·· ·
· · ··     icing.·6·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you ever experienced a winter in Illinois?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·Sorry?·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you ever experienced a winter in Illinois?·9·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Isn't it true that the noise modeling -- well,11·
·· ·
· · ··     strike that.12·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Are you aware that there are numerous13·
·· ·
· · ··     locations in this proposed site that propose a14·
·· ·
· · ··     linear pattern or a close cluster of turbines?15·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that a linear pattern of17·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines is known to exacerbate noise18·
·· ·
· · ··     complaints?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know that to be the case.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you ever done any study concerning the use21·
·· ·
· · ··     of a linear pattern of turbines and its impacts22·
·· ·
· · ··     on noise?23·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not that I remember that's been published.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·Q.· ·Isn't it true that sound levels are higher when·1·
·· ·
· · ··     the towers are close together in groups or in·2·
·· ·
· · ··     rows such that the outflow from one turbine will·3·
·· ·
· · ··     be the inflow for a downwind turbine?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·It could be.··Not necessarily, but generally·5·
·· ·
· · ··     inflow turbulence can increase noise if it's·6·
·· ·
· · ··     sufficient enough.·7·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And do you know how far the turbines of the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed heights and dimensions of these·9·
·· ·
· · ··     proposed turbines need to be to avoid downwind10·
·· ·
· · ··     turbulence?11·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··I didn't do a turbine study.12·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And isn't it true that your model does not13·
·· ·
· · ··     account for downwind turbulence?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·Not necessarily.··It includes, again, factors15·
·· ·
· · ··     for uncertainty.··Turbulence, of course, is16·
·· ·
· · ··     included in that uncertainty.··It doesn't17·
·· ·
· · ··     account specifically for different turbulence18·
·· ·
· · ··     levels, however.19·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you aware that a study has been done in20·
·· ·
· · ··     Cape Bridgewater concerning acoustic testing of21·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines and infrasound?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection as to relevance of23·
·· ·
· · ··     a study.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Right now I'm just trying to·1·
·· ·
· · ··     find out if he even knows about it.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Overruled.·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·What state is that?·4·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Well, Cape Bridgewater is·5·
·· ·
· · ··     actually in Melbourne.··Australia, I believe, is·6·
·· ·
· · ··     where Melbourne is.·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not sure.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.··So you're not familiar with Cape·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Bridgewater Wind Farm study; is that correct?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not sure.··I mean, I may be.··I'd have to11·
·· ·
· · ··     look at it to see if it was something that I --12·
·· ·
· · ··     it could be.··I'm just not familiar with the13·
·· ·
· · ··     name.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Well, before I mark it I'm15·
·· ·
· · ··     just going to show it to him, if I may, and see16·
·· ·
· · ··     if he recognizes it.17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··[Nods head.]18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Again, I haven't had that19·
·· ·
· · ··     document marked, but are you aware that the Cape20·
·· ·
· · ··     Bridgewater study involved a study whereby the21·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines were turned off and on and surveys were22·
·· ·
· · ··     done of people living nearby to determine if23·
·· ·
· · ··     there had been an impact based upon the24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     cessation and startup of the turbines?··Are you·1·
·· ·
· · ··     familiar with that study?·2·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yeah, so I haven't read this study, but I·3·
·· ·
· · ··     was --·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··So the answer was no.·5·
·· ·
·A.· ·-- but I was at a presentation where they·6·
·· ·
· · ··     presented it, so I know about it but I haven't·7·
·· ·
· · ··     read this study.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··What do you know about the·9·
·· ·
· · ··     Cape Bridgewater study?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object.··If his11·
·· ·
· · ··     only knowledge is having sat through a12·
·· ·
· · ··     presentation --13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Oh, overruled.··Overruled.14·
·· ·
· · ··     But -- I'm not sure about the question, but go15·
·· ·
· · ··     ahead.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you aware that the Cape17·
·· ·
· · ··     Bridgewater study found that there was indeed a18·
·· ·
· · ··     correlation between peoples' complaints of19·
·· ·
· · ··     certain symptoms, including dizziness, et20·
·· ·
· · ··     cetera, that were exacerbated when the turbines21·
·· ·
· · ··     were initially turned on?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Objection.23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sustained.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··He is not a health expert.·1·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··What do you know about the·2·
·· ·
· · ··     Cape Bridgewater study?·3·
·· ·
·A.· ·So --·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object to the·5·
·· ·
· · ··     relevance.··What he knows about the Cape·6·
·· ·
· · ··     Bridgewater study --·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I mean, that's like asking·8·
·· ·
· · ··     what you know about -- sustained.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that the Cape10·
·· ·
· · ··     Bridgewater study studied the effects of11·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound -- well, in part studied the effects12·
·· ·
· · ··     of infrasound on people living in close13·
·· ·
· · ··     proximity to wind turbines?14·
·· ·
·A.· ·I believe --15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object again to16·
·· ·
· · ··     the extent the question implies health effects,17·
·· ·
· · ··     which I believe it does.··He's not a health18·
·· ·
· · ··     expert.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.··Sustained.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Right now I'm just asking21·
·· ·
· · ··     about whether or not he's aware of the study22·
·· ·
· · ··     performed by an acoustics group --23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Showed effects on health,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     and that's not for which he's being presented.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··But he --·2·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Are you or are you not an·3·
·· ·
· · ··     acoustician?·4·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm a noise control engineer.·5·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And are you aware that this study was done by·6·
·· ·
· · ··     noise control engineers?·7·
·· ·
·A.· ·I don't know the qualifications of the people·8·
·· ·
· · ··     who conducted the study.·9·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are you aware the study involved a10·
·· ·
· · ··     determination of whether or not infrasound was11·
·· ·
· · ··     emanating from wind turbines and invading12·
·· ·
· · ··     peoples' homes?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·Again, I don't believe they used the word14·
·· ·
· · ··     "invading," but they did measure infrasound as15·
·· ·
· · ··     part of the study.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And they found that infrasound was indeed17·
·· ·
· · ··     occurring within peoples' homes; is that18·
·· ·
· · ··     correct?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, there was infrasound, which is not20·
·· ·
· · ··     unusual.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·And they found that peoples' complaints of22·
·· ·
· · ··     particular symptoms increased when the23·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasound increased, correct?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··Same objection.··Your Honor,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     I would ask that Mr. Porter move on to a·2·
·· ·
· · ··     different line of questioning.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··I agree.··We can't get over·4·
·· ·
· · ··     this, try as we might.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm sorry, I don't understand·6·
·· ·
· · ··     the basis of the objection.··I understand that·7·
·· ·
· · ··     he doesn't want us to talk about the fact that·8·
·· ·
· · ··     infrasounds affect health --·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well, let's take it easy.10·
·· ·
· · ··     This witness has been qualified to testify about11·
·· ·
· · ··     the noise emitting from turbines and their12·
·· ·
· · ··     applicability or non-applicability to certain13·
·· ·
· · ··     standards.··That's it.··There's been -- during14·
·· ·
· · ··     his direct there was no inquiry as to the health15·
·· ·
· · ··     effects, either bad or good, on people with16·
·· ·
· · ··     regard to the noise conditions --17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I --18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··-- he found.19·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Sorry for interrupting.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          So it sounds to me like you're sustaining21·
·· ·
· · ··     the objection based on beyond the scope?22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Well -- yeah, which is the23·
·· ·
· · ··     same thing as --24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ·              In Totidem Verbis, LLC (ITV)· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I would remind Your Honor·1·
·· ·
· · ··     that this is a ZBA hearing, this is not a court·2·
·· ·
· · ··     of law, and this is a witness who's supposedly·3·
·· ·
· · ··     an expert in noise acoustics.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··But I don't want the ZBA to·5·
·· ·
· · ··     think this gentleman has some expertise in·6·
·· ·
· · ··     health effects of noise.··There's a big·7·
·· ·
· · ··     difference.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··But I haven't asked him that.·9·
·· ·
· · ··     All I asked him is whether or not the study has10·
·· ·
· · ··     shown a correlation between complaints of11·
·· ·
· · ··     neighboring -- of neighbors related to headache,12·
·· ·
· · ··     dizziness, et cetera, in conjunction with13·
·· ·
· · ··     increased levels of infrasound from turbines.14·
·· ·
· · ··     I'm not asking for his causation opinion, just15·
·· ·
· · ··     whether or not the study has indicated that,16·
·· ·
· · ··     which he's reviewed and actually had an entire17·
·· ·
· · ··     presentation about, apparently.18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··You're right19·
·· ·
· · ··     about that.··Okay.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··So isn't it true that the21·
·· ·
· · ··     study found that when infrasound increased as a22·
·· ·
· · ··     result of nearby turbines peoples' symptoms23·
·· ·
· · ··     increased?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ·              In Totidem Verbis, LLC (ITV)· ·
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· · · · · ·          MR. GRIFFIN:··I'm going to object again,·1·
·· ·
· · ··     Your Honor, on foundation.··This witness has no·2·
·· ·
· · ··     knowledge as to whether or not --·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··He said he sat through a·4·
·· ·
· · ··     presentation.··Overruled.··Mr. Porter is right·5·
·· ·
· · ··     to a certain extent.··It's a ZBA hearing.··I·6·
·· ·
· · ··     still won't let him testify about its effect on·7·
·· ·
· · ··     health.·8·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Do you need the question read·9·
·· ·
· · ··     back?10·
·· ·
·A.· ·No.··I don't remember if it was symptoms that11·
·· ·
· · ··     they looked at, but their conclusion of the --12·
·· ·
· · ··     is that a certain measure of infrasound was13·
·· ·
· · ··     correlated to a sensation -- some type of14·
·· ·
· · ··     sensation by some of the respondents in the15·
·· ·
· · ··     study.16·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··Okay.··In light of that17·
·· ·
· · ··     testimony, I am going to have it marked as an18·
·· ·
· · ··     exhibit and entered into evidence.··And, I'm19·
·· ·
· · ··     sorry, I forgot where I am.20·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··46.··This would be 46.21·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (IP Exhibit No. 46 marked for22·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    identification.)23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··With that, maybe we can take24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     a two-second break so I can find out if I have·1·
·· ·
· · ··     any questions, and I think I'm done.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··As they say in the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     military, at ease.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··If I may, I have no more·5·
·· ·
· · ··     questions regarding that exhibit that I'll·6·
·· ·
· · ··     distribute in a moment.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Sure.··All right.·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I have one more question,·9·
·· ·
· · ··     just not about that exhibit, so if I may.10·
·· ·
·Q.· ·(By Mr. Porter:)··Isn't it true that when it11·
·· ·
· · ··     comes to wind turbine noise it often enters a12·
·· ·
· · ··     residence through the roof, if you know?13·
·· ·
·A.· ·I -- I don't know specifically.··It could enter14·
·· ·
· · ··     through the windows, through walls, through15·
·· ·
· · ··     roofs.··It depends on the structure.16·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you experienced or studied the phenomena17·
·· ·
· · ··     that wind turbine noise can actually sound18·
·· ·
· · ··     louder inside a home than it does outside?19·
·· ·
·A.· ·I'm not quite sure.··I haven't experienced that20·
·· ·
· · ··     myself.21·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Have you had the -- done any study about the22·
·· ·
· · ··     fact that the noise -- bouncing off surfaces23·
·· ·
· · ··     within the home?24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·So, I mean, I have seen presentations where·1·
·· ·
· · ··     there's a postulate that there's some rooms in·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the residence that can amplify sound at a·3·
·· ·
· · ··     certain frequency if that frequency is present.·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. PORTER:··I'm distributing IP 46, and I·5·
·· ·
· · ··     have nothing further.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Questions of·7·
·· ·
· · ··     this witness, Mr. Welbers?·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. WELBERS:··Just one.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ··                     EXAMINATION10·
·· ·
·BY MR. WELBERS:11·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Just to clarify what I think I understand, all12·
·· ·
· · ··     of the data that you have presented in your13·
·· ·
· · ··     report beginning back on Page 49, all of the14·
·· ·
· · ··     sound data, is for the GE wind turbine, is that15·
·· ·
· · ··     correct, the GE 1.6?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Right.··So starting on Page 49 is the GE 1.617·
·· ·
· · ··     and then further on are the other turbines.18·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Are the other turbines.19·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes.20·
·· ·
·Q.· ·So they're all here.··Where does the other21·
·· ·
· · ··     turbines begin at?··What page is it?22·
·· ·
·A.· ·Okay.··So the Vestas V 110 starts at Page 47.23·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Okay.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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·A.· ·And the Gamesa G114 starts at 85.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. WELBERS:··I see it now with your help.·2·
·· ·
· · ··     That's all I have.··Thank you, sir.·3·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. McKee?·4·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. McKEE:··I have none.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. Jensen?·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. JENSEN:··I have nothing.·7·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Mr. Noble?·8·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. NOBLE:··No questions.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Ms. Donarski?10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MS. DONARSKI:··I just have one question.11·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ··                     EXAMINATION12·
·· ·
·BY MS. DONARSKI:13·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Did I understand when you said with some of14·
·· ·
· · ··     your data you used a low noise option to make15·
·· ·
· · ··     sure that the levels meet the standards?16·
·· ·
·A.· ·Yes, that's right.17·
·· ·
·Q.· ·Why wouldn't all the turbines operate in this18·
·· ·
· · ··     quiet mode or low noise option all the time to19·
·· ·
· · ··     create the least disturbance possible to the20·
·· ·
· · ··     people living in the project?21·
·· ·
·A.· ·So there's a cost to that option, but tends to22·
·· ·
· · ··     happen -- if there's a low noise mode, there's23·
·· ·
· · ··     essentially software that slows the blades down.24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     So they're spinning at a lower rate, so you get·1·
·· ·
· · ··     less power out of the turbine.··Similarly, for·2·
·· ·
· · ··     the -- so those are low noise modes that you can·3·
·· ·
· · ··     program a turbine to enter into at a specific·4·
·· ·
· · ··     time, say at night or at certain conditions.·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          Then for the GE turbine there's a -- I·6·
·· ·
· · ··     believe a low noise turbine option is actually a·7·
·· ·
· · ··     physical device you put onto the turbine on the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     trailing edge to reduce the sound.··So there's a·9·
·· ·
· · ··     cost to that as well.10·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MS. DONARSKI:··Thank you.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··That it?··Ms. Donarski, is12·
·· ·
· · ··     that it?13·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MS. DONARSKI:··Yes.14·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··All right.··Folks, I have15·
·· ·
· · ··     been going next to the participation sheets, but16·
·· ·
· · ··     I continue to still only have one from you17·
·· ·
· · ··     folks.··I have about given up on the use of18·
·· ·
· · ··     those and just asking if anyone -- any other one19·
·· ·
· · ··     here, member of the public, have any questions20·
·· ·
· · ··     of this witness?··Raise your hand, please.21·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · ··                   (No response by the audience22·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    members.)23·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Okay.··You may step down,24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
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· · ··     sir.·1·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          THE WITNESS:··Thank you.·2·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··And, Mr. Chairman, does the·3·
·· ·
· · ··     ZBA have any business to take up of its own at·4·
·· ·
· · ··     the moment?·5·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          MR. WELBERS:··It does not, Judge.·6·
·· ·
· · · · · ·          JUDGE SLAVIN:··Then I'll recess this·7·
·· ·
· · ··     hearing until tomorrow, 7 o'clock, here at the·8·
·· ·
· · ··     Metro Center.··See you all then.·9·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·                    (The hearing was concluded at10·
·· ·
· · · · · · · · · · ··                     9:39 p.m.11·
·· ·
·12·
·· ·
·13·
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· · · · · ·          Now on this 30th day of June, A.D. 2015, I·1·
·· ·
· · ··     do signify that the foregoing testimony was·2·
·· ·
· · ··     given before the Bureau County Zoning Board of·3·
·· ·
· · ··     Appeals.·4·
·· ·
··5·
·· ·
··6·
·· ·
··7·
·· ·
··8·
· · · · · · · ··               Barry Welbers, Chairman· ·
··9·
·· ·
·10·
·· ·
·11·
·· ·
·12·
·· ·
·13·
· · · · · · · ··               Kristine Donarksi,· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Zoning Enforcement Officer14·
·· ·
·15·
·· ·
·16·
·· ·
·17·
·· ·
·18·
· · · · · · · ··               Callie S. Bodmer· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Certified Shorthand Reporter19·
· · · · · · · ··               Registered Professional Reporter· ·
· · · · · · · ··               IL License No. 084-00448920·
· · · · · · · ··               P.O. Box 381· ·
· · · · · · · ··               Dixon, Illinois··6102121·
·· ·
·22·
·· ·
·23·
·· ·
·24·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ·              In Totidem Verbis, LLC (ITV)· ·
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Alta Farm Wind Project II, LLC, DeWitt County, Illinois, Property Value 

Impact Analysis 
 

By: Kurt C. Kielisch, ASA, SR/WA, RW/AC 
February 18, 2019 

 

Report Summary 
 

This report is the summary of a study was contracted DeWitt County Residents Against Wind Turbines 

group, represented by Atty. Phillip A. Luetkehans, Schirott, Luetkehans & Garner, LLC, Itasca, Illinois, to 

study the impacts that the proposed Alta Farms Wind Project II, LLC, will have on improved residential 

and vacant agricultural land values.   

The proposed wind farm will not exceed 68 wind turbines. The maximum height of the turbines will be 

591ft though the actual height of the turbines has not been determined. The 12,000-acre wind farm will 

be located in northern DeWitt County in the Townships of Barnett, Clintonia and Wapella, a rural 

agricultural area. Tradewind Energy is the parent company of the wind farm and projects the farm will 

produce a maximum of 286MW of electrical energy. The cost of the project is approximately $300 million.  

 

Format of Study 

 

The format of the study is in four parts.  

The first part is a literature study on what the buying public is reading, viewing and learning through 

various communication platforms regarding wind farms and land use which would impact their opinion of 

value. The literature study was broad in scope focusing mostly on North America but including other 

developed nations. We did this for two reasons. First, the typical buyer of properties that would be 

impacted by wind farms develop their perception of property value and its use from not only their own 

observations, but observations of others. These buyers will be from the United States; however, they are 

sophisticated to understand that the impacts of wind farms is not a localized thing. Second, these same 

buyers understand the wind turbines being utilized in other developed countries are similar to the ones 

utilized in the United States, therefore the impacts would be similar.  

The second part is a summary of wind farm value impact studies that are applicable to this analysis. The 

impact studies that were reviewed include both published and unpublished studies, both large and small 

in scope. These studies tend to counter the large corporate sponsored studies and need to be included as 

they give insight to the potential impacts that wind farms have to property value.  
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The third part is an analysis of how residential property values are being impacted by a wind farm using 

paired sales analysis (aka match pair analysis) in the Twin Groves II wind farm in McLean, Illinois. The 

improved residential paired analysis is an industry wide acceptable appraisal technique to extract a single 

variable in a real estate sales transaction. The process of paired sales analysis is to use a sale of an 

improved property that is in the presence of a wind farm and compare that sale with sales of similar 

properties outside of the wind farm influence, then adjusting for all the variables of value except the 

presence of the wind farm. To complete this study, we used nine paired analysis comprised of nine 

impacted properties and fifteen non-impacted properties resulting in 24 properties in all.  

The fourth part of the report is a multiple regression analysis on the impact of agricultural land values 

being impacted by the Twin Groves II wind farm. This study found eight agricultural land sales that were 

located within the wind farm influence and compared them to thirty land sales that were located outside 

of the wind zone.  

 

Results of Study 

 

The results of the study are summarized as follows. 

Literature Study  

The media generally portrays the impact of wind turbines on residential 

properties as negative, bringing up fear factors and conflicting benefit, 

or no benefit issues. Overall, the qualitative factor is centered along the 

lines of health, noise, flicker and viewshed. With regard to the question, 

“Do wind turbines affect property value?” the two Centerville 

Township (Michigan) officials summed it up with this statement: “It is 

totally counter-intuitive to suggest anything else.” 

 

Impact Studies  

Wind industry and government supported studies found little to no 

evidence of an impact. However, independent studies found a 

significant impact using a variety of valuation methods from paired 

sales analysis to multi-regression analysis.  

 

The Landsink (Ontario, CA) study found a loss range of -8.85% to -

50%, with a loss average of -39% for residential homes within 664ft to 

2,531ft of a wind farm.  

 

The Appraisal Group One Wisconsin Study found a typical loss of 

1-10 acre residential lots within ½-mile of wind turbines to be -19% to 

-40%. 

 

The Clarkson University (NY) study of both residential and 

agricultural properties found a loss ranging from -15.6% to -31% 

within 1-3 miles of a wind farm.  

 

The Forensic Appraisal Group Coral Springs (WY) study of large 

residential lots (35 acres) which would be abutting a proposed wind 

farm suffered a value impact of -25% to -44%. 
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The McCann study (IL) of residential properties found an average 

impact of -25% within 2-miles of a wind farm.  

 

The Forensic Appraisal Group Big Sky (IL) study found a loss range 

of -12% to -25% of residences within 0.31mi to 1.72mi of a wind 

turbine, with an average impact of -19% at an average distance of 0.65 

miles to a wind turbine.  

 

The Forensic Appraisal Group Twin Groves II Wind Farm (IL) 

study found that residential improved property is negatively impacted 

by the presence of wind turbines. The impact measured ranged from -

46.6% to -7.7%, with the higher impact closest to the wind turbines and 

the impact diminishing as the distance is increased. The distances 

measured ranged 1,483ft to 5,481ft away from a residence. The study 

found that agricultural land lying within the wind farm loses -8.5% of 

its overall value.  

 

 

 

Application of Studies to the Alta Farm Wind Project II 

 

The quantitative analysis provided by the studies and qualitative analysis provided by the literature review 

submitted in this report show two different stories.  

One story is that there is no impact on property value due to the presence of wind turbines regardless of 

the distance to a property.  The authors of this position tend to be academicians using statistical analysis. 

This story is difficult to accept for if we were to take it at face value, we would have to conclude that 

viewsheds do not matter (Hoen et al refutes that position in their discussion of viewsheds) and no distance 

to a wind turbine is too close. Comments from Realtors through surveys, testimony, and letters refute 

that notion. Logic would also refute that position. A survey of experienced appraisers who attended the 

Appraisal Institute webinar Wind Turbine Effects on Value (March 2015, Hoen & Jackson)1 overwhelmingly 

stated that they believe wind turbines negatively impact property value. To add to the disbelief of the “no 

impact” position is that the wind farm developers consistently refuse to “guarantee” no property loss or 

purchase the properties from property owners who desire to leave the area due to the development. If 

they believed these studies, they would believe there would be no risk in taking such a position.  (As a 

side note, electrical transmission line developers in Minnesota must buy any property that is encumbered 

with a new electric transmission if the property owner evokes the “buy the farm” provision. So, though 

rare, there is a precedent of energy developers buying properties that are impacted, or thought to be 

impacted, by their development.)  

                                                           
1 Wind Turbine Effects on Value. Appraisal Institute, Chicago. March 5, 2015. Ben Hoen and Thomas Jackson, Ph.D., 
were the presenters.  
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The other story is that there is a measurable negative impact on property value due to the presence of 

wind turbines and that this impact is in direct relation to the distance and viewshed of the turbines. The 

authors of this position are dominated by real estate appraisers and realtors, often utilizing comparative 

sales analysis as their method of study. The results of these studies (and others completed by 

academicians) have cited losses from 10% to over 50% depending on the distance and viewshed factors. 

Additionally, they have concluded that these losses are found to begin at the wind farm announcement 

stage leading to the post-construction stage.  Agricultural land also is impacted by the presence of a wind 

farm losing -6.3% to -8.5% of its overall value if located within a wind farm.  

In application to the Tradewind Energy proposed wind farm, it is concluded that the qualitative and 

quantitative evidence supports the position that the presence of wind turbines in close proximity to 

residential properties and agricultural land will have a negative impact on property value and this impact 

is permanent.  The magnitude of that impact will be dependent on the proximity of the wind turbines to 

the property, the disruption of the viewshed and disruption of the land use. The impacts will mirror the 

impacts for the non-industry findings which is -10% to -50% for residential properties and -6.3% top -8.5% 

for agricultural properties.  
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Literature Study 
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Literature Study 

 

Perception=Value 

 

It is important to remember “perception drives value.” This may appear to be an overly simplistic 

statement, but what a buyer believes a property is worth and how a buyer acts based on that belief, are 

truly the core elements of market value. Therefore, to understand market value, appraisers need to 

examine its driving element – perception. Perception is strongly influenced by the media which is no 

longer limited to the traditional print, radio, and television venues, but also includes the Internet. The 

Internet brings opinions, facts, and stories from all over the nation and the world, influencing one’s 

perception. This perception need not be based on fact; it simply has to be believed and then acted upon 

to result in an impact 

 

Some argue that perception is simply revealed by comparable sales. It is true that the resultant action of 

perception is quantified in the sale, but it may not be true that the underlying perception driving that 

action is defined by the sale. In appraisal, we call this the qualitative factor. Often this factor is identified 

in appraisal analysis as a judgment call based on perception such as “fair” in a quality description or 

“undesirable” as to a view. To achieve this perception, the appraiser needs to look deeper into the driving 

force of the action by reviewing what is being said in the media regarding the question: “Do wind turbines 

affect property value?” Such a study may be useful to an appraiser to put a qualitative value on this 

perception when estimating the impact that a Wind Farm may have on property value.    

Following is a summary of our findings from published sources outside of the trade industry to get a 

measure of the public’s perception of wind turbines and their potential impact on property value.  

 

Health Issues 

 

Many people living near operating wind turbines are reporting neurological and physiological disorders 

that are only resolved when the turbines are off, or when they leave the area. Common symptoms include 

sleep problems, headaches, dizziness, unsteadiness and nausea, exhaustion, anxiety, anger, irritability and 

depression, problems concentrating and learning, and Tinnitus (ringing in the ears).2  Symptoms can be 

experienced up to 1.2 miles away in rolling terrain; 1.5 miles away in valleys; and 1.9 miles away in 

                                                           
2 Nina Pierpont, MD, PhD, Wind Turbine Syndrome: Testimony Before the New York State Legislature Energy 
Committee. March 7, 2006.  
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mountainous regions.3  These symptoms are commonly being referred to as “Wind Tower Syndrome”4 in 

the U.S., but they are the same symptoms of a proven ailment, Vibroacoustic Disease (VAD).5 

 

In 2007, two Portuguese scientists found that the amount of infrasound and low-frequency noise (LFN) 

generated by wind turbines is conducive to VAD.6 Symptoms include slight mood swings, indigestion, 

heartburn, mouth/throat infections, bronchitis, chest pain, definite mood swings, back pain, fatigue, skin 

infections (fungal, viral, and parasitic), inflammation of stomach lining, pain and blood in the urine, 

conjunctivitis, allergies, psychiatric disturbances, hemorrhages (nasal, digestive, conjunctive mucosa) 

varicose veins, hemorrhoids, duodenal ulcers, spastic colitis, decrease in visual acuity, headaches, severe 

joint pain, intense muscular pain, and neurological disturbances.7 

 

Besides noise, wind farms can electrically pollute their surroundings.8 A study of before-and-after sound 

waveforms demonstrates how overexposure to high frequencies can cause symptoms such as ringing in 

the ears, headaches, sleeplessness, dangerously high blood pressure, heart palpitations, itching in the 

ears, eye watering, earaches, and chest pressure. All are symptoms of Radio Wave Sickness – a proven 

phenomenon that predates Wind Tower Syndrome. It takes very little exposure to start experiencing 

these symptoms.9 

 

The symptoms became so bad that four families had to abandon their homes near the wind farms – 

prompting the wind company to bury the collector line for turbines near the worst-hit homes. They also 

put an insulator between the neutral line and the grounding grid. It reduced the high frequencies but 

didn’t completely resolve the situation.10 

 

In 2009, Minnesota’s Department of Health released a study on the public health impact of wind turbines. 

They found that wind turbines generate a broad spectrum of low-intensity (frequency) noise.  Though 

homes typically block most high-frequency noise, they do little to weaken low-frequency noise.  

Sleeplessness and headaches are the most common health complaints associated with proximity to 

turbines and are highly correlated with annoyance complaints. Most available evidence suggests that 

reported health effects are related to audible low-frequency noise. LFN is typically a non-issue at more 

than a half mile. However, differences in terrain or different wind conditions could cause the sound to 

reach further. Unlike LFN, shadow flicker can affect people outdoors and indoors. They recommend the 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Mariana Alves-Pereira, Nuno A. A. Castelo Branco, Second International Meeting on Wind Turbine Noise. Lyon, 
France – September 20-21, 2007.  
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Catherine Klieber, Modern Wind Turbines Generate Dangerously “Dirty” Electricity. Dirtyelectricity.ca.  April 28, 
2009. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
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following: further testing to determine the LFN impact; evaluating potential impacts from shadow flicker 

and visibility; estimating the cumulative noise impacts of all wind turbines.11 

 

Although acousticians and engineers working for the wind energy industry conclude that audible noise 

and low-frequency noise from wind turbines are unlikely to cause health effects, experts in biomedical 

research have drawn different conclusions.12 

 

Industry advocates commonly quote the WHO Community Noise Paper of 1995 which says, “There is no 

reliable evidence that infrasound below the hearing threshold produces physiological or psychological 

effects.” However, the final WHO document of 1999 reversed that statement: “The evidence on low-

frequency noise is sufficiently strong to warrant immediate concern.”13 

 

A British study surveyed 39 residents already known to be suffering from problems they felt were due to 

their close proximity to the turbines. On average, 75% of them reported fatigue, lack of sleep, and 

headaches. Half reported stress and anxiety, and a quarter reported migraines, depression, and tinnitus.14 

 

It is clearly evident that there are people living near turbines who are genuinely suffering from health 

effects from the noise produced by wind turbines15 – despite developers’ and some acousticians’ claims 

to the contrary. 

 

Field studies performed among people living in the vicinity of wind turbines showed that there is a 

correlation between sound pressure levels and annoyance, but that annoyance is also influenced by other 

factors such as attitude to wind turbines and the landscape. However, noise annoyance from wind 

turbines was found at lower sound pressure levels than in studies of annoyance from road traffic noise.  

This is because the absolute noise level is less important than the character of the noise produced.16 

 

People are “in an extremely delicate state of equilibrium with the sonic environment and any profound 

disturbance of this system will have profound ramification to the individual.” Our auditory and cerebral 

systems are extremely complex. Thus, issues surrounding noise annoyance/disturbance and associated 

health effects are not simple. The noise produced from wind turbines is extremely complex…and it is the 

complexity of the noise and vibration which causes the disturbance.17 

 

                                                           
11 Public Health Impacts of Wind Turbines. Minnesota Department of Health Environmental Health Division. May 
22, 2009. 
12 Barbara J. Frey, BA, MA and Peter J. Hadden, BSc, FRICS, Noise Radiation from Wind Turbines Installed Near 
Homes: Effects On Health – With an annotated review of the research and related issues. February 2007, June 
2007.   
13 Ibid.   
14 Dr. Amanda Harry M.B.Ch.B., P.G. Dip.E.N.T., Wind Turbines, Noise and Health.  February 2007. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid.  
17 Ibid. 
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Low-frequency noise is also produced by wind turbines. It’s mainly the result of the displacement of air 

by a blade and of turbulence at the blade surface. LFNs contribute to the overall audible noise but also 

produce a seismic characteristic which is why people can say they can “feel” the noise.18 

 

Body vibration exposure at seemingly low frequencies from 1-20 Hz can have the following effects:19 

 

- General feeling of discomfort 4-9 Hz 

- Head symptoms   13-20 Hz 

- Influence on speech   13-20 Hz 

- Lump in throat   12-16 Hz 

- Chest pains    5-7 Hz 

- Abdominal pains   4-10 Hz 

- Urge to urinate   10-18 Hz 

- Influence on breathing  4-8 Hz 

 

Over time, symptoms from LFN can have serious adverse physiological effects.20 

 

- After 1-4 years: slight mood swings, indigestion, heartburn, mouth/throat infections, and 

bronchitis. 

- After 4-10 years: chest pain, definite mood swings, back pain, fatigue, skin infections, 

inflammation of stomach lining, pain and blood in urine, conjunctivitis, and allergies. 

- After 10 years: psychiatric disturbances, hemorrhages, varicose veins, hemorrhoids, duodenal 

ulcers, spastic colitis, blindness, headaches, severe joint pain, intense muscular pain, and 

neurological disturbances. 

 

LFN intensity is subject to the sudden variation in air flow. LFN also modulates well-audible, higher 

frequency sounds and thus can create periodic sound. The effect is stronger at night – sometimes up to 

15-18dBs higher – because of atmospheric differences. Multiple turbines can interact with each other to 

multiply the effect – which will be greater for larger, more modern turbines.21   

 

Because the wind is inconsistent, so too will be the noise (and thus health effects) caused by wind 

turbines.22 

 

Noise and “flicker” at nearby residences often affect the occupant’s health.23   

 

                                                           
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid.  
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Gleen Schleede, Investment in Wind Yields Negligible Environmental Benefits. Energy Market & Policy Analysis, 
Inc. Date Unknown.  
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One particular case has generated substantial press. The d’Entermont family home is in the midst of a 17-

turbine wind farm. Soon after the turbines began operating, they started feeling irritation that caused 

noticeable shifts in their six children’s behavior. They started hearing ringing in the ears, loss of 

concentration, and high blood pressure. They had to move 30 miles away to resolve the health issues, and 

no one will buy their home.24 

 

However, these symptoms don’t affect everyone. As a result, the wind energy industry ignores such health 

claims by leaning on acoustics consultants who base their conclusions on engineering principles instead 

of on audiologists and physicians who study the effect of sound and vibration on people.25 

 

Likewise, many environmentalists dismiss any health effects – claiming they’re fictitious beliefs fueled by 

not-in-my-backyard-ism.26 

 

The French National Academy of Medicine has warned that the harmful effects of sound related to wind 

turbines are insufficiently assessed. They consider wind turbines to be industrial installations and to 

comply by that fact to specific regulations that take account of the harmful effects of sound as particularly 

produced by these structures.27 

 

Health Solutions 

 

The international community recommends generous setbacks be given to property owners from wind 

farms in order to mitigate any potential health effects and loss of property values. The setbacks range 

from a minimal 1,500-foot setback28 to 1.5 miles away from any home, school, or business.29 Because 

symptoms can be suffered up to a mile from the wind farm, one study suggests that turbines should be 

no closer than 1.5 miles from a residence.30 Some recommend an immediate and mandatory minimum 

buffer of 2km between a dwelling and an industrial wind turbine and with greater separation from a 

dwelling for a wind turbine with greater than 2MW installed capacity.31  

 

                                                           
24 David Rodenhiser, N.S. Goes Green, but at What Cost? In remedying one problem, we shouldn’t ignore signs 
we’re creating another. The Daily News, September 23, 2007. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Keith Sterling, MA, MNIMH, Dip. Phyt., MCPP, Calculating the Real Cost of Industrial Wind Power: An Information 
Update for Ontario Electricity Consumers. Friends of Arran Lake Wind Action Group, November 2007. 
28 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee. January 25, 2007. 
29 Nina Pierpont, MD, PhD, Wind Turbine Syndrome: Testimony before the New York State Legislature Energy 
Committee.  
30 Dr. Amanda Harry M.B.Ch.B., P.G. Dip.E.N.T., Wind Turbines, Noise and Health. February 2007. 
31 Barbara J. Frey, BA, MA and Peter J. Hadden, BSc, FRICS, Noise Radiation from Wind Turbines Installed Near 
Homes: Effects on Health – With an annotated review of the research and related issues. February 2007, June 2007.   
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One solution is to filter inverters at each turbine; bury all collector lines; filter the power at the substation 

before going to the grid, and install a proper neutral system to handle the high-frequency return current.32 

 

Local governments are advised to establish beyond reasonable doubt that the families’ right to respect 

for their homes and their private lives is not violated. If the State decides that the public interest in building 

wind turbines is greater than the individual private interest, then the violation is not proportionate 

without compensation for the individual.33  

 

 

Wind Turbine Hazards 

 

Turbines, like all machines, have weaknesses and are subject to accidents and failure. Inclement weather 

and strong gusts can snap off wind tower blades;34 ice can build up on the blades, break, and throw large 

ice chunks35 and fling ice shards onto nearby homes,36,37 potentially harming nearby residents;38 turbulent 

wind can accelerate a blade’s deterioration, weakening it to the point of breaking off and crashing into 

nearby homes;39 high winds can also overpower its automatic braking system and result in structural 

failure; 40 automatic shut-down systems can malfunction, damaging the turbine to the point of collapse;41 

and gale force winds can shut down turbines and make them a safety concern. In one such case, British 

police cordoned off a 1,500-foot area around the wind farm for “safety precautions.”42  Other common 

problems include fires and blade disintegration caused by mechanical failures and lightning.43  

 

In Europe, which has long had wind farms, turbines are seeing a spike in accidents, defects, and needed 

repairs. A turbine’s gearbox is expected to last 5 years and often quits before then. Due to the huge 

demand for turbines, manufacturers have no time to test their product before sending it into the field.  

                                                           
32 Catherine Klieber, Modern Wind Turbines Generate Dangerously “Dirty” Electricity. Dirtyelectricity.ca. April 28, 
2009. 
33 Barbara J. Frey, BA, MA and Peter J. Hadden, BSc, FRICS, Noise Radiation from Wind Turbines Installed Near 
Homes: Effects on Health – With an annotated review of the research and related issues. February 2007, June 2007.   
34 Alastair Taylor, Wind Turbine Smashed…By Wind. The Sun (UK). June 28, 2008. 
35 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee. January 25, 2007. 
36 Kirsten Beacock , Wind Turbine’s Deadly Ice Shower. The Evening Telegraph (UK). December 2, 2008. 
37 Tom Hewson, Wind Power Siting Issues Overview. Presented to the National Association of Attorney Generals 
Wind Energy Facility Siting Issue Panel. April 21, 2008. 
38 Eleanor Tillinghast, Wind Turbines Don’t Make Good Neighbors: Some Problems of Wind Power in the Berkshires. 
Study presented by Green Berkshires, Inc. May 14, 2004. 
39 Michael Connellan, Spinning to Destruction. The Guardian (UK). September 4, 2008. 
40 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee. January 25, 2007.  
41 Jason Lehmann, Faulty Wiring Likely Caused Wind Turbine Collapse at Altona Wind Farm. SNL Interactive. March 
10, 2009. 
42 Natalie Chapples, Exclusion Zone around Wind Farm after Gales. North West Evening Mail (UK). March 12, 2008.  
43 Gleen Schleede, Investment in Wind yields Negligible Environmental Benefits. Energy Market & Policy Analysis, 
Inc., Date Unknown.   
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This demand has so strained manufacturing capabilities that the waiting list for replacement parts can 

sometimes top 18 months – leaving the turbine motionless the whole time.44 

 

Wind farms interfere with weather radar by sending false storm signals,45 thus limiting the ability of 

surrounding areas to know if they should seek shelter or not. They also interfere with military radar, 

affecting military readiness.46 And they may interfere with civilian radar,47 making it very dangerous to 

site turbines near airports or military installations.48   

 

Despite the constant warning lights on top of each turbine, wind farms are dangerous to planes. A distance 

of 1,200 feet is still too close to an airport or landing strip because it’s impossible for aircraft to turn fast 

enough to avoid the turbines.  Also, turbines create a downdraft – additional turbulence that pilots have 

to overcome in takeoffs and landing.49 

 

Wind farms can also constitute a nuisance to nearby landowners. Even though the State Public Service 

Commission approved the facility, such approval did not overrule the common law of nuisance.  Accepted 

causes of nuisance include noise, eyesore, flicker, and strobe effect of light reflecting from blades, 

potential danger from broken blades, ice throws, and reduced property values.50 

 

 

Conservation Concerns 

 

Even conservation groups are divided on Wind Energy. In North Carolina, environmentalists are fighting 

over siting issues. Some environmentalists and the wind companies want to place turbines on mountain 

ridges for optimal winds. But other environmentalists want them off the ridges in order to protect the 

mountains’ natural beauty.51 

 

Conservation groups are concerned about the impact of wind farms on birds. Poor siting has led to bird 

and bat fatalities.52 According to the American Bird Conservancy, wind towers kill 10,000 to 40,000 birds 

every year. However, this is still much lower than the 100 million window-related bird deaths each year.53 

                                                           
44 Simone Kaiser and Michael Frohlingsdorf, The Dangers of Wind Power. BusinessWeek, August 24, 2007. 
45 Scott Williams, Wind Turbines Complicate Wind Monitoring. The Journal Sentinel, April 11, 2009. 
46 Author Unknown, Energy Law Alert: Department of Defense Issues Report on Effects of Windmills on Radar. Stoel 
Rivers, LLP – Attorneys at Law, October 19, 2006. 
47 Wind Power Siting Issues Overview. Tom Hewson. Presented to the National Association of Attorney Generals 
Wind Energy Facility Siting Issue Panel, April 21, 2008. 
48 Eleanor Tillinghast, Wind Turbines Don’t Make Good Neighbors: Some Problems of Wind Power in the Berkshires.   
49 Chris Luxemburger, Living with the Impact of Windmills.  Date appx. between 2008 & 2009. 
50 Contracting Legal Issues. Erin C. Herbold, staff attorney, ISU Center for Agricultural Law and Taxation.  North 
Central Risk Management Education Center, May 14, 2009. 
51 Jack Betts, Wind Farms on Ocracoke? Nope. This Old State (blog), July 15, 2009.  
52 Tom Hewson, Wind Power Siting Issues Overview. Presented to the National Association of Attorney Generals 
Wind Energy Facility Siting Issue Panel,  April 21, 2008. 
53 Caleb Hale, Wind Turbines and Migratory Birds: A serious problem? The Southern (IL), May 23, 2009. 
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Bats, however, are killed three times as much as birds by wind turbines.54 And many bats killed by turbines 

are most likely migrating for mating rituals. If such bats are killed then certain bat species are in danger of 

failing to repopulate.55 According to industry advocates, the most damage to wildlife and plant-life 

happens during construction. After construction, collision consequences are insignificant compared to the 

effects of other man-made structures, vehicles, and pollution.56   

 

Promoters routinely ignore wind development environmental damage. Electricity from the wind is not 

environmentally benign. Wind plants adversely affect a wide variety of environmental, ecological, and 

scenic values including bird kills and interference with migration patterns.57 And construction disruptions 

are extensive and turbine installation can significantly affect natural drainage and groundwater.58 

 

 

Property Values and Land Use 

 

Industry advocates say little about a turbine’s aesthetic impact. When they do mention property values, 
they deny that wind farms negatively impact property values. They say property value fears are 
exaggerated and if they do admit impact, they say the only effect would be more time on the market for 
sales to be completed.59 One utility president went so far as to claim that those who claim property 
value diminutions “pull myths out of thin air and persist in wild accusations despite being debunked.”60  
To prove this point, industry advocates frequently refer to the following studies: 
 

• Relationship between Wind Turbines and Residential Property Values in Massachusetts: A Joint 
Report of University of Connecticut and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory by Carol 
Atkinson-Palombo and Ben Hoen (2014) 

• The Windy City: Property Value Impacts of Wind Turbines in an Urban Setting by Corey Lang, 
James J. Opaluch, and George Sfinarolakis (2014) 

• The Effects of Wind Turbines on Property Values in Ontario: Does Public Perception Match 
Empirical Evidence? by Richard Vyn and Ryan McCullough (2014) 

• The Effect of Wind Development on Local Property Values by the Renewable Energy Policy 
Project (REPP) (2004) 

 

The 2014 Ben Hoen study analyzed more than 122,000 home sales, between 1998 and 2012, that occurred 

near the current or future location of 41 turbines in densely populated Massachusetts’ communities. The 

                                                           
54 Ibid. 
55 Paul Cryan, Bat Fatalities at Wind Turbines: Investigating the Causes and Consequences. United States Geological 
Survey Fort Collins Science Center. Date unknown. 
56 Permitting of Wind Energy Facilities: A Handbook (Revised 2002). National Wind Coordinating Committee,  
August 2002. 
57 Gleen Schleede, Investment in Wind Yields Negligible Environmental Benefits. Energy Market & Policy Analysis, 
Inc. Date Unknown. 
58 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee, January 25, 2007. 
59 Bob Shaw, Developers Balking at Proposed Woodbury Wind Turbine. Pioneer Press, September 24, 2008.  
60 Mike Sagrillo, Residential Wind Turbines and Property Values. Sagrillo Power & Light Co. American Wind Energy 
Association website, 2004. 
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study determined that wind turbines do not have a negative impact on property values in urban settings. 

It was an update of his 2009 study. Funding for the study was provided by the Massachusetts Clean Energy 

Center and the U.S. Department of Energy Wind & Water Power Program within the Office of Energy 

Efficiency and Renewable Energy.61 

 

The 2014 Rhode Island study analyzed 48,554 single-family, owner-occupied transactions within five miles 

of a turbine site, including 3,254 within one mile. The authors concluded that wind turbines have no 

statistically significant negative impacts on house prices. Funding for the study was provided by Rhode 

Island's Office of Energy Resources, University of Rhode Island's Coastal Institute, and Rhode Island 

Agricultural Experiment Station.62 

 

In the 2014 study from Vyn and McCullough, the authors analyzed 7,000 home and farm sales in and 

around Melancthon Township – home to one of Ontario’s first and largest wind farms (113 turbines). They 

concluded that the wind turbine developments have no effect on property values.63 

 

The 2004 study was performed by the Renewable Energy Policy Project (REPP) – an organization dedicated 

to accelerating the use of renewable energy, reviewed assessed values of property sales within 5 miles of 

wind projects from 1998-2001 to determine if there was a negative effect on property values within the 

viewshed of the wind farm projects. In 9 out of their 10 case studies, they found either no change in value 

or even an increase in value resulting from being in the turbines’ view shed than those outside of it.64  

 

However, the remarkable conclusion that property values increased isn’t verified.65 They did not follow 

up with the property purchasers, thus invalidating their conclusion.66 The REPP findings surprisingly omit 

many necessary variables for analysis such as adjustments for a rising or falling market, number of days 

from listing to sale, residential property vs. rural property, effect of noise, flickering and shadows, 

distances of the homes from the turbines, and possible change in highest and best use due to the presence 

of the turbines.67 And anyone who has ever owned a home or property knows that assessed values rarely 

reflect a property’s market value. 

                                                           
61 Carol Atkinson-Palombo and Ben Hoen, Relationship between Wind Turbines and Residential Property Values in 

Massachusetts: A Joint Report of University of Connecticut and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. January 9, 
2014. 
62 Corey Lang, James J. Opaluch, George Sfinarolakis, The Windy City: Property Value Impacts of Wind Turbines in 

an Urban Setting. Energy Economics. Volume 44, July 2014. 
63 Richard Vyn and Ryan McCullough of The University of Guelph, Wind farms to do not affect property values, 

study finds. Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, December 8, 2014. 
64 George Sterzinger (REPP Exec. Dir.), Fredric Beck (REPP Research Manager), Damian Kostiuk (REPP Research & 
Communications Specialist), The Effect of Wind Development on Local Property Values. Prepared for the 
Renewable Energy Policy Project (REPP), May 2003. 
65 Richard Light & Molly Hyde, Introduction to Research on Property Value Impacts. Centerville Township, Michigan, 
August, 2006. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Derry T. Gardner, Impact of Wind Turbines on Market Value of Texas Rural Land. Gardner Appraisal Group, Inc.  
February 13, 2009. 
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The study also fails to analyze whether or not the properties had a direct line to the turbines, and they 

also failed to incorporate distance from the wind farms as a variable. Curiously, the number of property 

transactions decreases the closer one approaches the wind farm. By only examining change in comparable 

property values over a three-year period, the study weakens itself because, in most cases, the projects 

had been announced and debated long before the three-year window opened. As a result, any depressive 

effect on property values would have occurred prior to the start of the study.  The REPP study also did not 

look at other indices of real estate value, such as rising or falling inventory values, or the number of days 

from listing to sale.68  

 

In reality, close proximity to wind turbines can devalue a property 20-30%.69 And even townships widely 

disregard the REPP study for its wind energy bias, its incomplete data, and its deeply flawed 

methodology.70 71 

 

Shortly after the University of Guelph study was published, real estate professionals strongly criticized its 

findings that wind turbines do not impact nearby property values.72  Interviewed professionals shared 

how wind turbines impact property values: 

 

• “I have had several deals fall apart in this area because, in the appraisal report, it has been 

mentioned that there are windmills visible or adjacent to the property.”73  

• “Turbines complicate your property enjoyment, period. That alone spells depreciated value(s).”74  

• “If you were to buy your future home, given the choice, would you buy where you would have 

noise, shadow flicker, an industrial view, potential health issues caused by the turbines, and the 

possibility of a very difficult resale, or would you spend your money elsewhere?”75  

 

Other university-led studies, such as these three published within one year of each other, found different 

results: 

 

• A 2010 study by Illinois State University used 3,851 residential transactions from January 1, 2001 

through December 1, 2009 from McLean and Ford Counties, Illinois to see whether proximity to 

a 240-turbine wind farm impacts nearby residential property values. They found “some evidence 

                                                           
68 Richard Light & Molly Hyde, Introduction to Research on Property Value Impacts. Centerville Township, Michigan.  
August, 2006. 
69 Kevin Sampler, Wind Farm Opponents Air Concerns; Experts say Rail Splitter project will create noise, affect 
property values. Journal Star, May 2, 2008. 
70 Richard Light & Molly Hyde, Introduction to Research on Property Value Impacts. Centerville Township, Michigan.  
August, 2006. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Industry criticizes wind turbine report. Jennifer Paterson. Canadian Real Estate Wealth. December 18, 2014. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
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that supports wind farm anticipation stigma theory, and the results strongly reject the existence 

of wind farm area stigma theory.”76 

 

• A 2011 study by Illinois State University looked at sales across a 13-year period to see if the 

Mendota Hills Wind Farm in Lee County, Illinois impacted the average selling price of nearby 

residential real estate. The study’s author concludes that it does not. Further, he states that the 

wind farm significantly increased the selling values of nearby residential properties.77 

 

• A 2011 study by Clarkson University looked at 11,369 property transactions over 9 years in 

Northern New York to see if new wind facilities affected property values. The author found that 

“nearby wind facilities significantly reduce property values. Decreasing the distance to the nearest 

turbine to 1-mile results in a decline in price of between 7.73% and 14.87%.”78 

 

Industry advocates often liken wind turbines to other man-made structures like water towers.79 But water 

towers don’t move.80 If they had no effect, then people would want to live near them. However, 

developers are balking at even building near wind turbines lest potential buyers of high-end homes be 

“spooked by the noise and visual distraction of the huge whirling fan blades.”81 

 

In reality, value comes down to location, location, and location. If an individual is given two identical 

homes, but one has a wind turbine and the other does not, common sense (and research) shows the house 

without the turbine will be purchased first. In many cases, there is a complete lack of interest in any homes 

near existing or planned wind farms. And when they do sell, they usually sell at less than current market 

value.82 

 

Devaluation also affects what people are willing to pay to rent vacation property near wind farms. In 2017, 

a choice-experiment was conducted with people who had recently rented a vacation property along the 

North Carolina coastline to assess the impacts of a utility-scale wind farm on their rental decisions. 

Visualizations were presented to survey respondents that varied both the number of turbines and their 

proximity to shore. They found the following: 

 

• No respondents would be willing to pay more to rent a home with turbines in view.  

• Many said they would change their vacation destination if wind farms were placed within view.  

                                                           
76 Jennifer L. Hinman, Wind Farm Proximity and Property Values: A Pooled Hedonic Regression Analysis of Property 

Values in Central Illinois. Illinois State University, May 2010. 
77 Jason Carter, The Effect of Wind Farms on Residential Property Values in Lee County, Illinois. Illinois State 

University, Spring 2011. 
78 Martin D. Heintzelman and Carrie M. Tuttle, Values in the Wind: A Hedonic Analysis of Wind Power Facilities. 

Economics and Financial Studies School of Business at Clarkson University, March 3, 2011. 
79 Mike Sagrillo, Residential Wind Turbines and Property Values.   
80 Bob Shaw, Developers Balking at Proposed Woodbury Wind Turbine.  
81 Ibid. 
82 Julian Davis BSc & Jane Davis M.A., Property Values and House Prices: Appendix 1 of the Report to the Select 
Committee on Economic Affairs, June 2008. 
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• A discount of 5% or more was required to attract respondents most amenable to viewing a utility-

scale wind farm within eight miles of shore.83 

 

Even when turbines are offshore, seeing them can impact property values. In Henderson, New York, a 

study of a proposed 31-turbine, 102.3-megawatt project found that the project’s 575-foot turbines would 

be visible from a 15-mile radius, negatively impacting the value of waterfront properties from $11,300 

(low estimate), $33,200 (central estimate) and $53,900 (high estimate). The estimates were based on the 

15% value depreciation of properties with a view of the nearby Wolfe Island turbines in Ontario, Canada.84  

 

When another wind farm was announced in addition to the one at Wolfe Island, waterfront property 

values started to slide. By the time the additional project was scrapped five years after being announced, 

waterfront homes were selling up to $300,000 less than they were before the project. Though buying has 

started to rebound, properties are being sold for hundreds of thousands below asking price, and 

properties take years to sell instead of months.85 

 

The wind company proposing the Henderson wind farm contested the town’s study that estimated a loss 

of $40 million in property values. They claim the study used flawed methodology – specifically regarding 

the distance of the project from the mainland.86 If these properties’ values dropped, their assessments 

would too, and homes without a view of the turbines “would probably see an increase in property taxes 

to make up for the overall drop in property values.”87 

 

As the Principal of JTC Energy Research Associates wrote for Forbes, “A piece of property, after all, is just 

what someone is willing to pay for it. Markets are about supply and demand, and all things being equal, 

why would somebody choose to buy a home with an industrial wind farm nearby? And simply put, it seems 

impossible to believe that wind turbines would actually add to a property's value.”88 

 

In another case, Vermont homeowners living near four wind turbines appealed their assessment due to 

excessive noise. The local Board of Civil Authority agreed and lowered the assessed value on the $400,000 

home by more than $50,000.89 90 

                                                           
83 Sanja Lutzeyer, Daniel J. Phaneuf, Laura O. Taylor, The Amenity Costs of Offshore Wind Farms: Evidence from a 

Choice Experiment. Center for Environmental and Resource Economic Policy – NC State University, August 2017. 
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85 Ted Booker, Realtors say Wolfe Island wind turbines caused waterfront home prices to plummet. Watertown 

Daily Times, June 1, 2014. 
86 Ted Booker, Wind developer: Study erroneously predicted turbine impact on Henderson. Watertown Daily Times, 

April 17, 2016. 
87 Ted Booker, Clarkson study: Henderson could lose $40 million in property value from Galloo Island wind project. 

Watertown Daily Times, April 5, 2016. 
88 Jude Clemente, Do Wind Turbines Hurt Property Values? Forbes.com, September 23, 2015. 
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October 17, 2013). 
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In Ontario, property assessments near a wind farm were reduced from -$101,000 on the low end, to -

$143,000 on the high end.91  

 

Wind farm developers like to promote the idea that while their wind farms may cover a very large area, 

they only physically occupy 3-5% of the total land area for the towers, associated structures, and access 

roads.  They claim the rest of the land is left largely undisturbed and “available for continued use by the 

landowner.”92 

 

However, turbines come with many use restrictions. 

 

Even though a minority may find windmills to be a nuisance, property values can still drop $2,900 per 

turbine up to $16,000 for a property abutting 12 turbines.93  

 

In testimony before the Livingston County Zoning Board of Appeals (Illinois) regarding a wind farm, 

Appraiser Michael McCann shared that properties within 3 miles of wind turbines sell at 25% less 

compared to control sales more than 3 miles away.94 

 

As with other easements, some claim that the impact from windmills will diminish over time. However, 

studies from Europe show otherwise. In Germany, which has long had windmills, real estate agents report 

property value losses between 20-30% for properties in sight of wind farms.95 

 

Likewise, Scottish real estate agents found that a 41-turbine wind farm would result in $1 million in 

property value losses.96 

 

Further, hundreds of homeowners in Scotland fear they have lost vast sums of property value due to 

nearby turbines. In one example, a cottage lost 50,000 pounds of value because of a planned wind farm 

half a mile away. Real estate agents are advising sellers to automatically lower their asking price by 30%, 

but some still can’t sell.97 

 

                                                           
October 26, 2013. 
91 Wolfe Island property assessment reductions of over $3 million. Ontario Wind Resistance. September 19, 2012. 
92 Permitting of Wind Energy Facilities: A Handbook (Revised 2002). National Wind Coordinating Committee, 
August 2002. 
93 David C. Maturen of Maturen & Associates, Inc., RE: Impact of Wind Turbine Generators on Property Values.  
September 9, 2004 (e-mailed letter).  Study referenced within text: Social Assessment of Windpower – Visual Effect 
and Noise from Windmills – Quantifying and Evaluation.   
94 Cynthia Grau, Experts offers insight to wind farm questions. Pontiac Daily Leader, February 11, 2015. 
95 David C. Maturen of Maturen & Associates, Inc., RE: Impact of Wind Turbine Generators on Property Values.    
September 9, 2004. (e-mailed letter.)  Study referenced within text: Strutt & Parker study of the Edinbane 
Windfarm on the Isle of Skye. 
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97 Wind farm misery for property owners. The Sunday Post, September 29, 2013. 
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Another Scottish homeowner put her home on the market after learning of a proposed wind farm less 

than 500 years from her residence. After two years, she was unable to find a buyer. One potential buyer 

withdrew her offer, citing a conversation with the town’s planning council that told her the turbines will 

cause “a whooshing noise and flicker.” Her cottage was originally valued at 130,000 pounds before the 

wind farm, but then the valuation was lowered to 100,000 pounds after it was built. She eventually sold 

the cottage for 85,000 pounds.98 

 

In the UK, property experts say wind farms can reduce the value of homes by up to 8%.99 

 

In England and Wales, a study found that large wind farms (20+ turbines) reduce prices by 12% within 

2km. Averaging wind farms of all sizes, the study found the price reduction from wind turbines to be 5-

6% within 2km, less than 2% between 2 and 4km. There are small (~2%) increases in neighboring prices 

where the wind farms are not visible, although these are only statistically significant in the 4-8km area. 

The author suggests, “These offsetting price effects in neighboring places where wind farms are visible 

and where they are not may explain, in part, why previous studies that focus only on distance to wind 

farms fail to find significant effects.”100 

 

The author further explains, “These findings are comparable to the effects of coal power plants in the US 

found in Davis (2011) who finds up to 7% reduction within 2 miles (3.2 km). It takes many geographically 

dispersed wind farms to generate the same power as a single coal (or nuclear) plant, so the aggregate 

effects of wind farms and the number of households affected by their visual impact is likely to be 

considerably larger.”101 

 

In the UK, a couple successfully sued their conveyancer for “a substantial compensation settlement” for 

not disclosing plans that a wind farm was to be constructed less than a mile away and that the turbines 

would be visible from the property. The couple said, had they known about the wind farm, “they would 

have reconsidered their offer.”102 

 

In a landmark case, a UK court agreed with a couple that argued that ten 360-foot-tall wind turbines ruined 

their quality of life. The company responsible for the turbines has to remove them at their expense and 

pay large fines and legal expenses.103 

 

                                                           
98 Ben Borland, Proof windfarms will cut Scots house prices. Express, September 8, 2013. 
99 Alice Philipson, Wind farms knock eight per cent off average home value, property experts reveal. The Telegraph. 

October 31, 2013. 
100 Stephen Gibbons, Gone with the wind: valuing the visual impacts of wind turbines through house prices. Journal 

of Environmental Economics and Management. March 2015. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Joanne Atkin, Compensation for couple after conveyancer fails to find wind farm. Mortgage Finance Gazette. 

March 9, 2015. 
103 Peter Allen, Couple win landmark battle to have 10 wind turbines taken down because they spoil the view from 
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The effect of wind farms on property values ultimately “forced” the UK’s Valuation Office Agency to 

rebrand homes near wind farms into lower tax categories. In one case, a property owner saw the value of 

their home fall 25% because it is 650 yards from a turbine.104 

 

In Denmark, so many landowners were concerned about lost property valued due to neighboring wind 

turbines that a “loss-of-value” clause was passed by their parliament in 2008. It allowed landowners to 

seek financial compensation for lost property values. Those applicants who received compensation 

(average of 57,000 kroner per household (~$7,000) said it “did not come close to reflecting the actual 

value.” Further, “Estate agents say the amount is often far below the actual property value loss, which in 

some cases is up to 20 percent.”105 

 

In Ontario, Canada, a high court determined that landowners living near “industrial wind turbine projects” 

do lose property value. The court further accepted that 22% to 55% loss of property values is occurring.106 

In a case study of two areas in Ontario with wind turbines, the author concludes, “Real or perceived 

nuisances resulting from wind turbines produces buyer resistance that results in price diminution” of 

22.47% on the low end to 55.18% on the high end.107 Elsewhere in Canada, landowners in Alberta are 

opposing plans to build 83 turbines near their properties. To protect their property values, they want the 

county to implement a 1.5 km setback instead of the proposed 500 meters.108 The UK has reported similar 

impacts up to a 20% loss in value from the presence of four 360-foot tall turbines 550 yards from a new 

home.109 

 

The effect of wind farms on property values is also a concern in Australia. Rural landholders are worried 

they may face fewer buyers and devaluations of up to 60% because of neighboring wind farms.110 

Elsewhere in Australia, a resident in a community selected for a proposed wind farm said he will sue any 

of his neighbors who host a turbine on their property because doing so would diminish his property. 

Lawyers said there was extensive precedent backing his claim of right to damages from turbine noise 

nuisance.111   

 

In some coastal areas with turbines, affluent properties have lost up to a third of their value. However, in 

rural farming areas, prices remained steady or even increased from the associated income stream from 

the turbines.112   
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Wisconsin residents fear the impact large wind farms can have on lowered property values. Their fear is 

justified by a plethora of independent studies and reports that all find the same thing: Wind farms have a 

negative effect on property values.113 

 

Properties within wind farm areas may experience longer days on market. One study of 600 sales over 3 

years within proximity of a windmill found that the days on market were more than double for properties 

within the windmill zone. The selling price was an average of $48,000 lower inside the zone than outside. 

And 11% of homes within the zone did not sell vs. 3% of homes outside the zone.114 

 

At a wind forum held in Grafton, VT, concerned residents discussed the environmental and residential 

impacts of a proposed wind farm. A representative of a company that specializes in high-end homes and 

country estates said it was difficult to sell a 40-acre, 5,500 sq. ft. home once the wind project was 

announced. The property was valued at $2.2 million but sold for $1.25 million. The representative said, 

“People don't come to Vermont to look at wind farms and they don't come to Vermont to hear a lot of 

noise. So, these are direct impacts on the values."115 

 

Even residents in desert regions are concerned about property values. Residents in a desert region of 

Nevada popular with retirees and tourists are worried that the installation of 428-feet-tall wind turbines 

will diminish property values. Residents are familiar with value studies and sound assessments that 

highlight unforeseen impacts arising from wind turbines near residences.116 

 

Wind farms are normally built in rural locations. Therefore, apart from accommodation size, important 

influences on value will often be the view, the peace and serenity, and a rural environment. In many rural 

locations, a wind farm will reduce the value of properties located nearby. But as the distance between 

wind turbines and dwellings increases, the valuation impact is lessened, and the prospect of consequent 

health problems is reduced. A part of the loss in value will be attributable to the loss of a quality view. 

However, a substantial apportionment of the loss in value flows directly from the environmental noise 

pollution and the consequent health impact. A smaller part of the loss will be due to the rotation of the 

turbine blades, which in certain circumstances will cause strobing light/shadow flicker (which can have 

health repercussions). In a high-value area of the country, the potential valuation impact is likely to be 

higher.117  

 

                                                           
113 Richard Mertens, In Wisconsin, Tilting at Windmills Is a Serious Matter. The Christian Science Monitor, April 25, 
2005. 
114 Chris Luxemburger, Living with the Impact of Windmills. Date appx. between 2008 & 2009. 
115 Brandon Canevari, Wind concerns addressed at Grafton forum. Manchester Journal, February 24, 2014. 
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Journal, April 2, 2013. 
117 Barbara J. Frey, BA, MA and Peter J. Hadden, BSc, FRICS, Noise Radiation From Wind Turbines Installed Near 
Homes: Effects On Health – With an annotated review of the research and related issues, February 2007, June 
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In most cases, environmental noise pollution will influence the bulk of the property damages. In a well-

populated rural area, the cumulative financial damage (the loss imposed on the community) will 

substantially exceed the public interest that will be served from the wind farm.118 

 

Wind farms have significant adverse impacts on environmental, ecological, scenic and property values.  

The drop in real estate values of neighboring homes is an unfair burden to those who have chosen to live 

or retire to the country. The value of a farmhouse may be affected by as much as 30% if it is in close 

proximity to a wind turbine.119 

 

One British study of 919 home sales within 5 miles of a wind farm found no impact from wind turbines on 

property value.120 However, the turbines were small. Their maximum height was just over a third (48m) 

of turbines being currently built. No account was taken of whether the properties concerned had views 

of the turbines. They lumped all distance zones and rural and town properties into one big pot without 

differentiating them. There was no before-and-after analysis of sale prices.121 Curiously, when 

interviewing general agents, they found 60% said that proximate wind farms would decrease property 

values in the viewshed, 67% believe depreciation starts at the planning stages and lessen with time.122   

 

The “threat” of a wind farm may have a more significant impact than the actual presence of one. Wind 

farm developers in the UK are purposely avoiding populated areas in order to mitigate property value-

based opposition.123  

 

Concerned about the impact wind turbines may have on local property values, two members of the 

Centerville Township in Michigan conducted a literature review of four available studies on the subject.  

The township committee found that it is reasonable to conclude that the presence of wind turbine 

generators near residential houses causes property values to decline and further impact on property 

values depends on location. “This is common sense, and there are no serious scholarly studies that 

support an opposite conclusion.” Large wind turbines can affect neighboring property values due to noise, 

health effects, and visual impacts on residents. Some homes have been reported as “not salable” because 

of WTG proximity. These adverse impacts on property values may not exist in agricultural areas that have 

huge farms. If the land is being sold as fertile farmland then the presence or absence of a nearby wind 

turbine is probably irrelevant. If there is a chance that a future wind turbine might be placed on the 
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farmland, a potential buyer might think the land was slightly more valuable. However, though the lessee 

may slightly benefit, large wind turbines can also affect neighboring property owners who receive nothing 

because the turbine isn’t on their land. A town real estate agent lost a large vineyard sale within the 

township because the proposed wind farm was seen as a detriment to potential buyers.124 

 

“The locating of a WTG near a residential house can, at best, have no effect on the value and salability of 

the house. But logically, as wind turbines are larger and larger, in some cases 400 feet tall, and as they 

produce constant audible noise over a large area, as they intrude on the viewshed, the only valid 

conclusion is that nearby residences are less valuable than they would be if there was no turbine nearby. 

Why would a buyer choose a house within sight and sound of a turbine, if a comparable house at the same 

price were available elsewhere, beyond the sight and sound of the turbine? It is totally counter-intuitive 

to suggest anything else.”125 

 

While some may think a windmill lease on their property boosts their land value, the reality is that they 

also incur a higher property tax. Their property’s appreciation is offset by their neighbors’ depreciation.  

The WTG lessee incurs a higher property tax and receives annual rent for signing the lease/easement. The 

other landholders find their property values decreased, and they receive nothing.126  

 

Though wind energy development may create an income stream, and thus increase a property’s 

production value, that increased production value does not necessarily result in an increased market 

value. 

 

Real Estate brokers in rural areas confirm that property values in wind farm areas are 10-30% less than 

similar properties outside of wind farm areas.127   

 

View adds value to rural property. That’s just common sense. Take away the view, and you take away the 

value.128 

  

Homes with a turbine within 300 feet can suffer reduced property values of up to 10%. Noise, blinking 

lights, glare from the blades, and vibrations all played a role in the devaluation.129 

 

                                                           
124 Richard Light & Molly Hyde, Introduction to Research on Property Value Impacts. Centerville Township, 
Michigan,  August, 2006. 
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In Kewaunee, Wisconsin, a study paid for by a wind farm developer found no measurable differences in 

home values in the target areas close to the wind farms and the control areas outside of the wind farm 

vicinity. It found the same for a case study in Mendota, Illinois.130 

 

Three years later, The Wisconsin Public Service Commission proposed new regulations that worried 

Realtors because the setbacks were too small from residences, noise standards were insufficient, and 

shadow flicker limits were inadequate.131 Five years after the PSC’s proposal, The Wisconsin Realtors 

Association asked the state Supreme Court to invalidate a 2009 rule establishing setback requirements 

for building wind turbines near residential housing. The WRA said 1,250-foot setbacks aren’t enough to 

protect housing values.132 

 

Vermont’s government wants green energy, even if it has to sacrifice its natural beauty to attain it.133  But 

wind farms negatively impact pastoral beauty, driving tourists away and severely damaging their main 

industry. 134 Supporters claim the turbines themselves will become an attraction. 135 However, empirical 

evidence worldwide agrees that wind farms tarnish local beauty and damage tourism. 136  Property values 

will also suffer up to 20% for a turbine 550 meters away. 137  “It is an incursion into the countryside. It ruins 

the peace.” 138 Real estate agents agree. It’s common sense that an industrial structure will damage what 

was before a naturally beautiful area. 139 Agents in Britain and Australia and the U.S.A. have found it nearly 

impossible to sell properties next to wind farms unless they discount it 20-30%.140 A realtor study around 

Nantucket Sound found that 49% of realtors expect property values to fall in proximity to a wind farm. 141  

 

Two studies conducted in Nantucket, Massachusetts found that a 130-turbine offshore wind farm would 

drive enough visitors away to see a loss of up to 2,500 tourism-related jobs. They also found that inland 

property values would decline 4.6% while the waterfront properties suffer nearly 11% diminution for a 

total loss of $8 million in yearly tax revenue.142 
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Combining an area of natural beauty with industrial development like a wind farm will have an adverse 

impact on its desirability. It is not only devalued, but the property may also be rendered unsaleable.  

Turbines not only have a visual impact, but they also impact the quality of life. People who buy rural land 

typically do so to enjoy the natural views, but a wind farm within their viewshed ruins the horizon and 

heritage views.143   

 

The scenic impact of wind plants is significant, and as valued natural landscapes disappear, more concern 

is apparent.144   

 

Another attraction of rural land is the quiet. Buyers want someplace to get away from the noise and 

sounds of industry and the city. Closing the door [on a wind farm] eliminates the view, but it does not 

eliminate the sound. The constant drone cannot be escaped.  It takes away the enjoyment of their 

property. It doesn’t allow them to sleep at night.145 

 

Their greatest concern is the substantial loss of value of their property. They do not believe they can sell 

without substantial loss and cannot afford to sustain the loss and move.146   

 

Wind farms destroy property value; they take a property of substantial value and take away all of the 

characteristics that are the strengths of that property. The visual impact takes away value. The noise takes 

away value. The property owners complain that the wind turbines take away value and there is no way 

for them to escape.147 

 

In Maryland, a wind farm developer accidentally proved the diminution of value when he bought two 

abutting properties to his wind farm and was unable to sell them for their purchase price. He bought one 

property for $104,447.50 and sold it for $65,000. He bought another property for $101,049.00 and shortly 

thereafter sold it for only $20,000.148  

 

A similar thing happened to a wind farm developer in New York, as explained by the landowner who sold 

the property to the wind farm company: “In Apex’s glossy brochure, the Wyoming County property that’s 

listed as having sold for $245,000 happens to have been mine. Apex conveniently left out the most 

important facts about the property: It was a 93-acre farm, sold for $245,000 on June 11, 2013, prior to 

completion of the 58-turbine Orangeville wind factory that was being constructed. The new owner 
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subsequently broke up the property into three parcels, two of which were sold off after the turbines went 

up, in July and August 2014. The combined assessed value of the three parcels is now $205,000. That’s a 

$40,000 or nearly 20 percent loss of value after the Orangeville wind factory was built.”149 

 

Values of the natural and scenic properties within one-half mile and probably within a mile of the wind 

turbines will be negatively impacted. The visual impact and the noise impact will substantially diminish 

special attributes of a property including scenic view, natural setting and peace and quiet. Undeveloped 

properties will be rendered undevelopable. Some parcels may be rendered unsaleable. The visual impact 

beyond a mile will likely adversely impact value. The sound impact will apparently vary outside one mile, 

but some properties outside one mile will be adversely impacted by the noise.150 

 

Studies have shown that fear of wind farms can negatively affect purchase prices even if the project is a 

mile or more away. In one case study, 350 acres of premium ranch land was put on the market for $2.1 

million. A prospective buyer agreed to the sale price but backed out when the seller disclosed a 27-turbine 

wind farm within a 1½ mile radius from the property. The seller discounted the land by 25%, but the buyer 

still declined to purchase. After two years, there has been little interest in the property despite its other 

positive characteristics.151 

 

Independent studies have shown an average diminution of value up to -37% when the turbine is on the 

property; up to -26% average diminution for properties within .2 – .4 miles of a turbine; and up to -25% 

average diminution for properties within 1.8 miles of turbines. Properties can also suffer an additional 15-

25% diminution in value due to infrastructure construction (clearing, blasting, digging, etc.), HVTLs to 

transport generated electricity, substations, additional traffic for servicing turbines and HVTLs, and 

additional roads.152  

 

Wind farms have the potential to impact local property values.153 

 

To calm property owners, one township recommended that the wind farm developer provide property 

value assurances that are transferable to subsequent owners of the wind facility.154 

 

 

Noise 
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Industry advocates say that the windy nature of rural locations often masks the quiet nature of modern 

turbines, even for “the very few individuals” located close enough to hear it.155 However, turbine noise 

greatly affects people even a mile away, and low-frequency noise makes people quite irritable.156  Industry 

advocates say little, if anything, about infrasound or low-frequency noise.   

 

The environmental noise pollution from wind turbines built too close to dwellings causes serious 

discomfort, and often health injury, to families. Oftentimes those affected did not object to the 

construction, accepting the developer’s assurances that noise would not be problematic.157  

 

Turbines interact and placement can influence noise emission. Other factors include the constantly 

changing atmosphere and wind speed, temperature, and terrain. Noise, particularly low-frequency noise, 

travels not only seismically but also airborne over the terrain. Local geography can sometimes act like a 

giant microphone.158  

 

Shadow flicker and noise are detriments. Noise at the turbine hub can range from 100-105 dBA. It can be 

noticeable for long distances in more remote areas with existing low ambient levels (Humans can 

differentiate sounds up to 3 dBA above background levels).159 

 

Quality of Life 

 

Turbine-generated noise has an adverse impact on quality of life and may adversely impact the health of 

those living nearby. Research links noise to adverse health effects such as sleep deprivation and 

headaches. Sleep deprivation may lead to physiological effects such as a rise in cortisol levels – a sign of 

physiologic stress – as well as headaches, mood changes, and inability to concentrate. Initial research into 

the health impact of wind turbine noise (including the ‘visual noise’ of shadow flicker) reveals similar 

findings.160  

 

Even proximity to small wind farms can have a serious impact on nearby residents. One Illinois Township, 

concerned about the potential effects of a 22-turbine wind farm, surveyed its residents and found that, 

on average, 42% were bothered by blade flicker and noise, had been awakened by turbine sound, and had 
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TV reception problems. Nearby property owners also cited increased lightning activity, increased traffic 

hazard, annoyance at the tower’s blinking lights, emergence of strange symptoms, and fears of EMFs. 

These tangible and intangible issues had a marked impact on the market value of nearby real estate. 

Reluctance to live near the turbines dramatically increased with proximity. For example, 41% of residents 

would not build or buy a home within 2 miles of the turbines.  Within a half mile, 61% would not build or 

buy a home. And a quarter mile away from the turbines, 74% would not build or buy a home.161  

 

In Oklahoma, a couple is trying to move away from wind turbines because they “can’t get accustomed to 

the sounds because it’s constantly changing.” Their home near the turbines has sat on the market for two 

years and has received one offer that was 30% below the appraised value.162 

 

In Vermont, landowners reported persistent noise from the turbines that “penetrated the house”, causing 

sleep problems, difficulty with their ears, a pounding sensation in their home, and bothering their 

children. They abandoned their home but have been unable to sell it, citing disruption from the turbines 

as the primary reason.163 

 

In Maryland, residents living near wind turbines have filed suits, alleging that the wind farm has interfered 

with their use, enjoyment and value of their property. Residents also say that the wind farm has caused 

mental and physical health problems.164 

 

Wind farm developers said property values wouldn’t suffer. But the town zoning administrator did his 

own empirical research and found that sales within 1 mile of the windmills prior to their construction were 

104% the assessed value, and properties selling in the same area after construction were at 78%.  Sales 

more than a mile away were at 105% the assessed value before and 87% after. They also found several 

properties have taken much longer than normal to sell, and some are still on the market.165 

 

A New York landowner has a turbine on his property 2,000 feet from his house and says the turbine rattles 

his windows, and he can hear some turbines a mile away in his house. The wind company said the sound 

wouldn’t exceed the sound of a refrigerator 900 feet away. He was joined by two other neighbors with 

similar complaints and who also said neighbors to the turbines started experiencing seizures, anxiety 

attacks, learning disorders, and other ailments once the turbines started running. Neither he nor the other 

leaseholders, nor the town have received any promised compensation because the turbines are not selling 

                                                           
161 Excerpts from the Final Report of the Township of Lincoln Wind Turbine Moratorium Committee. Prepared by 
Elise Bittner-Macking for presentation to the Bureau County, Illinois, Zoning Board of Appeals, July 2, 2001. 
162 Karl Torp, Caddo County Couple Fighting Against Wind Turbines. News 9, April 26, 2017. 
163 Matthew Preedom, Wind Turbines: Do property values fall? St. Albany Messenger (VT). August 17, 2015. 
164 32 lawsuits filed against Pinnacle Wind Farm. Cumberland Times-News, November 14, 2013. 
165 Excerpts from the Final Report of the Township of Lincoln Wind Turbine Moratorium Committee. Prepared by 
Elise Bittner-Macking for presentation to the Bureau County, Illinois, Zoning Board of Appeals, July 2, 2001. 
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into the grid. They were told the lights would be the softest available but instead were much brighter than 

any anticipated.166 

 

Wind turbines produce no constant tonality, making the creation of a noise standard challenging.167 

 

Audible noise isn’t the issue; it’s the low-frequency sound waves. 2-3Hz can cause vomiting and other 

serious health issues. 12Hz can cause hallucinations.168   

 

Hills and valleys can create a megaphone effect that can focus the direction, combine, and intensify the 

sounds of multiple turbines.169   

 

Because of the deep foundations necessary to stabilize large wind turbines, LFN is transmitted down and 

throughout the contours of the land, often following bedrock, and even accelerates to immerge randomly 

miles from its origin.170 

 

500’ setbacks are “woefully inadequate…Anything less than a half mile is a recipe for disaster.”171 

 

Audible noises and LFN vibrations should be considered plus the potential noise of a failed bearing.172   

 

In one case this year, two families in Ontario had to move due to adverse health effects from nearby wind 

turbines. One of the displaced landowners said he started suffering from very high blood pressure, sore 

feet, and irritability once the farm was online. Once he leaves the farm, he quickly recovers. The wind 

company is paying for one of them to stay in a hotel while tests are being done on their property.173   

 

An industry spokesperson said such complaints are “few and far between” and “there’s no cause and 

effect relationship between audible sound produced by turbines and adverse health effects.” He even 

went so far as to claim, “…all research to date indicates that turbines do not produce infrasound at levels 

near enough to have impacts on humans.”174 

 

Industry advocates often say health concerns are exaggerations, and those who complain “are just 

worried about their real estate values.”175 

 

                                                           
166 Nancy Madsen, New York Wind Farm Foes Say Noise Is Almost Unbearable.  Watertown Daily Times, July 20, 
2009. 
167 Arnold C. Palmer, Expert: It’s Difficult to Write Noise Ordinance, July 19, 2009. 
168 Ibid. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid.  
173 Don Crosby, Wind Farm Neighbours Say They Had to Move. Owen Sound Sun Times, July 4, 2009. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Ibid. 
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Elizabeth May, the former Executive Director of Sierra Club of Canada, vehemently defends wind energy 

but admits that literature studies show that wind towers negatively affect human health. She makes a 

concession for better project siting – away from impacted citizens.176 

 

Strobe lights and shadows destroy any feeling of peace and solitude.177 

 

The only potential health effect the wind industry acknowledges is toxic or hazardous materials in the 

form of relatively small amounts of leaking lubricating oils and hydraulic and insulating fluids.178  However, 

even small leakages of such materials can negatively impact groundwater if left unchecked over time.179 

Fluid leaks not only drip directly downward, but they also fly off the tips of the spinning blades, thus 

spreading the contamination over a wider area.180 On-site storage of new and used lubricants and cleaning 

fluids also constitutes a hazard.181 Even the National Wind Coordinating Committee recommends setback 

requirements to provide “an adequate buffer” between wind generators and consistent public exposure 

and access.182 

 

Several case studies by industry advocates show little to no concern for proximity landowners. In Oregon’s 

Stateline Project, a 127-turbine farm covering 15 square miles in 2001 only sparked concerns over wildlife 

protection.183 

  

Southwest MN has been building wind farms since 1995 ranging from 17 turbines to 143. Very few issues 

were raised during the review and permitting process and only after being built have issues emerged 

regarding poor television reception in proximity to the farms, additional noise generated by loose pieces 

of material within the blade at low speeds; cleanup of materials associated with turbine or blade 

modifications. Neighbors have also been complaining of their aesthetic detriment. Bird health is also an 

issue.184 

 

As the number of houses near to, or with a view of the installation increases, the likelihood of aesthetic 

or economic objections seems to increase.185   

 

                                                           
176 Daniel & Carolyn d’Entermont, Letter by Elizabeth May: Wind Power Flaps. www.dangerwind.org/main.htm, 
March 13, 2009.  Nova Scotia, Canada.  
177 Eleanor Tillinghast, Wind Turbines Don’t Make Good Neighbors: Some Problems of Wind Power in the 
Berkshires.  Study presented by Green Berkshires, Inc., May 14, 2004. 
178 Permitting of Wind Energy Facilities: A Handbook (Revised 2002). National Wind Coordinating Committee, 
August 2002. 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid. 
183 Ibid. 
184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid. 

http://www.dangerwind.org/main.htm
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New homeowners were attracted by the area’s rural character and do not view their land as a source of 

livelihood, nor identify with the farmers in the area who earn their living working their land. These 

“commuter” households are less likely to support a proposed wind project because they do not 

understand the economic situation of resident farmers and the extent to which wind energy revenues 

may act as a buffer against the fluctuations of the farm economy.  Suburban development pressure may 

not be a fatal problem if the remaining farmers still control the local government.186 

 

Developers may wish to consider compensating the community in some fashion that benefits even non-

participants, such as impact payments to the township. Resulting benefits, such as reduced property 

taxes, may help to address concerns about inequities.187 

 

A rural mountain community in Virginia fears that a proposed 19-turbine, 400-feet-tall-each project will 

blight their rural landscape and destroy the area’s scenic beauty. The wind farm developer claims the 

turbines can power 20k homes.  Community response has been very negative. Residents are afraid the 

turbines will kill tourism—their only industry—and negatively impact property values.188   

 

A proposed 67-tower wind farm in Illinois sparked strong opinions among its affected community.  

Supporters say it will bring additional property tax revenue, jobs, and clean energy. Its opponents say it 

will be an eyesore, a dangerous obstacle to crop dusters, and would lower property values. An acoustical 

engineer from Michigan testified that the turbines would create noise that could affect nearby 

residents.189 

 

Turbines are visually distracting, out of place, and threaten residents’ peace and quality of life.190 

 

Turbines create infrasound, low-frequency noise, flicker effect, loss of TV reception, cell phone, local 

networking reception disruptions, and electronic/electromagnetic interference. Careful placement might 

lessen the effects, but it’s doubtful.191 

 

Strobe lighting from the towers is a source of electrical pollution.192 

 

Turbines generate flicker and shadows that can distract nearby motorists.193 

 

                                                           
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Adam Hochberg, Wind Farms Draw Mixed Response in Appalachia. Npr.com., July 23, 2009. 
189 Kevin Sampler, Wind Farm Opponents Air Concerns; Experts say Rail Splitter project will create noise, affect 
property values. Journal Star, May 2, 2008. 
190 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee, January 25, 2007. 
191 Ibid. 
192 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee, January 25, 2007. 
193 Ibid.  
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They also interfere with television signals, thus affecting the quality of life for nearby residents.194 

 

In addition to landscape blight, landowners are furious when the wind farm developers bring new 

transmission lines to transmit the wind energy to metro areas. But utilities are generally dismissive of such 

concerns, usually saying that “the importance of the lines outweighs the aesthetic worries.”195 

 

In pursuing alternative energy sources, it is imperative not to strip property rights to streamline green 

energy projects as the Ontario Minister of Energy proposes; he wants to invalidate municipal zoning laws 

preventing industrial wind farms and severely restrict what citizens can appeal. 196 

 

Tall structures are highly visible.197 

 

In Europe, where wind farms have existed and operated for many years, people are loath to be near them, 

especially in scenic areas.198 

 

Economic Impact 

 

Some townships prefer to look at the projected tax revenues from proposed wind farms. One township 

in Ohio estimated that a 100MW wind farm would yearly generate the tax dollar equivalent of 449 homes, 

and they estimate a 300MW farm would generate the tax dollar equivalent of 1,347 homes.  Due to 

conflicting studies on the impact of turbines on property values, they chose to disregard the issue 

completely. They anticipate significant positive local property tax impacts are possible assuming they can 

tax and collect at local levels. They expect local spending, job creation, lease payments and earnings and 

outputs to increase regardless of the turbines’ tax status. And they expect to maintain a “healthy, 

equitable and sustainable tax base” by balancing residential development with commercial development 

and conserving open/farm lands to prevent the county from continuing to become a “bedroom 

community.”199 

 

                                                           
194 Eleanor Tillinghast, Wind Turbines Don’t Make Good Neighbors: Some Problems of Wind Power in the 
Berkshires.  Study presented by Green Berkshires, Inc., May 14, 2004. 
195 Amanda Casnova, Transmission Line Debates: Wind here, towers somewhere else. Abilne Reporter-News, July 
18, 2009. 
196 Sven Hombach, Guest Article: Ontario Set to Become a Wind Power-house. National Renewable Energy Group of 
the Fraser Milner Casgrain, LLP. Windpowerlaw.info, June 16, 2009. 
197 Tom Hewson, Wind Power Siting Issues Overview.  Presented to the National Association of Attorney Generals 
Wind Energy Facility Siting Issue Panel, April 21, 2008. 
198 Candida Whitmill, UK Energy Policy: The Small Business Perspective & The Impact on the Rural Economy. Small 
Business Council, February 2006. 
199 Dave Faulkner, Exec. Director of Community Improvement Corporation of Champaign County, Ohio, Economic 
Impact Study of Wind Farm Development in Champaign County, Ohio. Prepared for Champaign County Wind Tower 
Study Group, November 13, 2007. 
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Wind farm projects have little to no significant job impact.200 In Ireland, wind energy promoters’ claims of 

job creation were rebutted by Britain’s environment secretary who said that wind farms had “significant 

impacts on the rural economy and the rural environment.”201 

 

Wind farms contribute little to county property taxes. In some states, energy producing equipment is 

exempt from property taxes; taxable items may be limited to foundation and tower structure. Some 

developers also apply for additional local tax relief.202 

 

A public policy research group studied a proposed wind farm in Nantucket Sound and found it failed the 

cost-benefit test recommended by the U.S. government for assessing large-scale projects. The wind farm 

developer stressed the value of wind power as a source of clean, renewable energy. But the study found 

that the overall economic costs of the project would exceed benefits by $211.8 million. Without $241 

million from state and federal subsidies, the project would not be financially viable. And while the farm 

may generate some wind energy jobs, the impact on tourism would result in a net loss of 1,000 local 

jobs.203 

 

Industry advocates frequently cite additional tax revenues as a positive reason to build wind farms.  

General Electric, the wind turbine manufacturer that’s currently backlogged $12 billion in turbine orders, 

claims that over the long-term wind farms will add $250 million to the US Treasury.  However, they also 

acknowledge they will only begin to “pump money into the US Treasury” once the Production Tax Credits 

expire. PTCs are good for the first 10 years of a wind farm’s production. They also project creating 

thousands of short-term construction jobs with a long-term employment of 1,600 over 20 years or more 

of operation. They also project 10 million metric tons per year of CO2 emissions avoided.204 

 

Rural tourism is big business in the UK (worth approximately $26.7 billion) and supports up to 800,000 

jobs. 75% of visitors say the quality of the landscape and countryside is the most important factor in 

choosing a destination. Between 47% and 75% of visitors felt that wind turbines damage landscape 

quality. Of the three areas they studied, they found that 11% of visitors would avoid Case #1, resulting in 

a loss of $48.5 million and the loss of 800 jobs. Approximately 7% of visitors would not return to the 

second case, resulting in a loss of $117 million and 1,753 jobs. In the third case, just 5% would stay away, 

but its affluence would result in $668.5 million lost along with 15,000 jobs. In some areas, 49% of all 

sectors of rural businesses experienced a negative impact.205 

 

                                                           
200 Report from the Bethany Wind Turbine Study Committee, January 25, 2007. 
201 Frank McDonald, Jobs claim by wind farm lobby dismissed. The Irish Times, October 16, 2012. 
202 Tom Hewson, Wind Power Siting Issues Overview. Presented to the National Association of Attorney Generals 
Wind Energy Facility Siting Issue Panel, April 21, 2008. 
203 Beacon Hill Institute Study: Cape Wind proposal fails cost benefits test. The Beacon Hill Institute for Public Policy 
Research, March 16, 2004.   
204 Steve Taub (Senior VP of GE Energy Financial Services), GE Energy Financial Services Study: Impact of 2007 Wind 
Farms on US Treasury. GE Energy Financial Services, Date Unknown. 
205 Candida Whitmill, UK Energy Policy: The Small Business Perspective & The Impact on the Rural Economy.  Small 
Business Council, February 2006. 
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The success of rural enterprises is inextricably linked to the maintenance and conservation of a healthy 

and attractive and irreplaceable rural appeal.206 

 

In a tourist area of the UK, five wind farms are proposed totaling 71 turbines along 18 miles. In a pilot 

survey of 1,500 visitors, approximately 95% of the visitors said wind turbines would spoil their enjoyment 

of the landscape. And this spoiling directly translates into less business from tourism and thus, lost jobs.207 

 

In another tourist area in the UK, two-thirds of local businesses said turbines are visually intrusive. While 

54% thought wind turbines would increase their ‘green’ credentials, 27% believed it would still have a 

negative impact on the tourism industry by reducing visitor numbers. After the details of the tower heights 

were revealed the next year, the 27% grew to 39% who felt the 400-foot-high turbines would make visitors 

stop visiting completely.208 

 

In North Devon, an area renowned for its beauty, a before-and-after survey was conducted to gauge 

visitors’ feelings toward possible wind farms. Before details of their 300’ height was revealed, 34% were 

generally favorable and 66% unfavorable towards turbines. After the size and location of the turbine 

proposals were revealed, the number of ‘unfavorable’ visitors rose to 84%. When asked if wind farms 

would affect their choice of holiday destination, just less than 50% claimed that they would still choose 

North Devon. A further 39% said they would choose North Devon, but subject to the size and location of 

the wind farms. Eleven percent would stay away from North Devon altogether. Visitors claimed that if 

they found wind turbines on their arrival and had not been previously informed, 15% would complain to 

their tour or holiday operator and around 28% stated they would never return.209 

 

Scotland is also proposing wind farms, but a visitor survey found that 15% of visitors would not return if 

wind turbines are built, resulting in a potential loss of $133.7 million and 3,750 jobs.210 

 

Wind energy advocates claim their wind farms would actually boost tourism. They tried it in the UK, and 

both utterly failed, proving that visitors do not accept wind farms as tourist attractions. In 1999, a visitor’s 

center was built in Norfolk, UK – then home to one of the largest turbines in the world.  It ran out of 

money and closed in 2002. Then in 2001, a $9.1 million visitor center was built with hopes of attracting 

150,000 annual visitors to its wind farm. Despite opening with much publicity, it attracted less than a tenth 

of projected visitors, and it went bankrupt. Its CEO debunked advocates’ mindset when he said, “Sadly, 

just like many eco-attractions, they’re not sustainable; there’s just not enough interest.”211  

They recommend micro-generation as an acceptable alternative.212 

                                                           
206 Ibid. 
207 Ibid. 
208 Ibid. 
209 Ibid. 
210 Ibid. 
211 Ibid. 
212 Ibid. 
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In a summary, the media generally portrays the impact of wind turbines on residential properties as 

negative, bringing up fear factors and conflicting benefit, or no benefit issues. Overall, the qualitative 

factor is centered along the lines of health, noise, flicker and viewshed. With regard to the question, “Do 

wind turbines affect property value?” the two Centerville Township (Michigan) officials summed it up with 

this statement: “It is totally counter-intuitive to suggest anything else.” 
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Review of Impact Studies 
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Review of Impact Studies 

Introduction 

 

Though not an exhaustive listing, the following studies, and articles were utilized to develop an opinion 

as to what impact a wind farm will have on property value.   

 

- The Impact of Wind Power Projects on Residential Property Values in the United States: A Multi-

Site Hedonic Analysis (2009 updated in 2013) by Berkeley National Laboratory (California). 

 

- Impact of Industrial Wind Turbines on Residential Property Assessment in Ontario, 2012 

Assessment Base Year Summary by Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC).  

 

- Case Study Diminution in Value Wind Turbine Analysis (2012) by Ben Landsink, AACI, P.Appr, 

MRCS, real estate appraiser (Ontario, Canada).  

 

- A market study by Glen Taylor on the Chevron Wind Tower Development in Wyoming. 

 

- Wind Turbine Impact Study (2009) completed by Kurt C. Kielisch, Appraisal Group One 

(Wisconsin). 

 

- Values in the Wind: A Hedonic Analysis of Wind Power Facilities (2011) completed by Heintzelman 

and Tuttle, Clarkson University (New York). 

- Coral Springs Development Study (2007) completed by Kurt C. Kielisch, Appraisal Group One 

(Wisconsin).    

 

- Mendota Hills Residential Property Impact Study (2011) completed by Michael S. McCann 

(Illinois). 

 

- Big Sky Wind Farm Matched Pair Analysis Study (2015), completed by Kurt C. Kielisch, Forensic 

Appraisal Group (Wisconsin).  

 

The following is a review and critique of each study.   
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Berkeley National Laboratory Study 

 

In the fall of 2009, the Berkeley National Laboratory (California) released their study, “The Impact of Wind 

Power Projects on Residential Property Values in the United States: A Multi-Site Hedonic Analysis.”   This 

study was sponsored by the Department of Energy. In summary, this study found no relationship between 

the presence of wind turbines and residential property value. A review of this study brings out several 

observations that the reader should be cognitive of when considering applying these findings to a wind 

farm in Illinois.    

 

No Real Estate Value Experts  

The first problem with this study is the use of hedonic modeling to isolate variables in value. Though this 

is a recognized methodology in the statistical world; it is still young in its application to the real estate 

appraisal field. This modeling technique is considered a tool in the appraiser’s toolbox which can assist 

him in making valuation decisions, but it is not the sole source of determining value in real estate. The 

appraiser must also apply his expertise and, some would say, “art,” to the understanding of the valuation 

process to arrive at a realistic interpretation of the results of the study. This fact is recognized in the study 

where it states, “It should be emphasized that the hedonic model is not typically designed to appraise 

properties…”213 One of the leading real estate appraisal texts adds, “Appraisers should recognize the 

differences between statistical processes in the collection and description of data and should be able to 

distinguish between descriptive and inferential statistics. Without an understanding of the issues, any use 

of statistical calculations is dangerous or ill-advised.”214 It is here where we take issue with the foundation 

of the study and its authors.    

Through correspondence with Ben Hoen, the primary author of the Berkeley Labs study, it was learned 

that no one involved in the study was an expert in real estate valuation, nor had any practical experience 

as a real estate appraiser, a real estate broker, or as a real estate developer. Ben Hoen is trained in applied 

statistics, having a master’s degree in that field. The other signature authors are Thayer, Ph.D. in 

economics (i.e. how things work, not their value); Sethi, Ph.D. in agriculture and resource economics 

(again, how it works, not its value); Wiser, Ph.D. in energy and resources; and Cappers, masters in applied 

economics. In review, one can see that these authors are well-schooled in economics, but not in the 

practical valuation of real estate. This academic approach most likely led to an error in the selection of 

the database for the model—the use of improved residential properties.  

 

 

 

                                                           
213  Berkeley study, page x.  
214  The Appraisal of Real Estate – 12th Edition (Chicago: Appraisal Institute), 440. 
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Use of Improved Residential Properties 

The use of improved residential properties in large-scale statistical analysis can be problematic.  

Appraisers know that the easiest real estate to use in a statistical analysis is vacant land. This is due to a 

number of variables which may impact the value. When valuing land, there are approximately 12 value 

factors commonly used by appraisers to represent how the market (buyer) would react.215 The value 

factors that are specific to land are:   

▪ Size 

▪ Location 

▪ Shape 

▪ Topography (woods, open area, soils, physical limitations) 

▪ Water features (ponds, creeks, streams, rivers, lakes, oceans) 

▪ Wetlands and flood zones 

▪ Terrain (level, rolling or severe) 

▪ Zoning 

▪ Utilities (private or municipal water and sewage, natural gas, electrical and telephone) 

▪ Road frontage (town, county, highway or interstate roads) 

▪ Access (direct off-road, indirect via long driveway, access easement, no access) 

▪ View (including positive and negative environmental factors)216    

 

When you add residential improvements to the equation you not only have the 12 value factors of land, 

but you add another 25 variables which typically include:217 

 

• Location of improvements 

• View 

• Physical age 

• Condition 

• Quality of construction 

• Style/design/number of stories 

• Exterior siding 

• Roof cover/gutters/downspouts 

• Gross living area above grade 

• Basement (full, partial, crawl, exposed/hillside) 

• Finished area in basement 

• Garage/carport (size, # car storage) 

• Finished area in or above garage 

• Room count (total rooms/bedrooms/bathrooms) 

                                                           
215  This number may vary between property types and appraisers, but the noted variables are typical.  
216  These factors are mentioned in The Appraisal of Real Estate - 12th Edition (Chicago: Appraisal Institute), 333.  
217  This number may vary between property types and appraisers, but are typical for most properties.  
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• Patios (concrete, brick) 

• Porches (open, covered, screened) 

• Decks (type of wood, size, levels) 

• Air conditioning (central, zoned, through wall) 

• Type of furnace (forced air, hot water, steam, gas, in floor, fuel oil, electric) 

• Energy efficiency items 

• Functional utility (layout of interior rooms, functional problems, outdated items) 

• Extra buildings (sheds, barns, workshops) 

• Fireplace (wood, gas, stoves) 

• Landscaping (including paved/concrete/brick driveways and walks, shrubbery, and gardens) 

• Special features (Jacuzzi, hot tubs, built-in appliances, stone countertops, wood or tiled floors, 

built-in entertainment centers, theater rooms, swimming pools, ponds, fencing, etc)218 

Factors that were not mentioned in this list, but have an influence on value, are street appeal, interior 

decorating and availability of financing.    

As you may imagine, when you add these value factors to the land value factors you have an exponential 

number of potential match-ups and adjustments. For this reason, an experienced appraiser would know 

that to compare 7,500 improved properties of all sizes, styles, ages, conditions, gross living areas, 

amenities, and different localities would be a nearly impossible task without the ability to appraise each 

sale independently, assessing all the factors of value.      

The list of variables considered in the hedonic analysis appears on page 21 of the Berkeley study. You will 

notice there are only three variables in relation to land, that being size in acres, cul-de-sac, and waterfront 

(yes/no question with no consideration to quality, type, amount, etc.). In relation to the actual 

improvements, there are 9 variables. These variables are: 

o Age 

o Gross living area above grade 

o Number of bathrooms 

o Exterior siding (only variable is stone, brick or stucco – not vinyl, steel, wood or log) 

o Air conditioning (central air only, yes/no) 

o Finished basement (only includes finished if it is greater than 50% of area) 

o Waterfront (the only factor is fronting on water with no reference to type, size, amount, etc.) 

o Condition 

o Vista (view) 

This list is missing 26 other distinct and important variables of value for a residence. To ignore these is an 

error and could result in an inaccurate comparison of the sales used in the analysis.    

                                                           
218 Note: This is not an inclusive list of the variables present with residential improvements. Many of the items 
listed are found on the Fannie Mae form 1004/Freddie Mac form 70. 
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Due to the sheer size of this study and the logistics of obtaining the data on the improved properties, the 

authors of the study chose to collect their data via government records. These records included assessor 

records, which can be problematic. Few assessment records are considered up-to-date on the condition 

of the property and other improvements which give value, such as fencing, landscaping, room layout, and 

decoration. Most assessment records are only updated on a periodic basis and contain the base 

information about the residence. This base is what undoubtedly limited the selection of the valuation 

variables utilized in the hedonic models.    

 

Location of Sales – Urban vs. Rural 

An appraiser or real estate professional recognizes that location is of primary importance. In most cases, 

it simply cannot be adequately factored in to get a true representation of how the market would react.    

For instance, there is a distinct difference between the typical buyer of a rural property, who desires to 

get away from the noise and congestion of the urban environment and is willing to be inconvenienced to 

obtain this escape, as compared to that of an urban buyer who will accept the noise, congestion, and 

other urban settings for the convenience factor. Therefore, it would be unwise to compare residential 

sales of these separate and distinct environments to each other. However, the Berkeley study does just 

that.    

An example of this may be found on page 84. This page shows a map of the wind towers and the residential 

sales utilized in the study. The red ‘+’ marks denote the placement of the wind turbines and the maroon 

dots denote the sales used in the study. This map shows nearly all the sales utilized were in an urban area, 

either in Kennewick (9 miles to 20 miles away) or Milton-Freewater (approximately 9 miles away). Only a 

few sales are located outside of these urban areas. An extreme example of this would be found on page 

90, whereas nearly all the sales are located in the City of Weatherford. This pattern is repeated in most of 

the study locations (pages 93, 99, 102, 108, and 111). The best study, having the most non-urban sales, 

can be found on page 96, whereas only a small portion of sales is found in the cities of Paw and Compton. 

Unfortunately, this study had only 2 sales that were less than 1.00 mile from a wind turbine out of a total 

of 412 sales utilized.    

Of particular interest was the study found on page 99. This study area is located in the Kewaunee and 

Door County area of Wisconsin. This author is very familiar with this area, having appraised a number of 

properties along State Highway 57, which runs through these two counties. In this study; you can see that 

most of the sales were from the urban centers of Luxemburg, Casco, Brussels, and Algoma. In addition, 

the Algoma area fronts on Lake Michigan with dynamic views of the lake and is known for tourism due to 

its location on the water. Opposite, and on the other side of the land mass, is the Green Bay area which is 

a large bay of Lake Michigan between Door County and the city of Green Bay.  These sales are all aligned 

along the lake shore which has high bluffs with dynamic lake views. Any residence found in either area 

would be oriented toward the lake vista and not inwards toward the wind turbines.  In addition, Algoma 

is over 5 miles to the east of the nearest wind turbines, which are not visible. The same is true of the other 

urban areas and the Green Bay shoreline. This opinion is supported on the chart found on page 101 which 
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lists only 5 sales with either a substantial or extreme view of the wind turbines. Lastly, it was this same 

area that homes were purchased by the wind farm developer who then either razed the buildings or resold 

the property at a substantial loss. This information appears not to be included in the study.    

 

Few Sales in Close Proximity to Wind Turbines 

The study utilized approximately 7,500 residential, improved sales. Of this number, only 67 sales (<1%) 

were within 0.57 miles of a wind turbine and 63 sales (<1%) had a substantial or extreme view of the wind 

turbines. Conversely, 98% of all the sales were a mile or greater in distance away, with the greatest 

number being over 3 miles away (57%).219 The author correctly states that view or vista is a significant 

factor in value. The study has a chart showing that a poor vista results in a -21% loss of value and a below 

average vista results in a -8% loss.220 However, when this vista measurement was applied to substantial 

and extreme views of the wind turbines it found the opposite to be true, indicating a +2.1% increase in 

value by having an extreme view. This result is counter-intuitive: Common sense and experts in the real 

estate field would agree that a wind turbine meets the definition of a poor vista. Surely, a wind turbine 

does not enhance the vista. When the study compared proximity to the wind turbines (which may overlap 

the vista factor) it found a -5.3% to -5.5% loss in value.221 It would appear that the problem lies in the 

number of samples in close proximity with a clear view of the wind turbines as suggested by the author 

regarding the proximity factor not being significant in statistical terms: “Even though the differences are 

not found to be statistically significant, they might point to effects that exist but are too small for the 

model to deem statistically significant due to the relatively small number of homes in the sample within 

1 mile of the nearest turbine.”222 Though a -5.5% loss in value may not be substantial in the field of 

statistics, it is substantial in the valuation of real estate as any appraiser or property owner would know. 

This type of loss would equate to a $13,750 loss for a $250,000 home.   

 

Other Studies Have Found a Negative Impact 

Though the Berkeley study found no loss of value for an improved residential property due to proximity 

to a wind farm, other studies have suggested otherwise. The study’s author acknowledges this very point, 

listing the studies he found in his literature research regarding the impact of wind turbines on real estate 

values. In the chart found on page 9, the author notes that 3 out of 4 (75%) of the homeowner surveys 

found a loss; 3 out of 5 (60%) of the expert surveys found a loss; 2 out of 10 (20%) of the transaction 

analysis-simple statistics found losses; and 3 out of 4 (75%) of the transaction analysis-hedonic model 

found losses. As a matter of fact, the only two studies authored by certified real estate appraisers 

                                                           
219 Berkeley study, xiii, xiv. 
220 Ibid, 29, Figure 5.  
221 Ibid, 31.  
222 Ibid, 31.  
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(McCann, Kielisch) both found significant losses and the only hedonic model study listed in this chart that 

did not find a loss was the Berkeley (Hoen) study.    

It would appear that the Berkeley study is only one of a few that have resulted in finding no impact on 

property value due to the presence of wind turbines.  One reason for this could go back to the very base 

of the model, the selection of improved residential properties and their limitation to extract values due 

to the complexity and sheer number of the variables to value that interplay with the final market value.  

Another reason is cited by Heintzelman stating, “However, they limit themselves to discontinuous 

measures of proximity based on having turbines within 1 mile, between 1 and 5 miles, or outside of 5 

miles, or a similar set of measures of the impact on scenic view, and they again find no adverse impacts 

from wind turbines. In addition, by including so many disparate regions within one sample they may be 

missing effects that would be significant in one region or another.”223 

Another potential reason for their finding of no impact could be the lack of adequate numbers of sales 

within close proximity to the wind turbines for their statistical study to work properly. The author 

identified this as problematic, saying, “Unfortunately for the study, most wind power projects are not 

located near densely populated areas. As a result, finding a single wind project site with enough 

transaction data to rigorously analyze was not possible.”224 This, of course, is a prejudice of many 

academic statisticians, but it is not shared with the appraisal profession as indicated by this statement 

from a guide to statistical analysis by the Appraisal Institute, “Based on the experience of the authors, the 

ideal number of sale properties usually ranges between 18 and 32.”225 Indeed, a smaller, localized study 

may be a much better analysis to isolate the impact on property value of a wind turbine than a 

combination of 10 different studies in nine states.   

 

Conclusion 

This brief review touched on several major points to consider when looking at the Berkeley study. It 

showed that the base of the study (that is, to use improved residential sales) has a great potential to result 

in flawed conclusions due to the great number of value variables present in such properties. A vacant land 

analysis would have been better and more accurate. The selection of sales combining both urban (city) 

and rural sales is flawed on the onset since these two buyer groups are very different from each other and 

have different motivations for their purchases. Of course, the reason the two were combined was due to 

the lack of a large number of sales in and around the wind turbines themselves.  This could suggest to the 

authors that: (a) possibly this lack of sales activity is due to the presence of the wind turbines themselves; 

or (b) the sales sample set and model should be smaller, potentially resulting in a more accurate measure 

of the effects. The desire for a large database caused the authors to combine ten different studies located 

in nine different states, states that were decidedly different from each other, which resulted in a larger 

                                                           
223 Martin D. Heintzelman, Ph.D. & Carrie M. Tuttle, Values in the Wind: A Hedonic Analysis of Wind Power Facilities 
(Clarkson University, 2011), 8-9. 
224 Berkeley Study, 10.  
225 A Guide to Appraisal Valuation Modeling (Chicago: Appraisal Institute), 61. 
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database pool. However, on the practical side of real estate valuation, such a large database is not 

representative of greater accuracy. It could be that these basic errors in judgment were a result of the 

lack of professional and practical experience in the real estate valuation field.  

This is a study of improved residential properties, which overwhelmingly were located in urban centers, 

not the rural countryside. This study did not measure impacts to agricultural land, recreational, or rural 

residential land. Therefore, its direct application to such properties is cautioned.   
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Impact of Industrial Wind Turbines on Residential Property Assessment in Ontario, 2012 Assessment 

Base Year Summary 

 

The Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) completed this study to review their assessment 

practices with regard to the potential negative impact to property value caused by the presence of wind 

turbines. MPAC is a governmental agency responsible for the assessment of millions of properties in the 

Ontario, Canada, region. This agency is both political and governmental. Political since the directors are 

politically appointed and governmental in that a finding of a negative value impact due to the wind 

turbines would require the local assessors to revalue such impacted properties and the governmental 

agencies that are dependent upon tax revenue from property assessments would be negatively impacted. 

With this responsibility, the MPAC went about testing the null hypothesis that there is “no difference 

between properties in close proximity to wind turbines to those that are not.” (A null hypothesis in 

statistics basically assumes no difference between two sets.) MPAC chose to test this hypothesis through 

the use of checking the accuracy of their assessments by comparing the two sets and then using statistical 

analysis of selling prices to test if there is a valuation impact.  

The first test examined the accuracy of the assessments in the two data sets, one being less than 2km 

proximity to a wind turbine and the other outside of that distance (>2km). Using Canadian government 

assessment standards of accuracy, which state that an assessment is considered accurate if the 

assessment-to-sale price (ASR) lies within 0.95 to 1.05 of the assessment. An ASR ratio is calculated by 

assessment ÷ sale price.  As an example, if a property was assessed at $100,000 and sold for $105,000 the 

ASR would be 0.952 or 95% of the assessed value and the assessment would be considered accurate. If 

the property sold for $90,000 the ASR would be 1.11 or 111% of the assessed value and the assessment 

would fail the accuracy test.  

The geographic area of this study was fifteen market areas in Ontario, Canada. These areas were identified 

as potential study markets since wind turbine farms were in their vicinity. MPAC tested the assessment 

ratios pre-construction of the wind farms (but after their announcement) and after the construction of 

the wind farms. The hypothesis was if the ratios were within the acceptable range, i.e. 0.95 to 1.05, for 

both data sets and in both conditions, then there was no relationship between the presence of wind 

turbines and value.   

The test of the ASR showed those properties within the 2km distance of wind turbines had a -4.2% to       -

4.5% loss factor. Since this was within the 5%± acceptable range of value, MPAC concluded wind turbines 

do not impact property value. It should be noted that the overall property values that were <2km were 

consistently less than those values >2km (MPAC report, figure 2, p.18) and their ASRs were higher, 

typically over 1.034 as compared with the >2km properties which were in the 0.992 range.  

The second test was a sales analysis using multiple regression analysis. This study indicated that only two 

market areas had sufficient pre-construction and post-construction sales to derive a variable for this 

comparison. One of this areas, market area 26RR010-Chatham, indicated a loss of $6,451 per property if 
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<1km of a wind turbine and a loss of $3,686 if within the 1km-2km distance. Both statistics were 

considered not statistically significant since they were at the 10% significance level.  

Overall, the study concluded that distance to a wind turbine was not a factor influencing property value.  

 

Critique 

The first test of the study had little to do with measuring impact on property value due to the presence of 

a wind turbine and everything to do with measuring the accuracy of assessments. There is nothing said in 

the report to investigate if the local assessors had already considered the locational factor in their 

assessment. So, if a home that was located outside of the zone of influence and would have a value of 

$125,000 and assessed accordingly, and a similar home that laid within the zone of influence would have 

a value of $100,000 and assessed accordingly, the ASR for both subsets would be 1.00. Accordingly, if you 

applied the MPAC test of ASRs you could conclude there is no influence due to the wind turbines. Hence, 

this first test was simply an exercise in measuring their accuracy of assessment and not to extract an 

impact factor.  

The second test had some issues as the charts illustrated. For instance, in only two out of the fifteen 

market test areas did they have sufficient sales to measure both the pre-construction and after-

construction values, which was the stated purpose of this exercise. Additionally, one of the two areas 

indicated a measurable (though not deemed significant) negative effect. Of course, the problem here, as 

with the Berkeley study, is that there were few variables measured for the improved properties. Limiting 

these value-influencing variables is a mistake that will skewer results of any study. The study itself did not 

provide any insight into the other variables to be considered and why or why they were not included.  

It can be said with consistency that this study indicated properties within close proximity of the wind 

turbines had overstated assessments and lower valued properties. 
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Case Study Diminution in Value Wind Turbine Analysis (2012) 

 

Real estate appraiser Ben Lansink, AACI, P.Appr, MRCS, real estate appraiser (Ontario, Canada) completed 

a comparative sales analysis study of five properties located within a wind farm area. These properties 

were selected because they were purchased by the Canadian Hydro Developers, Inc (Hydro) who was the 

developer of the Melancthon Wind Facility (MWF) located in Shelburne, Ontario, Canada. MWF is a 200-

megawatt development comprised of one hundred and thirty-three General Electric 1.5mw wind turbines 

having 262ft± tall towers and a 147ft± blade wingspan. The wind farm was developed in two phases, with 

the first phase coming online in 2005 and the second in 2008. Hydro purchased these five properties at 

the property owners’ request and paid full market value for each property according to Lansink. The 

purchases were completed between 2005-2007, and the resale of the properties took place between 

2009-2012. Lansink inspected all the properties in 2012, compared the results of the personal inspection 

with the MLS listings at the time of purchase and resale to note any changes that may have taken place. 

The five properties consisted of four single-family residences and one farm.  

Lansink used a comparative analysis of twenty comparable properties sold in 2005-2007 to measure the 

validity of the initial purchase price concluding that the properties were purchased at market value 

without consideration given to the value influence of the wind farm. He then proceeded to do a market 

trend study in the area to establish a measurable and reasonable adjustment for time. He then applied 

this market trend adjustment to predict the market value of the properties sold at a later date and 

compared that estimate to the actual sale price. The difference, if any, was applied to the wind farm 

influence having all other factors being equal. He concluded the following: 

Sale 1-  This property was a 1.5-story Cape Cod design residence on 1.88 acres. Its room count 

was 6 total rooms, 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms (6/3/2). The closest wind turbine was 

1,902ft away. The home was purchased in November 2007 for $500,000 and sold two 

years later in December 2009 for $288,400. The condition of the home was considered 

the same in both sale dates. When the market trend adjustment was factored the 

estimated resale price was $557,509 representing a -48.27% loss due to the wind turbine. 

If no market trend adjustment was applied, the loss would be -42.32%. 

Sale 2- This property was a 2-story farmhouse residence on 100± acres. Its room count was 

(13/4/2) with 3,500sf of gross living area. It had a large Quonset agricultural building. The 

closest wind turbine was 1,902ft away. The home was purchased in October 2007 for 

$350,000 and sold about three years later in November 2010 for $175,000. The condition 

of the home was considered the same in both sale dates. When the market trend 

adjustment was factored, the estimated resale price was $422,272 representing a -

58.56% loss due to the wind turbine. If no market trend adjustment was applied the loss 

would be -50.00%. 
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 It should be noted that Hydro chose to market the property as “vacant land,” however 

Lansink inspected the property and found the buildings viable and considered the sale “as 

improved.” 

Sale 3- This property was a 2-story contemporary design residence on 10± acres. Its room count 

was (6/3/1) and included a 2-car garage and raised wood decks. The closest wind turbine 

was 664ft away. The home was purchased in January 2007 for $305,000 and sold two and 

half years later in August 2009 for $278,000. The condition of the home was considered 

the same in both sale dates. When the market trend adjustment was factored, the 

estimated resale price was $362,153 representing a -23.24% loss due to the wind turbine. 

If no market trend adjustment was applied the loss would be -8.85%. 

Sale 4- This property was a split-level design residence on 1± acre. Its room count was 10/5/2 

and had a 1-car attached garage. The closest wind turbine was 1,136ft away. The home 

was purchased in August 2007 for $302,670 and sold two years and nine months later in 

April 2010 for $215,000. The condition of the home was considered the same in both sale 

dates. When the market trend adjustment was factored the estimated resale price was 

$293,172 representing a -26.66% loss due to the wind turbine. If no market trend 

adjustment was applied the loss would be -28.97%. 

Sale 5- This property was a bi-level design residence on 2± acre and had a 2-car attached garage. 

The closest wind turbine was 1,213ft away. The home was purchased in June 2005 for 

$299,000 and sold seven years later in June 2012 for $250,000. The condition of the home 

was considered the same in both sale dates. When the market trend adjustment was 

factored the estimated resale price was $398,723 representing a -37.3% loss due to the 

wind turbine. If no market trend adjustment was applied the loss would be -16.39%. 

Depending on how you calculated the losses, either from the estimated market value at the date of resale 

or the difference between the purchase and resale price with no consideration for the time lapse, the 

analysis found the following losses: 

 Market trend method: 

  Median loss -37.30% 

  Average loss -38.81% 

 The difference between purchase and resale method: 

  Average loss -29.31% 

 

If you isolate the impact on only rural residences having less than 10 acres (excluding Sale 2), then the 

losses change slightly. 
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 Market trend method: 

  Average loss -33.87% 

 The difference between purchase and resale: 

  Average loss -24.13% 

 

In summary, the study indicated that the presence of a wind turbine in close proximately (664ft to 2,531ft) 

resulted in significant value losses ranging from an average of -24% to -39%. 
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Glen Taylor Chevron Wind Tower Market Study - Wyoming 

 

In 2010, realtor Glen Taylor (Equity Brokers, Casper, Wyoming) completed an informal market study of 

the residential properties in close proximity to the Chevron Wind Tower Development. The area of study 

was in Evansville, Wyoming just outside of Casper. The wind farm had 11 wind turbines. Mr. Taylor based 

his study on observations of market activity both in near proximity to the wind farm and out of the wind 

farm influence. His study concluded:   

“My determination was that the presence of the large Wind Towers has had a detrimental effect 

on property values, not only residential property values, but also unimproved and presently 

uninhabited properties as well. Keep in mind; these now uninhabited properties may someday be 

candidates for development of residential or small ranchette type of locations. The report also 

indicates that those properties closest to the development are the most affected by the huge 

towers close to adjacent property lines and my 20 years of experience in the real estate marketing 

business tells me that the further away the towers are from adjacent property lines, the less 

affected the property values would be. The term “further” may be the key word here as it can be 

a very subjective term.”226  

 

  

                                                           
226 Letter to Converse County Commissioners, November 2, 2010, from Glen Taylor.  
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Appraisal Group One Study - Wisconsin 

 

In the fall of 2009, Appraisal Group One (now, 

Forensic Appraisal Group, Ltd, Wisconsin) 

completed a study entitled “Wind Turbine 

Impact Study – 2009” for the Calumet County 

Citizens for Responsible Energy, a group of 

property owners united to prevent wind farms 

from being located in their county. The study 

examined the impact that wind turbines have on 

rural residential property value. The wind 

turbines that were the focus of this study are 

approximately 389ft tall and produce 1.0+ 

megawatts each. This study was based in Dodge 

and Fond du Lac Counties, Wisconsin. It was 

broken down into three parts: A literature study, a realtor opinion survey, and sales studies. Overall, the 

study concluded that the presence of a wind farm had a negative impact on rural residential property 

value 5 to 10 acres in size, and farmettes up to 20 acres in size. The impacts according to the realtor survey 

suggested losses ranging from 24% to 43%; the literature study indicated losses averaging 20.7%, and the 

sales study indicated losses ranging from 19% to 74% – with the most likely range of loss being 19% to 

40%.  Some observations of this study and its conclusions follow.  

 

Realtor Survey 

The purpose of the realtor survey was to learn from the people who are on the first tier of the buying and 

selling of real estate what they thought of wind turbines and their impact on residential property value. 

This survey was designed to measure what type of impact (positive, negative, or no impact) that wind 

turbines have on vacant residential land and improved property. The questions were designed to measure 

three different visual field proximity situations to wind turbines. These three were bordering proximity 

(defined as 600ft from the turbine), close proximity (defined as 1,000ft from the turbine) and near 

proximity (defined as one-half mile from the wind turbines). In all situations, the wind turbines were 

visible from the property. 

Graphics and photographs were utilized to illustrate each question so that the survey taker would have 

the same or similar understanding as others on each question. In addition to asking the realtors about the 

type of impact they expected in each situation, the survey then asked them to estimate the percentage 

of the impact. Though it is understood that realtors are salespeople and not appraisers, it is also true that 

they often have to estimate asking prices for their clients or act in the capacity of a buying agent for a 

client. Both situations demand an estimate of value and recognition of those factors that both benefit and 

detract from value.   

Figure 1: This is a view of the Blue Sky Green Field wind farm. 
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The geographic area for the selection of the survey participants was defined by the wind farm projects.    

These projects were in Fond du Lac and Dodge Counties, Wisconsin.   

A total of 36 realtors were surveyed, indicating an average of 13.4 years of experience.    

The survey indicated that, in all but two scenarios, over 60% of the participants thought that the presence 

of the wind turbines had a negative impact on property value. This was true of both vacant land and 

improved land. Where the group diverted from that opinion is when they were presented with a 10-20 

acre hobby farm being in close and near proximity. In these cases, 47% (close proximity) and 44% (near 

proximity) of the participants thought that the wind turbines caused a negative impact on property value.     

The answers showed that bordering proximity showed the greatest loss of value at -43% for 1-5 acre 

vacant land and -39% for improved properties. Next in line was the close proximity, showing a -36% value 

loss for 1-5 acre vacant land and -33% for improved property. Last in line was the near proximity, showing 

a -29% loss of value for a 1-5 acre vacant parcel and -24% loss in value for improved parcels.  These losses 

show a close relationship between vacant land and improved land. This pattern was replicated regarding 

the bordering proximity for a hobby farm, whereas 70% believed it would be negatively impacted. Lastly, 

the opinions regarding the impact of the wind turbines due to placement (that being in front of the 

residence or behind the residence) showed that in both situations most participants believed there would 

be a negative impact (74% said negative to the front placement and 71% said negative to the rear 

placement). 

In conclusion, it was observed that: (a) In all cases with a 1-5 acre residential property, whether vacant or 

improved, there will be a negative impact on property value; (b) with 1-5 acre properties, the negative 

impact on property value in bordering proximity ranged from -39% to -43%; (c) with 1-5 acre properties, 

the negative impact on property value in close proximity ranged from -33% to -36%; (d) with 1-5 acre 

properties, the negative impact on property value in near proximity ranged from -24% to -29%; (e) in all 

cases the estimated loss of value between the vacant land and improved property was close. However, 

the vacant land estimates were always higher by a few percentage points; (f) it appears that hobby farm 

use on larger parcels would have lesser sensitivity to the proximity of wind turbines than single-family 

land use; and (g) placement either in front or at the rear of a residence has similar negative impacts. 

 

Literature Study 

This study looked at the recent articles and studies published related to the impact of wind turbines on 

residential property values. The review broke down the articles into several categories including health 

issues, health solutions, wind turbine hazards, conservation concerns, property values and land use, noise, 

quality of life, wind energy production, wind farms as tax havens, and economic impact.    

 

Below is a brief summary of the findings: 

➢ Articles and studies show wind turbines: 

o Intrude on the viewshed 
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o Make noise 

o Cause flicker and strobe light irritants 

o Limit development 

o Affect highest & best use 

o Increase time on the market 

o Lower property values 

➢ Wind industry cites a 2004 study by the Renewable Energy Policy Project to support their position 

that there is no impact on property value. REPP is an organization dedicated to advancing 

renewable energy.  

➢ European countries report property losses from 10% to 30%. 

➢ Realtors overwhelmingly consider wind turbines to have a negative impact on property value.  

➢ Independent appraisers usually find a diminution of land value due to the presence of wind 

turbines.  

➢ Regarding rural properties, articles indicated that land values are affected by the turbines due to: 

o Incursion into peaceful countryside, 

o Turns farms and land into industrial zones, 

o Flicker, noise and nighttime strobes.   

➢ Adjacent properties are impacted the same as the host landowner but receive none of the 

compensation.  

➢ Sometimes land values remain the same or increase for the host landowners.  

➢ Value impact decreases with distance from the turbine.  

 

After reviewing the articles and studies on wind energy, the study concluded that wind turbines appear 

to have a negative impact on the property values, health, and quality of life of residents in close proximity.  

Of the studies that found no impact on property value, nearly all were funded by wind farm developers 

or renewable energy advocacy groups. Of the studies and reports showing property loss, the average 

negative effect is -20.7%.   

  

Additionally, the research shows it is equally reasonable to conclude that some residents in close 

proximity to wind turbines experience genuine negative health effects from Low-Frequency Noise, 

infrasound and blade flicker. Of the studies and reports cited, an average setback of little over a mile 

should significantly lessen detrimental health effects. In addition to noise and flicker issues, disrupted TV 

and cell phone receptions contribute to a negative impact on the quality of life for residents living in close 

proximity to wind turbines. 

 

 

 

Sales Study 
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The purpose of the wind turbine impact sales studies was to compare the residential land sales of 

properties located within the wind turbine farm area to comparable land sales located outside of the 

influence area of the wind turbines. Being located outside of the influence area meant that the wind 

turbines could not be seen from the property.     

The areas of study include the WE Energies – Blue Sky Green Field wind farm located in the northeast 

section of Fond du Lac County and the Invenergy – Forward wind farm located in southwest Fond du Lac 

County and northeast Dodge County, all in the State of Wisconsin. The sales studies and their conclusions 

follow. 

 

WE Energies – Blue Sky Green Field Wind Farm Sales Study 

The area of study was the northeast section of Fond du Lac County bordered by Calumet County to the 

north, Lake Winnebago to the west and Sheboygan County to the east. The study included the townships 

of Calumet, Taycheedah, and Marshfield. A total of 68 vacant residential land sales were utilized for this 

study. From that total, 6 land sales were within the influence of the wind turbines (within the wind farm 

parameters), and 62 sales were located outside of that sphere of influence. The simple regression analysis 

graph is found below. 
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The sales study indicated three factors: (1) Sales within the wind turbine influence area sold for less than 

those outside of this area; (2) there were substantially fewer sales available within the turbine influence 

area as compared to those sales outside of the influence area; and (3) the impact of the wind turbines 

decreased the land values from -19% to -74%, with an average of -40%. Additionally, it can be said with a 

high rate of confidence that the impact of wind turbines on residential land sales is negative and creates 

a loss greater than -19%, averaging -40%. It is logical to conclude that the factors that created the negative 

influence on vacant land are the same factors that will impact the improved property values.  Therefore, 

it is not a leap of logic to conclude that the impact of wind turbines on improved property value would 

also be negative, most likely following the same pattern as the vacant land sales, that being greater than 

-19%, averaging -40%.   

 

Invenergy – Forward Wind Farm Sales Study 

The area of study was the southwest section of Fond du Lac County and the northeast section of Dodge 

County being bordered by US Highway 41 to the east and Horicon Marsh to the west. The study included 

the townships of Oakfield and Byron in Fond du Lac County and Leroy and Lomira in Dodge County. A total 

of 34 vacant residential land sales was utilized for this study. From that total, 6 land sales were in the 

influence of the wind turbines (within the wind farm parameters) and 28 sales were located outside of 

that sphere of influence. The simple regression analysis graph is found below. 
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those outside of this area; (2) there were substantially fewer sales available within the turbine influence 

area as compared to those sales outside of the influence area; and (3) the impact of the wind turbines 

decreased the land values from -12% to -47%, with the average being -30%. Additionally, it can be said 

with a high rate of confidence that the impact of wind turbines on residential land sales is negative and 

creates a loss greater than -12%, averaging -30%. It is logical to conclude that the factors that created the 

negative influence on vacant land are the same factors that will impact the improved property values. 

Therefore, it is not a leap of logic to conclude that the impact of wind turbines on improved property value 

would also be negative, most likely following the same pattern as the vacant land sales, that being greater 

than -12%, averaging -30%.   

 

Conclusion 

The sales study indicated that there was a loss in value of rural residential properties from a low of -12% 

to a high of -74%. The most typical range of loss could be concluded to be in the range of -19% to -40%.   

This study was for rural residential large acreage properties ranging from 1 to 10 acres. The properties 

impacted by the wind turbines all had a view of the turbines and were less than one-half mile from any 

wind turbine. This study did not measure impacts to agricultural land or recreational; therefore, its direct 

application to such properties is cautioned.    
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Clarkson University Study (Heintzelman & Tuttle) 

 

On March 3rd, 2011, Assistant Professor Martin D. Heintzelman, Ph.D. and Carrie M. Tuttle, a Ph.D. 

candidate in Environmental Science and Engineering, Clarkson University, published their study entitled 

“Values in the Wind: A Hedonic Analysis of Wind Power Facilities.” This study used 11,369 arm’s length 

transactions of residential and agricultural properties between 2000 and 2009 in Northern New York State 

to extract the impact of wind farms on property value. They found that the nearby wind facilities 

significantly reduced property values. Specifically, they found that “Decreasing the distance to the nearest 

turbine to 1-mile results in a decline in price of between 7.73% and 14.87% on the average.”227   At the 

block-group level, the existence of a wind turbine between 1 and 3 miles away impacted property values 

between -15.6% and -31%.228 

 

Study area 

The study area included three counties in Northern New York State, Clinton, Franklin and Lewis Counties. 

This area is located in the northeast corner of New York bordering Vermont to the east, Canada to the 

north and has within the area, Adirondack Park, and Lake Champlain. The area of the study is primarily 

rural, lightly populated, with small towns and villages. The area of study includes six wind farms which are 

not within the borders of the Park but are in close proximity. The per capita income analysis for the area 

indicates that it is less affluent than the rest of New York State. The typical property value in the study 

was $106,864.   

 

Conclusions from the Study 

The study indicated several factors. First, the impact of a wind farm on property values was significantly 

negative. Second, distance is a direct factor in the negative influence, and the further the distance the 

lesser the impact. Last, when measured with properties outside the influence area of the wind farms, the 

impact can be as great as -32.06% (being within 0.10 miles of a turbine) to -13.79% (being 3 miles away 

from a wind turbine) when measured as a block-group with fixed effects factored in. A more conservative 

conclusion, using the repeat sales method, results in an impact of -24.12% (being within 0.10 mile of a 

wind turbine) to -10.06% (when 3 miles away).229 Other results showed at the block-group level that the 

existence of a wind turbine between 1 and 3 miles away impacted property values between -15.6% and -

31%.230     

 

                                                           
227 Values in the Wind, 2. 
228 Ibid, 21.  
229 Values in the Wind, 39, Table 12.  
230 Ibid, 21.  
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Coral Springs Development Study (Forensic Appraisal Group, Ltd) 

 

The Coral Springs development is located on Boulder 

Ridge Road across the road from Fish Creek, in 

Section 34, T13N, R73W, of Albany County, 

Wyoming. This development is comprised of 7 lots 

being 35.1 acres to 35.3 acres in size, having a mix of 

vegetation from spruce and fir trees to grassland and 

sagebrush. It is in the foothills, having a view of the 

grassland valley to the east and north. Currently, 

there are no residences in this development, 

however, there are some storage buildings built on 

Lot A. It is improved with private gravel/dirt roads 

and underground utilities. The development has 

protective covenants which require stick-built 

homes - no modular or mobile homes.  It has direct 

access to Boulder Ridge Road which connects with 

Cherokee Park Road one mile to the east. It is being 

marketed by Duane Toro Real Estate, Laramie, 

Wyoming; Duane Toro and Bob Davis, agents. One 

parcel was marketed by Dean Smith a private 

property owner. The original development owners 

are Grant L. Lindstrom and Shane M. Cox.     

 

Sales and Listing History 

Since the development began, there have been three lots sold:  two lots before the Hermosa West Project 

was announced and one lot after.   

Lot A sold for $100,000 on July 13th, 2007 to Stanley P. Hobbs as a custodian for Morganna E. & Alexandra 

L. Hobbs. Lot B sold for $100,000 on December 12th, 2007 to Dean P. Smith and Diane Smith-Conroy. The 

listing price on Lot A was $100,000 and on Lot B $135,000. These sales were completed before the 

Hermosa West project was announced. The remaining lots were listed between $125,000 to $150,000.231   

Since the Hermosa West project was announced and is known in the area, the owner of Lot B has placed 

his lot up for sale, asking $79,000 and sold for $75,000, June 13, 2010.232 This sale shows a $25,000 (25%) 

deduction from its original sold price in 2007. The remaining unsold lots have all been reduced to $87,000 

since November 15, 2010. This reduction ranges from -30% for the lowest lot listed at $125,000, and -42% 

                                                           
231 Information confirmed with listing broker, Bob Davis.  
232 Information confirmed with Bob Davis, Michelle White, and court records. 

Figure 2: The Coral Springs development is highlighted in 
yellow with the original and new listing prices noted per lot. 
The Hermosa West project is highlighted in light green. Fish 
Creek is located just south of the development. 
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for the ones listed at $150,000. It would appear that the Smith sale is an indicator of how the market is 

responding to the proposed wind farm and the remaining listed parcels will sell for much less than the 

new asking price. Investigating the reason for the decrease in unsold lot prices, two factors were 

uncovered that played a part: The sluggish economy and the Hermosa West project. According to the 

seller, the Smith property was put up for sale due entirely to the Hermosa West project which is proposed 

to abut the Coral Springs development to the east and north.233    

 

Observations and conclusions 

It is apparent that, though the sluggish economy in the Wyoming real estate market can be attributed to 

some of the declines in property value, the Hermosa West project appears to be the dominating factor, 

indicating a negative impact on value with a potential range of -25% to -44%, showing an average of -35%.   

  

                                                           
233 Information confirmed with Dean Smith. 
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McCann Value Impact Study 

 

Michael S. McCann, CRA, a state licensed Certified General Appraiser (Illinois), completed a study of 

improved residential properties in the Mendota Hills wind farm area (Lee County, Illinois). This study was 

completed for property owners who were disputing the claims of another wind farm developer that wind 

farms do not have an impact on residential property value. 

Mendota Hills wind farm is located near the village of Paw, Lee County, Illinois, and operated 63 wind 

turbines at the time of the study. Each wind turbine stands 214ft from ground to the bub and has three 

85ft long blades. It was constructed in June-November 2003. It was the first utility-scale wind farm in the 

state. 

Mr. McCann compared the average sale price $/GLA of fifteen residences located within two-miles of the 

Mendota wind farm to the average sale price $/GLA of thirty-eight residences located greater than two-

miles from the Mendota wind farm. The time period of this study was 2003-2005 when the residential 

market was very robust in the Lee County area. 

The study indicated the following values: 

STUDY  GROUP LOCATION  VALUES 

GROUP 1 Within 2-miles of Mendota wind farm  $  78.84 sf 
GROUP 2 Greater than 2-miles of the Mendota wind farm $104.72/sf 
 Difference in sale price per GLA $  25.89/sf 
 Average diminution of value of residences within 2-miles of the wind 

farm 
-25% 

 

Mr. McCann concluded that the presence of the Mendota wind farm had a -25% impact on residential 

improved properties that were located within two-miles of the wind farm.  

 

Figure 3: Mendota Hills wind farm west of I-39. (Wikipedia) 
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Big Sky Wind Farm (IL) Matched Pair Analysis (Paired Data Analysis) 

 

A matched pair analysis study using residential sales outside of the Big Sky Windfarm was completed in 

July 2015, by Kurt C. Kielisch (Forensic Appraisal Group, Ltd, Wisconsin). A matched pair analysis (a.k.a. 

paired data sales analysis) is defined as “a procedure used in the direct sales comparison approach to 

estimate values of specific property characteristics in order to find a value of the subject property. 

Property sales are paired with similar property characteristics.”234 The Appraisal Institute’s text further 

defines paired data analysis as: “A quantitative technique used to identify and measure adjustments to 

the sales prices . . . of comparable properties . . . to isolate the single characteristic’s effect on value . . 

.”235  The isolated variable, in this case, was the impact that wind farms, i.e. wind turbines, have on 

residential property value.  

This wind farm is located in Lee and Bureau Counties centered around Ohio, Illinois. Big Sky is a 22,400-

acre project area generating 240MW through one-hundred and fourteen 80-meter tall wind turbines of 

2.1MW each.  

 

                                                           
234 The Language of Real Estate (1991). Jeffrey D. Fisher, Robert S. Martin and Paige Mosbaugh. Real 
Estate Education Company. Chicago. Pg 137. 
235 The Appraisal of Real Estate 14th Edition (2013). Appraisal Institute. Chicago. Pg 399. 
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The scope of work (SoW) followed for this analysis was: 

1. Collect all topographical and aerial maps of Big Sky which show the placement of the wind 

turbines.  

2. From the Big Sky wind turbine placement map, create a study map indicating three zones: zero 

zone which is within the confines of the wind farm, 1-mile zone which is a band approximately 

one mile wide generating from the perimeter of the zero zone and 3-mile zone which is a band 

approximately 3-miles wide generating from the edge of the zero zone.  

3. Search for all residential sales found within the three zones from January 1st, 2011 to present to 

make certain all sales took place right before or after Big Sky was in operation.  

4. Utilize MRED (MLS), Zillow, and assessment records as our research tools for finding sales.   

5. Once sales were discovered confirm the sale was not a foreclosure, short sale or non-arms- length 

transaction. Remove all non-sales from the study.  

6. Using the remaining sales search for comparable sales within the non-impact zone (greater than 

5-miles from the edge of the zero zone, or sales less than this distance that cannot see the wind 

turbines).  Keep the parameters narrow as to the dates of sale, gross living area (GLA), size of 

parcel, style of residence, number of outbuildings, and location.  

7. Confirm that the comparable sales discovered are all arms-length transactions. Remove the sales 

that did not fit this category.  

8. Pair up the “wind farm zone” sales with comparable non-wind farm sales. Remove all wind farm 

zone sales that did not have adequate comparable sales.  

9. Locate all sales on a study map.  

10. View all sales confirming the data description from our sources, take pictures and note location 

and view of wind turbines. Remove wind farm zone sales that do not have a view of wind turbines. 

11. Confirm all wind farm zone and comparable sales with either the buyer, seller or broker of the 

transaction, check assessor’s records and get a copy of the transaction deed.  

12. Create sales sheets of all sales.  

13. Create a sales map of all sales. 

14. Complete matched pair analysis of selected wind farm zone sales and their corresponding 

comparable sale.  

15. Utilize Marshall & Swift Cost services, extracted values from sales and other acceptable methods 

to support adjustments for known variables in the analysis.  

 The following pages include five matched pair analyses, sales map locating the sales utilized and data 

sheets of each sale.  
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Item Sale 1-WF adj Comparable 1-A adj difference notes

Sale ID Subitte-IR-001 Leecter-IR-003

distance to WT 1.72 miles (cluster) none visible (see note)

wind turbines 0.875 miles from comparable but 

cannot see  them due to the wooded area and 

ravines, can see them as you exit and enter 

subdivision. 

address 408 LaMoilee Road 1939 Ole Hickory Rd

city/county Sublette/Lee Amboy/Lee

sales price 250,000.00$                    272,000.00$                    

terms arms length arms length

terms adj typical 0% typical 0%

date of sale January 9, 2015 June 19, 2015

difference in months base -5

time adj none needed 0%

adj sales price 250,000.00$                    272,000.00$                    

GLA (above grade) 2,271                                2,008                                

$/GLA 110.08$                            135.46$                            -23% comparing GLAs only with no other adjustments

neighborhood rural rural- subdivision -$                 subdivision has superior appeal is factored in land 

lot size in acres 3.01 2.2 13,500.00$    based on $15,000/ac

lot description open with few trees
good landscaping, 

mature trees
(10,000.00)$   superior landscaping 

home style 1 sty- traditional 1 story- traditional -$                 

exterior siding vinyl/brick vinyl 5,000.00$       brick 3% adjustment based on cost

home built/eff age 2004/10yrs 2000/14yrs 13,000.00$    total economic life used = 55 yrs

condition very good very good -$                 

room count 7 total/4 br/3.5bth 6 total/3 br/2.5 baths 6,000.00$       bathroom contribution value = $6,000

GLA in sf 2,271                                2,008                                21,000.00$    contribution value = $80/sf 

basement partly finished
finished 924±sf, br, fam, 

kit, fair quality
(4,000.00)$     

finished bsmt at $20/sf contribution value includes 

extra br, family rm, bath less the partial finish of WT 

sale

patio/deck/porch patio deck -$                 similar

fireplace yes- 2 sided yes -$                 similar

central air yes yes -$                 

garage attached 3-car attached 3-car -$                 similar size

outbuildings none 2 car garage w/loft (15,000.00)$   garage = $15,000 contribution value

other

gravel drive, garden tub, 

central vac, in ground 

pool

paved driveway, 

whirlpool
7,000.00$       

paved vs gravel= $5,000, whirlpool= garden tub, 

central vac = $2,000, pool= $10,000

36,500.00$    

250,000.00$  308,500.00$  

(58,500.00)$     

-23% overall impact due to presence of wind turbines/farm

Matched Pair 1

total adjusted $

total adjusted value (adj + adj sales price)

difference in value in $

difference in value in %  
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Item Sale 2-WF adj Comparable 2-A adj difference notes

Sale ID Ohio-IR-001 Wyanet-IR-001

distance to WT 0.32 miles none 
no wind turbine was visible from property, closest 

turbine was 5.58 miles away

address 29813 2010 E. Street 16025 Wyanet-Walnut Rd

city/county Ohio/Bureau Wyanet/Bureau

sales price 231,000.00$                    275,000.00$                        

terms arms length arms length

terms adj typical 0% typical 0%

date of sale June 2, 2015 April 3, 2015

difference in months base 2

time adj none needed 0%

adj sales price 231,000.00$                    275,000.00$                        

GLA (above grade) 2,316                                1,936                                     

$/GLA 99.74$                              142.05$                                 -42% comparing GLAs only with no other adjustments

neighborhood rural- near Ohio rural- near Wyanet -$                 

lot size in acres 6.07 6.95 -$                 similar in size

lot description
mature landscaping, 

trees & stream

mature landscaping, young 

trees
5,000.00$       stream typically adds +10% of land value

home style 1.5 sty - traditional 1.5 sty- traditional -$                 

exterior siding vinyl vinyl -$                 

home built/eff age 2001/eff 12yrs 1998/eff 12 yrs -$                 similar in condition and effective age

condition good good -$                 

room count 7 total/4 br/2.5bth 6 total/3 br/2.5 baths -$                 

GLA in sf 2,316                                1,936                                     29,000.00$    based on $ 78/sf contribution value

basement full - unfinished full- partly finished (12,000.00)$   estimated  @ $12,000

patio/deck/porch deck, screened porch covered porch 2,500.00$       deck = cov porch, screened porch = $2,500 

fireplace yes yes -$                 

central air yes yes -$                 

garage 2 car attached 2 car attached -$                 

outbuildings
refurbished barn - ave 

condition

large steel pole barn with 

truck & reg overhead doors
(20,000.00)$   

refurbished barn = $10,000 contrib value, pole barn with 

concrete floor, storage, ave qlty = $30,000

other
concrete drive, hot tub, 

heated garage 
concrete circular drive -$                 

comparable concrete drive was larger $2,000, hot tub 

$1,000 and heated garage $1,000 

4,500.00$       

231,000.00$  279,500.00$  

(48,500.00)$ 

-21% overall impact due to presence of wind turbines/farm

Matched Pair 2-A

total adjusted $

total adjusted value (adj + adj sales price)

difference in value in $

difference in value in %   
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Item Sale 2-WF adj Comparable 2-B adj difference notes

Sale ID Ohio-IR-001 Marion-IR-001

distance to WT 0.32 miles none no wind turbines visible, closest one is 9.42 miles. 

address 29813 2010 E. Street 1033 Pump Factory Rd

city/county Ohio/Bureau Dixon/Lee

sales price 231,000.00$                    225,000.00$                    

terms arms length arms length

terms adj typical 0% typical 0%

date of sale June 2, 2015 June 24, 2014

difference in months base 11

time adj none needed 0%

adj sales price 231,000.00$                    225,000.00$                    

GLA (above grade) 2,316                                2,900                                

$/GLA 99.74$                              77.59$                              22% comparing GLAs only with no other adjustments

neighborhood rural- near Ohio rural- near Wyanet -$                 

lot size in acres 6.07 1.08 40,000.00$    estimated 1 acre value at $20,000, 6 acre= $60,000

lot description
mature landscaping, 

trees & stream

mature landscaping, 

trees
-$                 

home style 1.5 sty - traditional 1.5 sty- traditional -$                 

exterior siding vinyl vinyl -$                 

home built/eff age 2001/eff 12yrs 1999/eff 12 yrs -$                 similar in condition and effective age

condition good good -$                 

room count 7 total/4 br/2.5bth 8 total/4 br/1.5 baths 5,000.00$       adj based on one bath 

GLA in sf 2,316                                2,900                                (45,500.00)$   based on $ 78/sf contribution value

basement full - unfinished none (crawl space) 21,000.00$    estimated  @ $20/sf x 1,038sf due to no basement

patio/deck/porch deck, screened porch lg cov porch, lg deck -$                 deck = deck, screened porch = lg cov porch

fireplace yes yes -$                 

central air yes yes -$                 

garage 2 car attached 2 car attached -$                 

outbuildings
refurbished barn - ave 

condition
none 10,000.00$    refurbished barn = $10,000 contribution value

other
concrete drive, hot tub, 

heated garage 
gravel drive, hot tub 6,000.00$       

concrete $5,000, hot tub $1,000, heated garage $1,000, 

comparable had an above ground pool treated as 

personal property
36,500.00$    

231,000.00$  261,500.00$  

(30,500.00)$ 

-13% overall impact due to presence of wind turbines/farm

Matched Pair 2-B

total adjusted $

total adjusted value (adj + adj sales price)

difference in value in $

difference in value in %  
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Item Sale 3-WF adj Comparable 3-A adj difference notes

Sale ID Eastove-IR-001 Walnut-IR-001

distance to WT 0.34 miles to nearest one none visible closest wind turbine to comparable sale is 5.2 miles

address 31 Peoria Road 27531 1250 E. Street

city/county Ohio/Lee Walnut/Bureau

sales price 125,000.00$                      139,700.00$                    

terms arms length arms length

terms adj typical 0% typical 0%

date of sale December 8, 2012 February 4, 2014

diffence in months base -14

time adj none needed 0%

adj sales price 125,000.00$                      139,700.00$                    

GLA (above grade) 1,420                                   1,864                                

$/GLA 88.03$                                74.95$                              15% comparing GLAs only with no other adjustments

neighborhood rural- close to Ohio rural - close to Walnut -$                 

lot size in acres 2.45 2.5 -$                 similar 

lot description
mature landscaping some 

trees

mature landscaping 

some trees
-$                 

home style ranch ranch -$                 

exterior siding vinyl
wood press board, brick 

wainscoting in front
3,600.00$       

5% of cost per sf contribution value of residence for press 

board vs vinyl

home built/eff age 1978/24 yrs 1977/24 yrs -$                 similar condition and effective age

condition average average -$                 

room count 7 total/3 br/2bth 7 total/4 br/3.5 baths (5,000.00)$     adj is for 1.5 baths @$3,000 per bath & $2,000 half

GLA in sf 1,420                                   1,864                                (22,200.00)$   based on $50/sf contribution value

basement no basement- slab full- partly finished (14,000.00)$   estimated  @ $10/sf x 1420sf due to no basement

patio/deck/porch brick paver patio none 2,000.00$       

fireplace yes yes -$                 

central air yes yes -$                 

garage 3 car detached 2 car attached 8,000.00$       $8,000 per car bay beyond two

outbuildings 32x40 pole shed- newer none 22,000.00$    
pole shed estimated at $39,000 new, $22,000 

contribution value

other
concrete drive, new 

greenhouse, fence
concrete drive, none 6,000.00$       

greenhouse estimated at $5,000 contribution value, 

fence=$1,000

400.00$          

125,000.00$  140,100.00$  

(15,100.00)$ 

-12% overall impact due to presence of wind turbines/farm

Matched Pair 3

total adjusted $

total adjusted value (adj + adj sales price)

difference in value in $

difference in value in %   
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Item Sale 4-WF adj Comparable 4-A adj difference notes

Sale ID May-IR-001 Bradord-IR-001

distance to WT 0.53 mi to closest one none no wind turbines in view, closest one is 7.89 miles

address 341 Rockyford Road 2369 McGirr Road

city/county Amboy/Lee Ashton/Lee

sales price 132,000.00$                    183,000.00$                    

terms arms length/divorce arms length

terms adj typical 10% typical 0%

Realtor stated thought sold under market due to 

divorce, 10% adjustment was made to represent this 

based on comments & appraiser's experience

date of sale February 6, 2015 October 6, 2014

difference in months base 4

time adj none needed 0%

adj sales price 145,200.00$                    183,000.00$                    

GLA (above grade) 2,000                                1,936                                

$/GLA 72.60$                              94.52$                              -30% comparing GLAs only with no other adjustments

neighborhood rural rural -$                 

lot size in acres 5.00 3.92 8,000.00$       at $8,000/ac

lot description mature lot, some trees mature lot, some trees -$                 

home style 2 sty- farmhouse 2 sty- farmhouse -$                 

exterior siding vinyl vinyl -$                 

home built/eff age 1901/30 yrs 1901/25 yrs (12,900.00)$   used total economic life = 55 yrs

condition average average -$                 

room count 8 total/4 br/2bth 7 total/3 br/1 bath 3,000.00$       $3,000 for full bath

GLA in sf 2,000                                1,936                                -$                 no adjustment needed, very similar in size

basement full- unfinished partial- unfinished -$                 no adjustment needed, similar in use, old basement

patio/deck/porch cov porch wood deck -$                 wood deck = covered porch

fireplace none heatilator system (2,000.00)$     

central air none none -$                 

garage none
2 car detached w/game 

room 
(12,000.00)$   

$12,000 contribution value for garage w/14x21 game 

room

outbuildings

36x120 metal sided 

shed with heat and 

bathroom, 36x140 

metal sided shed, 50x55 

metal sided barn, 28x33 

corn crib

40x50 metal sided 

machine shed 
14,000.00$    

36x140 building old chicken coop= $3,000, 36x120 

building has work shop w/bathroom = $18,000, 50x55 

barn = $5,000, corn crib is Quonset hut for storage= 

$3,000, 40x50 machine shed= $15,000

other gravel drive gravel drive -$                 

(1,900.00)$     

145,200.00$  181,100.00$  

(35,900.00)$ 

-25% overall impact due to presence of wind turbines/farm

Matched Pair 4

total adjusted $

total adjusted value (adj + adj sales price)

difference in value in $

difference in value in %  

 

No Sales within the Zero Zone 

It was interesting to note that there were no residential sales (outside of the Village of Ohio) from January 

1, 2011, to July 1, 2015, that was located in the Zero Zone (that zone within the perimeter of the wind 

farm). Traveling through this area indicated that there were plenty of residential homes, some on larger 

farm plots and some on smaller residential lots less than 10 acres.  It appeared the density of these 

residential properties were similar to the outside zones (1-mile Zone, 3-mile Zone) yet there were no sales. 

There appears to be no explanation for this lack of sales activity in an area of 22,400 acres.  The lack of 

sales is interesting and possibly instructive to the impact that wind turbines have on property value.  It 

may suggest that when a property is inside the wind farm it is either not marketable or the property is 

receiving an income due to the wind turbines that the owner does not want to relinquish. It should be 
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noted that since we have no sales nor did not engage in an in-depth study as to the cause of the lack of 

sales, any statement on our part the reason is a theory. 

 

Summary of Findings 

This analysis through five match pairs indicated that the impact of wind turbines on residential property 

value is negative ranging from -12% to -25% of the whole property value. The average loss indicated was 

-19%.  The distance of the wind turbines ranged from 0.32 miles to 1.72 miles with the average being 0.65 

miles. It was also indicated that often when the wind turbines are not clearly seen from the property that 

they have little impact on the property value. Now, this conclusion may run counter to the noise, vibration 

and health concerns, but it may also be true that those issues are only discovered after the sale and hence 

do not play a part of it.  

It was also discovered that there were no sales found within the perimeters of the Big Sky Wind Farm 

using MRED and Zillow sources, which may indicate that such properties have suffered substantial value 

loss that it is not viable to sell them (possibly hold and rent).   
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Paired Sales Analysis – Twin Groves II 
Wind Farm 
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Paired Sales Analysis – Twin Groves II Wind Farm 

Introduction 

 

We completed an impact study to isolate the impact that a wind farm has on improved residential 

property value located in within and outside of the Twin Groves II wind farm. We attempted to include 

vacant residential land, however we found only one land sale in the wind farm, so we excluded this type 

from the analysis.  

 

The Farm 

 

The wind farm that was selected was the Twin Groves II wind farm located in McLean County, Illinois. This 

wind farm was selected due to its size, contemporary wind turbines and adequate number of sales within 

the identified wind farm.  

The details of the Twin Grove II wind farm are found in the chart below: 

Name Twin Groves II 

Location McLean County, Illinois, Townships of Arrowsmith, Cheney’s Grove and 

Dawson. 

Land area 11,000 acres (approximately half of the two wind farms Twin Groves I & II) 

Date of operation 2008 

Number of wind turbines 120 wind turbines 

Type of wind turbines Vestas V82 1.65 MW Wind Turbines (picture on next page) 

Size in kW of wind turbines 1.65MW each x 120 turbines = 198MW 

Hub height of wind turbines 80m (280ft±) 

Diameter of Turbine 82.0m (269ft±) 

Turbine height Hub ht + ½ diameter of rotors = 80m + ½ (82m)= 121m (397ft±) 

Maximum MW output Approximately 198MW  

 

Scope of Work 

 

The scope of work to complete this study included: 

• Research collect data and confirm information regarding the Twin Groves II wind farm. 

• Locating the windfarm on Google Pro mapping software, locate all the wind turbines within the 

wind farm and create the wind farm zone and concentric 1-mile zones radiating out from the farm 

to locate comparable sales as indicated on the map (see next page for working map).  

• Research and collect sales of improved residential properties within the wind farm, Zone 0.  

• Research and collect sales of comparable improved residential sales in Zones 1-5. 

• Collect sales data, property data and assessor’s data on all sales.  
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Visit each sale Figure 4: the red line outlines the wind farm Zone-0, orange line is Zone-1, yellow line is Zone-2, green 
line is Zone 3,  light blue line is Zone 4 which has a two mile width and the dark blue line is Zone 5 which has a five 
mile width. 

 

• on-site, take photographs, make field notes and try to confirm sale with current property owner.  

• Send confirmation requests to those sales not confirm in the field.  

• Collect sales and support data from the McLean County Court House.  

• Complete sales information data sheets. 

• Complete a cost approach for each sale using the Marshall & Swift Cost Handbook and Valuation 

Service.  

• Extract Effective Age of each sale using the Cost Approach. 

• Complete Paired Sales analysis for each comparable Zone 0 sale. 

• Extract the impact of the wind farm from the Paired Sales analysis. 

• Using mapping services, locate the nearest wind turbines to each Zone 0 sale, map them and 

measure the distance from the turbine to the residence.  

• Complete a sales map for each Zone 0 Paired Sales analysis.  

 

Conclusions 

 

The conclusions of the nine paired sales are found in the following table: 
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Pairing Impact Type of 

Residence 

Gross Living Area Age (year built) Distance to nearest 

wind turbine 

C -22.0% Ranch 1,858 sf 1987 1,483 ft 

D -7.7% One story 2,290 sf 1992 5,259 ft 

E -46.6% One story 2,089 sf 2008 1,896 ft 

F -25.9% 1.5 story 1,100 sf 1909 1,722 ft 

G -8.5% Two story 2,271 sf 2001 4,950 ft 

H -40.2% Tri-level 1,901 sf 1977 5,481 ft 

I -32.8% Two story 1,728 sf 1880 2,129 ft 

J -17.2% Two story 2,016 sf 1911 3,094 ft 

K -9.2% Two story 2,054 sf 1920 1,591 ft 

 

This table was put into the following graph to test if distance had a factor in the impact: 
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 This chart clearly indicates that there is a relationship between distance from a wind turbine and impact 

to value that a wind turbine causes. It can be said with confidence, that the closer a wind turbine is to a 

residence the greater negative impact it has on value.  

The location map, the analysis, corresponding cost approach and sales sheets for each Paired Analysis 

follows.  
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Paired Sale Group C 
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Dawson-IR-001-T Oldtown-IR-001 Martin-IR-001 Towanda-IR-001

address 12348N 2800 East Road 22286 Ridgewood Drive 18368 N 3600 East Road 17797 N2300 East Road

Municipality/County Dawson Township Old Town Township Martin Township Towanda Township

Sale Price $219,000.00 $304,500.00 $312,000.00 $285,000.00

Sale Date May 15, 2017 August 31, 2016 August 31, 2017 November 3, 2017

time in months Base 9 -4 -6

time adj per year 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $304,500.00 $312,000.00 $285,000.00

lot size description acres 0 5.86 3.21 7.59 

land= $44,500.00 $99,600.00 $64,200.00 $91,100.00

adjustment ($55,100.00) ($19,700.00) ($46,600.00)

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm Non-wind farm Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

style ranch ranch 1-sty 1-sty

age 1987 1974 1993 1991

effective age 24 25 24 24

2% 0% 0%

adjustment $3,600.00 $0.00 $0.00

exterior siding vinyl wood/brick brick & vinyl brick

average average average average

room count  total unknown 8 unknown unknown

 BRs 3 4 4 3

 baths 2 3 2.5 2.5

GLA in sq.ft. 1,858 2,304 2,458 1,911 

$62.34 $60.85 $66.26

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

($27,800.00) ($36,500.00) ($3,500.00)

basement 1858 2304 2458 1911

500 1728 1980 0

$7.00 $7.00 $7.00

($8,600.00) ($10,400.00) $3,500.00 

garage 725 576 576 600

contribution value $15,000.00 $9,000.00 $9,000.00 $10,000.00

 $                              6,000.00  $                              6,000.00  $                              5,000.00 

porches, decks wd deck, encl porch encl por, porch, wd deck wd deck, porch wd deck, porch

contribution value $10,000.00 $8,000.00 $7,000.00 $3,000.00

 $                              2,000.00  $                              3,000.00  $                              7,000.00 

Other concrete & gravel drive gravel drive gravel drive gravel drive

hot tub shed pole building detached garage

1,380sf lean to machine shed

2,208 pole building grain bins

3,500 machine shed

fire pit

18ft dia pool

fencing

contribution value $49,900.00 $6,400.00 $39,400.00 $31,700.00

 $                            43,500.00  $                            10,500.00  $                            18,200.00 

($36,400) ($47,100) ($16,400)

$268,100 $264,900 $268,600

$267,200

$219,000

($48,200)

-22.0%

1,483                                      ft

5

2,849                                      ft

Difference in dollars

Difference as precentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group C

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

distance to nearest wind turbine

number of turbines in group sight

furtherst wind turbine in grouping

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf

Sale Price of Subject
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,858 sf  $ 109.78 /sf  $ 203,978.11 

1858 sf  $   24.72 /sf  $   45,927.12 

725 sf  $   35.50 /sf  $   25,737.02 

320 sf  $   14.56 /sf  $     4,658.41 

252 sf  $   53.51 /sf  $   13,483.58 

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 293,784.24 

44%  $ 128,196.76 

24 years

55 years

 $ 165,587.48 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

14%  $   41,487.48 

Reason:

 $     124,100.00 

 $       39,900.00 

 $       10,500.00 

 $       44,500.00 

 $    219,000.00 

Dawson-IR-001-T

GLA

basement

garage

enclosed porch

wood deck 

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,304 sf  $  114.72 /sf  $ 264,310.41 

       2,304 sf  $    30.41 /sf  $   70,071.49 

           576 sf  $    28.36 /sf  $   16,332.50 

           160 sf  $    63.87 /sf  $   10,218.57 

             56 sf  $    20.75 /sf  $     1,162.26 

           144 sf  $    22.16 /sf  $     3,190.73 

 $ 365,285.97 

46%  $ 166,785.97 

25 years

55 years

 $ 198,500.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     198,500.00 

 $         1,400.00 

 $         5,000.00 

 $       99,600.00 

 $    304,500.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

open porch

wood deck

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Oldtown-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

enclosed porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,458 sf  $  108.40 /sf  $ 266,456.91 

       2,458 sf  $    31.13 /sf  $   76,508.28 

           576 sf  $    28.12 /sf  $   16,197.80 

           288 sf  $    14.56 /sf  $     4,192.57 

           288 sf  $    27.36 /sf  $     7,880.01 

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 371,235.57 

44%  $ 162,835.57 

24 years

55 years

 $ 208,400.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     208,400.00 

 $       33,400.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       64,200.00 

 $    312,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Covered porch

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Martin-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

wood deck
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,911 sf  $  118.62 /sf  $ 226,689.42 

       1,911 sf  $    20.40 /sf  $   38,991.92 

           600 sf  $    30.99 /sf  $   18,591.55 

           192 sf  $    19.64 /sf  $     3,771.63 

             72 sf  $    32.74 /sf  $     2,357.27 

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 290,401.80 

44%  $ 128,201.80 

24 years

55 years

 $ 162,200.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     162,200.00 

 $       25,700.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       91,100.00 

 $    285,000.00 

Towanda-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

wood deck

porch - open

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)
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Sale Date Sale Price

May 15, 2017 $219,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,858 $117.87

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

2.120 $103,302
 

 SALE: Dawson-IR-001-T  

 

Located at: 12348 N 2800 East Road 

Municipality: Dawson Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 23-10-400-002 

Grantor: Brian & Melinda Kagel 

Grantee:  Ryan Root 

Recording Doc: 2017-00008863 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture 

Use: Agricultural 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 83% wooded: 17% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, rural 
residential 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1987 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): 500sf± 

# Garage spaces:  2 Garage Type: 725sf attached & insulated Driveway type: Concrete & gravel 

Room Count: N/A 3 2 Fireplace: Natural fireplace 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

320sf deck, 252sf 
enclosed porch 

Central Air: Yes Heating: 
LP gas FHA & Corn 
Burner Stove 

Road 
Frontage 

County road 

# of Outbuildings: 3  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

1,380sf lean to, 2,208sf pole building with 2 insulated 
stalls, 3,500sf machine shed with 30’x30’ heated 
concrete floor 

Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel 
#17113C0575E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: 18’ swimming pool, hot tub hook up, fire pit, well septic system/private well. 
Verification Comments: The buyer Ryan Root, stated by questionnaire that he did not know the previous owner, the sale price 
was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. The seller, Brian Kagel stated by questionnaire 
that the sale price was fair, and the buyer approached with an offer. The closest wind turbine that is in view from this 
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property is approximately 1,490.72 linear feet to the southeast. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 5: View of residence with Wind Turbine figuring prominently, looking northwesterly from across 2800 East Road. 

 

Figure 6: View of Wind Turbines located across N 2800 East Road looking southeasterly from the driveway. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

July 29, 2016 $312,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,458 $126.93

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

3.210 $97,196
 

 SALE: Martin-IR-001  

 

Located at: 18368 N 3600 East Road 

Municipality: Martin Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 17-12-400-012 

Grantor: Curt B. & Sue Ann Heimer 

Grantee:  Reed & Lindsey Rinkenberger 

Recording Doc: 2016-00014717 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: Open: 93% Wooded: 7% Wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Brick & Vinyl  Year Built: 1993 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 1980sf 

# Garage spaces: 2  Garage Type: 576sf attached  Driveway type: 
Gravel with concrete 

apron 

Room Count:  4 2.5 Fireplace: 
Natural fireplace with stone 

hearth  Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

288sf deck, 288sf open 
porch 

Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA Road Type County road  

# of Outbuildings: 1  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

4,320sf pole building Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, 
within FIRM Panel #17113C0390E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Private well/septic system, newer kitchen updates, main floor carpet and paint recently updated. 
Circular gravel driveway. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

August 31, 2016 $304,500

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,304 $132.16

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

5.860 $51,962
 

 SALE: Oldtown-IR-001  

 

Located at: 22286 Ridgewood Drive 

Municipality: Old Town Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 22-35-300-012 

Grantor: Jason W. Proehl 

Grantee:  Paul J. & Jill M. Messamore 

Recording Doc: 2016-00016839 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 54% wooded: 46% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes, landscaping site 
improvements, mulch beds 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story w/walkout Exterior siding: Wood & Brick Year Built: 1974 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): 1,728sf  

# Garage spaces:  2.5 Garage Type: 576sf attached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: 8 4 3 Fireplace:  2 natural fireplaces 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

160sf enclosed porch, 
56sf open porch, 144sf 

deck Central Air: Yes Heating: 
Forced air, 2 

fireplaces 
Road 

Frontage 
Town Road 

# of Outbuildings:  1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

280sf shed Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 840ft to 862ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0550E, effective 07-16-2008. Property located at end of rural cul-de-sac. 
Improvements: Private well/septic system, New 50-year roof installed in 2015. Vaulted ceilings, hardwood floors. 
Basement is mostly finished with a full bathroom.  
Verification Comments: The seller Jason W. Proehl, stated by questionnaire that he knew the buyer as a friendly 
acquaintance, the sale price was fair and that the sale price was the asking price.  
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

November 3, 2017 $285,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,911 $149.14

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

7.590 $37,549
 

 SALE: Towanda-IR-001  

 

Located at: 17797 N 2300 East Road 

Municipality: Towanda Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 15-13-100-005 

Grantor: Armstrong Construction Co. 

Grantee:  Joseph D. Snodgrass 

Recording Doc: 2017-00020701 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture 

Use: Agricultural 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 87% wooded: 13% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

45+ tree apple orchard, Lawn, mature trees, shade trees 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Brick  Year Built: 1991 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full  FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2  Garage Type: 600sf attached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 2.5 Fireplace: Wood burning stove 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

192sf deck, 72sf open 
porch 

Central Air: Yes Heating: Forced Air 
Road 

Frontage 
US Highway 

# of Outbuildings: 2  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

704sf garage, 1,536sf metal shed, 2 4,000 BU Bins Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 804ft to 816t above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008.  
 
Improvements: Private well/septic system. Above ground pool. 
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Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sale Group D 
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Chenove-IR-001-T Bellwer-IR-001

address 10402 Feather Lane 22286 Ridgewood Drive

Municipality/County Cheneys Grove Township Bellflower Township

Sale Price $162,000.00 $150,000.00

Sale Date August 18, 2017 July 20, 2016

time in months Base 13

time adj per year 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $150,000.00

lot size description acres 1.01 2.32 

land= $40,400.00 $60,300.00

adjustment ($19,900.00)

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 

style one story one story

age 1992 1976

effective age 25 41

29%

adjustment $24,000.00

exterior siding vinyl brick

average average

room count  total unknown unknown

 BRs 3 3

 baths 2.5 2

GLA in sq.ft. 2,290 2,212 

$29.02

$2,300.00 

basement 2290 2212

390 0

$0.00

$3,900.00 

garage size in sf 565 780

contribution value $9,000.00 $6,000.00

 $                              3,000.00 

porches, decks cov porch, open porch wood deck

contribution value $10,000.00 $1,000.00

 $                              9,000.00 

Other blacktop paved drive asphalt & concrete drive

storage shed (80sf) storage shed (100sf)

average landscaping average landscaping

contribution value $9,400.00 $7,300.00

 $                              2,100.00 

$24,400 

$174,400

$174,400

$162,000

($12,400)

-7.7%

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as percentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group D

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

adjustment 

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,290 sf  $ 106.66 /sf  $ 244,255.34 

2290 sf  $   23.96 /sf  $   54,865.07 

565 sf  $   28.12 /sf  $   15,888.47 

510 sf  $   27.36 /sf  $   13,954.19 

230 sf  $   15.55 /sf  $     3,576.83 

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 332,539.90 

45%  $ 151,154.50 

25 years

55 years

 $ 181,385.40 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

21%  $   69,185.40 

Reason:

 $     112,200.00 

 $            400.00 

 $         9,000.00 

 $       40,400.00 

 $    162,000.00 

Chenove-IR-001-T

GLA

basement

garage

porch

covered porch

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,212 sf  $  112.74 /sf  $ 249,385.25 

       2,212 sf  $    20.09 /sf  $   44,435.17 

           780 sf  $    29.23 /sf  $   22,800.96 

           160 sf  $    22.16 /sf  $     3,545.26 

sf /sf  $                 -   

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 320,166.64 

74%  $ 237,766.64 

41 years

55 years

 $   82,400.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $       82,400.00 

 $            300.00 

 $         7,000.00 

 $       60,300.00 

 $    150,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Bellwer-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

wood deck
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Sale Date Sale Price

July 20, 2016 $150,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,212 $67.81

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

2.320 $64,655
 

 SALE: Bellwer-IR-001  

 

Located at: 36215 E 200 North Road 

Municipality: Bellflower Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 39-06-100-004 

Grantor: D. Darwin Builta & Rebecca Builta 

Grantee:  Eric A. Sommer 

Recording Doc: 2016-00013649 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 88% wooded: 12% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural 
Residential/Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Brick Year Built: 1976 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2.5  Garage Type: 780sf attached Driveway type: Asphalt and concrete 

Room Count: N/A N/A 2 Fireplace: None  
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

160sf deck 
Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

US Highway 

# of Outbuildings:  1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

Utility shed (100sf) Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land:  The property lies at 695ft to 705ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17147C0025E, effective 06-16-2011. 
 
Improvements: well/septic system. 
 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

August 18, 2017 $162,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,290 $70.74

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.010 $160,396
 

 SALE: Chenove-IR-001-T  

 

Located at: 10402 Feather Lane 

Municipality: Cheneys Grove Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 25-19-280-007 

Grantor: Donald E. & Mildred I. Alexander 

Grantee:  Brian Huang & Stacey Johnson 

Recording Doc: 2017-00015564 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: R-1 - Residential 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 90% wooded: 10% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential & 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Creek/stream 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1992 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 390sf 

# Garage spaces:  2 Garage Type: 656sf attached Driveway type: Asphalt  

Room Count: N/A 3 2.5 Fireplace: Natural fireplace 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

230sf open porch, 510sf 
covered porch Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

Town street 

# of Outbuildings: 1  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

Storage shed (80sf) Overall Condition: Average 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. The property lies at the end of a cul-de-sac. 
Improvements: Septic system/private well. Un-obstructed view of wind turbines from back yard of residence. 
Verification Comments: The buyer Brian Huang, stated by questionnaire and in person that he did not know the 
previous owner, the sale price was fair and that the sale price was accepted after the seller approached with an offer. 
Mr. Huang stated that the view of wind turbines from his property did not impact property value in his opinion. The 
closest wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 5,298.53ft± to the southwest. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 7: View of wind turbine looking southwesterly from edge of driveway. 

 

Figure 8: View of residence looking southwesterly from edge of driveway. 
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Paired Sale Group E 
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Chenove-IR-002-T Lexiton-IR-001

address 9697 N 3725 East Road 21213 N 2650 East

Municipality/County Cheneys Grove Township Lexington Township

Sale Price $199,900.00 $267,500.00

Sale Date September 28, 2017 June 28, 2016

time in months Base 15

time adj per year 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $267,500.00

lot size description acres 1.12 4.15 

land= $44,800.00 $66,400.00

adjustment ($21,600.00)

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 

style one story one story

age 2008 2001

effective age 9 17

15%

adjustment $28,300.00

exterior siding vinyl vinyl/brick face

average average

room count  total unknown unknown

 BRs 4 3

 baths 2 2

GLA in sq.ft. 2,089 1,929 

$78.80

$12,600.00 

basement 2089 1929

0 0

$0.00

$0.00 

garage 672 465

contribution value $15,000.00 $10,000.00

$5,000.00

porches, decks covered porch (299sf) 2 open porches, wood deck

contribution value $7,000.00 $6,000.00

$1,000.00

Other concrete & gravel concrete & gravel drive

storage shed (100sf) storage shed (120sf)

average landscaping average landscaping

contribution value $6,600.00 $6,400.00

$200.00

$25,500 

$293,000

$293,000

$199,900

($93,100)

-46.6%

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as percentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group E

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

adjustment 
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,089 sf  $ 106.76 /sf  $ 223,011.75 

2089 sf  $   20.40 /sf  $   42,623.82 

672 sf  $   27.36 /sf  $   18,386.69 

299 sf  $   27.36 /sf  $     8,180.98 

sf /sf  $                 -   

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 292,203.25 

16%  $   46,752.52 

9 years

55 years

 $ 245,450.73 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

33%  $   96,950.73 

Reason:

 $     148,500.00 

 $            600.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       44,800.00 

 $    199,900.00 

Total Cost New

Description area $/area

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Chenove-IR-002-T

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,929 sf  $  114.79 /sf  $ 221,426.47 

       1,929 sf  $    20.40 /sf  $   39,359.19 

           465 sf  $    29.84 /sf  $   13,875.61 

             55 sf  $    20.75 /sf  $     1,141.51 

             72 sf  $    19.06 /sf  $     1,372.27 

           550 sf  $    11.69 /sf  $     6,431.04 

 $ 283,606.09 

31%  $   88,906.09 

17 years

55 years

 $ 194,700.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     194,700.00 

 $            400.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       66,400.00 

 $    267,500.00 

Lexiton-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

open porch

open porch

wood deck

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 
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Sale Date Sale Price

September 28, 2017 $199,900

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,089 $95.69

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.120 $178,482
 

 SALE: Chenove-IR-002-T  

 

Located at: 9697 N 3725 East Road 

Municipality: Cheneys Grove Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 25-29-100-007 

Grantor: Jody Hall a/k/a Jodi Hall 

Grantee:  Gary Kiel 

Recording Doc: 2017-00018325 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential & 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 2008 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces:  2 Garage Type: 672sf attached Driveway type: Concrete and gravel 

Room Count: N/A 4 2 Fireplace: - 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

299.3sf covered porch 
Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

County road  

# of Outbuildings: 1  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

Storage shed (100sf±) Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: private well/septic system, partial fencing, new steel roof, newer air conditioner and furnace.  
Verification Comments: The buyer Gary Kiel, stated in person that he did not know the previous owner, the sale price 
was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. He also stated that he did not believe that 
wind turbines had an impact on property value. The closest wind turbine that is in view from this property is 
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approximately 1,879.70ft± to the southeast.  

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 9: View of residence looking southeasterly from northern driveway entrance. 

 

Figure 10: View of residence looking easterly from northern driveway entrance. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

July 29, 2016 $312,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,458 $126.93

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

3.210 $97,196
 

 SALE: Martin-IR-001  

 

Located at: 18368 N 3600 East Road 

Municipality: Martin Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 17-12-400-012 

Grantor: Curt B. & Sue Ann Heimer 

Grantee:  Reed & Lindsey Rinkenberger 

Recording Doc: 2016-00014717 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: Open: 93% Wooded: 7% Wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Brick & Vinyl  Year Built: 1993 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 1980sf 

# Garage spaces: 2  Garage Type: 576sf attached  Driveway type: 
Gravel with concrete 

apron 

Room Count:  4 2.5 Fireplace: 
Natural fireplace with stone 

hearth  Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

288sf deck, 288sf open 
porch 

Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA Road Type County road  

# of Outbuildings: 1  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

4,320sf pole building Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, 
within FIRM Panel #17113C0390E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Private well/septic system, newer kitchen updates, main floor carpet and paint recently updated. 
Circular gravel driveway. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sale Group F 
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Arroith-IR-001-T Blueund-IR-001 Towanda-IR-003

address 11365 N 3500 East Road 27607 E 1900 North Road 22416 E1900 North Road

Municipality/County Arrowsmith Township Blue Mound Township Towanda Township

Sale Price $107,900.00 $172,000.00 $150,000.00

Sale Date May 30, 2017 April 26, 2017 March 31, 2017

time in months Base 1 2

time adj per year 0.00% 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $172,000.00 $150,000.00

lot size description acres 0 1.81 1.23 

land= $54,100.00 $36,200.00 $39,400.00

adjustment $17,900.00 $14,700.00 

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 $0.00 

style 1.5 sty 1.5 sty 1.5 sty

age 1909 1909 1911

effective age 28 28 29

0% 2%

adjustment $0.00 $1,900.00

exterior siding vinyl vinyl wood

average average average

room count  total unknown unknown unknown

 BRs 3 unknown 3

 baths 1 1 1

GLA in sq.ft. 1,100 1,748 1,928 

$49.46 $47.83

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

($32,100.00) ($39,600.00)

basement 748 952 0

0 0 0

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 

garage 576 468 360

contribution value $10,000.00 $8,000.00 $7,000.00

$2,000.00 $3,000.00 

porches, decks wd deck, encl porch cov porch, open porch, deck wd deck, porch

contribution value $6,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

$1,000.00 $1,000.00 

Other gravel drive gravel drive depreciated asphalt drive

landscaping landscaping landscaping

pole shed 3,024sf fencing

pole shed 846sf

contribution value $5,500.00 $24,400.00 $6,600.00

($18,900.00) ($1,100.00)

($30,100) ($20,100)

$141,900 $129,900

$135,900

$107,900

($28,000)

-25.9%

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as percentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group F

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,100 sf  $ 102.31 /sf  $ 112,543.20 

748 sf  $   25.20 /sf  $   18,848.09 

576 sf  $   34.20 /sf  $   19,700.03 

168 sf  $   22.16 /sf  $     3,722.52 

264 sf  $   29.88 /sf  $     7,887.03 

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 162,700.87 

51%  $   82,829.53 

28 years

55 years

 $   79,871.34 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

19%  $   31,571.34 

Reason:

 $       48,300.00 

 $                     -   

 $         5,500.00 

 $       54,100.00 

 $    107,900.00 

Arroith-IR-001-T

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch

wood deck 

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,748 sf  $  100.15 /sf  $ 175,060.16 

           952 sf  $    23.79 /sf  $   22,652.70 

           468 sf  $    36.54 /sf  $   17,100.72 

           144 sf  $    32.04 /sf  $     4,613.51 

           220 sf  $    15.55 /sf  $     3,421.31 

           110 sf  $    24.67 /sf  $     2,713.90 

 $ 225,562.30 

51%  $ 114,162.30 

28 years

55 years

 $ 111,400.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     111,400.00 

 $       18,400.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       36,200.00 

 $    172,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

open porch

wood deck

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Blueund-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,928 sf  $  101.48 /sf  $ 195,656.93 

              -   sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

           360 sf  $    39.76 /sf  $   14,311.99 

           128 sf  $    83.53 /sf  $   10,692.27 

              -   sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 220,661.19 

53%  $ 116,661.19 

29 years

55 years

 $ 104,000.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     104,000.00 

 $         2,600.00 

 $         4,000.00 

 $       39,400.00 

 $    150,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Towanda-IR-003

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

enclosed porch
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Sale Date Sale Price

May 30, 2017 $107,900

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,100 $98.09

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

2.080 $51,875
 

 SALE: Arroith-IR-001-T  

 

Located at: 11365 N 3500 East Road 

Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 24-13-300-008 & 24-13-300-010 

Grantor: Dane M. & Andrea Murray 

Grantee:  Raymond F. Loftus 

Recording Doc: 2017-00009650 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 91% wooded: 9% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1880 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Crawl space FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2.5 Garage Type: 576sf detached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 1 Fireplace: - 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

264sf covered porch, 
168sf deck 

Central Air: No Heating: LP gas FHA 
Road 

Frontage 
County road  

# of Outbuildings: 0 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

-- Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, 
within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Private well/septic system, hardwood floors throughout, newer roof, windows and garage.  
Verification Comments: The buyer Raymond Loftus, stated in person that he did not know the previous owner, the sale 
price was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. He also stated that he did not believe 
that wind turbines had an impact on property value. The closest wind turbine that is in view from this property is 
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approximately 1,721.21ft± to the west. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 11: View of Wind Turbines located across N 3500 East Road, looking westerly from residence driveway. 

 

Figure 12: View of Wind Turbines looking northeasterly from southern end of property. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

April 26, 2017 $172,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,748 $98.40

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.810 $95,028
 

 SALE: Blueund-IR-001  

 

Located at: 27607 E 1900 North Road 

Municipality: Blue Mound Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 16-10-200-004 

Grantor: Scott A. & Pamela L. Hardman 

Grantee:  Ryan Thedens & Patricia Billingsley 

Recording Doc: 2017-00008512 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 77% wooded: 23% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1909 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2 Garage Type: 468sf detached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A N/A 1 Fireplace: No 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

144sf covered porch, 
220sf open porch, 110sf 

deck Central Air: No Heating: LP gas FHA Road Type County road 

# of Outbuildings: 1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

3,024sf pole frame building Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0375E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Well/septic system, oak wood cabinetry throughout kitchen. 2 separate gravel driveways lead onto 
property.  
Verification Comments: The buyer Patricia Billingsley, stated by questionnaire that she knew the previous owner, that 
the final sale price was arrived at by prior contract and that the sale price was fair. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

March 31, 2017 $150,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,928 $77.80

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.230 $121,951
 

 SALE: Towanda-IR-003  

 

Located at: 22416 E 1900 North Road 

Municipality: Towanda Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 15-02-300-004 

Grantor: Peter D. & Patricia A. Cuoco 

Grantee:  Lyle D. Gordon 

Recording Doc: 2017-00005755 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 93% wooded: 7% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural 
Residential/Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1 story Exterior siding: Wood Year Built: 1911 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Crawl space FBLA (sf): None 

# Garage spaces: 1  Garage Type: 360sf detached Driveway type: Asphalt (old and cracked) 

Room Count: N/A 3 1 Fireplace: Wood burning stove 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

128sf enclosed porch 
Central Air: No Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

State Highway 

# of Outbuildings:  1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

4-sided metal 864sf shed (24’ X 36’) Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 788ft to 792ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Septic system/private well, ceiling fan with lighting throughout residence. Partially fenced yard. 
Verification Comments: The seller Peter Cuoco, stated by questionnaire that he did not know the buyer, the sale price 
was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sale Group G 
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Chenove-IR-003-T West-IR-001

address 37253 Comache Drive 4397 N 3200 East Road

Municipality/County Cheneys Grove Township West Township

Sale Price $172,000.00 $143,500.00

Sale Date May 18, 2017 September 27, 2017

time in months Base -4

time adj per year 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $143,500.00

lot size description acres 0.72 1.50 

land= $34,600.00 $48,000.00

adjustment ($13,400.00)

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 

style 2 sty 2 sty

age 2001 1999

effective age 16 38

40%

adjustment $31,600.00

exterior siding vinyl vinyl

average average

room count  total unknown unknown

 BRs 3 4

 baths 2.5 2.5

GLA in sq.ft. 2,271 2,058 

$30.49

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

$6,500.00 

basement 1489 1176

782 0

$19.00 $0.00

$14,900.00 

garage 809 768

contribution value $15,000.00 $6,000.00

$9,000.00 

porches, decks wood deck cov porch, open porch, deck

contribution value $4,000.00 $2,000.00

$2,000.00 

Other concrete driveway gravel drive

landscaping landscaping

outdoor cooking setup pole shed 3,024sf

contribution value $9,000.00 $16,400.00

($7,400.00)

$43,200 

$186,700

$186,700

$172,000

($14,700)

-8.5%

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as percentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group G

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,271 sf  $ 101.70 /sf  $ 230,969.73 

1489 sf  $   38.26 /sf  $   56,967.42 

809 sf  $   26.60 /sf  $   21,520.31 

465 sf  $   12.86 /sf  $     5,980.87 

0 sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 315,438.31 

29%  $   91,763.87 

16 years

55 years

 $ 223,674.44 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

30%  $   95,274.44 

Reason:

 $     128,400.00 

 $                     -   

 $         9,000.00 

 $       34,600.00 

 $    172,000.00 

Chenove-IR-003-T

GLA

basement (partly 

garage

wood deck 

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,058 sf  $  100.48 /sf  $ 206,780.08 

       1,176 sf  $    22.39 /sf  $   26,332.65 

           768 sf  $    26.60 /sf  $   20,429.66 

           480 sf  $      6.31 /sf  $     3,030.77 

           240 sf  $    17.09 /sf  $     4,102.77 

              -   sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 260,675.94 

70%  $ 181,575.94 

38 years

55 years

 $   79,100.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $       79,100.00 

 $       12,400.00 

 $         4,000.00 

 $       48,000.00 

 $    143,500.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

wood deck

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

West-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

concrete patio
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Sale Date Sale Price

May 18, 2017 $172,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,271 $75.74

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

0.720 $238,889
 

 SALE: Chenove-IR-003-T  

 

Located at: 37253 Comanche Drive 

Municipality: Cheneys Grove Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 25-19-279-001 

Grantor: Marty & Teresa A. Benningfield 

Grantee:  Daniel & Kelsey Kaeb 

Recording Doc: 2017-00009122 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: R-1 - Residential 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 98% wooded: 2% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential & 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes, stone beds, garden 
area 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Vinyl Year Built: 2001 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 782sf (est.) 

# Garage spaces:  3 Garage Type: 809sf attached Driveway type: Concrete  

Room Count: N/A 3 2.5 Fireplace: Gas fireplace  
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

465sf wood deck 
Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

Town street 

# of Outbuildings: - 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

- Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. The property is located across street from Indian Springs Golf Course, 
which attracts significant traffic. 
Improvements: Septic system/shared well, vaulted ceilings, un-obstructed view of wind turbines from back yard of 
residence.  
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. The closest 
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wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 4,924.86ft± to the southwest. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 13: View of Wind Turbine looking southeasterly from driveway entrance of residence. 

 

Figure 14: View of Wind Turbines looking southeasterly from NW corner of the property. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

September 27, 2017 $143,500

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,058 $69.73

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.500 $95,667
 

 SALE: West-IR-001  

 

Located at: 4397 N 3200 East Road 

Municipality: West Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 31-21-301-007 

Grantor: Michael R. & Ruth Ann Martens 

Grantee:  Megan Maher 

Recording Doc: 2017-00017946 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 67% wooded: 33% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural 
Residential/Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Fair 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Vinyl Year Built: 1999 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 3 Garage Type: 768sf attached Driveway type: Gravel driveway 

Room Count: N/A 4 2.5 Fireplace: No 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

240sf deck, 480sf 
concrete patio Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

State Highway 

# of Outbuildings:  2 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

4-sided metal shed (616sf), detached garage 
(500sf) 

Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 720ft to 730ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008.  
 
Improvements: well/septic system, hardwood flooring. 
 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sales Group H 
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Chenove-IR-004-T Empire-IR-001

address 37367 Comache Drive 25288 Chestnut Drive

Municipality/County Cheneys Grove Township Empire Township

Sale Price $136,500.00 $220,000.00

Sale Date April 1, 2016 June 7, 2017

time in months Base -14

time adj per year 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $220,000.00

lot size description acres 0.62 1.75 

land= $37,200.00 $49,000.00

adjustment ($11,800.00)

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 

style tri-level tri-level

age 1977 1968

effective age 22 22

0%

adjustment $0.00

exterior siding vinyl & brick vinyl & brick

average average

room count  total 8 unknown

 BRs 4 4

 baths 2 3

GLA in sq.ft. 1,901 1,938 

$65.68

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

($2,400.00)

basement 529 650

0 0

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 

garage 576 621

contribution value $10,000.00 $10,000.00

$0.00 

porches, decks patio cov porch, open porch, deck

contribution value $1,000.00 $10,000.00

($9,000.00)

Other asphalt driveay gravel drive

lanscaping landscaping

utility shed shed 784sf

contribution value $6,900.00 $12,300.00

($5,400.00)

($28,600)

$191,400

$191,400

$136,500

($54,900)

-40.2%

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf

Paired Sales Analysis- Group H

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as precentage  
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,901 sf  $ 106.85 /sf  $ 203,119.58 

529 sf  $   28.24 /sf  $   14,937.96 

576 sf  $   28.12 /sf  $   16,197.80 

286 sf  $     7.68 /sf  $     2,197.10 

0 sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 236,452.44 

40%  $   94,580.98 

22 years

55 years

 $ 141,871.47 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

21%  $   49,471.47 

Reason:

 $       92,400.00 

 $            400.00 

 $         6,500.00 

 $       37,200.00 

 $    136,500.00 

Total Cost New

Description area $/area

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Chenove-IR-004-T

GLA

basement 

garage

patio
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,938 sf  $  109.40 /sf  $ 212,013.01 

           650 sf  $    28.24 /sf  $   18,354.77 

           621 sf  $    28.12 /sf  $   17,463.26 

           441 sf  $      6.31 /sf  $     2,784.52 

           160 sf  $    22.16 /sf  $     3,545.26 

           260 sf  $    39.18 /sf  $   10,187.47 

 $ 264,348.29 

40%  $ 105,648.29 

22 years

55 years

 $ 158,700.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     158,700.00 

 $         5,800.00 

 $         6,500.00 

 $       49,000.00 

 $    220,000.00 

Empire-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

concrete patio

wood deck

screened porch

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 
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Sale Date Sale Price

April 1, 2016 $136,500

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,901 $71.80

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

0.620 $220,161
 

 SALE: Chenove-IR-004-T  

 

Located at: 37367 Comanche Drive 

Municipality: Cheneys Grove Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 25-19-280-002 

Grantor: Cheryl L. Burke 

Grantee:  John E. Knerr II 

Recording Doc: 2016-00005626 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: R-1 - Residential 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 71% wooded: 29% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential & 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Creek/stream 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: Tri-level Exterior siding: Brick/vinyl Year Built: 1977 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces:  2 Garage Type: 576sf attached Driveway type: Asphalt  

Room Count: 8 4 2 Fireplace: 
Natural fireplace  

(lower level) Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

286sf concrete patio 

Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 
Road 

Frontage 
Town street 

# of Outbuildings: 1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

Utility shed (80sf) Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Septic system/shared well, split level, basement has walkout doors to concrete patio, kitchen 
completely updated, newer roof and siding. Un-obstructed view of wind turbines from back yard of residence. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. The closest 
wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 5,533.37ft± to the southwest. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 15: View of Wind Turbine looking southerly from driveway entrance. 

 

Figure 16: View of residence looking southerly from Indian Spring Road. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

June 7, 2017 $220,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,938 $113.52

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.750 $125,714
 

 SALE: Empire-IR-001  

 

Located at: 25288 Chestnut Drive 

Municipality: Empire Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 30-29-300-004 

Grantor: Paul R. Belyea, Trustee 

Grantee:  Christian W. Gallion 

Recording Doc: 2017-00010396 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 31% wooded: 69% wetlands: 10% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Gently Rolling to 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural 
Residential/Agricultural 

Water Feature: Salt Creek 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: Tri-level Exterior siding: Wood/brick Year Built: 1968 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Full w/crawlspace FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2 Garage Type: 621sf attached Driveway type: Asphalt and concrete 

Room Count: N/A 4 3 Fireplace: 
Natural fireplace with brick 

hearth Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

Raised wood deck (160sf±), 
concrete patio (441sf±), 
enclosed screen porch 

(260sf±) Central Air: Yes Heating: LP FHA 
Road 

Frontage 
Town Road 

# of Outbuildings:  1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

784sf 4-sided metal shed Overall Condition: Average 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 745ft to 780ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel 
#17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008. There are freshwater forested/shrub wetlands areas located on the property. 
Improvements: well/septic system, basement has walkout, concrete patio is located beneath enclosed screen porch. 
Verification Comments: The seller Paul R. Belyea, stated by questionnaire that he did not know the buyer, the sale price was fair and that the 
sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. The buyer Christian W. Gallion, stated by interview, that he did not know the seller, the 
sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. Mr. Gallion stated that he did not mind wind turbines. 
His wife stated that she hated the sound of wind turbines and would not live by them. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sales Group I 
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Arroith-IR-002-T Blueund-IR-002 Cropsey-IR-001 Moneeek-IR-001

address 13691 N 3550 East Road 17669 N 2400 East Road 22747 N 4100 East Road 20393 N 2150 East Road

Municipality/County Arrowsmith Township Blue Mound Township Cropsey Township Money Creek Township

Sale Price $155,000.00 $174,000.00 $100,915.00 $160,000.00

Sale Date October 10, 2017 July 20, 2016 August 19, 2016 February 8, 2017

time in months Base 15 14 8

time adj per year 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $174,000.00 $100,915.00 $160,000.00

lot size description acres 2.57 1.44 1.56 1.36 

land= $59,100.00 $46,100.00 $49,900.00 $43,500.00

adjustment $13,000.00 $9,200.00 $15,600.00 

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm Non-wind farm Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

style 2 sty 2 sty 1.50 sty 1.5 sty

age 1880 1899 1901 1920

effective age 30 29 40 26

-2% 18% -7%

adjustment ($2,000.00) $8,400.00 ($8,100.00)

exterior siding metal vinyl vinyl vinyl

average average average average

room count  total unknown unknown unknown unknown

 BRs 3 4 3 3

 baths 2 1 2 1.5

GLA in sq.ft. 1,728 1,658 1,408 1,815 

$46.86 $28.03 $49.75

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

$3,300.00 $9,000.00 ($4,300.00)

basement 1056 1074 1024 1112

0 256 0 0

$7.00 $0.00 $0.00

($1,800.00) $0.00 $0.00 

garage 888 704 0 360

contribution value $10,000.00 $9,000.00 $0.00 $7,000.00

$1,000.00 $10,000.00 $3,000.00

porches, decks
porch, cov porch, (2) encl 

por
enclosed porch wood deck (2) porches

contribution value $14,000.00 $7,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

$7,000.00 $13,000.00 $13,000.00

Other gravel gravel drive gravel drive gravel drive

lanscaping landscaping landscaping (min) landscaping

detached garage (840sf) pole barn (2,240sf) utility shed (80sf)

machine shed (1,152sf) chicken coop utility shed 120sf)

barn (1,088sf)

barn (864sf)

contribution value $40,800.00 $20,000.00 $4,700.00 $4,500.00

$20,800.00 $36,100.00 $36,300.00

$41,300 $85,700 $55,500 

$215,300 $186,615 $215,500

$205,800

$155,000

($50,800)

-32.8%

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as precentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group I

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,728 sf  $ 100.27 /sf  $ 173,259.23 

1056 sf  $   23.79 /sf  $   25,127.36 

888 sf  $   25.98 /sf  $   23,071.48 

144 sf  $   37.71 /sf  $     5,430.14 

270 sf  $   48.12 /sf  $   12,991.29 

240 sf  $   48.12 /sf  $   11,547.81 

 $ 251,427.31 

55%  $ 137,142.17 

30 years

55 years

 $ 114,285.14 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

24%  $   59,185.14 

Reason:

 $       55,100.00 

 $       34,800.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       59,100.00 

 $    155,000.00 

Arroith-IR-002-T

GLA

basement

garage

enclosed porch

covered porch

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area

enclosed porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,658 sf  $    98.56 /sf  $ 163,410.18 

       1,074 sf  $    27.84 /sf  $   29,900.76 

           704 sf  $    28.12 /sf  $   19,797.31 

           240 sf  $    57.60 /sf  $   13,823.70 

sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 226,931.94 

52%  $ 119,031.94 

29 years

55 years

 $ 107,900.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     107,900.00 

 $       14,000.00 

 $         6,000.00 

 $       46,100.00 

 $    174,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Blueund-IR-002

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

enclosed porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,408 sf  $  102.98 /sf  $ 144,993.71 

       1,024 sf  $    23.79 /sf  $   24,365.92 

              -   sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

           128 sf  $    23.42 /sf  $     2,997.85 

sf  $           -   /sf  $                 -   

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 172,357.48 

73%  $ 125,442.48 

40 years

55 years

 $   46,915.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $       46,915.00 

 $         1,100.00 

 $         3,000.00 

 $       49,900.00 

 $    100,915.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Cropsey-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

wood deck
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,815 sf  $    95.44 /sf  $ 173,217.49 

       1,112 sf  $    22.39 /sf  $   24,899.58 

           360 sf  $    38.88 /sf  $   13,996.28 

             84 sf  $    19.06 /sf  $     1,600.98 

             54 sf  $    20.75 /sf  $     1,120.75 

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 214,835.09 

48%  $ 102,835.09 

26 years

55 years

 $ 112,000.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     112,000.00 

 $                     -   

 $         4,500.00 

 $       43,500.00 

 $    160,000.00 

Moneeek-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

porch

porch

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)
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/

Sale Date Sale Price

October 10, 2017 $155,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,728 $89.70

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

2.570 $60,311
 

 SALE: Arroith-IR-002-T  

 

Located at: 13691 N 3550 East Road 

Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 24-01-200-002 

Grantor: Barbara N. Kline 

Grantee:  John C. Schmidtt 

Recording Doc: 2017-00019062 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Agricultural 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 36% wooded: 64% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Creek/stream  

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Metal  Year Built: 1880 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 3 Garage Type: 888sf attached  Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 2 Fireplace: Wood burning stove 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

128sf open porch, 144sf 
covered porch, 270sf 
enclosed porch, 240sf 

enclosed porch 
Central Air: No Heating: Forced air 

Road 
Frontage 

County road  

# of Outbuildings: 4 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

3 car detached garage (840sf), 1,152sf shed, 
1,088sf barn, 864sf barn 

Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Private well/septic system, window air conditioning units, hardwood floors. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. The closest 
wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 2,199.85ft± to the southeast. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

 

Figure 17: View of property with Wind Turbines figuring prominently in picture looking easterly from N 3550 East Road. 

 

Figure 18: View of residence (Picture used from Trulia due to landowner not being present). 
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Sale Date Sale Price

July 20, 2016 $174,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,658 $104.95

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.440 $120,833
 

 SALE: Blueund-IR-002  

 

Located at: 17669 N 2400 East Road 

Municipality: Blue Mound Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 16-18-100-011 

Grantor: Kim C. & Beth A. Schwab 

Grantee:  Corey Owens & Ryan Windle 

Recording Doc: 2016-00013908 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 90% wooded: 10% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes, garden area 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1899 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 256sf± 

# Garage spaces: 2.5 Garage Type: 704sf detached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 4 1 Fireplace: No 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

240sf enclosed porch 
Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA Road Type County road  

# of Outbuildings: 2 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

2,240sf pole frame building, chicken coop Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 790ft to 805ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008. There is an ingress egress easement and a well/septic 
maintenance easement upon the lane that connects the property to N 2400 East Road over the adjacent property to 
the west.  
Improvements: Septic system/private well, newer roof and newer electrical throughout residence and metal shed. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

Sale Date Sale Price

August 19, 2016 $100,915

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,408 $71.67

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.560 $64,689
 

 SALE: Cropsey-IR-001  

 

Located at: 22747 N 4100 East Road 

Municipality: Cropsey Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 11-24-101-011 

Grantor: Benjamin T. & Stephanie Gunther 

Grantee:  Tyler W. & Cassandra L. McMurray 

Recording Doc: 2016-00016072 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 60% wooded: 40% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: 
Level to Gently 

Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Fair 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, scattered semi-mature and mature trees 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1901 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: -  Garage Type: - Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 2 Fireplace: No 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

128sf deck 
Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

County Road 

# of Outbuildings: 2 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

Utility shed (80sf±), Utility shed (120sf±) Overall Condition: Average 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 745ft to 755ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0425E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Private well/septic system. Updates include roof, insulation, siding, gutters, plumbing, electrical, 
drywall and flooring. 
Verification Comments: The buyer, Cassandra McMurray, stated by questionnaire that she did not know the seller, the 
sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated from the asking price. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

February 8, 2017 $160,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,815 $88.15

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.360 $117,647
 

 SALE: Moneeek-IR-001  

 

Located at: 20393 N 2150 East Road 

Municipality: Money Creek Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 08-34-400-019 

Grantor: Sara E. Standish 

Grantee:  Joanna M. Kitchens 

Recording Doc: 2017-00002830 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 74% wooded: 26% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1920 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): None 

# Garage spaces: 2  Garage Type: 360sf detached  Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 1.5 Fireplace: None 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

84sf open porch, 54sf 
open porch Central Air: No Heating: Forced air 

Road 
Frontage 

County Road 

# of Outbuildings: -  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

- Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 790ft to 792ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Well and septic system on property, above ground pool, unfinished attic in house (703sf). 
Verification Comments: The buyer Joanna Kitchens, stated by questionnaire that she did not know the previous owner, 
the sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price.  
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sales Group J 
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Arroith-IR-003-T Oldtown-IR-002 Moneeek-IR-001

address 10197 N 3500 East Rpad 22792 E 1000 North Road 20393 N 2150 East Road

Municipality/County Arrowsmith Township Old Town Township Money Creek Township

Sale Price $261,900.00 $207,000.00 $160,000.00

Sale Date June 4, 2016 December 16, 2016 February 8, 2017

time in months Base -7 -8

time adj per year 0.00% 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $207,000.00 $160,000.00

lot size description acres 9.6 3.21 1.36 

land= $124,800.00 $64,200.00 $43,500.00

adjustment $60,600.00 $81,300.00 

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 $0.00 

style 2 sty 1.5 sty 1.5 sty

age 1911 1901 1920

effective age 26 30 26

7% 0%

adjustment $9,100.00 $0.00

exterior siding metal w/brick trim brick vinyl

average average average

room count  total unknown unknown unknown

 BRs 3 3 3

 baths 2.5 3 1.5

GLA in sq.ft. 2,016 1,990 1,815 

$50.09 $49.75

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

$1,300.00 $10,000.00 

basement 1176 1654 1112

0 0 0

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00 

garage 624 320 360

contribution value $12,000.00 $6,000.00 $7,000.00

$6,000.00 $5,000.00 

porches, decks enclosed por, deck, patio (2) covered porches, patio cov porch, porch

contribution value $7,000.00 $4,000.00 $1,000.00

$3,000.00 $6,000.00 

Other gravel gravel drive & concrete gravel drive

landscaping landscaping (min) landscaping (min)

riding arena + stalls + shop 

(6,264sf)
loafing shed  (192sf)

Pole barn/garage (1,800sf)

contribution value $43,100.00 $17,100.00 $4,500.00

$26,000.00 $38,600.00 

$106,000 $140,900 

$313,000 $300,900

$307,000

$261,900

($45,100)

-17.2%

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as precentage

Paired Sales Analysis- Group J

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,016 sf  $ 102.42 /sf  $ 206,473.15 

1176 sf  $   22.39 /sf  $   26,332.65 

624 sf  $   37.88 /sf  $   23,640.04 

196 sf  $   53.51 /sf  $   10,487.23 

144 sf  $   22.16 /sf  $     3,190.73 

248 sf  $     7.42 /sf  $     1,841.38 

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 271,965.17 

47%  $ 128,565.35 

26 years

55 years

 $ 143,399.82 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

34%  $   49,399.82 

Reason:

 $       94,000.00 

 $       36,100.00 

 $         7,000.00 

 $     124,800.00 

 $    261,900.00 

Arroith-IR-003-T

GLA

basement

garage (heated)

wood deck

enclosed porch

TOTAL  (rounded)

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

within windfarm

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Total Cost New

Description area $/area

patio
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,990 sf  $  109.36 /sf  $ 217,631.89 

       1,654 sf  $    20.99 /sf  $   34,715.10 

           320 sf  $    38.88 /sf  $   12,441.14 

           120 sf  $    40.87 /sf  $     4,903.96 

             60 sf  $    52.85 /sf  $     3,171.09 

           204 sf 7.68$      /sf  $     1,567.16 

 $ 274,430.34 

54%  $ 148,730.34 

30 years

55 years

 $ 125,700.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     125,700.00 

 $       12,100.00 

 $         5,000.00 

 $       64,200.00 

 $    207,000.00 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)

covered porch

patio

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Oldtown-IR-002

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,815 sf  $    95.44 /sf  $ 173,217.49 

       1,112 sf  $    22.39 /sf  $   24,899.58 

           360 sf  $    38.88 /sf  $   13,996.28 

             84 sf  $    19.06 /sf  $     1,600.98 

             54 sf  $    20.75 /sf  $     1,120.75 

sf /sf  $                 -   

 $ 214,835.09 

48%  $ 102,835.09 

26 years

55 years

 $ 112,000.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     112,000.00 

 $                     -   

 $         4,500.00 

 $       43,500.00 

 $    160,000.00 

Moneeek-IR-001

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch

porch

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)
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Sale Date Sale Price

June 4, 2016 $261,900

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,016 $129.91

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

9.600 $27,281
 

 SALE: Arroith-IR-003-T  

 

Located at: 10197 N 3500 East Road 

Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 24-24-300-003 

Grantor: Brandon A. & Amanda R. Clark 

Grantee:  Geoff & Andrea Skinner 

Recording Doc: 2016-00011578 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Agricultural 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 94% wooded: 6% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 50% 

Terrain: Gently Rolling 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Sangamon River 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes, orchard trees 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Brick/metal Year Built: 1911 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces: 2 Garage Type: 624sf attached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 2.5 Fireplace: Natural fireplace Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

196sf enclosed porch, 
144sf deck, 248sf patio Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA Road Type County road  

# of Outbuildings: 1 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

6,264sf 4-sided metal shed with 4 stalls and riding 
area with concrete floor and insulation in 
workshop area 

Overall Condition: Average 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a gently rolling contour. A large part of the property surrounding the Sangamon River lies in 
Flood Zone A, a floodplain, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, effective 07-16-2008. The remainder of the property lies 
in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard. 
Improvements: Well/septic system, new roof and new high efficiency furnace, updated cabinetry throughout. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. The closest 
wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 3,144.74ft± to the southeast. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 19: View of Wind Turbines looking southerly from driveway in front of residence. 

 

Figure 20: View of Wind Turbines looking southeasterly from driveway in front of residence. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

February 8, 2017 $160,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,815 $88.15

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

1.360 $117,647
 

 SALE: Moneeek-IR-001  

 

Located at: 20393 N 2150 East Road 

Municipality: Money Creek Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 08-34-400-019 

Grantor: Sara E. Standish 

Grantee:  Joanna M. Kitchens 

Recording Doc: 2017-00002830 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Rural Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 74% wooded: 26% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl  Year Built: 1920 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): None 

# Garage spaces: 2  Garage Type: 360sf detached  Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 3 1.5 Fireplace: None 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

84sf open porch, 54sf 
open porch Central Air: No Heating: Forced air 

Road 
Frontage 

County Road 

# of Outbuildings: -  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

- Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 790ft to 792ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0350E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Well and septic system on property, above ground pool, unfinished attic in house (703sf). 
Verification Comments: The buyer Joanna Kitchens, stated by questionnaire that she did not know the previous owner, 
the sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price.  
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Sale Date Sale Price

December 16, 2016 $207,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,990 $104.02

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

3.210 $64,486
 

 SALE: Oldtown-IR-002  

 

Located at: 22792 E 1000 North Road 

Municipality: Old Town Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 22-23-400-006 

Grantor: Ronald & Rebecca Wheeler 

Grantee:  Joseph J. & Karla S. T. Jenkins 

Recording Doc: 2016-00024490 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 82% wooded: 18% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Drainage ditch  

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl Year Built: 1884 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces:  1 Garage Type: 320sf detached Driveway type: Gravel and concrete 

Room Count: N/A 3 3 Fireplace: Wood burning stove  
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

120sf covered porch, 
60sf covered porch, 
204sf concrete patio Central Air: Yes Heating: LP FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

County Road 

# of Outbuildings:  2 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

192sf shed, 1,800sf pole barn/garage Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 865ft to 875ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0550E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Well/septic system, new roof, new hardwood floors, new foundation. 
Verification Comments: The buyer Joseph Jenkins, stated by questionnaire that he did know the seller as a family 
acquaintance, the sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Paired Sales Group K 
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Dawson-IR-002-T Oldtown-IR-002

address 13321 N 2900 East Road 22792 E 1000 North Road

Municipality/County Dawson Township Old Town Township

Sale Price $275,000.00 $207,000.00

Sale Date May 15, 2017 December 16, 2016

time in months Base 5

time adj per year 0.00%

Adj Sales Price $207,000.00

lot size description acres 5.16 3.21 

land= $82,600.00 $64,200.00

adjustment $18,400.00 

Wind Farm- Zone 0 Non-wind farm 

adjustment $0.00 

style 2 sty 1.5 sty

age 1920 1901

effective age 20 30

18%

adjustment $22,900.00

exterior siding brick brick

average average

room count  total unknown unknown

 BRs 4 3

 baths 2 3

GLA in sq.ft. 2,054 1,990 

$50.09

adjustment 
 $/sf base 

$3,200.00 

basement 1294 1654

0 0

$0.00

$0.00 

garage 480 320

contribution value $11,000.00 $6,000.00

$5,000.00 

porches, decks deck, porch (2) covered porches, patio

contribution value $4,000.00 $4,000.00

$0.00 

Other gravel gravel drive & concrete

landscaping landscaping (min)

shed (800sf) loafing shed (192sf)

barn with lean-to (2,720sf) Pole barn/garage (1,800sf)

pole barn (1,560sf)

contribution value $60,900.00 $17,100.00

$43,800.00 

$93,300 

$300,300

$300,300

$275,000

($25,300)

-9.2%

quality of construction

Concluded Value of Subject if 

Not in Wind Farm Zone 

portion finished in sf

adjustment

adjustment

adjustment

Total Adjustments

Indicated value if Not in Wind Farm

contribution value $/sf

contribution value $/sf

Paired Sales Analysis- Group K

0.0%

neighborhood location

percent adj of residence

Sale Price of Subject

Difference in dollars

Difference as precentage  
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Sale #

$ sub-total

2,054 sf  $ 110.60 /sf  $ 227,176.91 

       1,294 sf  $   21.69 /sf  $   28,067.05 

          480 sf  $   36.54 /sf  $   17,539.20 

          144 sf  $   22.16 /sf  $     3,190.73 

          180 sf  $   19.64 /sf  $     3,535.90 

sf  $          -   /sf  $                 -   

 $ 279,509.79 

36%  $ 101,639.92 

20 years

55 years
 $ 177,869.87 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

26%  $   46,369.87 

Reason:

 $     131,500.00 

 $       53,900.00 

 $         7,000.00 

 $       82,600.00 
 $    275,000.00 

Depreciated value of structures:

Description area $/area

Total Cost New

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements
Land value
TOTAL  (rounded)

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

none

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Dawson-IR-002-T

GLA

basement

garage

porch

wood deck

Less Depreciation:

Dawson-IR-002-T

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:
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Sale #

$ sub-total

1,990 sf  $  109.36 /sf  $ 217,631.89 

       1,654 sf  $    20.99 /sf  $   34,715.10 

           320 sf  $    38.88 /sf  $   12,441.14 

           120 sf  $    40.87 /sf  $     4,903.96 

             60 sf  $    52.85 /sf  $     3,171.09 

           204 sf 7.68$      /sf  $     1,567.16 

 $ 274,430.34 

54%  $ 148,730.34 

30 years

55 years

 $ 125,700.00 

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

0%  $                 -   

Reason:

 $     125,700.00 

 $       12,100.00 

 $         5,000.00 

 $       64,200.00 

 $    207,000.00 

Oldtown-IR-002

Description area $/area

GLA

basement

garage

covered porch

covered porch

patio

none

Total Cost New

Less Depreciation:

Physical Depreciation

Effective Age:

Total Economic Life:

Depreciated value of structures:

Functional Obsolescence

none

Economic Obsolescence

Contribution (depreciated) value of  building: 

Contribution (depreciated) value of  outbuildings

Plus, contribution value of site improvements

Land value

TOTAL  (rounded)
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Sale Date Sale Price

May 15, 2017 $275,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

2,054 $133.89

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

5.160 $53,295
 

 SALE: Dawson-IR-002-T  

 

Located at: 13321 N 2900 East Road 

Municipality: Dawson Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 23-01-300-006 

Grantor: James M. & Debbie L. Wheeler 

Grantee:  Bethany M. Presutti 

Recording Doc: 2016-00006469 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture 

Use: Agricultural 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 98% wooded: 2% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural Water Feature: None 

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes, stone landscaping 
improvements with flower beds 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 2 story Exterior siding: Brick/Wood Year Built: 1920 

Construction Quality: Average Basement Type: Full w/crawl space FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces:  2.5 Garage Type: 480sf detached Driveway type: Gravel  

Room Count: N/A 4 2 Fireplace: Wood burning stove 
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

144sf deck, 180sf open 
porch 

Central Air: Yes Heating: LP gas FHA 
Road 

Frontage 
County road  

# of Outbuildings: 3  
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

800sf shed, 2,720’sf barn & lean-to (barn-
864sf/lean-to-864’sf), 1,560sf shed  

Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0575E, effective 07-16-2008. 
Improvements: Private well/septic system, fenced pastures with double cross hotwired fence, newer roof, central air, 
furnace, wood burning stove and windows, above ground pool.  
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection, questionnaires returned unanswered. The closest 
wind turbine that is in view from this property is approximately 1,666.58± to the northwest. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 

 

 

Figure 21: View of Wind Turbines across N 2900 East Road looking westerly from driveway entrance. 

 

Figure 22: View of Wind Turbines looking easterly from detached garage entrance at eastern end of property. 
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Sale Date Sale Price

December 16, 2016 $207,000

Gross Living Area (sf) GLA Price per sf

1,990 $104.02

Lot Size (acre) Lot Price per acre

3.210 $64,486
 

 SALE: Oldtown-IR-002  

 

Located at: 22792 E 1000 North Road 

Municipality: Old Town Township 

County: McLean, IL 

 

Parcel No.: 22-23-400-006 

Grantor: Ronald & Rebecca Wheeler 

Grantee:  Joseph J. & Karla S. T. Jenkins 

Recording Doc: 2016-00024490 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agriculture 

Use: Residential 

La
n

d
 

Topography: open: 82% wooded: 18% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM Floodplain: 0% 

Terrain: Level 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Rural Residential, 
Agricultural 

Water Feature: Drainage ditch  

Landscaping: Average 
Landscaping 
Observations: 

Lawn, mature trees, shade trees; ornamental bushes 

Im
p

ro
ve

m
en

ts
 

Style/story: 1.5 story Exterior siding: Vinyl Year Built: 1884 

Construction Quality: Average  Basement Type: Full FBLA (sf): 0 

# Garage spaces:  1 Garage Type: 320sf detached Driveway type: Gravel and concrete 

Room Count: N/A 3 3 Fireplace: Wood burning stove  
Porches/ 
Patios/Decks 

120sf covered porch, 
60sf covered porch, 
204sf concrete patio Central Air: Yes Heating: LP FHA 

Road 
Frontage 

County Road 

# of Outbuildings:  2 
Outbuilding 
Descriptions: 

192sf shed, 1,800sf pole barn/garage Overall Condition: Average 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies at 865ft to 875ft above sea level. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0550E, effective 07-16-2008.  
Improvements: Well/septic system, new roof, new hardwood floors, new foundation. 
Verification Comments: The buyer Joseph Jenkins, stated by questionnaire that he did know the seller as a family 
acquaintance, the sale price was fair and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. 
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Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Regression Analysis - Twin Groves II Wind 
Farm
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Regression Analysis – Twin Groves II Wind Farm 

 

Introduction 

 

We completed a regression analysis study to isolate the impact that a wind farm has vacant agricultural 

property value located in within and outside of the Twin Groves II wind farm. Since we had a high level of 

homogeneity of sales and an adequate number of sales, we were able to utilize the valuation methodology 

of multiple-regression analysis.  

 

The Farm 

 

The wind farm that was selected was the Twin Groves II wind farm located in McLean County, Illinois. This 

wind farm was selected due to its size, contemporary wind turbines and adequate number of sales within 

the identified wind farm.  

The details of the Twin Grove II wind farm are found in the chart below: 

Name Twin Groves II 

Location McLean County, Illinois, Townships of Arrowsmith, Cheney’s Grove and 

Dawson. 

Land area 11,000 acres (approximately half of the two wind farms Twin Groves I & II) 

Date of operation 2008 

Number of wind turbines 120 wind turbines 

Type of wind turbines Vestas V82 1.65 MW Wind Turbines (picture on next page) 

Size in kW of wind turbines 1.65MW each x 120 turbines = 198MW 

Hub height of wind turbines 80m (280ft±) 

Diameter of Turbine 82.0m (269ft±) 

Turbine height Hub ht + ½ diameter of rotors = 80m + ½ (82m)= 121m (397ft±) 

Maximum MW output Approximately 198MW  

 

Scope of Work 

 

The scope of work to complete this study included: 

• Research collect data and confirm information regarding the Twin Groves II wind farm. 

• Locating the windfarm on Google Pro mapping software, locate all the wind turbines within the 

wind farm and create the wind farm zone and concentric 1-mile zones radiating out from the farm 

to locate comparable sales as indicated on the map (see next page for working map).  

• Research and collect sales of agricultural land sales within the wind farm, Zone 0.  
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Visit each sale Figure 23: the red line outlines the wind farm Zone-0, orange line is Zone-1, yellow line is Zone-2, green 
line is Zone 3,  light blue line is Zone 4 which has a two mile width and the dark blue line is Zone 5 which has a five 
mile width. 

• Research and collect sales of comparable agricultural land sales in Zones 1-5. 

• Collect sales data, property data and assessor’s data on all sales.  

• On-site, take photographs, make field notes and try to confirm sale with current property owner.  

• Send confirmation requests to those sales not confirm in the field.  

• Collect sales and support data from the McLean County Court House.  

• Complete sales information data sheets.  

• Income stream due to wind turbine lease payments of all sales located within the wind farm.  

• The income stream was capitalized and then that amount was extracted from the sales price to 

leave the vacant land value which was then compared to comparable land sales outside of the 

wind farm.   

• Contract the services of Jim Sanders (appraiser and statistician) with REAL LLC, Tucson, Arizona, 

to complete the regression analysis and write the summary of the analysis.  
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The Study 

 

The study utilized a total of 38 agricultural land sales all located within and around the wind farm. Of the 

total sales, 8 sales were found within the windfarm and 30 were located outside of the wind farm in zones 

1-5.  The following variables were found and recorded for each sale: 

1. Location of sale being either within or outside of the wind farm Zone 0. 

2. Sale amount. 

3. Date of sale.  

4. Acres. 

5. Productivity index of the land. 

6. Ground cover. 

All the sales were selected to have the highest level of comparability to the wind farm land sales. All sales 

had 100% open ground cover being all open crop land without any wooded areas. The variables of value 

then became the date of sale and productivity index of the soils.  

 

Study Conclusion 

 

The regression analysis extracted a -8.5% impact to the overall land value due to the presence of the wind 

farm. Therefore, it is projected that agricultural land located within the wind farm Zone 0 will experience 

an overall property loss of -8.5% net of the value generated by the wind turbine lease income stream.  

 

Regression Analysis 

 

Regression Analysis: AdjSP versus Productivity, XSDAC, ...  
 
The regression equation is 

AdjSP = 2949523 + 10135 Productivity + 10783 XSDAC - 101 Date of Sale - 843 ac zone 

 

 

Predictor        Coef  SE Coef      T      P    VIF 

Constant      2949523  2806081   1.05  0.301 

Productivity    10135     2206   4.59  0.000  1.085 

XSDAC         10782.8    148.0  72.83  0.000  1.630 

Date of Sale  -101.36    64.15  -1.58  0.124  1.048 

ac zone        -843.0    162.3  -5.19  0.000  1.617 

 

 

S = 65296.1   R-Sq = 99.6%   R-Sq(adj) = 99.5% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 
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Source          DF           SS           MS        F      P 

Regression       4  3.31308E+13  8.28270E+12  1942.66  0.000 

Residual Error  33  1.40698E+11   4263581461 

Total           37  3.32715E+13 

 

 

Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.97573 

 

No evidence of lack of fit (P >= 0.1).   

 
This is the XLOF test checking for lack of fit (LOF). This is a test to make sure there are no violations of 
linearity between the predicted variable of Adjsp and the predicted variables 
 
 
Explanation of the Predictors 

Adjsp: This is the adjusted sales price for those sales located within the wind farm zone that are receiving 

cash payments.  This is the variable that is being predicted in the model.  Thus, the sales prices of the 

farms are being predicted by the variables described below.  Note that this model explains 99.5% of the 

variance in the mean sales price.  This is essentially a perfect fit. 

Constant: Since the regression analysis is actually multi-linear regression analysis, a straight-line function 

is estimated.  A straight line function takes the form of y = a + bxi ,  where “y” is the predicted variable, “a” 

is the constant which represents where the straight line crosses the x-axis in a Cartesian coordinate graph.  

The “b” represents the coefficients of the explanatory variables.   

Productivity: This is a measure of the farm’s soil quality stated as crop productivity index (CPI).   The 

coefficient of 10135 means that for every integer increase in the productivity scale results in an increase, 

on average, of $10,135 to the sales price. The SE Coef means the standard error of the coefficient which 

is an indication of variance in this estimate.  The “P” value for this coefficient is 0.000 which means a 

rejection of the null hypothesis that this variable does not impact sales price. To put into practical terms, 

one CPI unit equals 0.36% increase(decrease) in land value.  

XSDAC:  This is what is called an interaction variable between SD (sales date) and AC (the number of acres.  

This variable indicates that on average over time the size of the farms purchased increased. Again, the P 

value indicates a rejection of the null hypothesis. 

Date of Sale: This is the date of sale for each property.  Each date is transformed into a number that is 

created by starting with the first day in January in year 0, assigning the number 1 and increasing 

monotonically with each new day.  The -101.36 the negative sign does not mean prices are going down 

over time because this a correcting adjustment term needed because sales date is part of the interaction 

variable above.   

ac zone: This is the variable of interest.  This is an interaction term of the number of acres interacting with 

only those sales located within the wind farm zone.  Thus, the -$843.0 indicates decrease in value of $843 

per acre on average for the sales located within the wind farm zone. Using the median value of the non-
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windfarm properties (not adjusted for any variables) of $9,942 per acre, you have a -8.5% impact due to 

being within the wind farm.   

 

This model was checked to make sure there were no significant violations of the assumptions for 

regression analysis that are: 

1. The regression model is linear in parameters.  This means that the relationship between the 

predicted variable) adjusted sales price) has a linear or straight-line relationship with each 

predictor variable. 

2. The mean of residuals is zero.  This means the set actual sales prices for each farm less the model 

prediction of sales price in normally distributed.  This is automatic by how the regression analysis 

is calculated, that is minimizing the square of this error over the model. 

3. Homoscedasticity of residuals or equal variance.  This means that the variance of the residuals 

does not show any patterns that either increases or decreases creating more or less error in the 

prediction of sales price over the range of each prediction variable. This was tested using the 

Anderson-Darling test indicating no issues with the distribution of the residuals. 

4. No autocorrelation of residuals meaning that the terms in each prediction variable are not 

correlated with each other. This is tested above by the Durbin-Watson statistic where a score of 

2.0 means absolutely no autocorrelation.  A perfect score never happens with real date.   

 

 

The following pages are some graphics examined looking for issues:  
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This chart shows a normal distribution of the residuals. 
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This shows the Anderson-Darling normal probability of the residuals test 
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This shows the residuals plotted against the number of acres in the dataset.  I note that the data has two 

sales much larger than the rest of the data and two sales larger than the balance of the data.  In this 

model, this is not an issue.  In addition, the economics of farm sales and the numerous farm sale data 

examined over many cases typically show a linear relationship between price per acre and the number of 

acres where the acres vary functional obsolescence 20 to over 600. 
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This plot of residuals over time does not indicate any problems.  However, it does show that more sales 

would be needed to have more points in the year 2016. 
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This last plot of residuals shows no issues. 

 

The following section has the sales data that was used for this analysis. 
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Doc File # Parcel # Township Date of Sale Sold $ Acres $/acre Zone Productivity soil rating grd cover WF income Wind Farm Income Details PV Adj $/acre

Wind Farm

2016-13825 24-28-300-002; Arrowsmith 7/12/2016 $4,494,600 454.56 $9,888 0 132.2 good 100% open yes $6,200/year + 2% minimum annual increase, 3 total WT, 20.5yrs ($310,303) $9,205.16

2017-19419 24-21-400-004 Arrowsmith 10/18/2017 $715,100 78.74 $9,082 0 130.0 good 100% open yes $6,200/year + 2% minimum annual increase, 1 total WT, 19.2yrs ($98,048) $7,836.58

2017-20557; 24-04-300-002 Arrowsmith 10/4/2017 $752,032 80 $9,400 0 129.4 good 100% open no $9,400.40

2017-21007 24-32-100-002; Arrowsmith 10/13/2017 $1,637,592 183.33 $8,932 0 136.2 excellent 100% open no $8,932.48

2017-6359 24-28-100-005 Arrowsmith 4/7/2017 $400,000 40 $10,000 0 139.8 excellent 100% open no $10,000.00

2017-6665 24-30-300-010 Arrowsmith 4/14/2017 $677,096 59.43 $11,393 0 137.5 excellent 100% open yes $6,200/year + 2% minimum annual increase, 1 total WT, 19.67yrs ($100,011) $9,710.33

2017-7913 24-02-100-003; Arrowsmith & 4/26/2017 $1,720,641 180.22 $9,547 0 129.7 good 100% open no $9,547.45

2016-17858 23-22-100-004; Dawson 9/8/2016 $880,000 80 $11,000 0 138.1 excellent 100% open no $11,000.00

8

AVERAGE 144.535 $9,905 0 134.1 AVERAGE $9,454

MEDIAN 80 $9,718 0 134.2 MEDIAN $9,474

Non-Wind Farm

2017-1983 18-24-300-005 Anchor 1/20/2017 $524,784 60.32 $8,700 130.4 good 100% open no $8,700

2016-24521 32-02-100-001; Bellflower 12/20/2016 $5,204,448 510.24 $10,200 131.7 good 100% open no Outbuildings - Assessed value = $6,720.00  ($6,700) $10,187

2016-24580 32-18-100-002 Bellflower 12/7/2016 $868,000 80 $10,850 135.4 excellent 100% open no $10,850

2016-5078 39-12-176-002 Bellflower 3/2/2016 $664,020 62 $10,710 136.4 excellent 100% open no Railroad abuts property $10,710

2017-9547 32-06-300-002 Bellflower 5/15/2017 $741,000 78 $9,500 143.7 excellent 100% open no $9,500

2017-9230 16-13-300-002 Blue Mound 5/18/2017 $277,500 30 $7,583 138.8 excellent 100% open no $9,250

2016-11882 11-22-400-007 Cropsey 6/15/2016 $680,000 73.62 $9,237 125.9 good 100% open no $9,237

2016-4313 23-20-100-002 Dawson 2/21/2016 $528,320 50.6 $10,441 142.6 excellent 100% open no $10,441

2016-19420 29-26-100-003 Downs 9/29/2016 $606,550 77.24 $7,853 130.9 good 100% open no $7,853

2017-16275 29-34-200-004 Downs 8/24/2017 $850,704 76.64 $11,100 140.8 excellent 100% open no $11,100

2017-4809 29-18-200-006 Downs 3/15/2017 $363,168 46.59 $7,795 133.9 excellent 100% open no $7,795

2016-24275 30-01-400-008 Empire 11/15/2016 $495,000 49.79 $9,942 128.2 good 100% open no $9,942

2016-14845 10-06-300-002 Lawndale 7/29/2016 $696,000 80 $8,700 128.3 good 100% open no $8,700

2016-23072 10-02-100-002 Lawndale 11/16/2016 $947,144 100.76 $9,400 127.0 good 100% open no $9,400

2017-4678 10-10-400-001 Lawndale 2/8/2017 $696,000 80 $8,700 130.6 good 100% open no $8,700

2016-17049 09-02-200-005 Lexington 9/2/2016 $570,000 60 $9,500 129.8 good 100% open no $9,500

2017-4700 09-15-100-001 Lexington 3/10/2017 $776,000 80 $9,700 136.1 excellent 100% open no $9,700

2017-5322 09-27-200-004 Lexington 3/9/2017 $715,644 79.54 $8,997 133.0 excellent 94% open no $8,997

2017-4596 17-33-100-005 Martin 3/9/2017 $750,275 76.17 $9,850 131.8 good 100% open no $9,850

2017-4830 17-14-200-006 Martin 3/2/2017 $824,515 80.05 $10,300 137.9 excellent 100% open no $10,300

2017-5115 17-24-400-001 Martin 2/10/2017 $824,000 80 $10,300 137.4 excellent 100% open no $10,300

2017-16635 08-30-400-002; Money Creek 8/16/2016 $920,000 80 $11,500 141.6 excellent 100% open no $11,500

2016-16246 08-21-300-002 Money Creek 8/16/2016 $401,005 34.87 $11,500 137.3 excellent 100% open no $11,500

2016-4209 22-08-100-008; Old Town 2/1/2016 $617,763 49.45 $12,493 141.5 excellent 100% open no $12,493

2016-22490 15-17-100-004; Towanda 11/12/2016 $936,156 76.03 $12,313 139.1 excellent 100% open no $12,313

2016-22491 15-17-300-002; Towanda 11/18/2016 $1,258,318 119.93 $10,492 141.6 excellent 100% open no $10,492

2016-22492 15-17-200-003 Towanda 11/18/2016 $952,141 80.97 $11,759 139.7 excellent 100% open no $11,759

2016-22493 15-17-100-005 Towanda 11/14/2016 $952,141 81.01 $11,753 141.1 excellent 100% open no $11,753

2016-2292 38-09-100-003 West 1/26/2016 $464,000 40 $11,600 141.4 excellent 100% open no $11,600

2016-2293 38-09-100-004 West 1/27/2016 $464,000 40 $11,600 140.1 excellent 100% open no $11,600

30

AVERAGE 84 $10,146 136 AVERAGE $10,201

MEDIAN 77 $10,250 137 MEDIAN $10,243

-7.32%

LAND SALES DATA FOR TWIN GROVES II WIND FARM

Difference before adjustments for time and soil quality
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Land Sales Sheets for Agricultural Study
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 SALE: Anchor-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

January 20, 2017 $524,784 60.320 $8,700 130
 

Located at:  N 4100 East Road Municipality: Anchor Township 

Parcel No.: 18-24-300-005 County:  McLean 

Grantor: Dennis L. Messamore & Lynette Printer 

Messamore 

Grantee:  Allison-Wells, LLC 

Recording Doc:  2017-00001983 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

660ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0425E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-002-T  

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

October 18, 2017 $715,100 78.74 $9,082 130.0
 

 

Located at: E1000 North Road Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

Parcel No.: 24-21-400-004 County: McLean 

Grantor: D. Lynn Webber Grantee:  Raymond L. and Anne L. Vickery 

Recording Doc: 2017-19419 Document type: Trustee’s Deed  

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: 

Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: None Road Frontage: County Road 

Lease Term: 30 Annual Income: $6,200/year 
Amortized Income 
for full Lease Term: 

  

Agreement Date: 
December 15, 
2006 

Turbines: 1 Recording Doc: 2007-00005335 
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Easements: 
Turbine Leasehold Area: being a circle = 4.51ac±; Access Road Easement = 1.257ac±; 75’ wide underground electric and 
communication line easement; an exclusive Crane Travel Path Easement; a non-exclusive Construction easement. 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, 
within FIRM Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. 
Verification Comments: The buyer Anne Vickery, stated by phone interview that she did not know the previous owner, the 
sale price was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated down from the asking price. She also stated the sale was a 10/31 
exchange. She stated that she was assigned the wind turbine lease as part of the sale. She stated that she did not mind the 
presence of the wind turbines because the annual income helped her pay off her annual taxes for the property. The seller, D. 
Lynn Webber, Successor Trustee, also stated that the sale price was fair and that it was indeed an estate sale. He stated that 
he felt that the wind turbines were a blight on the landscape; thought they rusted too easily; and didn’t like them. He also 
stated that he did like the income that the turbines did generate, though.  

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-003-T 
 

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

October 4, 2017 $752,032 80.000 $9,400 129
 

 

Located at: E1300 North Road Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

Parcel No.: 24-04-300-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Jeffrey K. Travis; Deborah Anne Travis Graham; Maria K. Messick; 

John Troupis II, Helen Troupis, and Eleanor Troupis; and Travis 

Allen and Nancy Dauber 

Grantee:  Warren and Betty Bane 

Recording Doc: 2017-20557; 2017-20558; 2017-20559;  

2017-20560; 2017-20561 

Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: Level 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Frontage: County Road 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. There are no wind turbines on this 
property. Wind turbines figure prominently in the viewshed of the property. The closest wind turbine is located 
approximately 864.54 linear feet away from the western property line. 
Verification Comments: The seller representative Maria Messick, stated by questionnaire that she knew the buyer as a 
distant cousin, the sale price was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated after comparing multiple local listings in 
the region. The buyer, Warren Bane, stated by questionnaire that he felt that the sale price was fair and that he knew 
the seller as a distant relative; related through his grandfather. He stated that he felt the wind turbines effected the 
value of the property but not the use. If the wind turbines were completely removed from a property that had them the 
property would sell for less money. He stated that he did not have any problems with them and that the access roads 
were very useful. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-004-T 
 

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

October 13, 2017 $1,637,592 183.33 $8,932 136.2
 

 

Located at: E850 North Road Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

Parcel No.: 24-32-100-002; 24-32-200-001; 24-32-100-003 County: McLean 

Grantor: Champaign County Farms LLC Grantee:  Wamble Mountain Farms, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2017-21007 Document type: Special Warranty Deed  

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: 

Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Frontage: County Road 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood 
hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. There are no 
wind turbines on this property. Wind turbines figure prominently in the viewshed of the property. The closest wind 
turbine is located approximately 386.93 feet away from the eastern property line. 
 

Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection; sales questionnaires returned unanswered; 
voice messages for confirmation were not returned. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-005-T 
 

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

April 7, 2017 $400,000 40.00 $10,000 139.8
 

 

Located at: E1000 North Road Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

Parcel No.: 24-28-100-005 County: McLean 

Grantor: D. Lynn Webber Grantee:  Brad L. and Kristen N. Hubble 

Recording Doc: 2017-6359 Document type: Trustee’s Deed  

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: Level 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Frontage: County Road 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. There are no wind turbines on this 
property. Wind turbines figure prominently in the viewshed of the property. The closest wind turbine is located 
approximately 850.39 linear feet away from the western property line. 
Verification Comments: The seller D. Lynn Hubble, stated by phone interview that he knew the buyer as a neighbor 
(adjacent landowner), the sale price was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated as a simultaneous trade of 
property. He stated that he felt that the wind turbines were a blight on the landscape; thought they rusted too easily; 
and didn’t like them. He also stated that he did like the income that the turbines did generate, though. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-006-T 
 

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

April 14, 2017 $677,096 59.43 $11,393 137.5
 

 

Located at: N3000 East Road & E950 North Road Municipality: Arrowsmith Township 

Parcel No.: 24-30-300-010 County: McLean 

Grantor: Christopher A. Witte Grantee:  Sunrise Company, L.L.C. 

Recording Doc: 2017-6665 Document type: Warranty Deed  

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: Level 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Frontage: County Road 

Lease Term: 30 Annual Income: $6,200/year 
Amortized Income 
for full Lease Term: 

  

Agreement Date: March 20, 2006 Turbines: 1 Recording Doc: 2006-00026119 
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Easements: 
Turbine Leasehold Area: being a circle = 4.51ac±; Access Road Easement = 0.462ac±; 75’ wide underground electric and 
communication line easement; an exclusive Crane Travel Path Easement; a non-exclusive Construction easement. 

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. Parcel #24-30-300-010 is a child 
parcel of retired parcel #24-30-300-008. 
Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection; sales questionnaires returned unanswered; voice 
messages for confirmation were not returned. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Arroith-VA-007-T 
 

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

April 26, 2017 $1,720,641 180.22 $9,547 129.7
 

 

Located at: Vacant Lands on E 1400 North Rd Municipality: Arrowsmith & Dawson Townships 

Parcel No.: 24-02-100-003 & 23-01-100-006 County: McLean 

Grantor: Glencoe Farms, LLC Grantee:  Farmland Reserve, Inc. 

Recording Doc: 2017-7913 Document type: Warranty Deed  

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: 

Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: None Road Frontage: County Road 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property consists of two non-contiguous parcels. The property has a level to gently rolling contour. The 
property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. 
There are no wetlands on the property. There are no wind turbines on this property. Wind turbines figure prominently 
in the viewshed of the property. The closest wind turbine is located approximately 613.53 linear feet away from the 
eastern parcel, and approximately 184.34 linear feet away from the western parcel. 
 
 

Verification Comments: Owner not present at time of inspection; sales questionnaires returned unanswered; 
voice messages for confirmation were not returned. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Bellwer-VA-001 
 

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

December 20, 2016 $5,204,448 510.240 $10,200 132
 

Located at: E750 North Road/N4000 East Road/E825 

North Road 

Municipality: Bellflower Township 

Parcel No.: 32-02-100-001, 32-03-100-002, 32-02-200-

004, 32-03-200-002, 32-03-200-001, & 25-

35-400-001 

County: McLean 

Grantor: Robert H. Toftoy Grantee:  Baloo Enterprises, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00024521 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

5,060 ft± - E750 North Rd. 
4,465 ft± - N4000 East Rd. 
2,905 ft± - E825 North Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road/County Hwy 
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Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  

Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E & 
17113C0625E, effective 2008-07-16. There is a pole frame building valued at $2,600, a BU bin valued at $2,620, a 
crib valued at $1,200, and 2 ccc bins valued at $150 each located on the property.  

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Bellwer-VA-002  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

December 7, 2016 $868,000 80.000 $10,850 135
 

Located at:  N3600 East Road Municipality: Bellflower Township 

Parcel No.: 32-18-100-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Mark D. Hohenstein & Thomas P. 

Hohenstein 

Grantee:  Irvin L. & Delila K. Bane 

Recording Doc: 2016-00024580 Document type: Trustee’s Deed   

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

2,620 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17147C0025D, 
effective 2011-06-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Bellwer-VA-003  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 2, 2016 $664,020 62.000 $10,710 136
 

Located at:  Off of E100 North Road Municipality: Bellflower Township 

Parcel No.:  39-12-176-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Linda M. Becker, etal Grantee:  Gary G. Fugh, etal 

Recording Doc:  2016-00005078 Document type: Executor’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

0 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: None 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch   Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17019C0150D, 
effective 2013-10-12. Railroad abuts property on the northwest property line.  

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Bellwer-VA-004  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

May 15, 2017 $741,000 78.000 $9,500 144
 

Located at:  N3600 East Road & E750 North Road Municipality: Bellflower Township 

Parcel No.:  32-06-300-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Thomas & Beverly Melideo Grantee:  Eric & Jenny Mennenga 

Recording Doc:  2017-0000-9547 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,090 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Road/County Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0600E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Blueund-VA-002  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

May 18, 2017 $227,500 30.000 $7,583 139
 

Located at:  E1700 North Road Municipality: Blue Mound Township 

Parcel No.: 16-13-300-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Leuchtenberg Farms, Inc. Grantee:  Dennis & Amy Winterland 

Recording Doc: 2017-00009230 Document type: Warranty Deed  

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

515 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0375, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Cropsey-VA-001  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

June 15, 2016 $680,000 73.620 $9,237 126
 

Located at:  E2250 North Road & N4000 East Road Municipality: Cropsey Township 

Parcel No.: 11-22-400-007 County: McLean 

Grantor: Robert D. & Georgia L. Bailey Grantee:  Chris A. & Michelle S. Elliott 

Recording Doc: 2016-00011882 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

320 ft± - E2250 North Rd. 
2,300 ft± - N4000 East Rd.  Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0400E & 
17113C0425E, effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Dawson-VA-001-T  

  

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in Acres Price per Acre
Illinois Crop

Productivity Index

September 8, 2016 $880,000 80.00 $11,000 138.1
 

 

Located at: N2725 East Road Municipality: Dawson Township 

Parcel No.: 23-22-100-004; 23-22-300-007; 23-22-300-008 County: McLean 

Grantor: Howard Bane Bartlow Grantee:  David W. Caldwell; Bridget A. Caldwell; and Daniel W. and 

Kali Caldwell 

Recording Doc: 2016-17858 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A – Agricultural  Use: Agricultural  

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0% wetlands: 0% FEMA/FIRM floodplain: 0% 

Electrical Yes 
Terrain: Level 

Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential Nat. Gas No 

Sewer/water No Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Frontage: County Road 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property has a level contour. The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM 
Panel #17113C0575E, effective 2008-07-16. There are no wetlands on the property. There are no wind turbines on this 
property. Wind turbines figure prominently in the viewshed of the property. The closest wind turbine is located 
approximately 3,003.75 linear feet away from the eastern property line. 
Verification Comments: The buyer David Caldwell, stated by phone interview that he did know the previous owner 
(they are 1st cousins), the sale price was fair, and that the sale price was negotiated as a simultaneous trade of property.  
The agent for the buyer, Attorney Hunt Henderson, stated that the sale price was fair and that it was indeed a trade of 
property. He stated that he felt that the wind turbines increased the value of the property in the short term, but he also 
felt that down the road when properties with wind turbines will come closer to the end of their respective lease terms, 
the wind turbines will have the opposite effect on value, actually decreasing property value. This is because landowners 
are skeptical that the wind farm companies will re-negotiate at the end of the lease terms and that the wind turbines 
will be left behind with the concrete base structure.   

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Dawson-VA-002  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

February 21, 2016 $528,320 50.600 $10,441 143
 

Located at: E1100 North Road Municipality: Dawson Township 

Parcel No.: 23-20-100-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: J Double R, L.L.C. Grantee:  ACDL, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00004313 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

850 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0550E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Downs-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

September 29, 2016 $606,550 77.240 $7,853 131
 

Located at:  N2200 East Road Municipality: Downs Township 

Parcel No.: 29-26-100-003 County: McLean 

Grantor: Joseph G. Abraham, Jr., Trustee Grantee:  Keith Morgan 

Recording Doc: 2016-00019420 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,120 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17039C0100E, 
effective 2007-11-02. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Downs-VA-002  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

August 24, 2017 $850,704 76.640 $11,100 141
 

Located at: E300 North Road (Hwy 300) & N2200 East 

Road 

Municipality: Downs Township 

Parcel No.: 29-34-200-004 County: McLean 

Grantor: Gail Ann Perring Peters Grantee:  Adam L. & Wendy J. Brent 

Recording Doc: 2017-00016275 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,020 ft± - E300 North Rd. 
2,160 ft± - N2200 East Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road/County Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17039C0100E, 
effective 2007-11-02. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Downs-VA-003  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 15, 2017 $363,168 46.590 $7,795 134
 

Located at: E600 North Road (CTH 575) Municipality: Downs Township 

Parcel No.: 29-18-200-006 County: McLean 

Grantor: Barry Duke Grantee:  Dennis Brent 

Recording Doc: 2017-00004809 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

770 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road/County Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17039C0075E, 
effective 2007-11-02. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Empire-VA-001  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 15, 2016 $495,000 49.790 $9,942 128
 

Located at: E700 North Road Municipality: Empire Township 

Parcel No.: 30-01-400-008 County: McLean 

Grantor: Debby G. Morris, Trustee Grantee:  Ben & Samantha Gulley 

Recording Doc:  2016-00024275 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,360 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Highway 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0575E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lawnale-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

July 29, 2016 $696,000 80.000 $8,700 128
 

Located at: N3000 East Road & E2525 North Road Municipality: Lawndale Township 

Parcel No.: 10-06-300-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Jeff Hall, Trustee Grantee:  Richard L. & Judith D. Rhoda, Trustees 

Recording Doc: 2016-00014845 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,530 ft± - N3000 East Rd. 
2,420 ft± - E2525 North Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0200E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lawnale-VA-002  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 16, 2016 $947,144 100.760 $9,400 127
 

Located at:  N3400 East Road Municipality: Lawndale Township 

Parcel No.:  10-02-100-002 County: McLean 

Grantor: Jo Ann Kelly, etal Grantee:  Carey Davis 

Recording Doc:  2016-00023072 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,640 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17105C0550E, 
effective 2007-12-18. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lawnale-VA-003  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

February 8, 2017 $696,000 80.000 $8,700 131
 

Located at:  E2450 North Road Municipality: Lawndale Township 

Parcel No.: 10-10-400-001 County: McLean 

Grantor: David R. Grizzle, etal Grantee:  2 Mills, LLC 

Recording Doc:  2017-00004678 Document type: Executor’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,300 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17105C0550E, 
effective 2007-12-18. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lexiton-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

September 2, 2016 $570,000 60.000 $9,500 130
 

Located at:  N2850 East Road/N2900 East Road Municipality: Lexington Township 

Parcel No.:  09-02-200-005 County: McLean 

Grantor: Dee Ann Cole & Spencer Wiley Grantee:  Paul E. & Kelly M. Schuler 

Recording Doc:  2016-00017049 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

660 ft± - N2850 East Rd. 
1,320 ft± - N2900 East Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0200E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lexiton-VA-002  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 9, 2017 $776,000 80.000 $9,700 136
 

Located at:  N2700 East Road & E2350 North Road Municipality: Lexington Township 

Parcel No.: 09-15-100-001 County: McLean 

Grantor: Linda S. Kellough, etal Grantee:  James M. Killian, Trustee 

Recording Doc:  2017-0004700 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

2,640 ft± - N2700 East Rd. 
1,320 ft± - E2350 North Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0200E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Lexiton-VA-003  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 9, 2017 $715,644 79.540 $8,997 133
 

Located at:  E2200 North Road Municipality:  Lexington Township 

Parcel No.: 09-27-200-004 County: McLean 

Grantor: James Morrison Grantee:  Carey M. Davis 

Recording Doc:  2017-00005322 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 94% wooded: 6%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,125ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Gravel 
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0375E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Martin-VA-001  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 9, 2017 $750,275 76.170 $9,850 132
 

Located at:  N3200 East Road & E1500 North Road Municipality: Martin Township 

Parcel No.:  17-33-100-005 County: McLean 

Grantor: James M. Killian, Trustee Grantee:  Kenneth Behrens, etal 

Recording Doc:  2017-00004596 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

2,640 ft± - N3200 East Rd. 
985 ft± -  E1500 North Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0575E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Martin-VA-002  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

March 2, 2017 $824,515 80.050 $10,300 138
 

Located at:  E1800 North Road & N3500 East Road Municipality:  Martin Township 

Parcel No.: 17-14-200-006 County: McLean 

Grantor: Janice V. Schafer, etal Grantee:  Winterland Family Limited Partnership 

Recording Doc:  2017-00004830 Document type: Executor’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,150 ft± - E1800 North Rd. 
2,640 ft± -  N3500 East Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0390E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Martin-VA-003  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

February 10, 2017 $824,000 80.000 $10,300 137
 

Located at:  N3600 East Road Municipality: Martin Township 

Parcel No.:  17-24-400-001 County: McLean 

Grantor: Willke Farmland Partnership Grantee:  ATG Trust Company for Loretta J. Weber, 

etal 

Recording Doc:  2017-00005115 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,320 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Creek/Stream Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0390E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Moneeek-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

August 16, 2016 $920,000 80.000 $11,500 142
 

Located at:  E2100 North Road & N1900 East Road Municipality: Money Creek Township 

Parcel No.: 08-30-400-002 & 08-30-400-005 County: McLean 

Grantor: L. George Leonard, Trustee Grantee:  Wilha M. Kingdon 

Recording Doc:  2016-00016635 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va
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b
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Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

2,660 ft± - E2100 North Rd. 
660 ft± - N1900 East Rd. Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0310E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Moneeek-VA-003  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

August 16, 2016 $401,005 34.870 $11,500 137
 

Located at:  E2250 North Road Municipality: Money Creek Township 

Parcel No.:  08-21-300-002 County:  McLean 

Grantor: L. George Leonard, Trustee Grantee:  Gary Dameron 

Recording Doc:  2016-00016246 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,090 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0310E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Oldtown-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

February 19, 2016 $617,763 49.450 $12,493 142
 

Located at:  N1900 East Road (CTH29) Municipality: Old Town Township 

Parcel No.: 22-08-100-008 & 22-08-100-009 now 22-08-

100-010 

County: McLean 

Grantor: Ronald S. Willke, Trustee Grantee:  Timothy R. Bittner, Trustee, etal 

Recording Doc: 2016-00004209 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b
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Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

420 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Highway 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0510E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Towanda-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 12, 2016 $936,156 76.030 $12,313 139
 

Located at: Towanda Barnes Road (1900E County 

Rd/CR 29)/E1800 North Road/N2000 East 

Road 

Municipality:  Towanda Township 

Parcel No.:  15-17-100-004 & 15-17-200-004 County: McLean 

Grantor: Joan Brown, etal Grantee:  KS Real Estate Acquisitions, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00022490 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 
A
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b
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 Electrical Yes 
Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,200 ft± - 1900E County 
Rd. 
2,640 ft± - E1800 North Rd. 
1,340 ft± - N2000 East Rd. 

Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road/County Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0320E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Towanda-VA-002  

 
 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 18, 2016 $1,258,318 119.930 $10,492 142
 

Located at: Off of Towanda Barnes Road (CTH 29) Municipality: Towanda Township 

Parcel No.: 15-17-300-002 & 15-17-400-001 County: McLean 

Grantor: Mark Kraft Grantee:  KS Real Estate Acquisitions, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00022491 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

0 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Gently Rolling Road Frontage: None 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0320E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Towanda-VA-003  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 18, 2016 $952,141 80.970 $11,759 140
 

Located at: E1800 North Road Municipality: Towanda Township 

Parcel No.: 15-17-200-003 County: McLean 

Grantor: Luke Gleason, Jr. Grantee:  KS Real Estate Acquisitions, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00022492 Document type: Trustee’s Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,320 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0320E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: Towanda-VA-004  

  

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

November 14, 2016 $952,141 81.010 $11,753 141
 

Located at: E1800 North Road Municipality: Towanda Township 

Parcel No.: 15-17-100-005 County: McLean 

Grantor: Christine Frampton, etal Grantee:  KS Real Estate Acquisitions, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00022493 Document type: Warranty Deed  

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

1,320 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: County Road 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0320E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: West-VA-001  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

January 26, 2016 $464,000 40.000 $11,600 141
 

Located at:  N3250 East Road (CTH 11) Municipality: West Township 

Parcel No.: 38-09-100-003 County: McLean 

Grantor: Kyle & Kimberly S. Kopp, etal Grantee:  Southern Pilgrims, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00002292 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 Electrical Yes Type of land use 

present in area: 
Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

660 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: Level Road Frontage: County Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: None Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0775E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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 SALE: West-VA-002  

 

 

Sale Date Sale Price Size in acres Price per acre
Illinois Crop 

Productivity Index

January 27, 2016 $464,000 40.000 $11,600 140
 

Located at: N3250 East Road (STH 11) Municipality: West Township 

Parcel No.: 38-09-100-004 County: McLean 

Grantor: Joseph G. Maxwell, Trustee Grantee:  Southern Pilgrims, LLC 

Recording Doc: 2016-00002293 Document type: Warranty Deed 

Zoning: A - Agriculture Use:  Agricultural 

 

Topography: open: 100% wooded: 0%  wetlands: 0% floodplain: 0% 

U
ti

lit
ie

s 

A
va

ila
b

le
 

Electrical Yes Type of land use 
present in area: 

Agricultural, Rural 
Residential  

Amount of Road 
Frontage (ff): 

660 ft± 
Nat. Gas No 

Muni. Water No  Terrain: 
Level to Gently 
Rolling 

Road Frontage: State Hwy 

Muni. Sewer No  Water Feature: Drainage ditch  Road Type: Paved  
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Additional 
Observations: 

Land: The property lies in Flood Zone X, an area of minimal flood hazard, within FIRM Panel #17113C0775E, 
effective 2008-07-16. 

Site Inspected by: James Marske Date of Inspection: May 17, 2018 
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Curriculum Vitae of Kurt C. Kielisch 

KURT C. KIELISCH 

 

Work Experience 

 
As of January 2019, I have 35 years of experience in the appraisal field. During this tenure I have completed over 

8,000 valuations totaling $13+ billion dollars.  

  

As a practitioner, I entered the appraisal industry in 1984 employed by ValuPruf Valuation Service, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. Appraisal assignments through the years have included the following: single-family residential, multi-

family residential, dairy farms, crop farms, horse ranches, cattle ranches, commercial properties, special use 

properties, tax assessment, ocean-front properties and islands, stigmatized properties, eminent domain, utility 

easements, valuation consulting, litigation support work and impact studies. I have provided appraisal services for 

properties located in Alaska, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, South Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 

 

As a communicator, I have authored the book: The Listing Appraisal Program (ATI press, 1996) and three magazine 

articles: Dead Body Appraisers (The Appraisal Buzz, October 3, 2002), Expert Testimony and Reports: Is Change Good? 

(Working R.E. Magazine, February 2002), and Rails to Trails Property Rights (Right of Way Magazine, Nov/Dec 2012). 

I have been engaged in valuation related research projects on the impacts of high voltage transmission lines, natural 

gas pipelines, oil pipelines, wind farms and solar farms on property value. Related to the impact on property value 

of utility projects, wind and solar farms, I have given testimony before the Wisconsin Senate Committee, Wisconsin 

Public Service Commission, Wisconsin Wind Farm Siting Council, Illinois Wind Farm Siting Councils, Missouri Public 

Service Commission and the Wyoming Industrial Committee. Our research has been utilized by other appraisers, 

experts and property owners when arguing before government committees, public service counsels, courts and in 

reports. 

 

As an expert witness, I have been an approved expert in Wisconsin, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota and Virginia 

state courts, commissioner hearings in Wisconsin and Minnesota, mediation in Indiana and Illinois, and Federal 

Courts in Wisconsin, Kansas and Ohio. In the Wisconsin Supreme Court case of Spiegelberg vs. State of Wisconsin 

DOT (2004AP3384), I was the principle appraiser for Ms. Spiegelberg. This hearing resulted in a majority decision in 

favor of my client making a landmark decision relating to the proper valuation methodology when appraising 

property involved in eminent domain to obtain just compensation. In the Wisconsin Supreme Court decision of 

Waller vs. American Transmission Corporation, LLC (2012AP805 & 2012AP840) the high court overwhelming found 

in favor of my client and made a landmark decision involving relocation rights and an uneconomic remnant. I was 

the principle appraiser and expert witness for the Wallers.  

 

As an educator, I taught appraisal pre-licensing and continuing education courses throughout a multi-state area from 

1994 to 2000. During this time, I authored course curriculum for seven pre-licensing courses and twelve continuing 

education courses as well as the creation of a two-year professional appraiser training program. Since 2000, I have 

given presentations for professional continuing education (IRWA – Badger Chapter, The American Law Institute and 

CLE Annual Eminent Domain Conferences (2013, 2014, 2016), IRWA Annual Conference (2013) and for general 

information at many public meetings. 
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Academics  

 

M.A. Education. Regent University, Virginia Beach, Virginia. This degree concentrated on the adult learner and 

state-of-the-art communication technology to enhance learning. The focus was on the adult learner. 

 

B.A. Business Administration (Economics Minor). Lakeland College, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. 

 

B.A. Biology (Natural Sciences Minor). Silver Lake College, Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 

 

 

Certifications/Designations/Organizations  
 

Certified General Real Property Appraiser State of Illinois. License #553.002453 (Expires 9/30/2019)  

Certified General Appraiser State of Minnesota. License #40285817 (Expires 8/31/2019). 

Certified General Appraiser State Pennsylvania. License #GA004389 (Expires 6/30/2019). 

Certified General Appraiser State of Virginia. License #016559 (Expires 3/31/2019). 

Certified General Appraiser State of Wisconsin. License #1097-010 (Expires 12/14/2019). 

Temporary Certified General Licenses. Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Mississippi, Missouri 

and Ohio.   

Past Certified General Appraisal Licenses. Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and 

Wyoming.  

ASA (real property) Urban Designated Member. American Society of Appraisers (ASA).  

SR/WA (Senior Member) Designated Member. International Right-of-Way Association.  

R/W-AC (Appraisal Certified Member) Designated Member. International Right-of-Way Association.  

IFAS (Senior Member) Designated Member (designation now retired). National Association of Independent Fee 

Appraisers (now merged with the ASA). 

Review Appraiser (past). Department of Regulation and Licensing, State of Wisconsin (contract position). 

Associate Member. Appraisal Institute (AI).  

Approved Contract Appraiser. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR).  

REALTOR member. Realtors Association of Northeast Wisconsin and National Association of Realtors.   

Approved R.E. Appraisal Instructor (past). Virginia, Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 

Assistant Editor. ASA-Real Property quarterly newsletter (2012-2014).  

Faculty. Eminent Domain and Land Valuation Litigation, The American Law Institute – CLE: Miami Beach, FL 

(January 2013) and New Orleans, LA (January 2014). Eminent Domain Impact of Political & Economic Forces, 

Eminent Domain Institute CLE International (September 2013), Cleveland, Ohio. Eminent Domain: Current & 

Emerging Issues, Eminent Domain Institute-CLE International (September 2016), Las Vegas, NV. 

Seminar Instructor. International Right-of-Way Annual Conference (2013), Charleston, West Virginia (topic 

Valuation of Rails to Trails Corridors); International Right-of-Way Appraisal Day Seminar (May 13, 2014) Ohio IRWA 

Chapter 13 (topic Valuation of Utility Corridors). 

 

 

Appraisal/Real Estate Courses (29 courses, 572hrs) 
 

Fundamentals of Real Property Appraisal (40hrs). IAAO, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA. 

Income Approach to Valuation (40hrs). IAAO. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA. 
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Real Estate Appraisal (45hrs). Alpha College of Real Estate [Instructor]. 

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (15hrs). Alpha College of Real Estate [Instructor]. 

Appraising the Small Income Residential Property (15hrs). Alpha College of Real Estate [Instructor].  

Advanced Income Appraisal I (30hrs). Alpha College of Real Estate [Instructor]. 

Advanced Income Appraisal II (30hrs). Alpha College of Real Estate [Instructor]. 

Residential Construction, Design & Systems (20hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Residential Cost Approach & Depreciation Methods (20hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Residential Market Approach & Extraction Methods (20hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Computer Applications in Appraisal Report Writing (15hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Completing the URAR in Compliance with FNMA Guidelines (15hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

The Residential Appraisal Process (20hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Residential Appraisal Practicum (40hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Pipeline ROW Agent’s Development Program: Course 215 (16hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Eminent Domain Law Basics for Right-of-Way Professionals: Course 803 (16hrs). International Right-of-Way.  

Financial Analysis of Income Properties (16hrs). National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers (NAIFA). 

Appraisal of Partial Acquisition: Course 401 (40hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

National Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP): Course 2005 (15hrs). NAIFA. 

Easement Valuation: Course 403 (8hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Principles of Real Estate Negotiation: Course 200 (16hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Bargaining Negotiations: Course 205 (16hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Principles of Real Estate Appraisal: Course 400 (exam). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Principles of Real Estate Law: Course 800 (exam). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Principles of Real Estate Engineering: Course 900 (exam). International Right-of-Way Association. 

SR/WA Comprehensive Exam: International Right-of-Way Association. 

Course 420: Business Practices & Ethics (8hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

United States Land Titles (16hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Quantitative Analysis (40hrs). Appraisal Institute.  

 

 

Appraisal/Real Estate Seminars (44 courses, 281.9hrs) 
 

Real Estate Taxation (7hrs). University of Wisconsin: Continuing Education Division. 

Review Appraising as the Supervising Appraiser (3hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Legal Ramifications of Environmental Laws (3hrs). International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO). 

Virginia State Mandatory Continuing Education (4hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Appraising the Small Income Property (8hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Listing Appraisals (7hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Marshall & Swift Residential Cost Approach: Sq. Ft. Method, (7hrs). Western Illinois University [Instructor]. 

Marshall & Swift Residential Cost Approach: Segregated Method, (7hrs). Western Illinois University [instars]. 

Residential Construction, Design and Systems (7hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

EMF and Its Impact on Real Estate (4hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Easements and Their Effect on Real Estate Value (7hrs). Appraisal Training Institute [Instructor]. 

Exploratory Data Analysis: A Practical Guide for Appraisers (3hrs). Appraisal Institute.  

Residential Statistical Modeling (3hrs). Appraisal Institute.  

Valuation Modeling: A Case Study (3hrs). Appraisal Institute.  

Real Estate Valuation Cycles (3hrs). Appraisal Institute. 
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Subdivision Analysis (3hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Appraisal of Nursing Facilities (7hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

National Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice: Course 400 (7hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Land Valuation Adjustment Procedures (7hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Valuation of Detrimental Conditions in Real Estate (7hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Appraising Conservation Easements (7hrs). Gathering Waters Conservancy. 

ROW Acquisition in an Environment of Power Demand Growth & Legislative Mandates (12hrs). IRWA - Minnesota. 

Analyzing Distressed Real Estate (4hrs). Appraisal Institute.  

7 Hour National USPAP Course for 2008-2009 (7hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

6th Annual Condemnation Appraisal Symposium (6hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Contemporary Issues in Condemnation Appraisal (4hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

7-Hour National USPAP course for 2010 (7hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Real Estate Finance Statistics and Valuation Modeling (14hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Michigan Law Update (2hrs): McKissock.  

Local Public Agency Real Estate Seminar 2010 (6hrs). Wisconsin Department of Transportation.  

8th Annual Condemnation Appraisal Symposium (6hrs). Appraisal Institute. 

Golf & Hotel Valuation (3.4hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

7-Hour National USPAP course for 2012 (7hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Statistics, Modeling, and Finance (14hrs). McKissock. 

Eminent Domain Issues in the Pipeline Industry: IRWA 2013 Conference (1.5hrs). 

Pipelines: Abandoned vs. Idle/Consequences of Not Maintaining Your Easements or ROW. IRWA 2013 Conference (1.5hrs).  

The Right of Reversion, "Who's on First." IRWA 2013 Conference (1.5hrs). 

Ad Valorem Tax Consultation (2hrs). McKissock. 

Appraisal Applications of Regression Analysis (7hrs). McKissock.  

Valuation of Avigation Easements (3hrs). ASA Wisconsin Chapter (Instructor) 

11th Annual Condemnation Symposium.  Appraisal Institute – Wisconsin Chapter. (6hrs) 

7-Hour National USPAP course for 2014-2015 (7hrs). Appraisal Institute 

Uniform Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions – Appraisal Institute – Florida Chapter (16hrs) 

A Review of Disciplinary Cases: How to Avoid a Visit with the Licensing Board (3hrs), McKissock. 

Eminent Domain Current & Emerging Issues- Eminent Domain Institute (2016), CLE International – Las Vegas (12hrs) 

Marcellus Shale: Effects of Energy Resource Operations on Residential Property Value (3hrs). McKissock. 

7-Hour National USPAP course for 2016-2017 (7hrs). McKissock. 

IRWA Aviation Easements Seminar (2hrs). International Right-of-Way Association. 

Review of Disciplinary Cases (3hrs). McKissock. 

The Dirty Dozen (3hrs). McKissock 

Attacking & Defending While Staying out of Trouble (2hrs). American Society of Appraisers. 
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EXPLANATION OF DESIGNATIONS 
 

 

ASA-Urban Real Property: The ASA designation is the senior designation granted by the American Society of 

Appraisers, which is the only multi-discipline international appraisal association in America. The ASA-Urban 

designation requires the passing of five advanced level commercial appraisal courses, the passing of a 

comprehensive exam, a passing grade on a demonstration narrative report, 5 years full-time appraisal experience, a 

Certified General appraisal license and the recommendation of the local and national membership committee. All 

ASA designated members must adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Association and keep up-to-date with continuing 

education (Source: www.appraisers.org). 

 

IFAS (now retired): For this senior level designation from the International Fee Appraisal Association the appraiser 

must meet the requirements for the Member [IFA], successfully pass the Senior Member Examination, score a 

passing grade on a narrative demonstration report on an income-producing property conforming to prescribed 

guidelines and meet educational and experience requirements as outlined by the Association. In addition, the 

designation requires a minimum of 4 years appraisal experience in commercial type properties, a State Certified 

General Appraisal license, successful completion of over 200-hours of appraisal course work, completion of the 

current USPAP course, a college degree and the recommendation of the appraiser’s peers and local chapter (Source: 

www.naifa.com). All IFAS members must adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Association and keep up-to-date with 

continuing education. 

 

Senior Right of Way (SR/WA): This is the most prestigious professional designation granted by the International 

Right-of-Way Association to members who have achieved professional status through experience, education, and 

examination.  The SR/WA designation requires training and examination in seven major right-of-way disciplines. The 

SR/WA designation says, "I have more than five years of right-of-way experience, plus I have had formal training in 

a wide variety of right-of-way areas." The SR/WA professional may be a specialist in one area such as appraisal, 

engineering, or law, but also must be familiar with the other seven disciplines associated with the right-of-way 

profession. Additional requirements for the SR/WA designation include: a bachelor’s degree, 5 years right-of-way 

experience, successful completion of four core courses and four elective courses, passing the all-day comprehensive 

exam and recommendation from the designee’s peers and local chapter. The SR/WA designation is the only 

designation reflecting evidence of professional attainment in the right-of-way field (Source: www.irwaonline.org). 

All SR/WA members must adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Association and keep up-to-date with continuing 

education. 

 

Right of Way Appraisal Certified (R/W-AC): The Right of Way (R/W) Certification is an esteemed professional 

designation granted to members who have achieved professional status through experience, education, and 

examination in a specific discipline. Earning this certification demonstrates an unparalleled achievement in a single 

discipline and reinforces a standard of excellence in services provided to the public (Source: www.irwaonline.org). 

All R/W-AC members must adhere to the Code of Ethics of the Association and keep up-to-date with continuing 

education. 
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Statement of Qualifying Conditions 

 
• The appraiser does not guarantee the title to property in any manner, nor has any investigation been 

made to reveal the existence of any liens or encumbrances on the property title.  

 

• The appraiser has extensively examined all of the property and met, when possible, with the owner 

and/or his agent or manager. The information given by the owner and/or his agent or manager has 

been relied upon as fact, although checked as to reasonableness and accuracy wherever possible. This 

data has been made a part of this appraisal report where deemed pertinent by the appraiser. 

 

• Summaries and all facts on the comparable sales reflect data given by the buyers, sellers, and/or their 

agents, to the appraiser and are not to be released for general knowledge or publication. To the best 

of the appraiser’s knowledge and belief, the information provided to the appraiser, plus the statement 

and opinion contained in this appraisal are correct, subject only to the limitations herein set forth.  

 

• This entire report is of a confidential nature between the appraiser and his client. The appraiser will 

not disclose any of the findings to anyone except the client or his designated agent unless given 

specific permission to do so by the client or unless he is required to do so by due process of law.  

 

• Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right to copy or publish all or any 

part of this report.  

 

• The completion of this report does not in any way require the appraiser to testify as to its background 

research, valuation procedures, contents or conclusions. Any provision for such preparation for court 

and testimony must be made separately with the appraiser and is to be compensated at his normal 

rates. In addition, any prior appraisal, later requiring the testimony of value as of a specific date, must 

be updated to that specific date as a condition prior to testimony and such updating is to be 

compensated at the appraiser’s normal rates at that time. All outstanding appraisal bills must be paid 

in full prior to testimony requirements. These conditions shall not be subverted by the use of the 

subpoena process by the client and/or his attorney.   

 

• The appraiser will not make any special investigation into environmental matters affecting the subject 

property unless specially requested to do so by the client.  

 

• The appraiser has no interest, present or contemplated, in the subject property and neither the 

contract to make the appraisal nor the compensation is contingent upon the amount of valuation 

reported.  
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• This report has been made in conformity with the highest standards and ethics of the appraisal 

profession, as demonstrated by the professional ethics and standards of the various appraisal 

organizations with which the appraiser is or has been affiliated.  

 

• This report was performed in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 

Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal 

Foundation and that were in place as of the effective date of this appraisal.  

 

• The bill for services is due upon receipt of the report. The client agrees to pay interest on any past due 

accounts at the rate of 18% per annum unless objected to in writing within 15 days of the billing date. 

 

The above qualifying conditions are an integral part of this appraisal and the original appraisal 

contract, whether written or verbal. 
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Appraiser’s Certification 

 
I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief: 

 

• The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.  

 

• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions 

and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial and unbiased professional analyses, 

opinions, and conclusions.  

 

• I have no present or prospective interests in the property that is the subject of this report and no 

personal interest with respect to the parties involved.  

 

• I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties 

involved with this assignment.  

 

• My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 

predetermined results. 

 

• My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or 

reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the 

amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result or the occurrence of a 

subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal. 

 

• My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in 

conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.  

 

• I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report. 

 

• No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance other than staff members 

employed by Forensic Appraisal Group for research and comparable sales confirmation. That 

individual was Appraisal data technician, Stacy Martin and staff appraiser James D. Marske. 

 

Signed on February 18, 2019. 
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 “Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject 

only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, 
eminent domain, police power, and escheat.” 
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� HThe concept that compares property ownership to a bundle of sticks with each 

stick representing a distinct and separate right of the property owner, e.g., the 
right to sell it, to lease it, to give it away, or to choose to exercise all or none of 
these rights.”�
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�HThe most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and 
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller 
each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected 
by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a 
specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions 
whereby:

1.buyer and seller are typically motivated; 
2.both parties are well informed or well advised and acting in what they consider 
their own best interests; 
3.a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 
4.payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial 
arrangements comparable thereto; and 
5.the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected 
by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone 
associated with the sale.” 
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“The estimated length of time the property interest being appraised would have 
been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at 
market value on the effective date of the appraisal; a retrospective opinion based 
upon an analysis of past events assuming a competitive and open market.” 
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HThe time it takes an interest in real property to sell on the market sub-sequent to the 
date of an appraisal. 

Reasonable marketing time is an estimate of the amount of time it might take to sell an 
interest in real property at its estimated market value during the period immediately after 
the effective date of the appraisal; the anticipated time required to expose the property to 
a pool of prospective purchasers and to allow appropriate time for negotiation, the 
exercise of due diligence, and the consummation of a sale at a price supportable by 
concurrent market conditions. Marketing time differs from exposure time, which is always 
presumed to precede the effective date of the appraisal.”�
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“An assumption directly related to a specific assignment, which, if found to 
be false, could alter the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions.” 
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“That which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose of 
analysis.”�
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maximum turbine noise levels based on the current Project design utilizing the GE 1.79-
100 wind turbine does not exceed the noise limits in the IPCB Noise Regulations.���
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 That reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved 

property, which is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially 
feasible, and that results in the highest value.�
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Sale�
No.

Control�
#�Pairs

T�Sale�
$/SF

C�Sales�
Avg�$/SF

Difference�
$�Amt

Difference�
%�(%)

T�Sale��
MT

Avg.�
MT

Difference�
MT�#

Difference�
MT�%

Adj.�FMV�
T�Sale

T�Sale�
Price�$

Impact���
$�Amt

Impact�
FMV�%

T�1 3 $71.79 $88.48 $16.69 �19% 437 233 204 87% $153,086 $143,000 $10,086 �6.59%
T�2 6 $60.19 $81.42 $21.23 �26% 46 172 �126 �73% $168,043 $119,900 $48,143 �28.65%
T�3 5 $55.22 $87.43 $32.21 �37% 44 207 �163 �79% $164,697 $110,000 $54,697 �33.21%
T�4 3 $146.50 $131.95 �$14.55 11% 534 240 294 122% $319,435 $310,000 $9,435 �2.95%
T�5 2 $81.22 $101.07 $19.85 �20% 155 165 �10 �6% $207,844 $160,000 $47,844 �23.02%
T�6 4 $53.70 $107.98 $54.28 �50% 49 116 �67 �58% $173,443 $87,000 $86,443 �49.84%
T�7 4 $99.24 $124.79 $25.55 �20% 17 100 �83 �83% $205,440 $144,500 $60,940 �29.66%
T�8 3 $81.71 $92.23 $10.52 �11% 188 178 10 6% $165,101 $159,000 $6,101 �3.70%
T�9 1 $125.74 $142.73 $16.99 �12% 215 138 77 56% $211,242 $170,000 $41,242 �19.52%
T�10 2 $80.65 $93.31 $12.66 �14% 207 169 39 23% $273,013 $220,000 $53,013 �19.42%
T�11 1 $102.07 $109.28 $7.21 �7% 225 98 127 130% $276,392 $207,000 $69,392 �25.11%
T�12 2 $52.08 $98.20 $46.12 �47% 66 65 1 2% $264,911 $165,000 $99,911 �37.71%
T�13 3 $74.04 $72.52 �$1.52 2% 153 183 �30 �16% $209,518 $170,000 $39,518 �18.86%
T�14 5 $50.21 $72.16 $21.95 �30% 161 240 �79 �33% $162,014 $117,500 $44,514 �27.48%
T�15 2 $105.94 $110.67 $4.73 �4% 139 53 86 162% $143,910 $116,000 $27,910 �19.39%
T�16 3 $35.71 $120.67 $84.96 �70% 295 243 52 21% $113,082 $48,000 $65,082 �57.55%
T�17 1 $105.55 $157.09 $51.54 �33% 285 55 230 418% $207,437 $172,250 $35,187 �16.96%
Total 50
Mean $81.27 $105.41 $24.14 �23% 189 156 33 21% �24.68%

PAIRED�SALES�ANALYSIS�SUMMARY
Market�Study�Statistics Valuation�Indications

Sale�
No.

Control�
#�Pairs

T�Sale�
$/SF

C�Sales�
Avg�$/SF

Difference�
$�Amt

Difference�
%�(%)

T�Sale��
MT

C�Sale�
Avg.�
MT

Difference�
MT�#

Difference�
MT�%

Adj.�FMV�
T�Sale

T�Sale�
Price�$

Impact���
$�Amt

Impact�
FMV�%

T�1 3 $71.79 $88.48 $16.69 �19% 437 233 204 87% $153,086 $143,000 $10,086 �6.59%
T�2 6 $60.19 $81.42 $21.23 �26% 46 172 �126 �73% $168,043 $119,900 $48,143 �28.65%
T�4 3 $146.50 $131.95 �$14.55 11% 534 240 294 122% $319,435 $310,000 $9,435 �2.95%
Total 12
Mean $92.83 $100.62 $7.79 �11% 339 215 124 57% �12.73%

WINDFARM�ANTICIPATION�STIGMA
Market�Study�Statistics Valuation�Indications
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�Target - Residential sales within 3 miles of any turbine(s), > 1 acre 
 Control - Rural residential, > 3miles from turbines or landfill , > 1 acre,��
�

�

Sale�
No.

Control�
#�Pairs

T�Sale�
$/SF

C�Sales�
Avg�$/SF

Difference�
$�Amt

Difference�
%�(%)

T�Sale��
MT

C�Sale�
Avg.�
MT

Difference�
MT�#

Difference�
MT�%

Adj.�FMV�
T�Sale

T�Sale�
Price�$

Impact���
$�Amt

Impact�
FMV�%

T�3 5 $55.22 $87.43 $32.21 �37% 44 207 �163 �79% $164,697 $110,000 $54,697 �33.21%
T�5 2 $81.22 $101.07 $19.85 �20% 155 165 �10 �6% $207,844 $160,000 $47,844 �23.02%
T�6 4 $53.70 $107.98 $54.28 �50% 49 116 �67 �58% $173,443 $87,000 $86,443 �49.84%
T�7 4 $99.24 $124.79 $25.55 �20% 17 100 �83 �83% $205,440 $144,500 $60,940 �29.66%
T�8 3 $81.71 $92.23 $10.52 �11% 188 178 10 6% $165,101 $159,000 $6,101 �3.70%
T�9 1 $125.74 $142.73 $16.99 �12% 215 138 77 56% $211,242 $170,000 $41,242 �19.52%
T�10 2 $80.65 $93.31 $12.66 �14% 207 169 39 23% $273,013 $220,000 $53,013 �19.42%
T�11 1 $102.07 $109.28 $7.21 �7% 225 98 127 130% $276,392 $207,000 $69,392 �25.11%
T�12 2 $52.08 $98.20 $46.12 �47% 66 65 1 2% $264,911 $165,000 $99,911 �37.71%
T�13 3 $74.04 $72.52 �$1.52 2% 153 183 �30 �16% $209,518 $170,000 $39,518 �18.86%
T�14 5 $50.21 $72.16 $21.95 �30% 161 240 �79 �33% $162,014 $117,500 $44,514 �27.48%
T�15 2 $105.94 $110.67 $4.73 �4% 139 53 86 162% $143,910 $116,000 $27,910 �19.39%
T�16 3 $35.71 $120.67 $84.96 �70% 295 243 52 21% $113,082 $48,000 $65,082 �57.55%
T�17 1 $105.55 $157.09 $51.54 �33% 285 55 230 418% $207,437 $172,250 $35,187 �16.96%
Total 38
Mean $78.79 $106.44 $27.65 �25% 157 143 14 10% �27.25%

POST�CONSTRUCTION�IMPACT
Market�Study�Statistics Valuation�Indications

Year #�Sales #�Fcl/SS %�F/S Year #�Sales #�Fcl/SS %�F/S
2009 32 2 6.25% 2009 3 1 33.33%
2010 32 4 12.50% 2010 4 1 25.00%
2011 20 1 5.00% 2011 4 1 25.00%
2012 24 2 8.33% 2012 8 4 50.00%
2013 27 5 18.52% 2013 8 1 12.50%
2014 16 2 12.50% 2014 3 1 33.33%
Totals 151 16 10.60% Totals 30 9 30.00%

TargetControl
FORECLOSURE�&�SHORT�SALE�TRENDS
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T�1 Minonk 0.58 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

18687 N 100�E Flanagan 8/19/2009 $143,000 $71.79 3.68 437 1 1 2 1992 F 1917 45x80�Metal� Avg
13665 E 3000�N Blackstone 5/13/2009 173,500$� 95.64$��� 4.51 217 1 2 2 1814 F 1918 3�outbldgs Avg 155,882$� �8.26%

($6,225) ($1,500) $5,107 ($15,000) ($17,618)

9210 E 1700�N Graymont 2/4/2010 152,500$� 90.77$��� 4.12 400 1 0 2 1680 P 1896 Barn,�shed Avg+ 148,892$� �3.96%
($3,300) $1,500 $8,496 ($5,304) $0 ($5,000) ($3,608)

24584 N 600�E Cornell 4/2/2009 165,000$� 79.02$��� 3.04 83 2 0 2 2088 C 1898 1�Outbldg Good 154,484$� �7.43%
$4,800 ($3,000) $1,500 ($2,276) $9,960 $3,500 ($25,000) ($10,516)

Control�Mean 88.48$��� 233 153,086$���
T�Sale $71.79 437 $143,000
Difference �19% 16.69$��� 87% 203.7 $10,086

�6.59%

FMV�T1�without�turbines

Value�Impact�%�

Actual�Sale�Price
Value�Impact�$�Amt

T�2 Minonk 0.58 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

18687 N 100�E Flanagan 6/20/2011 $119,900 $60.19 3.68 46 1 1 2 1992 F 1917 45x80�Metal� 2009�remodel/�Avg�Gd
20558 E 100�N Fairbury 1/13/2011 165,000$� 79.29$��� 1.80 220 1 1 2 2081 F�PF 1916 1��bldg Avg 188,983$� �36.56%

$14,100 ($2,117) ($5,000) $2,000 $15,000 $23,983

4667 E 1600�N Flanagan 1/31/2011 164,500$� 91.90$��� 1.74 213 1 1 2 1790 F�F 1925 3�outbldgs Avg 184,619$� �35.06%
$14,550 $5,569 ($10,000) ($5,000) $15,000 $20,119

11003 N 2300�E Fairbury 4/29/2011 120,000$� 68.97$��� 3.50 264 1 0 1.5 1740 F�PF 1922Old�frm�outbldg Avg 138,064$� �13.16%
$1,350 $1,500 $5,214 ($5,000) $0 $15,000 $18,064

27184 N 2400�E Odell 7/27/2011 173,000$� 105.49$� 2.14 100 2 0 2 1640 F�PF 1912 1�outbldg Remod.�Gd 176,190$� �31.95%
$11,550 ($3,000) $1,500 $11,140 ($5,000) $2,000 ($15,000) $3,190

12610 N 1900�E Fairbury 7/27/2011 143,000$� 62.97$��� 5.01 104 1 0 2 2271 F 1890 1�outbldg Avg 146,255$� �18.02%
($9,975) $1,500 ($5,270) $0 $2,000 $15,000 $3,255

19578 E 260�N Fairbury 10/31/2011 155,000$� 79.90$��� 1.56 132 1 1 1.5 1940 P 1908 1�outbldg Remodel.�Avg�Gd 174,146$� �31.15%
$15,900 $1,246 $0 $2,000 $0 $19,146

Control�Mean 81.42$��� 172.2 168,043$���
T�Sale $60.19 46 $119,900
Difference �26% 21.23$��� �73% �126 48,143$�����

�28.65%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�3 Minonk 0.58 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

18687 N 100�E Flanagan 2/29/2012 $110,000 $55.22 3.68 44 1 1 2 1992 F 1917 45x80�Metal� 2009�remodel/�Avg�Gd
27184 N 2400�E Odell 7/27/2011 173,000$� 105.49$� 2.14 100 2 0 2 1640 F�PF 1912 1�outbldg Remod.�Gd 176,190$� �37.57%

$11,550 ($3,000) $1,500 $11,140 ($5,000) $2,000 ($15,000) $3,190

12610 N 1900�E Fairbury 7/27/2011 143,000$� 62.97$��� 5.01 104 1 0 2 2271 F 1890 1�outbldg Avg 146,255$� �24.79%
($9,975) $1,500 ($5,270) $2,000 $15,000 $3,255

19578 E 260�N Fairbury 10/31/2011 155,000$� 79.90$��� 1.56 132 1 1 1.5 1940 P 1908 1�outbldg Remodel.�Avg�Gd 174,146$� �36.83%
$15,900 $1,246 $0 $2,000 $0 $19,146

7275 E 1300�N Flanagan 8/31/2012 147,000$� 70.13$��� 2.34 352 2 0 2 2096 F 1900 None Remodel.�Gd 141,862$� �22.46%
$10,050 ($3,000) $1,500 ($2,188) $3,500 ($15,000) ($5,138)

9848 E 1900�N Pontiac 9/26/2012 173,000$� 118.66$� 2.61 346 1 1 2 1458 F 1900 1�outbldg Remodel.�Gd 185,034$� �40.55%
$8,025 $19,009 $0 ($15,000) $12,034

Control�Mean 87.43$��� 206.8 164,697$���
T�Sale $55.22 44 110,000$���
Difference �37% $32.21 �79% �163 54,697$�����

�33.21%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�
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T�4 Cayuga 0.78 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

22720 E 2500�N Odell 9/22/2009 $310,000 $146.50 7.85 534 3 0 1 2116 F 2003 1�Outbldg Good
10322 N 2315�E Fairbury 3/30/2009 272,500$� 137.42$� 5.99 57 3 1 1983 F 2001 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 306,933$� 1.00%

$13,950 $5,483 $0 $0 $15,000 $34,433

16953 N 1130�E Pontiac 6/1/2009 290,000$� 109.48$� 2.25 427 2 1 1 2649 F 2003 None Gd 319,495$� �2.97%
$42,000 $3,000 ($1,500) ($17,505) $0 $3,500 $0 $29,495

11209 E 1707�N Pontiac 6/17/2010 290,000$� 148.95$� 1.54 237 3 1 1 1947 F�PF 2007 None Gd 331,877$� �6.59%
$47,325 ($1,500) $7,552 ($15,000) $3,500 $0 $41,877

Control�Mean 131.95$� 240.3 319,435$���
T�Sale $146.50 534 310,000$���
Difference �11% $14.55 122% 294 9,435$�������

�2.95%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�5 Cayuga 1.25 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

24487 N 2150�E Odell 3/26/2010 $160,000 $81.22 3.88 155 1 2 1970 F 1900 1�Outbldg. Remod.�Avg�Gd
10690 N 1400�E Chenoa 3/23/2010 217,500$� 116.19$� 2.72 221 2 2 1872 F 1920 3�Outbldgs Avg+ 229,116$� �30.17%

$8,700 ($3,000) $3,416 ($7,500) $10,000 $11,616

17925 N 2000�E Pontiac 7/12/2010 175,000$� 85.95$��� 3.11 109 1 2 2036 F 1904 4�Outbldgs Avg. 186,573$� �14.24%
$5,775 ($1,702) ($7,500) $15,000 $11,573

Control�Mean 101.07$� 165 207,844$���
T�Sale $81.22 155 160,000$���
Difference �20% 19.85$��� �6% �10 47,844$�����

�23.02%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�6 Top�Crop 1.25 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

17670 E 3200�N Blackstone 4/22/2010 $87,000 $53.70 3.08 49 2 0 1 1620 C 2001 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd
12920 E 1100�N Chenoa 5/3/2010 232,750$� 130.61$� 5.02 152 2 1 1.5 1782 F 1999 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 191,091$� �54.47%

($14,550) ($1,500) ($6,348) ($11,761) ($7,500) $0 ($41,659)

10635 E 1700�N Pontiac 6/2/2010 175,000$� 87.85$��� 1.70 96 2 1 1992 C 2003 Shed Avg�Gd 185,546$� �53.11%
$10,350 ($9,804) $10,000 $0 $10,546

19095 E 1700�N Pontiac 6/17/2010 178,000$� 122.25$� 1.58 91 2 1 1456 F�F 1996 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 175,705$� �50.49%
$11,250 $6,015 ($24,560) $5,000 $0 ($2,295)

30596 N 700�E Manville 10/28/2009 133,000$� 91.22$��� 1.27 123 2 1 1458 F 1994 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 141,428$� �38.48%
$13,575 $4,433 ($14,580) $5,000 $0 $8,428

Control�Mean 107.98$� 115.5 173,443$���
T�Sale $53.70 49 87,000$�����
Difference �50% 54.28$��� �58% �66.5 86,443$�����

�49.84%
Value�Impact�$�Amt

Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

T�7 Cayuga 2.67 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

19686 E 2400�N Odell 5/28/2010 $144,500 $99.24 8.90 17 2 0 1 1456 S 1997 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd
12920 E 1100�N Chenoa 5/3/2010 232,750$� 130.61$� 5.02 152 2 1 1.5 1782 F 1999 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 213,181$� �32.22%

T�Hwy�Loc. ($23,275) $29,100 ($1,500) ($12,774) ($11,120) $0 $0 ($19,569)

19095 E 1700�N Pontiac 6/17/2010 178,000$� 122.25$� 1.58 91 2 1 1456 F�F 1996 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 190,540$� �24.16%
T�Hwy�Loc. ($17,800) $54,900 $0 ($24,560) $0 $0 $12,540

18725 E 900�N Fairbury 1/14/2011 259,000$� 155.09$� 2.00 32 2 1 1670 F�PF 2004 1�Outbldg Avg�Gd 250,693$� �42.36%
T�Hwy�Loc. ($25,900) $51,750 ($9,957) ($24,200) $0 $0 ($8,307)

30596 N 700�E Manville 10/28/2009 133,000$� 91.22$��� 1.27 123 2 1 1458 F 1994 None Avg�Gd 167,345$� �13.65%
T�Hwy�Loc. ($13,300) $57,225 $0 ($14,580) $5,000 $0 $34,345

Control�Mean 124.79$� 99.5 205,440$���
T�Sale $99.24 17 144,500$���
Difference �20% 25.55$��� �83% �82.5 60,940$�����

�29.66%Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
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T�8 Cayuga 0.25 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

24458 N 2500�E Odell 11/4/2011 $159,000 $81.71 1.84 188 2 0 2 1946 F 1914 1�Outbldg Remod.�Avg�Gd
20558 E 100�N Fairbury 1/13/2011 165,000$� 79.29$��� 1.80 220 1 1 2 2081 F�PF 1916 1�Outbldg Avg 168,689$� �5.74%

($9,900) $300 $3,000 ($1,500) ($3,211) ($5,000) $5,000 $15,000 $3,689

4667 E 1600�N Flanagan 1/31/2011 164,500$� 91.90$��� 1.74 213 1 1 2 1790 F�F 1925 3�outbldgs Avg 161,181$� �1.35%
($9,870) $750 $3,000 ($1,500) $4,301 ($10,000) ($5,000) $15,000 ($3,319)

27184 N 2400�E Odell 7/27/2011 173,000$� 105.49$� 2.14 100 2 2 1640 F�PF 1912 1�outbldg Remod.�Gd 165,434$� �3.89%
($2,250) $9,684 ($5,000) $5,000 ($15,000) ($7,566)

Control�Mean 92.23$��� 177.7 165,101$���
T�Sale $81.71 188 159,000$���
Difference �11% 10.52$��� 6% 10.33 6,101$�������

�3.70%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�9 Top�Crop 0.38 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

32900 N 2000�E Dwight 11/1/2012 $170,000 $125.74 1.70 215 1 1 2 1352 F 1916 2�Outbldgs Remod.�Avg�Gd
14199 N 2900�E Saunemin 10/8/2012 243,500$� 142.73$� 2.18 138 1 0 1.5 1706 P 1900 1�Outbldg Remod.�Avg�Gd 211,242$� �19.52%

($3,600) $1,500 ($15,158) $0 ($15,000) $0 ($32,258)

Control�Mean 142.73$� 138 211,242$���
T�Sale $125.74 215 170,000$���
Difference �12% 16.99$��� 56% 77 41,242$�����

�19.52%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�10 Cayuga 2.13 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

24447 N 2050�E Odell 4/12/2013 $220,000 $80.65 3.79 207 2 1 2 2728 F 1996 2�Outbldgs Avg�Gd
10750 E 1720�N Pontiac 7/1/2013 237,500$� 98.14$��� 1.00 75 2 0 1 2420 C 2007 None Avg�Gd 301,273$� �26.98%

$20,925 $1,500 $9,068 $27,280 $5,000 $0 $63,773

17759 E 1700�N Pontiac 8/1/2013 265,000$� 88.48$��� 1.97 262 3 1 1 2995 F�F 1990 Pool Avg�Gd 244,753$� �10.11%
$13,650 ($3,000) ($7,087) ($26,310) $2,500 $0 ($20,247)

Control�Mean 93.31$��� 168.5 273,013$���
T�Sale $80.65 207 220,000$���
Difference �14% 12.66$��� 23% 38.5 53,013$�����

�19.42%

Actual�Sale�Price
Value�Impact�$�Amt

Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines

T�11 Top�Crop 0.80 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

32999 N 2100�E Dwight 4/30/2013 $207,000 $102.07 1.90 225 2 0 1 2028 F�PF 1979 1�Outbldg Avg
22727 E 825�N Fairbury 7/5/2012 322,700$� 109.28$� 2.50 98 3 2 1 2953 F�PFW 1977 None Avg 276,392$� �25.11%

$3,227 ($4,500) ($3,000) ($3,000) ($30,325) ($13,710) $5,000 $0 ($46,308)

Control�Mean 109.28$� 98 276,392$���
T�Sale $102.07 225 207,000$���
Difference �7% 7.21$����� 130% 127 69,392$�����

�25.11%
Value�Impact�$�Amt

Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

T�12 Cayuga 1.58 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

27510 E 2800�N Dwight 5/31/2013 $165,000 $52.08 2.06 66 4 1 3168 P�F 2003 1�Outbldg Avg
10750 E 1720�N Pontiac 7/1/2013 237,500$� 98.14$��� 1.00 75 2 1 2420 C 2007 None Avg�Gd 284,313$� �41.97%

$7,950 $6,000 $22,023 $20,840 $5,000 ($15,000) $46,813

9850 N 300�E Gridley 11/16/2012 220,000$� 98.26$��� 1.67 55 2 1 1 2239 F 20051�Outbldgw/Ap Avg�Gd 245,510$� �32.79%
$2,925 $6,000 ($1,500) $27,385 $10,700 ($5,000) ($15,000) $25,510

Control�Mean 98.20$��� 65 264,911$���
T�Sale $52.08 66 165,000$���
Difference �47% 46.12$��� 2% 1 99,911$�����

�37.71%Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
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T�13 Top�Crop 2.41 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

21379 E 3100�N Dwight 9/30/2013 $170,000 $74.04 7.00 153 3 2 2296 F 1927 2�Outbldgs Avg
9991 E 1500�N Pontiac 7/24/2013 177,500$� 79.53$��� 1.00 107 1 2 2232 F 1906 1�Outbldg Avg 232,527$� �26.89%

$45,000 $6,000 $1,527 $2,500 $0 $55,027

11757 N 1900�E Fairbury 8/13/2013 168,000$� 64.12$��� 3.00 327 2 2 2620 P�F 1906 4�Outbldgs Avg� 195,227$� �12.92%
$30,000 $3,000 ($6,233) ($2,040) ($5,000) $7,500 $27,227

1738 E 2560�N Long�Point 1/24/2014 159,900$� 73.93$��� 2.34 115 2 2 2163 F 1907 2�Outbldgs Avg 200,800$� �15.34%
$34,950 $3,000 $2,950 $0 $0 $40,900

Control�Mean 72.52$��� 183 209,518$���
T�Sale $74.04 153 170,000$���
Difference 2% ($1.52) �16% �30 39,518$�����

�18.86%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�14 Cayuga 1.91 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

27713 E 1950�N Saunemin 11/6/2013 $117,500 $50.21 3.06 161 2 Tri 2340 P 1967 None Avg�
21947 N 1575�E Pontiac 6/27/2013 129,900$� 75.52$��� 2.50 24 1 1 1720 F 1961 1�Outbldg Avg 148,125$� �20.68%

$4,200 $3,000 $14,047 $9,478 ($5,000) ($7,500) $18,225

25284 E 825�N Forrest 9/30/2013 135,000$� 47.17$��� 1.35 187 1 1.5 2862 S 1975 1�Outbldg Avg 138,660$� �15.26%
$12,825 $3,000 ($7,387) $7,722 ($5,000) ($7,500) $3,660

16101 E 1400�N Pontiac 11/18/2013 167,500$� 89.33$��� 3.27 272 2 0 1 1875 C 1967 2�Outbldgs Avg 171,109$� �31.33%
($1,575) $12,462 $7,722 ($7,500) ($7,500) $3,609

16824 N 1075�E Pontiac 2/25/2014 210,000$� 68.76$��� 1.51 404 3 Tri 3054 F�PF 1979 None Avg 184,118$� �36.18%
$11,625 ($3,000) ($14,729) ($12,278) $0 ($7,500) ($25,882)

11135 N 2300�E Fairbury 5/1/2014 200,000$� 80.00$��� 2.97 312 2 1 2500 P�F 1978 None Avg+ 168,057$� �30.08%
$675 ($3,840) ($13,778) $0 ($15,000) ($31,943)

Control�Mean $72.16 239.8 162,014$���
T�Sale $50.21 161 117,500$���
Difference �30% $21.95 �33% �78.8 44,514$�����

�27.48%

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
Value�Impact�%�

T�15 Cayuga 2.30 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

29227 N 2300�E Odell 12/19/2013 $116,000 $105.94 5.00 139 2 0 1 1095 P 1910 2�Outbldgs Avg
2726 N 2500�E Strawn 7/12/2013 155,000$� 95.80$��� 3.01 45 1 1.5 1618 F 1928 2�Outbldgs Avg 155,279$� �25.30%

$14,925 $3,000 ($15,031) ($2,615) $0 $0 $279

10725 E 1700�N Pontiac 2/28/2014 173,000$� 125.54$� 5.64 61 2 2 1378 P 1910 1�Outbldg Remod.�Gd 132,541$� �12.48%
($4,800) ($10,659) $0 $0 ($25,000) ($40,459)

Control�Mean 110.67$� 53 143,910$���
T�Sale $105.94 139 116,000$���
Difference �4% $4.73 162% 86 27,910$�����

�19.39%

Actual�Sale�Price
Value�Impact�$�Amt

Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines

T�16 Cayuga 2.67 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

24598 N 3200�E Cabery 4/1/2014 $48,000 $35.71 1.75 295 1 2 1344 F 1922 1�Outbldg Avg
10725 E 1700�N Pontiac 2/28/2014 173,000$� 125.54$� 5.64 61 2 2 1378 P 1910 1�Outbldg Remod.�Gd 109,266$� �56.07%

($29,175) ($3,000) ($1,281) ($2,778) ($2,500) ($25,000) ($63,734)

845 E 2300�N Flanagan 10/30/2014 80,000$��� 79.37$��� 1.50 614 2 0 1 1008 F 1932 1�Outbldg Avg+ 76,015$��� �36.85%
$1,875 ($3,000) $8,000 ($3,360) $0 ($7,500) ($3,985)

18375 2500�N Odell 11/21/2014 175,000$� 157.09$� 3.00 55 1 0 2 1114 F 1910 2�Outbldgs Avg�Gd 153,964$� �68.82%
($9,375) $10,839 $0 ($7,500) ($15,000) ($21,036)

Control�Mean 120.67$� 243.3 113,082$���
T�Sale $35.71 295 48,000$�����
Difference �70% $84.96 21% 51.67 65,082$�����

�57.55%
Value�Impact�$�Amt

Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price
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T�17 Cayuga 2.47 Mi.�To�Tower
Address City Closed�Date Sold�Pr $/SF Acres MT F�Baths .5�Bath #�Sty ASF Bsmt Yr�Blt Out�Bldgs Cond. Net�$�Adj. Adj.�Value Impact�%

25834 N 3200�E Cabery 10/8/2014 $172,250 $105.55 1.87 285 1 1 2 1632 F 1910 3�Outbldgs Remod.�Gd
18375 2500�N Odell 11/21/2014 175,000$� 157.09$� 3.00 55 1 0 2 1114 F 1910 2�Outbldgs Avg�Gd 207,437$� �16.96%

($8,475) $1,500 $24,412 $0 $0 $15,000 $32,437

Control�Mean 157.09$� 55 207,437$���
T�Sale $105.55 285 172,250$���
Difference �33% $51.54 418% 230 35,187$�����

�16.96%Value�Impact�%�

FMV�T1�without�turbines
Actual�Sale�Price

Value�Impact�$�Amt
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Berkeley Labs (LBNL) 
Renewable Energy 
The Electricity Markets and Policy Group conducts public interest research on 
renewable energy markets, policies, costs, benefits, and performance in collaboration 
with the US Department of Energy, state and federal policymakers, various 
international organizations, electricity suppliers, the renewable energy industry, 
academics, and others. Our work in these core areas focuses on renewable power 
generation, with an emphasis on wind and solar power.

Public Acceptance and Deployment Barriers 
Although increased deployment of renewable energy is tied to advances in 
technology, there are many social barriers that can affect renewable energy 
deployment outcomes. Providing technical assistance on the assessment and 
management of public acceptance issues related to renewable energy 
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consideration for any policy purpose. The underlying analytical methods cannot 
be shown to be reliable or accurate. 
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1) Lack of access to the underlying data prevents the independent validation of 
the data, replication of the analysis, testing of alternative analyses, or testing of 
the conclusions against the real market. 

2) The peer review process used for both the literature and the Report can only 
determine the acceptability of the papers for publication. It cannot reveal the 
validity, accuracy or reliability of the work behind the papers. 

3) Given the peer review actually conducted the fact that no published and 
recognized standards for the development of an accurate and reliable regression 
on sales price were used render the Report of highly uncertain value for any 
purpose.

4) The exclusive use of a test of statistical significance only indicates that the 
coefficients for Distance and View variables are not conclusive. What we do not 
know is what those coefficients actually represent. Only tests of economic 
significance would provide an answer, and none has been conducted. 

5) Low explanatory power, 13% less than an acceptable minimum for an 
accurate regression on sales price. 
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Note: Numerous studies, literature reviews, consulting assignments and seminar 
presentations not included. List is summary of testimony only. 
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LBGA EXHIBIT 100 

 

 

 

Clients of Luetkehans, Brady, Garner & Armstrong, LLC 

 

 

        Property Index No. 

 

Rollie & Fran Moore      03-16-276-003 

662 Knox Road 2600N 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Damon & Beth Shea  

740 Knox Road 2600N 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Gary & Penny Peterson     02-14-400-004 

1067 Knox Highway 2 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Lance & Kaylyn Peterson 

911 Knox Highway 2 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Paul & Trudy Swanson     02-24-300-005 

2601 Knox Highway 3 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Krista Swanson      02-25-100-001 

2589 Knox Highway 3     03-29-300-003 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Mike & Cheri Lundeen     03-17-100-005 

2840 Knox Road 1350E 

Altona, IL  61414 

 

Becca Lundeen  

1240 Knox Road 1240E 

Altona, IL  61414 

 

Keith & Jean Ann Erickson     02-13-400-002 

1146 Knox Highway 4 

Altona, IL  61414 
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Clients of Luetkehans, Brady, Garner & Armstrong, LLC – Cont’d 

 

 

        Property Index No. 

 

Kevin & Michelle Erickson  

2769 Knox Road 1000E 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Nancy Erickson      03-98-300-001 

2859 Knox Highway 3 

Altona, IL  61467 

 

Leland Behnken      03-31-100-001 

#4 Ottawa Trail 

Galesburg, IL  61401 

 

Mary Durham       02-14-300-002 

45 Park Lane Drive      02-14-300-007 

Galesburg, IL  61401 

 

Leland Behnken Descendants Trust #2   02-14-100-001 

c/o 45 Park Lane Drive 

Galesburg, IL  61401 

 

Ann Lou Behnken Family Trust    03-31-100-002 

c/o 2822 Knox Highway 3 

Altona, IL  61414 

 

Mark & Patty Compton     07-06-200-003 

1380 Knox Road 2400N 

Oneida, IL  61467 

 

Dean Nelson       03-32-300-004 

1371 Knox Road 2400N 

Oneida, IL  61467 
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